
Limitations: The adverse event and product problem reports contained in this record are not 
necessarily causally related to (caused by) the reported product, nor do they mean the product 
was defective. Consumer complaints involving animal foods are received by FDA through 
voluntary reporting systems. Not all reports undergo follow up actions by FDA; however, each 
report received is important to FDA as part of our ongoing surveillance efforts related to pet 
food safety. Trends in reporting can provide an early warning of emerging safety issues of 
concern.  

Other limitations: 

• For any given report, there is no certainty that the reported pet food caused the adverse
event. The adverse event(s) reported may be more related to an underlying disease,
condition, or concomitantly administered medication.

• The report narratives are provided in the form in which we received them, the quality of
the information provided about the adverse event/product problem is dependent on
the quality of the information received from the veterinarian and/or pet owner.

• Adverse event report numbers should not be used to calculate incidence rates or
measures of relative risk. It is not data from a controlled study, and there is no accurate
way to know the true size of the population exposed to a product, nor the true
population affected with an adverse event.

• Adverse event data should not be used to compare the safety of different products.
Many factors can influence reporting, and products that are more widely distributed or
sold in greater volume may have more reporting than those with limited distribution or
sales. Products for which there has been recent publicity may experience more
reporting for a period of time afterwards. Underreporting is also common with adverse
event reporting systems.



Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐352365 4/30/2018 7:24 Purina Fancy Feast Grilled 
Turkey with Gravy

Cat was refusing Fancy Feast after a certain Best By date as per my previous report.
Trial and error found a food of the same variety, make and flavor that she would eat. It 
is the only canned food she will eat.
Seems that she would eat Best By March 1919.
After a short while on this food we had problems. Changes in behavior, lethergy, 
diahorrea.
Have submitted stool sample to vet and will be consulting Wednesday.

7 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐352356 4/29/2018 22:52 Rachael Ray Nutrish Grain Free 
dog food

Severe, Vomiting, diarrhea, loss of appetite, weight loss. After x-rays and blood work 
showed everything was within normal range she was put on antibiotics and has finally 
begun to recover.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐352339 4/29/2018 12:40 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition
Roasted chicken rice & 
Vegetable flavor

I purchased a 55 lb bag of Pedigree dry dog food and found it smelled off. It doesn't 
have the normal dog food smell. My dog does not want to eat it. I tried using my 
roommate's dog food (also Pedigree without the smell) and he ate right away. He is a 
Husky mix and has been eating this food for years without a problem. (My roommate 
has a Rat Terrier who eats the small bites.) The best "before date" is October 2018.

EON‐352308 4/28/2018 16:00 Organix pristine wild-caught 
salmon recipe

I bought organix pristine wild-caught salmon treats for my dog from a local pet smart. 
The following 2 days after giving my dog the treats he fell ill, symptoms included bloody 
loose stool, bloated stomach, straining to deficate, loss of appetite and lethargy

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 10 Pound

EON‐352301 4/28/2018 13:00 DARWIN Natural Selections 
Turkey

I feed my dog DARWIN Natural Selections Turkey. I currently have lot numbers 44817 
and 45327 in my freezer; lot number 45327 is what made my dog ill. He developed 
violent projectile diarrhea on Thursday 19 April 2018, and was unable to walk or stand 
by Saturday 21 April.  at  hospital in  

 treated my dog over the course of three days. She will 
verify that my dog was DEATHLY ILL because of bacteria from DARWIN dog food.

4 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 18 Pound
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐352296 4/28/2018 11:40 Purina waggin Train Chicken 
Jerky Tenders
Delicious Breast of Real Chicken

She seemed to not want to eat all of the sudden we only have the dogs one treat daily 
but because she was the big dog she got treat and a half. They all exhibited signs of 
urinating more often my other small yorkie vomited more he has a sensitive stomach 
didn’t put the two together until the 2nd time around and it was to late she died. Her 1st 
episode thou we were able to take her to the vet she had seizures, stopped eating and 
drinking and when he did a blood and work up on her she was healthy other than 
kidney issues which he had no explanation for as she was a healthy dog last he saw 
her. He kept her for a week in iv fluids and gave her antibiotics we brought her home 
and she got better put her weight back on. I made the mistake of giving her a treat 2 
months later she didn’t want to eat, I thought it was her food and I gave her a half treat 
she liked them she ate it she only got worse. She drank a bunch of water initially but 
stopped just prior to having her 1st seizure, we called the vet it was the other vet we 
told him what was happening it was late in the day he said to keep her calm and bring 
her in in the morning. She only continued to have seizures she was much worse than 
last time. It appears that the stress of what she went through was to resent at about 
4am the following morning she passed away. This all happened from -

 We did not think to keep her body for any testing as we didn’t think that 
these treats were the cause of anything. But after she does we have them to the other 
dogs they to got sick just not to this extreme. We stopped giving them these 
immediately. We do have all her records and blood work from previous visits and from 
this the January episode. I will forward our concerns to our Vet and see what he thinks. 
Regardless of the outcome we are certainly saddened that these products are still 
offered to pet owners. With the high number of losses and not only of their lives but the 
illness they suffer. This is extremely expensive and heartbreaking for families to go 
through why these have not been permanently removed from the market shocks me to 
the core. If there had been this amount of life loss in people you would remove them. 
Please take action.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐352283 4/27/2018 22:40 wellness core natural grain free 
dry dog food original turkey and 
chicken

wellness core natural grain free 
dry dog food wild game

Has been on this brand without issue for over 2 years. Recently, dog started to vomit 
from the food. Same reaction from 2 different bags/flavors. seems like other people are 
reporting same issue online. Likely problems with recent productions. Not using this 
brand again

Chihuahua Dog

EON‐352231 4/27/2018 12:20 Diamond Natural Beef and Rice recently purchased a bag of Diamond natural beef and rice my younger female GSD 
started having diarrhea and vomiting it and worsened to include blood flowing out of 
rectum area while out walking 4/25/2018. my other GSD started having same followed 
by my 2 other husky lab mixes all females. 
Maybell was rushed to the vet tests run and 2 scripts were given

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 Pound

EON‐352207 4/26/2018 19:48 OC Raw Dog 
Meaty rox little bite size pieces

saw a blue piece inside of my dog raw food so I proceed to put it under water and I 
found it was a piece of plastic

EON‐352175 4/26/2018 15:00 holistic health extension lifetime 
multivitamin

holistic health extension lifetime multivitamin, 180 tablets lot 173098 exp 12/19, 
ingredients list reads- thiamine (vitamin b-12)(as thiamine hcl) 465mg. Thiamine is not 
b-12. Cyanocobalamin is listed later as 10mcg. i contacted manufacturer at 800-992-
9738 but they refused to comment .
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐352155 4/26/2018 12:24 Blue Buffalo Blue Multi-Cat 
Health Adult Chicken & Turkey 
Recipe Dry Cat Food 15 lbs.

My cat died so I gave her food to my boyfriend to feed . He then stopped eating 
and was diagnosed with hepatic lipidosis. This seems to be also what my cat died of. I 
already submitted a report for her.

4 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐352154 4/26/2018 12:16 Blue Buffalo Blue Multi-Cat 
Health Adult Chicken & Turkey 
Recipe Dry Cat Food 15 lbs.

A month or two after purchasing this food I noticed my cat losing weight. I look her to 
the vet and they started her on some appetite stimulants which didn't help. A few 
weeks later she was hospitalized and died at the vet. I then gave the food to a friend 
(not knowing it may have caused the issues) and his cat had the exact same 
sypmtoms. He currently has a feeding tube and is struggling to survive.

11 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 12 Pound

EON‐352118 4/25/2018 20:00 Iams Proactive Health Mini 
Chuncks

My dog got sick after eating this dog food. After taking her off of it for 3-4 days and 
trying again she continued to get sick

EON‐352110 4/25/2018 17:12 Purina Friskies Pate Mariner's 
Catch

I have an ongoing problem with Friskies Mariners Catch pate cat food. I frequently find 
"objects" in the food that are hard, white and large enough to be choke hazards. As 
many as 20 in one can. I have also found completely intact claws several times. I have 
contacted Friskies several times and even sent samples of these objects, in Friskies 
sent envelopes, twice. Their response was "normal ingredients". Yesterday I found 
another claw measuring 5/8 inch in length. I have a picture of the claw next to a ruler 
and the can of Friskies in which the claw was found. I spend time picking through the 
food each meal to pull out these objects but I don't get them all and I have seen my 
cats get an object stuck in their mouths and/or try to spit the object out numerous 
times. Last year, 2017, when I repeatedly complained and determined all the cans 
were from the same processing plant, I was told there is a regulation as to the size 
ingredients must be ground to. Clearly, this Friskies processing plant is not complying 
with that regulation. Additionally, what species do these claws come from? Here is the 
stamped information on the bottom of the most recent can with the claw: Best Before 
Jan 2020 80171159 L63820553
I have heard from another source, that pate food and Friskies pate in particular have 
copious complaints about this problem. Clearly, we need FDA's help to make this 
manufacturer comply

EON‐352107 4/25/2018 16:48 purina puppy chow started feeding purina puppy chow mixed with warm water to the pups since they were 
being weened from moms milk they became bloated had diarrhea were lethargic no 
real color to their eyes just kindof existing

4 Week
s

Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 7 Pound

EON‐352050 4/25/2018 9:04 Darwins Natural Pet Products
Natural Selections
Turkey with Vegetables

Developed severe diarrhea,vomited once and weightloss 4 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 15.2 Pound

EON‐352012 4/24/2018 15:04 Blue Wilderness Trail Tray - Beef 
Grill, Blue Wilderness Trail Tray - 
Duck Grill, Blue Wilderness Trail 
Tray - Turkey Grill

This is update to initial report key was cut off at printing: 842270F8-1B842EB8-
98FB22DF-33843C54-E2051DA6-EDAB13 ????
Outcome is being reported in this report. After feeding Blue Wilderness Trail Trays 
commencing 3/25/18 (Beef, Duck, Turkey for 10 days) pet displayed symptoms 
diagnosed as pancreatitis.

14 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 19 Pound

EON‐351980 4/23/2018 23:24 Wild Calling - Inland Waters - 
Can Cat Food

Feed him the food, he ate very little, 2-3 mouthfuls.
He walked to the other side of the kitchen and vomited twice.
The amount he ate, came right back up, thank goodness, because if there's
something wrong with it, I'd sooner him not keep it down.
I lifted the food up immediately, and put it back in the can.

12 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 9 Pound
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Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.



EON‐351976 4/23/2018 20:36 Dingo Mini Chip Twists
14 Pack

Not to be an alarmist but, after giving a Dingo Mini Chip Twist treat to each of my dogs 
(one 10.5 years, one 6.5 months), they both stopped eating, became lethargic, and 
developed diarrhea within 24 hours, simultaneously. As they eat different kibble and do 
not have access to each other's food, this is the only common thing they both ingested 
that was new in our home. Each ate only part of the treat, and I threw the uneaten 
portions in the trash as soon as they began acting sickly. The diarrhea was gelatinous 
in consistency and had bright red matter in it--the same color as the red strips lining 
each mini chip twist. The puppy was sick for about 2-3 days, and the senior dog was 
sick for about 5-6 days, and also had vomiting. Today, I sent a message via 
www.dingobrand.com to alert them to this possible issue and offered to provide them 
with packaging information, but have yet to receive a response.

6.5 Month
s

Japanese Chin (Spaniel) Dog 7 Pound

EON‐351975 4/23/2018 20:36 fancy feast tender liver & chicken 
pate, fancy feast seafood feast in 
gravy grilled, fancy feast cod sole 
& shrimp classic pate, fancy 
feast turkey feast in gravy grilled

Something is wrong with the fancy feast canned food. my cats have been eating it 
since 2005 when I got my permit for 32 cats. After being feed last night cats began 
violently vomiting food and water. I have not feed them fancy feast today because i 
noticed some of the cans i open appear to have a yellow mucous coating on top and 
smell bad. other cans appear to have dry flakes even though the food is suppose to be 
wet. The food also smelled badly. I contacted purina who offered a refund on the 4 
cases of 24 cans I purchased but I am concerned something is wrong with the cans 
and don't want other cats to get sick from it. Since I have refused to feed them the 
fancy feast today, I don't know their condition.I am feeding them boiled chicken and 
rice to hopefully settle their stomach and giving them famotadine per vet's instructions. 
I also want to note, that I also take care of TNR feral colonies outside and those feral 
cats won't even eat the food when i put it down for them

Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐351974 4/23/2018 20:28 Dingo Mini Chip Twists 
14 Pack

Not to be an alarmist but, after giving a Dingo Mini Chip Twist treat to each of my dogs 
(one 10.5 years, one 6.5 months), they both stopped eating, became lethargic, and 
developed diarrhea within 24 hours, simultaneously. As they eat different kibble and do 
not have access to each other's food, this is the only common thing they both ingested 
that was new in our home. Each ate only part of the treat, and I threw the uneaten 
portions in the trash as soon as they began acting sickly. The diarrhea was gelatinous 
in consistency and had bright red matter in it--the same color as the red strips lining 
each mini chip twist. The puppy was sick for about 2-3 days, and the senior dog was 
sick for about 5-6 days, and also had vomiting. Today, I sent a message via 
www.dingobrand.com to alert them to this possible issue and offered to provide them 
with packaging information, but have yet to receive a response.

10.5 Years Japanese Chin (Spaniel) Dog 6.5 Pound

EON‐351941 4/23/2018 14:36 Freds Kitty Cuisine My cat seems fine, but I noticed almost like a spider web in the bag when I opened it, 
Turned out it was MAGGOTS! I have pictures I will be glad to send!

2 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐351927 4/23/2018 13:24 Dick Van Pattens L.I.D. Natural 
Balance Lamb meal and brown 
rice formula.

He started on a new bag of dog food. Dick Van Pattens L.I.D. Natural balance lamb 
meal and brown rice formula. It’s the same brand/formula he has eaten since 9 weeks 
old. The morning (04-21-18) after his evening meal he had diarrhea, that continued 
until 04-22-18 afternoon when he vomited. He ate evening meal on 4-22 and vomited 3 
times during the night. The vomit looked like his food. He is an indoor dog, doesn’t 
mingle with other dogs, is very active fetching and walking, has regular vet visits, and is 
well within his weight at 48 lbs.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound
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EON‐351879 4/23/2018 10:44 Blue Buffalo Basics salmon and 
potato dry food - regular and 
grain-free:

Reported as RFR (EON-351747). FDA CVM resubmitting as PFR. 7 year old castrated 
male Doberman pinscher with DCM. Has been eating Blue Buffalo Basics salmon and 
potato dry food since 2012 (rotates between regular and grain free version of this diet). 
Recently, diagnosed with DCM and whole blood taurine was 29 nmol/ml. Started on 
cardiac medications by RDVM and just started taurine and fish oil (may also start L-
carnitine and coenzyme Q10). Unclear if taurine deficiency-related DCM or related to 
current concerns with "grain free" diets. 

DCM and taurine deficiency Owner has bag of food that she's keeping until we hear 
from you. RDVM is ,  Veterinary Hospital

7 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog

EON‐351867 4/23/2018 8:20 Purina Fancy Feast. After 5 years of eating Purina Fancy Feast, my cat will now flat refuse it without even 
tasting it. The problem seems to be after a best before date of 2018. I have given the 
cat the older food and she will eat it without problem. If I give her the new then she 
refuses it point blank. I have repeated this several times after scouring the stores for all 
the best before months I could find.
I have searched the cat forums and review sites and there are many, many people 
saying the same thing.
I reported the matter to Purina and gave them batch numbers of affected cans.
At first they denied any changes to the product, but they now admit that the formula 
has been changed.
In my opinion, the cat is the expert and will not eat tainted food. I tend to be cautious 
and would rather head off a problem now than face the death or illness of pets later.
Of course Purina won't listen to me. I knew there was a problem and lo and behold they 
admit they have changed the food. It may be nothing, but I err on the side of caution. 
My pet has not become sick as she refuses to eat it. However I have read of others 
who have eaten it and started vomiting. A friends cat has started vomiting after 
consuming affected batches.
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EON‐351854 4/22/2018 20:40 Feed Me, Boost me I had been feeding Trudog Feed Me and Boost Me for about 1 week exclusively. On 
April 19, 2018 my dog was very sick. I rushed her to my vet, All Paws Veterinary Clinic. 
She had blood drawn and I was told she had acute pancreatitis. She was admitted and 
I took her home that day around 6:30 pm with the understanding that I would bring her 
back the next morning for more medical support. On the 19th I called the 800 number 
on the Trudog website. I wanted to cancel my subscription and order that I had placed. 
I called 8 times, left a detailed email, and left a voicemail. No one returned any of my 
attempts to speak to someone. I also asked for the sodium content for the food out of 
the bag. On April 20 I contacted PayPal and filed a complaint. They gave me a phone 
number that when I called was told to leave a text. I did and about 15 min later I 
received a text, email and phone call. My order was cancelled but I again asked 
everyone I had contact with what the sodium content was. No one could answer. I then 
received a email with information from their vet about pancreatitis. That evening I found 
the recall notice about their food and salmonella. I sent the info to my vet and he said 
it's possible she could also have salmonella and that he would look into it. I sent 
Trudog another email requesting the sodium content again and telling them that I would 
like the unused food tested. I paid $605 the 19th and $346 on the 20th. She is still 
recovering and I have to bring her back the beginning of this week.  is still not out 
of the woods. I am feeling that her illness was caused by the food and Trudog will not 
contact me.

18 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 8.2 Pound

EON‐351844 4/22/2018 14:00 Diamond Naturals Large Breed 
Puppy Dry Food

I wanted to alert you to a potential food problem - Diamond Naturals Puppy. We just 
opened this bag over a week ago and my dog began having severe diarrhea from this 
food. It took over a week of bland diet boiled chicken and rice and attempting 
repeatedly to add the kibble back into his diet for us to realize that the diarrhea 
returned every time kibble was gradually reintroduced. We solved our problem 
completely by running to a store and purchasing a different brand of food - He is 100% 
back to normal after 12-24 hours on a different kibble. 

I have kept a baggie of this kibble in the freezer if a sample is ever desired. I just worry 
about other customers that could be impacted, especially with this being a puppy food 
as pups are fragile when it comes to diarrhea and dehydration. I hope someone can 
look into this brand of food if not just the individual lot as it seems like this whole brand 
has been causing GI issues since January of this year (through word of mouth).

12 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐351838 4/22/2018 12:16 Merrick Grain Free Winsaling 
Classic Recipe

I have been purchasing the Merrick Grain Free Dog Food for a while now. Last evening 
when I went to get our little Chihuahuas their dinner, I opened a can of the Grain Free 
Winsaling Classic Recipe and poured it in 2 bowls. LUCKILY I saw a chicken bone in 
the bowl into which I had just emptied the can and removed it. What would have 
happened if I had not found this chicken bone... I might have a dead dog right now. 
Someone on the manufacturing end screwed up big time. You cannot leave chicken 
bones in dog foot....!!@!@!

EON‐351825 4/22/2018 4:44 Canidae pet food made by pet 
people
Grain free pure sea

All my dogs got sick. They are throwing up and have diarrhea. One of my dogs the 
yorkie terrier is really sick he no longer wants to eat and is now always in bed. We are 
all very worried about him. We hope by reporting this we can help owners. We want to 
prevent this from happening to their furry babies.

8 Years Terrier - Silky Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐351824 4/22/2018 2:52 Quackers 100%natural breast of 
duck

Persistent glucosuria on multiple follow up urinalysis tests to monitor for stone 
recurrence. Glucosuria stopped being present when clients withdrew all jerky type 
treats at our request.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON‐351822 4/22/2018 1:08 Iams perfect portions grain free 
healthy kitten chicken recipe 
(pate)

Our seven month old kitten has been eating Iams Chicken Perfect Portions Grain-free 
since December when we adopted her. She started vomiting after starting on a new 
package we ordered from Amazon. We took her to the vet and they did x-rays and labs 
with remarkable results:
Creatinine 9.6
BUN 139 
IDEXX SDMA 81 (yes, 81! - NOT a typo)
Phosphorous 13.7
Chloride 107
Anion gap 30
Potassium 5.5
Creatinine kinase 500

She tested negative for bacteria in her urine and positive for coronavirus titer so FIP is 
possible but poisoning also is possible so I wanted to fill out a report in case other cats 
may be in danger.

Her kidney labs are back within normal limits after IV therapy and we will continue to 
monitor and follow up with the vet.

7 Month
s

Domestic Mediumhair Cat 5.75 Pound

EON‐351820 4/21/2018 23:56 Vital On 4/13/18 I purchased a bag of Freshpet Vital Grain Free Dog food. The food is in a 
plastic 1.75 pound bag. I purchased the chicken, beef, salmon & egg recipe. The dog 
food had a sell by date of 07/24/18 I made the purchase at Petco  

 on . I took the bag home and refrigerated it immediately. I opened the 
bag the morning of 04/15/18, fed my dog and put the food back in the refrigerator. 
When I came home from work that night many of the pellets in the bag had turned 
green. The next morning 04/16/18 my dog was sick with diarrhea and vomiting. My dog 
was sick for 3 days and is still not back to normal. I returned to Petco on 4/16/18 and 
took the food back but this is not the first time this food has turned bad on me. I bought 
a same size bag 30-60 days ago and had the same thing happen but I was able to 
catch it before my dog ate it. I use to by this food in a tube and had the tube turn green 
also. I will not buy this food again but I think someone should look into how and why 
this food goes bad months before the sell by date and just 24-48 hours after opening 
before a dog or cat dies.

11 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 26 Pound

EON‐351817 4/21/2018 20:36 Freeskies turkey and giblet patie Came home to find this cat had thrown up in 10 ? . places , a mix of the canned food 
and a pinkish bloody foam.
I later found a can of freeskies turkey and giblet patie cat food, the can looks like it's 
going to explode. I think I fed a contaminated can of food to my cat

10 Years American Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐351807 4/21/2018 17:36 Milos Kitchen Chicken Jerky My dog,  was given this treat about a year or 2 ago. She slowly because less 
active and I had no idea why. It turns out that she was slowly getting kidney failure. The 
vet was unable to bring her kidneys levels down to where she can have a decent 
quality of life. At the end, we made the extremely difficult decision to euthanize her so 
that she won't be in that much pain anymore. Please check on this product to make 
sure that it is safe for all the beloved dogs out there.
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EON‐351772 4/20/2018 22:32 Southern States Rabbit Food 
Premium

I bought rabbit feed from So. States out of convenience. Within 2-1/2 months, three pet 
rabbits died. Stopped eating, appeared to have strange chewing, weight loss, fur 
issues, twitching, mucous in feces, etc.

8 Years Rabbit 6 Pound

EON‐351757 4/20/2018 17:44 Meow Mix classic Pate 12-cup 
variety pack with classic pattay in 
real tuna flavor classic pate and 
mixed grill with real beef tuna 
and chicken and classic Pate 
with real chicken and liver

I opened the wet food and and the waiting cats and I quickly put it down until the smell 
caught up with me and it smells like plasticizers or some sort of putrid chemical soup 
and I have been feeding this brand for months and that is an abnormal smell. Both cats 
ingested very little of the liquid before I removed the food. I immediately try to contact 
Meow Mix they're closed. The cats have diarrhea for the next few days, but are in 
otherwise decent shape. Finally talk to meow mix on monday they offered to send me a 
fedex label, which has not arrived and I have retained my own sample because I don't 
trust them. They have not so far conducted a test on their own batch because I'm the 
only one who has complained according to their marketing department.

1 Years Unknown Cat 15 Pound

EON‐351750 4/20/2018 16:40 TruDog freeze dried raw treats 
and TruDog Boost me. I had 
purchased others that I never 
used. Trashed them.

Gave both my dogs TruDog Boost me and freeze dried treats. 
I have 2 dogs, the older one got sick right away went to vet bc she does sometimes get 
upset stomach when we travel by car, so I thought it was just that. Then about 2 days 
later my 6 year old, who has no health issues started to have the same issues and I 
saw a recall for the TurDog dried treats. So i told the vet i thought it might be the cause. 
The older dog needed a SubQ bc she was so dehydrated, both were given shots to 
help calm their tummies and 2 meds to take at home. After a few days they had 
improved. PS IT took multiple calls and emails to the company, They were in denial. 
They eventually did refund me for the product, less shipping. I threw everything away 
so I don't have the batch numbers. BUT I am sure this was the cause bc I haven't had 
any GI issues since.

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog 13 Pound

EON‐351725 4/20/2018 11:12 Canine Carryouts Had all three dogs (2 are 1 year-old pit/lab mix) get sick. Decreased appetite, vomiting, 
diarrhea, increased thirst. Have been giving these treats for months. All of a sudden all 
three became sick. That's the only thing they had in common. The older dog eats a 
completely different brand of food than the puppies, so it wasn't the food.

10 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 26 Pound

EON‐351714 4/20/2018 2:04 Wellness Core Grain Free 
Protein-Rich Nutrition
Adult Turkey Turkey Meal & 
Duck Recipe
Net Wt 5lbs - Natural food for 
adult cats

vomiting & lethargic 2 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐351709 4/19/2018 21:52 Pedigree adult dry dog food My dogs ate Pedigree dry dog food for the first time on a Friday night. Saturday they 
started having bloody diarrhea and throwing up. Sunday, my dog couldn't 
move, he was frozen like a statue, throwing up blood, I rushed him to the vet 
emergency hospital on Sunday morning. He spent a week at two different vets, it cost 
me $6000 to keep  alive.

7 Years Pointer - English Pointer Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐351706 4/19/2018 19:36 Rawsome Revolution Whole 
Prey Rabbit Grind

The company is mislabeling their products and the ingredients don't line up with where 
they say they get them and what is on the label. I ordered from them for my first time 
and wasn't sure what I really got. It is supposed to be human grade but it has bone and 
fur in it. Some of the labels say human grade and another part said fur on and bone not 
for human consumption. I asked where it was made and they said a CA AG certified 
kitchen but the kitchen they told me doesn't allow fur on animals or anything. I am not 
able to get them to reply to me anymore so I threw the products away.

EON‐351703 4/19/2018 19:04 GOLDEN REWARDS Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

Attacks included diarrhea, vomit with foamy consistency, tremors, spasms, dilated 
pupils. She has had these attacks for years, beginning several years after her birith 
(she is 9 now) and I believed it was a genetic disorder that had manifested later in her 
life, etc. However, about two months ago, I ran out of these Golden Rewards chicken 
jerky treats and did not replace. The attacks, which had been approximately every two 
weeks, had ceased. Since I only very rarely gave her these treats, I never correlated 
these attacks with feeding them to her. Just a few days ago, I obtained more of these 
treats at Walmart. I opened the bag and fed her some this morning, then took her for a 
walk. About 20 minutes after I fed her the treat (a strip approximately 2 cm x 6 cm) she 
had another episode which included vomit, tremors and spasm. This *cannot* be a 
coincidence. She had a breakfast of kibbles earlier this morning, but about 4 hours 
earlier. After reviewing this with my ex-wife, we realized that these episodes did not 
start until we began shopping at Walmart, where we began to purchase this brand and 
type of treat. I have a nearly full 16 oz bag which I have sealed with its own zip seal 
and inside 2 zip storage bags to preserve. Possible lot numbers on bag are: 
2017052227033A1 or H0757 24717 121. Expiration date: 03/03/2019. I am considering 
getting a urine sample taken at the veterinary clinic to be frozen for testing. I 
understand the markers you might be looking for are persistent, so I do not need to do 
so immediately, if I am not mistaken.

9 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 18 Pound

EON‐351649 4/19/2018 12:32 Gravy Train Owner bought small cans of Gravy Train at 99c Store. (Does not recall flavor, but has 
receipt, no product left over.) They started with soft food in August at their Vet's 
recommendation. On  dog got very sick. Took to vet who said kidney was 
failing. Gave two treatments that day (water with antibiotics) to flush it out. He had a 
treatment everyday up until  when the dog died before it went in for treatments. Vet 
said they would report. Found out about the gravy train adulteration issue at the Vets. 
Thought the cans were about 12 oz.

14 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound

EON‐351605 4/19/2018 9:52 Rachel Ray Nutrish We bought Rachel Ray dog food, and fed it to him after about a week he started 
throwing up and acting lethargic we called vet and said to bring him in, in the morning, 
we went to bed and woke up and he had passed away. He was a very healthy happy 
dog before feeding him the Rachel Ray dog food.

Retriever - Labrador Dog
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EON‐351588 4/18/2018 22:44 Golden Rewards Sweet Potato 
Wrapped with Chicken, Golden 
Rewards Cheese with Chicken 
Twists, Golden Rewards Small 
Biscuit Wrapped with Chicken, 
Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

On January 26, 2018, I took my dog to her veterinarian for annual vaccines and a 
complete physical including blood work. Her Results returned and she was declared to 
be in good health with no problems. Her Creatinine level was 0.8 with normal range 
being 0.5 - 1.6. Her BUN/Creatinine Ratio was 14 with normal range being 4 - 27. On 
March 30, 2018 I took  to the vet clinic for vomiting and constipation. The 
veterinarian took blood work and the results showed her kidneys were failing. Her BUN 
level was 70 and her creatinine level was 5.6. The vet explained she had significant 
damage to her kidneys and asked about possible toxins she had been exposed to. I 
don't work, and I supervise my dog 24/7 and she had not been exposed to any toxins. I 
looked through my pantry for treats and discovered all of them had been manufactured 
in China. All were sold under the brand Golden Rewards and they consisted of Chicken 
Jerky, Duck Jerky and dried Yams. She has not been exposed to any toxins, even 
though I never use toxic substances for cleaning, for pest control or anything else, she 
is never out of my sight, she sleeps with me and when she goes outside to potty I am 
with her. I am doing everything I can to keep her comfortable and alive including diet 
changes and subcutaneous fluid injections daily at home. I know of no other possibility 
causing her kidney disease other than the treats.

9 Years Unknown Dog 12 Pound

EON‐351506 4/18/2018 11:40 Blue Buffalo Blue Divine Delights I purchased a box of 12 Blue Divine Delights by Blue Buffalo for my puppy to mix in 
with normal blue buffalo puppy kibble. My puppy seems to really like cesar's wet food 
mixed with kibble so I figured I would buy him the blue buffalo divine delights wet food 
to mix in. He got to eat about 1 1/2 individual packets when he started getting watery, 
bloody stool. My puppy has never had this issue, and upon other research on the blood 
stool subject, I found others had the same issue with this particular dog food brand.

EON‐351493 4/18/2018 10:08 Rachael Ray Nutrish Natural Dry 
Dog Food Real Beef & Brown 
Rice Recipe 28 lbs

Started feeding my 3 yr old dog Nutrish Beef the 2nd week of March 2018. He started 
having seizures March 28th. Vet could find no reason for seizures after $315. 

I recently moved and racked my brain out as to what changed to cause his seizures. 

I researched the city water, all good. 

Researched the Nutrish food and BAM! Seizures reported with this food. I found this is 
the only one that Rachael Ray makes that causes seizures along with other medical 
issues. I stopped the food 4/2 and as of today, 4/18, no more seizures. 

I started feeding my dog the Nutrish Grain Free on 4/4 because rated higher than 
Nutrish and no mention of seizures. So far so good, no seizures.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 88 Pound

EON‐351457 4/17/2018 19:32 Merrick Backcountry Grain Free 
Large Breed Dry Dog Food 22 
lbs.

I believe that counterfeit dog food is being sold online through Chewy and amazon ( not 
necessarily Amazon, but their sellers). I bought merrick backcountry grainfree large 
breed dog food. Two bags had little to no freezedried chicken pieces in the bag. Many 
other people had this same review. I add water to the food to make it soft for my dog. 
The third time after adding the water, the food smelled like spoiled meat. It was so bad, 
I thought I was going to be sick and I had to throw away the remainder of the bag.
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EON‐351454 4/17/2018 19:16 annamaet mannitok I believe that counterfeit dog food is being sold online through Chewy and amazon ( not 
necessarily Amazon, but their sellers). In his case, my dog was on a special diet due to 
allergies. Annamaet Manitok. This batch of food looked different and my dog had an 
allergic reaction. Went back to local store for food and never happened again with this 
dog.

10 Years Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound

EON‐351446 4/17/2018 16:56 Diamond Naturals Senior dog 
Chicken egg oatmeal

Four days after purchasing new bag of dry dog food, the brand which he has been 
eating for 3 years, he began having diarrhea, lethargy and loss of appetite. Vets were 
called, labs done and he was given a bland diet and meds for 11 days.
Improved so his regular diet was reintroduced gradually per vet advice. Symptoms 
returned after dry food restarted, 5 days
after he was tapered off bland diet.

13.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 84 Pound

EON‐351372 4/17/2018 6:44 9lives Ocean Medley cat treat WE purchased the 9lives treats from a local dollar store on April 6th and started 
feeding her the treats a couple per day. By Sunday she was throwing up everything 
she ate. By Wednesday we realizes it must be the treats and stopped giving them to 
her. She continued to throw up after she ate. And finally when she threw up just water 
on Friday evening we took her to the vet who discovered she has kidney displasia and 
was suffering renal failure. We took her to the hospital where she stayed 24 hours and 
took her home. Feeding her medicines and special diet. But she has had an episode 
where she is eventually going to die.

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐351371 4/17/2018 5:32 Freshpet Select I purchased a tube of FreshPet Select food and fed my dog the allotted amount listed 
on the tube on Sunday, April 15, 2018 in the afternoon. My dog was doing well, 
defecating normally, etc. On Monday we woke to our dog begging to go outside. Once 
we took him out he began having extreme diarrhea. After returning to work he continue 
to have diarrhea. I fed him plain white, steamed rice to help alleviate his stomach, but 
he continued to have diarrhea. Between 3pm-currently (2am) he has had to go out 
every 1-2 hours to keep defecating. He has now started vomiting as well. He has not 
eaten or drank anything outside of his normal food diet except the FreshPat Select tube 
of food. I will be taking him to the vet before he dehydrates and things worsen.

14 Month
s

Great Dane Dog 72 Pound

EON‐351315 4/16/2018 15:04 9 Lives Plus Care The veterinarian said the cat showed signs of poisoning akin to lillys or antifreeze, we 
have neither of these in our home. we searched high and low to find anything just for 
some answers. the only thing we can think of was a new bag of food opened the 
previous day. His kidneys were injured and not able to function properly.

10 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 11 Pound

EON‐351205 4/15/2018 17:32 Large multi flavored biscuits ol' 
roy

Loss of appetite, balance, vomiting, orange poop and death. Took to bet and she gave 
steroids and antibiotic.

13 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 84.4 Pound

EON‐351204 4/15/2018 15:56 Friskies Liver and Chicken Pate Friskies chicken and liver pate. My cat has eaten this for YEARS. About 3-4 weeks ago 
every time we opened a can of it he acted like he couldn't stand the smell of it and 
wouldn't eat it. Sometimes he would finally break down and eat it but never a lot. He 
started begging at the table and generally not acting well--I now realize because he just 
wasn't getting enough nutrition because he refused the Friskies. My cat is not finicky 
ever. I switched to a different brand after I read numerous complaints about Friskies 
Pate going around the web dated at this same time. He gobbled that right up. 
Something has changed with the formula of this food or else the batches in the stores 
right now are contaminated.

11 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat
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EON‐351188 4/14/2018 17:28 Kibbles n bits mini bits small 
breed 

Nausea and inability to walk and jerking 1 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound

EON‐351161 4/14/2018 0:48 Taste of the Wild Canned Cat 
Food
Rocky Mountain Feline Formula 
with Salmon and Roasted 
Venison in Gravy

I opened a can of Taste of the Wild Rocky Mountain Feline Formula, with Salmon and 
Roasted Venison in Gravy, and found a full developed dead fly in the food.

EON‐351138 4/13/2018 16:56 Iams Proactive Health Large 
Breed Adult 1+

In March of 2018 I purchased a new bag of Iams Large breed dog food from Walmart. 
The same brand of food that I had been feeding my black lab for 2.5 years. Within a 
week, she started vomiting occasionally. Didn't think much of it. Then the diarrhea 
started. Then it turned to bloody diarrhea. I took her to the vet on March 30,2018. They 
checked for parasites in her stool. None present. I was informed that she had both an 
upper & lower GI infection. She was given 10 days of 2 different antibiotics, Pepcid, a 
shot plus a prescription for anti vomiting. She went on bland diet of oatmeal & chicken 
& rice. She was on the diet for a week. On Monday, April 9, 2018 we reintroduced the 
Iams dog food. Thursday, April 12,2018, my dog began vomiting once again. She 
refused to eat her dog food. Then the bloody stools started. I have stopped feeding her 
the Iams & went back to the bland diet. I called Iams on April 12, 2018, they claim they 
do not have any active recalls

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 100 Pound

EON‐351137 4/13/2018 16:48 Merrick Real Beef and Sweet 
Potato Recipe Grain-Free Puppy 
Dry food.

Two weeks after a litter mate stopped being able to walk, this pup experienced the 
same symptoms. The breeder got clindamycin to put the pup on as the first pup 
(  was on it pending Tosplasma and Neospora titers which were negative. She 
had no response. On exam on April 5, 2018, she was exhibiting neuromuscular 
disease. She could barely hold up her head. Based on  experience, I 
advised the breeder to immediately change her foods. She was able to walk again 
within days.

13 Week
s

Spaniel - King Charles 
Cavalier

Dog 3.8 Pound

EON‐351136 4/13/2018 16:40 Merrick Grain Free Real Beef 
Sweet Potato Recipe grain-Free 
Puppy Dry Food

 became unable to walk at 11 weeks. She was given to a new owner at 13 
weeks by the breeder ). She was started on clindamycin on 3/13/18 and 
tested for Toxoplasma and Neospora- both negative. Her food was changed on 
3/15/18. She started walking within days. (On exam initially she exhibited lower motor 
neuron disease.)

12 Week
s

Spaniel - King Charles 
Cavalier

Dog 5 Pound

EON‐351064 4/12/2018 20:08 Rejuv-a-wafers My friend's dogs would not stop vomiting and having diarrhea. Chihuahua Dog

EON‐351034 4/12/2018 13:56 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Turkey Meal and Sweet 
Potato Dog Food

 was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and left sided congestive heart 
failure by the cardiology service at  veterinary hospital 8/4/2016. Her disease 
has been stable. Due to reports of DCM related to taurine deficiency on grain free 
diets, a whole blood taurine level was submitted on 3/2/2018 by the cardiology service. 
Whole blood taurine was 57 (ref range 200-350, critical <150). owner was advised to 
stop current diet and start taurine supplementation.

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 31.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐351032 4/12/2018 13:48 kibbles&bits original After purchasing a new bag of kibbles & bits zander started falling over losing his 
balance shaking on the ground eyes rolling back in his head and was dead in less than 
a week. I still have the poisoned food.

8 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 130 Pound
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EON‐351031 4/12/2018 13:36 Zignature Kangaroo Formula Feb 23, 2018 Patient presented to the cardiology service at  Veterinary 
Hospital  for tachypnea. He was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy 
and left side congestive heart failure. Whole blood taurine level was 119 (ref 200-350, 
critical level <150). At the time, patient consuming Zignature Kangaroo Formula and 
was advised to change.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 40 Kilogra
m

EON‐350973 4/12/2018 0:24 Ol' Roy Dog Treats Each time a treat is given to our dog she vomits. No issues of cross contamination and 
we have ruled out other foods being an issue. She is fine when she is not chewing on 
the raw hide but vomited her stomach contents when she starts. Additionally, she 
continues to vomit until she is weak and lethargic, refusing other food and water. 
Passed after a day but as of today she was given one to see if it was illness and she 
vomited again in 30 minutes, this time with the raw hide being taken away 
immeadiately which seems to have prevented any further complications.

8 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 25 Pound

EON‐350949 4/11/2018 17:56 Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor 
Wings, Chick N' Hide

Dog was diagnosed with Fanconi syndrome. Excessive thirst and urination, glucose in 
urine, high liver enzymes. Reported to be caused by chicken jerky treats from China. 
Thats the only treats she ate. Used Chick N' Hide by Pet Center 4105 W. jefferson 
blvd. Los angles CA 90016-4124 and Good 'n' Fun Triple flavor wings 
www.HealthyHide.com manufactured for Salix Aminal Health LLC Deerfield Beach, FL 
33442 patent number 6,895,900. Both are made in China

2 Years Shih Tzu Dog 7 Pound

EON‐350939 4/11/2018 15:52 Ask owner for product name and 
information. not available.

Animal was given dehydrated chicken chews from multiple companies, some of which 
were processed in China. Pet diagnosed with fanconi-like syndrome likely from treats.

2 Years Spaniel - King Charles 
Cavalier

Dog 8 Kilogra
m

EON‐350928 4/11/2018 13:56 Orijen Senior Biologically 
Appropriate Dogfood 
Lot # 3006585-72971 BB 25 exp 
April 2019 SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
IN ORIGINAL BAG IF NEEDED

3 Newfoundland dogs and one human infected with clostridium from Orijen Senior dog 
food 

 age 5 105 lbs - recovered. 
 age 11 160 lbs, Saul 10 yrs 175 lbs - euthanized 

 Opened new bag of Orijen Senior on Monday (they were already
eating this) 

 all 3 dogs developed necrotizing enterocolitis - hemorrhagic
profuse diarrhea

 HUMAN OWNER developed necrotizing enterocolitis 
 stool sample x 3 dogs was loaded with clostridium

newfoundland age 9 euthanized 
  newfoundland age 11 euthanized 

 newfoundland age 5 required 2 courses of metronidazole recovered 
Human stool sample clostridium, (c diff negative) Human required vancomycin and
metronidazole x 3 courses, requires fecal transplantation (scheduled )

11 Years Newfoundland Dog 165 Pound
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EON‐350925 4/11/2018 13:36 Orijen Senior Biologically 
Appropriate Dogfood Lot # 
3006585-72971 BB 25 exp
April 2019 SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
IN ORIGINAL BAG IF NEEDED

3 Newfoundland dogs and one human affected
Opened new bag of Orijen Senior on Monday  (they were already
eating this)

 Tuesday all 3 dogs developed necrotizing enterocolitis - hemorrhagic
profuse diarrhea 

 Wednesday HUMAN OWNER developed necrotizing enterocolitis 
 Thursday   newfoundland age 9 euthanized 

stool sample x 3 dogs was loaded with clostridium
newfoundland age 11 euthanized 

newfoundland age 5 required second course of metronidazole, recovered 
Human stool sample clostridium, c diff negative Human required vancomycin and
metronidazole x 3 courses, requires fecal transplantation (scheduled )

9 Years Newfoundland Dog 175 Pound

EON‐350896 4/11/2018 10:24 Orijen Senior Biologically 
Appropriate Dogfood
Lot # 3006585-72971
BB 25 exp April 2019
SAMPLE AVAILABLE IN 
ORIGINAL BAG IF NEEDED

3 Newfoundland dogs and one human infected with clostridium from Orijen Senior dog 
food 

age 5 105 lbs - recovered. 
 age 11 160 lbs,  10 yrs 175 lbs - euthanized 

Opened new bag of Orijen Senior on Monday  (they were already eating this) 
on Tuesday all 3 dogs developed necrotizing enterocolitis - hemorrhagic profuse 
diarrhea 
stool sample x 3 dogs was loaded with clostridium 
on Wednesday HUMAN OWNER developed necrotizing enterocolitis 
On Wednesday dogs AND HUMAN were started on Metronidazole 
On Thursday  newfoundland age 9 euthanized 

  newfoundland age 11 euthanized 
 newfoundland age 5 required second course of metronidazole, recovered 

Human stool sample clostridium, c diff negative 
Human required vancomycin and metronidazole x 3 courses, requires fecal 
transplantation (scheduled )

5 Years Newfoundland Dog 105 Pound

EON‐350885 4/11/2018 6:56 Kibbles and bits chief style 
homstyle

My dogs continue to puke because of the dog food being fed

EON‐350877 4/10/2018 21:56 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs Used Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs as a training treat and then the dog had 
extreme diarrhea.

5 Month
s

Doberman Pinscher Dog 50 Pound

EON‐350848 4/10/2018 14:40 Friskies Mixed Grill larger can 
size

Opening large can of Friskies "Mixed Grill" cat food, it was terribly rancid, the odor filled 
the room and the food had to be dumped. Expiration date of Jan 2020 on the bottom of 
the can. The food looked relatively normal but was very soft an runny and the odor! 
Opened another can from the same case with same expiration date but slightly 
different lot number. Again, rancid odor but not quite as bad. Still bad enough food had 
to be dumped.
Opened another fan from a different case with Feb 2020 expiration date and 
appearance and odor was normal and not offensive. 
Please note: I am describing extremely disturbing rancid odor, not just a little "off".
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EON‐350842 4/10/2018 13:12 Kirkland Signature Adult Dog- 
Chicken Rice & Vegetable 
Formula made with fresh 
Chicken

We've used this brand dog food for years. After opening the new bag, my dog started 
having severe gastrointestinal distress. Uncontrollable and constant diarrhea. Not 
knowing it was the food, he stayed on it for several weeks. Upon Vet's suggestion, we 
put him on steriods and flagyl to treat symptoms and switched him to a chicken and 
rice diet. After it seemed resolved, we re-introduced food (same bag) and symptoms re-
occured. Vet suggested that he may need to stay off dog food permanently. However, 
2 months later, my sisters dog came to stay at my house. This dog has also been on 
the same food for years. I used bag to feed her and she had the exact same 
gastrointestinal distress within hours.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐350833 4/10/2018 12:32 Blue Buffalo Healthy Living Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice Recipe

The cats were not interested in the food and began throwing up after eating it. This is 
the same food they have been eating for years and always liked. Suddenly none of 
them liked it and were getting sick after eating it. I purchased a bag of the old formula 
after feeding them the bad, changed formula, and they ate it and liked it with no bad 
reactions.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐350815 4/10/2018 10:16 Pedigree dog chow Purina local 
grocery store generic brand and 
a few others dog food that my 
brother  bought for the dog 
Rottweiler he purchased from pet 
store from a puppy age.

The dog vomits when there wasn't any reason, etc., the dog food is to blame. The dog 
seems to me to be experiencing a problem probably from the dog food from the 
manufacturer sent to the local grocery store including the convenience store where 
purchased with a sales receipt or didn't receive a sales receipt of purchasing animal 
dog food exclusive for animal dogs only from convenience store and local grocery 
store.

2 Hours Rottweiler Dog 50 Pound

EON‐350797 4/9/2018 22:36 primal freeze dehydrated duck Brand: Primal freeze dry duck 

 (dog) and (cat) have been on it for 6 months so it's not a new diet 

First day of the new bag: fed the new batch to  (dog) on Thursday by Friday 
morning he was vomiting with diarrhea I was unsure what caused this
So I continued feeding him his food and gave some to the cat on Friday...by Saturday 
morning both were vomiting with diarrhea I just discontinued the food
By Sunday would not stop vomiting or diarrhea after the third round it became 
bloody diarrhea he started to eat a couple hours later.

But by Monday morning 4 a.m. every 30 minutes he had diarrhea and vomit the 
diarrhea was Liquid full of blood he started hyperventilating and trembling I rushed him 
to the vet it was confirmed there was a reaction to the food it could have been toxic or 
something inside the cause an infections blood work showed white blood cells being 
very high along with the other group of white blood cells that attack toxins or parasites 
the cat is under the same condition we had to take him into the vet this Friday and 

has not been eating until recently( Saturday April 7th) the vet had to see him 
again this Friday April 6th and give him a B12 shot. The cat is on medication for the 
same problem he has been experiencing diarrhea and vomit. It started getting worse 
Friday when the vet did a test he confirmed it was the same problem the dog was 
experiencing due to the food.

9 Month
s

Maltese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐350788 4/9/2018 19:04 Natural Selections™ Raw Dog 
Food

After consuming the recent delivery of Darwin's Pet food (Delivered last week), both of 
my dogs are having severe vomiting and diarrhea symptoms. We also found some 
leakage problems with the food bags they sent.
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EON‐350781 4/9/2018 17:32 H-E-B Texas Pets Adult Dry Dog 
Food

I had started them on new food from HEB and this morning both of my dogs were 
dead.

12 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 60 Pound

EON‐350738 4/9/2018 14:24 MeatyWay Sweet Potato and 
Duck recipe Twists, VitaLife 
Duck Tenders

Presented with severe vomiting, dehydration and inappetance. Diagnosed with acute, 
severe pancreatitis with secondary diabetic ketoacidosis. Also diagnosed with acute 
renal failure and liver insufficiency. Vasculitis occurred during treatment with sloughing 
of paw pads and ulcerative skin lesions.

8 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland cattledog)

Dog 24.5 Kilogra
m

EON‐350733 4/9/2018 13:48 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition (Roasted Chicken Rice 
& Vegetable Flavor) / 55 lbs.

Both dogs (  / Anatolian Shepard and  / Pug) exhibited signs of neurotoxic 
poisoning. The evidence suggests that the source may have been Pedigree dog food 
purchased from Costco. On advise of the Veterinary doctor I provided him with 
samples of vomit from both dogs as well as a sample of the suspected dog food.

7 Years Pug Dog 24 Pound

EON‐350730 4/9/2018 13:04 Golden rewards chicken jerky 
recipe

He had 3 golden reward treats began having bloody loose stool, then vomiting chunks 
and slivers of the chicken jerky in his vomit.

2 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐350690 4/8/2018 22:52 Darwin's Natural Pet Products
ZooLogics 
Chicken with vegetables 
meals for dogs

Ongoing events of intermittent lethargy, digestive upset, occasional vomit and/or 
diarrhea when eating dog food from Darwin's Pet Food. Issues resolve when Darwin's 
is removed from diet, may not immediately recur, when Darwin's was re-introduced. 
This pattern had been happening for over a year.
More recently we have had more serious issues, refusal to eat the food, food 
discoloration, etc.

12 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 37 Pound

EON‐350686 4/8/2018 20:12 Pup-Peroni Original Beef Flavor 
Dog Treats

8 year old Chihuahua has never been this sick before but recently after only changing 
his treats with Pupperoni treats he came down with severe vomiting, stomach noises, 
and bloody diarrhea. Took a week for vet to figure this out after he tested negative for 
everything else.

EON‐350676 4/8/2018 16:00 Old toy rawhide natural beef hide 
3 inch chips.

Dogs have had raw hides before many times. Tried this brand, both dogs have had 
diarrhea and throwing up with in an hour of eating these.

5 Years Collie (unspecified) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐350674 4/8/2018 14:28 Raw Frozen Canine Rabbit 
Formula

I found a strand of blue plastic inside the frozen rabbit dog food nugget when I was 
breaking it up before giving it to my dog
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EON‐350670 4/8/2018 13:08 Iams Proactive mini chunks 
AGES 1-5

About 3 – 4 weeks ago we switched our 21 month dog, from puppy chow to Iams 
Proactive mini chunks in a 30 lb green bag purchased at PetSmart. About 10 to 14 
days later she started to act strangely.  never turned down any food including the 
dry puppy chow she had until recently after the switch to Iams Proactive mini chunks 
for dogs ages 1 - 6. She started to leave part of the food or pick at it rather than devour 
it as was characteristic of her voracious appetite. Then the soft stools started, then 
frank diarrhea and anal bleeding.
We took her to  Veterinary Hospital, our usual vet. Tests were performed. 
It was suggested we stop feeding the Iams food, start with an alternate dog food Royal 
Canin gastro intestinal veterinary diet in wet can and dry, and see how she progressed. 
Also, she was started on Proviable Forte 1 cap daily and Metronidazole 500mg daily. 
The labs came back negative for parasites and infection. Within a day, the diarrhea 
came under control and cleared as well as the bleeding. 
Although we dumped the Iams food, we are holding a jar for sample testing, if needed.
Also, we googled for problems and it appears there are many reports by dog owners 
with similar issues and experiences and worse. Some dog owners report their dogs 
died after eating this Iams dry food. Some report we have read state MARS (parent 
company) changed the formula for this dog food in 8/2017 after which the negative 
events began surfacing.

20 Month
s

Terrier - Australian Dog 53 Pound

EON‐350666 4/8/2018 12:20 Purina Friskies Paté Variety 
Pack

In contrast to prior years,  became picky about eating Friskies wet food. He 
suffered extreme weight loss, refused to eat, and would vomit immediately after eating. 
With medication (Lactulose), he gained weight and eats, but continues to vomit 
frequently. 

Upon inspection of my current batch of cat food, I found pieces of black and gray 
rubber/plastic within the food. The first can I opened of the Turkey & Giblets Dinner, 
from the Paté Variety Pack, had many small specks of black and multiple large pieces 
of rubber. The bottom of the can is stamped multiple times and also has a blotch of 
pink ink. It is lot #1157. 

I have also had problems with the cat vomiting food from the Prime Filets Meaty 
Favorites pack. The current cans are lot #1161.

5 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐350648 4/7/2018 21:08 Darwin's Natural Pet Products 
Natural Selection Duck Meat for 
Cats

I fed him the duck from Darwin's raw cat food. He vomited a few times, but I thought it 
might be hunger pukes. So, I fed him a small amount first and then a larger amount 
later. He still vomited. Up until that point, he had been gaining 1 to 2 ounces daily. But 
he suddenly lost over a pound overnight. He became very ill and developed a fever. He 
almost died. I spent 42 hours straight taking him to emergency vets and monitoring 
him. I spent around $800 in vet bills. I missed 1.5 days of work and had to pick up a 
second job so that I could recoup the losses. He almost died. I didn't want to believe it 
was the food, but now that I see all the news articles, I do believe it was the food.

5 Month
s

Ragdoll Cat 7.5 Pound

EON‐350606 4/6/2018 20:36 Fancy Feast My healthy and active cat ate a can and a half of Fancy Feast and then died shortly 
after.

Maine Coon Cat
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EON‐350595 4/6/2018 18:16 Blue Wilderness Trail Trays: Wild 
Duck Grill, Blue Wilderness Trail 
Trays: Beef Grill, Blue 
Wilderness Trail Trays: Turkey 
Grill

Provided Blue Buffalo Trail Trays (Beef, Duck, Turkey) on 3/24/2018 for 10 days. On 
4/2/2018, dog started to limp/walk off balance, wasn't alert, and wouldn't eat or drink 
water. Vet diagnosed pet as having pancreatitis. As of 4/6/2018, pet has been to vet 
four times on 4/2, 4/4, 4/5, and 4/6 and is receiving veterinary treatment of fluids, 
antibiotics, anti-nausea medications. As of 4/6/2018, pet is still not eating food or 
drinking water. Some weight gain and improved alertness. Continued trips to vet is 
expected.

14 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 19 Pound

EON‐350590 4/6/2018 17:16 Nutro Wholesome Essentials 
Pasture Fed Lamb and Rice

 was fed at about 7 am from a new bag of nutro. At about 9 am he started 
vomiting and did so about 15 times. It was yellow and foamy. After about 6 hours he 
experienced severe diarrhea

12 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 22 Pound

EON‐350589 4/6/2018 17:16 Hill's® Science Diet® Adult 
Perfect Weight Hearty Vegetable 
& Chicken Stew

I opened the can, and it was full of mold at the top. It was Hill's® Science Diet® Adult 
Perfect Weight Hearty Vegetable & Chicken Stew, Best Before Date 03 2020, ID 
T0911648 - 7097. I have a picture available of bottom of can, and of opened can with 
mold.

EON‐350586 4/6/2018 15:52 Purina One Smart Blend Lamb 
and Rice Formula

Dog vomited after eating food. Dog had diarrhea for several days. The dog was taken 
off the food and returned to normal. The dog was normal eating another brand. After 
new food was consumed after two months, I gave the dog a bowl of the original food 
and he became ill again.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐350585 4/6/2018 11:48 Golden rewards
Chicken Jerky 
Recipe
16 oz

Fead (Golden dog treat) (Chicken Jerky) condition of pet grim 8.5 Years Corgi - Welsh Pembroke Dog 32 Pound
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EON‐350584 4/6/2018 10:00 Blue Wilderness Healthy Weight 
Formula--Grain Free

4 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland cattledog)

Dog 30 PoundOn February 5, 2018, I noticed  consuming large volumes of water. Her water dish 
holds 1300 ccs and I would be filling it twice a day! She is an indoor dog with 

supervised access to the fenced yard to play, pee and chase squirrels! We also take 
daily hikes on local trails and play catch (her favorite sport) in the yard every day. She 

sniffs and marks her territory everywhere so I don't pay attention to her urination unless 
her pattern changes. She started to urinate large volumes in the house—in a spare 

bedroom—during overnight hours. Very unusual for  who never urinates inside the 
house! On February 14, 2018, I brought  to her veterinarian, , as 

soon as this happened. The vet performed a diagnostic examination, a free catch 
urinalysis, and administered her annual vaccinations. Lab results attached.  
diagnosed a urinary tract infection and prescribed amoxicillin 250 mg twice daily for ten 

days. 

did well for several days and the urinary frequency and excessive drinking 
subsided. I administered her amoxicillin as prescribed. The following week, however, 

began again urinating large volumes in the house. was on day 7 of 
amoxicillin for her UTI. She also started to profusely lick her genitourinary area. We 
returned to the clinic on February 20. I suspected might have an amoxicillin-

resistant organism or might have bladder stones. A sterile urine sample was collected 
for culture and sensitivity. A single view, lateral x-ray was taken to check for stones. 
The x-ray was negative for stones. Amoxicillin was discontinued. We discussed the 
possibility of this being an inflammatory, perhaps cystitis or vaginitis, process rather 
than an infectious process. The urine C&S subsequently reported no growth at 48 

hours. 

We agreed to try  on a low-dose prednisone regimen of 5 mg twice a day, tapering 
to once a day then every other day.  did not tolerate the prednisone, which 

exacerbated her urination frequency, large voided volumes, and excessive drinking. 
After 2 days, we stopped the prednisone. On February 23,  examined  

again and drew a chemistry panel to rule out metabolic causes of the polydypsia-
polyuria. The panel was normal. Lab results attached. I discontinued her Blue 

Wilderness Healthy weight diet  symptoms resolved over the weekend. After 
these massive urination events, is now back to normal with no further therapy. 

 and I discussed the issue of  elevated urinary pH value of 9. Could 
this alkaline urine cause an inflammatory cystitis and/or urethritis in the absence of 

infection or bladder stones? The response to prednisone, however brief, leads me to 
believe this was inflammation rather than infection. I asked what causes alkaline urine 
in dogs?  immediate response to my question was diet. She educated me 

on the effects of diet on the genitourinary tract in cats and dogs.  suggested 
several other commercial brands of grain free dry dog kibble. Based on our 

conversation and her recommendations, I am now in the process of transitioning  
onto another grain free kibble diet.
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EON‐350580 4/6/2018 4:44 Taste of the Wild Appalachian 
Valley Small Breed Grain-Free 
Dry Dog Food

We've been feeding our dog Taste of the wild since we adopted her. We recently 
opened a new bag of food that we purchased from chewy.com. This was the same type 
of food that she had been eating, just a new bag. She began throwing up multiple times 
a day for several days until we switched her off of the food and the illness subsided.

18 Month
s

Pug Dog 14 Pound

EON‐350578 4/6/2018 1:28 Beneful originals with real beef Dog was given food and within about 3 hrs had explosive diarrhea. It happened twice. 
The first time I thought was coincidence. The second time, after about 2 weeks, dog 
was fine and then within a few hours the same thing happened. When I opened the bag 
I noticed a somewhat foul, unfamiliar odor. I have been buying this brand for about 2 
years, usually the chicken flavor. This was the beef

4 Years Mountain Dog - Bernese Dog 90 Pound

EON‐350575 4/5/2018 23:48 Iams proactive health. Healthy 
kitten

I purchased 2 bags of iams kitten food at Wal mart. I fed my cats almost a whole bag of 
food before i noticed it. I went to refill their dish and a white clump of cat food came out. 
I looked in the bag and it was totally contaminated. I have fed this to 3 persian cats. I 
do stilm have tge kitten food and i have pictures. I am now worried my cats could be 
potentially sixk.

EON‐350574 4/5/2018 23:08 Berkley Jensen Chicken Jerky 
Dog Chews

Animal ate 2 treats on Tuesday, April 3rd. That night, she began vomiting. She had 
diarrhea the next day, became lethargic, and would not eat. We took her to the ER vet. 
She grew worse, was unable to breathe, and we had to have her put to sleep that 
night.

11 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 22 Pound

EON‐350567 4/5/2018 20:32 PUR LUV
Grande Bones
Bacon Flavor

Gave my dog a Pur Luv Grande Bone - Bacon Flavor on 3/25/18. He started to vomit 
on 3/26, and from then on every time I fed him. He stopped eating his food on the 28th, 
maybe just a few bites/grains here and there. I changed his food (thought is was his 
food, that makes him sick), did not want to eat his regular amount either. He was still 
drinking water. On April 4th I inspected his stool which was getting less and less --- I 
found 4, about 1 inch in size, red, hard rubber like "rocks" in his stool. I cleaned those 
and it seemed to be a hard spongy red material, which I could break apart ( almost like 
an eraser). Wondering how did those things get in his stomach. Recalling everything he 
ate, I examined his grains and the rest of his can food, nothing looked like those red 
things. Then I got the bag of treats out, and the same color (red) was in those Pur Luv 
Grande Bones. I did some reading up about those dog treats, and found out, that many 
other dogs got very sick on those too, ( with bowel obstruction, hepatic failure, even 
death). The treats can not be digested and get "stuck" in the 
stomach/intestines/bowels. There was even a law suit against the manufacturer. Why 
are they still allowed to manufacture and sell those? As for my dog  today was 
the 1st day he did not vomit his food back up, I really hope that he passed those 
"treats" thru his digestive system and we can avoid going to the vet.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 136 Pound

EON‐350560 4/5/2018 18:24 Canine Carry Outs Our dog has been throwing up and has white phone after eating canine carry out beef 
flavored treats

13 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 14 Pound

EON‐350552 4/5/2018 16:24 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky Patient presented moribund and as she was walking through the clinic, started to seize. 
This patient was fine yesterday morning per owner and ate a bone from Walmart as did 
housemates (Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky). Started showing clinical signs of GI 
upset in the AM.
Owner called for an appointment, but there was no doctor on staff, and she was 
instructed to go to the ER clinic ASAP.

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound
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EON‐350511 4/5/2018 15:12 Ocean Whitefish & Tune Dinner My report is less about something occurring and more about something, within pet food 
at least, that I find sloppy and frankly a bit alarming, from a transparency standpoint.

Recently, I've had a need to buy a can or two of pet food from Albertsons because I 
was out and in need of the food I would typically buy. Beyond ingredients one of the 
most important things for me to know is where the product is made. Not where it is 
distributed or where its made, i.e. China.

I find it worrisome that QR codes, which really, though great, most people don't use or 
understand, are being used as a catch-all, I suspect, for information the manufacturer 
would rather you not see at first glace. But, having this "scan for more information" 
likely gets them a pass from the FDA and whomever else.

I would not take the time to write is this was not a real concern. No one is scanning QR 
codes and most people, prior to purchase, should have all relevant information 
displayed on the label.

I'm hoping you can look at QR codes as a supplemental source of info and not a 
domain for highly critical information such as, "Made in".

Many thanks!

EON‐350506 4/5/2018 9:00 Purina Beneful Grain Free 
Simply made with wholesome 
ingredients, Purina Beneful 
Healthy Puppy

I noticed about a month ago that was eating less. So we thought it was just a bad 
bag of dog food. So we ordered a new bag but he would not eat that either. Then we 
called the vet. The vet did Blood work and found out  kidneys were off. He required a 
urine sample to confirm. Turns out  has a kidney disease at one and a half years old. 
He has lost 7 pounds already. My Friend told me to research the food I was feeding 
him because she had a similar thing happen to another one of her friends. I have been 
feeding Beneful ever since he was a puppy. We started him out on Beneful health 
puppy then when he turned one we switched to Beneful Grain Free. In my research I 
learned that all Beneful food has Menadione sodium bisulfite complex in it. This is a 
synthetic vitamin K. This substance is toxic to kidneys, lungs, liver, and mucous 
membranes.  is not on a powder that goes into his food to absorb the toxins and 
send it out his stool instead of through the kidneys. He is also on anti-acid because his 
kidneys cannot process acid very well anymore and that upsets his stomach and then 
he throw up all over my house. We are due to go back to the vet in a week to see if  
blood work has improved. I am not looking for anything out of this. I just do not know 
why this chemical is allowed in any dog food if it is known to cause these problems.

1.5 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 77 Pound

EON‐350498 4/4/2018 22:24 Purina Fancy Feast My cat ate a can and a half of a second can of Purina Fancy Feast wet cat food and 
died shortly after.

Maine Coon Cat
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EON‐350487 4/4/2018 16:20 Taste of the Wild 
Pacific Stream Canine Formula 
with Smoked Salmon

 has a history of cough - she was initially treated for kennel cough. Developed 
ascites and was evaluated by cardiology practice on 3/19/18. Diagnosed with 
advanced dilated cardiomyopathy, atrial fibrillation with rapid ventricular response rate 
and right-sided congestive heart failure with ascites. Started on medical therapy and 
taurine and l-carnitine supplementation - will recheck echo in 4-5 months. Diet is Taste 
of the Wild Grain Free - rotates through all varieties except for those containing 
chicken. There is concern that the diet provides insufficient levels of taurine, 
contributing to the development of dilated cardiomyopathy.

11 Years Hound - Afghan Dog 32.4 Kilogra
m

EON‐350486 4/4/2018 16:04 WHOLESOME ESSENTIALS™
LARGE BREED ADULT DOG 
FOOD
FARM-RAISED CHICKEN 
BROWN RICE & SWEET 
POTATO RECIPE

Bought new bag of dog food, fed for dinner with new bag--had explosive diarrhea that 
night. Poor appetite the next day. Ate food again, had bloody diarrhea the entire next 
day.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 75 Pound

EON‐350485 4/4/2018 15:56 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Healthy Weight Dog 
Formula. Formulated with 
Chicken and Vegetables . Made 
with Fresh Chicken.

After and  started eating this new bag of dog food, they have been having 
constant diarrhea. They have been pooping on their beds every night even after their 
daily 3 walks. Both of their stools are similar; wet, stringy, with mucus. They have had 
this dog food before, but never had this reaction.

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 20 Pound

EON‐350484 4/4/2018 15:20 Whiskas Temptations Hairball 
Control Chicken Flavor

Began feeding Whiska tenptations treats to cat, would throw up few hours later, one 
time caused him to throw up roughly 20 I digested treats (I was feeding him ~ 5 treats a 
day). Leads me to believe they have caused digestive issues as well. Cat will not eat 
rigors wet food, has become aggressive for the treats.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐350483 4/4/2018 13:20 Blue Buffalo Basics Large Breed 
Adult dog food - Limited 
Ingredient Lamb/Potato 22lbs 
(fed this for 5 years

Blue Buffalo Basics Adult dog 
food - Limited Ingredient 
Turkey/Potato 4lbs -once

We have always fed our dog Blue Buffalo Basics - lamb, for large breeds. Our local 
petsmart was out of his food one time, so I purchased Blue Buffalo Basics - Turkey, for 
Adult dogs. It was when he was eating this turkey kibble that he started drinking water 
excessively, and needing to go to the bathroom in the night. (Not usual.) I purchased 
his regular lamb kibble when done the smaller bag of Turkey kibble, and that was when 
he first started refusing to eat. I thought maybe he preferred the Turkey kibble, so I 
purchased it again but he refused to eat that also. This was when we started noticing 
he wasn't drinking water, and wasn't eating anything tasty we tried to offer him, such as 
cheese and peanut butter toast. He started to lose weight, still wasn't drinking water, 
was not himself. I took him to the vet for blood work and urineanalysis. He had elevated 
calcium, and signs of kidney failure. We gave him a gastrointestinal food, which he ate 
but not eagerly. He continued to lose weight. About 6 weeks later we took him to a 
different vet, who did blood work and urineanalysis again. He was in late stage kidney 
failure! This was a dog that had always been healthy, always high energy. We rarely 
fed him table scraps or treats, thinking his dog food was best for overall health. We told 
our vet he was on Blue Buffalo, and she alerted us to some past recalls, and current 
lawsuits involving that brand. I did some research, and to my anger and dismay learned 
of other pet owners whose dogs have experienced kidney failure due to this dog 
kibble!!! I am so unbelievably concerned and angry that our beloved dog died due to 
the expensive kibble we were feeding him. It was needless and heartbreaking.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐350482 4/4/2018 12:36 OLroy dog food Bacon Flavor 20 
LB

dog became lethargic disoriented vet said poss stroke 5 day timeframe. dog had to be 
put down was in pain as witnessed by vet. Second pet exhibiting similar symptoms 
went through same first second stages, Removed dog food. fed dog infant oatmeal, 
chicken broth, then sweet potato. Fairly sure food is contaminated.

13 Years Collie - Border Dog 20 Pound

EON‐350427 4/3/2018 21:24 Purina Fancy Feast Tender Beef 
and Chicken Feast Classic Pate

I purchased Purina Fancy Feast Tender Beef & Chicken Feast Classic Pate. It is not 
the first time I have purchased this. It comes in 3 oz cans. When I open the cans the 
smell is overwhelming. This is something new. I have not smelled this order before. All 
4 of my cats are refusing to eat it. The order actually makes me sick. I have another 
flavor that is so much drier than it use to be. Has anyone from the FDA look into the 
company lately? Please look into what is going on.

EON‐350400 4/3/2018 16:20 Purina Puppy Chow I was feeding my dog Purina Puppy Chow from a medium size bag made in Davenport 
IA. My dog would eat the entire bowl ( 1 1/2 Cups ) and he would eat the entire bowl. 
The very day I fed him from a bag made in PA he would eat a few bites. Then he would 
start acting weird. He would sniff around the bowl move the food with his nose and then 
walk away. I notified Purina and they asked for information from the bag. They next 
time I was out I picked up a new bag I could not find a bag made in Davenport IA. I did 
find a bag that was new packaging manufactured in PA. They did not tell me of any 
issues so I though this would at least be a fresher bag (new packaging). He is still 
doing the same thing and today after eating I noticed he was going to throw up. So I 
got him on the paper and he puked I would say all of what he ate He had eaten a little 
at 7am and a little more around 11 by noon he was throwing up.

7 Month
s

Corgi - Welsh Cardigan Dog 15 Pound

EON‐350359 4/2/2018 15:28 Grain Free Easy to Digest 
Salmon Sweet Potato & Pumpkin 
Recipe

A heart murmur was auscultated on a routine exam and patient was diagnosed on 
2/26/18 with moderate dilated cardiomyopathy - ruleout idiopathic vs. taurine/amino 
acid responsive - with moderately decreased left ventricular contractility. Patient is on a 
grain free diet - Nature's Recipe Salmon and Sweet Potato. It is suspected that some 
grain free diets provide insufficient levels of taurine, contributing to the development of 
dilated cardiomyopathy. At presentation,  had no cough; normal appetite 
and attitude; no exercise intolerance. Medication management and taurine 
supplementation was recommended. She will be rechecked in June 2018.

13 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 11.7 Kilogra
m

EON‐350358 4/2/2018 15:16 Science Diet Advanced Fitness 
Adult Dog Food

 has been eating Science Diet Advanced Fitness adult dog food for 3.5 years. We 
bought a new bag of food and he later started vomiting after every meal and throughout 
the day. A few days later he developed liquid diarrhea. We had his stool checked for 
parasites which came back negative but treated him with metronidazole and panacure 
and a bland diet as well as metaclopromide and Zantac. When his symptoms seemed 
to calm down, we started to try to reintroduce his science diet food slowly. He began 
vomiting again right away. We have not fed it to him since and his vomiting has 
stopped. I am aware that this could be a food sensitivity, but I am just a little concerned 
that it could have been bad food since it happened right after opening a brand new 
bag. We unfortunately do not have the packaging since the food was transferred to a 
container. We do still have the dry food though and I didn’t know if it would be worth it 
to have it tested. Thank you!

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 58 Pound
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EON‐350357 4/2/2018 15:08 Newman’s Own Premium Stew 
Beef and Vegetable

This was the second defective, the second behind the most alarming. The first can I 
opened was all gravy no meat. I took photos of product and the date with upc and 
emailed manufacturer. I was sent a coupon. The second I opened had blue plastic in 
with the meat product as well as what looks to be a large casing? I contacted the 
manufacturer again with photos and they were not pleasant they told me they would 
contact manufacturing. I emailed them back for an update they would not reply. I went 
to the store today and supplied them with info. I do have correspondence UPC’s and 
photos. I would like to send you the photo very alarming.

EON‐350356 4/2/2018 15:00 Dreambone dental. Made in 
freakin Vietnam!! I should 
haveknown

Multiple seizures!!! 4 Week
s

Ainu Dog 31 Pound

EON‐350355 4/2/2018 13:08 fancy feast medleys/white meat 
chicken primavera

vomiting occurred within 12 hrs of ingesting food and followed same pattern for the 
next 6 days

12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐350339 4/1/2018 19:00 Wellness Signature Selects 
Boneless Chicken & Turkey 
Entree in Sauce - Shredded - 
Grain Free

Cat began to have diarrhea after eating Wellness Signature Selects canned cat food. 
Cat has never had diarrhea or intestinal issues. Also experienced auditory flatulence 
while having diarrhea, which has never happened in the three years I have had the cat.

3 Years Unknown Cat 11.2 Pound

EON‐350321 4/1/2018 8:52 Core classic pate turkey and 
duck 5.5oz can
UPC #76344 07904 "best by: 13 
Nov 20 "7CCT S4 19:33"

Opened above can of Turkey and Duck food this AM, Sunday, Apr 1, 2018. Observed a 
black cloudy wet film over about 1/3 of top of contents. No odor, no can expansion, did 
not observe or hear any sound when opening can.

EON‐350306 3/31/2018 20:48 Pounce Moist Chicken Flavor 
Cat Treats

Had been giving Pounce Cat Treats from the JM Smuckers Company to my cat starting 
in January. In March, she got extremely ill, took her to the vet and they told me that she 
had kidney failure based on a blood test and physical examination. She passed away 3 
days later after complete kidney failure.

16 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐350300 3/31/2018 16:36 Nutro Soft Loaf Grain Free 
Chicken Recipe Kitten Food

Last night when I opened a can of Nutro Grain Free Soft Loaf Kitten Food (chicken 
recipe) there was mold all over the top of the food. After inspecting the can I found a 
slight dent in the top edge of the can. Checked all of the other cans in the 24 can case 
and found two other cans had the same problem and I could actually see the opening 
at the edge of the lid and a grayish color, which probably indicates that mold was 
present in those cans as well. The can I opened has the following information on the 
bottom of the can: Best by 12/18/19; 751C2NSC01; 02:20; NCKC. One unopened can 
where mold is visible has the exact same information, while the other unopened can 
where mold is visible has the same information, but 02:21 is listed, instead of 02:20.

EON‐350298 3/31/2018 15:20 Purina Cat Food (specific type 
unknown)

Purina is advertising for healthy, well groomed cats, particularly certain breeds of 
purebred cats, for a photo shoot in Chicago 2 weeks from now. Most reputable 
breeders and owners of purebred cats would never go near a Purina cat food, such 
that the cats they are seeking for their ads are generally fed foods that cost 2 or 3 
times as much as the Purina brands. This strikes me as deliberately false advertising 
as the intent is plainly to depict these cats as the product of Purina foods. I am not sure 
what regulatory control may exist or whether the FDA is the correct agency. It seems to 
me it should be prohibited. I can send you screenshots of the notices if you wish. The 
photographer is posting them on Facebook targeted at breeders and owners of 
champion purebred cats and kittens.
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EON‐350297 3/31/2018 14:52 Purina Cat Chow Naturals 
Original

All of our indoor cats and 1 outdoor stray are fed Purina Cat Chow Naturals, and have 
eaten it without issue for years. The last bag we bought, however, had adverse affects 
on all the cats. Cats became lethargic and ill, began vomiting & having diarrhea. Two of 
the indoor cats were vomiting blood & were taken to the vet. Every cat stopped eating 
the food, including the outdoor stray. Even the raccoons that come to the porch at night 
wouldn't eat it. We have thrown the food away, cleaned all the bowls, and have been 
feeding everyone a different brand & wet food while they recover. The two who went to 
the vet were treated with an anti-emetic (cerenia) and famotidine.

16 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 6.16 Pound

EON‐350294 3/31/2018 13:32 Articial Chicken Flavor Exer-
Hides Munchy Rawhhide Sticks

I gave  one Exter-Hides Munchy Rawhide Stick from Lot N 013217 best before 11-
29-19 on Thursday afternoon 3/29/2018 and then a few hours later into the evening 
she developed diarrhea which continued all night long, every hour through the night, 
lasting 24 hours. After about 6 hours of pooping, through the night/early morning of 
3/23-3/30, she was expelling very bright red bloody runny stools. Finally this morning 
3/31/2018, her stools are returning to normal with just a hint of dark blood. 

Note  had not had any other dog treats the past 7 days or any other food besides 
her regular dog food. The Exter-Hides Munchy Rawhide Stick is the only thing different 
she has had to eat.

7 Years Poodle - Medium size Dog 21 Pound

EON‐350291 3/31/2018 11:56 Pure Vita Salmon & Pea Entree Dog had terrible diarrhea after eating one meal from this bag of food. 9 Years Newfoundland Dog 95 Pound
EON‐350287 3/31/2018 9:32 Canidae All Life Stages Multi-

protein Formula
Recently purchased a 44-pound bag of Canidae All Life Stages Multi-protein Formula 
dog food. I always buy this food, so I am familiar with it. All of the food inside, as well 
as the interior of the bag, was coated in some kind of oil. Looking at the bag, there is 
no expiration date or lot number stamped on it. I did not feed this food to my dogs.

EON‐350279 3/31/2018 0:00 IAMS Proactive Health Adult 
Large Breed, IAMS ProActive 
Health Mature Adult Large Breed

 has been eating the same IAMS dog food his entire life. After purchasing a new 
bag of food, has been vomiting immediate after every meal. He became lethargic and 
withdrawn. We purchase some IAMS "Mature Adult" food thinking maybe he needed 
that (he's very old, but incredibly healthy for his age). Same result. We began feeding 
him plain, cooked chicken thighs and rice, and he immediately stopped vomiting. After 
another day he was energetic enough to go swimming. So we purchased another bag 
of IAMS and he refused to eat it. We put some gravy o it and he ate it, but immediately 
vomited. I went online and was shocked to see dozens of recent complaints with similar 
symptoms. 

https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/iams.html 

Ow that we know he problem, we will switch foods, but someone needs to look into 
what is wrong with this food.

14 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐350274 3/30/2018 19:28 Diamond maintenance dog food 
for moderately active adult dogs

I purchased a new bag of dog food recently, diamond maintenance brand. My Great 
Dane eats 8 cups a day of this food. I have two dogs the other dog does not eat this 
food, although he was always interested in eating it. This new particular bag neither 
dog had interest in, very strange for my American bully who wants to eat Everything!!! 
Eventually my Dane did eat it, and ate it for almost 4 days before he became deathly ill. 
He became restless, panting heavily, vomiting bile, running a fever, lethargic, 
depressed, Weak, shaking, shivering profusely. I rushed him to the animal emergency 
clinic, preformed X-rays to rule out bloat, which is common in Danes. They confirmed 
no bloat but he remained very sick even with intestinal antibiotic medication. I returned 
to the vet the very next day, ran bloodwork to find he was suffering from pancreatitis. 
He continued to decline, repeated X-rays and blood work. His intestines were pushed 
upward in his abdomen. Fearing he may have a mass or blockage that could Not be 
determined from the ultrasound, we moved onto exploratory surgery. Come to find out 
no blockage or mass, but a very very bad case of pancreatitis. He receives nothing but 
diamond maintence food. No table food, treats etc. He ate this food for 3 to 4 days, 8 
cups a day and it almost killed my gentle giant. He lost 10 lbs so far and is still in the 
animal hospital for another week receiving iv fluids and meds. I've contacted the 
company to only be told they ran their quality control and everything is with in normal 
limits. I've read several reviews of people that bought Diamond food with in this same 
time frame and their pets got sick as well. Please do Not feed this to your pets, it very 
well may kill them!

4 Years Great Dane Dog 160 Pound

EON‐350266 3/30/2018 17:36 Bully Slices Premium Dog Chews Our dog  chewed and consumed one bully slice in the course of one day about 
March 10, 2018. That evening, night and the next day she had severe diarrhea, but we 
weren't sure what caused it. She recovered. Then last Saturday March 24, 2018 we 
tried another bully slice which resulted in the same severe diarrhea. This time we knew 
what caused it because the bully slice was the only thing she ate other than her regular 
food. I called the manufacturer, Red Barn Products. The customer service rep took my 
information and said someone would contact me by the next day. To date, no one from 
Red Barn has called or followed up with me on the issue. I am not going to give any 
more of the bully slices to my dog and do not believe they are safe.

11 Month
s

Poodle - Miniature Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐350263 3/30/2018 15:48 Grain Free Easy to Digest 
Salmon Sweet Potato & Pumpkin 
Recipe

 is an 8 year old intact male Bull Terrier who was first diagnosed with severe 
degenerative valve disease with moderate decrease in contractility on 8/21/17. At that 
time, he was started on Lasix, Vetmedin, and Benazepril. Taurine supplementation was 
recommended but not started. On 3/21/18, he presented to the emergency service for 
a sudden increase in respiratory rate and effort and was hospitalized for congestive 
heart failure. Echo findings on 3/22/18 included progressive valve disease and severe, 
progressive decrease in contractility, the latter of which may either be a component of 
dilated cardiomyopathy vs secondary to  grain free diet (Nature's Recipe 
Salmon and Yam). Clinically,  has been tiring more quickly recently. He has had 
weight loss (3 kg since 8/2017) despite a good appetite. Prior to his 3/22/18 
presentation, he had a 2-3 week history of collapsing/fainting episodes, in which he 
would go limp and paddle - no loss of bowels. Health history includes 
allergies/dermatitis - previously on Apoquel - but otherwise no major illnesses or 
injuries. I have recommended adjustments to  medications as well as taurine 
supplementation; he will continue the Nature's Recipe Salmon and Yam diet due to 
significant skin allergies when changing the diet.

8 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 26.3 Kilogra
m

EON‐350262 3/30/2018 15:08 Ol Roy Complete Nutrition I purchased Ol Roy Complete Nutrition Dry Dog Food bag from Walmart. I fed this to 
my dog for two days. On the third day my dog would not eat the food and started to get 
sick. She started vomiting and was sick for 3 days before I took her to the vet. The vet 
was unable to determine the cause without running $600 in blood work which we didn't 
have so she prescribed us with anti nausea medicine and antibiotics. We came home 
and she was unable to hold the anti naseau medicine in so we had to take her back to 
the vet for an injection. The injection also did not help. We could not give her the 
antibiotics because she couldn't even hold down a little bit of water without throwing up. 
On the 6th day of her being ill and not eating we had to lay our dog down she was 
dying. My dog was fine until I fed her the Ol Roy dog food. I'm not sure if the food is 
contaminated but it definitely needs to be looked into as I am concerned I lost my dog 
from this.

12 Years Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound

EON‐350260 3/30/2018 15:00 Wellness Signature Selects 
Shredded Boneless Chicken & 
Beef Entree in Sauce

My cat has developed a severe problem with crystals in his urine. He has been eating 
Wellness Signature shredded chicken, etc. variety for several years. Last year he 
started peeing outside his litter box. This issue became worse as the year went on. I 
thought he was upset because I had many business trips. This year he has begun to 
pee on my clothes and the wall outside his box. He is also throwing up. I took him to 
the vet and he has severe amounts of crystals in his urine. The vet suggested trying a 
different food. Since beginning the food he has stopped throwing up and he no longer 
tests positive for crystals. I read that Wellness Signature changed their formula. Even 
the labels on the cans were a different color. My cat had nondifficulty with crystals or 
vomiting on the old formula. I contacted Wellness and was told it was not from their 
food because the food contains quality ingredients. I don't consider guar gum and 
xantham gum quality ingredients. Clearly something changed when they switched the 
formula. They refused to acknowledge my complaint. I have since read of other cats 
getting very sick with this new formula. This comany needs to be investigated. They 
deny any issue and clearly there are issues. Cat food should NOT make cats sick!
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EON‐350257 3/30/2018 9:08 Blue Basics Limited-Ingredient 
Grain-Free Formula Small Breed 
Salmon & Potato Recipe

Copy of what I emailed to Blue Buffalo and to Amazon....
I purchased a case of 12 Blue Basics Limited Ingredient Grain Free Small Breed 
Salmon and Potato from Amazon. I have opened 3 and all have a dry texture with 
whole pieces of corn. I am confused and worried that I did not get a true Blue Buffalo 
product. I have used this type for over two years and this is the first time I have ever 
seen corn in it. Your True Blue Promise states "No corn, wheat, or soy". All items in 
case have the same lot # 20191031U 14-12 62BCS11 with a Best By date of 2019 Oct 
31

EON‐350247 3/29/2018 21:40 Supreme Supper After finding what looked like rubber in a can of Friskies, I've started forking through the 
other flavors of food before feeding them. Now I've found several pieces of something 
(plastic? seed husk? rubber?) in Supreme Supper canned Friskies.

EON‐350241 3/29/2018 19:32 Kibbles 'n Bits Original Savory 
Beef & Chicken Flavors

My Manchester Terrier has been eating purchase Kibbles 'n Bits Original Dry dog food 
for approximately 8 months. I purchased a new bag Kibbles 'n Bits Original Dry dog 
food and continued his feeding routine. After 1 week of eating from this new bag my 
Manchester Terrier began vomiting up the food every time I fed him. I took him to the 
vet and he was given a complete exam inclusive of x-rays and lab work-up. He was 
given medication for bloating/inflammation and nausea/vomiting. I was told to 
discontinue feeding him Kibbles 'n Bits Original Dry dog food and he was place on a 
diet of rice and lean beef for the next week. He is finally able to eat a regular diet and 
has been changed to a high quality dry dog food. Since he has never had a problem 
eating Kibbles 'n Bits in the past and in lite of the recent recalls for the low levels of 
pentobarbital in the canned variety, I feel it to be more than coincidental that the dry 
made my Manchester Terrier sick.

18 Month
s

Terrier - Manchester Dog 20 Pound

EON‐350238 3/29/2018 19:28 Rachel Ray Nutrish premium dog 
food
Beef and brown rice recipe

Dog 1 experienced regular vomiting after eating for 2 days before changing food.
Dog 2 experienced diarrhea and some vomiting, food was changed within 24 hours of 
onset.

American Pit Bull Terrier Dog

EON‐350225 3/28/2018 23:20 Purinas one smartblend small 
bites beef and rice formula

I opened the bag of dog food in my home and it contained bugs and spiderwebs. After 
taking pictures of it I noticed that there was maggots crawling inside. I would never feed 
my dog this type of contaminated food. This is not the first time this has happened. I’m 
am very disappointed not only did I get a bad bag of dog food but I’m dog still has no 
food to eat.
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EON‐350217 3/28/2018 19:36 Fruitables Whole Jerky Strips - 
Thick Cut Bacon Flavor

I was breaking off pieces of a Fruitables Thick Cut Bacon Whole Jerky Strip to use for 
training treats for my dog without really looking carefully at the strip. A few pieces broke 
off normally, and then one piece seemed initially to remain connected in a stretchy 
way. As I looked down, it finally broke away with an audible snap, and I realized there 
was a piece of green plastic embedded in the treat. The piece was small, but appeared 
to be roughly the same color and consistency commonly seen in dog waste bags. 

Of course I was extremely horrified since this was the last strip in the package I had 
just been feeding my dog this week. I now wondered if he had ingested not only 
whatever plastic this was, but also whatever (dog waste???!!!) this plastic had 
contained.

I immediately sent an email to the manufacturer (info@fruitablespetfood.com), and to 
date have received NO REPLY. Interestingly, I also informed the online store I got it 
from, Chewy's, and they refunded the purchase immediately.

EON‐350215 3/28/2018 18:40 Rachel Ray Nutrish Dish Super 
Premium Food For Dogs

After ingesting Rachel Rays Nutrish dry dog food  over a 5-7 day period 
demonstrated lethargic posture with increasing vomiting and then uncontrollable 
diarrhea. Took  to vet gave anti diarrhea medication tested blood and feces. 
Brought  back to vet, vet took X-Ray and determined  intestines are 
inflamed and swollen.

7 Years Maltese Dog 15 Pound

EON‐350214 3/28/2018 18:16 Kibble 'n Bits Bistro 50lb bag In the afternoon of  I found two of my dogs passed away. I took them 
immediately to the vet for cremation and toxicology testing. My vet performed a 
necropsy on the dogs and found a great deal of dog food in their stomachs and a red 
"grainy" substance consistent with the dog food. Naturally she asked what dog food I 
was feeding them. I indicated Kibble and Bits dry dog food. She told me there was a 
recall on Kibble and Bits, however in my research I found that the recall was on Kibble 
and Bits canned products. But my vet and I both agreed that it is not beyond the realm 
of reason that their dry dog food may have been affected as well. We both agreed that 
was too coincidental that two of my young and very healthy dogs passed suddenly with 
no signs or symptoms. My vet has been researching labs that would be willing to test 
both the leftover food and the stomach contents, she hasn't had a great deal of luck in 
finding one, so it was her suggestion that I contact the FDA to determine the best way 
to move forward. The Kibble and Bits canned food recall, based on my research 
contained the chemical/medication Pentobarbital, it is the feeling of my vet that this is 
the case simply because the death of my dogs was so sudden. She informed me that 
Pentobarbital is used to euthanize animals. Please be in contact with me to help me 
find answers to this, if it is indeed tainted dog food I would hate to see further dogs be 
hurt like mine were.

5 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog
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EON‐350205 3/28/2018 12:12 Answers pet food raw beef 
patties

dog has been on raw food diet in previous years. decided to supplement kibble with 
raw again. Purchased Answers Raw beef nibbles on 3/15/18. Slowly introduced 2 
medallions at feeding...worked up to 5 nibbles (small medallions) at meal time over the 
course of 10 days, continuing to feed kibble. without any issues. Purchased Answers 
Raw beef patties (larger hamburger size) on 3/24/18. Fed one patty Sat. evening, fed 2 
patties am, pm on Sunday, Mon. am one patty. Continued to feed kibble. 
Monday night, he threw up entire contents of stomach. Tues sick with loose stools, loss 
of appetite, lethargic, refused any food (at this time, I wasn't feeding anymore Answers 
Raw food) didn't drink hardly any water. He needed to go outside about every hour. 
Early this morning, 3/28/18 5:00 am he began with bloody stools and bloody vomit. I 
took him to the Vet as soon as they opened. He is diagnosed with food poisoning. The 
vet,  said they would try to collect a stool sample to submit or have tested if 
the company wanted that, but since the stool is mostly liquid blood, difficult to collect 
and the fee to test it would be 150.00 on top of the 432.00 vet bill I just paid. When I 
got home, I tried calling the phone number on the product box, but got an answering 
machine. I left my name and contact info. I then called the pet food store where 
purchased and told them what has happened.

9 Years Terrier - Kerry Blue Dog 31 Pound

EON‐350193 3/27/2018 22:36 SIMPLY NOURISH - Chicken 
Salmon & Sweet Potato Stew; 
GRAIN FREE

I was getting ready to feed my puppy some canned Simply Nourish dog food (Chicken, 
Salmon, & Sweet Potato Stew; Grain Free) and looked inside and noticed there was 
something blue near the bottom of the can that I had not noticed earlier when I had 
already given her a small portion. I proceeded pulled out a piece of wadded up, thick, 
blue plastic approximately 3" x 6". I am quite concerned that this is not an isolated 
incident and there may potentially be other cans from the same lot with plastic in them.

EON‐350192 3/27/2018 21:12 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe 16 ounces

I did not know that these treats were effecting my dog at the time. When she first 
started showing signs of illness she pretty much stopped eating food and then she 
began drinking water excessively and vomiting. After about a week or so I took her to 
the vet today where they did blood work and confirmed that she had acute kidney 
failure. These duck jerky strips were the only new food introduced to my dog.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐350175 3/27/2018 16:56 Milo's Kitchen Steak Grillers 
Recipe with Angus Steak

 became ill on 3/14/2018 (2 days after our other dog  with uncontrollable 
bloody diarrhea and vomiting and saw the doctor on 3/12018. He had been receiving 
Milo's kitchen Steak Grillers Recipe dog treats for several weeks as a treat. I saw the 
recall on 3/24/2018. I believe that this dog treat is what made both of my dogs sick.

5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 68 Pound
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EON‐350174 3/27/2018 16:40 Loving Pets Natural Value 100% 
all natural treats Sweet Potato 
Krisps

I gave both my dogs this treat (Loving Pets Sweet Potato Krisps), but only one reacted 
in a panic.  acted as if she was choking, and kept using her paw to try and remove 
the treat from her mouth. I opened her mouth and saw pieces of treat stuck to the roof 
of her mouth on each side, so I pulled a small piece from the roof of her mouth. She 
continued to panic, struggling to get her paw to remove the treat. I tried again to 
remove any pieces, and after a few seconds, she calmed down, and went for a drink of 
water. I also noticed my older, second dog, , trying to eat her small piece, which 
got stuck on the side of her gums. I pulled it off, and threw it into the trash can. I then 
took the bag of treats and threw them away in the trash, along with those I had poured 
into a container for eating as a treat also. Treat called "Sweet Potato Krisps" by Loving 
Pets, Item # 8029, Net Wt. 12 oz. (340.2g), Natural Value 100% all natural treats, low 
calorie, low fat, soy free, gluten free, wheat free, Healthy Treat for Dogs, no Additives, 
No Preservatives, 100% made in the USA, Ingredients: Sweet Potato, Rice Flour. 8 
42982 08029 4, Lot 041719, Exp. 04/19Loving Pets Corp., Cranbury, NJ 08512. 
www.lovingpetsproducts.com There is a warning on package "Please supervise your 
pet when giving any treat." Treats are listed on package as air-puffed. They seem 
sticky to the touch, after pulling the pieces from their mouths. I will never give them this 
treat again, as I feel it is a danger to their life, because was gagging and 
struggling to remove it from her mouth with her paws, as if she was choking to death. 
Thank you.

1.6 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐350173 3/27/2018 16:12 Milo's Kitchen Steak Grillers 
Recipe with Angus Steak

I believe that  became ill due to eating Milo's Kitchen Steak Grillers as a daily treat, 
and had to be taken to the vet for uncontrollable vomiting and diarrhea on 3/13/2018. 
Other dog  also became sick 2 days later with uncontrollable bloody diarrhea and 
vomiting and went to vet on 3/15/2018.  had to be taken back to vet on 3/16/2018 
for vomiting and diarrhea, lethargy, no appetite, and dehydration. After my second dog 
became Ill, I began looking for pet food recalls and saw recall for Milo's Kitchen Steak 
Grillers. The UPC is the same, but the Best Used By date is APR 27, 2019, one day 
after the listed recalled item of APR 26, 2019. I believe that APR 27, 2019 should be 
checked/tested also.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 21 Pound

EON‐350159 3/27/2018 15:20 Wellness Core Chicken & Turkey 
Pate

After Wellness changed the formula (and can label) for their Wellness Core Chicken & 
Turkey Pate, my cat had serious vomiting and diarrhea issues. I have read several 
other cat blogs with other cat owners having the same issue. Some even hospitalizing 
the animal. This seems to be happening to several Wellness canned cat food products 
from all the various complaints I have read. This happened last year, but I am reporting 
now because of the growing concern that I am reading so many others complaining 
too. I see a pattern.

12 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐350158 3/27/2018 15:20 Zignature Kangaroo Formula At the time of diagnosis (10/31/17),  was a 13 year old female spayed Labrador 
retriever who had been maintained on a Zignature Kangaroo formula. She presented 
with a history of a progressive cough which, prior to presentation, became productive 
and she coughed up a small volume of pink foam (possible pulmonary edema). On 
examination she had a 2/6 left apical systolic heart murmur and on echo diagnosed 
with advanced dilated cardiomyopathy with severe left ventricular dilation, moderate to 
severe left ventricular systolic dysfunction, and moderate to severe left atrial dilation. 
Thoracic radiographs were suspicious for early congestive heart failure. A whole blood 
taurine level was submitted and was low at 168. She was treatment with furosemide, 
benazepril, pimobendan, spironolactone, taurine and l-carnitine and her diet was 
changed to Royal Canin Early Cardiac. At her recheck in 2/26/18, heart had 
improved significantly with now mild dilated cardiomyopathy with normalized left atrial 
dimensions, mild left ventricular dilation and low normal left ventricular systolic function. 
The furosemide was able to be discontinued at this time.

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 33.18 Kilogra
m

EON‐350149 3/27/2018 11:00 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs  had two meatball treats at about 7:30 am and went in her kennel. When I came 
home from work at lunch around noon,  had thrown up several times in her 
kennel which appeared to be projectile as it was inside and outside her kennel. She 
also had uncontrollable diarrhea.

4 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 40 Pound

EON‐350148 3/27/2018 10:56 Milo's Chicken Meatballs  had two meatball treats at about 7:30 am and went in her kennel. When I came 
home from work  had thrown up several times in her kennel all over her bed.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐350137 3/26/2018 20:20 Iams Adult Mini Chunks About an hour after eating the Iams Adult Mini Chunk dog food new two tone nuggets, 
my dog had bloody, gassy diarrhea, had trouble walking, and vomited blood. He never 
fully recovered and died three months later.
UPC 019014700714
Best by Jan 03, 2019
Product code 736D2OHL0506:17 US30941
Chewy.com 30lbs 
Purchased Sept 25, 2017

13 Years Greyhound - Italian Dog 15 Pound

EON‐350134 3/26/2018 19:44 Liver & Chicken Dinner Found a piece of foreign black stuff in a can of Liver & Chicken Pate food. Looks like 
rubber or maybe a soft type of plastic. Then, when sending a message to 
Friskies/Purina I discovered that the bottom of the can is stamped twice, with two 
different lot codes. I wonder if this was recalled and then put back out for sale?
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EON‐350130 3/26/2018 18:52 Brenda Watson's Vital Planet 
Natural Pet Care Experts Flora 
Cat Daily Probiotic

I purchased 2 containers of Flora Cat daily probiotics from a seller on Amazon - 
shipped and sold through Amazon. When I opened one, I first noticed that the inner 
seal came off extremely easily; usually I have to use a knife to cut it off. I then noticed 
that the product, which is a powder, was white in color; not at all like it usually is. I have 
been using this product for my cats for approx. a year - this product/powder is usually 
tan. It also was missing the scooper inside the container and the dessicant packet too. 
I then noticed the labels on the outside of the container were different looking than the 
labels on the previous container I had just discarded the day before, which I had 
purchased at a local store. I then called the distributor from the telephone number on 
the old container and asked if they had changed their product in any way. Did the color 
change? Did they stop putting scoopers inside? I was told NOTHING HAS CHANGED. 
However, they seemed disinterested when I told them I felt this product was fake 
and/or tampered with. I then contacted Amazon with same info - they DID reimburse 
me and told me I did NOT need to return the product. I still have both containers - one 
opened, one unopened and still sealed. I went back to my local store, purchased more 
and they are as they should be - tan powder, scoopers and dessicants inside. Inner 
seal had to be cut away. I truly feel the original product was removed and replaced with 
an unknown product. I do not know if it would be harmful to my cats because I did not, 
thankfully, give it to my pets. But, I feel this seller on Amazon should be investigated. 
Seller was SportingDoc.

EON‐350125 3/26/2018 13:52 there are no package labels on 
the bags

I pick up an order from Top Quality dog Food at one of their delivery locations on 
3/17/18. When I got home and unboxed the order, some of the food was in bags 
completely open. I gave my dog 5 frozen hearts with her dinner and within a short time 
she started to have bad gas. As some of the hearts started to thaw, I started to smell a 
foul smell and some of the hearts appeared brown in color. Then I realized that the 
hearts were bad and had caused her the gas. She did throw up later that evening, but 
has fully recovered. I put the bag back in the freezer which is where they are now.

Shepherd Dog - German Dog

EON‐350124 3/26/2018 12:48 The Farmer’s Dog Brooklyn NY We get fresh food from a company called Farmer’s Dog in NY. As I was serving the 
food to my dog I noticed a piece of metal in the food - it is a sharp long piece of metal. I 
have let the manufcaturer know as well. I have taken pictures and aent them the 
pictures too.
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EON‐350120 3/26/2018 12:24 Fromm Four-Star Nutritionals(R) 
Beef Frittata Veg (R) Food for 
Dogs. A grain-free entree made 
with beef peas eggs and 
potatoes together with fresh fruits 
& vegetables

Was feeding Fromm Grain-Free dog food - most commonly the Beef Frittata Veg and 
the dog developed urinary incontinence. Assuming it was old age, I kept feeding the 
same food. Brought the dog to the veterinarian and had it checked for bladder infection 
or stones, and dog's health was good. They wanted to put the dog on a drug but I 
declined and decided to go the diaper route. Decided to try different dog food, again 
grain-free. Dog didn't like them. So I started making food for the dog and the dog's 
urinary incontinence has improved substantially. Formerly I would have to get up every 
two hours at night to let the dog out, or I would be cleaning up urine leakage. Now the 
dog can make it 6 hrs with out urinary incontinence. I've noticed that on the Fromm 
Beef Frittata Veg dog food that Potassium Chloride is high up in the ingredient list - 
before cranberries and blueberries - followed by salt. There are no statements 
regarding sodium/salt in the guaranteed analysis. This bag is "Best By 02/16/2019 B09 
13:17" bar code 72705 11414. I do not observe any other lot code information on the 
package.

15 Years Chihuahua Dog 16 Pound

EON‐350119 3/26/2018 11:48 SmartBlend Puppy Dog food  became very listless, unresponsive and inactive. 11 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐350106 3/25/2018 22:36 Precise Holistic Wild at Heart 
River Line Flaked Salmon Tuna 
and Trout formula

My cats eat exclusively Precise Holistic canned food for cats (salmon/tuna formula) 
which comprises 100% of their nutrition. By Day 3 of serving a new case of the product, 
all four of my cats came down with severe watery diarrhea and projectile vomiting, 
lethargy, less interest in socializing. It started with one cat, then the others followed 
shortly.

3 Years Maine Coon Cat 16 Pound

EON‐350099 3/25/2018 18:08 Kirkland Nature's Domain Turkey 
Meal & Sweet Potato Formula for 
Dogs

 began vomiting with blood and diarrhea. Was seen on  by Vet 
at Animal Hospital. Blood tests showed abnormal kidney values, however, she 
was NOT tested for Pancreatitis. A week later after rapidly deteriorating she was 
euthanized.
In addition  our 12 yr old/male/Border Collie, began vomiting at least thrice a 
week. Taken to Vet at , diagnosed with Pancreatitis on ., had blood tests 
and ultrasound.
Our third dog  14 yr old Lab/Border Collie, began having bloody diarrhea on 

seen by vet at  and also diagnosed with Pancreatitis after blood test.
We have had three dogs with gastro intestinal symptoms within a few weeks-two of 
them diagnosed with pancreatitis, however we strongly suspect that our Shiba Inu who 
was euthanized and was the first dog to become ill, also had pancreatitis but the vet did 
not run the tests. The only thing these three dogs have in commom is taht they three 
were on Natures Domain food  and to this date are still battling and being 
treated with meds, special diet for Pancreatitis.

15 Years Shiba Inu Dog 16 Pound

EON‐350090 3/25/2018 13:20 Abound grain free tuna recipe 
pate natural cat food with added 
vitamins minerals and taurine

Abound grain-free tuna recipe pate canned cat food caused the cat to vomit 
repeatedly. We did not know what was wrong so we took her too the veterinarian. The 
vet examined her and took a blood sample. She said the cat was fine except for 
elevated liver values, possibly from eating something that was bad for her. We 
switched to a different food (Rachael Ray tuna for cats) and the problem went away.

8 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐350084 3/25/2018 11:00 Merrick Backcountry Raw 
Infused Big Game Recipe

Today I found a metal piece in a bag of Merrick Backcountry Raw Infused Big Game 
Recipe. 

The metal piece appears to be a brass ring having a 1/2" diameter and 1/4" width. 
Because the ring is filled with product, I assume it is used in the extrusion of the kibble. 
The edges appear to have been sheared off, so there is a serious concern more metal 
is in this dog food.

EON‐350041 3/24/2018 12:20 Castor & Pollux Organix Grain 
Free Butcher & Bushel

I bought a can of Castor & Pollux Organix dog food and found several chicken bones in 
it. Fortunately, I noticed them before feeding it to my dog. The bar code is 8087236012 
and I bought them at  sometime early this 
week.

EON‐350022 3/23/2018 22:12 Milk-Bone Farmer’s Medley 
Grain-Free Turkey & Pumpkin 
Dog Treats 12-oz

We purchased a brand new bag of Farmer's Medley grain free dog treats and when we 
opened it we noticed something odd about the treats. I picked up one of the treats and 
it looked like there was something inside of it. I started to open it up and there was a 
rope of some sort baked inside of the dog treat.

EON‐349996 3/23/2018 10:44 "GOOD FRIENDS' Peanut Butter 
flavor - Dog Biscuits

After eating two the peanut butter biscuits, he didn't feel good and didn't want to eat 
anything else that day. Next morning getting up he was in pain and than got some 
better. Next day he was in pain in the morning again like the day before. He could 
hardly walk and was in pain.

8 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 30 Pound

EON‐349993 3/23/2018 4:32 Evanger's Super Premium 
Seafood & Caviar Dinner Grain-
Free Canned Cat Food 5.5-oz 
case of 24

She is acting like she is on drugs. It started once we started giving her the food and 
now even though we stopped she is acting crazed and hisses and bites. I have had her 
for three and a half years and she has never done this before. I am worried the 
company has broken a rule again. I have kept the remaining cans if you need to 
inspect them. I purchased them on Chewy.com. In February right after we received the 
food. My other cat has even changed but no where as bad as this one. Please check 
into this matter I am worried other animals will be harmed. Thank you

4 Years Unknown Cat 20 Pound

EON‐349977 3/22/2018 19:32 Nutro small bites Lamb and Rice The dog became very ill, throwing up with diarrhea. We stopped the food and gave 
boiled rice and chicken and the symptoms resolved. We thought he had a bug of some 
sort.

10 Years Collie - Border Dog 70 Pound

EON‐349971 3/22/2018 18:56 Fancy Feast Seafood Grilled 
Collection

Eleven year old cat declined to eat food, then started vomiting and having loose stools 
for 2 days. Veterinarian did not find anything specific, but gave fluids and prescribed 
antibiotics and antacids. After returning from the vet. other two household cats age 7 
and 3 years declined food as well. Will not report for the other two cats, as we stopped 
feeding this food when they wouldn't eat it either.

11 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 7.5 Pound

EON‐349969 3/22/2018 18:24 Purina Waggin Train Chicken 
Jerky Tenders

Developed glucosuria despite a normal blood glucose (Fanconi-like syndrome) and a 
severe urinary tract infection after eating chicken jerky tender treats.

8 Years Siberian Husky Dog 68 Pound
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EON‐349965 3/22/2018 18:12 NuJoint Plus After taking the product as directed on label for 7 days, on the 7th day (3/15/18)  
did his usual morning routine, taken for morning walk in yard, on leash, came in, fed 
breakfast and given the product. About 3 hrs i take him back outside to go potty. We 
come back in. No signs of anything wrong and then by noon  could not get up. 
Made attempts and would fall over. Eating, drinking fine if brought to him. By that night 
he appeared dazed and confused with no improvement in his condition. The next 
morning (3/16/2018) called vet and set appointment for 3:45 that afternoon. Carried 
him, put him in the back of the car,  came out to the car to exam him. She 
observed his gums were pale and his overall condition wasnt good. She put him on 
prednisone. First dose was Friday night 3/16/18. By Saturday morning 3/17/2018 

 could stand and walk. By that night he could goop up and down stairs. By 
monday 3/20/2018 he was back to normal. Today, Thurs 3/22/2018 went back to get 
for a follow up and have blood drawn to check viral organs. Awaiting results. Have not 
given NuVet Joint since 3/15/2018.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 105 Pound

EON‐349956 3/22/2018 16:32 Darwin's Natural Pet Products 
Natural Selections 
Duck with Organic Vegetables 
Meals for Dogs, Darwin's Natural 
Pet Products Natural Selections 
Turkey with Organic Vegetables 
Meals for Dogs, Darwin's Natural 
Pet Products Natural Selections 
Chicken with Organic Vegetables 
Meals for Dogs, Darwin's Natural 
Pet Products Natural Selections 
Beef with Organic Vegetables 
Meals for Dogs

Projectile vomiting, shaking, febrile, diarrhea for over 2 months, decreased appetite, 
nausea, weight loss (15 pounds), azotemia BUN: 114 (9-31) Creatinine: 5.6 (0.5-1.5), 
SDMA: 59 (0-14), fecal PCR positive for clostridium difficle toxin A/B, Campylobacter 
jejuni/coli

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 58 Pound

EON‐349955 3/22/2018 15:56 GRAIN FREE OCEAN FISH & 
TUNA PATE

found a plastic ring in my canned cat food

EON‐349948 3/22/2018 11:20 Cesars dry dogfood My mom bought little cesars dry dogfood in Nov. 
began drinking and urinating excessively and became aggressive. Vet thought 

diabetes and put him to sleep. My mom then gave me the leftover food for my 8 
chihuahuas. With in days excessive drinking and urinating began. I stopped feeding it 
to our dogs and they got better within days.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog

EON‐349943 3/22/2018 9:16 Meow Mix 36 cup variety pack would throw up after eating product and/or refuse to eat it.  acted confused 
and was losing weight

12 Years Unknown Cat Pound

EON‐349929 3/21/2018 21:28 Merrick Back Country- Beef 
flavor

Animal began profusely vomiting yellow bile immediately after ingesting the treat. The 
animal vomited 6 times and was nauseas upon arrival to the veterinary clinic.

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 17.6 Pound
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EON‐349925 3/21/2018 20:56 Fancy Feast salmon feast in 
gravy

Cat has had no problem with canned food. Began a new case of 24 cans, 3 flavors, 
Fancy feast seafood grilled. serial # 8007 1791 21:01 LO3 8040. Previous exact same 
contents no problem. Vomited violently several times. Since then refuses to eat the 
Salmon feast in Gravy. Serial # on salmon cans: 80071160L52242002. Smells a bit 
acidic to me, but don't know what normally smells like. I will try another case in a few 
days and see if has same refusal to eat. Thanks.

5 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐349908 3/21/2018 16:28 Kibbles 'n Bits
Small breed mini bits

For years, 15yrs, she would NOT eat one of the kibbles, we think it was the beef. She 
always picked it out. Then in  she decreased her consumption, by 
February she rejected it completely. Her health deteriorated fast.
Sadly we had to put her down 

19 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐349898 3/21/2018 15:24 https://www.entouragenutritional.
com/

Entourage Nutritional

To whom it may concern,

I am reporting a company, Entourage Nutritional - 
https://www.entouragenutritional.com/. The company sells human and animal CBD 
products. They claim on their website that they source hemp domestically and 
internationally, which I was informed the latter was not legal under current law 
regarding importation. Additionally, the company makes overt medical claims 
concerning its products on its website, social media and via its representatives. I am 
unsure of the legality of this company's products and would like for the FDA to 
investigate. Thank you.

EON‐349897 3/21/2018 15:24 Golden rewards sweet potato 
wrapped with chicken, Golden 
rewards duck jerky recipe

About 4 hours after giving my dog the golden rewards sweet potato wrapped with 
chicken and the duck jerky recipe treats he started vomiting, wouldn't eat, wouldn't 
drink, couldn't move his bowels and was dehydrated. I had to force him to drink water 
with a 10 cc syringe to get any fluids in him. He started feeling better a couple days 
later and was back on his regular diet of dog food and not realizing that it was the 
treats that made him sick, I gave him more treats and the whole process started over 
again after the 4th visit to the vet I took his treats away to see if that helped and we 
haven't had any issues since. My vet recommended that I contact the 
store/manufacturer and file a report with the FDA.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 54.8 Pound

EON‐349891 3/21/2018 14:48 blue buffalo adult grain free 6 lb 
dry

Reluctant to eat it but would slowly not fast like previous food. Nausea, loose stool. 
Lethargic

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 15 Pound

EON‐349866 3/21/2018 12:28 Nudges Chicken Jerky Contaminated pet treats "Nudges Chicken Jerky" observed on shelf in Safeway,  

EON‐349845 3/21/2018 9:56 Beneful wet dog food I was feeding my dog wet beneful dog food. She got sick and we had to put her down. 
It totally destroyed myself, my mom andy kids and my granddaughter.

EON‐349843 3/21/2018 9:36 Milk-Bone Farmer's Medley 
Grain free

After eating Milk-Bone Farmers Medley she had and inflamed kidney, upper and lower 
GI inflamation, high protine count in urinalysis due to kidney issues, high whit bloodcell 
count, bladder infection, and had to be on 3 different types of mefication (clavaseptin, 
metronidazole, and prpcid AC) 
Her personality changed completely as well, she became so lathargic, it was scary, 
vomiting, diariah with more blood than fecal, and accidents in the house due to her 
badder infection, causing her personality to be cowardice, and angry/protective.

5 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐349799 3/20/2018 16:52 Purina Dog Chow Natural plus 
vitamins & minerals

I have 2 dogs who have no contact with each other. One is a 13 year old maltese mix 
who lives in the house, the other is a 12 year old pit mix who lives in a large enclosure 
in the back yard. They both eat the same food, and both began having bloody diarrhea 
about the same time. The maltese also began having urinary frequency; don't know if 
the other dog did. I realized this started shortly after I started the current bag of kibble 
they have eaten for several years. I started feeding them both home cooked chicken & 
rice and they both have recovered with no further blood, diarrhea largely under control. 
Therefore, I think this bag of food must be contaminated.

13 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 10 Pound

EON‐349798 3/20/2018 16:24 Friskies Pate liver and chicken, 
Friskies Pate Poultry Platter, 
Friskies Pate Chicken and Tuna

Multiple cases of Purina Friskies had cans with foreign objects mixed in. Object 
appeared to be black plastic fragments mixed with pate food.

EON‐349797 3/20/2018 16:04 Pedigree Mini Marrobone- Biscuit 
with tasty bone marrow - real 
beef flavor

Now she is very lethargic, overly gasey( never was a problems before). The product 
caused my dog acid reflect and some bad gas.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 66 Pound

EON‐349768 3/20/2018 14:24 Beneful Playful Life I bought a bag of Beneful dog food 2 weeks ago from my local grocery store and within 
about 24 hours my oldest ) stopped eating, drinking and had bloody diarrhea. I 
took her to the vet first and she was diagnosed with pancreatitis & hemorrhagic 
gastroenteritis. She was treated with a heavy dose of antibiotics and was released from 
the vets office after a day and a half. Within the next few days my other dog  
began showing the exact same symptoms and we decided to take her to the vet as 
well. She was very bad off and we were not sure if she was going to make it through 
the weekend. The vet thought that it was too much of a coincidence for both of them to 
show the same symptoms so close together. We discussed their diet and the only 
common denominator was the dog food. We came to the conclusion that the dog food 
may have had a bad batch and/or was tainted in some manner. After a very long week 
and roughly $1800 from 2 different vet offices, my dogs are happy and healthy once 
again. I tried reaching out to baneful both through email and through their 1-800 
service however that has not gotten me anywhere. I do not have any of the dog food or 
the bag it was sold in but I am 100% certain it was the root cause of all of this mess.

7 Years Bulldog - American Dog 75 Pound

EON‐349766 3/20/2018 11:44 Blue Basics Grain Free Turkey 
and potato recipe

 had a bladder issue, crystals and protein in urine, which required treatment may 
be recurrent will need further test. found out that the dog food he was on was not 
recalled but had alleged high levels of lead which could cause urinary/renal problems. 
Bought several bags, Petco let me return the last bag as they have a money back 
guarantee but said it wasnt recalled. Any medical problems he had before were 
unrelated and has digestive issues which is why we switched to this food in the first 
place.

1 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐349765 3/20/2018 11:44 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon A grain free diet

We have purchased Taste of the Wild Bison formula over the last few years but 
switched due to some allergies our dog was experiencing. (lots of itching, anal glands 
were inflamed) We switched to Taste of the Wild Salmon food and purchased that bag 
from  Pet and Country on February 20th. Within a few days, our dog started 
throwing up immediately after he would eat in the morning. He typically would eat once 
in the morning and once in the afternoon. He was throwing up in the morning within 
minutes after eating but was able to keep food in during the afternoon feeding. That 
lasted for about 2 weeks. He started throwing up after the afternoon meal as well and it 
was at that time we decided to get him off of the food and try a different brand. His 
itching was still pretty intense and he was now not able to keep food in him after his 
meal. He was eating his milkbone treats without an issue but couldn't keep down the 
Taste of the Wild Salmon. He also started drooling a lot while he was eating, had loose 
stool and as he was eating, he was dropping a lot of the food on the ground around his 
bowl. He would eventually come back to finish the food, only to throw up immediately 
after again. On Friday, March 16th, 2018, we purchased a new brand of food. Our dog 
was given some to eat and continued to want more and has not thrown up since. We 
threw out the rest of the Taste of the Wild Salmon food (other than 2 pieces).

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound

EON‐349758 3/20/2018 8:16 Nudges Jerky cuts made with 
real chicken

After consuming nudges treats about 1 a day for several days. He threw up twice in the 
middle of the night. When we awoke and found him he was lethargic and could not 
stand. He went to vet who gave nausea medicine. He would not eat or drink. I gave him 
water with a dropper for 2 days. I took him to a different vet on Friday. She done blood 
work and said he had pancreatitis. Gave antibiotic and fluids. began 
recovering on Saturday. He has not made a full recovery. was happy, 
galloping and full of energy prior to these treats. Our other dog vomited twice 
and he has recovered.

17 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 20 Pound

EON‐349743 3/19/2018 18:16 RedBarn Naturals 7 Inch Bully 
Sticks Premium Dog Chews

Sometime after I began giving these treats my dogs starting having diarrhea. My older 
dog was the worst so I took a sample in to my vet and she ended up having to have 
antibiotics. She was also very lethargic, had an increased thirst and reduced appetite.

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐349732 3/19/2018 15:32 Evangers Grain free Catch of the 
Day Hand Packed whole
Uncut sardines, Evangers 
Grainfree Wild Salmon 
HOLISTIC Formula•All natural

On 2/21/18 I fed  Evangers whole uncut sardines, and on 2/22 I fed him 
Evangers wild salmon canned dog food. He became lethargic and then began to 
display uncharacteristic behaviors(urinating in the House with all 4 feet on the ground) . 
By 2/23 I was taking him outside constantly to prevent accidents. His legs/gait became 
rigid and awkward. He would lose his footing for no reason. On 2/24 I stepped over him 
and he cried out and was wimpering like I’d never heard him do before. I thought 
maybe I had stepped on his toe or something. The next day 2/25 he barked when he 
heard someone at the door(as usual); I opened the door to accept a delivery and as I 
shut it he cried out and I turned around. He was 3 feet behind me on his back like a 
turtle shaking and wimpering like someone had kicked him. 
The next day 2/26 he had 2 more episodes like that while I was looking; then he 
suddenly started having a grand mal seizure. We rushed him to the vet around the 
corner who referred us to  who thought it was a brain tumor, and referred us to 
a specialist. 
The MRI and spinal tap at their recommendation were not financially possible for us. All 
his blood work came back normal. He spent the night in the emergency center and we 
brought him home the next day(2/26). He didn’t have any seizures for 2 days but he 
was medicated with Keppra. Then he started having seizures again by Friday night. 
The seizures got progressively more frequent. Until I was cleaning his water fountain 
on Friday 3/9/18 and realized I could open the motor where I found a water-logged 
piece of sardine wrapped around the propeller blade. 
I bought him a new water fountain(made of ceramic instead of plastic) he hasn’t had 
any seizures since and is not medicated with anything except cbd oil. He is slowly 
regaining his house training, ability to walk, etc. He still has facial twitches and keeps 
drinking water until he Vomits if left unsupervised.

8.9 Years Bulldog - French Dog 29 Pound

EON‐349722 3/19/2018 14:20 Jones Natural Chews Pork 
Femur Bone Dog Treat

slowly lost appetite, declined to play fetch anymore, lost energy, started drinking to 
excess, lost strength in back legs then front legs, got diareah, then couldn't use his 
legs. Eventually puked and defecated blood and was in lots of pain (even with pain 
killers the vet gave him) and crying out. Had to drive him over an hour, in pain, to the 
nearest 24 hour vet hospital to let him go.

9.5 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland cattledog)

Dog 72 Pound

EON‐349721 3/19/2018 12:48 Signature Salmon and Trout 
formula

30 minutes after ingestion vomiting and bloody Diarrhea started. Rushed to vet and 
they were prescribed Cerenia.

7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 19 Pound
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EON‐349714 3/19/2018 8:40 Merrick Lil Plates for small breed 
dogs grain free senior, Beneful 
Prepared Meal
Roasted Chicken Recipe

Fed both dogs from a newly opened bag of Merrick Lil Plate dry dog food for seniors. 
only ate a little and walked away.  finished hers. Within minutes both dogs 

had seizures.  lasted 5 or 10 minutes. His tongue was hanging out, he was 
frothing at the mouth, he had a bowel movement and his entire body was violently 
shaking.  seizures never stopped. She also bit a hole in her tongue and keep 
biting her tongue when she was seizing. 
We immediately took her to the Vet and they had her on anti seizure medication. We 
were scheduled to bring her back at 8 a.m. the next morning. At 6 in the morning she 
was seizing and bleeding. I called the vet and we took her right in. She never stopped 
seizing and was euthanized that afternoon.
Vet said that the cause could possibly be a toxic mold that you can not see. Food 
would have to be tested to see if it was that. He also said the it could be 100 other 
things and the only way to tell was to test the food. Merrick said that because the food 
is grain free it couldn't be mold and so it couldn't be their food. She suggested that 
maybe it was the water etc. I tried to explain that the vet did not definitely say that it 
was mold. He said it could possibly be mold or 100 other things. They weren't 
interested in hearing this. They said their food was tested at the plant and their was no 
problem. Both dogs had seizures within minutes of eating this food from a new bag that 
was just opened so there was definitely something wrong with the food.

11 Minut
es

Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 25 Pound

EON‐349709 3/19/2018 2:52 REDBARN FREEZE DRIED 
TURKEY

I BOUGHT 'REDBARN FREEZE DRIED TURKEY' CAT TREAT FROM MY LOCAT 
PET STORE. 
THE TREAT IS SMALL BUT I CUT IN SMALL PIECES AND I FOUND OUT THERE 
WAS A VERY SHARP BONE.
IT IS VERY HARD AND SHARP THAT POKED MY FINGER. THANKS GOD I FOUND 
THIS OUT BEFORE GIVING IT TO MY CAT. I CAN'T IMAGINE WHAT WOULD 
HAPPEN IF MY CAT SWALLOWED THIS. 
THIS TREAT IS VERY DANGEROUS FOR ANY CAT.

EON‐349680 3/18/2018 16:40 Pur luv grand bones Bacon flavor

Pur luv harvest chews brown rice 
and turkey receipe

He started vomiting and diarrhea and very lethargic. Then got prostate problem when 
healty. Ended up with emergency surgery to have prostate fixed along with having to 
be neutred. My other 2 dogs which one is a Red Healer and the other is Dachshund 
both ended up with diarrhea and vominting

1 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland cattledog)

Dog 43 Pound

EON‐349671 3/18/2018 13:12 BLUE Wilderness® Adult Dog 
Food - Grain Free Natural 
Chicken

My dog was having symptoms of diahreah so bad, that she began bleeding out of her 
rectum and vomiting. We stopped feeding her the food, her symptoms stopped. We 
reintroduced the food again and the symptoms reoccured again.

EON‐349661 3/17/2018 23:44 Golden REwards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

My Yorkie injested Golden Rewards chicken jerky treat at 10pm. Died the next day 
around 4pm. Started having diarrhea around 2 am. Vomitting started at 7am. Took to 
vet- they tried to give her Iv's, went into cardiac arrest shortly after.- then, passed 
away. She was very dehydrated form the vomitting g and distress. The dr did blood 
work. Could not get a decal sample bc was so dehydrated.

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐349616 3/16/2018 20:52 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Adult Lamb and Brown 
Rice Dry

Her liver levels started to rise. Vet prescribed meds and levels continue to raise. 
Currently, her levels are very high. WE cannot figure out what is causing this. I read an 
article on Blue Buffalo and lead and started reporting this.

9 Years Ridgeback - Rhodesian Dog 84 Pound
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EON‐349608 3/16/2018 16:36 ZuPreem Natural I have purchased ZuPreem bird food back in dec 2017 from bird dog depot on amazon. 
As of Jan 2018  had been acting 'Off" showing aggression, high alertness, etc. I 
purchases ZuPreem from Petco one week ago and I notice the food and the coloring 
on the bag is different (correct) from the one purchased at amazon. The food on 
amazon is much smaller than it is supposed to be and the bird on the front on the bag 
is a darker color. I took  to the vet and they did a culture and a gram stain. They 
found bacteria in his crop and E-coli on his culture! I have made Zupreem aware that 
they may have counterfeiter food out there from the seller on amazon and they seemed 
uninterested to hear.

4 Years Other Birds 65 Gram

EON‐349606 3/16/2018 12:08 Nutro Feed Clean Wholesome 
Essentials Farm Raised Chicken 
Brown Rice and Sweet Potato 
Recipe Senior

We purchased a new bag of Nutro Wholesome Essentials Chicken, Brown Rice and 
Sweet Potato Senior. About 4-7 days after feeding this new bag of food the symptoms 
started. was the last dog in our house to present with symptoms but with the 
least severe. Excessive thirst was the first sign. We had to start taking him out to 
urinate at least every 2 hours to urinate. He also has a neurological episode where he 
was wobbly standing up, walking and couldn’t gauge distance from objects. He never 
rejected the food but just kept drinking large amounts of water and urinating. I took him 
to the vet on March 6th for a urinalysis and complete blood work. He presented with 
low white blood cells, low protein and high protein in his urine. He was completely 
healthy up until these symptoms. We switched all the dogs to a bland diet of chicken 
and rice. All 3 began to perk up immediately. The excessive thirst drastically decreased 
within 24 hours. I'm concerned it is the food after reading reviews from other customers 
with dogs that presented with similar symptoms. We have been feeding 2 of our dogs 
Nutro brand for about 6 years and have never had an issue until now.

13 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 52 Pound

EON‐349605 3/16/2018 11:52 Nutro Feed Clean Wholesome 
Essentials Farm Raised Chicken 
Brown Rice and Sweet Potato 
Recipe

We purchased a new bag of both Nutro Wholesome Essentials Chicken, Brown Rice 
and Sweet Potato Adult. About 4-7 days after feeding this new bag of food the 
symptoms started.  was the first dog in our house to present with symptoms but 
with the most severe. Excessive thirst was the first sign. Our 1-year-old house trained 
dog started having urine accidents in the house during the day and while we were 
home. We had to start taking her out to urinate at least every 2 hours or she would 
have an accident in the house which was out of character for her. She also started 
having accidents in her kennel at night. She never rejected the food but just kept 
drinking large amounts of water and urinating. I took her to the vet on March 1st for a 
urinalysis and x-rays to look for bladder stones as I saw crystals on her UA I did myself 
at work. She was completely healthy up until these symptoms. We switched all the 
dogs to a bland diet of chicken and rice. All 3 began to perk up immediately. The 
excessive thirst drastically decreased within 24 hours. I'm concerned it is the food after 
reading reviews from other customers with dogs that presented with similar symptoms. 
We have been feeding 2 of our dogs Nutro brand for about 6 years and have never had 
an issue until now.

1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐349604 3/16/2018 11:44 Nutro Feed Clean Wholesome 
Essentials Farm Raised Chicken 
Brown Rice and Sweet Potato 
Recipe

We purchased a new bag of both Nutro Wholesome Essentials Chicken, Brown Rice 
and Sweet Potato Adult. About 4-7 days after feeding this new bag of food the 
symptoms started.  was the second dog in our house to present with symptoms 
but with the most severe. Excessive thirst was the first sign. Our 7-year-old house 
trained dog started having urine accidents in the house during the day. When we were 
home she was asking to go outside about every 30 minutes. When outside, she would 
constantly squat to urinate about every 20-30 seconds even though she wasn't actually 
urinating. She would also drink to the point she would throw up. After a couple days, 
she started rejecting her food. She would slowly eat it but with disgust. We then 
switched her to the senior Nutro Wholesome Essentials Chicken, Brown Rice and 
Sweet Potato we had for our other dog. She ate that just fine for about 4-5 days. She 
then started rejecting that food and vomiting. I took her to the vet on March 6th for 
blood work and urinalysis. She reported with low white blood cell counts, high liver 
enzymes and crystals in her urine. She was completely healthy up until these 
symptoms. We switched all the dogs to a bland diet of chicken and rice. All 3 began to 
perk up immediately. The excessive thirst drastically decreased within 24 hours. We 
have more blood work scheduled to monitor the white blood cell count to make sure 
she is recovering with no permanent damage. I'm concerned it is the food after reading 
reviews from other customers with dogs that presented with similar symptoms. We 
have been feeding 2 of our dogs Nutro brand for about 6 years and have never had an 
issue until now. Our otherwise healthy dog is lethargic, uninterested in play, vomiting 
and unhappy.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 51 Pound
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EON‐349594 3/16/2018 8:28 Acana Lamb & Apple Singles 
Formula Dog Food

Suspected that Acana Lamb and Apple Singles Formula diet provides insufficient levels 
of taurine, contributing to development of  dilated cardiomyopathy. 

presented to his primary care veterinarian October 21, 2017 for progressive 
panting at night over the past 3-4 months. Chest radiographs revealed cardiomegaly 
and congestive heart failure (CHF). We examined on 10/25/17 and was 
diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) and CHF. A whole blood taurine level 
was tested on 10/25/17 and the result was low (184 - reference range 200-350 
nmol/ml). This is suspected to be due to dietary deficiency.

 has been on Acana's limited-ingredient Lamb and Apple grain-free diet for the 
entirety of his life for the management of otitis. After diagnosis of DCM and CHF, 
treatment included: Vetmedin, Lasix, Benazepril, and supplementation with taurine and 
l-carnitine. His diet was also switched from Acana Lamb and Apple diet to a 
commercial veterinary prescription diet (Hill's i/d). Since starting medications and 
supplementation with taurine/l-carnitine and changing the diet, he has had remarkable 
improvement in his cardiac size and function. He is no longer at risk for CHF and is 
being tapered off the Lasix. His systolic function is near normal. We do not see these 
improvements with medical therapy alone - only with taurine deficiency. 

- Normal left atrial size - previously severe
- Moderate left ventricular enlargement - mildly improved
- Mild to moderate right atrial and right ventricular dilation - improved 
- Low normal, improved decrease in systolic function - previously severe decrease

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 29.6 Kilogra
m

EON‐349581 3/15/2018 22:20 Friskies Pate Ocean Whitefish 
and Tuna Dinner

I found black plastic or rubber in Friskies canned food. I have heard others found the 
same then cats got sick. I would like to know the results of an investigation into what 
the substance is and what caused this. Thank you for your help.

EON‐349579 3/15/2018 21:56 Friskies Pate Ocean Whitefish 
and Tuna Dinner

I found black plastic or rubber in Friskies canned food. I have heard others found the 
same then cats got sick. I would like to know the results of an investigation into what 
the substance is and what caused this. Thank you for your help.

EON‐349573 3/15/2018 19:56 Just Food For Dogs Beef and 
Russet Potato Recipe

 was fed Just Food Ford Dogs Beef & Russet Potatoes meal on Friday (3/9/18) 
after it was shipped frozen to the client that same day. A small portion was microwaved 
for about 1 minute and then fed. Early the next morning (less than 12 hours later), 
vomiting and diarrhea was noted which continued throughout the weekend. The 
vomiting was not noted past the weekend but the diarrhea has persisted. The appetite 
is also reduced. presented for veterinary evaluation on 3/14/18.

9 Years Chow Chow Dog 56.9 Pound
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EON‐349561 3/15/2018 18:00 Gravy train with beef chunks (2 
cans unopened), Gravy train 
Tboneflavor chunks, Gravy can 
lamb rice chunks

6 Years Siberian Husky Dog 69 Pound

EON‐349555 3/15/2018 15:48 Milk-Bone Trail Mix with Real 
Beef & Sweet Potato

Dog throws up after eating Milk-Bone Trail Mix with Real Beef & Sweet Potato. She 
was given a Kong filled with the Trail Mix and she was sick for several days and I took 
her to the vet. I see that this item is recalled by the Manufacturer, and am now throwing 
the bag away.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

My dog  began acting "not normal" around  that's when I noticed she 
wasn't acting her normal self by laying around more and eating less. She got to the 
point where all she wanted to do was sleep and no longer playing or even wanting 

treats she loved. She seemed confused, I noticed she was limping like her back legs 
was hurting She had no energy, she began vomiting, drinking less water and was no 
longer interested in things she normally loved. Got to the point I was very concerned.. 

On  I took her to the vet. He did a fecal test and overall checkup and nothing 
seemed to be seriously wrong , he thought maybe she got into something causing her 
stomach problems. He put her on antibiotics and probiotics. She took them 7 days and 
nothing seemed better she actually got worse by her abilities she was no longer using 
back legs. All she wanted to do was lay in corner of back yard with no activity, she got 

to the point she wouldn't even drink water and had no energy to move. It was the 
saddest thing to watch for myself and my children. I have video to show how week and 

short breath she got and short shallow breathing . Her eyes twitching back and forth 
and muscles jerks. It was devastating. He only wanted to lay in corner of back yard by 

herself..i believed she was dying, knowing I couldn't afford vet again... I rushed her 
back to vet again  He did a heart worm test and came back negative. Her 

blood work showed she had somethings going on and her kidneys shutting down. He 
told me I would have to put her to sleep if I didn't have the money to start her 

treatments.. but He advised me getting lots of fluids in her would most likely turn the 
kidney around and she would start regaining her strength., He said he sorry he didn't 

see anything the first time leading her to get that bad. She had no way to get poisoned 
since she never left the house or back yard , she was fine weeks before and nobody 
thought it was this bad until days passed and she got more sick. IIt shocked the vet I 
believe even that she got this bad in a week. I don't see how healthy dog goes to that 
point in 2weeks is all I kept saying .He said he could do a X-ray and see if anything 

found. No masses was found so he suggested fluids for few days and steroids. So we 
did that. She was getting little more better and able to stand and walk some on  

when I went to see her . Then  the vet said she blue lined at 830am, he was 
going to change out her IV and seen she passed. No real explanation of why or what 

caused all this so sudden but it was a sad and horrible experience for my family to see 
our dog become so ill for with no answers. I then see a recall for the food she ate the 
past couple months up until her passing kibbles n bits and gravy train. I feel this is the 

reason for her death!
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EON‐349554 3/15/2018 15:12 Kiwi Peak New Zealand Lamb 
Recipe

I started feeding my cat Ziwi Peak Lamb canned cat formula about two weeks ago. My 
cat was starting to sleep more and become lethargic but I continued to feed him the 
Ziwi Peak Lamb (not making the connection). On Sunday, March 11, 2018, my cat 
stopped eating and had become extremely weak and withdrawn. I thought he was 
dying. I took him to the vet the following day (Monday, March 12) and my vet agreed 
that my cat wasn't acting normally. The vet drew his blood and urine. All the tests came 
back normal. At 1 pm on Tuesday, March 13th I decided to to give him the brand food 
he was eating previously and he immediately began to eat. His energy levels are 
returning to normal and he is no longer weak or withdrawn. The way he was acting on 
Ziwi Peak leads me to believe there was some type of sedative or euthanasia drug 
mixed in the food. I'm convinced if I wouldn't have discontinued the Ziwi Peak, my cat 
would have died.

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 6.2 Pound

EON‐349521 3/15/2018 13:52 http://www.voxnutrition.com/priva
te-label-pet-supplements/

EYE HEALTH SUPPORT

http://www.voxnutrition.com/private-label-pet-supplements/ this company is selling 
expired dog supplements . i ordered eye care support, the bottle came with pills that 
were black and carcole inside, they were as hard as a rock. my dog ended up 
hospitalized from the 1 pill she had there are rip off reports all over the internet on this 
company, they really need to be investigated, they are nasty and rude when I tried 
calling them

EON‐349516 3/15/2018 11:32 Merrick Classic Grain Free 
Wangling Wet Dog Food 13.2 oz 
Case of 12 Cans

I ordered a pack of Merrick Wangling Wet Food from Amazon. I opened one of the 
cans and it has a very foul smell. There is black colored growth in the can.

EON‐349510 3/15/2018 10:48 Abound Grain Free Salmon and 
Sweet Potato Recipe

I have been using Abound grain free Salmon and Sweet potato dog food for about a 
year. The bag I opened this morning was oily. I just purchased it yesterday. I have 
never seen this before. I was glad to see there has never been a recall for this brand, 
but I am concerned. I will be returning it for an exchange.

EON‐349507 3/15/2018 9:44 Bulk thistle seed  selling thistle bird with strong chemical smell. Wild birds won't eat. 
I had allergic reaction smelling it. Nose swelled.

EON‐349501 3/15/2018 2:32 Cesar Classics I opened the wet dog food container, placed half of the contents as I normally do and to 
my dog's bowl, I began smashing out the food and came across a band piece and hard 
chunk of food in the middle of it.
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EON‐349491 3/14/2018 20:52 Pre-Measured Plan A client reported taht he is feeding raw food from Reelraw.com. I looked at the site and 
could not find any mention of meeting AAFCO standards, although there are plenty of 
claims about the appropriateness of their food as a complete diet. I emailed the 
company and received this response: 

"Hello , Thank you for your interest in ReelRaw. Our company was started 
by my daughter, Alissa in early 2009 with the objective of providing the prey model diet 
(80% meat with associated fat, 10% organ with half being liver, 10% edible bone) to 
our carnivore customers. We use human grade meats and organs and edible bone 
from USDA inspected facilities to make up the diet. We don't add any vegetables, 
grains, or starches to the foods which are inappropriate for the carnivore diet. In fact, 
we don't add any chemicals or fillers or anything; just the proteins, organs, and edible 
bones.

Many Veterinarians are not well educated about canine and feline nutrition as 
evidenced by the prescribed kibble diets they recommend. AAFCO standard are 
woefully inadequate in addressing canine and feline nutrition.

Thanks again,

Bruce Zalneraitis
Vice President
bruce@ReelRaw.com"

I am concerned that this diet is being falsely marketed to pet owners as an appropriate, 
complete diet.

EON‐349490 3/14/2018 20:12 803c24jc14 19:13 017-00 best 
before 12/2019 pedigree 
chopped ground dinner 13.2oz 
cans (6) chicken (6) beef

Dog vomitted had diarrhea skin turned pink high temperature lathargic 8 Years Bulldog - American Dog 80 Pound

EON‐349484 3/14/2018 19:00 hearttotail pure 
beinggrainfreesalmonandsweetp
otato 
recipenaturaldogfoodplusvitamin
sandmineralsnocorn wheat 
soynopoultrybyproductmealnoad
dedartificalcolorsor preservatives

went to feed my pet placed food in her bowl straightened back up and caught a glimpse 
of something silver colored stuck to a kibble examining it I found the kibble had a sharp 
piece of metal in it it is silver colored and non magnetic and very sharp I had purchased 
the dog food from aldi in  I purchased 3 total bags of hearttotail pure 
being grain free 64 oz size the sku numbers are the same the lot numbers differ two 
are lot # TD2 14 JANUARY 2018 21:09 BEST BY 01-14-2019 THE different bag is lot 
TE1 27 November 2 but the rest is smudged possibly ending in a 42 it is best by 11-27-
2018 there is no doubt in my mind that this metal would have cut her intestines 
purchased march 08 2018
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EON‐349471 3/14/2018 15:20 blue buffalo-Adult Dog-Fish
Life protection formula with life 
source bits Fish and brown rice 
recipe

I have (3) Border Collies that are Show dogs and 1 Service Dog(Male) 2 Females.
I started feeding Blue Buffalo Dog food to my dogs and after a month or so I noticed 
they would upkeep after eating. 
I noticed then they were icing,licking there hair out and causing a red rash around there 
butt area.
This has never happened before and I had to switch dog food because Permian edge 
salmon food was discontinued.
I read the reviews about may dog foods and thought the Blue would be a good 
replacement food.

1 Years Collie - Border Dog 30 Pound

EON‐349459 3/14/2018 12:20 Kit and kaboodle essentials Diarrhea . The cats quit eating in upon checking the food there was mold throughout 
the bags two bags of food and it looked like bugs had been eating it. About a year ago I 
had the same issue with kitten caboodle tractor supply took responsibility for that but 
this appears to be a Purina chronic manufacturing issue.Again this is the second time 
in one year that I’ve had mold in the bag of Purina. The bags are purchased and used 
within days.

Hours American Shorthair Cat

EON‐349450 3/14/2018 9:32 Enzymatic Oral Hygiene chews 
for dogs
Petite size 30 chews

Virbac C.E.T. Enzymatic Oral Hygiene Dog Chews
I recently noticed these treats come with holes punched in them above the zipper, but 
low enough to leave the bags unsealed. I returned quite a few to Amazon and 1800 pet 
meds thinking it was a mistake. Then I decided to contact the company who told me 
they are there on purpose because they were having issues filling their bags with the 
correct weight (some bags had too many chews by weight in them And this was their 
fix). I do not see how this is okay and do not know if it actually is or if it can be 
investigated by some oversight group? Are unsealed bags really okay to sell for dogs? 
They can become contaminated at any point in the factory, in transit, storage or at the 
pos...

EON‐349427 3/13/2018 21:08 Ol Roy bacon flavor dog food My dog started eating this dog food a week ago even though it wasn’t his usual food 
and was ok but over time he’s now not eating it but few pieces and has gotten skin 
issues with hair loss and spots on his back that are raw and need treated like hot spots 
.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐349418 3/13/2018 18:24 Purina Dog Chow Complete 
Adult

I opened the bag and placed the recommended 3.5 cups in her dish. The dog ate 
approximately half of it. The dog asked to go outside. I stepped outside with the dog. 
The dog walked out into the grass of the back yard. While standing, the dog's right leg 
collapsed and she went down on her right side. She was unable to right herself or to 
stand. She was responsive to my speech and somewhat flailed on the ground but was 
unable to even get off of her side. I lifted her to her feet and she unable to stand. I 
picked her up and brought her into the house. When i put her down, she went back 
onto her right side and remained on the floor. After a while she began to get better 
enough to right herself onto her stomach. however, she was unable to get up onto her 
feet for a couple of hours.

5.5 Years Shepherd Dog - Belgian 
Malinois

Dog 58 Pound
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EON‐349409 3/13/2018 11:44 Purina Cat Chow Complete
Friskies Canned- Various flavors

 , After being fed Purina Cat Chow 
Dry & Purina Friskies Canned food, over 50 began throwing up blood, bloody diarrhea 
& lethargic. FIVE DIED! Have reported & followed up with Sedgwick/Purina. From 
sample of dry food submitted to Purina I was told: They did a VISUAL/PHYSICAL 
Exam of food sample & stated: No mold, no foul odor & no infestation. When I ask if 
they CHEMICAL TESTED the food they stated they didn't feel it was necessary! 
Hundreds of cats reported being sick or dying from Purina products. Reports being 
logged in with pics of foreign objects in canned food & dry food making cats deathly ill! 
NO RECALLS/PRODUCTS STILL BEING SOLD/OTHER CATS STILL DYING. 
PRODUCTS NEED RECALL!

4 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐349384 3/12/2018 19:24 Diamond Naturals 
Chicken and Rice
Large Breed

I have been feeding Diamond Naturals Large Breed Chicken and Rice twice a day for 
two years to my four dogs. I recently purchased two new 40lb bags and noticed that the 
shape and size were slightly different then normal. I thought that I had ordered a 
different flavor and confirmed that I ordered their normal flavor. A little less then 1/2 
way through the first bag, my oldest dog developed hotspots that require antibiotics, 
shampoo and topical treatment. All fourbdogs also started to refuse eating the kibble. 
In addition, a friend of mine that also feed Diamond indicted that her dog had a fever, 
wouldn't eat or go potty. She too recently started a new bag of Diamond dog food. We 
are extremely concerned over the possibility that this food could be tainted

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 115 Pound

EON‐349376 3/12/2018 17:36 Ol' Roy Stripes in Gravy Filet 
Mignon Wet Dog Food Case of 
12

After taking the produce she started throwing up, she had sever pancreatitis, the 
pancreases was so enlarged that it was blocking the gallbladder - she almost died. We 
have had over $11,000 in vet bills for this. Both dogs experienced this after eating the 
food. we had traveled to  - they have never eaten this food before.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound

EON‐349364 3/12/2018 10:56 Wellness Grain Free Pate 
Chicken & Herring Dinner 
Smooth Loaf

I discovered a large segment of what appears to be chicken or herring bone measuring 
approximately 1.5 inches long embedded in the Wellness Grain Free Chicken & 
Herring Smooth Loaf Pate Dinner that I was about to serve to my elderly cat.

EON‐349363 3/12/2018 10:48 I have clear photos of the item 
the can and the bottom of the 
can with manufacturing details 
on it.
Grain-Free Evanger's Food for 
Dogs & Cats - Quail

On 3/9/18, at approximately 5:30pm, I emptied half a 6 oz. can of Evangers Quail dog 
food into my dog's dish. I noticed something about 1" and black in the food and 
removed it with a fork. I let it drop onto the glass cutting board on my counter and it 
sounded metallic. I rinsed off the item and upon closer look, realized it was a piece of 
metal with two sharp ends, which at first looked like a nail. Upon even closer 
examination, it seems to be a piece of metal broken off at either end.

EON‐349351 3/12/2018 0:28 IAMS PROACTIVE HEALTH 
MINICHUNKS

Excessive painting, pacing, confusion, diarrhea, drooling, extremely restless. 
uncontrollable shaking.

13 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 125 Pound

EON‐349346 3/11/2018 21:24 Putin’s Friskies Pate Turkey & 
Giblets Dinner

I noticed a hard foreign object in my cat’s wet food. The foreign object is approximately 
1cm long by 0.5cm wide and appears to be tan plastic, although it could be bone.
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EON‐349327 3/11/2018 11:36 Golden Reward Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

Within a half hour after eating 2 chicken jerky treats,  began acting like she was 
on some kind of hallucinogenic drug--panting, pacing, fearful of furniture. Ninety 
minutes later I could hear her stomach was gurgling from across the room. This groups 
of symptoms lasted approximately 12 hours. The next day she began to feel hot to the 
touch. She was also listless and isolating herself which is completely out of character 
for her. She is generally a bundle of exuberant joy. The third day she was very hot and 
I took her to the vet. She had a fever of 104 and the vet also heard the stomach 
gurgling. The vet administered shots of antibiotics, steroids, and something to sooth 
her tummy. He also provided antibiotics and tummy medicine for the next 5 days. That 
night she was burning up with fever. On the fourth day, she slept most of the day and 
her temperature began to break. Now, on the fifth day she is finally returning to her 
perky, joyful self but she is still sleeping more than usual.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 32 Pound

EON‐349324 3/11/2018 11:00 Alpo Purina *PRIME CUTS WITH 
LAMB & RICE
100% complete & balanced for 
adult dogs

I fed him half a can of Alpo (Purina) Prime Cuts with Lamb & Rice Net weight 13.2 oz. 
Hours later he began showing the following symptoms. Vomiting, diarrhea, loss of 
appetite, and weakness.

13 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 18 Pound

EON‐349300 3/10/2018 20:28 Red Barn Bully Stick I purchased an individual Red Barn bully stick from Kroger in , for my 
dog on August 9, 2017. Within 6 hours of my dog consuming the bully stick, she 
became lethargic, could not jump move naturally, and experienced heavy breathing. 
Then, 12 hours after consuming the bully stick, she began vomitting and had bloody 
diarrhea. During this time, she would try to drink water since she was dehydrated, even 
out of my own water cup. Upon drinking the water, she would vomit within seconds.

I immediately called our vet, and I dropped my dog off for observation. Our vet called 
me within a few hours and stated that my dog had ate something that basically 
"poisoned" her, and her organs were starting to shut down. She asked if our dog ate 
anything that would have caused these issues, and I said we gave her a bully stick the 
night before, and the symptoms began within hours after consuming your product. The 
vet did x-rays and did not see an obstruction, but her liver tests came back the next 
morning. Her liver enzyme tests came back extremely high above normal range (one 
test was almost 10 times above normal).

Our vet pumped our dog with fluids, immediately started detoxing her liver, and these 
treatments saved our dog's life. She remained at the vet for 3 days for observation. It 
cost my husband and I $1000 to save our dog's life. 

We believe the Red Barn bully stick we purchased almost killed our dog. After receiving 
a voicemail this evening from Kroger stores stating that the Red Barn bully sticks were 
recalled due to possible salmonella contamination, and the dates ranged from March 
2017 until the present.

3.5 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐349296 3/10/2018 18:20 Purina Kit & Kaboodle Her eyes dilated completely. She was afraid to move & had impaired motor control. 
This began yesterday afternoon, but she is beginning to resume normal appearance 
and control this evening, though she still will not come out of her room. She had eaten 
much of the bag of Kit & Kaboodle when this had occurred. She refuses to eat any 
other food, so did not eat anything else that could have caused this. She usually drinks 
more water than a cat normally does, but refused to drink water or eat anything after 
the symptoms began. She has begun drinking water again today and is eliminating 
normally.

2 Years Unknown Cat 5 Pound

EON‐349289 3/10/2018 17:16 National Geographic Brand
Timothy Hay with nutritious 
toppings
rabbits chinchilla and guinea pig 
treats

 was an active guinea pig, a new bag of National geographic Timothy hay was 
opened and placed in her hay bin. approximately 36-48 hours later she died (Date of 
death- ). 24 hours after giving her the new hay, we did notice she 
was not eating at her usual pace but since it was only a day, we did not worry. The next 
day she was dead. Thinking she died of natural causes, we gave the almost completely 
full bag to our friend who has a pet bunny. On Wednesday morning they gave the 
bunny the hay, the bunny died Thursday afternoon (Date of death ). The 
bunny was only 2 years old and in good health. The common part is both were given 
the hay and both died shortly after consumption, it seems to suspicious to be a 
coincidence. We have contacted the retailer, given the hay back to them and they have 
promised an investigation, but I cannot stand the thought of other animals suffering. 
Since these are not animals typically taken to the vet, I wanted to report the issue.

3 Years Guinea Pig 1.5 Pound

EON‐349237 3/9/2018 23:48 Rachel Ray
Nutrish
Super Premium pet food for cats

Cat started leaving drops of blood around the house. I found that it came from his 
urethra due to the smell and blood in the litter box. Before we could get him to the vet 
he started being very sluggish and shaky. After taking him to the vet, it was found that 
he had a blockage that had been building up over time and was causing kidney failure. 
The doctor stated that it was his foood, Rachel Ray Nutrish dry food. He stated that 
most cats cannot breakdown the high amount of minerals that is in the food and 
therfore caused the build up of the blockage. He is still at the Vet''s office and it is 
unknown if he will recover at this time.

3 Years Unknown Cat 15 Pound

EON‐349230 3/9/2018 21:52 Rachel Ray Nutrish Super 
Premium for Cats Real Chicken 
and Brown Rice Receipt

I purchased Rachel Ray Nourish Dry Cat Food - Chicken and Rice on Sunday, March 
4th for my cat. He had his first bowl Monday morning. Monday evening he began to 
drink water excessively. Tuesday evening he started to have diarrhea. We couldn’t 
figure out what was going on. He had been to the vet less than a month ago for a well 
check up and he was in excellent condition. Thursday he was drinking water 
excessively still, having diarrhea and started to vomit in the middle of the night. I called 
my vet first thing Friday morning and he started to ask questions to see what, if 
anything, was different from last week. The only thing that was different was the food. 
He told me to stop feeding him it immediately, contact the company and store, and to 
contact you all. He said there had been problems with Rachel Ray animal products 
before.

4 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 15 Pound
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EON‐349227 3/9/2018 20:48 Mobility Oil Ellevet Sciences 

https://ellevetsciences.com/

No contact information is 
provided on the website other 
than the following:
(844) 673-7287
info@ellevetsciences.com

To whom it may concern,

I am reporting an animal CBD supplement company, which makes medical claims 
about its products on its website, social media and in advertising. Additionally, the 
company stands behind these claims and states that they are valid due to research 
they have conducted. I would like this company and its medical claims investigated.

EON‐349225 3/9/2018 20:40 Phyto Animal Health Vitality To whom it may concern,
The following company, Phyto Animal Health sells animal CBD products. The company 
makes overt medical claims on its website, social media presence and in interviews by 
the CEO. In one such interview for a FOX affiliate in Las Vegas, the CEO stated, "CBD 
can replace opiates". This is just one of many illegal medical claims made by this 
company. Their parent company is a medical marijuana company and is publically 
traded under the name, Medical Marijuana Inc. I would like this company investigated 
for continued medical claims, as it relates to an unapproved drug.

EON‐349211 3/9/2018 15:24 Purina Friskies Poultry Variety 
Pack 32 cans

We fed our cats Purina Friskies Poultry Variety Pack (32 can pack) and the next day 
both of our cats, and our two dogs who got into the cats food, have all gotten severely 
sick with diarrhea, vomitting, bloody vomit and blood diarrhea. One dog is currently 
being hopsitalized due to the severity of how sick she has gotten. They have all had 
diarrhea about 20 times and vomitting 2-3 times.

4 Years American Shorthair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐349207 3/9/2018 14:24 Dingo American Made Market 
Cuts Chicken Jerky

Animal was being fed chicken jerky treats on a regular basis. Developed an abnormal 
amount of glucose in the urine. Multiple samples of urine with glucose present, and 
multiple normal blood glucose samples.

9 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Smooth-haired

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐349183 3/9/2018 12:44 Purina Friskies Poultry Platter 
Classic Pate

I was notified by a local Facebook Page about unknown black particles in Friskies pate 
style cat foods. I decided to look at one of the styles noted and did indeed find 
unknown black particles in the Friskies Poultry Platter Cat Food, 13 ounce can. I took 
pictures of the can bottom, the face of the can and the unknown black particles.
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EON‐349177 3/9/2018 12:16 IAMS Proactive Health 
Minichunks

I had an upcoming surgery where I would not be allowed to lift much. Hence, I bought 
 a new bag of IAMS Minichunks prior to the surgery. (She is 8 and has eaten 

IAMS her entire life without issue.) She began vomiting clear water and having diarrhea 
on Feb. 21st. I went into the hospital on the 22nd and asked my roommate to keep me 
informed. She had additional incidents of diarrhea in my absence. When I returned 
from the hospital, on Saturday, she had blood in her stools and was eating/drinking 
very little. On Sunday, after several vomiting clear liquid, I took her to the emergency 
vet where she stayed two days on fluids being tested for pancreatitis and hemorrhagic 
gastroenteritis. She refused to eat there. Once she was stable, I brought her home as 
they were simply guessing as to what might be wrong. She was given probiotics, 
antibiotics, anti-nausea drugs. I began boiling chicken for her. As she would get better 
and return to her dry food, she would get sick again. This time with a new symptom -- 
vomiting a pink gel like substance. Then we would return to chicken and she would 
recover. There were a total of three relapses. I posted on FB what was happening and 
a friend reached out to ask about her as her dog was also having problems. We 
realized they were eating the same kind of food. Then her boyfriend found the 
Consumer Reports website with several complaints about these very symptoms from 
this very food since December. I threw the IAMS out and a veterinary friend in Houston 
recommended Science Diet. There have been no incidents of vomiting or diarrhea 
since moving to the new food. My friend has had similar results with her dog in 

 When I called IAMS, I was told they will refund the $18 purchase price with no 
regard thus far to the $1253 in vet bills though I can expect another call from them. I 
was also told they were not receiving any other complaints. However, it's all over 
Consumer Reports since December and on their own FaceBook page. It feels very 
sketchy. I was told I would be contacted by the Pet Health and Safety Team.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 38 Pound

EON‐349140 3/8/2018 22:28 AUTHORITY EXPERTS IN 
NUTRITION ALL STAGES OF 
LIFE CHICKEN & RICE 
FORMULA SMALL BITES

I found a piece of plastic in my dogs food bag: AUTHORITY, ALL STAGES OF LIFE, 
SMALL BITES, CHICKEN AND RICE FORMULA

EON‐349123 3/8/2018 19:12 gravy train with beef chunks ucp 
#7910034417

went into a coma he is a Pomeranian not on your list 3 Years Unknown Dog 5 Pound

EON‐349031 3/8/2018 11:36 Ol' Roy My pit past three nights has been having trouble breathing, all limbs, stretched out and 
shaking. Her eyes kind of open real wide, and her heart starts racing.

9 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐348983 3/7/2018 17:40 Purina ALPO Chop House - 6 
Filet Mignon and Bacon & 6 
Roasted Chicken and Top 
Sirloin.

I fed both of my dogs approximately half a can each of Purina Alpo Chop House 
canned wet food. Shortly after eating approximately 5 minutes or so the Dachshund 
appeared to be very uncomfortable. She would whine, then lay down, get up, and flop 
back down. She repeated this about 4 times. The last time it was apparent she wasn't 
in control of the falling. Her breathing was extremely labored and she was shaking. I 
also noticed her face and neck were swelling. I removed her collar and she began to 
seize. She was completely stiff and her tongue came out of her mouth swollen and 
blue. Her gums were also blue. I thought she was going to die. She was clearly not 
getting oxygen. She seemed to regain consciousness and started panting. Within 15-
20 minutes the swelling went away and the color in her tongue and gums came back. 
She seemed to go back to normal. Her breathing slowed to regular and she drank 
some water and then slept for a few hours. Later in the evening she begged to eat so I 
fed her again. Approximately half a can of the same food. Within 5 minutes I noticed 
her face and neck swelling again. She repeated all the above mentioned symptoms, 
lasting about the same amount of time.
It was only after this feeding did I realize her first onset of symptoms were also within 
minutes of eating this food. 
My other dog did not experience symptoms this sever but he was very lethargic, 
restless, visibly uncomfortable. Lasting for several hours.
We have been feeding them this food for over 3 months without incident. Both cans 
used in these feedings were from a new case, just purchased and opened.

8 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Smooth-haired

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐348954 3/7/2018 13:00 Purina Friskies Poultry Platter 
Pate 13oz

My friend would order 6 cases of Friskies large cans of Poultry Platter from Amazon to 
be delivered to my Animal Sanctuary which are special needs cats after I would give 
them the cans of food I would notice an increase of vomiting and Diarrhea, bloody 
stool. I could not figure out why this has been happening from the time that they started 
eating this product back in January I believe, I thought maybe the flu or something else 
had them down but after a month of antibiotics nothing changed until today I found the 
problem they have been ingesting . I actually found Black plastic today found in this 
food. I had noticed this before however I thought maybe it was part of the bird or other 
ground up product but today I finally analyzed and noticed that it was a foreign object. I 
have 68 cans left and more ordered yesterday. My friend is contacting Amazon today 
to let them know.

5 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐348952 3/7/2018 12:16 Abound Variety Pack:
Salmon & sweet Potato stew in 
gravy
Turkey stew with vegetables & 
gravy
Chicken & beef dinner in gravy

Over the last 2 weeks when fed Abound wet food he would vomit. This started as a 
very small amount at first & progressively got worse over the 2 week period.  was 
given dry food & a small amount of treats during this time with zero reaction. Every time 
he was served the Abound he would vomit within 10 -20 minutes & refuse to touch the 
rest of his wet food. He has been fed Abound since he started solid food as a kitten & 
loves it. We have never had an issue before. I took him to the vet on 3-5-18 where he 
was subjected to 3 injections & bloodwork. I was advised by the vet to stop Abound & 
start Purina One wet food. I have done this & his issues have resolved & his appetite 
has returned. The vet bill was $194.90 for this. The vet says that they change recipes 
sometimes & have no way to determine exactly what it was in the Abound that made 
him sick. I don't want other pet owners to go through this with their animals.

2.5 Years Maine Coon Cat 17.93 Pound
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EON‐348927 3/7/2018 5:44 Kibbles & Bits He stopped eating and was lethargic, took him to the et and he got I and test, and put 
on meds. we fed him home cooked food and he got better. When we started to feed 
him the dog food again, he got sick again and we couldn't get him better. On  

 we had to put him down. That night we read about the dog food recall

10 Years Beagle Dog 25 Pound

EON‐348905 3/6/2018 19:16 Purina One Indoor Advantage Upon eating the food for the first time, three cats began vomiting uncontrollably. One 
was better after one day, one was better after 2 days, and  passed away after 3 
days.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐348900 3/6/2018 18:08 Gravy Train Chunks In Gravy 
with Beef Chunks

I was feeding Gravy Train to  since he was 8 weeks old, as well as to his 
housemate .  had several bouts of diarrhea that would resolve with 
treatment. On  he started having severe watery diarrhea, was lethargic and 
dehydrated and was taken immediately to the veterinarian where treatment for 
gastroenteritis was immediately initiated. On   passed away acutely at 
home after becoming very thirsty, having dilated pupils and not acting right for a short 
period of time.  had to be taken to the veterinary hospital again on  due to 
continues vomiting and diarhea.  was in the hospital until he passed away the 
night of  Cause of death was undetermined other than severe gastroenteritis 
confirmed on exploratory surgery. Shortly after a recall on Gravy Train happened but 
we just found out. When comparing the lot number of the only can I had left over it was 
included in the lots recalled do to the presence of euthanasia solution.

1 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 104 Pound

EON‐348899 3/6/2018 18:00 Purina Cat Chow Naturals I p0ured my cat's food into his bowl this afternoon and saw a glint in the sunlight. When 
I picked up the pellet, which had split in half, I found what appears to be a small piece 
of glass embedded in it. I put it in a Ziploc baggie and will keep it just in case. I 
purchased this food about a week ago. It is a new type I haven't purchased before.

EON‐348879 3/6/2018 14:40 Fruitables Grilled Bison Jerky 
Treat

I bought a pack of Fruitables Pet Food grilled bison jerky treats and have in two 
separate instances given my dog as single treats in the space of 3 months. First time 
my dog had diarrhoea within a few hours so I thought that was an isolated instance. I 
gave my dog the same treat for a second time this month and he had diarrhoea again 
in the space of a few hours. Each time after I gave him a fruitable grilled bison jerky 
treat. He has not had diarrhoea apart from these two instances. Both times he was 
sick. He's not had diarrhoea again since.

Bulldog Dog
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EON‐348878 3/6/2018 12:56 Purina Beneful original beef 
flavor

Stopped to get dog food on my way home from work on March 4 2018 at food Lion  
 They were out of my normal dog food so I grabbed a bag of beneful original. 

Got home that night and gave both dogs food. Over night my 2 yr old Sheppard blue 
heeler mix started throwing up. That morning my 11 yr old boxer pit mix started 
throwing up pools of blood. At first I thought they gotten into something in the yard but 
there is absolutely nothing for them to get into to make them sick. My 11yr old kept 
getting worse. By 12 my dog couldn't stand and was passing out as she was throwing 
up. I rushed her to the vet. After 2 hrs they had no idea what was wrong and told me it 
might be time to put her down. I took her home that night with the meds. Eventually she 
started to feel better. After talking to the doctor about both dogs being sick and the 
reviews I seen online with dogs having the same system as mine we come to the 
conclusion that the dog food is the only thing both dogs had that could do this. It was 
and is the only thing that changed in the last 48 hrs. I put that bag of dog food up and 
went and got their normal dog food and some symptoms are still showing in my 11 yr 
old dog. But for most part they are both doing better. But had I not gotten my dog to the 
vet an meds I would be telling you about a dead dog vrs my dog who still has 
symptoms but is doing better

11 Hours Pit Bull Dog 56 Pound

EON‐348876 3/6/2018 11:32 friskies pate poultry platter opened up a can of friskies wet catfood and it had brown fuzz on it and some kind of 
slimmy grease i contacted nestle imediatly to tell them what i discovered and gave 
them information about the product and they gave me a case number and said they 
would get back in touch me, but has not to this date. after i opened the can and saw 
this horriffic stuff it registered why my cat who is about 7 was throwing up from the first 
can i gave him, he was not throwing up until i fed him the very first ccan of catfood out 
of the box.i also took pictures of the can that was bad.

EON‐348842 3/5/2018 16:36 Zupreem Fruit Blend with Natural 
Flavors, Higgins Safflower Gold 
Natural, Roudybush pellets

On  my Goffin Cockatoo was almost finished eating a bag of medium 
sized fruit pellets purchased from Amazon in November. I opened a new bag of 
zupreem med sized fruity pellets from  and a new bag of Higgins 
Safflower Gold purchased from Petco. Both bags were opened and added to airtight 
container containing last serving from Amazon. On  was feed this food 
as a treat in the evening prior to bed. On   began vomiting after eating 
but continued to eat and drink often. Vomiting continued on the 30th and I brought her 
to only vet open on  weekend. He told me weight was good and she seemed 
fine. Vomiting continued over  on Tuesday the  I brought to a  
vet . Blood work, crop flush and throat culture done. Weight was still goid she looked 
healthy she was given an anti biotic. Blood work came back on Wednesday the  all 
good but protein wad a little low. On the was having issues perching vomiting 
more often and was lethargic. Spoke with vet and I began hand feeding every hour on 
the hour . passed in the early hours of  Necropsy performed 

6 Years Cockatoo 304 Gram
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EON‐348840 3/5/2018 15:51 Gravy Train
Ol' Roy

I have been feeding my pet Gravy Train for several years. I left my job to take care of 
my mother, and I didn't have the money to feel my pet a more expensive brand. She 
became ill in January, and I took her to the emergency veterinarian. It was too late. She 
had inoperable kidney stones. I was heart broken. Not only was she a very dear friend, 
she also helped me in managing my chronic illnesses; she seemed to be empathic and 
knew when I needed some extra attention to handle my pain or distress. She had been 
in good health. I had been ill, and my part time job laid us off over Christmas, so I had 
been waiting until I caught up a little before taking her. She was ill in the night on the 

, so I took her, but it was too late. I am devastated as she had never 
shown any signs of urinary problems before. I read online about the dog food 
contamination and was horrified to read that I had been feeding her this dog food. 
Devastated does not describe how terribly I feel. I cry every day because she was my 
faithful and well loved friend. And then I blame myself for being sick - and poor - and 
not feeling like making her dog food like I had done in the past.
I wrote to the company, and they were sorry, but it was not their fault. I think it is their 
fault when they put a euthanasia drug into a dog food intended for living pets - loved 
ones.

10 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

EON‐348839 3/5/2018 15:50 Blue Dog Bakery Softies Peanut 
Butter Dog Treats

I purchased a package of Blue Dog Bakery Softies Peanut Butter Treats and as I was 
opening the plastic packaging I noticed the movement of bugs/flies.

EON‐348838 3/5/2018 15:50 Purina one smart blend lamb and 
rice formula

We have been feeding our dogs this same product for years, but this batch make them 
vomit uncontrollably. They are miserable. We monitored it for 3 days until finally saying 
enough and buying a different brand. Something in this batch is making them sick.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐348837 3/5/2018 15:50 Evangers chicken and rice Going thru chemo. Switched to soft food. Chose evangers chicken and rice. Seizures 
and other symptoms after each can. 3x. Can

15 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 67 Pound

EON‐348836 3/5/2018 15:50 Blue Life Protection Formula 
Healthy Weight Adult Chicken 
and Brown Rice Recipe

Dog food contamination-live bugs when bag was opened 6 Years Shepherd Dog - Belgian 
Malinois

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐348835 3/5/2018 15:50 Gravy Train chunky chicken Both my dogs have watery diarrhea, lethargic, not feeling well since February 3, 2018. I 
bought them Gravy Train chicken chunks canned dog food. I opened the can. Unlike 
most times I looked into the can before serving it to them. It was blackened and moldy 
looking. I checked can for puncture but found none. The food smell like it usually does. 
Yuck. I took pictures of the can and called the phone number on the side of the can. 
Then I discarded all my remaining cans

10 Years Hound - Basset Dog 50 Pound

EON‐348834 3/5/2018 15:49 Meow
Mix

Cat woke up and started to bump into walls and fall down. Doctor said she was fine at 
last checkup. When she arrived at the animal hospital we told them about what was 
happening and they asked if she was possibly poisoned. We said no. She died of a 
stroke they said. But she was fine on Saturday before. We noticed she was sleeping 
more than usual. Meow mix was one of the foods by smuckers company Wonder if this 
was the reason. She died at the hospital. They didn't check to see why they just 
assumed.

17 Years Persian Cat

EON‐348833 3/5/2018 15:49 Rachel Ray nutrish. Just 6. 
limited ingredient recipe.

Dog was fed from a newly bought bag of Rachel Ray's Just 6 dog food which she has 
eaten for about 2 years. Began throwing up, had bloody diarrhea and refusing to eat for 
about 3 days. Had to switch her to rice and ground beef to get her to eat again and 
seems to be getting better.

8 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐348832 3/5/2018 15:49 Performatrin Ultra Limited Sweet 
Potato & Chicken Formula

**and** (mixed at home with)

Performatrin Grain Free Chicken 
& Potato Formula

4 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐348830 3/5/2018 15:49 IAMS Proactive Health Smart 
Puppy Food

On Friday,  we opened a new bag of IAMS Puppy Food. The puppies were 
fed twice Friday from this bag, and had breakfast Saturday morning,  from this bag. 
By Saturday afternoon, all 6 were down, one had died. They were rushed to an 
emergency vet clinic once discovered Saturday afternoon, only two survived of 6. I had 
the food checked by a lab, and the results from three random samples, one showed 
9000 grams of mold in one, a lethal amount as I understand it from my vet.. The bag 
has the numbers US30941 on it, and a Best By date of 1/13/2019. I have the lab 
reports and the vet reports. These puppies were in excellent health, were parasite free, 
and had their first shot.

63 Days Poodle - Miniature Dog 4 Pound

After switching all our pets on  (5 cats and 2 dogs) to a new brand of 
high protein/grain-free pet food, Performatrin, two weeks later, (female cat, 

indoors only, 4 yrs) suddenly started having incontinence problems  Within 
24 hours of the onset of incontinence, she began vomiting and acting listless. On the 
morning of  we found her laying in urine on cold tile in and immediately rushed 
her to the vet  who determined that her kidneys were shutting down and her 
condition was dire. She died about 5 hours later despite intensive ICU treatment with 

fluids, heating pad, and oxygen.

On the same new food start date (Jan 14), we also switched to Performatrin high 
protein/grain free dog food for one of our two dogs. The other dog remained on 

alternative dog food until it ran out, about February 6th. By Feb. 7th, both dogs were 
eating the Performatrin. By Feb 14th, the second dog, (35 lbs, female, 9 yrs) 

began occasionally vomiting, acting listless, and having diarrhea. We immediately took 
her off Performatrin and put her onto a different brand (Blue, and when the vet opened 

we took her in took her in. After stopping the Performatrin her vomiting stopped and 
she was better after a few days.

 the cat was a young & healthy indoor cat who had never been outside  is 
an indoor dog who is restricted to only the fenced-in back yard for bathroom trips. We 

checked everywhere in the house and yard and determined that there were no poisons 
or other foods that animals could have gotten into. The only common denominator was 
the switch to the high protein/grain free Performin cat and dog foods. When my dog got 
sick on Feb 14, that is when I was absolutely positive that the new food was the culprit 

for both sick pets. Luckily for  we instantly stopped the dogs from eating 
Performatrin the minute she got sick, unlike poor , who continued to eat the 

Performatrin for a couple days. 

I believe that possibly a protein ingredient may have been a component in both the cat 
food and the dog food. We lost a cat in  to the massive Nutro catfood recall- that 

cat had the exact same symptoms that  had.

I do still have a ziplock bag of the cat foods, but unfortunately I was out of town when 
our dog got sick, and my family did not save the bag of dogfood that was eaten.
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EON‐348829 3/5/2018 15:49 Dogswell Happy Hips Owners account:  was given 1 of the Happy Hips treats, after which he acted 
"abnormally" but had no serious side effects. Owner waited about 4 days, then gave 

 2 of the same treats. The pet's stomach became stiff and he vomited once. 
After this he remained shaking, nervous, and twitchy. Coordination seemed overall 
poor and pet was head-bobbing. Pet gradually became more responsive. No farther 
food, treats or medication was given and no dietary changes occurred prior to event

Pet was brought into UrgiPet on the same day shortly after episode. " was 
observed as being very sensitive to the touch, demonstrating mild toe-touching on the 
front limbs, and dripping urine - Owner reports this has never happened before. 
Bloodwork was drawn and sent out to IDEXX laboratories showing mild elevations in 
cholesterol and lipase, otherwise unremarkable.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15.4 Pound

EON‐348828 3/5/2018 15:48 Evangers Duck and Sweet 
Potato Dinner

Dog was given Evangers Duck & Sweet Potato dinner from a can for the first time last 
night at 5 pm. When we woke up at 6 am, he was lethargic, with head and tail low, 
walking unsteady and very slowly. He kept stopping & just staring ahead. After slowly 
walking outside, he was wobbling slightly & wouldn't walk back inside. When he was 
laid in his bed, he just stared at the wall & didn't move much for an hour. It was as 
though he had been heavily sedated.
2 hours later, we was walking around normally again. I brought him to the vet at 10 am 
& he was OK by then. He has never acted like this before. I called the pet food store to 
report the issue & possible link to the food we gave him.

13 Years Spaniel (unspecified) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐348826 3/5/2018 15:45 Gravy Train canned food with 
beef

In December, I went out of state for work. I had been feeding  Kroger Brand 
canned food, but when I left my husband bought her Gravy Train canned food. He said 
she did not want to eat it, which is highly unusual. She did begrudgingly eat a two cans 
total and that night and following day, she vomited numerous times. My husband even 
left work early so that he could go home to check on her. The cans were purchased 
from Kroger in  He did not feed her any more of that food subsequently, 
and she recovered.

10 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 25 Pound

EON‐348824 3/5/2018 15:44 Purina Pro Plan Puppy Formula 
Focus chicken and rice

My lab was fine until I gave her 1 1/2 cups of the Purina Pro Plan Puppy Formula. 
Within 2 hours of eating it she became violently ill and was vomiting and had massive 
diarrhea. The same exact thing happened to my little dog after eating the same thing.

11 Month
s

Retriever (unspecified) Dog

EON‐348823 3/5/2018 15:44 Gravytrain. With t-bone flavor 
chunks

Could hardly stand up, wobbly, vomiting, extremely tired 1 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐348822 3/5/2018 15:44 Blue Dental Bones (All Natural 
Oral Health Care)

At  annual check up a few weeks ago, our vet recommended giving her dental 
bones on a regular basis to help with her oral hygiene. We purchased the All Natural 
dental bones by Blue Buffalo and began offering them to  once every few days. 
After consuming three bones over a one-week period (the package indicates they may 
be given daily), had an accident in the house overnight on 3/1 which is extremely 
unusual but we initially thought it was just a one-off and perhaps we hadn't let her out 
late enough in the evening for the final time though her stool was softer than usual. I 
gave  another dental bone the next morning (3/2) and she again had an accident 
in the house overnight that same day. Her stool was even softer than before and more 
scattered, clearly indicating she was sick. We immediately became suspicious of the 
dental treats as that is the only aspect of  diet that was different leading up to 
accidents and abnormal stool. We stopped giving  the dental bones and she has 
improved.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐348821 3/5/2018 15:44 Beef Chunks in Gravy, Chicken 
Chunks in Gravy, Turkey chunks 
in gravy, beef and bacon dog 
food

 started to sleep a lot. His balance was off. He began having difficulty sitting/laying 
down and standing up. Got to the point that we'd have to help him to stand. He would 
stumble during bathroom walks. It was a very sudden decline. I do not have the exact 
date of when the problem started, but it was after we purchased the Gravy Train wet 
food. If needed the store we purchased it at would probably have the date as we 
continue to get the withdrawal notice on our receipts.

14 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐348652 3/2/2018 23:36 Nature’s Recipe Vomiting, lethargy, weakness 4 Years Maltese Dog 20 Pound
EON‐348646 3/2/2018 20:32 gravy train with chunks in gravy shadow was affected in the gravy train recall and her overall health condition has went 

down hill severely
5 Years Bulldog Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐348631 3/2/2018 17:36 Various Pet Jerky Treats 
manufacturered in China

Concerning Pet Jerky treats, China: it is...MUSHROOM Poisoning (sharply increased 
Creatine levels; google it). 

Mushroom poisoning symptoms: gastrointestinal problems, vomiting, convulsions, 
death. The poor pooches may have had hallucinations (if the duck ate a magic 

mushroom).

Beijing knew it, too: 

Small farmers in China likely supply the ducks used in the jerky treat business (it's a 
Commie thing). Small farmers have to be kept busy, thinketh Beijing. 

However, it's also likely that Gulag labor provided the ducks used in the jerky treats. 

Ducks love eating mushrooms.

Not all mushrooms are toxic (causing illness) or toxic (causing death) to the duck. 

However, the mushroom TOXINS accumulate in the duck meat.

When said duck meat is consumed by humans (as in Peking Duck or Crispy Duck 
dishes found in tasty Chinese restaurants), or the duck meat is consumed by the dogs, 

both mammals get sick. 

Dogs, being smaller, have more acute symptoms of mushroom poisoning, resulting in 
kidney failure, or death. 

Check the: DUCK suppliers and then check the weather patterns and see where there 
was a pattern of: 

rain + the sale of the duck TO the factory. 
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EON‐348623 3/2/2018 15:48 Ol’ Roy variety pack 12 cans - 4 
cans filet mignon 4 cans ribeye 
flavor 4 cans New York strip
9.9 lbs total cans in box

Bought a combo pack of Ol Roy canned dog food. The small dachshund had diarrhea 
and vomiting no appetite,no energy for 3 days. I took him to the vet afraid he was going 
to die. He had explosive diarrhea and then it was tinged with blood. His vomit was 
foaming. The vet gave him 2 Rx’s & he improved after about 4 days taking medication.

3 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 9 Pound

EON‐348599 3/2/2018 11:52 Animal Essentials Natural 
Seaweed Calcium Supplement 
for Dogs & Cats

Diagnosed hyperthyroid 15 Years Unknown Cat 9 Pound

EON‐348568 3/2/2018 3:24 FAQ of ACANA Pet Food 
Website

The Q&A Session of ACANA Dog Food website contains content involved in country 
and district discrimination.

ACANA Dog Food are inclined to emphasize that ingredients they are using are not 
from China which makes customers think that any ingredient from China is not safe. 

This is not a proper way to advertise products and direct customers to think of products 
from China

Then check manufacturer's information about date of manufacture. Follow with the date 
of import into our country, then the sale of the product from the store which sold it. If 

possible, track the purchaser and match with any records of canine death/illness. 

Since many people use credit cards, it may be possible to provide a direct link back to 
the duck farmer FROM the American who purchased the product. 

Technique gives a clue as to the origin of the duck meat which is actually responsible 
for the mushroom poisoning. 

Because duck is a very popular dish in China, Beijing officials knew, immediately, what 
was the matter: ducks love mushrooms and people love ducks. 

Beijing knew--being duck dish lovers themselves, particularly considering that Beijing 
was formerly known as "Peking", as in the dish, "Peking Duck".
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EON‐348538 3/1/2018 15:52 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 7+ 
Shredded Blend

The morning I first realized dog had a problem was  He ate his morning meal 
significantly slower than he ever has. Approx. 1/2 hr. later, dog had projectile vomiting. 
Vomit was brown liquid and much undigested food. Then morning stool (small) was a 
mixture of blood and diarrhea. Soon after, vomited light brownish liquid (see photo 
attached which I later showed to vet). I called vet, and it was decided that since 
symptoms were similar (severe stomach upset) to my dog whom I took to see the 
vet for these symptoms the previous day, we would give this dog,  the same 
medicine as  Metronidazole.

While I will give a firm date below as to "Date problem started," in hindsight, it now 
occurs to me that dog "may" have been showing minor signs progressing to illness 
prior month when he vomited, which is the first time for this dog since I got him 4 years 
ago. After an immediate visit to the vet, a negative stool sample, and an x-ray of the 
stomach with no discernible problems, the vet filled a prescription and sent us on our 
way. I "assumed" the problem resolved with the prescription. But now, with my 1st dog 
having died last month and and  having gotten very sick as well, I have no 
idea if  is even stable since we haven't determined where all the sickness is 
coming from and are now guessing at how to treat.

8 Years Spaniel - Springer 
Welsh

Dog 134 Pound

EON‐348537 3/1/2018 15:52 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 7+ 
Shredded Blend

Dog had diarrrhea throughout the previous night. Dog refused morning meal. Then 
morning stool had much blood and material in it. Also vomited light brownish liquid. I 
will attach photos (which I later showed to vet at visit). I immediately took dog to vet 
that morning. They ran an extensive blood test as well as noted blood in stool. Vet 
placed dog on Metronidazole to calm stomach upset. Next morning blood test results 
came back. Blood work was good, i.e., nothing out of the ordinary.

While I will give a firm date below as to "Date problem started," in hindsight, it now 
occurs to me that dog "may" have been showing minor signs progressing to illness in 
prior weeks (approx. 12/24/2017) when he did not eat a meal.

Also, I do not currently know if the dog is stable. He has been taken off this dog food, 
placed on a prescription dog food, and is still taking Metronidazole to calm stomach 
upset. I HOPE he is stable.

12 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 31 Pound

EON‐348536 3/1/2018 15:36 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 7+ 
Shredded Blend

Dog gradually stopped eating regularly; on night before I took her to vet, she vomited, 
with eventual critical organ shutdown, requiring euthanasia. Veterinarian was unable to 
proactively determine and/or treat cause of shutdown because gall bladder, pancreas, 
kidney and liver levels became unstable at once, making surgery or other type of 
internal exploration dangerous. There were several blood tests and an ultrasound run, 
but no diagnosis could be rendered or suggested from these tests.

While I will give a firm date below as to "Date problem started," in hindsight it now 
occurs to me that dog "may" have been showing minor signs progressing to illness in 
prior week as she would refuse food, but then eat some if I fed it to her by hand. (I 
assumed she was being finicky as she was getting older and that there was no reason 
to be especially concerned.)

11 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 28 Pound
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EON‐348535 3/1/2018 15:16 Fancy Feast Poultry and Beef 
classic pate collection carton of 
24 cans

I called to tell the owner the test was negative, and she proceeds to tell me that she 
had given her extra canned cat food to a relative who had fed the cat food to his cat 
and that night his cat attacked him while he was in bed and bit him multiple times 
through the covers. (Cat had eaten 2 cans of this batch of food.) Neurotoxin???????

21 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐348504 3/1/2018 3:48 Taste of the wild Pacific stream 
puppy

Been feeding taste of the wild Pacific stream puppy for 2 years all of a sudden dogs 
have been vomiting here and there. Then some will have bloody mucus stools. 
Vomiting. Lossing weight, lethargic, drinking alot of water. Loss of milk on the mother's, 
swollen slavery gland on another female that's infected now and may need to me 
removed, multiple fecal exams negative on parasites, worms, coccidia, parvo, gardia. 
Seems like it could only be the food. All my dogs are separated and do not even go 
outside.

3 Month
s

Bulldog - French Dog 25 Pound

EON‐348501 3/1/2018 0:24 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Chicken Pate

New shipment of Merrick Purrfect Bistro arrived via FedEx, distributor is Chewy. Some 
of the cans are crushed, and were obviously packed that way. I did not use any of the 
damaged cans, however, the consistency, the look, and the smell of the food was 
drastically different than normal. Ordinarily, the food doesn't stick like paste to the top 
of the can and is easily rinsed for recycling. This batch does. The consistency is 
thinner, more paste-like, and smells more unpleasant than usual. Within two hours of 
feeding this new shipment to my 6 month old intact male kitten, and 16 year old 
neutered male, both normally in excellent health and only indoors, the two cats had 
explosive, smelly, and painful diarrhea. Not realizing yet that it was the food, I emptied 
and sanitized the litter boxes, the home itself, and even checked their bowls for cracks. 
There is nothing in my home that the cats can get into that can make them ill. It's been 
over a week now and my kitten is starting to growl when he cleans his behind and cries 
after he has diarrhea. He's going to the vet tomorrow. I am certain it is the food, as the 
cats haven't been exposed to any other animals. This needs to be looked into.

6 Month
s

Mixed (Cat) Cat 6 Pound

EON‐348499 2/28/2018 23:28 Darwin’s Natural Pet Products 
ZooLogics All-Natural & Grain-
Free Beef Meals for Dogs

My Dutch Shepherd has been consuming Darwin’s Natural Pet Food for maybe a year 
or less. On around 2-25-18, she had recently consumed a new batch of the raw beef 
patties and developed signs/symptoms of salmonella infection (vomiting, diarrhea, 
lethargy, lack of appetite, passing blood). I took her to vet ER on 2-27-18 where she 
was ultimately prescribed metronidazole for a suspected bacterial pathogen from 
Darwin’s raw meat product. I sent this vet ER report to the company and informed 
upper manager , about the concern. I offered to ship the rest of the meat 
to a lab of their choice for salmonella/listeria testing but she declined. Also, I asked for 
a refund for the latest food shipment in light of my vet ER bill and the safety concern 
that the other patties could also be contaminated. declined to issue a full refund 
and would only issue a refund for the beef patties (that refund has not yet shown up on 
my credit card). Anyway, I still have the frozen patties in my freezer and would gladly 
send them off for further lab testing. I have cancelled all future Darwin’s orders as well. 
I know the meat was infected with a bacterial pathogen that made my dog ill. Please 
investigate!

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 58 Pound
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EON‐348485 2/28/2018 21:12 Purina beyond grain free white 
meat chicken ans egg recipe

When switched to this food (purina beyond white meat chicken and egg recipe) my cat 
was very hesitant to even look at it. After a couple days he started eating it and after 
every time he ate would vomit it back up everywhere. He started consuming a whole 
bowl of water per day and started loosing weight rapidly. After a quixk web search 
many other people have problem with purina poisioning their animals. I ran and 
purchased a box of fancyfeast wet food and sherbert the cat is doing excelent again 
after a week long recovery. Regaining his lost weight, consuming normal water for a 
cat and is not acting strange or vomiting.

10 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 8.1 Pound

EON‐348482 2/28/2018 20:16 Beefeaters Oven-Backed 
Chicken Jerky Curls

I purchased Beefeaters chicken jerky curls at Menards in . This 
past Friday my dog was given the treat. By Sunday night his abdomen had swollen to 
the point where he was round and his skin was very tight. His breathing was shallow 
and he was in distress. I called an emergency vet. The vet took an xray which showed 
that my dogs entire stomach was full of food he had eaten afterwards. His bowels 
stopped working and he had to be hospitalized the first three days.

10 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 16.6 Pound

EON‐348473 2/28/2018 18:16 Purina Friskies Poultry Platter 
Pate

Two cats each threw up after eating Purina Friskies Poultry Platter Pate wet food. They 
threw up almost all of the food they ingested. They had been eating this food for about 
2 months prior to vomiting event, and have not vomited before or since after eating the 
food. Since the day of vomiting, they have been on Fancy Feast instead.

Domestic Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐348458 2/28/2018 11:44 Audubon Park Wild Bird Food I have been buying Audubon Park Wild Bird Seed from Big Lots for about six months. 
I've been noticing little pieces (up to an inch) of things that look like sticks in every bag. 
The final straw was when I found a one inch piece that looks like bamboo. I have saved 
some of these pieces and I'll be glad to send them to you. I've used other brands of 
bird seed and I've never had this problem. I'm concerned that these pieces will 
detrimentally affect the birds.

EON‐348439 2/27/2018 23:04 Vital Essentials freeze dried 
turkey toppers

Massive uncontrolled diarrhea 1 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐348417 2/27/2018 18:24 Taste of the Wild Rocky 
Mountain Feline Formula with 
Roasted Venison & Smoked 
Salmon

Opened a new bag of Taste of the Wild Rocky Mountain Feline Formula, purchased in 
late 2017, but not opened/used until early 2018. They had been eating this brand of 
food for several years. Within a day or using the new bag, the smaller female was 
throwing up bile and refusing to eat or drink. A day later the large male cat had the 
same reaction, throwing up even more often. Only bile, no food chunks. Both refused to 
eat or drink. We went to a local pet food store and bought Acana brand cat food and 
they began to eat and returned to a more healthy state. We are convinced this was a 
bad batch of Taste of the Wild. Have also read other reviews online about other pet 
owners of dogs and cats have similar reactions in late December/early January.

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐348408 2/27/2018 17:00 Gravy Train I fed our dog canned Gravy Train for the week prior to the withdraw she did have little 
seizures inwhich her eyes would shake back and forth and one evening she fainted 
and collapsed on the floor. I thought she was going to die. After 5 minutes she 
recovered from the incident. Since I stopped feeding her the wet dog food she is acting 
better.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐348406 2/27/2018 15:56 Ol' Roy Complete Nutrition  was fed Ol Roy dog food for approximately 3 weeks, after the first week she 
started acting more tired than usual. The next week she started vomiting and having 
bloody diarrhea, after that cleared up she started being unable to urinate. After being 
tested for everything and having to be catheterised 3 separate times they (the vets) 
found nothing wrong with her. They preformed a spay surgery hoping that could fix the 
urinary retention but it didn't. After switching from ol roy and a week vet stay along with 
surgery, antibiotics, catheters, anti anxiety medications, it turns out my dog was being 
poisoned by her dog food. I still have the rest of the 50 lbs bag of dog food that over 
half was eaten as well as the bag. She is still a long way from being fully recovered if 
she ever will be. I want justice for my baby!

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 80 Pound

EON‐348404 2/27/2018 15:20 proplan savor I opened a new bag of Pro Plan shredded chicken at 4:30pm , i feed my dogs right 
after opening the food. At 9:30 pm 6 dogs were vomiting , by 11 pm all ten were 
vomiting. the dogs vomited up undigested food . when they stopped vomiting they 
spiked high fever of 105 to 106 . all animal were put on i.v fluids and antibiotics . it took 
them 4 to 5 days to get better. i contacted purina and basically was told told theres 
nothing they could do. My veterinary  told me to send the food in to be 
tested . i sent the the food to Idexx who then sent the food to the California Animal 
Health and food safty. i got the report back stating that no mycotoxin were found.  

 stated it was batctiral do to how fast it hit the dogs. he instructed me to call 
them and ask about testing for bacteria . i did so!! when talking with the doctor in 
California , she stated that is sounded like a introtoxin and need to contact the fda

EON‐348403 2/27/2018 13:48 22 oz can gravy train beef, 
Kibbles and bits dry dog food 
original, beneful salmon

16 days ago he started throwing up violently. He has every symptom of Phetobarbital 
poisoning. he was given a can of gravy train beef chuncks but mostly he eats kibbles 
and bits dry and beneful salmon and sweet potatos. Because of prior mersa he 
contracted from the soil in  he has a comprimised immune system. it 
has been a rough two weeks i have been giving him medicine dropper full of either 
pumpkin and bone broth or activia. right now he cant stand up very well but i am trying 
to nurse him back to health. We dont have alot of money to take him to the vet because 
i financially take care of my daughter and granddaughter. I am not going to lose my 
buddy.

9 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 120 Pound

EON‐348399 2/27/2018 10:40 canine carry outs chicken flavor Have tried these treats in the past and both small dogs got diarrhea. That was a couple 
months ago so tried again and it happened again.Bloody diarrhea in the 6 pound 
yorkie. It has taken almost a week for symptons to subside. We still have loose stools 
with small amouts of blood.

13 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON‐348384 2/26/2018 20:36 Purina puppy chow complete Purchased food and opened bag. The dogs threw up the food several times over days 
and then would not eat. The food smelled stale

10 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐348369 2/26/2018 17:12 Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor Ribs 
by "Healthy Hide"

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4 Pound has suspected acute renal failure secondary to ingesting Good N'Fun treats that 
have been Made in China. 

Date of Presentation: 02/23/2018, 7:45pm

Signalment:  a 9 years old FS Yorkshire Terrier

Presenting complaint: Transfer for renal disease 

History  started with some diarrhea and lethargy 2 days ago.  thought her 
stomach was upset so he fed her some egg which she vomited up a few hours later. 

 did eat a very small piece of a brownie on friday. This morning drank a bunch 
of water and right afterwards she regurged it. She is having bright orange diarrhea.  
was taken to her rDVM and bloodwork was run and she was found to have very high 
kidney values. Treatment was started at her rDVM and she was transferred to us this 

evening. Before coming here was taken home for a little break and she had a large 
urination there. She normally has a very healthy appetite does drink and urinate quite a 

bit. The owners mentioned a rawhide treat that she gets frequently and loves. After 
going home and inspecting bag, they found that this treat is manufactured in China. We 
discussed other potential toxins, such as antifreeze, grapes/raisins, lillies, and she has 

not been exposed to any of these. 

Current Medications: Received 140mls 0.9% NaCl with , and 
Famotidine. 

Last normal: 3 days ago

Vaccination status: 

R i i CPR
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Resuscitation code: CPR

PE:
T: 99.5 P:84 R:36 

Weight: 4.0#
BCS: 3/5

Mentation: QAR
EENT: mm pink, moist CRT < 2sec, dental calculus, clear OU/AU

CV: No murmur ausculted, normal sinus rhythm
Resp: Clear and eupnic, normal BV sounds - no crackles or wheezes

Neuro: Alert and appropriate, amb x 4, CN wnl, no neurologic deficits appreciated
Abd: Abdomen compliant on palpation, no masses or organomegaly

Integument: No significant findings, IVC in place and patent
LN: Normal size

Orthopedic: No lameness noted
UG: No discharge noted, no significant findings

Rectal: Not performed

Problem List/DDx:
1. Acute Renal Failure vs Acute on Chronic Renal Failure, r/o toxin (melamine?), 

pyelonephritis, hypoadrenocorticism, infarct, progression of CRF, neoplasia, bilateral 
obstruction, neoplasia, other

Diagnostics: 
With , 2/22:

CBC: wnl, absence of stress leukogram, Hct 46.8%
Chem: Creat too high to read, BUN>130, Phos>16.1, hyperamylasemia (1742), 
hyperlipasemia (2778), hyponatremia (139), hyperkalemia (5.9), Na:K ratio 24, 

hypochloremia (105)

At VSH:
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At VSH:
Snap Cortisol: 4.6, hypoadrenocorticism unlikely

Diluted serum for renal values: Creat 11.2, BUN 363, Phos 28.6
Lytes: Na 148, K 6.9, Cl 119

Urinalysis (collected via cystocentesis ~2am, bladder is small): USG 1.010, pH 5.0, 
hematuria (>50/HPF), sediment otherwise inactive, suspect blood contamination due to 

cystocentesis
BP: 100mmHg

Treatment Plan: 
Discussed admitting for 2 to 3 days IVF diuresis/azotemia and electrolyte monitoring, 

as well as collecting some additional diagnostics to look for possible underlying cause. 
Owners approve. 

Treatment Plan Orders for  Weight 4 Lbs 1.8 Kg ? Return to Dr. when 
complete

IMMEDIATE TREATMENTS/DIAGNOSTICS:
ꞏ Oxygen

ꞏ Start IVF, LRS @ 8mls/hr
ꞏ Bloodwork: Lytes / BUN / Creat / Phos (may need to dilute to obtain values) / Snap 

Cortisol
ꞏ Urinalysis

ꞏ Blood pressure 

Hospitalization:
•Daytime: Intensive Care Level 2 Entered daily at 10am

•Overnight: ICU Level 2 Entered daily at 10pm

Basic Treatments (non-chargeable codes):
•TPR/MM/CRT q 6 h

•Walk q 6 h
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•Walk q 6 h
•Check Weight q 12 h

•Check Fluids / Check catheter (patency, swelling) q 6 h-LRS @ 8mls/hr
•Check/Note Vomiting or Diarrhea q 6 h

•Offer any food before 12am, NPO after 12am for poss. AUS tomorrow
•Check invoice/estimate/deposit, alert Dr prn q 24 h

Daily/Split Charges:
•Blood pressure 12 hr @ 10am & 10pm •Blood pressure performed q 6 h

Medications:
• Unasyn, 30 mg/kg IV q 8 h (start after urine collected) 

• Cerenia, 1 mg/kg IV q 24 h (due 11am) 
• Famotidine, 1 mg/kg IV q 12 h (due 11pm) 

Recheck Lab Work:
•Lytes q 24 h •BUN/Creat/Phos Slides q 24 h 

Ultrasound images of the bladder show an elliptic to round anechoic structure with a 
normal appearing wall mucosal pattern. There is acoustic enhancement underneath the 

bladder. No masses are seen. There is no evidence for intraluminal debris or calculi. 
The kidneys measure 3.43 cm (left) and 3.61 cm (right) in length. The kidneys are well 

rounded and smooth, without obvious capsular abnormalities. Cortical diameter is 
appropriate. There cortices are hyperechoic and there is mild to moderate loss of 

corticomedullary distinction. The is slight renal pelvic dilation (1-2 mm) likely as the 
results of fluid diuresis. There is no evidence of hydronephrosis or renal calculi.

The left adrenal gland measures 0.35 cm and the right adrenal gland measures 0.315 
cm in diameter. Both adrenal glands have normal shapes and size. The cortex and 

medulla appear normal, no focal lesions seen.
The spleen has a homogeneous uniform echogenicity with a fine parenchymal texture. 
The parenchyma is normoechogenic. There are normal, tapering splenic veins at the 

hilus, no evidence for hemostasis. No evidence for focal lesions. The capsule appears
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EON‐348306 2/25/2018 21:40 Gravy Train I fed my dog a can of gravy train with her dry food next morning she was dead she was 
fine prior to this happy running around she was only 2yrs old I reported it to JP 
Smucker but was told the tainted food would of had nothing to do with her death

EON‐348300 2/25/2018 19:36 Pedigree Chopped Ground 
Dinner (6 with Chicken Beef & 
Liver) Chunky Ground Dinner (6 
with Beef Bacon & Cheese 
Flavor)

Pedigree purchased from , the United States within the month of 
February 2018 was fed to three dogs. 

In this time frame, two dogs were fed Pedigree purchased from the same location. 
Each dog was fed from the same can of food. In one case, a 10lb Yorkie-Terrier 
suffered from seizures and vomiting for several hours after consumption. A 35lbs 
Norweigeian Elkhound suffered severe diarrhea and vomiting for several days after 
consumption. 

Days prior, food given to large mixed-breed hound dog (30 lbs) from a different can, 
suffered severe diarrhea for 5-7 days.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐348297 2/25/2018 17:48 pup-peroni primerib flavor on 2/22/2018 he began vomiting his food at 2:30am 6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 258 Pound
EON‐348295 2/25/2018 17:36 puperoni dog treats primerib 

flavor
Began vomiting at all of his food at 2:00 am 02/23/2018 2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐348294 2/25/2018 17:20 Gravy Train
BEEF

I've been using Gravy Train for years. About 6 months ago my dog and cat (my cat 
would eat/lick the dog's food) started vomiting after eating. They have Excessive thirst 
all the time and have begun losing their fur!!! I had an 8 year old cat that died from 
unknown causes and she too would lick the gravy from the dog's bowl!!!

9 Years Pit Bull Dog

hilus, no evidence for hemostasis. No evidence for focal lesions. he capsule appears 
smooth and thin. Subjectively, the overall size appears normal.

The gastric wall does not show abnormalities. No obvious foreign bodies, masses, or 
obstruction patterns noted. The intestinal loops show a normal wall thickness and 

diameter. The typical wall layering pattern is well preserved. No abnormalities found. 
The pancreas appears unremarkable on both sides. The mesentery has a normal 

echogenicity, and no free fluid was noted. All intraabdominal lymphnodes are of normal 
size, texture, and appearance.

The liver has a relatively homogenous echotexture and appears normoechoic. It has 
sharp smooth margins but subjectively, appears decreased in size. No evidence for 
focal lesions. There are normal, tapering portal veins having an apparent echogenic 

wall. Normal hepatic veins without apparent walls are visible. The gallbladder appears 
anechoic and has a thin wall. It contains a large amount of echogenic debris. Cystic 

and extrahepatic bile duct are normal. There is no evidence of cholestasis or 
hemostasis. The portal vein: vena cava ratio is 1, which is not suggestive of an 

extrahepatic portosystemic shunt.

Assessment:
The kidneys are normal in size and shape but there is an increased echogenicity in the 
cortices and mild to moderate loss of corticomedullary distinction, which can be non-

specific indicators of inflammation or fibrosis.
Subjectively, the liver appears somewhat small, but I do not see overt evidence for a 

portosystemic shunt.
The gallbladder contains a large volume of echogenic debris, but this does not appear 

to be causing obstruction.
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EON‐348289 2/25/2018 15:20 TRUDOG BOOST ME I FEED MY DOGS TRUDOG BOOST ME EVERY DAY IN THEIR DAILY MEAL. 1 
TABLESPOON PER DOG. THEY BOTH HAVE THROWN UP, ME NOT KNOWING 
ANYTHING OTHER THAN THE TRUDOG TO BE THE CAUSE. I NOTICED THEY 
HAVE BEEN HAVING DIARRHEA ISSUES, MY ONE JACK RUSSELL WITH BLOOD 
IN HIS STOOL.

8 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 20 Pound

EON‐348281 2/25/2018 12:12 Canine Carry Outs 25Oz Beef 
Flavor, Canine Carry Outs Bacon 
& Cheese Flavor

Got dog treats at WalMart next morning could not walk or lift hind legs. Dog was in 
normal health the day prior with no strenuous activity.

8 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 30 Pound

EON‐348277 2/25/2018 11:56 Abound Grain Free Dental 
Chews

I opened a bag of ABOUND Grain Free Dental Chews to find that they many of them 
might be growing mold on them. They had a white webbish looking material on many of 
them, resembling mold. It was the 12. oz bag with a number "73326P" and a "BB" Best 
by (I assume) of 11/20/2019.

EON‐348276 2/25/2018 11:08 Old Roy Hello, 

I am writing in response to the story below, which I just saw yesterday.

I had to put my Chow-Chow to sleep on . Four days earlier, I decided 
that she might want canned food. My Brother brought home Old Roy. She ate it happily 
for 3 days. On the 4th day, I woke at 4 am., she was on the floor eyes opened, and 
couldn't even raise her head. She was very sick. She couldn't get up and acted 
confused or blank. At 9 am I went to the vet, to explain situation. When I came back 
she had made it to the living room, walked into a wall, I backed her up and she fell on 
me. She then had diarrhea where she lay. At this point I knew all was lost. After 
cleaning her up, painfully decided she wasn't there anymore. While we were looking for 
an action, she messed herself again. I had to take her to be put to sleep.
The vet said testing would be very expensive and she wouldn't come out of it anyway. 
I knew it was the food, if she would have not had it, she would still be here.
So I just wanted to let you know of another animal loss.
http://wjla.com/features/7-on-your-side/fda-to-investigate-after-abc7-exposes-
euthanasia-drug-in-dog-food

Article said contact FDA, I did, they responded to contact you.

14 Days Chow Chow Dog 50 Pound

EON‐348270 2/25/2018 7:44 Greenies Breath Buster Bites 
Fresh

Flatulence and diarrhea. Took a week or so to narrow what caused it down but there 
was no other changes in food. Each time gave Greenies (2 of the chews) the 
symptoms would last approximately a day then go away.

20 Month
s

Shar Pei Dog 54 Pound
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EON‐348258 2/24/2018 21:48 Greenies pill pockets Hickory 
Smoke Flavor. Capsules

needed to take medication for a intervertebral disc herniation at C2-3. She took 
gabapentin 100 mg 1 capsule 3 times a day, methocarbamol 500 mg 1/4 tablet every 8 
hours and tramadol 50 mg 1/2 tablet every 8 hours. We took her to  
and they recommended Greenies pill pockets, hickory smoke flavor barcode 6 42863 
10655 2.  started having diarrhea. I called the vet yesterday and they asked to 
be given rice and chicken. This morning there was blood with her feces. She vomited 
her food and had 3 stools with blood. was in pretty bad shape and was taken to 

 veterinary.

10 Years Beagle Dog 28 Pound

EON‐348173 2/23/2018 15:04 Canine mix I bought a bag of Canine mix made by Blackwood and it contains about 50% cat food. 
When I contacted the company, I was told they were allowed to put it in the dog food 
when they have excess cat food. It doesn't say on the package that it contains cat food. 
I also have read that cat food can cause health issues. I think this needs to stop they 
are going to make dogs sick.

EON‐348172 2/23/2018 14:56 IAMS proactive Health Sensitive 
Skin and Stomach Grain Free 
Dog Food

Our dog is severely allergic to fish oil. I almost bought a bag of IAMS Proactive Health 
Sensitive Skin and Stomach Grain Free dog food. Had I fed this to our dog it may have 
been life-threatening. On the from of the packaging it shows chicken and vegetables in 
the imagery and also says "With real chicken and peas". There is NO mention of fish 
being used in the product.

Usually, I don't find it necessary to read the ingredients. Since the store was out of our 
regular product, I had to try something else. On a whim I decided to check the 
ingredients, not for fish, but just for what was being used. To my surprise, fish meal 
was one of the ingredients listed on the side panel. I am lucky I did. Had I not read the 
ingredients listed very small on the side panel, I would have probably killed our dog 
feeding it this product.

I feel that IAMS, as a responsible business should label when there is fish in a product 
on the front of the packaging for pet owners with pets who have food allergies. This is a 
very dangerous scenario. Had this product killed our pet, I would have been highly 
upset and sought major legal ramifications.

EON‐348168 2/23/2018 12:28 Canine Carry Outs Chew Lotta
Small/Medium

We gave our dog three Chew Lotta small/medium treats by canine carry outs over a 
four day period. His stool became watery add he became incontinent. There was a 
significant change in disposition with extreme lethargic behavior. Traditionally, he eats 
grain free food byPerformatrin or Nulo with healthy stools and high level activity. There 
was also mucous in the stool, but no blood.

1 Years Sheepdog - Old English Dog 105 Pound

EON‐348167 2/23/2018 11:52 Merrick Backcountry Great 
Plains Real Steak Patties

Purchased two (2) bags of Merrick Backcountry dog treats on Saturday, 2/17/2018. 
Opened one on 2/19/2018 and found it to contain a white substance on the enclosed 
beef treats. Opened the second package and found the same. Both are a year from the 
marked expiration date.
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EON‐348152 2/23/2018 1:00 Nature’s recipe chicken rice and 
barley recipe

I have been feeding my dog  this food for about a year now. After they started 
selling the wet dog food at Meijer and target the quality of the product went way down. I 
opened a can of the chicken and the yellow coloring looked very unnatural and had a 
weird smell. Way different then before about 4 days ago I fed her dinner and I noticed 
she puked it all up. I thought she ate grass or something so I didn’t think anything of it. 
For the past couple days every other time I feed her she is puking her food up. This 
has never happened before especially with the old recipe. Went to the pet store to look 
for a different wet dog food picked out a couple brought them home but refused to 
eat them. I went to Meijer to get the nature‘s recipe because that’s only thing she would 
eat and noticed that there was none on the shelf so I went to a different Meijer. There 
are no cans of nature‘s recipe wet dog food at the next Meijer I went to so I decided to 
look it up and that’s when I realized the food was recalled.

7 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐348146 2/22/2018 21:24 Kibbles n bits chefs choice bistro 
oven roasted beef flavor spring 
vegetable & apple appple flavors

Dogs was given the dog food and after eating it for 2 days they both are vomiting. Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐348145 2/22/2018 21:08 Ol roy dog food We bought ol roy dry dog food serial # 8113117857. My doga ate this for a few days 
and my bigger dog is ketharfic and wont climb our stairs, the smaller dog is pooping 
blood and throwing up.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐348121 2/22/2018 17:00 Whimzees brusheez Whimzee bone was given to  on January 3, 2018 at approximately 2 pm. During 
the morning of January 4, 2018 he bagan to vomit at approximately 2am. The vomit 
contained large amounts of bone matter. No food was present in vomit. The dog 
continued to vomit 12 times in the next 4-5 hours. The vomit began to contain blood 
and he was rushed to the emergency animal clinic for evaluation and treatment. The 
dog was given iv fluids, medicated for symptoms and was instructed to remain npo for 
hours with slow introduction of fluids. The dog continued to vomit with introduction of 
food/fluids in extremely small amount. He returned to the emergency vet clinical for 
additional treatment. Lab work and X-rays revealed presumed blockage and surgery 
was recommended. No foreign body was found however his stomach and intestines 
showed remarkable swelling and biopsies were performed. His pancreas was 
unremarkable. All Tests came back clear for underlying preexisting conditions and it 
was determined to be an acute event. Hospitalization was required due to his condition 
of dehydration and inability to eat. I informed the company of the concern and reaction. 
I noted the bone my dog consumed contained paprika which is known to cause gi 
complications in dogs. The company refuses to take any responsibility and stands by 
the safety of the product.

8 Years Pointing Dog - German 
Short-haired

Dog 74 Pound
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EON‐348118 2/22/2018 16:04 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal Low 
Fat Veterinary Diet

Until earlier this week, we had been feeding my dog this particular brand and variety of 
food for the past 11 months. On February 8, 2018, I purchased a new bag of this food. I 
gave her some food from this new bag and some food from an old bag. The next day, 
my dog did not seem to be feeling well, and so I took her to see our regular 
veterinarian. She did some bloodwork, and nothing particularly remarkable showed up. 
I continued giving her some food from this new bag and some food from an old bag. My 
dog started vomiting Saturday afternoon, and I withheld all food as a result. Late on 
Sunday, she started shaking violently and seemed like she was in severe pain, so I 
took her to a local emergency clinic. They repeated the bloodwork and told me that her 
ALT (a liver enzyme) level had risen to 3178 IU/L. This number had been 56 IU/L when 
the bloodwork was done Friday. Given the severity of her condition, my husband and I 
decided to have my dog hospitalized so that she could receive fluids and medications 
intravenously. On Monday morning, we took her to see our regular veterinarian, and 
she continued giving my dog fluids and medications intravenously for the remainder of 
the day. After we took her home, we continued the medications, but we also went back 
to an old bag of food and continued that exclusively until it was used up. We finished 
the old bag of food on February 18, and I started giving her food from the bag in 
question on February 19. Late in the day on February 20, she started vomiting again. 
We went to the regular veterinarian to get fluids and discontinued use of the bag of 
food in question. I believe that she has now recovered completely.
Finally, I believe that my dog knew there was something wrong with this particular bag 
of food because I had a great deal of difficulty convincing her to eat it.

16 Years Beagle Dog 23 Pound

EON‐348088 2/22/2018 5:04 Gravy train was his normal self all day. Later in the afternoon he had trouble standing on his 
own and seemed to be very tired and just not his normal self. About ten pm we let him 
out to potty. A few minutes later we called for him and the others to come in. He didn't 
respond so we thought he was just wondering around like he always had and let him 
have a few extra minutes to himself. About five minutes later we call again he still didn't 
respond. That was not normal for him so we went outside and yelled for him and 
started looking in the yard. As we approached the drive way I saw something black 
laying in the middle. As I got close enough I knew it was him. He was laying on his side 
not breathing and had already started to become stiff. He had relieved himself and his 
eye was still open. He was not able to be saved. We do not know what happened or 
how he was just gone that fast. Im doinf this report in hopes of getting a date this stuff 
could have been in his food when he passed. I pray it wasn't. It was his favorite food 
and to be honest I hated he loved it so much. He wouldn't touch any other food period. 
So he got his own bag of food while the the other babies got breed specific food.

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐348068 2/21/2018 20:44 Milo's Ktchen home-style Dog 
treats. 
Steak Grillers Recipe with Angus 
Steak

became very thirsty. Polydypsia and polyuria, along with restlessness caused 
me to take him to the vet. He was found to have hyperthyroidism. All other blood work 
was normal. No mass could be felt. Since I make all of his food except treats, I stopped 
giving him his Milo Grilled Beef treats. He was retested and and he remained 
hyperthyroid, but the level was somewhat lower. He was then referred to a specialist. 
His excessive drinking and urination slowly began to decrease and was entirely normal 
by the specialist appointment. I spent $800 on thyroid tests. Ultrasound was 
inconclusive, however, his TSH returned today completely normal. The vet and the 
oncologist can only explain this by an exogenous thyroid source. His Milo treats are the 
only thing I can think. They suggested that the treats be tested.

12 Years Terrier - West Highland 
White

Dog 24.6 Pound

EON‐348062 2/21/2018 17:44 Darwin's zoologics all natural and 
grain free

My dog has been eating darwins raw food for about 9 years or so and she became 
suddenly ill. She was lethargic, wouldn't move, would only lay on stomach. When she 
did finally get up I felt her tummy and sides very gently & she cried in pain. Took her to 
ER and they diagnosed her with liver cancer. We stopped feeding the darwings for 
about 5 days and fed chicken and rice until the other night when I decided to try one 
patty of darwins out on her again. It nearly killed her. She threw it all up and was 
lethargic again, this time shivering and not responsive. We almost put her down but 
she bounced back the next morning.

11 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 64 Pound

EON‐348053 2/21/2018 14:04 Redbarn Peanut Butter Flavor 
Barn Bagel

My dog at a Barn Bagel from Red Barn products in the evening. The next day she was 
so sick that we had to take her to the Emergency Vet. She was not waking without 
assistance, lethargic, couldnt stand properly, wouldnt eat or drink, and had diarrhea.

Pug Dog

EON‐348052 2/21/2018 13:00 Gravy Train with beef and bacon, 
Gravy Train with T-bone flavor 
chuns

The last week or so pet started being lethargic, vomiting, not eating, low feverand not 
urinating as much. Today was the second time to the vet in 2 days. Dog was diagnosed 
with Immune-Mediated Thrombocytopenia.

8 Years Newfoundland Dog 146 Pound

EON‐348046 2/21/2018 12:20 Ol’ Roy My dog started puking and shaking, she stopped eating or drinking. She puked like 3 to 
4 times a day. Going on day 5 of no eating. Still shaking every once in a while.

2 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 60 Pound

EON‐347983 2/20/2018 23:12 Members Mark Exceed Dog 
Food

I purchased Members Mark Dog Food from Sams Club in  
about one month ago. After feeding my dog for about two weeks, my dog quit eating all 
together. She drank water excessively and started puking and dry heaving. She was a 
very healthy dog till then and seen vet for appropriate shots. I talked with a veterinarian 
and they told me it was either organ failures or blockage. She used the bathroom so 
the blockage was ruled out. She lived for about one more week before slipping into a 
major seizure and convulsed till I put her down. I read reports online under Dog Food 
Advisor with other pet owners having the same issue and symptoms. I have the 
remainder of the dog food and wondered if this could be tested. I am truly convinced 
that this food is poison because she was completely healthy till I fed her this dog food.
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EON‐347973 2/20/2018 21:20 Kibbles 'N Bits 12-Can Variety 
Pack – Bistro-Chefs choice

My son gave Both of my dogs Kibble and bits wet dog food (the recalled cans)  
and my other dog ate about between 7pm and 7:20 latest, finishing the food, about a 
couple of minutes later she started to bark at us in the living room , she walked away 
and the we heard several loud booms coming from upstairs, about 10 mins later we 
noticed  come back in to the living room looking like she was going to throw up , 
she could not stand and was falling over , I assumed she was sick . I went up stairs to 
see what happened after and observed urine all over the bedroom carpet where  
was. I told my son try to get her outside because she has to go to the bathroom ,my 
son start screaming to us , she can walk she is falling all over and her eyes are moving 
back and forth , I immediately called Animal Emergency Hospital and I drove 
her their regarding this situation. The Dr. On scene diagnosed her with a seizure – A 
neurologic Episode with nystagmus in her eyes. Paid for A bill of $167.00. The vet 
stated that the symptoms diminished as we were at the Vet , We came in the Animal 
Hospital with the symptoms at 08:00 pm while she was still having them and Left at 
9:41pm with symptoms that seemed diminished at that time. The Next Day I took her to 
her Primary Vet –  Animal Hospital of for all blood work and a 
check up regarding this Seizure. Total Bill $327.00. They were unsure what caused, it. 
At that time the recall dog food was not publicly made aware of the recall.I have Animal 
Hospital Receipts for both dates and receipts for the Wet Dog food and Still have cans 
from the February 14,2018 pack.

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound

EON‐347972 2/20/2018 20:44 Ol’ Roy dog food My grandmothers dog frequently eats Ol’ Roy canned dog food. Last Monday he was 
laid to rest because we could not figure out what was wrong with him. We had done X-
rays and blood work and poured thousands into finding an answer. Now a statement 
has been released and his symptoms align with ones listed. I want to make sure 
another dog owner does not go through what my family endured. We lost a beloved 
boxer that had years left at least. He was in great health and up until the weekend prior 
to putting him down he was rambunctious and fun like normal.

9 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 100 Pound

EON‐347968 2/20/2018 19:04 Gravy Train Beef and Gravy and 
Gravy Train Turkey Strips

When the weather turn extremely cold I bought Gravy Train beef and Gravy Train 
Turkey canned foods. I gave him about 1/3 of a can daily during the cold spell. After a 
few days he started to get a little lazy. That was with the beef. I started giving him the 
turkey and he went down hill over night. When I tried to put him out in the morning he 
couldn't get his balance and fell twice before he could reach his pen. I thought he 
slipped on the ice so I left him out , but continued to watch him. He started to fall each 
time he tried to get up on all fours. His back seemed paralyzed. I brought him in but he 
could not stand on his own. I took him to the vets immediately and I thought he had had 
a stroke. the decision was made to put him down.

12 Years Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 82 Pound

EON‐347954 2/20/2018 16:16 Heart To Tail Sausage Recipe 
Dog Treats
Pet Brands Inc. Supplier per 
Aldis
I bought 2 different packages. 
Second package was chicken 
treats. I got UPC from Aldi's 
yesterday and she gave me 2 #s

Fed treats to my two female Teacup Chihuahuas on 22nd and 23rd. On 23rd in early 
morning hours,  got sick throwing up and diarrhea. She then seemed ok. 
Then in the late evening hours of 23rd and continued into 24th,  threw up and 
threw up over and over and got diarrhea. It then turned bloody. She was crying. I 
wrapped her up and took them to the Emergency Vet. Precious died that evening of the 

  took 2 antibiotics till they ran out and had to have hydration that day 
and again on the 29th performed by vet. I had her blood retested on the 31st that had 
lab on site to make sure she was ok. Her labs were back to normal.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog
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EON‐347953 2/20/2018 13:20 Gravy Train Beef Chunks I fed my dog Gravy Train Beef chunks, upc 79100 34417 on , 
before hearing about the recall for this product. He died  He was not sick 
and just fell over and stopped breathing. It is not confirmed that this was the issue and 
no autopsy was done, but it did happen after feeding him this can of dog food.

12 Years Beagle Dog 50 Pound

EON‐347952 2/20/2018 13:00 Pawstruck.com (Contains no 
actual product name only the 
band). Does not contain unit of 
measure size of stick or 
ingredients. Product is mis-
labeled.

He ate a 5 pizzle stick in one swallow. The product did not have a Product Name on 
the package to identify it, nor did it have an Ingredient List to confirm what the pizzle 
contained. We were unable to identify what was in his stomach to detemrine if he 
needed to vomit, or allow digestion at the vet

9 Week
s

Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐347949 2/20/2018 11:20 I don't have the cans anymore 
but it was several gravy train 
beef chunks in gravy. I just 
received a call from the company 
indicating i may havr bought the 
potrntially contaminated products

 ate food as a special treat.....he is old. I didn't give it to the 2 you get 
dogs  got lethargic after eating and came in house to sleep. My wife got up in 
middle if the night and felt him and noticed he was ice cold. She thought he was 
dead.The next morning we managed to get him on lawn where he ate a lot of grass.We 
put him back in house and later in the day he threw up 2 huge plies of grass and what 
appeared to be the gravy train chunks.With constant care over the next week we 
nursed him back to health.

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 96 Pound

EON‐347944 2/20/2018 3:24 Gravy train Beefy Classic I changed her dog food about  to gravy train dry - upc790052809- on  
she began to vomit her food back up... on  she couldn't keep her water or food 
down and was extremely lethargic, by mid afternoon I went and got a different brand of 
dogfood after hearing about the recall. she wouldn't eat it. she tried water, but 
immediately would throw it up. I couldn't get a vet appointment until  on  
at 2:30 am EST my precious friend died a violent and horrible death. I want something 
done, there are other dogs dying as well. I will be talking to my attorney in the morning

8 Years Collie - Border Dog 70 Pound

EON‐347933 2/19/2018 20:24 Milk Bone Brushing Chews Daily 
Dental Treats "As Effective As 
Brushing"

The dog was given a Milk Bone Dog Brushing Chew about 7 a.m. A few hours later he 
had bloody diarrhea throughout the house. By evening, he was still defecating a stream 
of blood, but no solid matter. I did not know the cause of the problem, and three days 
later, he was given another of the same chew. The same bloody diarrhea occurred. It 
was the only new product introduced to his diet, so I went online to see if there were 
other incidents of bloody diarrhea after eating the Milk Bone Dog Brushing Chew. 
There are hundreds of the same complaint on Amazon reviews, and there is even a 
Facebook page warning people not to feed their dogs this product. Please pull the 
produce from the market! This product is killing pets! Please, please pull this product 
from shelves.

9 Years Schnauzer (unspecified) Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐347931 2/19/2018 19:56 Meow Mix I think it's Indoor. It's 
tied up in 2 bags and I don't want 
to open it

I bought 2 bags of Meow Mix. Opened 1 and used it, no problem. A few weeks later, 
opened the other and freaked out, no idea what was going on, so I put what I just 
poured in the bowl in a zip lock baggie, put a "furry mess" that fell on the floor in 
another zip lock baggie, then put both baggies and the new opened bag in a glad 
garbage bag and then into another glad garbage bag just to make sure of what LOL I 
don't know. I connected with the Company online and let them know. A day or so later I 
found a response in spam mail with a number to call. I called and told them what I 
thought was bugs may have been nesting somehow finding its way into their bagging 
system. She said nope, no way. I assured her these bags have been on a shelf with 
human dry foods and all was well until I opened the 2nd bag. Nothing from the 2nd bag 
had infiltrated my cookies and other food. I wanted to send it to them, she said nope, 
not gonna contaminate the world with whatever I think is wrong with this product. She 
wanted to send me coupons, I told her I wanted them to see this and figure it out, she 
said NOPE. So I responded to the email and this girl said NOPE, no product left their 
facility in this condition, also agreed not gonna contaminate the Postal System with 
what I think may be a problem, she will send me $10 in 3-5 weeks LOL!! I asked for the 
name and address of someone at Smucker's who cares ... NO RESPONSE. So, when I 
just read about the pentobarbital (phenobarbital?) in Smucker dog food, I followed a 
link to this site to report any incident possibly related. Well, I believe bugs or nesting in 
a bag of Meow Mix made by Smucker is a problem they don't want to deal with, so I'm 
letting you know.

EON‐347928 2/19/2018 19:12 Kibbles N Bites chefs choice 
bistro mini bites small breed

I have been feeding my dog kibble and bits. How do I know I'm affected by the recall. 
My dog has been refusing to eat his food and I was wondering why. I looked up online 
about his food and just seen the recall. Can I refused the product. I do not have the 
receipt.

EON‐347922 2/19/2018 18:28 Blue Life Protection Formula with 
LifeSource Bits Lamb and Brown 
Rice Recipe

Not long after ingesting food, dog began having forceful liquid bowel movements every 
hour. After 1 day, switched to bland diet until recovered. Attempted to introduce food 
again, this time extreme diarrhea lasted for 4 days. Dog had no history of sensitive 
stomach. Only change was that I purchased a larger bag than usual of the same brand 
and type.

11 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 17 Pound

EON‐347906 2/19/2018 15:00 Exer-Hides Rawhide Bones See FDA Report ICSR 2042243, concerning , and ICSR 2042247, concerning 
. This report is specifically in regard to  I gave him an Exer-Hides Rawhide 

Bone treat on Feb. 16, and he began vomiting 10-15 minutes later, then vomited again 
earlier this morning (Feb. 19). We will be taking him to see the vet later.

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐347904 2/19/2018 14:36 Exer-Hides Rawhide Bones See Pet Food Safety Report, ID 226680, Case Safety Report Number (ICSR) of 
2042243. That report was specifically in reference to my Labrador Retriever,  
This one is in reference to my Bernese Mountain Dog, . Product induced vomiting 
in on 2/16 and 2/17. While he appears to be stable, we will take him in to the vet if 

 and test positive for gastritis or any other issue may have been caused by 
the bones. He may have handled the product better due to his larger size.

5 Years Greater Swiss Mountain 
Dog

Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐347899 2/19/2018 14:08 Exer-Hides Rawhide Bones On Feb. 16, 2018, I bought a three-pack of Exer-Hides Rawhide Bones from Walmart 
for my dogs, (SN: 6 8113131 439191 0, Lot Code: 17197) and gave them to them 
almost as soon as I got home. Before they had finished eating them, my Bernese 
Mountain Dog started vomiting. At first, I chalked this up to him eating too quickly, but 
minutes later, I noticed my Australian Shepherd had vomited as well, and I took the 
bones away. 

The next day, Feb. 17 at 10:12 a.m., my roommate texted me that our Labrador 
Retriever had been "profusely vomiting last night." When I saw my other roommate, he 
told me there had been blood in the vomit. I went back to the Walmart where I had 
bought the bones, at , and spoke with Assistant Manager  
about the problem. She helped me file a customer incident report regarding the issue, 
and said she would remove the current SKUs from the store shelves.

On Feb. 18 around 9:30 a.m., our Labrador Retriever,  vomited again, shortly 
after eating.

On Feb. 19 at about 11:30 a.m., my roommate called me and told me that two of the 
dogs, the Australian Shepherd and the Labrador Retriever, had been vomiting again, 
and that she was planning to take them in to the vet. She said she believed they may 
have gastritis. 

We are confident that it was the Exer-Hides Rawhide Bones that caused the vomiting. 
The dogs began vomiting within minutes of eating them, and they are on the same dog 
food that they have been. We do not feed them scraps. A quick Web search reveals a 
variety of issues and recalls regarding the Exer-Hide brands, On Feb. 16, 2018, I 
bought a three-pack of Exer-Hides Rawhide Bones from Walmart for my dogs, (SN: 6 
8113131 439191 0, Lot Code: 17197) and gave them to them almost as soon as I got 
home. Before they had finished eating them, my Bernese Mountain Dog started 
vomiting. At first, I chalked this up to him eating too quickly, but minutes later, I noticed 

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐347891 2/19/2018 13:40 Harrison's High Potency Fine, 
Zupreem Natural with Added 
Vitamins Minerals Amino Acids 
Small Bird (budgie on front), 
Lafeber Company Nutri-Berries 
Conure Pet Food 12-ounce

6 Years Parrot 65 GramI received three parrot products from different manufacturers, but shipped and sold 
from Bird Dog Depot, a fictitious name registrant of Golden Cockatoo LLC, a registrant 
of Tri LLC in Broward County Florida, via Amazon. After receiving the first most recent 
bag of food, Harrisons High Potency Fine, from Bird Dog Depot, I came down with a 

101 fever and massive GI issues, including diarrhea and my dog became ill with vomit 
and diarrhea. I've lost 10 lbs in the last 28 days from the inability to keep food in and 

my dog has slowly recovered as well. During this time, my parrot became ill, with what 
seemed like psittacosis, however my vet tested him for psittacosis and pacheo's 

disease, only to return back with negative results. I ordered a second bag of food, 
during this time, prior to the test and the results, fearful the food was causing my bird's 
sickness, which included lethargy, sneezing, weight loss, protruding keel bone, one wet 
sneeze, wet noises in the crop, sour crop, and excessive diarrhea. I changed back to 

the new food after it arrived, Zupreem budgie size, again from Bird Dog Depot. He then 
became unable to walk, perch, or generally partake in life. I was feeding him every 30 
minutes around the clock, pushing wet items to keep his system working. He would try 

to vomit and I would pull food from him for 45 minutes, weighing every hour on the 
hour. It was nearly impossible to keep his weight up. He already receives steam 

showers every day 2x, for at least 15-20min each, but now I was offering them for 2 
hours at a time to keep him warm, as the shivering was excessive. Following the 

receipt of the second bag of food, within 3 days, my husband became viciously ill with a 
fever and sinus infection. During this time, my own GI was still wreaking havoc, with a 
flare up and I became ill with ANOTHER fever. Its important to note too, my husband 
and I had zero intimate contact and he was sleeping in a separate room during his 

sickness. Meanwhile, my parrot is still loosing weight excessively, lethargic, diarrhea, 
and inability to stand or perch. After seeing my vet, she suggested a holistic product to 

clear up and fungal or yeast infection, but she herself could not rule what was the 
causing agent of this. I went to my instagram, where I have a lovely bird community 

and offer support to owners while advocating for the proper care of conures and other 
parrots. After sharing my story, I found 21 other individuals also became ill, their family 
members became ill, and their parrots became ill and or died, following ordering from 
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the same vendor. Also noting I believe this is related to Birds and Beaks Rescue in 
Michigan. After extensive research I believe Avian bornavirus is on the bags, 

containers, tubs, perches, and toys coming from Amazon Services INC and Bird Dog 
Depot in Broward County, FL. Avian Bornavirus is widely understudied and we are 
unaware of it's ability to be zoonotic as an infectious disease. However I have now 

found scientific journaled articles related to humans being infected with avian 
bornavirus and suffering from auto immune disease. In one case an entire family was 
diagnosed with Avian Bornavirus and as a result, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome. Avian 

Bornavirus attacks the central nervous system, where it then seeks the weakest link in 
our immune system to attack it's host's cells. I believe avian bornavirus is then taking 

control of what we as people have the most antibodies of - the flu shot. From there, the 
flu shot antibody codes are read by Avian Bornavirus (ABV) and ABV then tells the 

antibodies to start mutiny on the immune system of the host, controlling the antibodies 
so they do exactly the opposite of what they are supposed to do, providing immunity. 
As a result, after handling these products that have avian bornavirus ON them, and 

releasing the ABV agent into our home environment, we are inhaling and our pets and 
parrots are inhaling these microscopic particles, allowing the ABV to enter into our own 
systems. From there, the flu, since we have the most antibodies, takes over the human 

body and manifests there. Those who recover naturally or those who recover with 
tamiflu and other medication force the avian bornavirus back into hiding, in the same 
way a herpes virus goes dormant. Our medical professionals are not looking for avian 
bornavirus because it is so under studied, but genome 4 of the avian bornavirus is so 
widespread, it is world wide and affects all populations of birds and bird species. If this 
has not made the jump to infect mammals as a Bornaviridae, this would infect be Borna 
Virus Disease on the products, bags, toys, and food from distributors on amazon. How 
does the virus get on the product? The seller we all have in common, is house parrots 

potentially both illegally smuggled and infected, in the store front of Teri LLC, the 
Golden Cockatoo and parrots are allowed to coexist and even sit on the items in the 
store. The means any microscopic dried fecal matter, vomit and regurgitation from 

parrots in the store is attaching to the bags. I've also gone so far as to research parrot 
k ti i d b li i b i i di i th f th d d
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EON‐347889 2/19/2018 12:36 Ol' Roy Bacon Flavor Dry Dog 
Food 50 Lb

Pet Passed away after consuming dog food. Vomit was found next to pet. 7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

keratin casing and believe avian bornavirus is spreading via the feather dander on 
maturing blood feathers. Keratin is both a protein that could carry the RNA protein the 
virus resides in and the certain from the blood feathers when it flakes as birds naturally 
preen, could also carry trace amounts of the parrot's blood, again containing the RNA 
protein. In concentrated quantities, when inhaled from a host, this can cause sudden 

acute death in some parrots with weaker immune systems or stressed immune 
systems such a locations like over populated breeding facilities, pet stores, and 

rescues (ahem birds & beaks acute death of 11 parrots). Since ABV is a disease that 
affects the central nervous system of it's host, it matters not the metabolic function of a 

parrots system, and instead takes up residence in the most stressed location of the 
immune system. Another rescue, one in South FL, who works in conjunction with 

Golden Cockatoo, picked up a bird who was IN Golden Cockatoo, and is suffering from 
'psittacosis and arthritis'. Since we know ABV mimics other diseases to hide itself, I 

believe this bird to be infected with manifested psittacosis and rheumatoid arthritis, as 
a result of the avian bornavirus infection. The care taker of the bird even says on the 

go fund me page the birds system has completely rejected all treatments thus far to the 
psittacosis medication. Meaning instead of fighting psittacosis, the are giving more 

antibodies to the presumed psittacosis infection, actually feeding the avian bornavirus 
itself, thus speeding the disease through the central nervous system, allowing no 

recover with medications for psittacosis, as it is NOT psittacosis. We also know ABV to 
cause auto immune disease in birds, which I believe manifested in my own parrot as 

PDD, Proventicular Dilation Disease, contributing to the gross amount of symptoms he 
suffered from over the last 28 days. I also believe ABV is manifesting in the parrot 
mentioned from the rescue, of the bird who is fighting 'psittacosis', as rheumatoid 

arthritis. What do we know about PDD and Rheumatoid? That both are auto immune 
diseases. I also have confirmed reports from multiple parrot owners who bought from 
Bird Dog Depot who are now diagnosed with auto immune diseases post orders from 
this company, proving I believe Avian Bornavirus, Genome 4 is both zoonotic, being 

transferred on the products from Bird Dog Depot and is killing our parrots, who are then 
in turn killing us. This could lead to mass extinctions of both wild and captive bird alike. 

Seller is also international, so this is also reported to me in the UK and Canada and 
potentially also Australia, all from contaminated bags of parrot food from many 

manufacturers, but one common distributor, in Bird Dog Depot, > Golden Cockatoo, Tri 
LLC. Please help.
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EON‐347888 2/19/2018 12:36 Evanger's Organics Cooked 
Chicken Grain-Free Canned Dog 
Food 12.8-oz case of 12
Purchased: 9/23/17 10/9/17 and 
10/30/17 from Chewy.com

I had added Evangers to my pet's diet, as I was trying to provide a bit of variety for my 
dog. This is how it was advertised:Dog tested and approved, Evanger's Organics 
Cooked Chicken Canned Dog Food is the next best thing to a homemade meal for your 
four-legged companion. Made with premium-quality ingredients that are nutritious and 
delicious, each can of organic food is hand packed to ensure the utmost quality, and is 
free from additives or by-products. And with natural vitamins and minerals blended into 
the mix, you and your dog can look forward to a healthy, balanced diet that is perfect 
for all stages of life. 

I thought that meant the dog food was MORE than safe. He ate it and a few moments 
later started bumping into walls and walking around, clearly dizzy. I sat with him and 
noticed rapid eye movement from side to side, which I found out after taking him to the 
Vet is called Nystagmus. He became violently ill, throwing up in the car on the way to 
the Vet and afterwards. He suffered from the Nystagmus for almost 2 weeks and was 
not fully recovered from it for a month. He still appears unsteady at times when 
walking. He was in wonderful health prior to eating the food. It makes me sick to think I 
made my dog sick because I chose to give him this food, thinking it would be a healthy 
choice. I hope you recall every bit of it so this does not happen to any other dogs/dog 
owners.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐347885 2/19/2018 12:08 Gravy train with beef chunks  just fell dead over night no symptoms .  stopped eating and day 2 started 
vomiting blood and died later in the day before I could get to vet.

2 Years Rottweiler Dog 150 Pound

EON‐347883 2/19/2018 12:00 Harrison's High Potency Fine I bought food, Harrison's High Potency, of of Amazon from the distributor BirdDog 
Depot. I received it on January 22nd and following that my bird has gotten sick, I 
noticed she sneezed a few days after i received the food and she has since then 
showed many other signs. She has continued sneezing, has a tail bob/tick, he tail is 
pointed down way lower than it should be, and she has become lethargic. I no longer 
have the bag of bird food, when i received it it was damaged so i sent it back but i still 
believe this is where  got this sickness  is a green cheek conure.

1 Years Parrot 63 Gram

EON‐347872 2/19/2018 9:52 Meow Mix Irristibles 12 oz pack After eating several pieces of Meow Mix Irrestibles treats  experienced digestive 
upsets (diahrea and vomiting) and general lethargy.

9 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 14 Pound

EON‐347867 2/19/2018 8:28 Rachel Ray Nutrish Dish Chicken 
& Brown Rice Recipe

I purchased for the first time an 11 pound bag of Rachel Ray Nutrish Dish chicken and 
brown rice recipe dry dog food. I noted immediately a 4 inch by several inches hard 
piece that looked to me like dried dog poop in the bag. Nutrish is not responsive to 
inquiries because I wanted to know what this was. So I posted on facebook and you 
get kind of an automatic response that someone would reach out to me. They did not. I 
had to call and call and then someone named  was supposed to send me a 
retrieval kit. He did not until I resposted on facebook that no one contacted or sent me 
anything. Another lady posted that she had bugs in the same food. Another lady posted 
pictures of cockroaches in the same food and another lady posted a picture of a plastic 
piece baked right into the larger piece of kibble in this same product. I have pictures of 
mine and the plastic piece or you can see them on Nutrish facebook page under visitor 
comments. This product should be pulled. They still have not gotten back to me what 
was in my food and the plastic piece could have hurt the other ladies dog. I threw out 
the whole bag of my Nutrish but still awaiting as to what it was in that bag as I finally 
received the retrieval kit and sent it back immediately.
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EON‐347857 2/18/2018 20:32 Purina Pro Plan Chicken and 
Rice Dry Food for adult cats
Purina One Chicken and Rice 
Dry Food for adult cats
Fancy Feast Classic Chicken 
canned food for adult cats

14 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 12 PoundContents of letter I sent to Purina Customer Affairs:

I am a biomedical scientist with several decades’ experience in drug discovery 
research, including proteins involved in the development of nutrient-absorbing cells in 
the intestine. In 2009, I shifted from using Hills Science Diet to Purina products (Purina 
Pro Plan and Purina One dry chicken and rice formula, supplemented by Fancy Feast 
classic poultry canned food), due to one of my cats experiencing urinary tract blockage 
by oxalate crystals. Reading and consulting with feline urinary disease researchers at 
the  of Veterinary Medicine indicated that feline diets 
with higher carbohydrate content are associated with oxalate crystal formation. Thus, I 
switched my cats to Purina dry foods with ~40% or more protein content to reduce their 

carbohydrate load. 

My experience with Purina cat food. My cats, one after the other, have died of digestive 
inflammatory disease and intestinal cancer since their change to a Purina diet in 2009. 

died in early  of intestinal cancer at the age of 14.  died in at 
age 15 of liver failure after having pancreatitis and inflammatory bowel disease (triaditis 
syndrome).  died in  of intestinal cancer at the age of 14.  died 

of non-small cell intestinal lymphoma last month at the age of 14. These cats were 
genetically unrelated, domestic cats (not purebreds), and all were FeLV/FIV negative. 

Detailed diagnoses are available for and  based on bloodwork, 
ultrasound, and histopathology of transmural biopsies.  and  were 

diagnosed based on bloodwork and palpable abdominal masses. I was disheartened to 
learn from a physiology colleague that her two twelve-year old cats died of intestinal 

cancer within months of each other last summer, and they were also fed a Purina-only 
diet. She made the same inference I have: that a chronic dietary imbalance or antigenic 

ingredient in recent Purina food formulations is the most likely cause of the chronic 
gastrointestinal inflammation and cancer in our cats.

My experience with previous cat food. Before switching from Science Diet to a Purina 
i ll f i 18 22 f fi l
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EON‐347838 2/18/2018 12:44 Kibbles ' n bits
Chef's choice
Bistro mini bits small breed
Oven roasted beef flavor

After starting the bag of dog food Kibbles n bits she started having seizures. Chihuahua Dog

diet, all my cats of known age died between 18 and 22 years of age – five years longer, 
on average, than my cats have lived since they received a Purina diet. My cats also 
previously died from a range of diseases (renal failure, hemolytic anemia, squamous 
cell carcinoma, and pulmonary cancer compounded by heartworm infection) rather 

than dying of digestive diseases. We live in a healthy household with average radon 
level, no cigarette or fireplace smoke, very little use of chemicals, and fresh air and 

water which the township tests and reports on annually. 

Significant digestive health improvement when my pets changed from Purina to other 
brands in 2017. Given the observation that Purina food use was associated with 

increased vomiting and incidence of inflammatory bowel disease, triaditis syndrome 
and cancer in my cats, I did a lot of reading on ingredients that can cause 

gastrointestinal inflammation (food additives such as vegetable gums and grain, which 
are not present in a cat’s natural diet and can also be contaminated with mycotoxins 

and agricultural chemicals). I identified three alternative brands of cat food with limited 
ingredients, little or no grain, no chemical additives beyond necessary amino acids, 

vitamins, and minerals, and single protein sources, such as chicken, which cats have 
evolved to eat. I also switched to a greater emphasis on canned food, with its more 

natural nutrient and moisture content. Since switching my cats’ diets away from Purina 
in mid-2017 to these other brands, my cats have rarely vomited. Surprisingly, vomiting 
also ceased in the two cats that had been diagnosed with intestinal cancer and were 
vomiting every day or two when they were given Purina food over the previous few 
months. One of my cats with intestinal cancer fortunately lived another five months 

after the food change, for which I am grateful. 

So, there is clearly something in Purina feline diets – including their highest-end 
products – that causes irritation and vomiting in cats, because those problems went 
away when I changed their food. To make it possible for you to compare ingredients 

and purity with the formulations I have been using since mid-2017, they are: Earthborn 
Holistic chicken flavors (canned, grain-free); Wellness Core kitten turkey & chicken 

classic paté (canned, grain-free); Earthborn Holistic Feline Vantage chicken flavor (dry, 
contains rice); Evo turkey & chicken (dry, grain-free); and Gerber chicken or turkey 

baby food (canned in jars).

The relationship between inflammatory bowel disease, triaditis syndrome, intestinal 
cancer, and food. There are countless publications in the veterinary literature about the 

differential diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD; a diagnosis of exclusion), 
triaditis syndrome, and intestinal cancer. However, clarity is emerging along the same 
lines of the vast research in human gastrointestinal disease: that chronic inflammation 

caused by food allergy, microbial imbalance, or food intolerance leads to IBD and 
triaditis syndrome, and then chronic inflammation over time leads to cancer.
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EON‐347817 2/17/2018 23:32 Gravey Train On  I was feed my 10 year old Doberman pinscher, when 
I noticed mold in the bag and on the food. I stopped feeding her the food, but she 
became ill over the 3 days from eating the moldy Gravey Train dog food.  ate 
grass and weeds for her upset stomach, and on  my dog 
died from her small intent being punctured from eating grass and weeds for her upset 
stomach. I contacted the manufacturer on the bag of food when I noticed the mold on 

 and again on  when  died. They contacted me by phone, and said 
that the mold didn't kill her, and they were going to send out some paperwork and 
would like a sample of the food so their lab can run test. Its been a month and I haven't 
heard anything from them, and now Gravey Train is one of many dog foods being 
recalled.

EON‐347802 2/17/2018 17:36 Friskies Seafood Sensations began vomiting multiple times per day, beginning approximately two weeks ago. 
She begins to vomit shortly after eating and continues until her stomach is emptied. We 
are feeding Friskies Seafood Sensations (dry) and have fed the same food for a long 
time. I changed her to Meow Mix and the vomiting stopped. I am submitting this 
because, as I was researching her symptoms, I found hundreds of complaints similar to 
mine and all were from February 2018. Unfortunately, because I store the food in 
containers, I no longer have the packaging. I do still have the food in case it might be 
needed for testing.

1 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐347799 2/17/2018 17:00 Kibbles and bits chiefs choice 
bistro.

My dog suddenly started throwing up and then died. 9 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 59 Pound

EON‐347779 2/17/2018 13:20 Kibbles N Bits Original I purchased a bag of Kibbles N Bits at the local Faamily Dollar Store. I fed it to her on 
 and by  she was passing blood in her stool and then she 

started passing objects thru her rectum. these objescts included a staple a piece of 
metal and an unknown jagged object. I had her seen by a veterinarian and he told me 
what to give to her to help pass any items that may still be in her intestines. Well she 
progressively got worse and the vet told me that her intestines were shredded and she 
was bleeding to death internally and there is nothing that can be done for her. I had to 
have her euthanized because she was suffering.

9 Years Bulldog Dog 120 Pound

EON‐347776 2/17/2018 12:36 Gravy train T bone His kidneys and liver failure 13 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 16 Pound
EON‐347758 2/17/2018 8:12 gravy train chunks in gravy with 

beef chunks, gravy train chunks 
in gravy with chicken chunks

 was in tip top shape then we started giving her the gravy train can dog food 
after about 8 cans she was in a almost semi coma state . we have stopped with that 
brand after realizing it was part of a massive recall and it appears to have caused 
nerve damage to shadow . I don't think I should be liable for paying for medical and 
rehab expense when the cause of it was their negligence .

5 Years Bulldog - American Dog 50 Pound

EON‐347757 2/17/2018 8:04 Ol' Roy, Kibbles 'N Bits We have the Ol' Roy and Kibbles and Bits lots that were on recall (still have some in 
our possession). It is on recall for phenobarbital but I believe it has listeria in it as well. 
Last week, after feeding our dog wet Kibbles & Bits, he vomited several times that 
night. During the day, while we were at work, he had what the vet said was "the worst 
call of bloody diarrhea" she'd ever seen. We have access to the vet records and blood 
work if you need it. A few days after the dog was better, we gave him more of the same 
food. He ate only a little, and later, he vomited several times again (yellow, frothy 
vomit). We switched dog foods, suspecting contamination. Our dog has not been sick 
again. Wpuld you like to test the wet food we have? I feel certain that this is not just 
phenobarbital, but (from my dog's symptoms) listeria.

2.5 Years Maltese Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐347753 2/17/2018 0:20 Ok Roy complete nutrition dry 
dog food

Ate food and got extremely bloated, wanted a lot. Very restless, pooped a lot, horrible 
gas, threw up

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 84 Pound

EON‐347744 2/16/2018 20:28 Purina Kit & Kaboodle I have bought this food for my cats for the last year and they have never had a 
problem. With the current bag, everyone they eat it they start throwing up.

EON‐347735 2/16/2018 17:00 Pedigree dog food Pet presented with sudden onset diabetes. 4-5 large breed dogs presented to our clinic 
in a 4-6 weeks period with sudden diabetes and all were fed pedigree dog food. It is 
NOT common to have a large dog diabetic so extremely unusual to have 4-5 present in 
that time span all on the same food - pedigree

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 92.5 Pound

EON‐347734 2/16/2018 16:16 Gravy train can dog food - meat 
and chicken and the ba food

I bought gravy train at big lots near the house I have two mastiffs so I give them 2 cans 
of gravy train dog food and a cup of their hard food daily. About a year ago 

started to throw up - I took him to the veterinarian 3 different ones and no 
one could tell me what was wrong but give me more bills and more tests. Ultimately he 
died -

4 Years Mastiff Dog 150 Pound

EON‐347733 2/16/2018 15:56 Ol' Roy dog treats large multi 
flavored biscuits.BACON 
FLAVORED SAUSAGE BEEF 
TURKEY CHICKEN.BOUGHT IT 
ESTIMATED ABOUT 2 MONTHS 
AGO BUT DID NOT OPEN. 
ALSO HAVE BOUGHT OL'ROY 
CANNED FOOD

My dog has been eating Ol' Roy Multi flavored Dog bones, also previously ate Ol' Roy 
Canned dog food and recently has been eating Pedigree Canned Chunky canned food. 
He seems sick, lethargic, breathing heavily like out of breath. I noticed it approximately 
around 2 wks ago give or take.

Shepherd (unspecified) Dog

EON‐347732 2/16/2018 15:56 Pedigree Dog Food Litter mates living in same home. Male developed diabetes acutely then female about 1 
month later. Both dogs fed Pedigree diet. These were 2 of 4 large breed dogs that 
became diabetic in a 6-8 week period all being fed Pedigree dog food that we have 
seen at just our practice. It is NOT common for large breed dogs to become diabetic so 
very unusual to see so many new diabetic dogs in a short time period. The male was 
euthanized after 1 month and the female is still being treated.

11.5 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 118.5 Pound

EON‐347731 2/16/2018 15:56 Pedigree Dog food Pet acutely diabetic. Was 1 of 4-5 large breed dogs that were pedigree diet and 
became diabetic within a month or so of each other. It is NOT very common to see 
large breed diabetic dogs and to have so many new diabetic dogs present to just our 
clinic so close together and all on the same food - Pedigree.

14 Years Collie (unspecified) Dog 46.2 Pound
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EON‐347728 2/16/2018 14:24 Dog and Cat Food 1 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 20 PoundSimply tired of reading about pet food recalls because of euthanasia drugs!! Seems the 
FDA doesn't care what is put in our pet's food! Since you guys don't fine or shut down 
anybody! So it keeps happening!! This is absolutely appalling that the United States of 
America allows our pets to be treated this way and the one government entity that can 
stop this does absolutely nothing!! You think reporting a dead animal due to euthanasia 

drug in it's food is good enough? You think that reporting recalls is good enough? 
Well...it IS NOT GOOD ENOUGH! 

I suspect the pet food companies have the FDA in it's pocket! Why else would this be 
allowed to go on?!

Americans are sick and tired of this CONSTANTLY being a problem and the FDA that's 
suppose to be protecting our food is allowing this to happen!!! Pet food should be 

HUMAN CONSUMABLE!!!! The prices of dog food for already over the top yet even 
those bags are suspect! We have no idea who to trust and who not to and even the 

dog and cat food companies seem to be clueless as to where their products come from 
and what's in them!

This needs to stop! We need the FDA to get off their butt and get strict on this 
reoccurring problem and protect the pets in this country! That's the very least you can 

do for our animals!!

Shame on you! This just infuriates me to no end! What is it going to take to wake the 
FDA up!!! The killing off of every dog and cat in America??? I'm telling everyone I know 
to call or email you and tell you exactly what Americans think of your policy towards our 

pets!!

This attitude you have towards our pets is unacceptable and your are suppose to be 
working for the American people! And I'm going to email President Trump about your 

lax attitude on this topic. And I'm telling all my friends to email or call you and say 
'enough is enough'!

You have this lengthy report to fill out like you actually care about our animals - all you 
are doing is MONITORING this! I haven't had a pet die of this yet. I had a cat get 

terribly ill from the Chinese melamine that was in the canned cat food years ago - I 
suppose that's still going on too!~

Sign me sick and tired of the FDA not shutting down and fining these companies and 
for not following up on testing every pet food out there on a regular basis!

STOP MONITORING THE SITUATION AND DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT!~

I'm putting today's date because it's required and that these animals died euthanized or 
were injured by the drug. This is just heart breaking!~

I've never contacted the FDA before about this, long over due!!!!!
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EON‐347727 2/16/2018 13:04 100% Natural Chicken Breast 
Tenders

Owner brought pet in on 1/17/18 because his rear legs seem to be getting weaker, not 
eating right away but does eventually eat normal amount and drinking more than usual 
for approximately 3-4 months. Senior blood work and myasthenia gravis titer (at 
owner's request) performed to evaluate issues. Myasthenia titer was negative and 
blood work was within normal limits except for creatinine which was slightly elevated at 
2.0 compared to previous blood work done on 2/2/17 when it was 1.5. Urinalysis 
performed to differentiate between prerenal and renal causes of creatinine elevation. 
Urine strip results were normal except for +500 glucosuria. Given the normal blood 
glucose but glucosuria being found, the owner was asked to bring another sample in 
case of an error. The owner brought another sample which again tested positive with 
+1000 glucose in urine. It was noticed that owner had collected sample in old ice 
cream tub so a third sample was obtained in a completely unused container which still 
tested positive for glucose at +1000.

9 Years Newfoundland Dog 144 Pound

EON‐347722 2/16/2018 10:20 I don't have can. Gravy train. 
Large and small cans. Beef and 
chicken

My dog became lethargic 2 weeks ago. Called vet and can't afford assessment. She is 
weak and can hardly move, but no cries of pain. Diarrhea, not eating. Feeding chicken 
and rice and has perked up a tad. Still lethargic, minimal eating and drinking alot of 
water. Eyes are clear, but she has begun to bloat. Gravy train chunks chicken and beef 
is what she had. If I could get a vets opinion w/out it costing me my bill money, I would. 
I have been in contact with them, but if it was the dog food, then they should pay to 
have her looked at and if needed treat her. Heart breaking, as I thought she just took a 
quick turn w age until I saw the recall and my dog appears to have been poisoned. It is 
cruel and I don't want my dog to suffer, but how do I know? Help w this please

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐347707 2/16/2018 1:28 Kibbles N Bits I feed my dogs Retriever, Tractor Supplies brand but they were out. I needed to get 
food to add to what little of the food I had left. I purchased Kibbles N Bits. I fed her 1/4 
of her normal food and 3/4 of Kibbles N Bits. The next morning I took her out to go to 
the bathroom and she had liquid diarrhea. through out the day she vomited several 
times and still had diarrhea.  did not eat that night and was lethargic that night 
and the next day.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound

EON‐347706 2/16/2018 1:20 Milk Bone Brushing Chews, Milk 
Bone Brushing Chews Fresh 
Breath

I started these treats around November 2017, before Thanksgiving my dog begin, what 
I thought was being lazy, stomach distended, excessive thirst, then walking problems. 
My vet did xray and blood work that shown kidney disease that just started. I ran out of 
these treats and kept forgetting to buy more. A week went by and I noticed my dogs 
stomach was smaller, she started to react to things more and wanting to walk. But....I 
purchased these treats and within 2 hours after she ate one treat...her stomach is 
swollen again.

13 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 16.5 Pound

EON‐347705 2/16/2018 0:56 kibbles N Bits I usually buy Retriever, Tractor Supplie's brand. the store was out and I needed some 
food to mix with the little food I had left so I purchased Kibbles N Bits dry food. I gave 
her 1/4 cup of her usual food and 3/4 of Kibbles N Bits. Early the next morning when I 
let  out to go to the bathroom she had liquid diarrhea. Through out the day  
was lethargic and started vomiting and the diarrhe continued. That evening she 
wouldn't eat. The next day she stopped vomiting but still had diarrhea and was 
lethargic.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐347704 2/16/2018 0:20 Kibbles N Bits I normally buy Retriever Tractor Supplies of dog food but they were out that day. I only 
had a small amount of the dogs regular brand left so I purchased a bag of Kibbles N 
Bits to mix with their normal brand just to hold them over to the next day.  was 
given a 1/4 cup of their normal brand and 1 of the Kibbles N Bits.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound

EON‐347690 2/15/2018 17:36 Darwin's Zoologics about 2 weeks ago he started throwing up and having diarrhea. after that he became 
extremely lethargic and shy and immobile. He then lost his appetite for most any type 
of food. As of today after 2 vet trips and medication and switching food he is nearly 
better.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 40 Pound

EON‐347680 2/15/2018 15:36 Pedigree Dentastix triple action 
51 treats

Dog developed an ear infection earlier in year, which was successfully treated. 
Veterinarian determined chicken product allergy. I ceased all products containing 
chicken. Purchased Pedigree dentastix from BJs, fed her beef 'flavored' snack and she 
again developed an ear infection after being clear for almost 1 year. She also had 
itching causing her to scoot across the carpet. Label names 'chicken flavor' highest on 
ingredients list than anything beef. Vet visit 2/13, meds include ketoconazole, proin 25 
for incontinence, and a topical shampoo. My other dog broke out with lesions on her 
feet. I have since discontinued for both dogs and have returned last purchase made 
1/25 to BJs.

Dachshund - Standard 
Smooth-haired

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐347660 2/15/2018 11:20 Kibbles and bits Became lethargic, unable to stand, vomiting and diarrhea.I took him to the vet and the 
get started he ate something he wasn't supposed to. The vet gave my dog medicine to 
help with his stomach. My dog started feeling a bit better and ate his food again. He 
then couldn't stand and refused to eat so I took him to the vet again. The vet have him 
different medicine and have him iv fluids, vitamin B12 ans specialty dog food. Over 
night my dog wasn't doing any better, he started having seizures and became 
unresponsive and was barely breathing. I rushed my dog to the vet and at that point the 
vet thought it wqs better to put my dog down, as he was barely alive.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐347578 2/14/2018 15:16 Signatre 
Venesion formula
Limited ingredient formula

I attended a pet adoption event where the food sample was given to me . Within a day 
he started reacting . It is now day three and I had to rush him to the vets . The food is 
the only new thing he has received . He is very sick.

6 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears (Phaléne))

Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐347567 2/14/2018 11:00 Purina - Waggin Tails Naturally 
Chicken Jerky

I started using this treat for my dogs last year.  passed away in  after 
being ill for a short period of time.  passed away in  and 

 passed away on . They had similar symptoms....losing weight, 
excessive thirst, diarrhea, and vomiting. All were healthy prior. I found some recalls on 
this treat, Waggin Tails - Chicken Jerky. I threw away my remaining bag since I have 
four other dogs. I am planning to return my unopened bag to Sam's Club where I 
purchased it from. I don't this treat to harm another dog.

10 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 20 Pound

EON‐347548 2/13/2018 22:36 Whole Earth Farms Grain Free 
Real turkey recipe

I opened a cat of Whole Earth Farms, Grain Free, real turkey recipe and as I was 
scooping it out, there was a large piece of blue plastic.

EON‐347521 2/13/2018 17:44 Merrick Lil' Plates for Small 
Breed Dogs Mini Medley Pack 
(contains Petite Pot Pie in gravy 
Itsy Bitsy Beef Stew Tiny 
Thanksgiving Day Dinner in 
gravy), Merrick Backcountry 
Great Plains Real Beef Jerky, 
Merrick Backcountry Raw 
Infused Great Plans Red Recipe

Presented to oncology service at teaching hospital  Veterinary Health Center) for 
suspected thyroid carcinoma due to elevated thyroid hormone levels and clinical signs 
(anxious/restless behavior) detected by rDVM. Technetium scan was not consistent 
with thyroid carcinoma. Diet change was recommended and within 3 days of instituting 
new diet clinical signs had resolved; recheck thyroid hormone levels were normal. 

 was eating a dry commercial diet (free-choice, long-term) + canned food 
(twice daily, recently added in last ~5 months) as well as jerky treats. Other dogs in 
household fed same treats and dry diet (but not fed canned food) were never clinical 
and had normal thyroid hormone levels. Opened and unopened samples of food from 
stock fed recently were obtained following the appointment and are available for 
testing.

14 Years Unknown Dog 6.8 Kilogra
m

EON‐347431 2/13/2018 10:20 dave's Dog Food 95% Premium 
Beef

The Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (VDACS) received a 
biological complaint on 1/16/18 regarding their Leonbergers’ thyroid tests. The tests 
were conducted by  at  University’s Veterinary Diagnostic 
Laboratory. All three Leonbergers’ analyses resulted in equivocal thyroid. The 
complainant’s two areas of concern was the dog food and the water source (well). 
VDACS conducted an investigation and visited the complainant’s residence on 1/18/18. 
The investigator obtained two unopened cans of dave’s Dog Food 95% Premium Beef 
to be tested. The samples were submitted to the Virginia State Lab, Department of 
Consolidated Services, on 1/18/18. A microscopy and a protein, fat, fiber analyses 
were requested; all findings were satisfactory. Iodine and thyroid testing on pet food 
are not available by DCLS. The complainant has several unopened cans from the 
same shipment, same lot available for testing.

2 Years Leonberger Dog Pound

EON‐347392 2/12/2018 21:08 Castor & Pollux Good Buddy 
Sausage Cuts Real Chicken 
Recipe

Bloody Diarrhea two weeks ago. Stopped all treats and made food. Took stool to Vet, 
no Giardia. Bloody diarrhea today after one Good Buddy treat yesterday afternoon

12 Years Coton de Tuléar Dog 8.5 Pound

EON‐347389 2/12/2018 19:56 DOGSWELL HAPPY HIPS - 
STRIPS - LAMB RECIPE

After one treat given my dog developed extreme diarrhea, some vomiting, no appetite, 
lethargic. Diarrhea lasted almost a week. Probiotic supplements given which helped to 
rebuild gut and establish normal stools again.

7 Month
s

Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound
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EON‐347348 2/12/2018 16:48 There are no labels on 
package...plain white bag

I purchased dog food from a store in . The store's name is 
 They sell raw food for dogs. I package came in a white bag with no labels. I 

asked for beef, but was unsure what was inside. Reluctantly I took the product. I fed 
the meat to my dog and he got really sick. I called  and asked them about 
their product. They could not provide any answers. The could not tell me sourcing, 
ratios, or anything about ingredients. Come to find out from others that they sometimes 
use chicken bones in their beef. My dog has a severe allergy to chicken and had this 
product been labeled I would have known and not fed this product to my dog. It is my 
understanding that all pet food must be clearly labeled, which this is not. My dog could 
have had a severe reaction to this chicken being in the food. I am hoping to stop this 
before other have the same issue.

EON‐347237 2/12/2018 14:04 Baby Turtle This pet store is selling turtles with a carapace length of less than 4 inches as pets to 
the general public. They have been told about Sec. 1240.62 regulating this practice 
and still refuse to stop selling these animals.

EON‐347225 2/12/2018 13:44 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food 30-lb 
bag

My dogs are avoiding the food and the cat and the dogs who all consumed Into the 
Wild dog food have vomited. They are now avoiding the food. Consumer affairs has 
many other people registering complaints about this brand for the last two months. 
Something is wrong with the food and they aren't recalling it! I'm returning the bag to 
the store. but there are over 200 complaints nation wide on 
https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/taste-of-the-wild.html with dogs experiencing the 
same thing, food avoidance and vomiting.

1 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 90 Pound

EON‐347222 2/12/2018 13:16 dave's Det Food 95% Preimum 
Beef Canned

Problem Description from Submitted RFR ICSR 2041797: 

The Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (VDACS) received a 
biological complaint on 1/16/18 regarding their Leonbergers’ thyroid tests. The tests 
were conducted by  at  University’s Veterinary Diagnostic 
Laboratory. All three Leonergers’ analyses resulted in equivocal thyroid. The 
complainant’s two areas of concern was the dog food and the water source (well). 
VDACS conducted an investigation and visited the complainant’s residence on 1/18/18. 
The investigator obtained two unopened cans of dave’s Dog Food 95% Premium Beef 
to be tested. The samples were submitted to the Virgnia State Lab, Department of 
Consolidated Services, on 1/18/18. A microscopy and a protein, fat, fiber analyses 
were requested; all findings were satisfactory. Iodine and thyroid testing on pet food 
are not available by DCLS.

2 Years Leonberger Dog

EON‐347217 2/12/2018 12:20 Jones Natural Chews
L Bone
(Beef Bone) 1 pack

I gave my dog the beef bone at approximately 4 PM on 2/9/2018 and at approximately 
4 AM on 2/10/2018 she had a house-soiling accident that included normal followed by 
very loose stool. She became increasingly lethargic throughout the day and had 
multiple bouts of diarrhea. At the time of her evening meal, she reluctantly ate about 
1/4 of her normal portion. At about 7 PM on 2/10/2018 she vomited undigested food 
and her body temperature was 104.8. At about 9 PM her body temperature was 105.1. 
On the morning of 2/11/2018 her body temperature was 105.6. Her temperature has 
been slowly decreasing but today, 2/12/2018, her temperature is still elevated at 103.6 
and she continues to be very lethargic and has little interest in food.

11 Month
s

Cattle Dog (unspecified) Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐347216 2/12/2018 12:12 Iams Proactive Health Indoor 
Weight and Hairball Care

Two months ago our cat  suddenly died. Until then he had been in good health and 
showed no signs of illness. We had just started a new bag of Iams Proactive Health 
Indoor Weight and Hairball Control dry cat food. The vet suspected a heart attack. We 
also took our remaining cat  to the vet, but she was not showing any signs of 
illness. About a month later, however, she started twitching violently and was dry 
heaving. After taking her to the emergency vet, ultrasounds showed that she had 
swelling in her colon and digestive tract, and that one of her kidneys looked larger than 
the other. There were no foreign objects, however, and no signs of any other illness. 
We were sent home with antibiotics and started her on Hills Prescription Diet I/D 
digestive card. Her symptoms cleared up and she was once again active and social. 
After a few weeks of feeding her the prescription diet, I started to transition  back 
to the Iams. Thinking there may have been something wrong with the other bag which 
we had also given to , I opened a new bag. After a week of mixing the foods 
together, I transitioned  back to only Iams. Within a day, all of her symptoms were 
back. She is twitching and vomiting. She is hiding, and lethargic. She feels hot and I 
believe she has a fever. She will visit vets again today to once again try to assess the 
problem. But to me the immediate reaction once she was only eating Iams makes it 
clear that her illness is directly related to the food.

8 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐347166 2/11/2018 23:40 Friskies Whitefish & Sardines
Friskies Whitefish & Tuna

was eating good with friskies canned food & deli chicken & turkey. I tried 
friskies Whitefish & tuna and friskies whitefish &'sardines for a few days. Then he 
stopped eating & just laid in his bed. He wouldn't eat anything & wouldn't get out of his 
bed. I thought he was dying. His vet gave him an antibiotic to try & it really snapped 
him out of it. I had already stopped giving him anything with the whitefish in it. After 4 
days he began eating again & appears to be fine now. I think there is a problem with 
that Fruskies whitefish canned cat food. Please check

19 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐347162 2/11/2018 21:12 FreshPet Select Tender Chicken 
Recipe with vegetables and 
brown rice

The animal became lethargic with vomiting and diarrhea which worsened to bloody 
diarrhea.

14 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound
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EON‐347156 2/11/2018 19:20 Rachael Ray Nutrish Bright 
Puppy Food. (real chicken and 
brown rice recipe)

I bought three bags of bright puppy food, it comes in the green bags. I put my puppy on 
it and she at first did not want to eat it which is strange because she eats everything! 
She eventually ate it for about a week until I noticed a change in her. She became 
extremely itchy...she would itch constantly, broke out in red bumps all on her tummy 
and she was always thirsty. I would give her double the amount of water everyday and 
I was washing her in dawn soap because I thought it might have been fleas with the 
way she was itching, but it wasn't. 
The itching did not subside, it lasted all throughout the night she could not be 
comfortable or sleep sound throughout the whole night. She would also wake me up in 
the middle of the night to give her more water because she finished it. The red bumps 
became bigger and started turning into rashes. She began vomiting after a week on the 
food and had diarrhea. At this point she stopped eating the food put out for her and I 
came really concerned.
I expressed my concern to someone in the vet field (but she is not a vet). She told me 
what has changed with her environment or diet. The only thing i can think of was the 
food. She is a healthy puppy, up to date with all shots, she stays inside for majority of 
the day and only gets walked to use the bathroom. She also has no other contact with 
other animals. I immediately changed her food and began to see a difference. Her red 
spots went away and the rashes decreased in size. She was no longer itchy or 
extremely thirsty. 
I went online and began to research the product and it is made with very low quality 
grade food. I also read reviews on the read with other peoples experience and their 
dogs experiencing the same exact symptoms as my puppy.

4 Month
s

American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 30 Pound

EON‐347155 2/11/2018 19:20 Purina One Purposeful Nutrition 
Indoor Advantage

Both cats stopped eating and became lethargic. The female cat wouldn't start eating 
again. We thought we just had one bad bag of food, so we bought another one. Neither 
cat would touch it. We bought a different brand and the male eventually started eating. 
We took the female cat to the vet and discovered that she was suffering from acid 
reflux. We had to give her anti-nausea medicine, appetite stimulants and Pepcid AC to 
get her to start eating again.

3 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐347153 2/11/2018 18:56 Dog Gone Donuts Fed dog treats, dogs vomited and had diarrhea. Became lethargic and would not eat. 
Questioned owner about ingredients, Told me they were human grade products. Had 
another customer (human) try the treats. Was "pitching" treats for human consumption. 
I asked why I can't know what's in them ad she said she is not "required" to let me 
know or label her products.

8 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 74 Pound

EON‐347150 2/11/2018 18:36 Retriever high protein We always buy retriever high protein dog food for our dogs and are always satisfied 
with the product, however this time was different. Our dog food had tons of cat food 
mixed in with the food. Pieces of hearts, x shapes and fish. Cat food can make dogs 
have stomach and digestive issues that I surely don’t want to be cleaning up. Im sure it 
was a small mixup somewhere I just wanted to report the issue so it could be resolved. 
Thanks.

EON‐347149 2/11/2018 17:32 Gravy Train
Turkey strips

After feeding  a few bites of turkey gravy train she became violently ill projectile 
vomiting all night she was rushed to the vet where she stayed for 2days. This dog is my 
daughters therapy dog . My daughter completed  years ago and this is the last 
thing I have of her

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐347146 2/11/2018 14:56 9 Lives On Thursday morning 8, these 2 cats were given a can each of 9 Lives 
Meaty Patè Seafood Platter 5.5 oz. UPC Code: 079100003679 - Lot #:7325803 - Exp. 
Date: 11-20-20. Later in the day, I found the female cat incoherent, and 
appeared to be sick laying in the yard. That night, she was in the same spot, and I 
picked her up and placed her in a cushioned chair on the patio. Thinking she would 
maybe get better on her own if I left her alone. I went out that night, and she was gone, 
and I've not been able to find her. I haven't seen her since, and she has never done 
this before, and this is VERY uncharacteristic of her. And the male cat, , didn't 
act like himself either. But on Friday morning, February 9, 2018, I gave  who still 
didn't seem too perky, a 5.5 oz. can of 9 Lives Tender Morsels with Real Salmon in 
Sauce. UPC Code: 079100000340 - Lot #: 7244803 - Exp. Date: 08-31-20. After he ate 
it, he vomited all over the patio table that he was eating on. He just layed around the 
rest of the day, and I fed him some Meow Mix dry food that evening and not the 9 Lives 
cat food because it appeared that it was making him sick. On Saturday morning I went 
out to feed them Meow Mix , and neither one came to eat. He wasn't around all that 
day or night, and I'm really getting concerned now that neither one came to eat that 
morning. They were ALWAYS there ready to be fed without fail. On Sunday morning, 
February 11, 2018, I went out to look for them, and I found walking around in the 
yard eating grass, which is a sign that he wasn't feeling well. But still no sign of , 
so I'm fearing the worst. I can't help but to believe that these batch of Lot #'s may of 
been bad. And for the records, I just started feeding them this 9 Lives cat food, but not 
anymore. I thought it would be like a treat to them, and they seemed to like it at first. I'll 
stick to a different brand dry food from here on out like they've been eating for over 2 
years. I think this warrants looking into considering the circumstances, thank you.

6 Years Unknown Cat 8 Pound

EON‐347145 2/11/2018 14:20 Red Barn naturals 7” bully braid Gave dog bully braid treat 1/28 vomiting and diarreah began a few days later, lack of 
appetite, fever and rigors, developed bloody diarreah

22 Month
s

Ridgeback - Rhodesian Dog 105 Pound

EON‐347142 2/11/2018 13:28 Bully sticks Both boxers were vomiting a lot & diarrhea 5 Hours Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 2 Ounce
EON‐347138 2/11/2018 12:00 Fancy Feast classic tender beef 

and liver feast
fancy feast classic ocean 
whitefish tuna feast

All the cats began throwing up within hours of eating their wet pate fancy feast, canned. 
We usually give them all about a tbs of it as a treat daily morning and night. The ones 
that got bigger portions were the sickest.

3 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐347136 2/11/2018 10:48 PURINA FRISKIES PATE 
POULTRY PLATTER, PURINA 
FRISKIES PATE TURKEY & 
GIBLETS DINNER

Both cats (brothers from the same litter) have been eating Purina Friskies Pate Poultry 
Platter and Turkey & Giblets Dinner for over a year. They eat it every day. Three days 
ago I noticed that both of them refused to eat the entire amount that they were fed. 
(Highly unusual for these brothers). This morning (2/11/2018) began vomiting 
and had diarrhea. My daughter is a certified vet tech and has examined their 
teeth/gums to make sure it wasn't their teeth (which would be highly coincidental for 
BOTH of them to have bad teeth at the same time) and they are fine. I called the 
manufacturer this morning (2/11/2018) to ask if they 1) made a change to the 
formulation or 2) have had any other complaints of this nature,, to which they replied 
no. Since all of the cans were just purchased within the past 2 weeks, I wanted to alert 
FDA in case it is the start of something. Please confirm that there isn't anything 
dangerous that is going on with their food. Thank you for your quick attention. Cats are 
not like dogs and it is not advisable to 'fast' them...

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 28 Pound
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EON‐347127 2/10/2018 23:28 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky Lean Chicken Breast

I provided a fresh bag of treats to my dog sitter before I left for vacation. My dogs have 
had these before and have gotten diarrhea, although not as severely, but I thought it 
was a fluke. Upon getting these treats, she was having diarrhea in the house several 
times per day, vomiting and became anorexic and lethargic. She went to the vet after 3 
days of her condition getting worse and they had to provide fluids because she was 
dehydrated, an anti-nausea medication, an antibiotic and a stool firmer. Within 24 
hours of the medication and fluids, she made a quick recovery. All 3 of my dogs 
received vet care and got antibiotics which they responded to well.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 70 Pound

EON‐347100 2/10/2018 13:32 Old Mother Hubbard Classic 
Original Assortment Biscuits 
Baked Dog Treats Mini

I purchased Old Mother Hubbard Classic Original Assortment Biscuits Baked Dog 
Treats, Mini, 3.8-lb bag x 2 on February 1, 2018 from chewy.com. Both bags had 
cookies with mold on them (primarily the cheddar flavor) even though the bags were 
sealed with no evidence of defect in the bag or seal. They had a best buy day of 2 Feb 
2019 and Lot # 2157 Made in Canada 16:50. I reported the problem to the retailer 
chewy.com along with the US distributor WellPet in in Tewsbury, MA with a narrative 
and photos. I am concerned because two bags from the same lot that were not expired 
or damaged had mold complicated by the fact that they were manufactured and 
imported from Canada.

EON‐347075 2/10/2018 5:00 yakyCHEW
medium

I gave my dog the yak chew as I have done plenty of times. After the fact it turned out 
this particular chew was rock solid and did not soften or dissolve as it is suppose to. He 
had stopped chewing on it, which is odd for him so I took it away and noticed how hard 
it was and that it seemed to sheer off into incredibly sharp almost knife edges. 
Following this I found half of a tooth just laying there. He broke/sheered his lower 
mandibular canine tooth, in half, down to the pulp. After an emergency trip to his 
regular vet, I was sent to a dental specialist who found on radio graphs that another 
tooth was broken in half down to the root and yet a third was broken to the root but not 
visible above the gum. Additionally 4 more teeth had significant abrasions. All the 
broken teeth had healthy roots and no bone loss or disease. The vet even commented 
that his teeth were in really good shape for his age (minus the recent incident). They 
did a root canal on his canine and had to remove the other two teeth that were broken 
down to the root. 

I point blank asked the veterinary dentist if anything besides this chew could have 
caused this type of damage and they said no, it was this chew. 

Since I have given my dog these chews plenty of times before with no problems and 
after the fact this one was clearly different, I am very concerned about these.

12 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐347068 2/9/2018 23:44 Purina Friskies Indoor Homestyle 
turkey dinner with
garden vegetable in gravy

I bought canned Purina Friskies Indoor Homestyle Turkey Dinner with Garden 
Vegetables In Gravy. It had maggots in it. I
told the manager at the Petsmart store about it & she gave me a refund. She said 
maggots can occur when there is wheat
in the product. She said she won't remove this item from the shelves because she 
didn't get a recall notice about it.
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EON‐347052 2/9/2018 18:32 Gravy train My dog had one can of gravy train and became violently sick. It lasted seven days. We 
thought he had the dog flu but realized we had given him on can of gravy train when 
his normal food of pedigree ran out. I had to take time off work and was up with him 
four nights in a row. I would gladly do it again as long as my dog is ok. He is thirteen 
years old so it's been very hard on him. He lost a lot of weight so trying to get him back 
to his old self. Will never buy dog food again! They almost took my best friend from me

7 Days Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 Pound

EON‐347046 2/9/2018 17:00 Milk Bone MaroSnacks with real 
bone marrow with calcium

I gave my dog a Milk Bone MaroSnacks treat around dinner time. About 2-3 hours 
later, he was lethargic. The following days, he began urinating bright orange and still 
very lethargic. He lost his appetite and showed no interest in toys he always played 
with. The vet said his body was attacking his red blood cells and we had to put him to 
sleep.

12 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 40 Pound

EON‐347005 2/9/2018 14:12 Milk bone minis Pentobarbital sold in wet dog food cruelly killing our pets. ABC 7 news reported that 
Smuckers Dog Food have been violating the law buying animal carcasses from animal 
shelters to make famous maker dog food. I am beyond disgusted! 
My dog had a horrible allergic reaction to "Milkbone" dog biscuits...Also made by 
Smuckers.

EON‐347004 2/9/2018 12:56 Hills digestive care i/d low fat dog 
food

I opened new bag of Hills i/d low fat dog food. After three days, she began drinking 3 
times the amount of water as normal.
Went to regular vet and had blood work; went to t Animal hospital for ultra 
sound. Nothing found in either place. Determined it was dog food.

7 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐346977 2/9/2018 11:32 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe 32 oz.

Dog stopped eating and drinking. Took her immediately to the vet. Blood test showed 
severe numbers for failing kidneys. She also tested positive for lyme disease which is 
common here. Vet did not understand the kidney failure and asked about poisoning. 
Also said it could be complications from severe lyme but had not seen it before. Dog 
was put on IV for a few days with no improvements and we decided to have her 
euthanized if there was no hope.
I did not understand this and started looking on line for she had been very healthy 
(hiking everyday) and I came across this symptom after eating Duck jerky from china. I 
had just bought for the first time Duck jerky several weeks prior that the dog got as a 
treat. I had never had duck jerky before for her. I did notify the vet and have a 
conversation so that he would be aware of what I suspected as poisoning.

6.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐346973 2/9/2018 11:16 evolve grain free dry dog food a sharp approx 1 inch piece of metal in evolve dog food. Grain free orange bag.
EON‐346945 2/9/2018 0:16 Primal Pronto Pork Formula On February 1, 2018 a tack was found in my dog's food by my dog. I had just opened a 

bag of pork cat food to feed my 25 lb. mix so I know the tack came from the opened 
bag. Also, I had just washed the dog's bowl before I filled it with the fresh food. I did not 
notice the tack in the food because I poured it directly into the bowl. I reported it to the 
Primal company but all they offered is to refund my money. I said I thought they should 
do a recall as a tack ingested could lead to serious complications or death but they 
said only that they had passed the info onto the appropriate department. I do not 
believe they will do a recall or investigate this further. I am concerned there could be 
the possibility of tacks in other bags of food.

EON‐346907 2/8/2018 9:00 Diamond Naturals Lamb Meal & 
Rice

After eating one bowl of Diamond Naturals Lamb Meal and Rice food, our dog started 
vomiting and had loose stools. He has stopped eating and won't even eat his dog 
treats now. I researched it and see lots of pet owners have had the same problem. This 
worries me that the food needs recalled.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐346867 2/7/2018 16:32 Roscoe Beefhide Chicken Twist 
Sold only by Pet Supplies Plus

Owner has been giving this animal a product from Pet Supplies Plus- Roscoe Beef 
Hide/ Chicken Twist Jerky made in China. Pet presented for increased urination and 
water consumption which was not normal for him. Bloodwork and urinalysis confirm a 
Fanconi like syndrome. Research suggest that this has occurred with other products 
made in China. Owner started noting inappropriate urination around Christmas which 
has really worsened in the last few weeks.

4 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog

EON‐346808 2/7/2018 12:28 Blue Buffalo Wilderness Large 
Breed Puppy with Chicken

I bought a bag of Blue Buffalo Wilderness Large Breed Puppy food at the Pet Smart 
located here I  on Sunday, February 4, 2018. I opened the bag upon 
arrival at my home and served a bowl for my Golden Retriever. When I opened the bag 
I noticed that there was a bug flying around. I proceeded to remove the bag from inside 
our home to the garage and when I shook the bag there was an infestation of maggots, 
beetles, crickets, and other flies I did not recognize. It was absolutely revolting to look 
at. I called Blue Buffalo the next day per their business hours. I explained the situation 
to them and the representative did not seem surprised at the reason for my call. They 
did not offer to do anything to help the situation or even asked about any possible harm 
that my dog may hay endured. I then took the bag back to Pet Smart and explained the 
situation and their manager stated 'this is something we have seen so much which this 
kind of food from Blue Buffalo'. She explained that they have already informed Pet 
Smart directly and they have taken initiative within the store to prevent bug infestations 
in food. She also informed me that they have reached out to Blue Buffalo numerous 
times as well concerned with their product. Considering that this food is vacuum 
sealed, there is no way for bugs to be getting in after the packaging has been 
completed, therefore the bugs are being introduced within the production facility.

EON‐346760 2/7/2018 0:00 Fancy Feast Medley: Shredded 
White Meat Chicken Fare with 
garden greens in a savory broth

My cat ate the fancy feast and threw it all up. He is resting now but not interested in 
eating. He also threw up from another can of the same thing yesterday. He ate other 
types from the same brand but did not throw up. This makes me think it is from one lot. 
upc 5000057019 mf#71981160L5FV51015 Best by Jul 2019

11 Years Unknown Cat

EON‐346741 2/6/2018 18:52 Milo' Kitchen home style dog 
treats chicken meatballs

Throw up, lack of appetizer & lethargic. 14 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 8 Pound

EON‐346731 2/6/2018 16:08 Purina Waggin' Train Chicken 
Jerky Tenders

Dog started to become aggressive. Started pacing around very agitated. Dog had 7 
seizures in a 24 hour period of time. Scan shows an inoperable brain tumor.

9 Years Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland cattledog)

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐346729 2/6/2018 13:40 K-9 Kravings all life stages dog 
food

Owner reported that dog was panting excessively, irritable, restless, paddling legs. 1.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐346709 2/6/2018 9:56 K-9 Kravings Boesl Packing (A-17095) 2322 Belair Rd, Baltimore is using the USDA Legend on label 
and using human grade in their literature under the brand name K-9 Kraving 
(http://www.k-9kraving.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIwPrwhcOR2QIV3brACh1Neg-
cEAAYASAAEgJ_W_D_BwE). This is in violation of 9CFR 355.29 and 355.32 (a)(2) 
and in violation of FDA regulatory guidance on human-grade. The products are labeled 
complete and balanced per AAFCO Profiles. Boesl has been labeling pet food in this 
manner since at least 2010 right in your own backyard.
I have contacted the USDA FSIS Labeling and Program staff.

EON‐346687 2/5/2018 22:00 Friskies Poultry Platter Pate Vomited about 30 minutes after eating 14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 16.5 Pound
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EON‐346660 2/5/2018 17:40 Rejuv-A-Wafers Sun Chlorella USA's pet food product, REJUV-A-WAFERS, has two illegal unapproved 
ingredients (chlorella and eleuthero) in their product.

EON‐346645 2/5/2018 17:32 ProPig Starter Blend, ProPig 
Creep Blend

EON‐346603 2/5/2018 11:56 Wellness can cat food Chicken 
and Herring Pate

I sent this message to Wellnesspetfood.com this morning:

Regarding puffed up lid on wellness can cat food, 5.5 oz, chicken & herring, bar code 
076344089322, Lot ?WCHS4 03:38 This morning I noticed the can of cat food had a 
puffed up lid on top--I've never noticed anything like that before. When I opened it, 
some of the sauce sprayed up, and the food smelled peculiar--kind of stinky (not like it 
usually does). Furthermore, the sauce was fizzing, kind of like carbonated water. 
Needless to say, I did not give it to my cat. I covered it and put it into the refrigerator in 
case you would want me to send it back to you for examination. What does this mean? 
Something's not right.

This letter shall serve as notice that Orange Grove Farms, owned and operated by Ms. 
Meghann Ayers, is engaging in fraud, deception, false and misleading advertising; and 
is violating state and federal laws by repackaging and reselling branded dog and cat 

kibble as pig food to unsuspecting customers. 

I purchased a piglet from Ms. Ayers on December 20,2017. Ms. Ayers delivered the 
piglet to me with pig food that was packaged in Ziploc bags with a handwritten label 

that read “ProPig Starter Blend”. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is proof of the delivery. 
As an industry professional with experience at the largest dog and cat food 

manufacturers, I noted that the food resembled a small breed dog or cat kibble. I was 
immediately suspicious of the food and decided to order more of it to read the actual 

manufactured bag. 

I placed an order for more food on December 27, 2017. Once again, the food was 
delivered in large Ziploc bags. One bag had the words “Propig Starter” handwritten on 
the front and the other read “Propig Creep Blend”. Attached as Exhibit B hereto are the 

ingredient statements for the food that Ms. Ayers supplied to me. 

On January 3, 2018 I confronted Ms. Ayers regarding Propig. Attached hereto as 
Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the exchange. Ms. Ayers did not deny that she 
supplied dog and cat kibble that was repackaged as pig food. Ms. Ayers refuses to 
provide any other packaging related to the pig food. Instead, Ms Ayers attempts to 
justify her behavior as something that is in the best interest of the pig. There are no 

trademarks or other service marks filed with the United States Patent and Trademark 
Office, as Exhibit C indicates for the Propig food. 

product. 

I am concerned about the safety, well being and health of all pigs that are being fed 
“Propig”. Ms. Ayers has engaged in fraud, and has engaged in false and misleading 
advertising. I urge the FDA to take immediate action against Ms. Ayers and Orange 

Grove Farms.
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EON‐346595 2/5/2018 0:00 Friskies Gravy Swirlers On Sunday  I opened a new bag of Friskies Gravy Swirlers bar code 
5000016858 Best By APR 2019 730110830316L01
I gave all three cats their breakfast, lunch and dinner portions from  thru 
today  On Wednesday , three days after the first portion of the 
above stated cat food, our cat  began vomiting clear liquid with white 
phlegm. She stopped eating completely. Only drinking a little water as the days went 
on. We took her to the Vet. The Cat Hospital in  on Friday. She was 
examined by the Vet. By this time she was becoming more unresponsive, not 
interacting with other cats or family members. The Vet stated that it felt as though she 
had an intestinal blockage. Her temperature was 90. He confirmed that she was dying. 
He gave her a shot for pain and stated that  would pass in the middle of 
the night. We brought her home where she passed away 2 1/2 hours later .
Yesterday  our other cat  eating habits changed. She started 
eating very little. She also was seen coughing after eating. This went on for about 5 
minutes after she last ate in the evening. Today   is exhibiting the 
same symptoms as . Vomiting clear liquid with white phlegm. Her eating 
has changed to even more less than yesterday. Her behavior is very similar to  

 prior to becoming very sick within days of passing. Our 3rd cat  at this 
time does not show any symptoms of an intestinal blockage, we hope that she does 
not.

9 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐346579 2/4/2018 18:32 Cadet 12 inch Bull Sticks 12 
Pack

Within 2 days of giving my little Kong a "Cadet Bully Stick" as a treat, he experienced 
bloody feces. I took him to the vet immediately and by sample, he was diagnosed with 
a horrible case E-Coli. The lab tech advised that she had never seen so much E-Coli 
on one slide sample before. He is on a series of antibiotics and probiotics for the next 3 
weeks (5 days on RX, 5 days off, 5 days back on RX). The Lot # on the package is 
#062817 IRR#062717. The plastic package is a bag of 12 purchased at Costco in 

. Please contact me should you have any questions  or 
at . Thank you!

2 Days Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐346562 2/4/2018 2:16 Kirkland Signature premium 
Lamb & Rice Formula For Dogs

I recently purchased the wet food Kirkland brand dog food from Costco. I have taken 
pictures. There was a very long stretch of plastic within the can. Given that I mix the 
wet food with the dry, I caught this in time. Otherwise, my dogs would have eaten said 
plastic and would have been extremely suck or died. I opened can on Saturday night, 
the third of February 2018. The plastic is more than a foot long and about two mm 
wide.

EON‐346550 2/3/2018 19:36 Purina Kitten Chow I bought a bag of Purina Kitten Chow at the Giant Food Store in  
shopping center in . When I got home and opened it, several bugs flew out 
and there were bugs in the bag. I immediately sealed it up and returned it to the store 
letting them what the problem was. I did not take a picture of the bag or keep the 
receipt once I returned the bag. I was focused on letting them know about the problem 
and getting the buggy bag out of my house.
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EON‐346542 2/3/2018 16:32 Greenies Dental Treats Original 
Teenie

Gave my dog a Greenie treat and it got lodged perpendicular to his mouth, at the back. 
After 4 minutes of him struggling to try to get it out and a bleeding mouth, we drove him 
to the hospital. On the way, he was able to dislodge it, so we turned around for home.

Box came with two pouches. Box was thrown out. One bag was emptied into treat 
canister and then thrown out. Treats remain in canister. Also have the second pouch, 
unopened. So, while I do not have UPC label from box, there is the following stamped 
details on the second pouch:
Best by 21 Jan 19 29 1
734C1KAN21 14:47
MO-PFO-0014

EON‐346524 2/3/2018 3:44 Purina Moist & Meaty
Burger with vgedar cheese flavor

I have a special rescue for animals, I have one named  who got really sick to his 
tummy after eating the food.
I thought it was just him but again a few hours after he ate the next day he started to 
become sick and have seizures, I ag9did not it to the food.
I went and got a few box's of the dog food called Purina moist and meaty for the other 
animals here as a treat and to help gain weight on a few, I mixed it with their normal 
foods, I then saw all 10 dogs sick and diarrhea, I thought it was maybe because of 
something else and then noted that after a week of eating this food not only did the 
animals start to lose weight but because sicker.
I pulled the dogs off of it and got a new box and today I feed one half pack to a few to 
see if anyone has issue as I have never had problems in the past with this food, 
however a few hours after they ate it all of them became sick, one of the rescues who 
is 40 pounds had a seizure and is not an older dog and has no health issues. 
A boxer and pitbull along with several others have became sick on this food, could you 
please look into this matter and maybe test the food?
All the animals are doing much better but I did test it to see if it was the food by giving it 
to them a few times, everyone is still recov9and now back on a good road after I 
stopped the food.

14 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 9 Pound

EON‐346508 2/2/2018 19:32 Iams Proactive Health Healthy 
Adult Original with Chicken Dry.

 had been eating Iams Proactive Health dry cat food for almost 8 months without 
incident. Two weeks ago, I purchased a new bag and within a day of consuming the 
new food, he began vomiting and continued to do so about 10 minutes after eating for 
the next 7 days -- even after an overnight stay at the veterinarian's office -- until I 
switched him to a new food.

9 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐346496 2/2/2018 14:00 Purina Pro Plan Sport on 2/1 found worms in my dogs food which is Purina Pro Plan

Took uneaten food back to PetSmart where I was informed of the problem
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EON‐346494 2/2/2018 11:04 Trader Joe's Salmon Jerky Dog 
Treats

I had purchased two packs of salmon jerky (dog treat) at Trader Joe's on Jan 16, 2018. 
I often purchase the same dog treats whenever I go to their store. (My family lives in 

 but I currently live in )

When I was making the jerky into small pieces for my small dogs, I found pieces of blue 
plastic bags cooked (prepared) in jerky itself. 

I sent inquires from Trader Joe's website a few times, but they haven't replied yet as of 
today. I am not even sure if they are investigating this issue. I just don't want other 
dogs to be harmed because of this product. If I did not make the jerky into small 
pieces, I would never spotted this.

Thanks.
EON‐346493 2/2/2018 10:28 Wellness Core Grain Free 

Original
Immediate frequent vomiting and frank blood diarrhea and black tarry stool. Lethargic 
and showing signs of stomach pain. Took both Australian Shepherds to the clinic and 
were diagnosed with pancreatitis and gastrointestinal upset. Dr. suggested over the 
counted medication. Toy Poodle had the exact same symptoms but a lot more frank 
blood in her stool. Lots of vomiting and drooling, pacing and noticeably uncomfortable. 
She was taken to the clinic the next am and diagnosed with severe dehydration, low 
blood sugar, pancreatitis and gastrointestinal upset and increase in white blood cells. 
The

11 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 5.5 Pound

EON‐346351 2/1/2018 10:04 Fancy feast fish and shrimp
Fancy feast turkey and giblets
Fancy feast oceanwhitefish
Fancy feast grilled salmon
Fancy feast grilled seafood
Fancy feast grilled tuna
Fancy feast creamy tuna

If was able to eat Fancy feast wet or dry cat food, within 4 minutes all would scream 
and then vomit!

Domestic (unspecified) Cat
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EON‐346320 1/31/2018 15:00 Milo’s Kitchen 
Homestyle Dog Treats
“Simply Chicken Jerky”

Purchased Milos Chicken Jerky treats for on Sunday (@ a Target store). 

After giving her a few (4-5?) —from late Sunday through Monday during day — she 
became extremely ill Monday evening. She began panting rather furiously (constantly & 
faster than normal panting). I took her outside and she had terrible diarrhea. Over 
course of entire night she had to go out 3 times (the “runs”). She ran outside quickly 
and went in on thick, ivy-covered ground. (So couldn’t assess her diarrhea, especially 
in the dark.)

On the way back inside, she stalled and look a bit “nervous.” So I waited with her in 
lobby of our condo building before heading back up with her in elevator. She then 
vomited. (It looked like ... a very odd “chicken pot pie” sort of — only way c of remotely 
describing it.) 

Finally, I put her inside my bathroom, opened a window now and put a towel down with 
a bowl of water —reassuring her constantly — and closed the door. (Something I never 
do — or have to do). I could tell she was exhausted. 
About an hour later — early Tuesday am by then—I checked on her. I could finally see 
her diarrhea, however, it was quite bloody. Rather shocking.

Yesterday (Tuesday) she has no appetite and was very lethargic. She was over the 
diarrhea and vomiting, thank goodness. Today — Wednesday, Jan 31 — She still has 
a limited appetite and is more tired than usual. But her overall health has definitely 
improved.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐346305 1/31/2018 3:20 Just Food for Dogs VENISON & 
SQUASH

After ingesting the food, started to diarrhea at night, for 3 times per night over the 
last 3 nights.

1.75 Years Bichon Frise Dog 15 Pound

EON‐346289 1/30/2018 17:16 Hartz bonanza parakeet diet 
health & vitality blend

Purchased a bag of Hartz parakeet Bonanza health & vitality. 
Never used brand before. Feed 2 budges. Both bird playing chirping, ate and both 
dropped dead at the same time.

2 Years Parakeet

EON‐346263 1/29/2018 18:08 Purina ONE Indoor Advantage all cats came to eat evening meal as usual. have been eating Purina ONE Indoor 
Advantage Dry for years with no issues. new bag recently purchased from Pet Supplies 
Plus in  was opened (best by Feb 2019, 72231079 1619L12), and cats 
began to eat. normally there is NO food left when I go back into individual rooms where 
fed. this time there was food left in every bowl. I'd say within 30 minutes, vomiting 
started by multiple cats all over the house. most of them vomited the food they had 
eaten and maybe one or two other times. simply could not seem to stop 
vomiting. After voiding the food completely, then her vomitus became clear and white 
foamy, then pink-tinged, then just outright bloody. I took her to  Veterinary 
Hospital this morning where she was admitted to be treated for severe nausea/vomiting 
and resulting serious dehydration.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8.1 Pound
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EON‐346257 1/29/2018 17:24 Blue Natural Veterinary Diet WU 
Weight Management + Urinary 
Care

 a client a prescription for a prescription food so she could conveniently get 
the food through the companies on line portal. Whenever the client needs food the 
Doctor gets an email and indicates to the company whether the prescription request is 
approved or denied. An email was sent for approval on approximately Jan 18. Shortly 
after that, a second email was sent to the Dr. Indicating that the company went ahead 
and approved the food since the clisn't said she needed it. This food would never have 
been approved by the Dr. Because 1. The client refused follow up appts, 2. The food 
was not working and 3. The client was transferring care to a local vet.

EON‐346255 1/29/2018 17:04 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs He was given 1/4 of the Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatball one evening for bed and 
within a minute or two vomited the treat in whole form. This happened over and over in 
a 5 day period. Once I removed this treat from his routine, the vomiting stopped. During 
the five day period, he continued to eat his food with no reactions. The only time he 
vomited was after eating a treat. While the initial problem happened from 01/02/2018 to 
01/08/2018. Once I returned from traveling during the week for several days. I 
purchased a new bag, from a different source, again only using 1/4 of the treat and the 
same reaction occurred on 01/27/2018. Since none of these treats were given from 
01/08/2018 to 01/27/2018 there were no reports of vomiting and all food was 
consumed with no issues.

10 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Smooth-haired

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐346249 1/29/2018 11:04 4Health Chicken & Rice Formula, 
4Health Grain-Free Beef & 
Potatoe

We've been feeding our dog 4Health dog food for almost 3 years. The last 3 months 
(Nov 2017-Jan 2018) upon opening a new bag and eating she has gotten violently ill. 
Bloody diarrhea , vomiting, lethargic, loss of appetite. I took her to with an emergency 
visit to our vet the first time this happened and she was extremely low on her red blood 
cell count and was 1% away from having to be hospitalized. The vet informed me that 
her condition could be fatal if left untreated. She received nausea medicine and fluids 
under the skin as well as antibiotics in case it was a bacterial infection. She was almost 
put on special sensitive stomach canned food and got better. December I purchased a 
new bag of 4Health dog food and she again got sick with the same symptoms as 
before. I had left over nausea medicine and used that to calm her stomach as well as 
fed her sensitive stomach dog food from my vet. I thought maybe in was a coincidence 
that the food caused it and it could have been something else, so I tried 4Health dry 
dog food again and she is right back in the same condition as before. Something must 
have changed in the last 3 months with their formula or ingredients that is causing such 
an uproar in my dog. There are SEVERAL other reports of the same thing happening to 
other dogs, with the same manufacturer all in the same time frame. They can be found 
here: https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/diamond_dog_food.html

Chihuahua Dog

EON‐346234 1/28/2018 21:24 The American Garden Peanut 
Butter

I wanted to give my dog a treat, os i decided to give him a spoon of a peanut butter. I 
gave him the American Garden peanut butter and i'm worried if this peanut butter 
contains xylitol or not.

2.5 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 2.5 Kilogra
m
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EON‐346186 1/27/2018 20:32 Purina Bella I went to the PetSmart in  with the intention of purchasing Purina Bella 
dog food. Upon observation of the bags of 3 lb chicken Purina Bella dog food, I noticed 
all of the bags had maggots in and on the packages. I notified the manager of the store 
and all of the bags were taken off the shelves. In reading online posts, it appears as if 
other people have also recently found maggots in their bags of Purina Bella dog food. 
For example, individuals have posted on a coupon website, Krazy Coupon Lady, recent 
incidents of finding maggots in their bags of Purina Bella.

EON‐346168 1/27/2018 12:56 Blue Buffalo Basics Limited 
Ingredient Formula Healthy 
Weight Turkey and Potato

I have 3 dogs. One was on Blue Buffalo Basics Healthy Weight turkey & potato. The 
other two were on a different flavor of Blue Buffalo. On January 12th,  ate his 
Blue Buffalo Healthy Weight food at noon and began throwing up that night around 6 
p.m. (The bag of food was already about 2/3 gone, 24 pound bag.) The next day, Jan. 
13th, I fed him plain rice & chicken broth twice and he was fine all day, acting normal, 
playing, etc. Saturday night I fed him the Blue Buffalo Healthy Weight again at around 6 
p.m. Sunday morning at 1 a.m. he began vomiting again. At 6 a.m. he drank water and 
vomited again and had diarrhea. I took him to the emergency vet where he had a 
temperature of 104.5 and all his liver values were sky high. He was hospitalized for 5 
days on antibiotics and other meds and is now home on antibiotics and medication for 
his liver. The liver values are slowly coming back down. At his last routine physical in 
Sept. 2017 prior to this incident all bloodwork was fine.

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 89 Pound

EON‐346161 1/27/2018 10:44 wholesomes grain free beef meal 
& chickpeas

had 2 bags of Wholesomes Beef Meal & Chickpeas 35lbs each delivered to my home 
from Chewy.com. exp jun/19/ lot reg 0k-pf0-0005 Opened a bag and immediately 
scooped a bowl for each of my Great Pyrenees dogs. Started to scoop into lg storage 
container and thought the food was lighter in color than usual. Then noticed it had 
white specks that appeared cooked in. It did not smell rancid or bad. Then I say larger 
white shreds or strands of something. My eyesight isn't that great anymore so I'm not 
sure what it is. I opened the 2nd bag and same thing. Immediately pulled food dogs 
were eating and called chewy.com. They are sending more (great hopefully a different 
lot) Next day emailed manufacturer Midwest pet foods and sent pictures. Their 
response was like oh well return it to where you bought it. They didn't seem to care 
about seeing it or identifyng what the particles are. I emailed again that I want to send 
them some because I want to know what it is. They said they are sending a postage 
paid envelope.

EON‐346159 1/27/2018 10:16 Purina Friskies Pate Mixed Grill I was feeding my cats Friskies Mixed Grill Pate and had scooped out part of the food 
for one cat and let the other one eat out of the can. The one eatingout of the cat 
suddenly stopped eating and ran away. I picked up the can and noticed something in it, 
and it was a large piece of heavy plastic or vinyl mixed in with the food.
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EON‐346154 1/27/2018 1:24 Purina Kit & Kaboodle Bought a bag of Purina Kit & kaboodle at safeway in  
 and upon opening the bag, it had several large clumps of kibble and a 

white substance, and several large clumps of kibble and a green substance. It smelled 
very off, and reminiscent of mold. The bag was properly sealed st time of purchase 
(January 24 2018) and has no rips or tears in the packaging. The “best by” date is 
January 2019. We have been alternating between this brand and another for two years, 
and our cats had some diarrhea recently; although the last bag did not look like this, I 
worry it may have also been contaminated, and may have been the reason for that 
illness.

EON‐346135 1/26/2018 15:28 Dog Joy Treats for Dogs Real 
Chicken Recipe

Ate all/part (not sure how much) of one treat that the dogs did not eat and got diarrhea. 9 Years Crossbred Feline/cat Cat 7 Pound

EON‐346134 1/26/2018 15:20 Dog Joy Treats for Dogs Real 
Chicken Recipe

After two treats, the puppy had severe diarrhea lasting two days, following by one day 
of vomiting.

8 Month
s

Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐346133 1/26/2018 15:08 Dog Joy Treats for Dogs Real 
Chicken Recipe

After eating two treats (over the span of two days), he had diarrhea that has lasted two 
days.

9 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 185 Pound

EON‐346128 1/26/2018 10:44 Healthy Coat Dog Food 
Supplement

Received a HealthyCoat canine product and discovered they put a canine label over 
top their show product label. The two products have different ingredients and it was 
clear by the smell (show is apple flavor and canine is bacon) that it was not the canine 
product.

EON‐346127 1/26/2018 10:44 Ol’ Roy Puppy Complete We have been feeding  Ol Roy Puppy chow since we got him, about six weeks 
ago. I bought him a new bag of the same dog food and he vomited the entire night and 
acted lethargic. We fed him from the previous bag the next day and he was fine. We 
then fed him from the new bag the third day and he became sick and lethargic again. 
For some reason the new bag is making him sick.

4 Month
s

Terrier - Irish Soft-
coated Wheaten

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐346115 1/25/2018 21:52 Purina Dog Chow Complete 
Adult with Real Chicken

Purchased Purina Dog Chow, Complete Adult, 57 lb. bag, code on bag: 17800 17738, 
at Sam's Club,  last week. Opened bag 2 days ago and fed 2 of our 3 
dogs. (3rd dog is older Dachshund, and cannot eat hard food). Chihuahua and larger 
dog (35 lbs), began eating food Tuesday. Noticed dogs eating grass, vomiting grass 
shortly after on Wednesday. Both dogs ill yesterday with severe vomitting. Pulled food 
from pets. Chihuahua had bloody stools today, took to vet. Gave sample of food to vet.

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound

EON‐346048 1/25/2018 15:12 Pet holiday collection- 
Gingerbread Man Munchies-dog 
chews

Animal given one treat before bed in the morning Animal appeared ataxic; running into 
walls and not responding to Owner. n

15 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 14.18 Pound
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EON‐345965 1/25/2018 12:24 limited ingredient diet with 
kangaroo as protein source - 
manufacturer not specified in 
written history (we have 
attempted to contact the owner 
but they do not return phone 
calls)

At his scheduled visit to my clinic, thoracic radiographs showed generalized 
cardiomegaly which had been progressive compared to prior chest radiographs from 
his regular veterinarian but there was no evidence of cardiogenic edema. 
Echocardiogram was performed which showed dilated cardiomyopathy. Fundic exam 
was abnormal with a suspected partial retinal detachment OS. Diet history revealed 
that was eating a kangaroo based diet. At this time the patient was continued on 
the Cough-tabs, Lasix was discontinued, and Vetmedin (2.5mg a.m., 1.25mg p.m.), 
enalapril (1.25mg BID), and taurine (500mg BID) were started. Taurine was 
discontinued after a normal taurine level was received. Cough persisted despite these 
changes and a course of doxycycline was prescribed (50mg BID x 10days). The cough 
improved significantly but did not completely resolve so the doxycycline was continued 
an additional 14 days. The dog has since been lost to follow-up. I have attempted to 
contact the owner and am waiting for a response. I did contact the referring 
veterinarian and to their knowledge the dog is still alive.

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 6.08 Kilogra
m

EON‐345929 1/24/2018 22:24 Blue Buffalo Basics Grain Free 
Limited Ingredient-Turkey; also 
Duck flavor; also Lamb flavor

Has had elevated liver numbers for several years. Has had fatty tumors for years and 
growing. Recently diagnosed with oral melanoma and surgical removal of an oral 
tumor.

Years Retriever - Labrador Dog
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EON‐345925 1/24/2018 20:12 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain Free 
Indoor Chicken Recipe for Cats

On 12/26/17 we switched our 3 cats from Blue Buffalo Kitten Chicken dry food to Blue 
Buffalo Freedom Grain Free Indoor Chicken dry food. On 12/27/17  vomited 
once. On 12/28/17 vomited once. By 12/29/17 all 3 cats, including , were 
vomiting profusely. We took all 3 cats to our regular vet,  Animal Hospital in 

. All 3 were dehydrated, administered sub-Q fluids, and the anti-nausea 
medication Cerenia. The veterinarian, , switches us to Hills prescription I/D 
food. Their blood work is normal. By 12/30/17 the cats are not eating. They are 
prescribed Cyproheptadine, an appetite stimulant. On 12/31/17 all 3 cats are still 
vomiting. 2 of the 3 are not eating ).  is vomiting 
bile. We rush them to the ER vet, , because it is a 
holiday weekend. All 3 are dehydrated. The bloodwork and xrays are relatively normal. 
Excessive gas is shown in all three colons and intestines.  intestines are 
inflamed. Hospitalization is recommended, by , but we had to decline it 
because we could not afford it. The low end for all 3 cats for one night was $4600+, the 
high end was $7200+. We opted for the conservative treatment plan instead, which 
included more sub-Q fluids, continuation of medications, and the addition of 
Famotidine. By 1/1/18, and  stop vomiting and start eating. However, 

continues to vomit. As advised by the ER vet, , any continuation 
of vomiting requires hospitalization. We rush  back to the ER and agree to 
the hospitalization plan. On 1/2/18  is transfered back to our regular vet 

 He remains in their care until 1/4/18.  and are rechecked on 
1/2/18 and released. It should be noted that the only other food these cats were fed at 
the time of this incident was Blue Buffalo Indoor Chicken Entree Pate wet food. 
However, at the onset of the reactions, they had consumed 20/24 cans in the case. 
Therefore it seems more logical that the newly introduced dry food is to blame. It is in 
the opinion of the ER vet, , and the  vet, , that these 
complications are beyond the typical digestive upset you would see with a food 
change. Advised by both vets to file a report with the Blue Buffalo manufacturer and the 
FDA.

14 Years American Shorthair Cat 7.12 Pound
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EON‐345924 1/24/2018 20:12 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain Free 
Indoor Chicken Recipe for Cats

On 12/26/17 we switched our 3 cats from Blue Buffalo Kitten Chicken dry food to Blue 
Buffalo Freedom Grain Free Indoor Chicken dry food. On 12/27/17 vomited 
once. On 12/28/17 vomited once. By 12/29/17 all 3 cats, including , were 
vomiting profusely. We took all 3 cats to our regular vet,  Animal Hospital in 

. All 3 were dehydrated, administered sub-Q fluids, and the anti-nausea 
medication Cerenia. The veterinarian, , switches us to Hills prescription I/D 
food. Their blood work is normal. By 12/30/17 the cats are not eating. They are 
prescribed Cyproheptadine, an appetite stimulant. On 12/31/17 all 3 cats are still 
vomiting. 2 of the 3 are not eating   is vomiting 
bile. We rush them to the ER vet, , because it is a 
holiday weekend. All 3 are dehydrated. The bloodwork and xrays are relatively normal. 
Excessive gas is shown in all three colons and intestines. intestines are 
inflamed. Hospitalization is recommended, by  but we had to decline it 
because we could not afford it. The low end for all 3 cats for one night was $4600+, the 
high end was $7200+. We opted for the conservative treatment plan instead, which 
included more sub-Q fluids, continuation of medications, and the addition of 
Famotidine. By 1/1/18, and stop vomiting and start eating. However, 

 continues to vomit. As advised by the ER vet, , any continuation 
of vomiting requires hospitalization. We rush  back to the ER and agree to 
the hospitalization plan. On 1/2/18  is transfered back to our regular vet 

. He remains in their care until 1/4/18.  and  are rechecked on 
1/2/18 and released. It should be noted that the only other food these cats were fed at 
the time of this incident was Blue Buffalo Indoor Chicken Entree Pate wet food. 
However, at the onset of the reactions, they had consumed 20/24 cans in the case. 
Therefore it seems more logical that the newly introduced dry food is to blame. It is in 
the opinion of the ER vet,  and the  vet, , that these 
complications are beyond the typical digestive upset you would see with a food 
change. Advised by both vets to file a report with the Blue Buffalo manufacturer and the 
FDA.

9 Month
s

American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound
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EON‐345923 1/24/2018 20:12 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain Free 
Indoor Chicken Recipe for Cats

On 12/26/17 we switched our 3 cats from Blue Buffalo Kitten Chicken dry food to Blue 
Buffalo Freedom Grain Free Indoor Chicken dry food. On 12/27/17  vomited 
once. On 12/28/17  vomited once. By 12/29/17 all 3 cats, including , were 
vomiting profusely. We took all 3 cats to our regular vet,  Animal Hospital in 

 All 3 were dehydrated, administered sub-Q fluids, and the anti-nausea 
medication Cerenia. The veterinarian, , switches us to Hills prescription I/D 
food. Their blood work is normal. By 12/30/17 the cats are not eating. They are 
prescribed Cyproheptadine, an appetite stimulant. On 12/31/17 all 3 cats are still 
vomiting. 2 of the 3 are not eating ). is vomiting 
bile. We rush them to the ER vet , because it is a 
holiday weekend. All 3 are dehydrated. The bloodwork and xrays are relatively normal. 
Excessive gas is shown in all three colons and intestines.  intestines are 
inflamed. Hospitalization is recommended, by , but we had to decline it 
because we could not afford it. The low end for all 3 cats for one night was $4600+, the 
high end was $7200+. We opted for the conservative treatment plan instead, which 
included more sub-Q fluids, continuation of medications, and the addition of 
Famotidine. By 1/1/18,  and  stop vomiting and start eating. However, 

 continues to vomit. As advised by the ER vet,  any continuation 
of vomiting requires hospitalization. We rush  back to the ER and agree to 
the hospitalization plan. On 1/2/18 is transfered back to our regular vet 

. He remains in their care until 1/4/18. and  are rechecked on 
1/2/18 and released. It should be noted that the only other food these cats were fed at 
the time of this incident was Blue Buffalo Indoor Chicken Entree Pate wet food. 
However, at the onset of the reactions, they had consumed 20/24 cans in the case. 
Therefore it seems more logical that the newly introduced dry food is to blame. It is in 
the opinion of the ER vet, , and the  vet, , that these 
complications are beyond the typical digestive upset you would see with a food 
change. Advised by both vets to file a report with the Blue Buffalo manufacturer and the 
FDA.

9 Month
s

American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐345912 1/24/2018 17:20 Abound Grain Free with beef and 
vegetable cuts in gravy

I've been feeding  canned Abound Grain Free with beef and vegetable cuts in 
gravy for about two years. I purchase the food from Ralphs grocery store and the food 
is distributed by Inter-American products. I purchased the food because it was beef and 
the vet believes her allergies are related to chicken and grain products. I can't afford 
the expensive allergy testing. After reading about a problem with some canned pet 
foods containing dangerous ingredients I checked the label on the Abound beef dog 
food. I was surprised and angry to find that the number one ingredient in this "beef 
food" was chicken! It's my understanding that the ingredients in all foods begin with 
what the food contains the most of and go down. This dog foods ingredients are listed 
as follows: chicken, beef broth, chicken broth, chicken liver and finally beef, etc. I 
couldn't understand why her skin wasn't clearing up and why she was continuing to get 
ear infections and sores on her skin. This company should not be allowed to label their 
dog food as beef when it mostly contains chicken!!

9 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐345910 1/24/2018 16:12 Fromm Surf & Turf Food For 
Dogs

I began feeding this bag of food on the morning of 21Jan18. She had several 
bouts of liquid stool begging the evening of 23Jan18. These are the same symptoms 
that had been experienced by my other dog starting 2 days prior.

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound

EON‐345909 1/24/2018 15:56 Fromm Surf & Turf Food For 
Dogs

Began having loose stool on the evening after feeding a new bag of Fromm Surf & 
Turf. Had approximately 10 episodes of diarrhea starting as very soft stool and 
developing into translucent brown liquid. Two possible blood spots were observed. Dog 
was fed a diet of sweet potato and low fat dry food until episode resolved the next day. 
As the patient had recovered and stool had returned to normal, and the food was not 
yet identified as the cause, the dog was returned to the Fromm Surf & Turf. Several 
hours later he again developed loose stool.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound

EON‐345908 1/24/2018 11:08 Good Lovin' Peanut Butter 
Flavored Mini Rawhide Roll Dog 
Chews 5.5 oz.

Dogs were fed 4-5 Good Lovin' Peanut Butter Flavored Mini Rawhide Roll Dog Chews, 
5.5 oz Purchased on 01/20/2018 from PetCo located at  

 Both started throwing up a day after, and continued to have diarrhea. They 
have become de-hydrated and are not moving.

4 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐345878 1/23/2018 19:44 Authority Chicken Jerky About 3-5 hours after the dog was fed the snack, she would vomit. If she had a large 
piece the night before, she would continue to vomit after eating breakfast. At times she 
refused to eat all day after a vomiting episode.

Shiba Inu Dog

EON‐345877 1/23/2018 18:56 Alpo prime cuts I gave my dog Alpo canned dog food. My two other dogs would not eat it. Within 
minutes of eating the food the dog would not move he could not see he was having 
tremors he could not walk he was barely moving . I ran him to the closest vet and they 
took him in as an emergency he had tremors four hours and was given sodium chloride 
he stayed at the vets for the entire day they recommended checking his liver enzymes 
in a couple weeks to see if there's any permanent damage caused by the food. This 
dog was so sick we thought he was going to die he couldn't even hold his head up. We 
are currently waiting on the liver enzyme results to see how to proceed. We also have 
the can that the food was in along with the lot number and expiration.

2.5 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐345864 1/23/2018 15:36 Blue Ridge Beef kitten grind Death of two kittens due to salmonella septicemia, diagnosed via necropsy at , 
report available.

3 Month
s

Siamese Cat 2 Pound

EON‐345835 1/22/2018 18:52 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Dry Dog 
Food

 had been presented to his regular veterinarian for a week long history of cough 
on August 22, 2017. Radiographs were taken and was initially placed on 
antibiotics for presumed pneumonia (amoxicillin and doxycycline). Radiographs were 
reviewed by a radiologist who revised the diagnosis to congestive heart failure and 
furosemide and enalapril were added. I evaluated on September 5, 2017 and 
diagnosed him with dilated cardiomyopathy with congestive heart failure.

4 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 15.5 Kilogra
m

EON‐345833 1/22/2018 18:28 California Natural Grain-Free 
Kangaroo and Red Lentils 
Recipe

had been diagnosed with a new heart murmur a couple of months earlier, then 
developed difficulty breathing and cough and was diagnosed with congestive heart 
failure. Echocardiogram showed evidence of dilated cardiomyopathy and chronic 
degenerative valve disease. 

* is the biologic niece of  - FDA ICSR ID 2040528

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 25.6 Kilogra
m
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EON‐345831 1/22/2018 18:12 California Natural Grain-Free 
Kangaroo and Red Lentils 
Recipe

One week prior to presentation at a local emergency and specialty clinic, owners noted 
 to be tiring more quickly when playing catch. On the day of her initial presentation 

to the ER clinic, she had been coughing more than usual and sank to the ground when 
attempting to chase a ball, but recovered quickly. At the ER clinic she was diagnosed 
with atrial fibrillation and early congestive heart failure. Treatment was initiated there 
January 20,2017, she was transferred to our clinic on January 23, 2017 for further 
evaluation and care. Her arrhythmia converted back to a normal sinus rhythm on 
January 20th prior to transfer and her congestive heart failure resolved with treatment. 
She had a second collapse episode prior to referral. Echocardiogram showed evidence 
of dilated cardiomyopathy with concurrent chronic degenerative valve disease.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 32.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐345822 1/22/2018 17:24 California Natural Grain-Free 
Kangaroo and Red Lentils 
Recipe

 was presented for evaluation of cough, labored breathing, multiple episodes of 
collapse, cardiomegaly, and suspected congestive heart failure. Congestive heart 
failure was confirmed with thoracic radiographs and echocardiogram revealed dilated 
cardiomyopathy.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐345819 1/22/2018 16:20 There are no labels on the 
package but it was beef

Company is selling meat off the back of truck with no labels. The meat is not packaged 
properly and there are numerous flies and other vermin around. I am not sure the truck 
is of adequate temperature which may cause the meat to spoil.

EON‐345801 1/22/2018 15:08 Trader Joe's Wholesome & 
Natural Dog Food Formula

After researching Trader Joe's Dog food, I found their AAFCO statement to be 
questionable. On further investigation I found that they are not registered in 
Washington to sell pet food and I am concerned about the quality and safety of their 
food.
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EON‐345778 1/22/2018 14:20 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain-Free 
Chicken Recipe Small Breed Dry 
Dog Food 4 Lb 
by Blue Buffalo

Our pet, was a healthy and happy dog. He was in a nearby daycare - (  
 pet resort) from . As soon as we took him from the daycare, 

he showed signs of dizziness, loss of appetite and extreme lethargy. We took him to 
the vet next day to find out that his liver enzymes were too high and his blood counts 
were too low.  from animal hospital treated him and gave 
tablets to try. Despite taking tablets, our dog's condition was getting worse 
accompanied by vomiting and diarrhea. We took him back to the vet after couple of 
days. The doctor asked us to continue the tablets for couple more days to see if there's 
any improvement. Within couple of days, the little soul passed away. It was so 
heartbreaking for our entire family. Everything happened within a week.

We suspected that something could have happened in the daycare. When we informed 
to ) , he and the state veterinarian 

 arranged for an inspection in the day care and could not conclude the 
reason for  death. 
Meanwhile, I came across this article. Below is the link to it.

https://www.chagrinfallspetclinic.com/2017/09/14/pet-food-lead-alert-blue-buffalo-blue-
wilderness-dog-food-class-action-law-suit/

We were feeding him Blue Buffalo pet food throughout his life. He had all the 
symptoms like the article say. His sudden death at a very young age must be having 
some kind of underlying cause. I would like to report his death to analyze the cause 
behind this pet food. Please help us reveal the actual truth behind this dog food. This 
could save many lives of pets.

8.5 Years Maltese Dog 13 Pound

EON‐345767 1/22/2018 13:28 IAMS PROACTIVE HEALTH 
SMALL & TOY BREED ADULT 
1+

My vet told me to start transition from puppy food to adult mt dog had been eating Iams 
small breed puppy food so I bought a bag of Iams adult small breed and mixed with 
Iams puppy food and gradually add more adult my dog started vomiting went to vet IV 
fluids, injection came home with 2 prescriptions then the diarrhea started back to vet 
stated 2 night and 3 days IV fluids and more injection x-rays back home 3 
prescriptions, prescription dog food doing great Vet said when prescription dog food 
used up start back on Iams so I bought new bag of Iams adult small breed first time 
she ate within 1 hour vomiting stopped feeding start back on meds and Hills Science 
Diet looked online for reviews for Iams Consumer Affairs many people had same 
experience some lost their fur babies........Some thing need to be done!! Thanks 

9 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound

EON‐345755 1/21/2018 20:40 Fancy Feast Seafood Grilled 
Collection

Cat developed severe diarrhea and vomiting within days of giving new variety of Fancy 
Feast in October 2017. Vet diagnosed as pancreatitis November 2017. Animal treated, 
but never fully recovered. Euthanized  Not realizing illness connected to 
food, offered remaining food offered to dog. Dog vomited in same way as cat within 
one-two days after eating product; immediately stopped feeding. Dog showed no 
further adverse effects.

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9.5 Pound

EON‐345727 1/21/2018 2:44 Purina Friskies Tender&Crunchy 
Combo

I fed the cats 1 time this food and 18 of them have thrown up violently and continuously 
a great amount

5 Years American Shorthair Cat
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EON‐345716 1/20/2018 20:36 Evanger's Whole Chicken Thighs I found a whole dead fly in a brand new can of Evangers Whole Chicken Thighs.

EON‐345682 1/20/2018 17:20 Digesteeze Rawhide-Beef Large My at the time was given a rawhide bone called "Digesteeze" brand new product-
had a special chemical for aiding in tarter control of the teeth, even though that's Not 
the reason I bought it..it was the only large rawhide bone they had. After I bought at 
Petexpress store in . He only had a small portion and within 20 minutes had a 
grand mal seizure for at least 30 seconds. We took him to the ER, they were able with 
meds and IV solution stabilize him and he came back home late the next day. I nursed 

 and realized no one was home upstairs-and horribly had to put him down a few 
months later due to lack of quality of life.  could not walk at all, had to be on 
seizure med, and was incontinent from the day he was poisoned from that bone! I 
found out their meat and products came from at least two different countries. The 
company listed is in  and they just distribute, they admitted this to me over the 
phone, after days of denial. I also got a hold of you, and was promised you would take 
a serious look at this case, twice..and still nothing. I was also so concerned with other 
buyers and their dogs, you promised to get back to me, and that never happened 
either. I let the store know-manager hoping they would take it off the shelf (petexpress) 
and they did not, in fact you could buy digesteeze anywhere you wanted and online! It 
still upsets me (makes me sad) that there is nothing I can do to warn others. My  
never had a health issue ever in his years (he was lucky) but I didn't take it for granted 
either-he was always up to speed with his shots and other meds for heart worm and 
fleas for example. In fact I still have a piece of that bone he ate, the other piece the vet 
wanted. No studies have been done, frankly I do not know this late in the game who 
would check it out? But if the chemical they put in it made it toxic, it would most likely 
be in there. I pray I get some feedback this time, just for some closure on my end and 
who knows, how many other dog owners?

14 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 76 Pound

EON‐345664 1/19/2018 14:44 Blue Wilderness
Rocky Mountain Recipe
Red Meat Dinner
ADULT

Have been feeding with American Tradition dry dog (CHEWY) food mixed with 1/3 can 
wilderness blue canned dog food (12oz)-always their beef and chicken or duck and 
chicken, but he was getting tired of those so I ordered Blue Wilderness Red Meat 
Dinner /Adult for a change. The next morning he was squirting red bloody mixture and 
vomiting red foamy saliva. Continued for 2 horrible days, loss of appetite. Ignored any 
dry dogfood. I then boiled chicken breasts and white rice. He ate that and started 
improving. I called Manufacturer and gave all info and lot numbers and asked them to 
test and get back to me. Of course I have heard nothing from them. BEST BY MAR 29 
20 11 13 X 62WRRS1. Switched to Zignature turkey canned with good results. The mfg 
never even said they were sorry or really seem concerned with the incident. Yes, I still 
have 2 cases minus one can.

21 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound
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EON‐345660 1/19/2018 12:56 Iams proactive health minichunks We had purchased a new bag of Iams dog food mini chunks on January 7th for 
 when I opened the bag I noticed the kernels were two different colors but then 

noticed they changed the formula so I did not think much of it. After about a week or so 
she began to act lathargic, scared, and having diarrhea. On January 13, 2018 I took 
her to the vet and she had a slight fever and they said her stomach was probably 
upset. She had to get a shot and some medication along with a bland wet food. We did 
the bland diet for about 3 days and she was starting to act normal again then we had to 
reintroduce her to her normal food and it all started again! I began looking to see if 
others have had similar issues with Iams dry dog food and was shocked to see all the 
recent complaints about it. All dogs have had the same symptoms but it does not 
appear Iams is doing anything to resolve the issue. Our pet is like our family and to 
think that they are basically poisoning her makes me very upset. This food needs to be 
taken off the shelves immediately before any other pets get sick or die. I wpuld like to 
be contacted to discuss what I can do about this terrible experience!

23 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 36 Pound

EON‐345648 1/19/2018 0:12 IAMS Proactive Health Mini 
chunks Adult 1+

After eating from a new bag of IAMS Proactive Health Mini Chunks two tone kibble my 
dog reacted violently with pooping and throwing up at he same time. He was breathing 
heavy. He never ate people food only ate IAMS dog food. He soon died after that 
reaction. He was perfectly healthy before eating this bag of dog food.

Retriever - Labrador Dog 71 Pound

EON‐345604 1/18/2018 13:45 Healthy Hide
Good'n'Fun Triple Flavor Kabobs

On three separate occasions, about an hour after giving  a Healthy Hide 
"Good'n'fun Triple Flavor Kabob" he would sit up from a sound sleep, would open his 
mouth wide, froth at the mouth, lay back down, stiffen his body and convulse. He would 
be incapacitated from anywhere to fifteen to forty seconds. Following the event, he 
made attempts to stand up, appeared disoriented for five to ten minutes and would 
continuously fall over. Occasionally, he would cry which is out of his typical behavior. 
Additionally, he has had very loose stool that has traces of mucus in it. There has been 
no vomiting thus far. Following the events, he would frequently urinate and drink 
excessively. About an hour following the seizure activity, he would return to his typical 
self, but ultimately was lethargic for the rest of the day. On days where he has had no 
Healthy Hide "Good'n'fun Triple Flavor Kabob" treats, there were no episodes like this 
at all. 

Although we have only witnessed three seizures, we anticipate there have been more 
as his behavior has been untypical. For example, frequent accidents in our home, and 
a sense of restlessness. 

***The pack that we have given him prior to the seizures has one Kabob left, that we 
have saved for any testing that needs to occur. We also have the original package.

10 Years Terrier - Silky Dog 8 Pound
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EON‐345601 1/18/2018 13:44 Blue Wilderness Chicken Recipe 
Blue Wilderness Duck Recipe

6 Years Maine Coon Cat 8 PoundDuring around mid-April 2017, I had both of the cats on Wilderness Dry Cat Food, Duck 
Formula.  development was slow to start, and she began vomiting her food. 
This continued after I switched both cats to the Wilderness Chicken Formula. She 

eventually lost her appetite and refused to eat anything, and had gone from 12 pounds 
to 8 pounds (30% loss from her original body weight). She developed jaundice, and 

was admitted into  Animal Hospital on 5/3/2017 for supportive care for the 
diagnosis of fatty liver disease, which included the insertion of a feeding tube through 

her throat. She was discharged from the hospital on 5/5/2017 at the weight of 9.18 
pounds. Her feeding tube remained in place for a week after discharge, and she had a 
checkup at  Animal Hospital on 5/12/2017 and weighed in at 8.9 lbs. She 

has had a few check-ups over the next several weeks to monitor and check her 
bilirubin levels and weight. Her bilirubin levels were drastically reduced after 2-3 weeks 

of tube feeding, and her weight steadily increased. Her tube was removed on 
05/30/2017, and she weighed in at 10.70 pounds during this check-up. Her final 

checkup was on 06/16/2017. She weighed in at 11.35 pounds, and has fully recovered. 
She is also now eating normally on her own with no vomiting or any other concerns. 

During around mid-April 2017, I had both of the cats on Wilderness Dry Cat Food, Duck 
Formula. experienced itchy skin, which resulted in him scratching his neck and 

face very often. He developed lesions around his face and neck. Two of them were 
major and were roughly 0.5” in diameter. His wounds were not healing since he was 

scratching them. I took him to  Animal Hospital, and was informed that his 
wounds on his face and around his mouth were infected. He required a shot of 

antibiotics, and a round of prednisone steroids for roughly two weeks. I switched both 
cats from the Wilderness Duck Formula to the Wilderness Chicken Formula. His 
lesions went away after the switch; however, he began vomiting the Wilderness 

Chicken dry cat food as soon as he ate it between the dates of May 8-10, 2017. I fed 
him wet and dry food of a different brand and he had no issue keeping it down 

I am convinced that there is an issue with the Wilderness line that is making the cats ill. 
I BB l i i i l i
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EON‐345478 1/17/2018 12:44 Natural Balance Venison There was a massive shortage of venison containing dog meals a couple months back 
for a couple weeks. When we finally were able.to purchase the nature balance venison 
meal he has eaten his entire life, he wouldn't eat it. We had to change the food after 
four days and then the chowed down. A few weeks ago he became very ill: diarrhea 
and emesis all throughout the house. Having to be let out every hour at night to void 
his GI. A week later, the same thing happened to our 50lb lab mix who is 10yrs old and 
has eaten this food for 8 yrs. I gave them the brat diet and they had to go on 
Omeprazole and Prednisone for a week and they have been binded gastro-wise for a 
good five days to a week now. 
I went into preterm labor and my father came to watch kids and dogs and unknowingly 
fed the dogs the nature balance food which they both ate. They had been eating blue 
diamond chicken formula past three days no problems and bound. After eating nature 
balance they both became sick and are voiding bowels everywhere. Our aunts dog has 
also recently refused to eat this food which he had been consuming without hesitation 
for 6 months prior to venison "shortage".

9 Years Shepherd Dog - White Dog 100 Pound

EON‐345476 1/17/2018 9:00 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

On the 15 th of January 2018 our 9 year old Old English bull dog was taken to the 
Animal hospital blood work , xrays were done of my dogs stomach! It was determined 
that he has an intestinal infection of his intestines and stomach! He was put on intro 
venous for dehydration Fluids Sq 600- 1000CCC due to vomiting given medications 
Cerenia injection 4cc and Injection of famotidene . It showed in the Xray the treat was 
sitting in the bottom of his stomach , chunks , that his body is having a hard time 
digesting ! His blood work returned with an infection is due to these treats! He is still 
under observation at the moment eating a bland diet food given to us by the Vet and 

 animal hospital! He has yet to have a bowl movement so with the vet 
we are watching him to determine very shortly if he will need ultra sound and possible 
surgery! This is as of Tuesday today Jan 16, 2018.

9 Years Bulldog Dog 99 Pound

EON‐345443 1/16/2018 11:40 Rachael Ray nutrish Diaheria Vomiting exesive thirst 1 Years Spaniel - King Charles Dog 20 Pound

I have contacted BB several times regarding reimbursement, but my claim has been 
denied without providing any test results supposedly run on the batch of food which i 

find highly insufficient. 

I have spoken to many people regarding BB, all of whom indicated that the food had 
made their pets ill as well. BB had a recall of Wilderness dog food around the same 
time last year as when my cats became ill; this is not a coincidence to me and i have 
been ignored many times by BB when I have contacted them regarding the matter. 

This is unprofessional and unacceptable behavior. I have submitted a 50 page 
package to them providing all the requested information needed to honor a claim, and i 

have been denied twice. I do not want to see other pet owners go through the same 
thing, and I would like for my claim to be honored, thus reimbursing me for nearly 2k in 
vet bills to save my cat's life as the female cat would have died if i did not hospitalize 
her. I would also like any information to pursue legal action against BB to have my 

claim honored. DA Consumer protection has been notified previously, with no avail as 
they claim they cannot take action against businesses.
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EON‐345436 1/16/2018 5:52 Earth Animal Agility chicken 
cutlets 8oz

I have three miniature dachshunds tha all developed hemorrhagic diarrhea and 
vomiting at the same time.
They were all hospitalized for two days to receive IV antibiotics and adjunct support.
The cause was Clostridium.
Normal blood values are under 300.
Their blood work showed over 59,000.
The probable cause , accccording to my veterinarian, was the Earth Animal agility 
chicken cutlet treats 8 oz.
I have purchased them from both Amazon and local pet food stores, including  

4 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐345430 1/15/2018 22:32 Canine Carryouts Beef I began giving my dog the carry out snacks (beef) on Saturday and he vomited on 
Saturday night. Not realizing it may be from the treats I gave it to him again on Sunday 
night. On Monday morning he had explosive diarrhea. There was a foul smell and one 
treat was completely undigested.

7 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 12 Pound

EON‐345411 1/15/2018 16:24 Stella & Chewy's. Stella's super 
beef meal mixers.

Found black specs of some sort of material in freeze dried beef morsels.

EON‐345406 1/15/2018 15:20 Ol' Roy Dog Food Complete 
Nutrition

I was making dinner for my dogs and I happened to look down at the dog food and 
noticed a piece of white hair on a piece so I tried to remove it. I picked up the piece and 
realized it was stuck inside of the kibble. I then looked at another piece and noticed a 
black piece of hair which I also could not remove. Upon inspecting multiple pieces, a 
majority of them had little black pieces of hair coming out of them. The black pieces of 
hair looked exactly like thick beard hair as opposed to hair on your head.

EON‐345389 1/15/2018 11:52 Pedigree Chicken Casserole in 
Gravy

found 2 small plastic objects in a pouch of pedigree dog food.

EON‐345382 1/15/2018 10:48 Iams ProActive Health Adult Mini 
Chunks.

After starting a new bag of Iams Mini Chuncks  developed Hemorrhagic 
Gastroenteritis, had to had emergency surgery and stay in Vet Hospital. Our other dog 

 developed Pancreatitis. They are still fighting for their lives and we have spent 
thousands of dollars.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 45 Pound

EON‐345380 1/15/2018 10:32 Authority Dental Puppy Teething 
Rings Chicken Flavor

My puppy is teething and according to directions on package a puppy weighing what 
mine does can have 3 teething rings in one day which is what I allowed him to have. 
He began acting lethargic that evening and by morning was lethargic, not eating even 
his favorite treats and vomited that morning. He seemed to feel better during the day 
Vomiting occurred again the second day.

5 Month
s

Siberian Husky Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐345364 1/14/2018 23:12 Savory Prime Cod Skin Treats
Great for dogs of all sizes
Healthy Choices

Company "Savory Prime Cod Skin Treats for Dogs" (www.savoryprimepet.com) sells 
"100% cod skin" rolls for dogs as treats. I have purchased 5 bags, plus 1 bag of their 
cod skin crunchy bites for me puppy in the past few months. The bag reads that they 
have been "inspected and certified", "veterinary recomended".
I noticed a VERY shiny amber colored substance on one of the rolls from my most 
recent package, so I inspected each roll. All of these dried fish skins appear to be 
GLUED together to form a roll with glue looking like amber colored translucent epoxy, 
an ingredient which is toxic and poisonous and not to be eaten.
I have photographed many of the rolls which I can send you, or I can send you the 
exact rolls. The reason I happened to notice this shiny glue is because one of the rolls 
has a dollop of glue showing thru the clean window in the plastic bag. I never thought 
to examine the 4 bags I purchased previously and fed to my pup. I was giving her 1 roll 
every night as a treat.
I hope my puppy is not going to have health problems by consuming this epoxy glue! I 
also do NOT want other dogs to eat these poisonous rolls. I bought them from 
Amazon.com and plan to let them know about these cod skins, as well as contacting 
the company in California who imports these treats from China.

EON‐345347 1/14/2018 9:20 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

I have been giving my dog Golden Rewards Jerky Treats for about two years at the 
rate of one a day with no known issues. Today I opened a new sealed bag that I 
purchased on 01/03/2018. Today after I gave my dog her treat and was about to close 
the bag I caught the odor of decaying meat. I put the bag a little closer to my face and 
the odor was overwhelming! I am 71 years old, have hunted and fished all my life and 
spend a lot of time in the outdoors so I know the smell. It is unmistakable. I have not 
reported this to Walmart and probably will not since I do not believe they will follow up.

EON‐345334 1/13/2018 22:28 authority and purina petsmarts dog food authority has moths and the larvae in along with the worms..it 
started with them being outside the bags now the moths are inside the closed sealed 
unopened bags

EON‐345315 1/13/2018 15:16 Authority® GNC Pets® Healthy 
Weight + Joint Support Adult Dog 
Food - Turkey & Chickpea

Bought a bag of Authority GNC Pets Healthy Weight and Joint Support AdultDog Food 
(Turkey and Chickpea flavored), and when I arrived home to open the bag, there were 
maggots crawling around inside the bag of food. I wrote a review and contacted the 
store about the issue. Absolutely disgusted by this.

EON‐345298 1/13/2018 11:08 Pure Balance Adult Chicken 
Recipe

The can of Pure Balance dog food exploded when I opened it. sku 078742036335, 
BIUB date: Oct 25 20, code UD9CS1 05:55

EON‐345296 1/13/2018 10:56 S & S Products 96724 7 Inch 
Hick Ham Bone Treat

My daughter's dog was shaking like she was cold, not eating her dinner and throwing 
up a bunch of water and some bread

9 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 44 Pound

EON‐345278 1/12/2018 18:36 Darwin's Natural Pet Products I fed my dog the raw duck food and shortly afterwards he vomited. Not long after that 
he had bloody diarrhea and refused to eat food. He was also lethargic and seemed to 
be in pain. I thought he might have an allergy to the food, so I stopped it and treated 
him for the diarrhea (gave him an anti-diarrhea and switched him to cooked 
chicken/rice) After 2 weeks he seemed to get better so I tried to reintroduce his raw 
food. He immediately got sick again with bloody diarrhea. I stopped all raw food and 
fed him chicken and rice for several more weeks and then started mixing in a kibble. It 
took nearly 2 months to finally stop him from having diarrhea. He is still recovering from 
this.

10 Years Bichon Frise Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐345258 1/12/2018 12:40 True Chews Premium Jerky Cuts I bought the Tyson True Chews dog treats for my dogs on Sunday, January 14th and 
started giving them to my dogs that day. My dogs started showing symptoms that 
evening and those symptoms worsened over the next few days. They started refusing 
to eat, threw up frequently, and had diarrhea. I took them to the vet and the vet ruled 
out an obstruction in the bowels or intestines, pancreatitis, parvo, and several other 
possibilities. The only change in their diet has been the addition of these treats. We 
stopped giving them those treats and they have started to improve and their symptoms 
have stopped.

8 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog 33 Pound

EON‐345256 1/12/2018 11:32 Iams Proactive Health with Grass-
Fed Lamb

Within 24 hours after opening a fresh bag of Iams Lamb and Rice, my dog had terrible 
diarrhea and woke up throughout the night and into the next day. I raise Labrador 
Retriever puppies for a guide dog organization. This is important for two reasons. First, 
short of raising a dog in an institutional setting, the diets of these dogs cannot be more 
controlled. We feed them only kibble for their meals, we train them with the same kibble 
for rewards, and we stuff Kongs with moisten kibble when they are crated. We are not 
permitted to take them to dog parks or leave them in an outside area without 
supervision. They have vests and go everywhere with us. My dog ate ONLY this kibble. 
My last guide dog had an exclusively Iams diet and never had digestive issues. The 
second reason is that the very next day after submitting my complaint to the 
manufacturer, my guide dog organization sent out an email that Mars was 
discontinuing Iams Lamb and Rice so we all needed to begin transitioning our dogs to 
a comparable brand (i.e., Purina One Smart Blend Lamb & Rice). I immediately 
became skeptical and questioned whether the discontinuation was an effort to AVOID a 
recall. I began an internet search and found DOZENS of complaints from customers 
whose dogs were exhibiting similar symptoms, a few stating that their dogs ultimately 
died. I also learned that Mars/Iams recently changed their formula, and I realized that 
my bag did have the multi-colored kibble indicative of the new change. By that time I 
had already contacted my veterinarian brother who told me to stop feeding the food 
immediately and start him on a chicken and rice diet. He finally slept through the night 
last night, and his feces showed improvement this morning.

7 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐345238 1/11/2018 18:08 Purina Beyond Natural Dog Food 
Simply 9

We were out of town at my daughters house in .  was given Purina 
Beyond, a new dog food, on Friday evening. She ate quite a bit... she also ate the next 
day. That afternoon she was vomiting and lethargic but not in distress. We decided to 
find a vet the next day even though it was . At 3:00am 
Sunday morning she started having convulsions, we immediately found a 24hr hospital 
in  about 45 minutes away. We wrapped her in a blanket and made the 
drive immediately, she died on the way there. She had just been to our vet,  
Veterinary Hospital a few weeks prior for her annual checkup and boosters. She was in 
excellent health. We’re heartbroken...

10 Years Terrier - West Highland 
White

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐345228 1/11/2018 15:44 Pedigree Dentastix We received a bag of Pedigree Dentastix from a neighbor. On Jan 9, late in the 
afternoon, I gave each of our dogs one of the treats. By early evening, was 
drinking unusually huge amounts of water but, considering her high dose of 
prednisone, I thought it was the medication. By 1 a.m., on Jan. 10, she started vomiting 
and kept doing so until almost 7 a.m. She received cerenia and I contacted her vets. 
Vomiting was the only symptom, but it was prolonged and severe. She drank water 
throughout. By late morning, she seemed to be doing much better.

9 Years Beagle Dog 16 Pound
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EON‐345223 1/11/2018 13:32 Blue Wilderness Adult Cat No lot number. No expiration date. 

Bar code: 11# Blue Wilderness Adult Cat - Duck. 40243 10518.

Purchased from Amazon on 12/31/17. Received 01/04/18
EON‐345215 1/11/2018 6:28 IAMS We bought a bag of IAMS (small,toy breed) dog food and after we had opened it up, 

there was no expiration date on bag. It made our dog very sick, as there may have 
been mold in it.

12 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 41 Pound

EON‐345209 1/11/2018 0:00 Brown's Tropical Carnival 
Foraging Treat Sweet Potates 
Yummies

One hamster died with her body facing upward with half of the sweet potatoes yummies 
next to the body. 
The other hamster had one and half stick of the sweet potatoes yummies who is 
lethargic, unable to eat and urinate, having black mucus stools a day after I digesting 
the treat. She is closing her eyes and shaky body.

1.5 Years Hamster 119 Gram

EON‐345208 1/10/2018 22:56 90065 Ordered some dog treats from i-Pets.com. One of the items, 10 pk Holiday Munchy 
Stars sku 90065, had an extremely bad smell, like something was rotting. The stars 
were were just packaged in a plastic bag with the sku number. There was not any 
expiration date or lot number or anything else. I contacted I-Pets and they stated their 
Quality Control Manager stated that "this happens with munchy items. The reason why 
it has the smell is because all munchy items are made of ground rawhide which 
generates this smell." They then offered a replacement or refund. 

I have ordered ground rawhide products for years and have never encountered this 
type of rotting odor before. I was also less than pleased answer.

EON‐345203 1/10/2018 21:12 Purina One Smart Blend Lamb 
and Rice

I purchased a 31 lb bag of Purina One smart blend Lamb and Rice dog food for Harris 
Teeter at  on 1/9/18. The bag had moldy 
dog food in it. The bags UPC code or 17800 14941. I believe the manufacturing 
number is either LN-3319-704-K4 or 72821086 1615L09 and it was bagged on 9/10/17 
at 13:42. The best by date is April 2019.

EON‐345051 1/10/2018 8:04 Buffalo Blue Small breed lamb 
and rice

She got very lethargic. Yelped in pain at times. Wouldn’t eat as normal. 11 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐345013 1/9/2018 15:04 Barkworthies Green Tripe Sticks 
All Natural Dog Chews

Found live larvae and beetles inside Barkworthies Green Tripe Sticks. Notified 
Barkworthies through their website prior to 12/26/17, as unable to reach anyone in 
person. To date (1/9/2018), they have not responded. On 12/26/2017, I contacted the 
online retailer where I purchased, Chewy.com, to report the issue, and they also 
reported to Barkworthies and have not had a response from the company either. 
Chewy.com requested videos of the beetles and larvae which I supplied to them as I 
broke apart the treats to expose the insects. Best By date on the bag label is 8/9/2019, 
Lot # 2217T1. My vet doesn't know what type of beetle has infested these treats and is 
not an entomologist. I'm guessing other pet owners wouldn't appreciate live larvae and 
beetles in their pets and carpeting like I experienced. Since Barkworthies doesn't seem 
to think this is important, I'm hoping you do and will look carefully at insects consumed 
by pets after being brought in to the United States from Turkey, the source of the 
treats, according to the soft zip bag. You cannot see the bugs by inspecting the bag. 
You have to break open the treats and find them there. I don't like that our 14 year dog 
has ingested these bugs with previous treats from the bag. This was the first one she 
ate inside the house because it was so cold outside when I gave it to her. She has 
consumed most of the bag over the past couple of months as an occasional treat 
before the one that left beetles scurrying across our white carpet and larvae in the 
carpet fibers. After receiving/purchasing all dog treats, they are placed in a sealed 
ziplock inside an air tight storage container with screw on lid, so no chance our house 
was the source of these insects.

EON‐345009 1/9/2018 13:12 Temptations MixUps After eating Temptations cat treats he vomited and had severe diarrhea. He was 
unable to eat or drink, so we tried to keep him hydrated by giving him water in a 
syringe. After 24 hours he had a seizure and died! I have 4 cats and he was the only 
one eating the temptation treats! My other 3 cats are okay!

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound
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EON‐345005 1/9/2018 11:16 Darwin's Natural Pet Products 7 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 PoundMy dog started having cyclical diarrhear around early April of 2017. He would have 
episodes of diarrhea and then it would seem to get better. Then diarrhea again, then 
seems semi-normal. It wouldn't go away and he kept getting thinner and thinner to 

where his hip bones and ribs were showing. I had taken him to the vet and suspected 
just Giardia so we gave him Metronidazole. Whenever he had diarrhea, I would stop 
his regular food and cook bland meals for him which included cooked ground turkey 

and add sweet potatoes. Nothing seemed to work and as soon as he seemed better he 
would have diarrhea again. It was until this last recall from Darwin's a couple of months 
ago about salmonella recall that I suspected maybe my dog was poisoned and had him 
tested for salmonella. Throughout 2017 I've contacted Darwin's about my dog's bowel 

issues to ask if maybe they changed their food formula and they said nothing changed. 
I also found out later that Darwin's had multiple food recalls in the past that I was never 

notified of. I've been buying from Darwin's since 2013. Lately the food has had 
consistent holes and I notified Darwin's. Initially they gave me a refund for a small 

amount. But later when I complained again about the holes again, they didn't offer a 
refund and said they know about the holes and are working on fixing it. It was about a 

year and the holes kept continuing. The meat looked bad, dry and discolored and 
smelled bad. When I asked Darwin's about it they said it's normal variation of the meat. 

I threw away multiple batches that looked bad. This latest recall I found out about 
because I subscribe to a newsletter for dog food recalls and found out about the recall 
that way. I asked Darwin's why I wasn't notified and they said I wasn't affected. That's 
when I decided to take my dog into the vet for extensive testing and found out he was 
suffering from Salmonella poisoning this whole time. Darwin's refused to communicate 
with me over email and insist on phone call. I've asked for reimbursement for the last 

batch of meat that all had holes in them and they ignored my request. My vet bills 
totally initially $1300 for all the testing and new food, etc. I still have ongoing costs for 
follow up and expensive medication costs. My dog has been treated for 3 weeks now 
and eating new food. Undergoing over 3 weeks of constant diarrhea now because of 
the medication side effects and the salmonella has been very difficult as my dog is 

handicapped and not able to get up so I have to clean up after him often. He makes a 
big mess of his bed. I have a freezer full of about 28 lbs of meat from Darwin's that you 

can test if you'd like. Some of them look discolored as well. My dog seems to have 
gained some weight since the medication and new food. We will be returning to the vet 
for a re-test. An investigative reporter is working on me on finding out information about 

Darwin's recalls and : 

I saw a lot of recalls in which the food I bought was included and I was never notified.
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EON‐344980 1/8/2018 21:44 Butcher Shop We bought abackage of pork dog bones from tj max in concord my.
Our dog consumed the bone like the packaging states.
With in 6 hours started vomiting heavily, blood mixed with her vomit as well as chuncky 
fragments of bone.
We rushed her to the vet and the noticed a foreign body in her stomach.
They recommended emergency surgery to find the object.
We found over 40 pieces for fragmented bone that was in 15 miles of vomit and had 
scraped my dogs stomach and esophagus.this packaging had no warning what so 
ever.our dog is in icu of a vet clinic recovering from surgery.
Vet bill is over 3k so far.
I? have photos of everything and would love to hold someone responsible.
This is our family pet and we have 3 girls that are very sad.
She looks like she’s going to be ok.

EON‐344926 1/7/2018 20:36 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky

The dog ate a farmland traditions chicken jerky treat and sometime later—maybe an 
hour—she threw up.she has now thrown up five times in the last four hours. Her vomit 
has little pieces of the chicken jerky in it. 

NOTE: this is not the first time she has eaten one of these treats.

11 Years Chow Chow Dog 22 Pound

EON‐344925 1/7/2018 20:28 Kit n kaboodle Essentials Cat 
Food

When I opened the bag there were cobweb looking strands in the bag. I got a flashlight 
and looked closer and saw some worms in the bag. I didn't get the lot number. I took it 
back to Dollar General and got another bag and checked for worms before I left the 
store. It was two weeks later and I saw no worms in the second bag. I have been 
getting the 11 pound bag of cat food there for over two years and never had a problem 
before.

EON‐344891 1/6/2018 20:40 selected protein adult pd, 
selected protein adult pd canine

found a piece of melamine (sp?) plastic in a bag of dry kibble, royal canin, prescription 
dog food.
Also, quality control of canned food has greatly declined. so much water in the food you 
can squeeze the water out with your hand (canned food same brand and type). tried to 
leave comment on Royal Canin customer support page, kept getting message that my 
message was a security risk (it was the same message I'm leaving here.) this is VERY 
expensive food; these problems unacceptable.

EON‐344890 1/6/2018 20:16 Carry outs My dog became lethargic and extremely bloated found a vet who reported a similar 
incident and stopped giving to my dogs immediately he is now doing better and thank 
goodness the vet reported the similarity of other patients who developed the same in 
other dogs that unfortunately were more severe

EON‐344848 1/5/2018 19:32 Wagon trail chicken jerky After consuming the product since Christmas.  got extremely sick. Swollen 
spleen and intestines. Dry lethargic and refusing food

13 Years Akbash Dog Dog

EON‐344837 1/5/2018 17:44 Smokehouse mammoth femur 
bone

I have my dog a rawhide chew bone. A piece was broken off and swallowed whole. We 
took her to the vet immediately and surgery was administered to remove bone from 
intestines. The bone had already caused damage and caused a blood clot and damage 
to the intestine. Full kidney failure followed after 7 days in veterinarian care with iv 
fluids and medications.

6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 65 Pound

EON‐344832 1/5/2018 13:52 Ham Bone - Smoked

I dont recall the brand or other 
packaging information.

I purchased a Ham Bone Treat at the Pet Store. After the pet consumed the bone treat, 
within minutes she exhibited uncontrolled diarrhea. I stopped the treat and trashed it. It 
took her a few hours to stabilize. She is back to normal after that.

4 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐344831 1/5/2018 12:44 Kibbles 'n Bits - mini bits small 
breed - savory beef & chicken 
flavor

4 days acting like he did not want to eat and when he did he threw up 9 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears (Phaléne))

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐344829 1/5/2018 10:20 Cesar Softies. Dog began to bleed from mouth. Especially at night after given treat (Cesar Softies). 
She was taken to vet on . He examined her. Saw the blood on blanket. Let her go 
home and was to come in next morning for bloodwork etc... Dog died that night some 
time between 10pm- 7am. Had vomited up dog food (Cesar) and may have choke on it.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐344825 1/5/2018 9:32 Blue buffalo adult indoor health 
with life source bits chicken 
flavor

Found decreased kidney function lab results when getting labs prior to minor 
procedure. Noticed frequent urination and refusing to eat the life source bits from the 
food. Read other reviews about kidney issues with this company when investigating 
reviews of the dog food when my fog developed diarrhea.

13 Years Siamese Cat 16 Pound

EON‐344782 1/5/2018 9:12 Blue homestyle recipe senior 
chicken dinner with garden 
vegetables

Diarrhea since beginning the food, horrible odor, with discolored stool at times. 16 Years Pug Dog 30 Pound

EON‐344724 1/4/2018 12:44 Kaytee Krunch-A-Rounds Both hamsters (litter mates) were given a treat. They passed away within an hour of 
each other. This occurred approx. 24 hours after eating the treat. This same bag of 
treats was given to our hamster that died a couple of months ago. We had no reason to 
believe this was the culprit until now.

2 Month
s

Hamster 4 Ounce
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EON‐344656 1/3/2018 13:08 Canine Carry Outs Chewlotta This is exactly how I sent it to them. I also have a video. I am very upset. My pup is my 
family member. 

Chew-Lotta Edible Dog Snack

I have just had a devasting encounter with the said above product that is in need of 
your urgent attention. I purchased this for my boxer puppy  who just turned 3 in 
November and who is in great health. After reading reviews and reading the description 
of the “good” quality ingredients and so called vitamins, I purchased the set of two. I 
gave one to my pup who chewed/licked at it for a little while until he suddenly and 
shockingly started to salivate profusely. He appeared in complete pain and was having 
problems with his mouth. We inspected and found out he had actually and again 
shockingly broke his bottom canine tooth while “enjoying” your edible and so called 
safe chewlotta bone! We were in complete horror. We were even in more shock to see 
that when the treat suddenly feel off the counter breaking in two, It had lethal daggers 
on it that could break through our skin. These bones are like metal and far from edible 
or safe! now has to have immediate dental surgery along with other 
procedures due to this tragedy ranging in the few thousands at the moment. This is 
insane and caused so much discomfort for my poor puppy and damaging his quality of 
life. My family and I are outraged. I would like to speak with the correct authority in 
regards to this matter ASAP. I have recorded a video about this situation showing just 
how dangerous these bones truely are and what they have done to my puppy. Others 
and their innocent puppies should not be at risk of experiencing this horrifying situation 
from your so called “edible” and “safe” Chewlotta chew bone!

3 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 57 Pound

EON‐344651 1/3/2018 9:24 ***Pedigree Puppy***Puppy 
GROWTH & 
PROTECTION***CHICKEN 
&VEGETABLE FLAVOR***BEST 
BY 11 26 18 23***748 A3 KKS 
04 23:00***

After my 10 week old Basset Hound puppy ate ***Pedigree Puppy Puppy Growth & 
Protection Chicken & Vegetable Flavor*** on Saturday 12/23/17, he started acting 
lethargic and vomiting continuously. He would eat about a quarter of the food in the 
bowl and then start vomiting immediately after. After breakfast (6am) and lunch 
(11:00am) of this, he stopped eating altogether and would not drink any water. Even 
though he was not drinking or eating, he still continued to throw up repeatedly 
throughout the day, in excess of 20x. On Sunday 12/24/17, I took him to the 
emergency vet and they treated him with IV fluids and eventually fed him a different 
food when he would finally eat on 12/25/17. My puppy came home and was fed a diet 
of chicken and rice for two days and then Purina Puppy Chow with no adverse events. 
This morning at 6am, (1/3/17) I tried mixing the last of the bag of Purina Puppy Chow 
with the Pedigree Puppy and after he ate a few bites of it, he started throwing up again. 
Once again, he will not eat or drink anything else-not even treats. I think there is 
something wrong with the food.

9 Week
s

Basset - Artesian 
Norman

Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐344609 1/2/2018 12:32 Nature's Choice Pig Ear
Product of Germany

Pigs Ear treat was purchased from Dollar Tree in  on . Treat 
was given to  and within 10 minutes of ingesting the treat, started shaking 
as if she was not getting any air. The owner started rubbing her throat thinking that 
something was possibly preventing her from breathing. Called granddaughter to come 
and help get to vet in . After examining , the vet in 

 said there was nothing they could do at this facility and suggested the 
owner take  to a facility in  that would be able to care for  more 
efficiently there. In  vet began treatment with medications that seem to calm 
the shaking and put her in a induced sleep. The next morning when  woke up, 
the shaking began and vet called owner between 5 and 6 am that morning said that 

 was not responding to treatment and was not getting any better, her heart had 
weaken so much and ask if they could put  to rest. Owner said Yes. 5 minutes 
later vet called to confirm  had passed. Do have all paperwork from the 
veterinarian  if needed. I do have another Pigs Ear treat that was 
purchased together at the same time. We feel this treat may have lead to  
untimely death. Perfect and healthy dog until she ate the treat.

2 Years Unknown Dog 65 Pound

EON‐344590 1/1/2018 23:36 Retriever Hi-protein We typically feed two meals daily to our 3 adult Rottweilers to avoid bloat. We have fed 
hi-protein retriever dog food for years with no issue. Our most recent purchase was 
about 4 days ago. We do add warm water and soak the food during the colder months. 
Upon soaking kibble from this particular bag we noticed the kibble had blue specks 
throughout it. This was only noticable in two bowls the first feeding and all bowls the 
srcond feeding. Now two of our rotties have GI distress with vomiting and horrible gas. 
We are hoping this goes away with a food change, but can only hope for the best.

Rottweiler Dog

EON‐344588 1/1/2018 21:44 Tripett Green Tripe Original 
Formula

Get canned food from Chewy Pet food distributor - noticed color & odor of ~ 6 cans of 
food was markedly different as well as consistency. Also contacted company that 
makes product who promptly sent case of food. It came from Badger Fulfillment Group, 
Harvard, IL which is near plant that produced Evanger's food - recent FDA recall for 
pentobarbital.
Now the horror story - went ahead and fed food for about 2 - 3 wks when I began 
noticing very foul gas, very soft/loose stool and started thinking more about food - 
doing some research found where someone on a site said that PetKind Tripe (generally 
a v good product & expensive) is manufactured by same plant as Evangers. On 12/25 
the dog had a grand mal seizure and some progressive weakness. Obviously I stopped 
feeding the Tripe. No further issues and stool is now formed but am wondering about 
"what if?" I still have 2 open cans in the refrigerator. Obviously I would like to have 
tested. I am a  w/ good, extensive experience and a breeder. I KNOW 
WHAT I SAW & THE SUSPICIOUS ASSOCIATION but am hoping and praying it was 
not related. OK to contact me: 

Weimaraner Dog

EON‐344574 1/1/2018 15:16 Purina Cat Chow Indoor Immune 
Health Blend

Cat immediately began to vomit after eating dry food-Other cats also showed same 
symptoms-This continued until I changed to another brand and vomiting diminished 
after several days

5 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 13 Pound
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EON‐344556 12/31/2017 13:44 Organix Butcher & Bushel 
Chicken Wing and Thigh with 
Fresh Harvest Sweet Potatoes 
and Gravy

I purchased several cans of Organix dog food that was on sale...when I opened the can 
that was made with chicken and sweet potatoes, I began to give my dog a half can as I 
typically do...I noticed the spoon hitting something hard so I dug it out of the can...it 
was a chicken thigh bone...I immediately noticed other hard areas and found two more 
chicken thigh bones in the can...as you are aware chicken bones are potentially deadly 
to dogs as they splinter when eaten...luckily I did not feed my dog any of the bones I 
had found...I have kept the bones and the food in the fridge in case you need it for your 
investigation

EON‐344555 12/31/2017 12:32 SmartBones

Made with Real Sweet Potato

Gave  a SmartBone and she began vomiting. Had diarrhea. Very concentrated 
urine color. Took her to the vet due to lethargy and failure to eat food. Did urine test 
and found elevated liver enzymes and bilirubin. Condition worsened, but at the time the 
cause was unknown. She was treated at hospital for four days. She survived but was 
diagnosed with pancreatitis and hepatitis. She almost died. 

Now that she's home, I did some reasearch on these bones. They're made in Vietnam 
and other people have reported similar problems.

4 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 13 Pound

EON‐344554 12/31/2017 11:48 Pup-Peroni. Lean beef flavor Each morning upon returning from her first potty trip outside I give her a Pup-Peroni 
treet. I have been doing this for almost 3 years an have never had any problems with 
that brand. Several days ago I purchased another package of Pup-Peroni lean beef 
favor treats and for the next three mornings, within 10 to 15 minutes she would 
upchuck. She has never done that before. So this morning I only feed her, her regular 
dog food and all went well as she did not upchuck.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 14 Pound

EON‐344542 12/30/2017 18:20 Primal dog food I purchsed two bags of venison primal pet food one bag a week ago and the other this 
past thursday. On thursday my dog started vomiting and it smelt rancid. After her 
vomiting twice I looked at her bag of food, the bag I bought a week ago was 6 months 
expired, i decided to look at the bag i purchased thursday and it was also 6 months 
expired. My dog is now so ill she is in the hospital fo 2 nights, I would like something 
done about this and would liek to be contaxted. I have called Primal Dog Food 
Numerous times but no response. Please if someone can contact me Id greatly 
appreciate it.

EON‐344528 12/30/2017 11:04 100% Made in the USA Beefhide I’m submitting this to complain about the product labeled “natural beefhide” and “made 
in the USA.” I gave one of the rolls to my dog yesterday (Dec 29th) and she chewed 
about 2 inches off the end. This morning (Dec 31st) she is throwing up & has diarrhea. 
Her fecal matter has a horrible odor that smells a little like chlorine. I sniffed the 
beefhide she had been chewing on as well as the bag, and they both smell like chlorine 
too. The packaging says “all natural beefide, no preservatives or additives,” but the 
chemical odor leads me to believe otherwise. I am concerned that this product has 
been processed in a manner similar to the rawhide that has been recalled. The lot 
sticker says, “LOT #1742).

6 Month
s

Collie (unspecified) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐344524 12/30/2017 7:04 Merrick Grain Free Smothered 
Comfort Classic Recipe

I had opened a can of Merrick Smothered Comfort Grain Free Classic Recipe dog food 
and found a rather large bone in the container.
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EON‐344493 12/29/2017 12:08 Iams Proactive Health Grass Fed 
Lamb, Iams proactive Health 
Pate with Lamb and Rice

I switched dog food on December 10th 2017 from Beneful to Iams Dry Proactive Health 
Grass fed Lamb and canned Proactive Life Lamb and rice. On or about 12/20/17 My 
oldest dog  threw up and the food was undigested. Just thought maybe she 
didn't feel good. On 12/24/17 I fed both my dogs  and  (8 month old puppy) 
around 11am and then my husband took them for a walk at 3:45pm everything was 
fine. When they got back home my husband went to let them in house and  could 
not get up and she was breathing really hard ( it looked like she was having a heart 
attack) really thought she was going to die. My husband layed on floor with her all night 
she got up and got a drink of water then he took her out to go potty and she threw up 
again same thing undigested food this had been approx 12 hours since she ate. She 
made it threw the night and the next day Christmas but she was not her self. on 
12/26/17 I took  to the vet and they took blood test. she wasnt sure exactly what 
it could be but her first guestion when the blood test came back is could she have 
gotten into rat poison? I said NO we dont have that and we keep a very close eye on 
both dogs. After  got home and I fed her again the Iams food she became very 
lethargic and she was the same as the 24th she acted like she was going to die. Again 
later that night threw up undigested food and shortly there after she started acting a 
little better She is still not herself but I am not feeding her any Iams food at all. Just rice 
and chicken. I fed the puppy the Iams food also and last night she threw up undigested 
food she was not acting like my older dog but she didn't feel good. So we went on 
internet under consumer affairs and found out that alot of people are having the same 
issues and dogs are dying. (Consumeraffairs.com) as of 12/25/17 there have been 690 
Iams dog food consumer reviews and complaints. I called Walmart and told them about 
the dog food I bought there. I called my vet and told her and she is going to look into it 
also and in a couple of days taking the dogs back to vet . Please something needs to 
be done I would like to have the dog food tested but I am under the understanding that 
can be quit expensive.

10 Years Pointing Dog - German 
Short-haired

Dog 74 Pound

EON‐344470 12/28/2017 15:12 Purina Beneful Incredibites Dog 
Food

He started drinking an excessive amount of water and wanting to eat more. He iniatially 
gained weight, then he started losing weight. He had diarheeah for 2 or 3 weeks. we 
got that cleared up. He started having problems with vomiting . We took him to 
Emergency Animal Clinic. They gave him a shot for pain, a shot for nausea and a sub-
q fluid injection. They thought it was pancreatitus. He was good until the night of 

when he started throwing up again. We took him to our regular vet the next 
morning and his liver enzymes were very high and his sugar was elevated. The vet 
said there was more going on than just pancreatitus. He died suddenly the next 
morning. His symptoms were very similiar to our other dog that had died in  
(we thought from old age). I got to wandering if it might be related to the dog food they 
were eating, so I googled if there had been any reports of problems with Beneful Dog 
food and found out that many consumers had reported sickness and many deaths of 
their dogs while on this food. The sypmtoms were all similiar to what happened to my 
dogs including increased thirst. I believe this should be investigated.

6 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Smooth-haired

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐344469 12/28/2017 14:24 Purina Beneful Healthy Weight 
Dog Food

She started drinking lots of water. We had her tested for diabetes but it didn't show up 
in bloodwork.

14 Years Unknown Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐344272 12/26/2017 9:16 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed 
Puppy Food - Chicken & Rice 
Formula

The food was given to the 2 dogs on Sunday, December 17th. Dog 1 (much 
smaller/younger) had adverse reactions within 12-24 hours.  started having 
diarrhea within 48 hours of eating the food. He then started throwing up his undigested 
food in the next 12 hours. We switched to boiled chicken and white rice to settle their 
stomachs in case of a flu. Their stool hardened with that, so we tried to give them their 
food again (ProPlan), and they have diarrhea again, and it smells like rotting animals. 
We have a third dog that is on a different brand of food, and he was completely fine.

9 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐344271 12/26/2017 9:08 Purina Pro Plan Large Breed 
Puppy Food - Chicken & Rice 
Formula

We purchased a new 34lb bag of the Purina Pro Plan large breed puppy food, chicken 
and rice formula, the weekend of Dec 16th. It was fed to the dogs on the 17th of 
December. Monday, had her first poop accident in her crate. It was diarrhea 
and was everywhere; this is very out of character for her. She continued having 
diarrhea for the following 4 days. We switched her to boiled chicken and white rice, and 
her stool hardened back up. We put her back on her food and within 12-24 hrs she had 
diarrhea that smelled like rotting animals.

4 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 20 Pound

EON‐344257 12/25/2017 14:32 Retriever High Protein We got a new bag of Retriever Brand dry High Protein and within a day they have had 
diarrhoea several times a day.

7 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐344245 12/25/2017 1:36 Dentley's Nature's Chews Dog 
Chew Natural Flavor Meaty 
Mammoth Bone

Bought a Dentley's Nature Chew from Petsmart on 12/22/17 and gave it to my dog 
12/23/17. Soon afterwards, she started acting strange, she would sit with her head 
hung down and wouldn't eat her dinner. She became lethargic and would just lie 
around, whereas she is usually a very energetic dog.

4 Years Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 75 Pound

EON‐344227 12/24/2017 13:28 Beneful dry dog food. I threw out 
bag

Ran out of regular pet food, purchased emergency Beneful Purina at CVS,  
. Dog started to swell, f, stomachace, eyes ,become extremely itchy, 

went to vet who administered prednizone & benedryl. Dog responded to meds and is 
back to normal. Back to regular food. I havw since learned that there have been many 
reports concerning the safety of Beneful. I trust FDA to alert consumers to the dangers 
of dog food but you have failed. Why is Beneful still being sold?Thank goodness I was 
home to see the affects of this food that should be used as rat poison.

3 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐344190 12/23/2017 10:56 Living World EXTRUSION This package came with few white strange looking pellets. I contacted the 
manufacturer and they assured me that those white pellets are completely safe, 
Despite me asking they were very careful to avoid confirming or denning if these pellets 
were originally supposed to be in the package. I did not feed my bunny those white 
pellets, but I did give him the other pellets from the same package. After eating these 
pellets my bunny had a serious digestive disorder to the point that he stop eating. I had 
to force feed him for few days with a different product and he recovered. I informed this 
situation to the manufacturer and the only thing that they said was they take seriously 
this kind of inquiry. Besides this one line reply, so far they did nothing.

Rabbit
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EON‐344184 12/23/2017 0:12 Golden Rewards Sweet Potato 
Wrapped with Chicken

 consumed up to two treats and had a rapid decline in health. He had several 
events of emesis and small sharp chicken jerky was found. These were sharp and 
shaped like a shark's tooth. After, notably he declined in energy, weak, stop eating or 
driking water. He was taken to the vet today, 12/23/2017. The vet referred him to the 
emergency hospital. His blood was tested twice by the vet and hospital. He has an 
increased wbc and bilirubin and low rbc which resulted in hospitalization. He required a 
blood transfusion; x-ray, sonogram, fluids, and others. He is still being treated.

8 Years Terrier - West Highland 
White

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐344131 12/21/2017 23:32 Butchers Block Bones Smoked 
Ham Dog Bone

He became lethargic and had problems defecating. Bone fragments found in his stool. 
Xrays from the veterinarian confirmed pieces of bone lodged in his digestive track. He 
was given a laxative, was monitored for 2 days, and xrayed again. Some pieces of 
bone still remain, but he is expected to recover without surgery.

3 Years Siberian Husky Dog

EON‐344108 12/21/2017 11:28 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

I purchased three wet food cans of Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream Canine Formula 
with Salmon from a local pet store. I had never given this to my dog before but I 
sometimes use other wet food to mix in with my dogs dry food. The first can I opened 
smelled completely foul but I assumed it was a strong smell due to the fish. I gave him 
a little and had to place the can outside because of how strong the smell was. Upon 
further inspection, I realized the food was green and thick. It wasn't until I opened a 
second can, that I realized the first one was rancid.

EON‐344082 12/20/2017 16:36 Nature's Variety Instinct Grain-
free nutrition Limited Ingredient 
Diet Rabbit Formula (can of wet 
dog food)

There is a .75 cm x 0.5 cm piece of blue foam in the wet dog food. This is the second 
time I've seen contaminants in their wet dog food. The previous one was about 8 
months ago in their beef wet dog food and it was a piece of plastic. I am concerned 
about their manufacturing practices and the safety of their food, especially considering 
how expensive it is and how "healthy" it's supposed to be.

EON‐344057 12/19/2017 19:12 Roscoe beefhide with chicken 
rolls for dogs

Recurrent urinary tract infections starting July 2017 along with polydipsia/polyuria. 
Glucosuria first seen on 11/3/17. Electrolyte abnormalities on bloodwork 11/17/17: 
hypophosphatemia, hypokalemia, hyperchloridemia. Lymphopenia on CBC.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 9.81 Pound

EON‐344040 12/19/2017 11:12 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream After my dog consumed two days worth of a new bag of Taste of the Wild food, he 
began to vomit daily, roughly 3-4 hours after food consumption. He did not eat anything 
besides the food. His outcome to date is not applicable as we stopped giving him the 
food this morning in hopes he does not vomit again.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 100 Pound

EON‐344039 12/19/2017 10:36 Purina Cat Chow Indoor + 
Immune Health Blend

After eating Purina Indoor dry food the cat vomited it all up and then continued to vomit 
for about 12 hours. During that time he was drinking some water but refused any food.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐344024 12/18/2017 20:20 Patina one smart blend Dog food was a full bag of mold, maggots, and other unidentified susbastances.
EON‐344010 12/18/2017 16:24 Cadet Premium Chicken Tenders  presented to the clinic on October 28th 2017 for vomiting, diarrhoea, lethargy, 

anorexia and profound PU/PD. Bloodwork and urinalysis showed glucosuria despite a 
normal blood glucose and very dilute urine. He also had electrolyte derangements - low 
potassium and high phosphorus.  had eaten 2 Cadet Premium Chicken 
Tenders treats 1 day prior to the onset of symptoms. Diabetes mellitus was ruled out 
with a normal fructosamine and hyperparathyroidism was ruled out with normal 
parathyroid hormone test.  did not respond to treatment until he was started on 
treatment for Fanconi syndrome (bicarbonate, potassium and a vitamin supplement). 
He has been on this treatment for 1 month now and is doing well and his polyuria and 
polydipsia has resolved.

8 Month
s

Poodle - Standard Dog 22.4 Kilogra
m
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EON‐344004 12/18/2017 12:24 Small Batch Dog Freeze Dried 
Duck Batch Slideres

Suspected labeling inaccuracy and/or inappropriate nutrient content for Small Batch 
Freeze Dried Duck Sliders. The guaranteed analysis on the package states that the 
minimum calcium is 3.3% for the dry product ("guaranteed dry analysis") and 0.7% 
minimum after being reconstituted. Since the product is packaged dry, the 3.3% is 
assumed to be the "as fed" amount rather than a dry matter analysis. With a calorie 
density of 4400 kcal/kg, this value converts to a minimum of 7.5 g Ca/1000 kcal, which 
is in excess of the AAFCO maximum for dog foods.

EON‐344003 12/18/2017 11:04 Canine Care Out Beef Flavor My precious Boston Terrier died on . I have him the Canine Carry Out 
Beef Flavor treat that he never had. He chocked on it immediately. He suffered an 
agonizing death, although I tried to revive him, he died in my arms. He was a cancer 
survivor, but had no serious health issues the last three years. He was in a perfectly 
good health and was very happy. He had no allergies either. This treat killed him 
instantly. I contacted J.M. Smucker company, they offered to help initially, but as soon 
as they received the residues I kept, they cut all contact. They said they “tested” the 
treat but it met “their standards”. I never received a toxicology report and I believe they 
tried to cover it up. The treat seemed too thick, slippery and looked it was an absolute 
chock hazard! They offered absolutely no compensation for my loss. I documented the 
incident by a video message I recorded for my husband. It shows that my dog did not 
die of natural causes. Their behavior is absolutely disgusting and I think violates 
consumer protection laws. I just wanted some of my expenses covered because I had 
to purchase a new pair of dogs, they were expensive, and now need a lot of supplies 
and care. Nothing will ever replace 

I am writing this report because I want the company to finally take responsibility for 
their wrongdoing and make this terrifying loss up to me as much as they can and as 
they should. I suffered have a facial scar while I desperately tried to revive  
However, the scar in my heart stays forever! I believe the beef flavor product should be 
tested independently and be drawn from the shelves, if it poses a potential risk of harm 
to dogs. Consumers should be aware! Thank you for your help.

12 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 20 Pound

EON‐344001 12/18/2017 7:40 Carolina Prime Chicken Breast 
and Sweet Tater Fillets

While tearing a piece of the dog treat into smaller pieces I discovered a piece of metal 
embedded inside one of the treats. I've had these treats about a week and feeding 
them daily so there may have been metal in the pieces already fed to my dogs.

EON‐343998 12/18/2017 1:16 Northwest Royal Small Dog 
Biscuits Assorted Flavors

I bought northwest royal small dog biscuits assorted flavors dog treats from  
  bi-mart around october to November of this year.been giving  

these treats and started noticing problems with  acting spacy.then recently had 
several grand mall seizures. I stopped giving these treats and has been fine so far

10 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 35 Pound

EON‐343994 12/17/2017 21:52 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken & Veggies Recipe

Started vomitting 3 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐343976 12/17/2017 12:36 PawLuxury Bully Sticks We gave our dog a bully stick twice after purchasing from our local Costco. Both times 
he had diarrhea all night with no other changes in his diet or treats given. He has had 
these in the past (possibly a different brand) with no issue. After the first incident we 
weren't sure why he had diarrhea (as stated he had these in the past so didn't think it 
the culprit) but this second incident confirmed the linking factor and we are concerned 
there is either bacterial contamination or an issue in processing.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound

EON‐343966 12/17/2017 5:16 9Lives Meaty Pate With Real 
Ocean Whitefish

During the last two days, all four cats have become sick (vomiting) within approximately 
4 to 12 hours of eating this food.

0.33 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 4.2 Pound

EON‐343958 12/16/2017 19:40 Merrick Grain Free Real Chicken 
+ Sweet Potato Recipe

Found moldy dog food in 25 lb. bag of Merrick Grain Free Chicken + Sweet Potato 
Recipe

EON‐343940 12/16/2017 11:52 Pet Holiday Collection Festive 
Rawhide Turducken Flavor

3.5 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 75 PoundAfter chewing on Rawhide bone for approximately one hour, bone was taken away 
(had softened, didn't want him to choke.) Later that evening, he refused to eat and 
became lethargic (Tues 12/12/17). Refused to eat on Wednesday (12/13/17). On 
Thursday morning (12/14/17) took him to emergency Vet Hospital; fever of 105+, 
dehydrated. Kept there for 48 hours, many tests performed. During this period, 

searching online, I found a June 2017 voluntary recall on this same product on FDA 
website: United Pet Group/Spectrum Brands rawhide bones from Mexico, and 

specifically from the company listed on the packaging, Pacific Coast Distributing Inc. of 
Phoenix, AZ. This recall information was provided to the veterinarian  

 on Friday 12/15/17; she noted that the symptoms/effects listed in the recall 
were those exhibited by my dog, but cannot 100% state causal relationship. I have the 
original packaging, and the rawhide, and would like this tested to determine if product 

has same chemical contamination as recall of June 2017. Vet bills have exceeded 
$2,000 for tests and care. The rawhide was a gift from an Instagram friend (my dog is: 

_dog on Instagram, and a video was posted on Tuesday  of  
opening the gift package that arrived via mail from the woman in  who advised 
this was purchased locally at PetSmart; a photo of  at Vet hospital was posted on 

Thursday . I attempted to contact United Pet Group at 855-215-4962 on 
Saturday 12/16/17, but a message stated their hours were Mon-Fri 8 am- 5:30 pm. I 

contacted Nat'l Animal Poison Control Center (operated by ASPCA?) at 888-426-4435 
about 10:15 am, spoke with 'Sarah', but they had little information other than that 

outlined on the FDA's website concerning the Jun 2017 recall. My veterinarian is  
 at Animal Hospital  Information on the 

packaging indicate company name is Pacific Coast Distributing Inc. of Phoenix, AZ and 
states, "Made In Mexico"; has the words "Pet Holiday Collection", and "Festive 

Rawhide", "Turducken Flavor Artificially Flavored", "Dog Chew", there is also an 
"Ingredients" 

List, "NET WT 3.5 OZ (99.2 g)", states: "For information about Pet Holiday products, 
please call: 1-888-839-9638", which is a PetSmart phone number; UPC Info is: 

"5271995 7" Turducken Bone" and UPC Code is: 7 37257 76171 1" and there is "PH-
17-1586" printed next to the UPS bar code. reverse states: "BEST BEFORE 31 JUL 

2020"and "SU 2i2 201 L5", or could be "SU 212 201 L5" As stated, I have all 
packaging, as well as the product itself.
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EON‐343880 12/15/2017 10:52 Wellness Petite Treats Crunchy 
Mini-Bites with Duck, Mango & 
Coconut

My dog was given approximately 10 of the Wellness Petite Treats (Crunchy Mini-Bites 
with duck, mango, and coconut) and approximately 20 hours later became lethargic, 
experienced abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, frequent watery diarrhea with a small 
amount of blood. She also had countless abdominal/rectal cramping and whimpered in 
pain. There was nothing else introduced into her diet that was out of the ordinary.

8.5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 10.3 Pound

EON‐343853 12/14/2017 12:12 Kirkland Signature
Nature's Domain
Turkey meal and sweet potato

I have been feeding my dog Kirkland signature for several years. I bought a new bag 
November 2017 and my dog started throwing up every morning. I figured he just hadn't 
eaten enough, was getting hunger pukes. A few weeks go by, still puking. Talk to my 
vet, she says I likely got a bad bag of food. So I went back to Costco, got another bag. 
Gave him chicken and rice for two days before returning to kibble and he stopped 
puking. Opened the new bag yesterday, he was back to puking this morning. 
Something is wrong with that brand of food now, not sure what.

EON‐343845 12/14/2017 10:16 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Beef Meal & Sweet 
Potato Dog Food 35 lb.

I purchased a bag of Kirkland Signature Nature's Domain Beef Meal & Sweet Potato 
Dog Food 35 lb from the Costco store at  on 
Tuesday 12/5. We began feeding her this new bag of food on Thursday 12/7. By 
Saturday 12/9, she was appearing lethargic. By Monday 12/11, she vomited. She 
proceeded to vomit up her food for three more days. I stopped feeding her that food 
and fed her rice along with small amounts of another, different brand of dog food and 
the vomiting stopped. Since we stopped feeding her the Kirkland bag of food, she has 
improved. We are working with our vet to ensure that she continues to recover.

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog 13 Pound

EON‐343838 12/14/2017 2:04 Blue healthy living adults My 14yrs old using Bufalo healthy living, got sick yesterday after having eat the food for 
space of 2mo
She is having diarrhea.

14 Years Persian Cat 12 Pound

EON‐343837 12/14/2017 1:52 Blue healthy living for adult 
Purple bag

 is a Savannah F2 cat; 3yrs old and being on Blue purple bag for the past 3yrs; 
however recently bought a color blue bag since seems that they change the colors and 
my cat started to have digestive issues. I went to the veterinarian and they prescribed 
medications for diarrhea, she improved a little bit and started to eat again the same 
food,one week later she started again with diarrhea and vomiting, so I had her on her 
veterinary again, she tested for few exams which came back normal, but waiting for the 
results on others related to her gastrointestinal area. Today my other cat which is a 
Persian 14yrs old becomes sick with diarrhea. Thinking in other cat that I have a 
Savannah 7month old eating the same brand 1 1/2 month ago, got sick with diarrhea 
and seizures, as sson I changed his food everything stopped. 
So, looking into all these facts I believe this brand is having problems and sickening my 
cats; should be investigate and reimburse all money invested that by now is $1,100 for 
two of my cat and not including my Persian which become sick today.

3 Years Wild cat Cat 11 Pound

EON‐343832 12/13/2017 22:00 4Health Lamb & Rice Formula My dog has severe diarrhea with a lot of blood in it.
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EON‐343830 12/13/2017 21:48 Wild Calling! Trot'N Tommy adult 
cat food

I bought 9 cans of Wild Calling! turkey for my cat. Upon opening the first can I saw 
what appeared to be black blobs throughout the food, which I initially thought might be 
normal as I've never bought this brand prior. After 2 cans my cat became lethargic and 
refused to eat the food (not normal for her at all, she's usually ravenous). All of the 
subsequent cans presented with the same discoloration, and I discontinued feeding her 
the brand. I brought the issue to the attention of Pet Supermarket, who opened the 
cans they had in store, were in agreeance with the sight of it, and called the company 
to report the issue. They informed me that the company did not answer and the store 
left them a message. My cat seems to be increasingly recuperating but I don't know if 
she has suffered irreversibly or what damage this may have caused.

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐343795 12/13/2017 13:56 Purina Beneful Originals With 
Real Salmon Dry Dog Food

 was found dead in her cage with large piles of vomit. Only change was the food 
about 3 days prior. neocropsy preformed. primary enteritis leading to secondary sepsis 
then death. medical record attached

6 Month
s

Bulldog Dog 22 Pound

EON‐343793 12/13/2017 11:36 Cadet Premium Chicken Tenders Dog stopped eating , was lethargic , had diarrhea. Drinking copious amounts and 
peeing every few minutes. 
this started two or three days after having two Cadet Premium Chicken tenders treats. 
He had never had any type of jerky treat before. 
Vet diagnosed Fanconi syndrome. Dog was gravely ill and only started to recover after 
treatment for Fanconi commenced. 
He could have died from kidney dysfunction and dehydration if the vet had not 
recognized these unusual symptoms promptly. 
I called the distributor on Friday 3rd of November to ask the company where the 
chicken came from for these treats after the vet asked me if the dog had had any jerky 
treats from Chinese ingredients. They confirmed verbally that for this particular product 
they sourced the chicken from China.

8 Month
s

Poodle - Standard Dog 50 Pound

EON‐343783 12/12/2017 21:40 Wellness CORE grain free kitten 
formula

I have been feeding my cat Wellness CORE kitten food since I've had her. All of a 
sudden she stopped eating the food. I purchased the 5 oz cans because she was 
eating a lot. I opened one of the cans and there seemed to be black clumps 
sporadically in the wet canned food. The dates on the can are 17OCT19. I dont know 
which one is the year, but she is not eating the food anymore and now im switching to 
another food.

EON‐343782 12/12/2017 21:32 4Health Grain Free Turkey & 
Potato Formula Adult

For the last month dog had been eating new formula. 
He has trouble chewing on the new formula size as it is too small. 
He occasionally (1/5 meals approx) chokes on a piece or more. 
He throws up the food, undigested, at least 1x weekly, and up to 3x weekly over the 
last month.
He throws up, digested or bile, approx 1.5xbiweekly.
Dog did not have issues with throwing up previously.
Dogs fun character and personality have visually diminished.
Dog has been acting more and more lathargic with new formula to a point where he is 
not active for most of the day (someone is home all day and get no longer has been 
following me around)
Extra smelly farts and lightened stool color
Dog used to get "zoomies" where he would run around like crazy for a couple minutes 
multiple times daily, has not done so for days.

2.5 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 21 Pound
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EON‐343724 12/11/2017 17:04 Ol' Roy Strips in Gravy Ribeye 
Flavor

6 Years Bullmastiff Dog 100 Pound

EON‐343405 12/10/2017 13:00 Pure Balance Grain Free 
Formula Salmon & Pea Recipe

Vomiting after we began feeding new bag 3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 60 Pound

3 days ago I bought 4 cans of canned dog food of the Ol' Roy brand (operated under 
Walmart) at Walmart on  I do not usually buy this 

brand. They were 2 cans of chunks (turkey and bacon, chicken) and 2 cans of "meaty 
strips" (filet mignon and a steak flavor). They were NOT the ground variety. His usual 

canned food is also never the ground variety, always chunks or "strips with gravy". We 
had run out and had reports of snow coming, living in , snow could be 

nothing or we live like we're under siege for a while until it clears, so I had to get 
something. Gave him 1/3 of the can with normal dry food (he has 2x daily for over 1 
year and has never had any adverse reactions to the dry food) at 6pm. At 9pm that 

evening, he vomited about the size of a golf ball. That evening he was shaking as he 
lay nexr to me on the sofa. Being a short-haired dog, I attributed it to the winter 

temperatures and covered him with a light blanket. The following morning, he vomited 
3 more times between his a.m. feeding (7a.m.) and when I left (11a.m.) He had several 

more vomiting episodes throughout the day, increasing in size (~80% of his evening 
meal) and a few smaller ones after that. Most of those vomiting episodes were clear 

saliva/fluid/and chunks of undigested food. That same day, starting at 2pm and 
occurred until it was an almost constant occurence (90% of the time) until noon of 
today (when I ceased the addition of the canned Ol' Roy food (the last feeding of it 

being last night-- 2 1/2 days of 6 feedings ~2 full cans)and restarted the addition of his 
normal brand of canned dog food (the first feeding of the normal food being 6:30a.m. 
this morning), he was shaking, both during a laying down position and a seated and 

standing position. It began with a slight shivering motion, then one paw would tremble 
(note this is NOT the leg that he had surgery on), then would be a full body motion, 

causing him to have to lay down. He also began sneezing, a few times in a row the first 
evening I gave him the Ol' Roy food, and has been increasing in both the number of 
sneezes in a row, the amount of "rows of sneezes" and the intensity of the sneezes, 
leaving him almost 'worn-out' for up to 10 minutes following a sneezing fit. Combined 
with the increasing occurences of vomiting, shaking and lethargy, he is similar to a 
person in the middle of fighting a month long flu. I ceased the Ol' Roy canned food 

yesterday evening and after restarting him this morning on his normal brand of canned 
food, he vomited up the amount of a gumball size of saliva and a piece of undigested 

food but nothing more since then. 

**The same symptoms occurred a few months ago when we again fed him 2 cans of 
chunks Ol' Roy canned dog food. We gave him them and he presented the exact same 

symptoms (vomiting, sneezing fits, lethargic, and shaking) a few hours after the first 
half of the can was given. The symptoms ceased when we went through the 2 cans 

and he went back to his normal canned food. **I attributed that past occurence as just 
a "bad batch of dog food." But after this occurence, I know that a "bad batch" is the 

normal for Ol' Roy dog food. I will never be giving him this again and after being 
warned by other pet owners I know that have tried this brand, I know this was not a 

singular event but a widespread and very frequent incident.
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EON‐343400 12/10/2017 11:08 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Puppy

Upon consumption of blue buffalo/blue wolderness dry dog food kibble my dog started 
having the following symptoms. My dog began vomiting and having diarreah. The 
symptoms progressed and got worse within 7 days with more frequent vomiting, 
diarreah, blood in stool and vomit and dog was dehydrated and lethargic. We took to 
the vet who ran a series of test, ruled out parvo, x-ray was good. All standard vital test 
came back normal, dog was in Animal hospital for 2 days on iv fluids and medicine. We 
took dog home with improved health and he resumed once again the blue wilderness 
kibble and he soon began exibiting symptoms again of diarreah and vomiting. Our 
other dog began to exibit same symptoms and we then took them off the blue 
wilderness food and they began to improve in health once no longer eating the blue 
wilderness food. The common denominator in this situation was the food. Our vet 
informed it could be the food since my dog is of healthy stature.

2 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐343388 12/9/2017 22:52 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

My dog has been throwing up often and recently has seemed to have problems with his 
digestive system. After doing lots of research and observing him closely it seemed like 
every time he ate the "Golden Rewards Jerky Treats" he would get sick soon after. The 
past month I have been back and forth to the vet because his belly was extremely 
swollen and he would cry during the night. To find out he had a EXTREME bacterial 
infection and had Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS). The treats seem to have always 
made him throw up shortly after, but I always noticed the expansion of his stomach 
within the last 3-4 months. He is currently on tons of medication and we have spent 
over $800 just to make sure he is taken care of. He is a service dog and it has really 
affected me tremendously not having him.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 23 Pound

EON‐343367 12/9/2017 13:24 Feline Greenies Dental Treats 
Catnip Flavor

All 3 cats are throwing up after they eat the Greenies Cats treats. I did not give it, they 
did not throw up. As soon as I give it they throw up within one day all 3. I read about 
this issue online, and a lot of cat and dog owners have the same issues with Greenies, 
actually going on for years and many pets died due to toxic ingredients from China.

7 Month
s

Domestic Mediumhair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐343365 12/9/2017 12:16 Cesar Filet Mignon Flavor and 
Spring Vegetables Garnish

Animal has compromised gastro health due to food source reaction, specifically 
CESAR dry dog food.

2 Years Pekingese Dog 16 Pound

EON‐343342 12/8/2017 18:16 Beneful Chopped Blends with 
Salmon Sweet Potatoes Brown 
Rice & Spinach

My dog is severely allergic to chicken. I gave him this dog food because the label said 
it was made with salmon. Upon my dog eating this dog food, his symptoms related to 
his chicken allergy returned. So I decided to read the INGREDIENTS listed in tiny print 
on the BACK of the food label. The second ingredient listed is CHICKEN! .The first 
ingredient is water so technically this is mainly CHICKEN! That is misrepresentation 
and false labeling. A label should clearly state on the front what is inside the container 
of food. Not all people should have to read the list of ingredients.

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐343330 12/8/2017 16:16 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream Dog was eating Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream since 2015. It was always purchased 
at the  Tractor Supply store. They opened a new bag and  ate it for 
3 days then refused to eat it. He started slobbering and was treated with Amoxicillin for 
a possible tooth infection on . He did not improve and was brought to 
my office on  By this time he had lost about 15 pounds. He started having 
bloody, putrid diarrhea. We started IV fluids and did a CBC and comprehensive panel. 
The tests indicated a bacterial infection (high neutrophils) and liver function issues 
(bilirubemia, high ALP). We added an antibiotic to the fluids and did a fecal culture. The 
culture was positive for E. coli and Salmonella.  died 12 hours after admission to 
our facility. The dog food had already been returned to Tractor Supply for a full refund. 
The other household dog would never eat this particular bag of dog food, but had eaten 
it in the past. It did not get ill.

5 Years Rottweiler Dog 85 Pound

EON‐343321 12/8/2017 11:48 Chinese Style Cured Barbecue 
Pork
Yangtze

Our dog (a 10 year old Pomeranian Chihuahua) seemed to have developed 
hyperthyroidism from an exogenous source. I filled in a report about chicken jerky 
treats, but she also consumed a lot of a human food Chinese style pork from Yangtze / 
Tall Tree Farms (Kent, WA) during this period. This report is for this product because 
we are not certain of the source. She recovered after discontinuing both.

EON‐343319 12/8/2017 11:12 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky, Milo's Kitchen Steak 
Grillers Recipe, Yangtze Pork 
BBQ

My husband and I are  About two weeks ago, our 10 year old pomeranian 
chihuahua developed an abrupt onset polyuria / polydipsia. We just received laboratory 
confirmation that she was hyperthyroid. Her T4 was 7.4 (1.1-4.0). We stopped all her 
usual food and her symptoms are now improving. We suspect that it was from Hillside 
Farms Chicken Jerky or Milo Kitchen's Steak Grillers, or Yangtze Pork (Tall Tree 
Foods, Kent, WA). The last is food for human consumption.

EON‐343318 12/8/2017 11:12 Nutro Wholesome Essentials 
Adult Pasture-Fed Lamb & Rice 
Recipe, Milo's Kitchen Grilled 
Burger Bites with Sweet Potato 
and Bacon

went for a follow up appt with his Neurologist for White Dog Shaker Syndrome. 
he had been on Prednisone for a year. Neurologist suggested weaning from 
Prednisone. while in office he did blood work. called to tell me the lab work showed 
very high thyroid level. had me go to regular Vet for retest. test sent for a complete 
thyroid panel out of state to experts at  Neurology there confirmed very 
high thyroid levels. Regular Vet then performed an ultrasound of thyroid looking for 
cancer. it was negative. food was then changed and we discontinued Nutro 
kibble made by Mars co. after 3 weeks the thyroid level was retested and found to be 
within normal limits. Vet concluded that  had been ingesting thyroid gland tissue 
from the foods he was eating---Nutro. He, as well as his sister, had symptoms of more 
hungry, increased thirst, increased urinating

3 Years Maltese Dog 7 Pound

EON‐343311 12/8/2017 7:04 Heart to Tail Dog Jerky Treats 
Chicken Recipe

A 10 year old, male castrated, Bichon Frise mixed breed dog was presented for 
persistent glucosuria and proteinuria with concurrent normoglyemia. Clinical signs 
became with administration of Heart to Tail Dog Jerky treats - Chicken Recipe 
(manufactured/sold by Aldi).

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog
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EON‐343288 12/7/2017 17:16 DreamBone Made with Real 
Chicken - Mini

I have a 5 mos. old puppy and last night she went through the seizure type effect and I 
too felt my puppy was dying in front of my eyes. I felt helpless. Called a family member 
who works at a Vet Hosp. and she told me give her a teaspoon of peroxide solution

Half peroxide and half water. Open their mouth and give to them. A syringe makes it 
easier. Within minutes she upchucked and guess what came up YES, DREAMBONE 
she ran small fever. Acted like she was scared of me, eyes in a scared stare. What so 
bad, she loves them. I thought only I experienced this. I looked for safe treats and see 
something by Duke, has anyone tried these. Maybe we all should get together against 
DREAMBONE before other innocent puppies/dogs have to experience this. I believe 
this is no coincidence.

THANK EVERYONE FOR SHARING, IT IS IMPORTANT

6 Month
s

Poodle (unspecified) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐343277 12/7/2017 14:20 Redbarn Chew-A-Bulls I purchased from Petland Discounts, Chew-a-Bulls. Upon opening it, what looked like 
dead worms fell out. When I took the product from the 'sealed' package a live worm 
came out. I have since confirmed it is a mealworm. I contacted the manufacture, 
RedBarn, and sent a video. They told me to dispose of product and they would send a 
new one. The package was in a sealed ziplock, a week went by and the worm was still 
alive. I contacted RedBarn, sending another video and asking not to send me more of 
this product. They have never replied. Today, a month from opening the package, and 
while in a zip lock bag, the worm is still alive. My dog had been having skin issues 
before all this, and since I stopped giving him this, those issues have cleared up. I do 
not know if those packages had worms, or the eggs. 
I am upset because Redbarn has done nothing. How many products are out there with 
this? I have 4 videos, time stamped. The public needs to know. I wish someone from a 
lab would/could look at this. I dont know where to go.
Please help.
Thank you,

EON‐343274 12/7/2017 13:36 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw 
Frozen Bites Cage-Free Duck 
Recipe

Bloody vomiting and bloody diahrrea. Hospitalized 2 days. Muscle weekness and loss 
of coordination. Lethargy. Gave IV fluids, probiotics, and antibiotics. Would not eat or 
drink.

15 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐343271 12/7/2017 10:00 Purina ONE Smartblend Lamb & 
Rice Formula

I opened the bag of Purina One Lamb and Brown Rice Formula and found hundreds of 
dead insects and what appeared to be spider webs.

EON‐343253 12/6/2017 21:52 Dingo Twist Sticks Chicken in the 
Middle

Dog has been eating dingo dog bones, the first time she had extensive bowl 
movements and bleeding from rectum. Second case came a month later with extensive 
uncontrollable bowl movements and lethargy. 2nd dog who is younger and fixed is 
unharmed. Took the dog to emergency vet and they did extensive testing to rule out 
any disease, nothing was found. Exhibited no other issues other than a possible treat 
contamination. She is otherwise healthy, and chews her bones to completion, we have 
been monitoring her closely when eating bones.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐343239 12/6/2017 17:16 Savory Prime Chicken Breast 
Fillets

After feeding the jerky treat both dogs would puke yellow and quit eating for 2 or 3 days 
and be very lethargic. It took me a while to figure out what was making them sick.

8 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Long-haired

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐343235 12/6/2017 12:36 Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists 
Original

After eating < 25% of a pig skin twist, she threw up, then starting drooling 
uncontrollably and was unable to move.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐343233 12/6/2017 12:04 Rejuv-A-Wafers Superfood 
Supplement for Dogs & Cats

I heard my friend tell me about the new pet treat/food that she got for her pets. She 
said it was great, so I wanted to learn about it. The two main ingredients in this pet 
treat/food are chlorella and eleuthero. I have never heard of these ingredients 
marketed for pet food, so I asked my veterinarian friend and he said that these are not 
familiar and after he did some research, these ingredients are not FDA approved for 
pet food. I do not know if this is safe for pets to have and am concerned.

EON‐343186 12/5/2017 23:48 4Health Grain-Free Large Breed 
Formula

Have used this brand for several years. We opened a new bag of dog food and issues 
started 4 days later. Sudden onset of vomiting and loss of motor control in front limbs. 
Both dogs exhibited the same symptoms within 6 hours of each other. Both dogs 
experienced severe vomiting then could not support their own weight on front legs. Out 
of character for both dogs and both dogs were falling over (appearing intoxicated for 
days). 

Spent several days with the Veterinarian; unable to diagnose so symptoms were 
treated with IV antibiotics and saline. Elevated white blood cell count and slight fever 
were identified in both dogs but kidney function was normal. 

Food was discontinued and we are seeing an improvement. We can provide a sample 
if testing would be appropriate. This does not seem to be an isolated event, please see 
regular reports with the exact same symptoms on consumeraffaris.com - 
https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/diamond_dog_food.html. Several dogs have 
died from this product.

4 Years Mastiff Dog 170 Pound
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EON‐343155 12/5/2017 12:56 Purina ONE Smartblend True 
Instinct Formula with Real Turkey 
& Venison

I purchased a large bag of Purina One True Instinct for my 4 Shih Tzu's at PetSmart in 
 on approximately 11/20/17. They have been eating this brand for 

quite sometime and I have never had an issue. I brought the bag in and stored it, 
unopened, for one week in my laundry room where it is cool and dry. On 11/28/17 I 
opened the bag in order to feed my dogs. I usually pour the contents into a plastic dog 
food container in order to keep it sealed and fresh. As I was pouring it I noticed 
something white coming out. When I touched it, it felt like cobwebs. I put the bag down 
and looked inside. I was absolutely horrified to see the food covered with this "cobweb" 
like substance and FILLED with LIVE MAGGOTS. As I looked at the food that I poured 
into the container it was crawling with maggots as well. I could not believe what I saw!! 
I immediately took pictures and wrote to Purina in an email with the pictures attached. I 
just couldn't believe what I was looking at so I then called the 800 number. The 
representative was very nice, took down all the information and apologized. I asked if 
there had been a recall of the food or perhaps maybe there should be. She said the 
situation would be reported. I did not hear not another word from Purina (no email, no 
call) until yesterday when I received a check for $25.99, the amount that I told the rep 
that I paid for the bag, four $1.00 coupons off a purchase of another bag, and a 
standard note thanking me for being a customer. I can't believe the condition that I 
found this food in and no one is doing anything at all to notify any other consumers!

EON‐343153 12/5/2017 12:36 Blue Buffalo Divine Delights 
Rotisserie Chicken Flavor in 
Hearty Gravy

My dog was perfectly healthy as documented by a very recent vet checkup. Very soon 
after feeding my dog Blue Buffalo Divine Delights she became violently ill with diarrhea, 
vomiting. This continued for a few days.

1.5 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐343148 12/5/2017 10:48 Nutro Adult Chunky Loaf Chicken 
Dinner

Customer purchased 6 assorted cans of Nutro canned cat food on Thursday, 
November 30, 2017. Three cans were returned on November 4, 2017 as expired and 
with one can containing a chunk of debris. The piece of debris measures approx. 2 cm 
x 1 cm x 1.5 cm. The debris appears to be a chunk of rubber.

EON‐343146 12/5/2017 9:52 Blue Buffalo Blue Freedom 
Indoor Kitten Chicken Recipe

A digestive issue so severe it caused an obstruction. Pet was vomiting, lethargic, 
loosing weight, and not using the bathroom.

4 Month
s

Domestic Shorthair Cat 3.4 Pound

EON‐343115 12/4/2017 14:28 Pet Ventures Inc. Rawhide I gave three of my dogs rawhide's.  started getting sick three hours after he ate his 
rawhide. He threw up half the rawhide. After an hour or two of him throwing up he 
started having diarrhea. Every 2 to 3 hours he had diarrhea and blood come out. This 
happen on a Sunday night and I was able to get a appointment for him on Wednesday 
morning. After doing bloodwork they found out that he was sick from the rawhide 
because it was contaminated with E. coli and salmonella. I was very upset because I 
thought my dog lost quality of life and I was ready to put him down. Fortunately my dad 
came through and paid for the bill and all the medicine. I am very disappointed in this 
company for being so irresponsible and greedy. I do not feel like it is right that I had to 
pay for my dogs vet visit and medication because of their irresponsibility. Something 
should be done about this company.

15 Hours American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 131 Kilogra
m

EON‐343114 12/4/2017 13:52 Hill's Science Diet Adult Urinary 
Hairball Control

Vomiting, which over a period of 2 weeks, became daily, sometimes more than once a 
day.

12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7.5 Pound
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EON‐343112 12/4/2017 11:56 Natural Balance Platefulls Indoor 
Formula Turkey & Duck Formula 
in Gravy

Both cats have been eating Natural Balance Platefulls (many different flavor varieties) 
for several years as their main source of food. Between the two, they share three 3-oz 
packages per day. I purchase the packets in bulk through Chewy.com. The last 
shipment contained the Natural Balance "Turkey & Duck Formula in Gravy" (Lot 
7143407 66ID M7; exp 05-23-19). Normally both cats DEVOUR their food packet in 
several minutes, regardless of the flavor. But on three different occasions with this new 
shipment, they have either vomited halfway through consuming, or just not finished the 
dish, or both. We have not seen this behavior when we serve them the two other 
flavors received in our shipment.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐343111 12/4/2017 11:20 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fit Skin & 
Coat Chews

This product is a hazard for dogs. I found my dog choking and unable to breath after he 
started eating one of these sticks. Once the product is in the mouth of the dog, the stick 
unrolls and gets really difficult to be swollen. the makers even have a Caution note on 
the package which I am sure no one reads it because you won't think you have to 
supervise your pet to make sure he isn't dying.

EON‐343106 12/4/2017 10:32 Purina Busy Bone Mini Gave my 3 dogs Purnia Busy bone November 25, 2017, within an hour was 
drooling/foaming at the mouth could tell the rest of the day she did not feel good would 
not eat that evening. Next day she only drank water would not eat, laid around a lot, did 
not look like she felt good. Took her to vet next day-got AD emergency care food, vet 
did blood panel, put her on Cerenia 60 mg tablets, Cerenia 10 mg/ml, Metronidazole 
250mg tablets, Amoxicillin 500 mg, Baytril/vetalog/B12 injection, did fecal test, paper 
says GI disturb/pasty stool/anorexia. Had to force fed her for 2 days, gave her 
amoxicillin x2 a day AM & PM, also gave her the nausea pills x3 a day AM & PM, two 
other pills gave her one a day for 2 days. By Thursday she was back to herself. The 
day this happened I researched online found other dog owners reports with same issue 
due to feeding purina busy bone, this lead me to research further which had me 
considering that purina smart blend chicken that I have been feeding since last year 
has caused  seizures.  my other Siberian husky her brother had a seizure 
on November 3. My daughter has the parents and 2 siblings of the dogs I have they do 
not have seizures the dog food brand is the only thing we do differently. November 
26th threw away all purnia and went to a more natural food brand, will see if the 
seizures stop. The busy bone research from  illness lead me to the research 
of the food. My rottwellier dug holes ate some roots and dirt for 2 days after 
consuming purnia  and  was not as active. My vet Veterinary 
Clinic, 

2 Hours Siberian Husky Dog 76 Pound

EON‐343086 12/3/2017 16:32 Beneful My very healthy four year old pit bull was a happy energetic playful loving boy. Every 
night I mix a can of wet dog food with his dry food for dinner. I usually buy the 
savannah crockpot all natural cans but that day the vengeful Putin's wet food was on 
sale so I bought that. Well I fed it to him for dinner and by late that night he was acting 
funny he didn't wanna play or eat a treat he was just sleeping. By the next day he 
became violently ill puking green. We rushed him to the vet to find his red blood cells 
were all finished in his body and he was suddenly anemic we then rushed him to the 
animal hospital where he became yellow in his mouth and all over his body. And well 
on  our perfectly healthy family pet died. I have no doubt in my mind 
that it was that can of food.

4 Years Pit Bull Dog 42 Pound
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EON‐343074 12/3/2017 12:20 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Healthy Weight Dog 
Formula Formulated with 
Chicken & Vegetables

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 PoundOn 11/1/2017 I opened a new bag of Kirkland healthy weight dog formula (chicken and 
vegetables) bag of food bought 2 days prior from Costco in . My 3 dogs have 
been on this food for years dogs ages are 2,5,12 yrs old). After 2 days of this food my 

first dog started not feeling well. She eats about 3/4 more than the other 2 dogs. I 
continued to watch her and within 24 hours she was vomiting and diarrhea. Completely 

not thinking it was the food, I continued to feed the other 2 it. I gave the sick one a 
bland diet for 12 hours until the vet opened up the following morning. That night while 

waiting for the vet to open it turned to bloody diarrhea and bloody diarrhea and she was 
completely lethargic and not well. We took her to the vet that morning and the first thing 

that was ran was a parvo test. With all the blood in her stool and vomit- and just the 
way she was acting I thought it was parvo. Even though she's been vaccinated. I 

thought all of this just due to the fact I've been in the veterinary field for the last 12 
years. With in 24 more hours the other 2 dogs started to get sick with the same exact 
symptoms. Bloody stool, lethargic and bloody diarrhea. We took them also in and they 

received fluids, medications and still testing. The vet said they're stomach and 
intestines were completely infected and to stop feeding the food ASAP. I have been in 
contact with a DVM from Kirkland and she requested the records, invoices and labwork 

this has now been going on for a month, and she is now not returning my emails. It's 
always something that she doesn't have and I make sure that the vets send it now to 
me so I can send it to her- so there is no more prolonging this. I have told her I still 

have the food and the bag that it came in. The first couple weeks of communication wa 
that she was going to get our $2000 reimbursed and then all of a sudden things got 
very quiet. All of a sudden she told me it wasn't the food and that no one else have 

complained about this diet so it couldn't have been the food. I hVe told her that is not 
ok- and said a number of times something is wrong with this food and or even the bag 
that it was contained in. I still have this food and bag and they still don't want it. This is 

not ok- and since the dogs finished all medications and I have changed they're diet 
they are fine. Fecal tests all came out cleared of anything, parvo of course was 

negative so this sickness that hit all three was the food. I am looking for some help to 
make this public, fight for my reimbursement due to this food and hopefully after me 

speaking up- others will too. 

I can not afford to spend another $1000 (and counting) for my other 2 dogs because of 
this. Is there some sort of reimbursement for they're treatment? Is there a way to find 

out if in fact it was this food? Do I report this to anyone else? 

I am so scarred that my other 2 dogs that are still at home and not hospitalized are too 
old to handle what my hospitalized dog is going through right now. 

I bought the food at the  location and get you any and all paperwork needed.
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EON‐343073 12/3/2017 11:12 Pet Carousel Natural Beef Knee 
Cap

Before leaving for work in the morning 2-3 weeks ago, I gave my dog a Pet 
Carousel brand "Natural Beef Knee Cap. When I returned home about 4 hours later, he 
seemed sad and not his usual, energetic self, and I could tell he was having digestive 
problems. He mostly lay down and, while he slept, his body shook periodically and his 
intestines made stretching noises (like snapping rubber bands). I cared for him (giving 
him only water and broth) and watched him overnight, planning to take him to the 
veterinary medical hospital if things got worse. The next day, he gradually progressed, 
and we went for a walk around noon, during which he had a bowel movement that 
seemed to have blood. After that, he recovered completely and continues well to this 
day.

1 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐343069 12/3/2017 10:00 Ultra Chewy Natural Dog Chews 
Beef Knuckle

It was discovered in the early morning hours 8/8/2017 that had experienced 
diarrhea and vomiting throughout the night as evidenced by the mess on living room 
floor. He was taken to the vet and received a comprehensive diagnostic series of tests. 
An obstruction was suspected, but results were inconclusive. The Vet asked us a 
number of questions including, "are their any new 'treats' you're giving  We 
answered no. We later discovered that he did have a 'knuckle bone' in the back yard 
that I had completely forgotten about. When the news hit the media about these treats, 
I put two-and-two together and wanted to report this to add credence to the claim that 
these treats are unsafe.

12 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 62 Pound

EON‐343057 12/2/2017 21:08 Cloud Star Wag More Bark Less 
Oven-Baked Soft & Chewy with 
all natural Gingerbread Flavor

Cloud Star Wag More Bark Less Oven Baked Soft & Chewy with all natural 
gingerbread flavor snacks are mislabeled. The front clearly says "Free of wheat, corn, 
soy, colors, and artificial flavors. On the back of package, in the ingredients statement, 
the first ingredient is wheat. 
I did not purchase the product. I found the error while examining the package at 
Petsmart. I did take photos of the packaging.

EON‐343020 12/2/2017 7:52 President's Choice Nutrition First 
Grain-Free Salmon & Potato

He started taking seizures. Took him to the vet and was determined he had liver 
disease. 2 of his levels were abnormal. Immediately took him off the presidents choice 
salmon and potato dog food and started preparing our own home cooked meals. Vet 
gave some phenobarbital pills to stop the seizures and after 2 weeks we weaned him 
off the pills and he's been seizure free ever since.

6 Years Pointing Dog - German 
Short-haired

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐343019 12/2/2017 7:16 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

November 10 while shopping at the above location my wife and myself purchased a 
package of "Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky Recipe" - product code 068113107019 - 
for our 4-year-old yellow lab\husky mix dog named . The evening of Saturday, 
November 18, a couple hours after  supper of cooked chicken breast, rice and 
some cheese I took her out for her evening potty break and upon our return inside I 
gave her one or two pieces of the subject product as a last snack for the day. I watched 
her consume the product and was personally impressed at the dryness of the product 
as crunched and chewed and swallowed the treat. She appeared to like it well. I 
was awoken at 5:30 the following morning at the sound of  yakking and vomiting 
on my carpet. When I switched on the lights I was horrified to find approximately a cup 
of brownish vomit containing what appeared to be about ¼ cup of red chunks 
resembling pomegranate kernels. My wife and myself got dressed as quickly as 
possible, I collected some of the vomit and we took  to the nearest emergency 
animal Veterinarian Doctor.  was examined and given medications and fluids and 
released to our care. The charges for these services from the vet totaled $332.76 
which we paid by cash. Following the directions from the vet and administrating the 
medications prescribed, has recovered to nearly her old self by Tuesday evening. 
She has not and will not be given more of this product. 

I personally examined this product closely following this incident and I find it extremely 
dry, brittle and easily breaking into sharp edged pieces. Due to the grain of the meat 
some broken or fractured pieces splinter off resembling long thin fish bones. This 
product also does not hydrate or become softened by water or saliva easily. I think 
consumption of this product could amount to a kind of Russian Roulette to animals as 
is demonstrated in this instance.

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 70 Pound

EON‐342997 12/1/2017 17:48 Purina ONE Our dogs were fine until they ate the new dog food. First one threw up the next day the 
other threw up. Whenever they eat within a few hours they vomit all the food up. After 
that whenever they smelled the food they refused to eat it. Before this dog food they 
were fine. We changed the food, and they are fine, no more vomiting and they are 
eating fine.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐342992 12/1/2017 16:16 Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists 
Real Smoked Flavor

I fed my dog an Oinkies Pig Skin Twist (smoked flavor) as a treat on two occasions. In 
hindsight, the first time he ate the treat he vomited for a day or two and had diarrhea. 
This second time it him about 24 hours to finish the treat. Within another 24 hours he 
was lethargic, refusing to eat, and throwing up both stomach bile and tiny pieces of the 
chewed up treat.

1 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 14 Pound

EON‐342991 12/1/2017 16:08 Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists 
Real Smoked Flavor

I fed my dog an Oinkies Pig Skin Twist (smoked flavor) as a treat on two occasions. In 
hindsight, the first time she ate the treat she vomited for a day or two and had diarrhea. 
This second time it took her about 24 hours to finish the treat. Within another 24 hours 
she was lethargic, refusing to eat, and throwing up both stomach bile and tiny pieces of 
the chewed up treat.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 15 Pound

EON‐342980 12/1/2017 10:48 Jones Natural Chews Rib Bones 
4"

Pork rib bones splintered, causing vomiting and obstruction. Sold by Jones natural 
chews co, 

Shepher Dog 
(unspecified)

Dog
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EON‐342972 12/1/2017 9:16 Pork Bone Treat She was given a Port Bone Treat purchased at  Job lot, the label didn't 
really have a brand but it did say made in Cananda. She had severe GI issues. She 
first started off very tired and lethargic. The next morning she couldn't lay comfortably 
without shaking. She had lameness in her front leg as well. We took her to the vet who 
thought she had a tick borne virus based on her symptoms. She then ended up testing 
negative for that and finally vomited a day later and has been feeling much better since 
she did.

5 Years Great Dane Dog 126 Pound

EON‐342948 11/30/2017 22:24 Bone . On Wednesday we realized our dog was acting strange. He has been house trained 
since he was a few weeks old. He is now 6 years old and we saw that he had gone to 
the bathroom and threw up all over the house. We could not understand why he had 
done this. He was whimpering and seemed to be uncomfortable. We took him outside 
to go to the bathroom and realized that his stomach was very very hard. He also looked 
bloated from behind. Immediately we took him to the animal emergency room and they 
rushed him into emergency surgery. They came to the outcome that his stomach and 
intestines were distended to about 4 times the size his stomach should have been. He 
had to stay in the hospital for 2 nights as of today. We then realized we had given him 
a bone treat the other day (sunday). We read that other dogs have been getting sick 
and dying from those bones. We were told that our dog may not have made it through 
surgery because most dogs do not according to the surgeon, but were lucky enough 
that he made it out. He is stable and in recovery now.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐342947 11/30/2017 21:48 Merrick Purrfect Bistro Grain 
Free Chicken Pate

Opened can to find dead fly in the cat food. I have noticed a significant decline in 
quality control of Merrick Purrfect Bistro Chicken Pate 5.5oz cat food throughout 2017. 
Purchased case of food through Amazon. Cat was admitted to a veterinary clinic for 
vomiting two weeks ago without any other indication of illness. Cat ate food from the 
same case as the dead fly. No way to know if the food caused vomiting, but now it's 
quite the coincidence based on this finding. I thought this warranted a report and 
hopefully leads to an inspection of Merrick's production facility.

EON‐342892 11/30/2017 19:28 Dentley's Nature's Chews 
Natural Flavor Pork Femur 
Bones

 had a pork femur bone and within 12 hours of having partially consumed it he 
became terribly ill. He progressively got worse over the course of the next week and a 
half. I had taken him to the vet twice where the second time through they kept him for 
24 hours to hydrate with IV fluids, run tests and observe him. I truly felt like I was 
watching him die right in front of me and felt completely helpless. He was not eating, 
not drinking, running a fever and was very, very lethargic and listless.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 77 Pound

EON‐342889 11/30/2017 19:04 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula with 
Roasted Lamb

I bought a new bag of Taste of the Wild food, a brand which I've used for years, and 
shortly after opening it and feeding it to my dog his paws swelled up. He was given 
benedryl and swelling did not go down until the next day.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐342888 11/30/2017 18:56 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula with 
Roasted Lamb

I bought a new bag of Taste of the Wild brand food, Sierra Mountain/lamb flavor. 
Shortly after opening the bag and eating the food for dinner, my dog's face and paws 
completely swelled up. We had to give him bendryl to decrease the swelling and 
monitor him throughout the night in case the swelling spread and his throat closed. He 
was very itchy and uncomfortable. By morning his swelling had decreased, and it was 
almost gone by late afternoon the next day. My dog has no food or environmental 
allergies. Introducing this new bag of Taste of the Wild brand food was the only 
new/different thing to his daily routine. Since this has happened, I have talked to three 
other friends that had this same exact experience these past 2 weeks that have 
opened a new bag of lamb flavored Taste of the Wild brand food and their dog's face 
swelled up, and they became itchy and lethargic.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐342880 11/30/2017 16:16 Pawluxury Bully Sticks Acute liver damage - Pet presented for five days duration of inappetance and vomting. 
Bloodwork revealed liver enzymes markedly elevated. Abdominal ultrasound confirmed 
no major changes to liver physically. Pet responded well to liver protectant medication 
and antibiotic therapy.

5 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 62.4 Pound

EON‐342766 11/30/2017 14:08 Exer-Hides Rawhide Bones On the  at 4:30pm I took to the vets for a weight check 
and at that time they told me  weighted 42 pounds and was a very healthy 
dog. Then I went to Walmart to do a little bit of shopping and I picked up an 
exer-hide rawhide dog bone. At 6:30pm I gave his dog treat. About 15 
minutes later he started vomiting. By the  he could not walk. I took 
him into the vets again on the  they wanted to keep him over night on 
IV fluids. I talked to the vet that night and they said he looked like he was doing a little 
bit better. Then on the  I get the phone call from my vet saying when 
they came in that morning and my found  dead. That he passed away 
sometime over night. They are planing on doing an autopsy on the . 
They are 100% sure that the rawhide dog bone is the cause in death.

4 Month
s

Saint Bernard Dog Dog 42 Pound

EON‐342764 11/30/2017 14:00 Butcher's Bones Ham Bone Since  is an active young puppy and is definetly in the chewing stage and since 
he had become board with his kong and other chew toys we purchased a Butcher's 
Boones Ham Bone from Pet Supplies Plus on a Wednesday gave it to him on 
Thursday, Friday at 4pm he went to the vet for a routine visit while there he aspirated 
and coughed so hard that he through up blood clots from his lungs. Was rushed to to 
an Emergency service where he spent the next 24 hrs in oxygen and multiple test 
upwards of $2000.00 the only thing different in his life at the time was the ham bone.

17 Week
s

Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐342745 11/30/2017 13:40 WholeHearted Grain-Free 
Chicken Recipe Flaked in Gravy

Fed this new food for 4 days (the kittens LOVE IT!!!), but the litter of foster kittens 
presented with very dark green, thick and sticky bowel movements. I have seen this 
reaction from excessive iron from a liquid vitamin supplement in other foster kitten 
litters. The kittens were exclusively eating this wet food and a mix of dry kibble from a 
large batch that a dozen other kittens had eaten recently without incident. I'm confident 
this canned food had way too much iron. Within 3 meals of feeding a different canned 
food, their bowel movements have improved in color and consistency.

6 Week
s

Domestic Mediumhair Cat 1.5 Pound
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EON‐342733 11/30/2017 13:24 Nylabone 2 Years Bulldog - French Dog 23 PoundPet was throwing up for about two months prior to us being extremely alarmed. Vet 
stated that it was common in frenchies to throw up in the mornings or night if their 

stomachs are empty and they are hungry. had no issues with eating. He would 
normally eat 2 meals a day. Sunday November 05 2017 he was lethargic and unable 
and uninterested in eating his meal. He then began throwing up several times a white 
foam. We immediately took him to our first animal hospital Veterinary 
Emergency Clinic) due to our vet  Animal Hospital) being closed on 

the weekends. They did not perform an X-ray and was sent home with acid reflux 
medication and nausea medication. By November 6th 2017 (Monday). He was rapidly 
getting worse so we then rushed him to our vet where they performed blood work and 
an X-ray. They saw something in his stomach and notified us that we needed to go to 
another animal hospital to have it removed. On the night of November 6th 2017 we 

went to  Veterinary Medical Center. They performed more X-rays along 
with a sonogram. They found that not only did he have something stuck in his stomach 
but also in his small intestine. They believe the object in the small intestine would pass 
due to how far along it had gotten in the digestive track and so we opted to have him 

put under and scoped to get the object out of his stomach. The vets finding were that it 
was a bitten off end of a Nyla Bone. Due to the throwing up he was also suffering from 
ulcers and esophagitis.  then spent 2 days recovering from that procedure in the 

Veterinary ICU by Wednesday November 8th they still were unsure of the object 
moving in his small intestine and after many questions to the veterinarians and 

countless hours on trying to determine if they could cause large issues not removing 
they decided to go ahead and perform a second surgery on his  had to have his 
whole stomach opened that day where the incision went from his ribcage down to by 

his legs. While the surgeon was in there removing the object he ran into complications. 
His small intestine was punctured and the other part of his small intestine was severely 

bruised. Not only did he have Peritonitis but they were forced remove part of his 
intestine due to it completely falling apart. They were hopeful the severely bruised 
section would heal itself after much needed antibiotics. He had 21 Staples in his 

stomach along with internal stiches. They found the other part of the Nyla bone in his 
small intestine and were shocked it was able to move that far. BOTH ends completely 

blackened due to acid.  finally was able to be discharged and come home on 
November 10th 2017. He was on over 5 medications in an effort to heal his body and 

we had to return two weeks later to the hospital to have his staples removed on 
November 20th 2017

All vet document and itemized vet bills available if needed.
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EON‐342732 11/30/2017 12:00 Vital Essentials Raw Bar Freeze-
Dried Turkey Wings

My dog, , ate two Vital Essential Raw Freeze Dried Turkey Wing dog treats 
around noon on Saturday, November 25. She became lethargic by Saturday afternoon. 
On Sunday she was vomiting and Sunday night devolved into violent vomiting. We 
went to the vet Monday and xrays showed bones stuck in her stomach, preventing her 
stomach from emptying into her intestines. She immediately had emergency surgery 
that day and her prognosis could not be given until after the doctors opened her up to 
empty her stomach and assess the possible tissue damage. Thankfully, there was 
minimal damage, as we caught the issue relatively quickly. However, my once active, 
healthy, and happy dog is now confined to no jumping, running, or using stairs and 
needs to be kept in a crate with a cone on while unsupervised for the next two weeks. 
She is on 5 different medications and requires 4-6 small meals/day. We are not out of 
the woods regarding complications either. there is still a chance for infection, incision 
issues, and myriad of other possible complications as a result of this major surgery.

I purchased these treats from a pet supply store in  and on Monday 
(the day of her surgery) I spoke with the store manager and advised them to remove 
these from their shelves - they have been very helpful. I called Vital Essentials on 
Monday as well and  in customer service advised me that she would pass my 
information on to a man (I cant remember his name, maybe?) in quality 
assurance and he would get back to me within a day. When I hadn't heard back from 
anyone by Wednesday, I called again and asked for quality assurance and, again, 

 told me I needed to speak to her first. I explained I did on Monday and was told I 
would get a call back and no one did so she assured me someone would be calling me 
back that day on Wednesday. Today is Thursday and I have not heard back from them. 

is in so much pain and I am in pain watching her. I trusted these treats would 
be a nice surprise for her and it almost killed her. We have paid $2,306.12 so far in vet 
bills for this. These treats come in a bulk-style serving manner - no packaging to 
contain any warnings, directions, advisements... nothing. Vital Essentials nearly killed 
my dog and they are dodging me.

9 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 24 Pound

EON‐342721 11/30/2017 1:16 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken Rice 
& Vegetable Flavor

After giving my dog pedigree adult complete nutrition food, I noticed him throwing up 
after. He has ate this food for a couple of years so I started giving him less portions 
because I thought maybe he was eating too much. A couple days ago, I noticed 
something shiny in his food and it was a little metal fragment.
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EON‐342720 11/30/2017 0:04 Smokehouse Beef Rib Bone We purchased rib-bone dog treats from  located on  and  
 All three dogs were given one bone each. That evening there were no 

noticeable issues; they ate dinner, they drank water, they used the "bathroom" as 
normal. The next morning, still no problems; normal eating, drinking, and bathroom 
habits. The dogs stay in an indoor kennel every day while we are at work. That evening 
around 1630 my husband arrived home to a huge mess in the kennel. One or all of the 
dogs either vomited, had diarrhea, or both. It was sprayed across the wall and the dogs 
were all huddled near the door of the kennel to avoid the mess. Our entire home 
smelled vile; it was a sour smell like I have never experienced in our life. Despite this, 
all three of the dogs remain in fine health and have not had any more upsets. This was 
an adverse event and I did not even think of the bones being the issue until the recent 
reports have made their rounds. It has been over a week and luckily the dogs are still 
100% normal in all eating, drinking, and bathroom habits. Had we realized it was the 
bones and/or had they showed any symptoms, we would have rushed them to the vet.

10 Years Beagle Dog 25 Pound

EON‐342715 11/29/2017 23:08 Ham Bone I purchased a HAM BONES VACUMM from Winn Dixie for$4.99 on 11/21/2017. I gave 
it to my dog on 11/26/2017 Sunday
I heard the reports on the news from FDA today 11/29/2017. I walk my dog every 
morning and she usually has a bowel movement but noticed she hadn't had one for the 
past two days. I check in my yard tonight and found one which was like diarrhea which 
is unusual for her. She has seemed lethargic for the past few days.

11 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 95 Pound

EON‐342713 11/29/2017 21:48 Country Kitchen Serrano Ham 
Bone

I gave my dog a ham bone that I purchased at the grocery store and within a matter of 
2 days he had blockage and could not go to the bathroom which I ended up finding out 
at the emergency vet the very next day he had stopped eating and drinking later on 
that night he acted like he had more energy and he wanted to get up and move around 
again he drank a little bit of water the very next morning his eyes were yellowing I took 
him back to the vet to get reevaluated come to find out his liver was already shut down 
and his kidneys were shutting down so I had to put my two-year-old puppy to sleep I 
had to give him euthanized because he had full blockage and there was no way to 
save him

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐342709 11/29/2017 20:40 Redbarn Peanut Butter Flavor 
Filled Bone

We purchase peanut butter filled real bones for our standard poodle from Pet World 
 on a regular basis.  My son bought one for our dog at the 

end of October.  The wrapping seemed different, so I thought the store might have 
changed vendors, but they claim that they didn't.  After getting the bone, we noticed our 
dog getting a swollen fluid filled bump on the area next to the inside of his eye.  We 
didn't associate it with the bone.  It appeared, then disappeared, went from one eye to 
the other.  We even took our dog to a eye specialist on November 1, 2017.  The doctor 
had no idea what it was and said he had never seen anything like it. Was it a reaction 
or allergy?  Then, on November 2, 2017, our dog started vomiting.  At first, he still 
acted hungry, but then stopped eating and had a little diarrhea.  When he was lying in 
bed that evening, he burped up a 50 cent piece size of blood.  He started straining to 
go to the bathroom, and only blood would drip out.  We took him to the vet, where he 
got fluid injected under his skin, blood tests, x-rays, and four different medications. It 
took him a week to recover, and then he still wasn't back up to his weight.  I'm still 
worried about him.  We started talking about what could have caused this to happen.  
The only thing that came up was the bone.  Then, we saw the news reports.  
Everything else was the same...food, water, milk bones.  Did something change at the 
plant?  Did they change a supplier?  Is there a connection?  I still have the bone.  I 
really feel that he could have died.  He was so sick.

6 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 54 Pound

EON‐342708 11/29/2017 20:40 Merrick Limited Ingredient Diet 
Grain Free + Potato Free Real 
Chicken Stew

We have been feeding both and  Merrick Real Chicken Stew Limited 
Ingredient canned food for the past couple of years and about 2 weeks ago, we started 
a new batch of canned food and both started having really bad bloody diarrhea. We 
weren't sure at the time what was causing them to be sick so we stopped giving them 
treats (also by Merrick). We also put them on a bland diet (boiled chicken and rice) for 
a week and their symptoms were improving. So this past Sunday, we started mixing in 
some of their Merrick food with the bland diet. We were awaken in the middle of the 
night with both dogs pooping bloody diarrhea again all over our bedroom, bathroom, 
including our bed and it went on all night. We took them to the vet first thing Monday 
morning and they were given antibiotics and two other medications. The girls are both 
doing better now.

We still have two and a half batches of the Merrick food left that we will be taking back 
to PetCo.

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 16 Pound

EON‐342707 11/29/2017 20:32 Jerky Treats IN ADDITION TO REGULAR PET FOOD WE FED JERKY TREATS AFTER 
LAST YEAR. SOON AFTER - 2 WEEKS OF DAILY FEEDING - DOG 

BECAME ILL. TOOK TO VET SAID LIVER & KIDNEYS FAILED. DOG DIED. JERKY 
TREATS WERE A  WE PURCHASED FOR THE DOG. IT HAD 
NEVER HAD THEM BEFORE. LIKED THEM VERY MUCH.

3 Years Rottweiler Dog 55 Pound

EON‐342706 11/29/2017 20:24 Ol' Roy Biscuits After giving our dogs the Walmart branded (ole"roy) biscuits dog treats, first one dog 
got sick and had diarrhea with what looked like long strips of yellow see thru gelatin in 
it. we stopped giving them the treats thinking that's what caused the problem, and it 
took 2 more weeks to get the gelatin looking stuff out of their feces. we thru out all the 
treats and even the other ole' roy treats we had!

11 Years Whippet Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐342692 11/29/2017 18:08 Dentley's Nature's Chews 
Natural Flavor Pork Femur 
Bones

On Black Friday, I purchased a new Dentley's Nature's Chews Pork Femur Bone for my 
dog. It was on sale and I immediately snatched up two of them for a treat for our 
beloved family pooch. That evening, Midnight was awarded one of the bones, which he 
excitedly began to gnaw and chew on. He had finished it off by the next afternoon, 
which was Saturday. Throughout that evening, he slept and laid around. When I awoke 
the next morning, Sunday, I found that he had vomited several times throughout the 
night. He was adamant about needing to go outside immediately, where he vomited 
some more, and found the few blades of fresh grass to eat to help calm his stomach. 
Unfortunately, this was not the end of his vomiting bout and the grass did not help. He 
vomited several more times throughout the day, and on Sunday evening, we knew 
something was wrong. We did our best to keep him calm and comfortable that evening 
and called our Veterinay office the next morning, Monday. We rushed him to the office, 
and he was immediately examined and attached to an IV for fluids. He had become 
extremely dehydrated and it was clear that he was very sick. After a round of X-Rays, 
fluids, strong antibiotic injections, and more prods from the Veterinarian and her staff, 
Midnight was allowed to come home and put on a strict bland, low-fat diet. While the 
Veterinary team did what they could to help Midnight, no conclusive diagnosis could be 
determined. After sleeping all night Monday, and laying around much of the day 
Tuesday, he has begun to perk up on Wednesday. He continues to act tired and lazy, 
but I hope he is on the mend. He has been much more alert, and seems to be feeling 
better.

Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐342689 11/29/2017 17:48 Purina Busy Bone Tiny I have been giving my dogs "My Bones treats for over a year, not knowing that it's not 
safe to give them such treats. I fed them as usually l in the morning but on Saturdays I 
give them their bone treats, after a few hours I notice that my little dog had threw up his 
meal. I though she ate too much and that was why she got sick. She likes to sleep a lot 
so I didn't notice a big change in her daily routine until the next day when she didn't 
want to eat. I work out of my home so I was not able to take her to the vet until that 
evening. When I got there she was barely walking, a few minutes later the Dr. came to 
the room to tell that she was dying. She said that my dog had an infection in her 
stomach and the x rays showed a white mass in her stomach. I was devastated my 
baby just died. I have to mention that she threw up white foamy liquid a day before 
also. The next day While watching the news I learned that many dogs have gotten sick 
or died from bones treats. I am hart broken.

12 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐342688 11/29/2017 17:48 Grillerz Pork Femur Our 2 puppies came down sick 4 days apart. We had chosen our puppies and put a 
deposit on them over a month before they were old enough to come home. During the 
month that followed, we spent dozens of hours puppy-proofing our home and yard. We 
eradicated any questionable plants and moved everything up above puppy reach. On 
Tuesday, November 14th we took the pups to the vet for a regular check-up and their 
2nd set of vaccines. They were also checked for worms. Both pups received a clean 
bill of health. Fast forward 6 days to Monday, November 20th.  began vomiting 
and became extremely lethargic between bouts of diarrhea in the early morning hours 
and became much more ill as the day progressed. By 4pm, she was in the vets office 
for anti-nausea injections and fluids. For the next 24 hours she was gravely ill. After 4 
days she returned to about 85% of her normal activity. On Friday of the same week, 
her brother became ill with the same symptoms. This resulted in another emergency 
trip to the vet, although this one was on a holiday. After a CBC & chem panel for both 
dogs, the 2 vets have ruled out any environmental contamination. The Grillerz Pork 
Femur was the only new addition to their environment, food treat or toy routine. After 
much research and consideration, we are confident that these bones are the source of 
the gastrointestinal issues our pups have faced.

11 Week
s

Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland cattledog)

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐342687 11/29/2017 17:40 Pet Pride Natural Smokey 
Ribeye Bone for Dogs

I gave my German Shepherd a meaty dog bone I bought from the local grocery store 
on a Friday night. By Saturday night he threw up several times and by Sunday 
afternoon he was dead. This happened the weekend before  of this year. 
Last night I became aware of the FDA warning on these bones and realized that it was 
more than likely the cause of his death since he had no other health issues other than 
his age. It took 48 hours between eating the bone and his death. I couldn't afford an 
autopsy from the vet to determine the cause, so I've been racked with trying to figure 
out why until last night when I read your warning about these bones.

9 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 150 Pound

EON‐342686 11/29/2017 17:40 Chicken Jerky She had the treat and then became sick for 3 days...vomiting, diarrhea, blood with the 
diarrhea

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐342683 11/29/2017 17:20 Boots & Barkley American Beef 
Foreshank Bone

As a large German Shepherd puppy, we were told bones and antlers were okay for him 
to chew. We purchased a large bone from boots & Barkley at Target. He was chewing 
on it one night for quite awhile and then we put him to bed. The next morning he 
started having uncontrollable diarrhea and was going every 10 minutes or so. This 
lasted for a few days until we took action and put him on a rice diet to calm his 
stomach. Right before we put a call in to his vet, it finally slowed down. He was 
miserable and he's a AKC registered dog and has never had his food changed. I'm not 
thrilled with this company. After research I realized I wasn't alone. I'm livid.

6 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 50 Pound

EON‐342653 11/29/2017 15:32 Sergeant's DentaFresh Puppy 
Teething Bones

We gave your bone and twice found large pieces undigested in her feces. So 
easy to get caught in the intestinal tract, but we dodged a bullet. We believe all pieces 
went through her system. We take her to puppy classes, and we will alert everyone 
there to the danger of this product and will also let everyone we know who has a dog 
the same message.
This is NOT a digestible product and you should be ashamed to include that on your 
label. Big pieces of this product break off easily. We will also never buy another 
Sergeant's product.. . EVER!!!!!

4 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐342637 11/29/2017 14:48 Dingo Meat in the Middle 
Chicken Flavor Rawhide Dog 
Bone

The bones had Mold all over them.

EON‐342627 11/29/2017 14:36 Nylabone Annie liked to chew and had gone through several chew toys. So, a friend suggested a 
Nylabone. I purchased a Nylabone and gave it to . She worked the chew toy 
down pretty quickly, so I took it away from her. Later in the day, she had an accident on 
the carpet. It was just urine, but it was really out of the ordinary for that to happen. 
Awhile later,  started to vomit. So, we put her in her kennel and kept an eye on 
her. I thought taking her food and water away until her stomach calmed down would 
help. She still had a lot of energy, since she was just 18 months, but didn't realize that 
pieces of the Nylabone had broken off and were in her digestive tract. I assume she 
was internally bleeding, but didn't realize it yet. Later, in the evening, we put her to bed. 
She seemed okay. A little after midnight I heard her calling for me and I figured she 
needed to relieve herself outside. When I got to her kennel and turned the lights on, I 
knew she was dying. Her face was growing stiff and she was trying everything she 
could to hang on. I was  at the time, so my husband got her in our 
car and rushed her to the Vetrinarian ER. That was the last time I saw her. They had to 
put her down immediately. It was horrific what she went through. It was traumatizing for 
me. I hate that I ever bought a Nylabone. I've never reported it until now. I hate that 
product.

18 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐342621 11/29/2017 14:28 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun 
Flavored Rawhide Bones

"Good and Fun" Brand flavored rawhide bones were tainted with Sanitizer during 
production (in  My Pit Bull loved these bones and could fully consume 
(an approximate 8" bone) in nine minutes. I used to give him these as a special treat 
(training aid) about once per week. He started vomiting up all of his food along and dry-
heaving after his stomach was empty. I received a notice from place of purchase 
(Wegman's Grocery Store) that the Columbian manufacturer had mixed a "sanitizer" 
into the bones and that they were pulling the bones from their shelves. I noticed, 
however, that other retailers were still stocking & selling this product. These Columbian 
bat rastards almost killed my dog!!!

4 Years Pit Bull Dog 99 Pound

EON‐342616 11/29/2017 14:20 Unknown 8" Butcher Bone Gave a large "treat bone" purchased at grocery store. Vomited and had diarrhea next 
day several times and had diarrhea for the next 4 days.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐342615 11/29/2017 13:56 Roasted Ham Bone purchased Ham bone at Pet's mart and gave to dogs on Thanksgiving day. She started 
having diarrhea and blood in her stool the very next day.

5 Years Ridgeback (unspecified) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐342614 11/29/2017 13:48 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

Extreme vomitting, diarhea, lethargic, miserable Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-haired 
(Vizsla)

Dog
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EON‐342613 11/29/2017 13:44 Primal Pet Foods Raw 
Recreational Beef Marrow Bones 
- Small

1 Years Terrier - Airedale Dog 65 Pound

EON‐342607 11/29/2017 12:04 Royal Canin Bulldog Adult Our dog simultaneously suffered diarrhea, very red irritated eyes, "staining" on his neck 
and front legs, lethargy. This all began when we started feeding him a bag of Royal 
Canin Bulldog food. He has been fed this his whole life with no problems until this bag. 
He had been seen by a Vet 4 times. No explanation could be given for his symptoms. 
This went on for 6-7 weeks, all this time, being fed from the same bag of food. Finally 
one Vet recommended putting him on a prescription intestinal food. Within 3 days of 
stopping his RC Bulldog food, all of his symptoms completely went away. He was not 
on any other medications other than the prescription food.

5 Years Bulldog Dog 65 Pound

My dog chewed on the "Primal Pet Foods Inc." "RAW RECREATIONAL BEEF 
MARROW BONES - SMALL (1 PAK)" for 20-25 minutes on Saturday 11/25/17 between 
2:30 and 3 pm. He had not had ANY new/different foods in the days leading up to this. 
His regular meals are two cups of FROMM Salmon kibble twice a day and dehydrated 

sweet potato treats- nothing else. 

The same night (Saturday, 11/25) he got terrible diarrhea (around 8:30/ 9 pm). He was 
throwing up and having diarrhea most of the night, all the next day (11/26, Sunday), 

and part of Monday, 11/27. 

He did not eat or drink anything for a full 36 hours after chewing on this bone. 

He had diarrhea and was throwing up for over 36 hours after eating this bone (from 
Saturday night until Monday mid-day). 

I had to rush him to the vet on Monday, 11/27 at 9 am. 

They believe he is suffering from pancreatitis induced by something he ate. Again, he 
ate nothing new except for this bone- so it had to be this bone. 

The vet gave him some subcutaneous fluids (for dehydration), maropitant (cerenia) for 
the nausea (it only lasts 24 hours), and PD i/d Low Fat GI Restore canned food to get 

him eating again. 

Around noon on Monday 11/27 around noon he started slowly eating the prescription 
food he was given. He ate pretty well most of Monday. He did not vomit. 

However, once the maropitant (cerenia) for the nausea wore off on Monday night/ 
Tuesday morning he stopped eating again. He has not eaten or drunk anything since 
Monday night. It is noon on Wednesday 11/29. That is over 36 hours. I have to take 

him to the vet again today for more of the above mentioned IVs so that he does not die 
due to dehydration. 

My dog, my child, is suffering because I trusted this brand, and the pet store that sold it 
to me. Now my dog's health declining in front of me and there is nothing I can do about 

it except hope that the vet can help him.
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EON‐342603 11/29/2017 10:24 Purina Busy Rollhide A couple hours after giving each of my mini schnauzers, &  a PURINA 
BUSY ROLLHIDE  began to vomit. He kept throwing up over & over again & 
chocking. He threw up white chunks then his vomit became like mucumbut yellow. 
Shortly after that  began to vomit. He too became very ill throwing up over & 
over again. He also threw up big white pieces then the vomit was pure yellow. It finally 
quit.  then laid down and began to jerk off & on. I asked my husband if I should 
call the ER Vet because it was at night. He said if  did t get better soon. After 
about 30 mins he seemed to do better. Neither dog ate that evening nor drank water.
It really scared me because we used to have 2 other mini schnauzers that got sick & 
nearly died from some treats that were recalled years ago & they got diabetes right 
after that & nearly died.
I don't understand why this keeps happening. Please help.

1 Hours Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 17 Pound

EON‐342588 11/29/2017 9:08 Redbarn Naturals Bargain Bag 
Tasty Treat

We bought a variety bag of Red Barn dog treats. The bone looked to be some sort of 
joint (a knee, maybe) covered in a yellowed seasoning. It all smells awful, like most dog 
treats, so we weren't opposed to giving it to the dog. However, about 20 minutes into 
insessent gnawing he had to go outside and his feces was NEON yellow. In the 
following days his bowel movements continued to feature this yellow color and he 
vomited yellow flegm. We promptly took the bone away after the first neon dropping. 
This continued for 2 days and the hacking stopped after 3.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 165 Pound

EON‐342579 11/29/2017 2:40 Unknown Brand Lamb Rib I was at a high end pet food store buying a that for my dog. They told me about the 
latest item being a 'lamb rib'. I was appalled and commented that I don't give a 12lb 
dog any kind of bones. I was reassured that it was not a bone. The lamb rib 'is 
condensed lamb meat to look like a bone. And if there are any bones in it they are very 
small and treated to dissolve quickly". So I bought one. I gave it to my dog at 3pm on a 
Friday and by 6 pm she was listless. Took her to the vet and the X-rays showed her 
complete GI tract filled with pieces of bone. Rushed her to the emergency vet where 
they had to perform an endoscopy to remove multiple 1-inch fragments of bone from 
her esophagus. Unfortunately there was so much damage done to her esophagus that 
it ultimately ruptured and lead to the death of my sweet dog. I reported this immediately 
to the store that sold the item to me and there only response was that they had never 
heard of such a thing happening. I also reported it to the distributor who gave me the 
same response. I have not been in that pet food store since. I did not know these 
situations for pet food and treats could be reported to the FDA, but I recently saw an 
article in the news about how 15 dogs have died from these bone treats and want to let 
you know that other dogs have died.

12 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 12 Pound

EON‐342573 11/29/2017 0:00 Purina Cat Chow Indoor I have 2 cats,  and . They have both eaten Purina Indoor Formula their 
entire life. We were finishing up a bag and both of them started not wanting to eat it. 
They ate a little of it and then would spit it out. Then they wouldn't eat it all. I bought 
another bag and the same thing happened. seemed a little down but seemed to 
fair better than  He has been lethargic, vomiting and loose stools. He definitely 
does not feel well.

7 Years Maine Coon Cat 16 Pound
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EON‐342572 11/28/2017 23:52 Dentley's Natural Chews Knuckle 
Bone

Gave dog bone treat knuckle on one occasion severe diarrhea and vomiting. A week 
later gave large bone same brand and next day same thing happened sever diarrhea 
and vomiting. He's the only large dog I have so he was the only one given these types 
of treats

10 Month
s

Great Pyrenees Dog 100 Pound

EON‐342570 11/28/2017 23:24 Unknown Bone We have always given our dogs bone treats from Orschelns as a special treat. They 
chew up these bones over a period of weeks. begab vomiting about two hours 
after eating. It quickly (over the course of a few days) became a crisis, with her 
beginning to become lethargic. Sbe required surgery to remove a large blockage from 
her stomach and saline irrigation of her intestines. She was hospitalized for 3 days.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 145 Pound

EON‐342567 11/28/2017 22:12 Ol' Roy Complete Nutrition Have used ol roy dry dog food for at least 9 years ..exclusively for the 3 dogs. Bought a 
50 pound bag on monday nov 20th amd fed the dogs. These 3 dogs are kenneled at 
night amd NEVER have "accidents ". Tuesday morning all three had diarea in,their 
kennels. And it has not stopped. I will be returning the remailing product to walmart. 
The Issue seems to be the FORMULA changed Its As If I Got A COMPLETLY different 
Brand of food and did not transition the dogs over time .

10 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐342563 11/28/2017 21:52 Unknown Bone Purchased two smoked bones from petco sku#2729946 (purchased two as i have two 
dogs) back on Oct 16, 2017. My Dog since has developed a form of bloat believed to 
be from a blockage.
The FDA has recently released a warning about said bones. Reporting so nobody else 
will go through what im currently going through.

7 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐342560 11/28/2017 20:04 Grillerz Pork Femur  throat became swollen. Appetite was lost. Couldn't drink. Rapid weight loss. 
Vet kept him for emergency surgery which determined bone splinters stuck in gums 
and throat. 8 ounces of pus/fluid as well as necrotic rotting tissue was removed and a 
dtain was put in place.

14 Month
s

Rottweiler Dog 112 Pound

EON‐342556 11/28/2017 19:44 Taste of the Wild Appalachian 
Valley Small Breed Canine 
Formula with Venison & 
Garbanzo Beans

My dog was a healthy beagle mix. Bought a new bag of Taste of the Wild dog food. 
Within 2 days of eating the new bag she became very ill. She spent 2 days at the 
emergency vet. By the end of the 5th day she was in total organ failure and had to be 
put down. Please look at the posts on Consumer Reports. There have been numerous 
reports even after I posted mine in March. The manufacturer will not admit they are 
having a problem with the dry dog food.

4.5 Years Beagle Dog 22 Pound

EON‐342555 11/28/2017 19:44 Harvest Valley Farms Rib Bone We bought our dogs 3 Harvest Valley Farms RIB BONES on . I 
unwrapped them and gave them to  and  on  By the 
afternoon of   had lost his appetite with small vomiting.  

, the vomiting continued with streaks of blood. ,  started bloody 
diarrhea along with his joints stoving up. By  at 6am he had passed away.

4 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐342554 11/28/2017 19:36 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

has previously had Taste of the Wild (TOW) but switched to another dog food for 
month since it was unavailable near where we moved to. After getting a new bag, he 
threw up the food within about 4 hours of eating. He then had uncontrollable diarhea 
and vomitted multiple the rest of the day. He also had some blood in his stool. After 
going out multiple times that night, he seemed better. After feeding him TOW again that 
morning, within 2 hours he began none stop vomitting bile (after he threw the food up). 
He also was very lethargic and continued to attempt to poop and was only pooping 
blood. He went to the vet where he received IV fluids and medicines as well as 
prescribed antibiotics with a bland diet. While on the diet he improved. We then went 
out of town for a week and while we were gone, he only ate blue buffalo with no ill 
effects. He also had table scraps, treats, etc. Once home he was given TOW and 
pooped 7 times in the following 24 hours before becoming lethargic and having diarhea 
again. He was immeditely switch back to a bland diet and seems to be improving, but 
most likely have to go back to the vet.

6 Years Collie (unspecified) Dog 34 Pound

EON‐342549 11/28/2017 18:04 Chew Bones Medium Rawhide 
Bones

I gave  the chewie and she chewed it and then vomited for several hours. 2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐342548 11/28/2017 17:56 Chew Bones Medium Rawhide 
Bones

 was given the chewie and then vomited a lot. 5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐342547 11/28/2017 17:56 Chew Bones Medium Rawhide 
Bones

I gave  the chewie and she chewed it and then vomited a lot immediately after 
ingesting.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐342545 11/28/2017 17:48 Purina Beyond Grain Free Jerky 
Strips with Chicken & Carrots

Dog ate 1 Purina Beyond chicken and carrots Jerky Strip for the first time. Significant 
and frequent diarrhea began within 16 hours and continued for 12+ hours. The dog has 
not had any problems in the past and there were no other changes to the diet.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐342544 11/28/2017 17:28 Chew Bones Medium Rawhide 
Bones

I gave the chewie and he began vomiting about an hour after he 
ingested.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐342540 11/28/2017 16:52 Pur Luv Mini Bones Peanut 
Butter Flavor

My dog has puked twice over the course of 48 hours since ingesting this product. 
Chunks of the product have been coming up each time she has puked, indicating that 
this product is not digesting. She is not willing to eat much and I fear that there are still 
chunks trapped inside which will remain undigested and harm her digestive track. I 
have heard other reports of dogs getting sick and some dying so I remain very fearful 
and concerned. I have called my vet to advise them of the situation.

1 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐342509 11/28/2017 14:16 Harvest Valley Farms Pork 
Femur

She swallowed some of the pork femur bone that splintered. There was some initial 
blockage but eventually passed through. However, she had to have emergency surgery 
because the vets thought there was still blockage. Once they had her open they found 
there was Severe damage done to the lining of her stomach, intestines and is still very 
infected. We are now on week 4. She's lost almost 15 lbs since this started. She is still 
under veterinary care and will be for at least another 2 weeks. I feel that these types of 
bones should not be allowed to be sold.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐342503 11/28/2017 12:32 Dynamic Pet Products Real Ham 
Bone

On a Saturday evening, I gave my boxer a Dynamic Pet Products Real Ham Bone that 
was purchased at the Wal-Mart in  This was around 3:00 p.m. By 
6:00 p.m., she was pacing and drinking an excessive amount of water, while 
continuously licking her chops. The following day, she was very lethargic and refused 
food. She continued to drink an excessive amount of water, but was vomiting it up. 
Around 8:00, this progressed to bloody vomit and bloody diarrhea throughout the night. 
She was taken into emergency surgery the following morning (Monday) at  
Animal Hospital in . The Real Ham Bone caused an intestinal 
obstruction. Without surgery, she would have died  was supervised while she was 
chewing on this product.

4 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 75 Pound

EON‐342501 11/28/2017 12:16 Milk-Bone Flavor Snacks Biscuits 
- Small/Medium

Purchased a new box of Milk Bone Treats from Amazon. This was my second 
purchase of this product from Amazon. Both dogs have been eating Milk Bone Treats 
for their entire life, 5 yrs and 7 years. After about 48 hours of opening the new box and 
giving them the treats both dogs started vomiting. The German Shepherd started 
vomiting blood and then within two hours was passing blood and clots in his stool to 
hemorrhaging blood from his bowels. We rushed him to the ER vet and they put him on 
an IV, gave two shots and an RX. He was on RX food for 3 days. He has made a full 
recovery. The Chihuaha could not keep food down for 4 days and had to be fed a died 
of boiled chicken and rice. He is still recovering. Upon further inspection of the treats 
we noticed they were full of black bugs. We threw the entire box away.

5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 100 Pound

EON‐342500 11/28/2017 12:16 USA Bones & Chews All Natural 
Beef Marrow Bone, Butcher's 
Bones Hickory Smoked & Fully 
Cooked Ham Bone

Vomiting and bloody diarrhea after consuming a Beef Marrow Bone purchased at 
Walmart on Dec. 21, 2016.

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 55 Pound

EON‐342495 11/28/2017 11:12 Rad Cat Free Range Chicken 
Recipe

Developed bloody, runny diarrhea on 11/27/17. I took him to my vet and she said he 
had an overgrowth of spirochetes and clostridia and put him on flagyl. Said likely due to 
his food. Has been on Rad cat for about 2 months. I called the store where I bought it 
and they said to bring it back and they would have it analyzed. However when I called 
the manufacturer sh was dismissive. Said Vets didn't know what they were talking 
about.

1.5 Years American Shorthair Cat 10.5 Pound

EON‐342472 11/27/2017 19:56 Ham Femur Bone Ate ham bone overnight was puking had diarrhea wasn't better for a couple days after 
meds from vet

1.5 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 62 Pound

EON‐342448 11/27/2017 12:40 Friskies Savory Shreds with 
Ocean Whitefish & Tuna in 
Sauce

I've had my cat,  for 15 years. In those 15 years, I've purchased mainly Friskies 
brand cat food; the wet food in cans. I've never had a problem, and she seems to really 
enjoy it. Her favorite is the Whiteocean Tuna, in shreds. Recently, I've noticed two 
things: the cans look different, very generic, with bland yellow labels that look similar to 
the other brands, and my cat doesn't have the same liking to the food. Personally, I've 
noticed the cat food doesn't have the same smell like it used to. I fear that the formula 
has changed, and not for the better. My cat hardly touches it, instead, going for the 
hard cat food (Purina brand) and water afterwards. She is also noticeably weaker and 
rests more. The latter might not be out of the ordinary for a cat her age, but the fact 
that she's not eating the same is worrisome.
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EON‐342417 11/26/2017 23:48 Pure Balance Chicken & Brown 
Rice Recipe

Two weeks ago, our dog threw up during the night. We found vomit in multiple 
locations in his sleep area. His food kibble could clearly be seen in the vomit. His food 
was undigested and had not been broken down by stomach acid. The next four to five 
days, he ate his food sparingly, but did not vomit. Then last week he started having 
hard hacking attacks like he was trying to throw up. The only thing that would come out 
was white mucus like spittle. We began feeding him cheerios only and the episodes 
stopped. We re-introduced one serving of Pure Balance Chicken and Brown Rice and 
the attacks returned.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 13 Pound

EON‐342415 11/26/2017 23:28 Blue Buffalo Blue Freedom Small 
Breed Chicken Recipe

was fed Blue buffalo grain free dog food develop bloody diarrhea after a week we stop 
feeding and symptoms
stop , when we gave another dog food brand , so we experimented and gave Blue 
Buffalo grain free dog food Again
and again develop diarrhea w blood this confirm our suspicion

10 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐342331 11/24/2017 1:40 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

Dog started with severe diarrhea after 5 days of eating chicken jerky treats by golden 
rewards brand.

6 Month
s

Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 9 Pound

EON‐342321 11/23/2017 15:44 Kaytee Parakeet Honey Treats My parakeets were active and very healthy. I bought the Kaytee treat for them from 
PetCo and it was the only food in the cage. I heard a distressed call and ran to the 
cage. One was dead at the bottom, still warm, the other was in convulsions and quickly 
died. The treat sticks had something brown inside and smelled a little. I saved the 
sticks. I am freezing the birds until I hear from you. This is devastating.

3 Years Budgerigar 4 Ounce

EON‐342320 11/23/2017 15:16 Friskies Classic Pate Salmon 
Dinner

purina friskies salmon pate given to cats in am. 3 cats would not touch it, 5 other cats 
ate a couple of ounces each. 10 to 15 minutes after eating all 5 cats vomited up the 
food they had just ate. the 3 that did not eat the food had no problems.

5 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 8 Pound
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EON‐342316 11/23/2017 13:52 Dogswell Vitality Chicken Breast 
Jerky

In August, 2017  suddenly started vomiting frequently (daily), had very loose 
stools, and diminished appetite. On 8/3/17 we took  to our veterinarian. The vet 
was prescribed Sucralfate tablets. No changes were made to our dog's diet. During the 
months of August and September the diarrhea persisted. A 2nd appointment was made 
with our vet for October 11, 2017. A fecal test was ordered. The fecal tested positive for 
Giardia. Vet prescribed Metronidazole and Panacure-C for nonspecific diarrhea 
disorders. There was no change to dog's diet. On 10/31/17 a 2nd fecal test was done. 
This once came back as "clear"/"negative for Giardia. However, the diarrhea persisted 
and vomiting persisted. In early November I suspected that there might be a link 
between the symptoms and the Dogswell Jerky based on the fact that I pieces of Jerky 
could be identified in the vomit. I stopped feeding the Jerky Treats on or about 
November 7. Within a day, all vomiting ceased and  stools returned to 
"normal". I contacted Dogswell via an online submission to report suspected tainted 
jerky. The bags of the Dogswell Treats fed to has a Good To Date of 11-30-
2018 and Shift 1B 1205. They were purchased through Amazon. We have some of the 
suspected tainted treats in our possession along with the bag/s from which they came. 
They were 24 oz bags. The listed ingredients are: chicken breast, vegetable glycerin, 
salt, chicken broth, vinegar, flaxseed oil, vitamin E and A supplement. NO grains, corn, 
wheat, soy, artificial colors, artificial flavors or preservatives. 

Since eliminating the Dogswell Chicken Jerky Treats from our dog's diet, her appetite 
has returned, she has zero incidents of vomiting, and her stools have returned to 
normal.

9.5 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 51 Pound

EON‐342265 11/22/2017 13:36 IAMS Grain Free Naturals 
Chicken + Turkey Recipe

Developed diabetes after ingesting product approximately 1 year. 8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11.6 Pound

EON‐342171 11/21/2017 15:08 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition

In July started to have diarrhea. has been on the "Pedigree" dog food all his 
life. I took  to his Vet and see if the Vet could see what is going on. Blood work 
was completed for everything including his organs. All Blood work came back excellent. 
The Doctor can't understand why  is having severe diarrhea and losing weight. 
Doctor gave  colon meds to help diarrhea and it did not work.

After much research and finding there could be metal in the 55 pound bags of dog food 
sold to Sam's Club. The metal might be in more than just what was sold to Sam's Club. 
I purchased this Pedigree dog food from Costco. 

On 11/17/2017 I took the dog food away that could be causing this issue. I still have 
the dog food that could be contaminated.

I hope we can figure out what is wrong. Please feel free to email or call me regarding 
this issue.

6 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 Pound

EON‐342096 11/20/2017 8:24 Simple Trainers Real Turkey We dumped some treats out onto a plate because they were small treats and hard to 
handle to give to our dogs. We were horrified when we noticed worms and webs had 
formed and were living on the treats.
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EON‐342092 11/20/2017 0:20 Freshpet Select Tender Chicken 
Recipe with Vegetables & Brown 
Rice

10 Years Lhasa Apso Dog 18 Pound

EON‐342034 11/18/2017 15:16 Fancy Feast Classic Chopped 
Grill Feast, Fancy Feast Classic 
Tender Beef & Chicken Feast

My two indoor cats and my one outdoor cat all of a sudden refused to eat Fancy Feast 
wet food, flavors Chopped Grill Feast and Tender Beef and Chicken Feast. This has 
been happening for two days. I had some cans of Ocean Whitefish and Tuna Feast 
and fed all three of them cans of this beginning today, and they ate the entire portion 
immediately.

 had been eating Pet Fresh dog food for about 1 year. He ate it twice a day. 
We bought the dog food two rolls of the dog food from Walmart in  on 

. We started feeding him from this tube . At first he was 
eating the food fine and it didn't appear to have any affect on him. Tuesday he ate in 

the morning but was no longer interested in any food. We began to notice him not 
really feeling well, seeming a little uncomfortable, and had to cut his insulin medication 
down to 5 units because he did not eat. He was continuously going outside in what we 
thought was a need to poop but was unable to. He was pretty lethargic Tuesday night. 
Wednesday morning he became very lethargic, laid around and was uninterested in 

everything. He was up and moving around quite a bit appearing to seem very 
uncomfortable and was just trying to find a position that he could lay in comfort. 
Seemed to have stomach cramps. He was very restless. We called the vet that 

morning to get him in but the soonest they could get him in was Thursday morning. 
Wednesday evening around 5:30 he began pooping blood. An hour later he started to 

throw up blood. He continued to do that and he seemed to lose the use of his back 
legs. Had a hard time breathing and died in our arms about 12:30 Wednesday 

night/Thursday morning.

Because we were unaware of the potential dog food being the cause of  
death we continued to give this food to our other dogs. 

 had been eating this dog food for the past few days along side  and 
 

 had been fine until Sunday 12th. She acted fine in the morning but later in 
the afternoon she seemed to get lethargic and didn't want to eat or drink anything. 

Seemed uncomfortable. She started to have diarrhea about 4 that afternoon. It 
continued to get more consistent throughout the evening and she seemed very 

uninterested in food, and water. About 8:00 that night she went out the back door and i 
followed her and noticed a very large pile of blood. I immediately took her to the vet. 

She was dehydrated and in pain. She pooped pure blood in the vets office and he was 
able to get a sample of her poop and look at it under the microscope. That is when he 
told me that he was suspicious of food poisoning. She was admitted into the hospital 
and spent two days there. She would not eat or drink. She came home and has been 

on Metronidazole. She appears to be making a full recovery. 

 was displaying similar symptoms of lethargic, and not wanting to eat or drink. She 
didn't display any of the diarrhea but the doctor put her on the Metronidazole as a 

precaution.
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EON‐342021 11/18/2017 10:52 Orijen Original We typically buy Orijen Dog Food for (No Grain). She has albinism so she can 
be sensitive to foods. Orijen is one of the few products she responds positively to. 
When she began eating this food (afternoon of 14/11/2017) we noticed lethargy setting 
in. The next day, when we took her out, she would only poop bloody diarrhea. We gave 
her more food that morning though a much smaller amount. After that the diarrhea got 
far worse: basically only blood. We stopped the food to see if that was causing the 
problem. She has gotten much better. As of this morning, her stool was not watery 
though there was still a little bit of blood present.

7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐342003 11/17/2017 20:12 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

I have been giving Taste of the Wild Bison and Venison to my puppy for the last couple 
of months. Since that time he has diarrhea on and off and had excessive eye 
discharge. His diarrhea and lethargy, however, has gotten worse in the last few weeks. 
His coat is no longer shiny and after many tests and medicine we have to the 
realization that it is the food causing his issues. I have since stopped the food.

7 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 37 Pound

EON‐341997 11/17/2017 18:56 Evanger's Meat Lover's Medley 
with Rabbit

My cat  died early this morning while under the care of an emergency vet. The 
emergency vet and his regular vet could not figure out why. They did tests, took blood 
a stool sample and all came back inconclusive. He was in excellent health but declined 
rapidly while under two different veterinarian's care. His symptoms correlate (in my 
opinion) with the symptoms of pentobarbital poisoning. His body temperature was 
below normal, he was dehydrated, off balance, confused and lethargic. The cat food I 
fed him, "Evangers", has a history of past recalls for pentobarbital contamination. I 
have a sample of the cat food that he was fed and the UPC code from the bag it came 
from. His blood is still at the lab and will be good for a few more days for testing. I do 
not know if you can test blood for the presence of pentobarbital or not. I wish I had 
thought of this correlation sooner so we could have tried another approach to save his 
life.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11.5 Pound

EON‐341902 11/17/2017 1:44 Merrick Backcountry Raw 
Infused Big Game Recipe

On multiple occasions the dog has vomited whole pieces of kibble / food within 2-3 
hours of eating. Dog is on no additional food, not fed people food, and not exposed to 
any hazardous elements.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐341860 11/16/2017 15:08 Pedigree Chopped Ground 
Dinner with Chicken Beef & Liver

On 11/4 I went to open a can of pedigree dog food. When I started the can exploded in 
my hand and the food started to expand and foam out. The smell was awful. I had just 
purchased this can from Wal-Mart the week before and it showed no damage. I have 
video of the food foaming if you need it. I contacted pedigree and they said sorry we 
will send you coupons. I don't want there product ever again. We need to find out what 
they are feeding our pets.

EON‐341840 11/16/2017 13:08 Castor & Pollux Organix Grain 
Free Lamb & Peas Recipe

I opened a new 22# bag of Organix Grain Free lamb and peas recipe, and scooped out 
some food and put it in my dog's bowl. She began to eat it. I went to get another scoop 
and when I looked inside, I saw a clump of whitish ?food? and pulled it out. It was 
attached to a brown sticky clump that appeared to be (and smelled like) dried dog 
feces. I then went to my dog's bowl and she had already eaten some of the food. I took 
her bowl away and discarded the remaining food. That evening she developed diarrhea 
in the house, which she never does. She had previously been healthy without G.I. 
problems. I attribute this to the contaminated food.

I contacted company (Castor Pollux), which was going to check to see if they would 
reimburse me for all expenses associated with returning the dog food to them. They 
never got back with me as promised.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐341831 11/16/2017 12:16 Ol' Roy fed dog old roy dog food within 6 hours got bloody diarhea had bloody diarrhea for 4 
days till i stopped feeding dog old roy. old roy was not the normal color much lighter 
brown than normal was like oh they changed the color i still have a sample and the 
receipt.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 100 Pound

EON‐341806 11/15/2017 19:48 Nature's Domain Beef Meal & 
Sweet Potato

I purchased a 35lb bag of Kirkland Nature's Domain food from Costco sometime last 
week. When I fed it to our Boxer he became very sick with vomiting, foaming out 
of the mouth and some very loose stool, his behavior became very lethargic and was 
refusing to drink water or eat, when he drank a bit of water within a few minutes he 
would again stat vomiting.  had to be taken to the Vet on Tuesday morning as he 
was very weak, throwing up and with some shakes. upon arrival to our veterinarian's 
office they conducted various GI exams and some x-rays, the veterinarian didn't find 
anything lodged in his digestive track which is what we feared, but did state that 
something he ate had made him very sick. As we backtracked every step of the prior 
days we noticed that he had only been eating the Kirklands pet food, I went online and 
decided to do some research and found various reports on Consumer Affairs, Dog 
advisor and a few other sites that described the exact same thing that happened to 

 occuring to other dogs withing the same month and days apart. I contacted 
Costco who basically placed blame on the manufacturer right away and forwarded the 
info to them. On 11/15/2017 I received a call from a representative at the manufacturer 
requesting information on the incident and our pet vets information, i questions her on 
testing and safety of their product and she asked me to send them the information from 
the SKU ( which I did)

7 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 90 Pound

EON‐341804 11/15/2017 19:36 Ol' Roy Variety Pack - Filet 
Mignon Flavor in Savory Juices 
Porterhouse Flavor in Savory 
Juices

My family and I bought the Ol Roy 12 pack of dog food. I opened one of the plastic 
containers and the smell nearly made all my family and myself throw up. You could see 
worms moving around in it, the color was beyond words gross and I nearly fed this to 
my dog. The smell traveled thoughout my apartment and I cannot get the scent of 
death as that's what it smells like out of my house. This is NASTY.
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EON‐341714 11/14/2017 17:04 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics Indoor 
Turkey & Potato Entree

For years now I have noticed my 2 cats (one in particular) occasionally running from 
their food dishes mid meal. I assumed the reaction was teeth sensitivity, since I 

typically mix wet with dry food. I figured maybe the soft food was too cold, or the dry 
kibble hit a gum. Anyway... a couple months ago I decided to inspect the cat foods 

more closely to see if there was another possible culprit. Upon closer inspection I saw 
white fragments that I had seen before, though I had always assumed prior that these 

were just soft egg shell fragments. When I felt these fragments with my fingers they did 
not crumble like an egg shell, but instead were sharp and hard enough to puncture a 

gum, or even worse a stomach lining or intestinal wall. 

I began sifting through more food from additional cans and was finding multiple bone 
pieces. Pretty much every can I opened had dangerously large bone pieces. Over a 

couple months time I collected dozens and dozens of hard bone fragments, many over 
a 1/4" in size, and some a 1/2" wide with pointy sharp ends that would easily cause 

pain when eating, or damage. 

I called Blue Buffalo regarding this (after first discovering the bone fragments), and 
they played dumb and mentioned that this was new news to them, and they said they 
would mail me a container so I could send them back some samples. They showed no 

urgency and have never contacted me back since I mailed them the sample and a 
letter explaining my distaste for their actions.

These large bone fragments were not isolated to one can of food, but instead were 
found in dozens of cans, and are still found in new cans that can be purchased today. It 

has now been many weeks since I informed Blue Buffalo of this, yet they have not 
issued any recalls and not asked me for more further information. I find this quite sad 
that there is either no quality control team at this company, or they simply don't give a 
damn that they are endangering thousands of cats around the world, unknowing to pet 
owners, some of who may have experienced health related issues with their cats (or 
even death). If they did care, they would have looked into this and issued a recall. My 

i i i i i f I if
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EON‐341712 11/14/2017 16:12 Merrick Limited Ingredient Diet 
Grain Free Real Turkey Recipe

We found a large sharp arrow shaped bone in our dogs food bowl. It was in a Merrick 
Limited Edition Real Turkey can #16 187 CL 3 39003 1757. The man. rep. asked me to 
send them the bone, but I hesitate because I believe safety measures should be taken. 
If eaten my Yorkie and Morkie pup could have died. I have photos if needed. They 
were sent to Merrick for their info and "investigation"

EON‐341707 11/14/2017 14:12 Purina Dog Chow I've noted each of my dogs have developed upset stomaches beginning with eating 
grass and followed by vomiting food. As two weeks passed I've noticed weight loss and 
increased vomiting.

8 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 55 Pound

cat has experiencing digestive issues for years. I now wonder if these bones have been 
the culprit all along.

I wasted dozens of hours of my own time, hand sifting through dozens of cans of this 
cat food, just so that I could have enough samples to readily supply to Blue Buffalo as 
evidence, as well as to the FDA and anyone else who needs this. Blue Buffalo knows 
fully well that it's not wise to switch a cat's food immediately. It's also not easy doing 

this, as cat's are very finicky. If Blue Buffalo was an honorable company, they wouldn't 
have allowed these bones to be in their food in the first place. So it doesn't surprise me 
that they haven't issued a recall, haven't followed up with me, haven't offered me any 

de-boned food for my cats, etc.

The reason I am issuing this statement to the FDA is because I want an investigation 
into this company, as they are obviously negligent and irresponsible, and I want an 

immediate recall to be made with the food product mentioned. I can send bone 
fragment samples, and provide any further info you may require. Thank you. 

p.s. It asked for a specific date below. I don't know the date this all started, or even a 
specific date when I first noticed the bones. I just know I contacted the company soon 

after discovered the problem. I've waited some time to contact the FDA because I 
wanted to collect enough samples just in case I needed extras if some were lost in the 
mail, or if Blue Buffalo decided to destroy the samples I sent to them. I am also very 

sick with a health condition and it's difficult finding the time or energy to deal with all of 
this. I would like a followup however, and hope to be informed regarding the status of 

how this plays out.
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EON‐341704 11/14/2017 14:04 Good Lovin' Cow Ear 6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound became very ill having non stop diarrhea and constant vomiting after consuming a 
Good Lovin rawhide Cow ear. Worrying about dehydration, I contacyed his vet who 

recommended that I bring  in ASAP. Upon arrivial at the vets they evaluated , 
asking the usual questions about diet, exposure to other animals, non food items, etc. I 

explained that, has had no changes in his diet-food, he gets absolutely NO 
human food whatsoever, he is an indoor dog only, there are no other pets in the house, 
we do not bring outside, we also do not and have never worn shoes in our house, 

 drinks bottle water not tap, and it is/ was physically impossible for  to have 
eaten anything he was not supposed to ie: trash, a toy, etc. I could say this with 100% 
certainty because when  was a year old he got very ill and we thought we were 

going to lose him, so from that day forward we have been obsessively conscience and 
extremely diligent to ensure that does not ever get ill from ANYTHING within our 
control. I also explained that was only allowed to have 2 "treats" if you will, which 

he has had since he was a puppy: RedBarn bully sticks and RedBarn cow ears-bagged 
or plastic wrapped only-in order to avoid any possible dog-to-dog contamination and 

possibly making sick. 
The vet then took  and preformed 2 x-rays to check for a possible blockage 

anywhere along his digestive track-both were negative and drew some blood. After 
about 30 mins, the vet returned and explained that unfortunately they don't have a 
definitive explanation as to why  got sick. She explained that they gave him 

subcutaneous fluids and an anti-nausea medicine and sent him home with Flagyl. She 
stated that  liver enzymes were slightly off but was nothing to panic ovet at this 

time but we should do a follow up blood test in 14-21 days just to make sure there was 
not some underlying problem causing the enzymes to be off. 

Seeing that  was feeing much better I let out a sigh of relief, however, I was deeply 
disturbed by not having the answer to the question of what/why/how did  get sick 
in the first place. Being a person who needs answers I began to thoroughly examine 
my apartment. I searched every inch of it, under beds, under every piece of furniture, 

under dressers, behind doors, I stripped the beds down to the bare mattresses, I shook 
every sheet, blanket and comforter out looking for ANYTHING that "might" have made 

ill f NOTHING! I f ll i f i if
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 so ill and found NOTHING! I then carefully examined ALL of his toys to see if any 
showed signs of something missing, rips where stuffing could have come out, damage 

etc, again nothing was amiss. Not finding the answer in any of those "things" I then 
focused on his food. I immediately checked for recalls of his food and there were none. 
Even more frustrated and perplex I called the vet and asked if they could send me an 

email of his blood work. Upon receiving his results I began to research each and every 
blood test they had done and what those results might possibly mean. After 9 hours of 
research I discovered that  had seemed to have sufferd some kind of acute liver 
damage and most likely from consuming "something" he was not supposed to. But 

what?? Since a thorough investigation of my apartment turned up nothing, my 
inspection of his toys showed nothing, and his food was not under recall the only 2 
things left to investigate were his bully stick and his cow ear. The bully stick search 

yielded no known recalls, which only left his cow ear. Luckily, we had purchased 2 of 
the cow ears  had consumed and still had one still in its wrapper. I immediately 

searched to see if any Good Lovin products had been recalled and found out that they 
in fact had recalled a series of their rawhide dog chews. I checked my product lot # 
against those which were recalled and my product didn't seem to match the recalled 
ones. Based on becoming suddenly ill after consuming one of their products I 

called the phone number listed in the recall to let them know that perhaps they should 
include the product I had because my dog had fallen ill after eating it. To my horror, 
when I gave the representative the lot#, sku#, and expiration date, she informed me 
that that product was in fact under recall! Adding to my shock and horror was the fact 
that we had just purchased those Good Lovin Cow ear dog chews on September 9, 

2017 and the recalled was from June of 2017!!!!
I finally had my answer: Our beloved Yorkie became suddenly ill because we were able 

to purchase and give him a dangerous and previously (4 months prior) recalled 
product. Not only did become suddenly and violently ill after consuming this 
product, but it also appears as though he suffered acute liver poisoning from this 

product.
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EON‐341688 11/14/2017 13:08 Nutro Max Adult Recipe with 
Farm-Raised Chicken Mini 
Chunk

On Saturday , at 9:30 AM my husband fed our 3 dogs, ( the other two dogs eat 
a different formula from the same brand) within an hour of eating,  got off the 
couch and was vomiting and defecating on the floor, my husband got up and took him 
outside and set him in the grass.  then collapsed in the grass, but was still 
conscious. At 11:00 AM we got in the car to take to the vet. It is about a 15 
minute drive, and on the way there he stopped responding to us, and when I lifted his 
head he would not move his eyes to look at me. Once we got to the vet's office, they 
took him in the back and said all his vitals seemed fine, but his heart rate was high and 
he was completely unresponsive. They did blood work and told us that his liver 
enzymes were abnormally high. The vet asked if we had any sago palms or other toxic 
to dog plants in our yard. We do not.  sleeps in our bed, so he did not get into 
anything during the night, and after he ate he did not leave our sides. He goes outside 
on a leash, so it is not possible that he got into anything while outside.  ate out of 
a new bag of dog food that morning, that was bought the night before. 
The vet tech came into the room and let us know that she thought he was taking his 
final breaths, and said we could see him. When we walked into the back  was 
receiving oxygen and could still barely breathe. They told me that he was completely 
unconscious and was unaware of any pain he was in. I asked them to go ahead and 
euthanize him because it wasn't fair for him to not be able to breathe. My dog who had 
been perfectly healthy and running around at 9:30 AM was now dead at 12:00 PM.

9 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 18.2 Pound

EON‐341671 11/13/2017 20:36 Fromm Adult Gold Began transitioning from Fromm puppy to Fromm adult gold. She was reluctant to eat it 
the first time, but eventually did. She got nauseous later that night then started to have 
diarrhea. We treated with ondansetron, metronidazole and a bland diet - she started to 
get better within 36 hours and was having normal stool again within 48 hours. We 
thought the new food was most likely a coincidence, and she picked up a GI bug from 
doggie daycare, the environment, etc. We then started to mix some of the new food in 
with her bland and old food again and she started become reluctant to eat, started to 
have diarrhea, then started to vomit again. 

Blood work relatively unremarkable. Ultrasound consistent with gastroenteritis. 

Granted this could still be an infectious or other disease process, but the introduction of 
the food and response on 2 occasions is a little suspicious.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐341620 11/13/2017 12:32 Hill's Prescription Diet i/d 
Chicken Flavor

Purchased dog food from Vet Saturday, . Fed to Sunday, 
 A.M. Within two hours dog was volmiting, explosive diarrhea. 

Blood started coming from his rectum. Took to Emergency vet, Spot continued to 
deteriorate. He finally died at 9:29 P.M. .

2 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐341606 11/13/2017 7:36 Purina ONE Smartblend Chicken 
& Rice Formula Adult

Dog began by exhibiting two minor bouts of voniting and a small amount of diarrhea 
(this was within a 8 hour period) going into the late evening. Overnight she had 
continuous vomiting of excessive clear fluid, liquid, and then began to have a gel from 
rectum, (Sheer raspberry jam like) Upon presentation at the emergency Vet, numerous 
tests were run. Electrolytes off, very dehydrated, after two days of treatment dog, 
survived and was released. With a change of food. Two week follow up all blood tests, 
urine tests and stool okay. I continue to monitor my pet, and hedge to mark her 
completely recovered below. The food PURINA ONE DRY CHICKEN AND RICE was 
always fed, and believe now that this bath may be toxic tainted. As I have an additional 
pet now sick I am taking to vet today. BAG MARKED Best by Mar 2019 PRODUCTION 
Lot #72656001 1022L07

10 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐341534 11/10/2017 22:52 Kibbles 'n Bits Mini Bits After she and our other two have been eating Kibbles and Bits, they throw it up and 
have diarrhea. We thought it might have been the treats they were eating and stopped 
those 3 days ago. When they eat the dogfood, the reaction happens again.

7 Years Sheepdog - Old English Dog 94 Pound

EON‐341466 11/9/2017 22:04 Diamond Hi-Energy Dog had started vomiting and having runny stool. One week before purchased a new 
bag of dog food, next day my other dog that was one year younger than this one hot 
sick with same symptoms was taken to vet and was put down one week before. 
Buckshot is currently still at the vet on support. Our vet and a disease specialist both 
think salmonella is likely evident.

4 Years Pointing Dog - German 
Short-haired

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐341459 11/9/2017 21:20 Diamond Hi-Energy He got very ill very quickly. He started vomiting frequently and had very liquid bowel 
movements very frequently starting Wed Nov 1. We took him to the vet, they 
determined there is something blocking his intestine. It was either put him down or a 
very extensive and expensive surgery that they weren't sure he would make it through. 
We had him put down Friday Nov 3. After he was gone the vet wanted to know what 
the blockage was - it wasn't a blockage afterall. His small intestine was wrapped 
around his large intestine twice. The vet told us there was no way he would have made 
it through surgery. We thought it was a freak incident....until Wed. Nov 8 another one of 
our dogs got sick with same symptoms. He is currently at the vet clinic. They have 
determined that the dogs were either poisoned or have salmonella. They're not able to 
test the other dog (Buckshot) at the time because his bowel movements are water. 
They're not sure he will make it, right now it's a waiting game.

3 Years Pointer - German 
Longhaired

Dog
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EON‐341436 11/9/2017 13:00 Digest-eeze Plus Chicken 
Wrapped

We purchased Digest Eeze dog chew rolls wrapped in chicken jerky for our dog . 
It was his favorite treat. He would have 2 each week as they lasted several days. We 
purchased them from Petsmart every weekend. We were always careful to never buy 
any treats made in China. We purchased Digest Eeze because they were safe and 
supposedly digestable. 

 became noticeably sick in the summer of  but may have been sick for a 
while without our knowledge. In summer, he was vomiting and not as active as usual. 
He seemed depressed. (  had regular vet checkups and all shots.) I took him to 
the vet and she checked him out and ran blood tests. Much to our surprise, he was in 
kidney failure. He spent 2 days in the hospital for IV hydration and was barely eating at 
this point. Even with IV hydration, his creatine (10.6) and BUN levels were extremely 
high. The IV hydration was not helping and the vet's advice was to put him down before 
symptoms got to the end stages of kidney failure. We brought him home and he 
continued to vomit and not eat. He was still able to urinate, but the vet explained that 
even though he was still urinating, his urine was "clear" and his kidneys could not work 
to eliminate the toxins that were building in his body. About 4 days later, I took him to 
the vet and euthanized him. He was only 7 years old. I know that some people do not 
understand how deeply you can love a dog, but losing  was losing a member of 
our family. We loved him. I have read about the reported problems with certain brands 
of chicken jerky. Digest Eeze has now been removed from stores. I could never prove 
that Digest Eeze was the cause of  kidney failure, but based on the many 
recalls and the many dangerous pet treats that have caused pet illness and death, I 
believe it was the cause. I will ask my vet to file a report and to provide any pertinent 
information.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound

EON‐341412 11/9/2017 10:48 Castor & Pollux Natural Ultramix 
Grain-Free & Poultry-Free Adult 
Dog Natural Salmon

I switched foods because of a special chewy had to entice customers to try a new 
brand. I read review on Castor and Pullox and decided to try it. My dogs were very 
healthy before I switched brands. After eating this brand for about 3 weeks one of my 
dogs got very sick with lots of bright bloody stool starting Monday Nov 6th, the next 
day, Tue, it was black (old blood) stool, but he was hungry and I made him chicken and 
rice and gave him subcutaneous fluids every day he's been sick. The next day, 
yesterday, Wed, he refused to eat or drink and the red stool came back. I took him to 
the vet, waiting on bloodwork results. Last night, my other dog became ill and vomited 
and had diarrhea. This morning I have 2 sick dogs. I'm wondering if it's related to the 
food. Have you had any other reports come in lately about this brand? They will only be 
eating chicken and rice and ID formula food until this resolves. Please contact me and 
let me know if there has been report with Castor and Pullox food. I cannot see what 
else can be causing this.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐341309 11/7/2017 17:57 Friskies Shreds Turkey & 
Cheese Dinner in Gravy

I have always fed my 2 cats Friskies soft canned food in the morning. They have had 
all of Friskies soft canned food flavors except anything with fish or tuna. I fed them 
Monday morning (11/06/2017) at 11am as usual, Friskies Turkey & Cheese Dinner in 
Gravy (Shreds) and by noon both cats had diarrhea and continued to have 
uncontrollable diarrhea the entire day and into the night. My two cats have never had 
this issue before and then by 9pm they were both throwing up the food multiple times. 
Then in the morning at 11am on Tuesday (11/07/2017) one of my cats had 
uncontrollable watery bloody diarrhea. I took her to the vet for treatment and noon that 
same day. Since both my cats had the same reaction after I fed them this soft food I 
know it was caused from the food.

10 Years Sphynx Cat 8 Pound

EON‐341293 11/7/2017 14:22 Loyall Life Grain Free Beef with 
Sweet Potato Recipe

We had purchased Loyall Life by Nutrena. Beef with Sweet Potato Grain Free on 
Sunday October 29, 2017. On Wednesday night, November 1st, 2017 my 6 month old 
puppy was profusely throwing up and we wound up taking him to Emergency Care. 
Then on Tuesday, November 7th, 2017, my 7 year old Jack Russell was throwing up. 
The only thing that was changed was their food.

6 Month
s

Other Canine/dog Dog 47 Pound

EON‐341248 11/6/2017 22:04 Canned cat food, Fancy Feast, 
Friskies

After feeding my cats canned food from Family Dollar, purchased in ,they 
became ill. I didn't realize what the issue was until I opened another can of food, and 
could smell a rancid smell. Upon returning to the store, I could see that 90% of the 
cans were dented! I looked up the possible effects of dented cans.... botulism. I 
expressed my concerns to more than one employee, and they continue to stock almost 
ALL dented cans of cat food!

1 Hours Himalayan Cat 6 Pound

EON‐341234 11/6/2017 17:04 Pur Luv Grande Bone Bacon 
Flavor

Almost 24 hours after consuming the bone the dog threw up huge hard chunks of the 
bone. Clearly the bone formed together in the stomach and the stomach acids were not 
strong enough to digest the bone. Previous to him throwing up, and after he consumed 
the bone, he was very low energy which is unusual to him. He was sick until he threw 
up the very very large rock hard chunks of bone.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 56 Pound

EON‐341197 11/6/2017 11:32 Hill's Prescription Diet d/d 
Skin/Food Sensitivities Potato & 
Salmon Formula

Animal on special diet for many years inflammatory bowel dz, well controlled with 
occasional use of metronidazole. A new bag of food launched a month of continuous 
diarrhea and loose stools. Animal was dewormed, twice. Vet considered dx of 
pancreatitis but did not fit the sx. Made a change to an IAMS senior chicken food. 
Instant improvement in bowel status. Strong suspicion the food was the culprit. Has 
been on this diet without incident for many years until this concern.

8 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 19 Pound

EON‐341173 11/5/2017 16:00 Wellness Soft WellBites Chicken 
& Venison Recipe

He went into a state of shivering and shaking with excessive panting. He was also 
extremely lethargic. This lasted for about 4 hours and then he slept through the night.
He was constipated and then had diarrhea for two days afterward.

4 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound

EON‐341153 11/5/2017 2:48 Premium Pork Chomps Pig Earz Ate one pork chomp pig ear and LOVED it, stole another while we weren't looking and 
immediately projectile vomited before even finishing, didn't continue eating it. This is a 
8 month old lab puppy, FULL of energy and crazy, wouldn't even move for the rest of 
the night except to pee (excessive amounts) and drink water. Thinking it was just 
because he ate two, a few days later we gave him one more, he threw up in the car, 
had projectile diarrhea, up to this point still hasn't had any energy or interest in food or 
exercise, can Hardly even get him up off the floor. Breathing hard and fast, runny nose, 
and excessive lnting also currently occurring.

Retriever - Labrador Dog
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EON‐341151 11/5/2017 1:00 Purina Cat Chow Indoor, Meow 
Mix Indoor Formula

My calico cat began vomiting a few weeks on  but no other symptoms until 
last week she was quite lethargic on  and then on  , went to 
vet and was shockingly told had abdominal cancer as they had to remove a lot of fluid 
from her abdomen as her breathing prior to going to vet was labored and no idea was 
ill with cancer. I thought possible pneumonia. She then was taken to a different vet as 
per my recommendation as was very displeased with exact diagnoses not given by first 
vet. The second vet, whom have dealt with many years, said the fluids in stomach 
having been prior removed, was not a good sign. There was no exposure on the part of 
this cat or my others, to any pollution or smoke , therefore, I attribute the problem to the 
food, which for many years consumed either Purina Indoor formula or Meow Mix Indoor 
Formula. I am devastated at this terrible loss as my cat was my ultimate favorite 
cat whom I adored. I think these foods need to be highly investigated and want to k 
now the outcomes. In  my , another cat, passed from stomach 
mass and was and still am devastated by this.
in , a male cat passed from a lump in legs which travelled as cancer.
I think having three cats who had cancer in this way is more than just coincidence and 
would like this to be thoroughly investigated.

11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12.5 Pound

EON‐341139 11/4/2017 21:48 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

Bought a new bag of Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream dog food on 10/7/17 and my Lab 
has been profusely vomiting (the last instance was all blood) and has explosive 
diarrhea. She won't eat and is being very lethargic and skiddish.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐341138 11/4/2017 21:48 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

Bought new bag of Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream dog food and within days she was 
vomiting multiple times.

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐341086 11/3/2017 19:40 DreamBone Made with Real 
Chicken - Mini

Dog ate 1 DreamBone and vomited, but we didn't realize it at first. Ate a 2nd bone and 
again vomited, but also didn't notice at the time as he was hiding under a pool table. a 
3rd bone was offered (another day) and vomit was discovered on the floor shortly after 
consuming and all vomit looked exactly the same- chopped up DreamBones. He then 
vomited two more times in smaller quantities. We are monitoring him now and make 
take to the vet. We contacted DreamBone.com via email since no one answered 1-877-
336-3647. Product ID DBC-02370 40 Mini Chicken 22.5 oz. Date code 17158 Best By: 
06.06/2020

1.5 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 8 Pound

EON‐341051 11/3/2017 13:00 Sheba Perfect Portions Pate in 
Natural Juices Tender Beef 
Entrée

I fed  1.3oz "container" of Sheba tender beef entrée. Within 5 minutes, she 
violently threw it all up.

15 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐341028 11/2/2017 22:12 Canine Chews Premium 
American Beef Hide

Within a few hours, my female threw up her food suddenly and then started to have 
uncontrollable diarrhea. Her diarrhea & gas has continued to date with very slow 
improvement.

9 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐341024 11/2/2017 21:44 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw 
Frozen Bites All Natural Beef

I microwave frozen Instinct Raw bites so I can hide medicine in them for my dog. They 
are a frozen treat/food additive that is allegedly made with all natural ingredients. I 
have seen them pop and have burn spots on them after only 5 seconds. I thought this 
was because they were so small and cooked incredibly fast. Tonight, in 7 seconds, it 
set the paper towel on fire which burned completely before I was able to get it out. I 
cannot find anywhere on the package that says they should not be microwaved to thaw 
quickly. Besides, if they are made with the ingredients listed, they should not be doing 
this. Nothing else was in the microwave but the four bites and a paper towel. It's very 
disturbing since I have been feeding these to my dog, l.

EON‐341020 11/2/2017 19:36 NaturVet Senior Wellness Hip & 
Joint Advanced

2 days after starting to give my dog Naturvet Senior Wellness Hip and Joint Advanced 
treats daily (half of a treat in the morning) my dog began to have watery diarrhea. He 
needed to be taken to an emergency animal hospital where he needed to be given 
fluids, anti nausea medication and antibiotics. The doctor diagnosed him with colitis 
possibly due to Naturvet Senior Wellness Hip and Joint Advanced treats due to the 
facts this is the only new food/treat our dog started recently.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 11.5 Pound

EON‐340776 10/31/2017 17:56 Sheba Perfect Portions Pate in 
Natural Juices Chicken Entrée

10 Years Unknown Cat 11 PoundI'm a  My 5 house cats get a varied diet, are given their routine favorites 
at routine times of day. I order a couple of the food brands and flavors by the case. 
Mars Pet food had recently phased out their Sheba 3 oz cans in favor of "perfect 

portions", which are packaged in two(2) perforated/separable 1.3 oz plastic, foil-topped 
containers. As my mail-order sources ran out of the 3 oz. cans, I asked my husband to 
get some of these "portions" locally to try on our cats before our stock of Sheba cans 
ran out. , ,  and sometimes i would eat Sheba Chicken Pate in 
cans;  would not eat it. When I tried the first 1.3 oz portion one evening, only l 
and  ate it, the others still preferred the canned of the same flavor. My husband 
got a couple more of the plastic portions from a different store a few days later. On Oct 
15, with their regular nightly selection of foods (4-5 different flavors, a half to a full 3 oz. 
can each, as each cat of course has his preference, though they share several flavors, 
a few different brands), I also put out one (1) 1.3 ounce  portion out for  
and . I did this three nights in a row (Oct 15-17); I watched both of them eat most of 
it the first evening l, more assertive, usually takes the lion's share first), and some 
of it the second evening, along with their other usual foods that make up the bulk of 
their overnight intake. The third evening, got up from a sleepy day, eliminated a 

pale, smelly diarrhea, and vomited once he exited the litter box, uncharacteristically not 
burying the stool. His inner eyelids were apparent (similar to an animal being 

tranquilized with acepromazine), as if very, very sleepy, rather than alert as he usually 
is in the early evening. He was notably lethargic, slowly retreated to a quiet area away 
from the other cats, did not eat for two days (he held down water after a day). He had 

little interest in food for another 4-5 days; I coaxed him to eat very small amounts of his 
favorites, a little more each successive day. He became more alert by Day 3 of his 

symptoms, but his appetite took an additional 3 days to return; his behavior suggested 
taste and smell abnormalities, and mild hyper vigilance. It took 6-7 days for his appetite 
to return to normal.  was roughly 36 hours behind with an almost identical 
pattern and timing of symptoms. (Both cats were eating normally and active by Oct 24-
25.) This makes sense, since  ate more of the Sheba portion first. Until the 3rd night 
when  became sick, I wasn't sure what caused his illness and hoped he'd eat later 
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EON‐340769 10/31/2017 16:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken & Brown Rice Recipe

I purchased Rachel Ray Nutrish Nautral Dry Dpg Food, Real Beef and Brown Rice, 
after a few days after eating this food my pekingese was rushed to the ER.My dog had 
bloody diarrhea he left pools of blood every where I washed him and saw the blood 
coming out of his anal. ER admitted him as he was needing critical care. He was 
diagnosed with Hemorrhagic gastroenteritis (HGE). My vet confirmed that the change 
of food set it off. My  was healthy prior to this I never had any issues. I had to put 
him down his was in such bad pain.

10 Years Pekingese Dog 13 Pound

EON‐340664 10/30/2017 22:56 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula with 
Roasted Lamb 

My dog absolutely loves Taste of the Wild dog food and has never had any problems in 
over 5 years of using them. This last bag I bought though, he just will not eat! He is a 
free-feeding dog that eats when he's hungry, his bowl is always full.., but I usually refill 
his bowl every two days or so, I haven't had to refill it once in over 3 weeks! I even tried 
enticing him to eat it by adding people food to it, he still won't eat it! I truly believe there 
is something wrong with this bag of food and my dog senses or smells it, there is no 
other reason my dog wouldn't eat it. I don't know how dog food recalls are done, or how 
to find out if one has been recalled, so I am starting here.

11 Years Siberian Husky Dog 63 Pound

in the night, so I put down one more 1.3 oz portion with the other foods of routine - only 
 ate a little from that dish. However,  now has symptoms of reactivated 

rhino virus (presumably due to the food poisoning stress). He was eating and becoming 
more active for about 2 days after his GI ordeal, but began sneezing, runny nose and 
eyes around Oct 26. He is still eating, but skips his normal evening activities. He has 
not had URI symptoms since he was rescued 9 years ago. Presently, he seems to be 

recovering in the normal amount of time for a rhino virus. As a 50 year cat rescuer, this 
was far more severe than merely "new food tummy ache." All 5 cats share food bowls, 
litter boxes, playing, sleeping and living areas. None of the other 3 cats have shown 

any symptoms remotely similar to and ; none of the other cats touched the 
Sheba (or Wild Calling) food. My vet has been informed. Nutritionists at two pet food 
companies have been informed. (A second suspect food which l and  ate, 
Wild Calling, has tested samples from the lot I have for bacteria and nutrition, but not 

for contaminants.) Mars/Sheba, the most recent new lot of food these two cats ate, and 
more likely suspect, showed no interest in testing the lot#s of the food I still have here. 
I'm concerned about other people's pets getting this food. A kitten, geriatric, chronically 
ill or immune suppressed cat might die or be more severely affected than my cats have 

been. I don't know yet if my own cats will have lingering or chronic after-effects.
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EON‐340659 10/30/2017 20:36 Royal Canin Intense Beauty Thin 
Slices in Gravy

We have Royal Canin Intense Beauty Thin Slices in Gravy with a lot number of 
730C3NSC1. We have 102 Cans purchased from Chewy. The first order was around 
the first/second week of September and the second case was received last week.

Both of our cats started having vomiting and diarrhea. We took them to the Vet and 
were prescribed meds and told to change food. We changed food and they gradually 
got better, so tonight we fed a can from the new shipment, and one of our cats turned 
her nose up at it, and the other one threw up the entire contents of her stomach within 
10 minutes of eating the cat food. Needless to say, we need to send this food back to 
Chewy. I will write to them this evening as well to start the process. 

There needs to be an investigation into this matter before more cats are sick.

3 Years Ragdoll Cat 10 Pound

EON‐340639 10/30/2017 16:00 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula with 
Lamb in Gravy

Watery diarrhea started Saturday night, Sept 23, 2017. Stopped taking Carprofen 
Sunday morning. Continued normal feeding of Taste of the Wild Sierra Mountain 
Canine Formula with Lamb dry and either Sierra Mountain or Pacific Stream (with 
Salmon) or Wetlands (with Fowl) canned food mixed in. Diarrhea seemed to be 
improving, then vomited Monday. Changed food to white rice and pumpkin & took to 
vet Tuesday morning. Total Health w/Spec cPL-IDEXX labs showed nothing out of the 
ordinary. Medicines to control vomiting and diarrhea were given. Dog had recovered, 
and returned to eating Dry food with canned pumpkin, then dry food with Taste of the 
Wild canned food alternating. Health seemed good until Saturday Oct. 28, 2017 when 
diarrhea started again. Since she was not on Carprofen (which we originally thought 
was the cause of the 1st incident) anymore, we discontinued feeding the wet food & fed 
only the dry food. By Sunday evening she seemed much better (no diarrhea) & did not 
need to go outside for extra walks during the night after 9:00pm. So, our thinking now is 
that the canned food is what was likely causing the diarrhea. Since the label had been 
removed from the can, I am not sure which flavor we were feeding her, but I still have 2 
recently used cans available with lot numbers on the bottom, which may be from the 
food I still have in the refrigerator. 
#1) Best by Mar 31 20 59XSM2-H 1118
#2) Best by Mar 31 20 59XMM2-H 0326

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 26 Pound

EON‐340636 10/30/2017 14:40 Pure Balance Small Breed Grain 
Free Chicken & Garden 
Vegetables Recipe

We changed over to a grain-free food for our older dog. About 2 weeks into use, we 
started to notice her acting sluggish like she was being careful not to hurt her 
abdomen. She was hunching her back to keep from anyone touching her belly. We 
immediately took her to the vet. The vet found extremely high levels of enzymes in her 
liver. I also have a friend feeding her dog the same brand as well as the grain-free 
version. Her dog is having similar symptoms. I advised that she needed to go get her 
dog tested to see if it is the same. My dog was diagnosed with chronic pancreatitis. I 
read up on some reviews on Amazon stating that more than a couple of people were 
having similar issues. They also talked about increased level of liver enzymes. After the 
vet visit, the vet placed her on a low fat, prescription diet moving forward.

13 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐340622 10/30/2017 9:04 Special Kitty Chunky Chicken 
Dinner in Gravy

Previous kitten owned was only given this food while in our possession and died 24 
hours later. Previous owner knew of no health issues. This kitten ) was in our 
possession for 2 weeks. Was only given dry cat food. On Wednesday  this 
kitten was fed the Special Kitty Chunky Chicken Dinner in Gravy and died 24 hours 
later.

12 Week
s

Domestic Shorthair Cat 2 Pound

EON‐340544 10/28/2017 7:48 Simply Nourish Essentials 
Chicken Vegetables & Quinoa 
Recipe Chunks in Gravy

Opened can of "Simply Nourish Chicken, vegetables, & quinoa" to find round worms 
over top and throughout can of food. I have pictures of can and worms visible on top. 
Hundreds if not thousands of worms.

EON‐340543 10/28/2017 7:48 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

Approximately 30 minutes after feeding  a Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky strip he 
became severely sick. He vomited up all his previous dinner including the jerky.

2 Years Havanese Dog 20 Pound

EON‐340542 10/28/2017 7:48 KMR Kitten Milk Replacer 
Powdered

I purchased a new can of Pet AG KMR from my local Petco. As soon as I opened it, I 
noticed the powder was much more yellow than my old can of KMR, it also contained a 
lot of very hard clumps and it did not dissolve well in warm water. It was very different 
than my other formula but I thought that was because my previous formula had been 
frozen for a while so I fed it to my kitten about 2-3 times. However, my kitten quickly 
developed diarrhea and I immediately stopped giving him the formula after that.

2 Month
s

Domestic Mediumhair Cat 2 Pound

EON‐340519 10/27/2017 17:48 small batch Liver Treats, small 
batch Jerky Sticks

shortly after starting two new kinds of treats, a pattern of throwing up undigested food 
four to ten hours after daily dinner

approximately five incidents in two weeks since starting treats
treats administered not every day but maybe four times a week
these treats are his only dietary change
other three dogs in household dont get theses treats and have no symptoms

16 Month
s

Spaniel - King Charles 
Cavalier

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐340467 10/27/2017 1:40 Simply Nourish Adult Cat Food 
Chicken & Rice Recipe

I noticed a small, curled metal shaving in the food in my cat's bowl that I had just filled 
from a new bag of Simply Nourish Cat Food (Chicken and Rice flavor). The shaving 
was sharp at the end, and thankfully I found it before my cats did. I sifted through the 
rest of the food and found no other shavings, but I returned the bag regardless and 
alerted the store workers to the problem. Still, I think the food should be recalled, in 
case any other bags were contaminated.

EON‐340462 10/26/2017 23:44 Alpo Come & Get It! Cookout 
Classics

I bought a bag of dry food for my dog, brand alpo eats it and get it of 15.4 lbs. 6.99 kg, 
the batch number can not be read in the bag because it is blurry. the bar code is 0 
50000 96076 7, the date 10/23/17 at the waltmart store, the food always keep it in a 
place at room temperature, it never happened to me, and one morning I was going to 
serve you to eat my dogs as usual when out of the bag came the croquettes in poor 
condition, stuck, dried and green and black, as moldy.

EON‐340449 10/26/2017 18:32 Tiki Cat Hookena Luna Ahi Tuna 
& Chicken in Chicken 
Consomme

Fed  Cat food around 5 PM 10/21/17, vomited what looked like all of it back up 
sometime overnight. Would not eat the next morning, eyes dull, slept almost all day. 
She's usually a very active cat. 10/25 veterinarian prescribed famotadine twice a day, 
ate well that evening and the following morning, but hadn't eaten well other than those 
two times though still on famotadine, and vomited again this morning, the 26th. I'm 
checking "not applicable" below because she seemed to improve then got worse again, 
and that is not one of your choices.

15 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐340421 10/26/2017 13:52 PCI Chick N' Hide Anorexia and normoglycemia glucosuria - Fanconi Syndrome screening positive. 3 Years Spaniel - Cocker English Dog 10.5 Kilogra
m
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EON‐340334 10/25/2017 16:28 Ol' Roy Started throwing up all night and next day refuses to eat or drink. Hid under the bed, 
was not responsive to any attention. We managed to force Pedialyte and she did drink 
some on his own. She still will not eat but is no longer throwing up.

2 Years Unknown Dog 35 Pound

EON‐340322 10/25/2017 14:56 Kmart The Kmart on  is infested with maggots and larvae. It's in the dog food, 
cat food, bedding section, and home decor. The managers have been alerted to it for 
months and they have done absolutely nothing. The store also has products in stock 
that have been expired for years and the store will still sell it. This store has many 
problems. Negligent managers who refuse to fix the problem. The owner  

 has also neglected a workers injury, that worker being  Even the trash 
cans they sell in home decor have maggots in them as well.

EON‐340243 10/24/2017 16:32 Cesar Classics Porterhouse 
Steak Flavor in Meaty Juices

Little Cesar classics Porterhouse Steak Flavor BB06241921 1 726AKKCK 1116 
1330045 These are the numbers on the package, in a larger package of 25 from SAM's 
club. This particular tray had a large, elastic-like piece of plastic in it.

EON‐340230 10/24/2017 16:12 Pup-Peroni Prime Rib Flavor Dog began to drink excessively, urinate excessively and have both urinary and fecal 
accidents all over the house. Dog also has occasional vomiting.

5 Years Spitz (unspecified) Dog 23 Pound

EON‐340196 10/24/2017 13:04 Party Animal Original Darling 
Duck

Undamaged unopened can of food had a strange dark black surface and some white 
mold on the periphery of the food. Very obviously bad when opened. I have photos. 
Party Animal darling duck 0117e1636302 best buy nov 2020

EON‐340192 10/24/2017 12:16 Evolve Lamb & Rice Formula A large chunk of rusty magnetized metal was found as I scooped dry EVOLVE dog 
food into my Great Danes bowl on 10/19/17. I wondered what may have happened had 
my dog actually ingested any of it, as well as questioned if any smaller pieces may 
have already been ingested by either the Dane or by any of my small Chihuahuas. In 
addition I worry about other dogs that are eating this same food. This piece of metal 
appears to be old and a bit rusty; it weighs .06 of an ounce and is just a bit larger than 
a quarter. This bag of dog food was purchased at Chewy.com and is the "EVOLVE 
LAMB & RICE FORMULA DOG FOOD"; the UPC code is 0 7365700860 6. I thank you 
for your attention to this issue. Feel free to contact me with any questions.
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EON‐340191 10/24/2017 12:08 Evanger's Chunky Chicken 
Casserole

First I apologize for not submitting a report earlier. I have been a long time purchaser of 
Evangers canned dog food. I became more cautious after their beef recall earlier this 
year and returned all the cans containing beef to my retail store. However in August 
2017 I purchased cans of Evangers Chunky Chicken Casserole from Healthy Pet 
Products Store in  This can was a favorite of my dogs. Upon opening a 
can, my father noticed the color was drastically different than usual. Instead of being a 
light colored food in a very light sauce, this can was dark as if in beef gravy per its 
appearance. So he opened another can and another can only to find the same. The 
expiration date was December 2020. We had the same can with expiration date in 
October 2020 that looked normal in appearance. Unfortunately my father still gave my 
two dogs the food with the dark appearance, only 1 would eat it. When I came home 
from work, saw the dog food we immediately gathered all the cans, I had about 10-15. 
My dog seemed to have no ill effect from eating it but I was very concerned about this 
batch of dog food. I emailed Evangers twice, once towards the end of August with no 
response except for the automatic email reply and I emailed them again on August 
30th again with no response to my problem or inquiry. I returned all my cans to the 
retail store I purchased them from, both open and unopened cans. The store clerks 
were dismayed at the appearance and issued a full refund. The store is Healthy Pet 
Products located at . The 
owner is discontinuing all Evangers products sold at her two stores. I wish I would have 
kept the label, the UPC code or took a picture of the food or emailed sooner. I regret 
not doing so. When I asked the store owner about what I returned she questioned the 
type of meat it actually was, horse?? It has been 2 months since emailing Evangers 
and they have never responded to my inquiry or concern so now I am emailing you to 
please look into their food, plant, meat, warehouse, or process. I believe they are 
putting our animals at risk for their gain and lack of commitment to quality dog food. 
Thank you for your time.

EON‐340159 10/24/2017 7:32 Friskies Pate Our cats have eaten Friskies can pate cat food for years. In recent months they have 
become very selective and now will not eat any variety in any size can and that 
includes the Treasures variety now. If they do eat it, they vomit. I have read the forums 
and there have been many complaints in recent months from other consumer but 
Friskies won't acknowledge. Also, they have had many issues with bugs and larvae in 
their dry food which I recently discovered going through the forums.

5 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 8 Pound
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EON‐340147 10/23/2017 21:28 Friskies Meaty Bits with Beef in 
Gravy

I purchased Friskies Meaty Bits wit Beef in Gravy in a 24 pack. Normally I feed him 
other varieties of Friskies, this was his first time having the Meaty Bits with Beef in 
Gravy. Week one I started to give him the food and he started having smelly gas (he 
never had this problem before). He started having diarrhea shortly after. I stopped 
giving him that particular food and tried another version of Friskies varieties. He started 
to get better, no more diarrhea or gas. Another week passes and I try the Friskies 
Meaty Bits with Beef in Gravy again. By day 2 he was throwing up and having diarrhea 
all over the house. Again I switched to a different version of Friskies varieties and he 
improved. I did try the Friskies Meaty Bits with Beef in Gravy a THIRD time, starting 
yesterday. This afternoon he threw up and has been sick ever since. He LOVES to eat 
and now he will not even touch the food on his plate. He hasn't moved from his chair all 
day--he is still very sick from eating the cat food I gave him. We do not feed him 
anything else except Friskies canned cat food. The fact that he has had symptoms 
THREE different times giving him this cat food has alarms going off for me. There is 
definitely something in this food causing illness in my cat.

3 Years Ragdoll Cat 13 Pound

EON‐340136 10/23/2017 19:40 Blue Buffalo Healthy Gourmet 3 CATS REFUSED TO EAT BLUE BUFFALO SMALL CAT OF WET FOOD Domestic Shorthair Cat
EON‐339916 10/22/2017 16:12 Pride by Instinct Rockstar's 

Rabbit Recipe in Savory Gravy 
Flaked

After being given cat food, both cats developed diarrhea. when we stopped giving it to 
them, the diarrhea stopped.

2 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐339824 10/20/2017 17:24 Pedigree Healthy Weight 
Roasted Chicken Rice & 
Vegetable Flavor

We got another bag of Pedigree Healthy Weight after the last bag of it ended.  
immediately began having diarrhea that we were aware of off and on. Continued to see 
it or smell it for the next several weeks, then our other dog began for the first time in its 
9 years making sounds of having gas, and we connected problem to the dog 
food. We changed brands and immediately saw signs of recovery, within 2-3 days no 
more messy poop clinging to coat.

9 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐339807 10/20/2017 15:12 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

Straining, not eating 18 hours, Bloodwork normal, urine had small amount of glucose, 
bloodwork repeated in 48 hours and dog was in severe kidney failure

9 Years Beagle Dog 20 Pound

EON‐339742 10/19/2017 20:12 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Mature Dog Chicken 
Rice & Egg Formula

Fed Both our dogs  (lab mix, 8yrs) and  the new bag of food. We had been 
using this same food for about 2 years. I changed the bag on a Tues. On Thurs,  
stopped eating and drinking with vomit and diarrhea. She did not eat or drink until the 
following Monday after a vet visit with hydration and new food. Our other dog started 
the exact same symptoms on Friday and also had to be taken to the vet.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 37 Pound

EON‐339738 10/19/2017 19:20 Purina ONE Smartblend Chicken 
& Rice Formula Adult

 PASSED AWAY IN A MATTER OF DAYS. THE VET DETERMINED TOXIN 
POISONING.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 42 Pound

EON‐339737 10/19/2017 19:16 Purina ONE Smartblend Chicken 
& Rice Formula Adult

 WAS DIAGNOSED WITH RENAL FAILURE. THE VET STATED DUE TO 
TOXIN INGESTED

3 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 66.7 Pound
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EON‐339716 10/19/2017 16:52 Hill's Science Diet Adult Light 
Small Bites

My small dog was switched to the "light" food in  and started having weight loss. I 
took her to the vet and she had a bladder infection and had lost half her weight. We 
decided to remove this from her diet food as she was withering away. 
she passed away before we could get her better. I usually buy the small bites for my 
aussie but accidentally bought the light and started my  on it. She lost 3 pounds 
the first weekend and ended up getting iv fluids, meds and a chicken rice diet. I looked 
at the old bag from  and it has the same number and dates on it. I believe these 
are linked. My never leaves food and has turned away or left some in the bowl. 
We have a puppy who is on puppy chow and has not been ill at all. Date below is for 
the . The toy chihuahua died on 

EON‐339658 10/19/2017 10:12 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Adult Indoor

Started my pets in late July on the Blue Buffalo Challenge (dry food) give my cats both 
wet (mostly fancy feast) and dry food.
I slowly introduced the dry food which took a liking to it. In late August, noticed 
he was a little off but nothing major. In early September, I rushed him to the vet. He 
was pacing, uncomfortable and trying to throw up but nothing came out. They realized 
he had a urinary blockage - severe. 

Vet asked what I was feeding him and told her dry & wet food and the only new thing I 
start was Blue Buffalo.
They flushed his system, but after three days recommended he have a PU operation in 
order to open his urinanary tract so it would not get blocked again. ( TOTAL $4474!) 
not including special food.

I went on line to see if anyone else experiences this with BLUE BUFFALO and lo and 
behold, there were a lot of complaints.

I have written the company and hoping to be compensated for my expenses. 

Now cat has developed anemia ( could be stress related as he is semi feral and 
hospitalized for a long time ) Vet is determining if its parasite related or auto immune. 
Currently on steroids and returning to vet for blood work to see if he's improving.

8 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐339621 10/18/2017 23:12 Golden Rewards Sweet Potato 
Wrapped with Chicken

We purchased these treats in the evening and gave our dog 1 treat that night and 2 the 
following day. That evening he was very lethargic not his normal playful self but we 
thought he was worn out from playing outside. We gave him another treat that evening. 
The next morning he was staying in his bed and we had to coax him outside to go to 
the bathroom. His ears were tucked back. When we came home from work he didn't 
greet us and was laying in his bed whining. I went to pet him and he was shaking. His 
lymph nodes on his neck were swollen and he was obviously in pain. We gave him a 
baby aspirin and continued to monitor him and did not give him anymore of these 
treats. The next day he started showing improvement so we did not take him to the vet. 
It was hard to get him to go outside. After 2 additional days he is getting back to his 
normal self. This is the only new thing introduced to him during that time, golden 
rewards sweet potato wrapped in Chicken treats. I thought about giving him another 
treat when I realized this may be the cause. I checked the package and was alarmed 
seeing the misleading USA distributor in bold print followed by smaller print saYing 
made in china and am irate after looking the product up on the Web and reading the 
horror stories and fda complaints. I am apalled that this pet poison is still on the 
shelves. My dog is a member of my family.

6 Years Bulldog - American Dog 42 Pound

EON‐339602 10/18/2017 17:44 Merrick Grain Free Smothered 
Comfort

2" bone found in merrick grain free smothered comfort can dog food can id 
022808216698

EON‐339468 10/17/2017 11:32 PureVita Chicken & Brown Rice 
Formula

All three of my dogs were eating the same dog food kibble. when the 2 other became ill 
in early  and were prescribed bland diet, I chose to feed  bland 
diet as well, simply for convenience. My one male husky died from this suspected pet 
food contamination on , but at the time I did not suspect that the food was the 
root cause of all this illness for my dog sin . Only when I attempted to 
transition my 2 surviving dogs back to their regular diet on , within 2 days, 
both dogs were showing signs of hemorrhagic gastroenteritis. For , this was his 
3rd occurrance that month.  was showing the same signs as well, decreased 
appetite, lethargy, bloody loose watery diarrhea. I call my vet and given the recent 
history with my other 2 dogs that month, she prescribed Metronidazole for , 500 
mg, 1 tablet twice daily for 14 days along with a daily probiotic and bland diet. After this 
last re-occurrance, I have not feed the contaminated food to my dogs again and will not 
feed it to them again.

5 Years Siberian Husky Dog 54 Pound
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EON‐339463 10/17/2017 11:12 PureVita Chicken & Brown Rice 
Formula

Opened new bag of food on  and fed all three dogs from this bag of food. 
 was ill within 36-48 hours. Seen at the vet on  with diarrhea, 

gastroenteritis, decreased appetite, weight loss but no fever. He was treated with IV 
hydration, anti nausea medications, antibiotics and Aluminum Hydroxide Gel along with 
bland diet for several days. He has recovered and returned to his normal baseline by 

. Spoke with my vet that day to follow-up, stating that we was doing well, had 
recovered for this most recent episode of gastroenteritis, was eating great on bland 
dient, stools were normal, going for short walks, 20-25 minutes. On  (pm 
meal) I attempted to transition back to his normal diet. On when I 
came home from work at about 530-545 pm, I found splayed out on the kitchen 
tile floor in near respiratory distress. He was unable to sit up or ambulate. He has 
bloody mucous discharge from his rectum. His eyes were open but he appeared not 
aware of his surroundings or of my presentce. I wrapped him in some large towels and 
placed him in my SUV and drove him immediately to the Emergency Clinic in  

 alerting them to my imminent arrival via phone. Upon arrival  was 
stretched into the clinic and taken to the treatment area for immediate evaluation and 
treatment. It was about 30-45 minutes before the ER vet came and spoke to me. They 
informed me that he was in hypovolemic shock due to massive GI bleeding, his 
temperature upon arrival was 104.5, he was in respiratory distress from shock, blood 
pressure was 90 (hypotensive), but at times during treatment it dropped to 40 due to 
continued uncontrolled GI bleeding. They told me that his condition was very critical, 
they were working hard to stabilize his condition. He was given IV fluids and numerous 
drugs through the IV to try and try and stabilize his condition. In the middle of the night 
he was given a plasma transfusion and despite al of these efforts he continued to pass 
large amounts of liquid blood from his rectum. His blood pressure was too low to 
sustain life and we went into respiratory arrest and passed away at about 330 am on 

9 Years Siberian Husky Dog 46 Pound

EON‐339454 10/17/2017 10:28 PureVita Chicken & Brown Rice 
Formula

Open new bag of food on 8/31/2017, feeding the same food to all three of my dogs, 
began ill within 3 days, was eventually seen at the emergency clinic in  

 on 9/6/2017, diagnosed with hemorrhagic gastroenteritis. He was treated with 
several medications and bland diet. Every time I attempted to transition him back to his 
regular diet he would relapse and have recurrent symptoms of hemorrhagic 
gastroenteritis, as did all of my dogs during the month of September 2017 and early 
October. After 3 rounds of antibiotics and 3 failed attempts to transition them all back to 
their regular diets, I firmly believe that the food is contaminated or has microbiologic 
impurities.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐339453 10/17/2017 10:16 Hill's Prescription Diet k/d Canine After some blood work on our Cairn Terrier, , our vet recommended this dog food. 
He gave us a sample pack, we mixed with our dog's usual food (Nutro) he seemed to 
do ok with it. I purchased a bag from the vet on Friday, again mixed with his usual food, 
that night he vomited all of his meal up, about 45 minutes after eating and he tipped 
over and got really stiff, in hindsight, this may have been a mild seizure, but he 
bounced back quickly. Saturday was uneventful. Sunday within 2 hours of eating, he 
was in a full blown seizure, that lasted approximately 7 minutes. We rushed him to a 
pet hospital and he had to be put down due to the neurological damage that occurred 
as a result of the seizure. They questioned me at the pet hospital if he had gotten into 
any toxins, which he did not. I never thought of his dog food until the next day when our 
regular vet called and they want the food back.

13 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 14 Pound

EON‐339414 10/16/2017 23:24 IAMS ProActive Health I recently switched to iams my dog was fine had no problems after the first week we 
started to see her hair falling out and she continued to itch until she would break skin 
it's ridiculous my dog looks sickly I feel so bad for using your dog food I thought out 
was good now I have very fees for tying to fix what your company has done

3 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound

EON‐339389 10/16/2017 17:44 Eukanuba Breed Specific Adult 
1+ Years Yorkshire

I fed the food to my dog a few weeks ago and after a few days he vomited and had 
diarrhea a few times a day for a few days. I stopped feeding him the food and gave him 
his other usual food, also Eukanuba 7+ Senior Small Breed. He got better and I slowly 
started to mix the two foods and feed him. On occasions I gave him only the Breed 
Specific and he began to have diarrhea and vomiting a few times a day for a few days, 
until I stopped feeding him the Breed Specific. He had not had the food for a few days 
and he is better.
I have fed him both foods over the past 10 years without problems, but this bag/batch 
of food is BAD.

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐339359 10/16/2017 16:24 Beggin' Strips Bacon Flavor I opened a factory sealed bag of Purina Beggin Strip treats on Oct.10 and inside the 
bag was a half eaten crushed pop tart and two plastic bags of other crushed up food. 
There mixed in with the garbage were 2 beggin strips. I was immediately very 
concerned because I had just finished another bag of these treats in a different flavor. I 
had one dog pass away and now have one who is having stomach issues. So my 
concern is if all the treats who came in contact with the garbage I found in the one bag, 
were contaminated. Also if they could have caused the death of my one dog and the 
stomach issues the other is now having.

EON‐339288 10/16/2017 6:32 Cat Food I am very concerned about the addition of the non organic form of selenite/selinate in 
pets food especially cats since dogs food have now been approved for the non toxic 
form selenium yeast. Please allow this change for our felines as well without delay.. 
Thank you. Please forward this to the appropriaIt started when selenite dept. if 
necessary. Thankyou for your concern also. .

EON‐339272 10/15/2017 18:12 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with Red 
Meat

constant drinking of water, constant urination, urine tested as "water" with lack of urine. 
exhaustion, lying in corner face to wall and back to humans isolating himself to back 
room. lack of appetite. biting his feet.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐339252 10/15/2017 10:48 Halo Spot's Stew Wholesome 
Lamb Recipe

After eating 1/2 tbsp of food got diarrhea. Accidentally ate it again from other dogs bowl 
in home. It's been two days now. Went from softer stool than usual to watery and 
vomited. Saw small carrot so I know it was the canned food.

13 Month
s

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐339246 10/15/2017 4:08 4Health Grain Free Chicken & 
Rice Formula

extreme diarrea and illness after eating regular food 4 health grain free chicken and 
rice. other 2 dogs wont eat the food suddenly, and 3rd dog is having bladder 
incontinence issues

7 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 69 Pound
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EON‐339236 10/14/2017 21:08 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Fish and Brown Rice 
Recipe Adult

We switched from "Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain Free Chicken Recipe with LifeSource 
Bits" to "Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Fish and Brown Rice" and our dog began 
having serious diarrhea. This lasted about two weeks. We took him off other food 
sources (chewies, human food), but the diarrhea continued. Finally, we took him off of 
the Fish and Brown Rice and switched to home cooked chicken and rice. The diarrhea 
stopped almost immediately.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐339207 10/14/2017 10:32 Hill's Prescription Diet k/d Feline 
with Chicken

One can from the case is extremely inflated and pressurized, while still sealed.

I assume there is some sort of biological activity occurring in the can.

Photos of the can are here
EON‐339186 10/13/2017 19:48 Premium Bird Feed Thistle Seed Purchased thistle (niger) bird seed from local Walmart. Noticed finches acting 

strangely, not flying away, confused. Found many dead finches and some dead field 
mice in my backyard near the feeder. Then noticed a finch feeding at the feeder and 
approximately 3 hours later found in on the ground fluttered its wings and beak in the 
dirt with clear central nervous system impairment. Recovered dead finches and put in 
iced cooler. Contacted Arizona Department of Agriculture. Pesticide Control nspector 
came to my house two days later and recovered bird seed to test for toxins and also 
dead bird for autopsy. Google search found Walmart has sold pecticide toxin thistle 
seed in  and killed hundreds of birds. Also press release from US Dept of 
Justice regarding 112 million settlement with Miracle Gro who knowingly sold toxic bird 
seed contaminated with EPA banned chemicals. Suspect this bird seed is 
contaminated with pesticide. Contacted Walmart 9/25/17 and notified them of bird 
deaths. State Pesticide inspector also notified local Walmart of this complaint.

EON‐339148 10/13/2017 15:00 Nutro Farm-Raised Chicken, 
Brown Rice & Pumpkin Adult

After feeding her this dog food, her fur fell out in clumps, she stopped eating, she 
became very lethargic, and vet said her liver enzymes were very high. She could barely 
stand.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐339137 10/13/2017 14:00 Redbarn Naturals Beef Pate 
Urinary Support with Parsley & 
Cranberries

Piece of blue plastic was found in the cat food I was giving my cats. This blue piece if 
plastic in the Redbarn cat food looks just like the piece of plastic I also found in Hound 
& Gatos cat food! I am outraged over this as I feed my cats these "superior" brands to 
avoid these types of problems.

EON‐339131 10/13/2017 12:00 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

Purchased Taste of the Wild High Prairie Canine Formula with Roasted Bison and 
Roasted Venison dry food (15 lbs.) from  
on September 21, 2017. Product bar code 074198609635, TDH0721 RBF 10:38 337, 
food expiration date: 28 Jul 2018. 

Pet ate food and had a severe case of diarrhea and vomiting. Veterinary test and 
ultrasound revealed extensive thickening, ulceration and irritation of his digestive 
organs.

Veterinary bill was about $2,000 that includes all test, medications and prescription 
foods.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 26 Pound
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EON‐339085 10/12/2017 23:16 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

I have been feeding Taste of The Wild Bison & Venison dog food (Puppy to Adult) to 
my Aussie for 4 years. About 3 1/2 weeks ago, I bought a new bag of dog food. He 
started turning away from his food and leaving most in his bowl. He was vomiting about 
2-3 times per week. This past week he started vomiting 2X daily. Loose stool and 
acting lethargic. I stopped feeding him this food and put him on a rice/chicken/pumpkin 
diet. He immediately chowed down this food and is acting normal again. No vomiting, 
etc.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐339084 10/12/2017 23:16 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

I gave him 2 bites torn from a jerky stick--all other food was the same as he consumed 
for many days prior and no other treats were given within days of this incident. He had 
diarrhea for 2 days and vomited for half-day. He lost weight--it was a significant event. I 
couldn't get an appointment with his vet. I watched him closely--prepared to take him to 
emergency vet hospital if necessary, but he slowly improved.

Pekingese Dog 14 Pound

EON‐339077 10/12/2017 19:36 Dingo Meat in the Middle with 
Real Peanut Butter - Mini

I gave my dog a mini "Dingo Meat in the Middle with Real Peanut Butter" treat that he 
could not digest because the treat was softened and trapped near the back of his 
throat having attached itself to the back teeth. I had to stick my hand in his mouth to 
remove the treat before he choked on it. I was concerned the dog would not allow me 
to place my fingers in his mouth although I was able to do so without taking him to a 
veterinarian for extraction. I have never given my dog this product before and the 
packaging indicates the product was made in China.

EON‐339072 10/12/2017 18:20 Acana Grasslands Regional 
Formula

Our two large dogs (lab and golden retriever) were both lethargic and vomited about 
ten times throughout the night. They had no other treats or ingested any other 
substances prior to eating the Acana Grasslands dog food that day. They usually eat 
Acana Grasslands dog food and have eaten it for years. We fed them as usual. 
However, over the past six months, we had noticed some white spots on their food with 
previous bags, but we thought this was natural variation in the appearance of the food. 
After inspecting this bag carefully, we discovered large areas of white mold in the bag. 
This was a brand new bag that had not passed the expiration date. I have other friends 
who are also finding mold in their Acana dog food, so I am hoping that you could look 
into this to protect other dogs from getting sick. My dogs have now fully recovered, but 
they also do not have compromised immune systems, thankfully. We always loved 
Acana food due to their ingredients, and I am sad that we can no longer feed this brand 
to our dogs. It seems like something might be going wrong in terms of the production 
and packaging of the food.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐339069 10/12/2017 17:52 Darwin's Natural Pet Products 
Natural Selections

I ordered a trial offer of Darwin's Pet Food. My dog wouldn't eat it, so I called their 
office. The person on the phone told me to "cook it a little bit, just pick out the bones 
you can feel". So I did that. Unfortunately my dog became very ill with bloody diarrhea, 
vomiting, lethargy, refusal to eat, and refusal to get out of bed. After 3 trips to the ER, 
my dog was admitted to the hospital. After xrays & ultrasounds, he was found to have a 
mass of bone shards in his stomach. The ER doctor told me that bones weren't 
digestible and the shards are tiny - too small to miss by hand. The shards had 
completely ripped his stomach so much that the doctor said they only see that level of 
inflammation in pets with stomach cancer. My dog has been sick for over a week and 
after staying in the hospital for IV fluids and several medications. He is starting to feel 
better. Also, in the beef product there are large pieces of white, hard objects - I have no 
idea what it is - you cannot cut it with sharp steak knives. The pieces are the size of a 
quarter - my dog is 13 pounds, thank goodness he didn't try to swallow one of these 
pieces. I feel there is a huge quality control factor in this product. In the second 
shipment I received, the beef is completely brown before and after thawing and has a 
very sour smell. My dog would not eat it - thank goodness.

5 Years Havanese Dog 13 Pound

EON‐338916 10/11/2017 11:20 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw 
Chicken Recipe Medallions

After opening a new bag of Natures Way "Instinct Raw" Chicken Medallions our 
Chihuahua became violently ill within a matter of hours. (bloody vomit and bloody 
diarrhea, bad gas, extreme fatigue, constant shivering) we took her to the veterinarian 
the next day where she was given antibiotics and a deworm medication for food 
poisoning.

5 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound

EON‐338897 10/11/2017 3:48 Bully Max Dog food was tainted gone bad... I have previously feed this the entire year before, 
upon notice on new shipment food seemed smaller bites! After my dogs straying yo get 
sick one by one, vomiting yellow in the middle of the night.This when on for about two 
weeks until yesterday, buying new food problem solved! I called the manufacturer told 
the. About issue no response!

EON‐338893 10/10/2017 23:00 Fancy Feast Chunky Chicken 
Feast

My kitten ate a can of Chunky Chicken Fancy Feast and an unknown shard lodged in 
his cheek. Luckily, the Vet found this while he was being neutered and declawed. He 
had a massive infection and several teeth had to be pulled from his top and lower 
gums. The Vet saved the shard, sealed it in plastic and gave it to me. I have photos of 
it. I called Purina/Fancy Feast to report the issue. They forwarded the information to 
their outside claims company. They called 3 times and I called them 10 times but have 
not heard from them in almost 2 weeks. I called Purina twice after they forwarded to 
their outside claims company. Neither company has shown any interest in this. My 
kitten is alive thanks to the fact that he was scheduled for surgery. He could have died 
as the infection was so serious and he was so young. He is doing better but not fully 
eating dry food when I put it out and I do not know what long term damage this may 
cause. I have his medical records from my Vet to substantiate this. I am using his 
surgery date as the date the problem started because I don't know when he actually 
ate the shard - probably a week or two prior to this date. I am using today as the date 
of recovery .

5 Month
s

American Shorthair Cat 7 Pound
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EON‐338782 10/10/2017 12:20 Lafeber's Tropical Fruit Nutri-
Berries for Parrots

I bought 25lb of pet food from the store "my safe bird store" (website: 
http://www.mysafebirdstore.com/).
The food is made by a company named Lafeber Company (CEO: Dr. Ted Lafeber III, 
addr 24981 N 1400 East Road Cornell, IL 61319)
The food is infested with worms and covered with their web excrement. I contacted the 
store and more than once I expressed my concern to keep the infested food in my 
house and more than once I requested for a return shipping label. I didn't receive any 
position about my concern and my request for a return label.
In addition I asked for a replacement. I also send picture of the worm and the web that 
covers the food. 
The store told me they contacted their sale representative in attempt to try solve this 
issue but I understood Lafeber did and will do nothing about it, so I decided to report 
this and have this infested food be handled by the proper authorities because I'm worry 
about having people and pets's healthy exposed in addition to affect the environment 
with this infested food.

EON‐338779 10/10/2017 12:19 Hound & Gatos Beef Complete 
Meal for Cats

I saw a small piece of blue plastic in the cat food after I had already fed it to the cats. 
My cat  started to vomit several times, then later in the day she made a horrible 
gagging sound like she was choking and let up a thin piece of blue plastic into her 
water bowl. She then did not want any food and would only drink a little evaporated 
milk.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐338778 10/10/2017 12:19 Wellness Turkey Formula We feed this product all the time and the cats normally eat it very well. (Wellness Pate 
Turkey Dinner, canned).

We received a case the cats refused to eat and for the ones that did, they immediately 
vomited. This occurred with 3 cans of the same case. We contacted the manufacturer 
and have not heard back yet.

EON‐338777 10/10/2017 12:19 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun Triple 
Flavor Kabobs

Listless within hours of ingesting the treat.  is normally a very active and playful 
dog yet she was mopey and did not want to be bothered. She wanted to stay outside 
which is not normal for her. We did not see her vomit the product but her "brother-

 did.

3 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐338764 10/10/2017 12:17 Wellness Signature Selects 
Flaked Skipjack Tuna & Shrimp 
Entrée in Broth

Product is Signature Selects Flaked Skipjack Tuna with Shrimp Entree in Broth - This 
2.8 ounce can included a bone (NOT a piece of plastic, as has been found in other 
Wellness Cat Food referenced on a web site). The bone was 1 inch long and the size 
of a sewing needle. Had my wife just happen to notice it when breaking up the chunks 
of food, our only hope would have been the cat did not try to chew it or get it stick in her 
throat. Product code GLSPWP NNSN2FI2J IZ Best by 27 2020. We did not keep bone. 
My wife had tossed it down the disposal be realizing we needed to keep it. That said, 
this is all we have on the referenced item.

EON‐338762 10/10/2017 12:16 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

My dog became severely ill on Taste of the Wild High Prairie food. Vomiting, diarrhea, 
lethargy that would not let up. I didn't realize it was the food. He is only 9 months old. I 
took him to the vet and she treated him with antibiotics and probiotics and said to put 
him on a chicken and rice diet, and he got better immediately. When I put him back on 
the food, he immediately got sick again.

EON‐338495 10/6/2017 21:44 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun Triple 
Flavor Kabobs

Vomited within 4 to 6 hours of ingesting the product. Was listless for the remainder of 
the day and evening.

8 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐338486 10/6/2017 18:20 Steve's Real Food Raw Frozen 
Nuggets Chicken Diet

Steve's Real Food 
I loved this food for my dogs until I found a piece of ferromagnetic metal in the middle 
of one of the nuggets. After contacting Steve's I feel that I will never buy it again! They 
were completely nonchalant about the whole thing. Acted like it was no big deal that I 
almost fed my small dogs metal in their food. And just told me they would look into 
where it may have come from.

EON‐338462 10/6/2017 16:12 Merrick Lil' Plates Grain Free 
Real Salmon + Sweet Potato 
Recipe

I fed my dog,  Merrick Lil' Plates Salmon + Sweet Potato Recipe. Approximately 
20 minutes after eating the dog food, her stomach started making loud squealing 
sounds. For the next 2+ days she had explosive diarrhea and refused to eat any type 
of food. Eventually her appetite returned and her stool became solid. I suspected the 
dog food might be the cause. When I felt she was fully recovered, I gave a small 
amount of the dog food, about 2 tablespoons. The symptoms returned, stomach 
noises, diarrhea and refusingl to eat.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound

EON‐338413 10/6/2017 9:48 Nudges Jerky Cuts Made with 
Real Duck

When I opened the bag of Nudges jerky cuts (duck) there was what looks to be a large 
amount of mold. The use by date is 01/19/19. I contacted Nudges Case #  
and Tyson but have not heard anything. I also emailed pictures to them and can email 
pictures to you if you want. I have used these treats in the past my dogs love them. 
However they have been sick in the past with throwing up but I blamed it on they 
probably ate something outside. These treats were bought the day before and kept in 
the house.

EON‐338383 10/5/2017 22:08 Wellness Complete Puppy My 5 month old French Brittney, , has been eating Wellness Complete Puppy 
food for the last 3 months. Bought a new 15 pound bag a week ago, started noticing 
strong bad gas on occasion. Did not have this problem before this bag. Have new 2 
month old puppy, , have been try to mix breeders puppy food with Wellness for 
last 6 days, and have noticed puppy has horrible gas smell too, the same as what the 5 
month old has. Concerned there maybe something wrong with Wellness Complete 
Puppy food.

2 Month
s

Brittany Dog 7 Pound

EON‐338309 10/5/2017 9:12 Sammy Snacks Cheddar 
Snackers

I opened a sealed bag of Sammy Snack Cheddar Cheese Snackers. Sell by date of 
4/2018. I first noticed what looked like mold on a few pieces. After inspecting the entire 
bag I found around 30 pieces that have what appears to be mold, spider webs, insect 
egg clusters, and/or small rodent poop attached to them, or loose in the bag. I have 
photos of the pieces I can forward that show what I found.

EON‐338296 10/4/2017 21:56 TLC Pet Food TLC Pet Food of 171 Cooper Ave, Tonawanda, NY 14150, USA (716) 551-0996 is 
selling imported dog and cat food in USA without state agricultural permits. 

Their food is made in Canada, but because they sell it online and ship direct to 
American homes, they think they can avoid state laws on pet food label and ingredient 
registration and approvals. 

I ask that the FDA demand TLC seek approvals from the states they distribute to 
before importing pet food into the USA. Thank you.

EON‐338280 10/4/2017 17:28 Friskies Savory Shreds with Beef 
in Gravy

In a can nt wt 5.5 oz of Purina Friskies Shreds with Beef in Gravy I found a copper 
colored wire of approximately 2 cm in length. I recovered it.
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EON‐338188 10/4/2017 11:08 Pedigree After feeding my two dogs Pedigree canned dog food for about 3 months. last 
week started having cluster seizures. I took him to the vet for blood tests, came back 
with no signs of other diseases. Immediately took the pedigree food away and started 
feeding him boiled chicken, rice and the broth from the chicken we cooked ourselves. 
Seizures stopped. But, he is still very very weak, partially blind and cannot hardly walk. 
My female shitzu,  is weak, lethargic as well. We don't know if is going to 
make it or not. Time will tell.

15 Years Shih Tzu Dog 22 Pound

EON‐338144 10/3/2017 18:48 Beneful Originals with real beef She suddenly became extemely ill, vomiting and blood and bloody diarrhea. The was 
lethargic and drooling really bad. We took her to the vet they did blood work that came 
back consistent with poisoning. They thought she may have had something stuck in her 
intestines and did emergency exploratory surgery to check for blockage and he did not 
find anything but her intestines were inflamed and full of blood. She lost so much 
weight. After a week she finally started to eat and now she is on a strict diet. Two out of 
three dogs that eat the same PURINA BENEFUL ORIGINAL dog food got extremely 
sick. After the blood work we ruled everything out but then  got sick ,We were still 
giving Beneful to the chihuahuas and that night  had the same symptoms and 
died that same night of becoming ill. We lost a member of our family and everyone was 
devistated by that loss. That is the only dog food we feed them. There has been no 
changes in the environment, our yard, the house , no chemicals, nothing.. just Beneful 
as their food.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 40 Pound

EON‐338132 10/3/2017 17:16 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Salmon & Brown Rice Recipe

Gave her the dry food "real salmon and brown rice" version bought at dollar general on 
September 30th 2017 the first day no symptoms but on October 1st I noticed her 
drinking more than usual. the second day also no symptoms but today the 3rd of 
October she had diarrhea and was sensitive to being picked up- she vomited a weird 
brown sticky goo- smelled like the food. I then found out the wet cat food for this brand 
was recalled two years ago with same symptoms due to high levels of vitamin D- Im 
concerned this batch may have issues - my cat had a clear wellness exam at the vet 
mid September so this is definitely the food- she hasn't had this brand before ever. I 
called the manufacturer and they said they couldn't help me. The bag has expiration of 
Jan 7 2019

16 Month
s

American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐338093 10/3/2017 13:32 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Fish and Brown Rice 
Recipe Adult

My dog stopped eating her food. I smelled it and it had gone rancid. When I contacted 
Blue Buffalo they said there hadn't been other reports and to get a replacement bag.

I bought a replacement bag from a different batch, and my dog wouldn't eat that food 
either. I smelled it and that bag too didn't smell right.

Both bags were the Fish & Rice formula, 30 lb bags. The first has an expiration date of 
May 18, 2017 and is from batch AH 1A 1459. I believe I bought it from  

. The second has and expiration date of May 
16, 2018 and is from batch AH 1C 1333 and I bought it from  in 

EON‐338059 10/3/2017 2:32 HARTZ ULTRA GUARD PLUS I applied Hartz Ultra Guard Plus on both of my cats after finding fleas on them. A 
couple hours after applying the treatment my cats started twitching uncontrollably and 
breathing heavily. One of them has what seems to be skin irritation( red bumps) in the 
area where treatment was applied. They won't eat and are not themselves.

1.5 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐338028 10/2/2017 17:40 Ol' Roy Beef Flavored Dog 
Treats

Vomited twice after consuming Ol' Roy BEEF flavor dog treat. {withheld food for 12 
hrs., gave Pepto Bismal. Fed Chicken and rice diet for two days}.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - Belgian 
Tervueren

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐338013 10/2/2017 16:36 Fedwell Cricket Treats Appearing on ABC's Sep 24th, 13th-episode of FUNDERDROME, Fedwell Pet 
Products advertised and sought funding for "Cricket Dog Treats", which owner Emily 
Lagasse sells at https://www.fedwell.com/products/cricket-treats as well as on 
Amazon.com. Description reads, "Is your dog bugging you (see what we did there?) for 
more Fedwell treats? Satisfy their curiosity (and yours) by trying Fedwell cricket treats. 
Crickets are a great source of protein, are low in fat, high in fiber, and produce minimal 
greenhouse gases. Our crickets come from North American cricket farms that 
specifically raise crickets for human consumption. They are fed a Certified-Organic 
grain-based diet and filtered water. To produce the cricket protein, the farms clean the 
crickets, dry them, and mill them into fine powder, which is then included in our tasty 
treats." As Crickets are not an AAFCO approved ingredient for pet treats, I'm 
concerned about the health and safety of any animal who consumes them.

EON‐337825 10/1/2017 21:00 Luvsome Ocean Whitefish & 
Tuna Dinner

Fed her half can at dinnertime Friday, she only ate part of it. 10-15 mins later she 
experienced ataxia, confusion, dilated pupils, rapid heart rate. Worst of symptoms 
lasted a couple hours. After, she laid in corner, lethargic and less responsive than 
usual. Following day loss of appetite. She was back to normal Sunday morning.

17 Years Domestic Longhair Cat

EON‐337791 10/1/2017 12:08 Freshpet Select Dog food package was softer than usual in package. Other package was firm. This one 
felt loose. When package was opened the product had fluid in the food. Product is a 
moist food but firm. No additional water in package. Fed dog the food approximately an 
hour later the dog threw up the entire contents that was in the package. Approximately 
2 hours later when walking the dog she went to move her bowels and it was completely 
liquid and bright red blood only. No excrement mixed in.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 49 Pound

EON‐337781 10/1/2017 10:20 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

Reluctance to eat the food that had been previously eaten with exuberance. Reactions 
included vomiting, incontinence, lethargy, weight loss. Two bags were purchased from 
two different locations and were two different production lots. Both produced the same 
reaction. Once I took them off of that food they immediately regained their appetite and 
the vomiting and lethargy stopped. They stopped eating grass as well.

6 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐337694 9/29/2017 23:48 Cesar Rotisserie Chicken Flavor 
and Spring Vegetables Garnish

Given food approximately 9/23/2017 . Violently vomited later on. Diarrhea set in later 
that evening. Severe diarrhea with mucous and one small blood streak. Took approiate 
home care as advised. Called vet again and told to bring in if not better. Diarrhea 
continued. Brought  in on 9/27/2017.Explained symptoms and discussed 
concern about Ceasar dry food.  sent home with antibiotics,probiotics and special 
feeding instructions.Diarrhea and lethargy continued.Brought in again due to worsening 
condition including pink mucous and dark black stool.Hospitalized and treated with new 
meds,fluids and sent home with Tramadol as well.My other dog  was 
behaving odd for the past few days but had diarrhea and slight watery yellow vomit 
today. They sent home antibiotics and probiotics for him.Both are still ill tonight! They 
were only given a small amount of the dry Ceasars as a reward and never had any 
issues before this was given,

12 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐337689 9/29/2017 21:48 Beggin' Strips We have been giving our dog purina beggin strips for 5 years and this last bag I got 
makes my fog sick. Everyone I gave her made her vomit. It happened 2 days in a row 
so I stopped and she did not get sick at all. Then I gave her another today and within 5 
minuts she started vometing

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 52 Pound

EON‐337676 9/29/2017 18:32 Taste of the Wild High Prairie Upon opening a new bag of Taste of the Wild High Prairie Grain-Free Dry Dog Food 
(30-lb bag Best Buy 10/Sept/2018 725330 TDH0907D2M JRP 0313)  became 
ill. His first meal of the new bag was 9/24/17. On 9/26/17 at 3AM, he woke us up by 
jumping in our bed (unlike him) to tell us something was wrong. He proceeded to 
projectile vomit uncontrollable on the bed and on the carpet three times while trying to 
make it to the door. He is a much disciplined dog (Border Collie) and never makes a 
mess in the house; he was very embarrassed by this clearly uncontrollable vomit. He 
vomited a few more times outside and would not come back inside, even when 
commanded (unlike him). He continued to drool excessively the rest of that night. 
9/26/17 during the day he was lethargic. Normally he works all day, and he couldn't 
help but work a little (Border Collie), but his effort was about 20% of usual. He had 
diarrhea all day. He is a free eater and usual empties his measured amount every day, 
but he would not eat and his food bowl remained full. 
9/27/17 he was still lethargic, but was up to about 50%. He still had diarrhea and still 
would not touch his food. It had been 48 hours since eating when I decided to test him. 
My mother, who lives nearby, has fed her dogs Taste of the Wild for at least 5 years. 
She had a half empty bag that clearly wasn't contaminated, as her dogs and  
have all had been eating it over the past few weeks and have been in great health. I 
brought some of my mom's food to  and it in a bowl next to his food that has 
been untouched for 48 hours. He gobbled my mom's food up. They are both the exact 
same Taste of the Wild High Prairie Grain-Free Dry Dog Food. 
Now we are at 9/29/17. I conducted another test. I threw out the previous food in the 
bowl. Got a new bowl and filled it with the contaminated bag. Got another new 
(identical) bowl and filled it with my mom's bag of food. Put them both on the ground, 
and he instantly chose my mom's bowl. This is proof. He can smell hundreds of times 
better than me. Taste of the Wild has contaminated food and they need to recall it. 
Consumeraffairs.com has hundreds of reviews from people with the same exact 
symptoms as . Many reviews I read ended with dogs dying.

19 Month
s

Collie - Border Dog 43 Pound
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EON‐337583 9/29/2017 16:52 Hill's Prescription Diet w/d Feline Day 1-My cat suddenly developed violent vomiting and diahreah after opening a new 
bag of Hills Prescription Diet WD feline. My cat has been on this same diet for several 
years and I have used Science Diet for all of my animals for years and never had a 
problem so I did not initially suspect the cause as being the Hills Diet. My cat also has 
never had diahreah and I can't remember her ever vomiting either.
Day 2 & 3-I had removed the Fancy Feast and her 1/2 tsp of Fancy Feast medleys wet 
from her diet, but her vomiting became worse and she continued having diahreah.
Day 4-it dawned on me that I had just opened a new bag of Hills WD and so I withdrew 
that from her diet and replaced her dry food with a Purina product. No vomiting and no 
diahreah.
Day 5-I reintroduced her antibiotic back to her as well as her 1/2 tsp of Fancy Feast 
medley. No vomiting or diahreah.
Day 6 and today is Day 7-all seems well, no vomiting or diahreah. The culprit looks 
suspiciously like it was the WD Hill Diet and I am returning the rest of the product to my 
vet.

16 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐337560 9/29/2017 15:56 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream, 
Taste of the Wild High Prairie

severe lethargy, bloody diarrhea and wouldn't eat. Changed brands, all three seem 
better now. The other two were dragging around, the are 13 and fourteen, no other 
symptoms. Had been on Taste of the Wild for years. No problem, until the last two 
months.  is still not up to par as of 9-29-17. Been off the for three weeks, seems 
better.

13 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 12 Pound

EON‐337482 9/29/2017 11:28 Hill's Prescription Diet k/d Feline 
with Ocean Fish

On Tuesday 26th 2017 we received by Federal Express a bag of k/d Hills prescription 
renal support from Chewy. We fed  with the dry treats and one hour later 
aproximately at 8.30PM he vomited something similar to foam and pinkish, we 
assumed that could be hair. He didn't eat again until the next day, Wednesday 27th in 
the morning when after one hour of eating the Hills formula vomited again, this time, a 
lot and some blood. We didn't relate the episode to the food, we thought that we was 
experimenting symptoms of the illness. His eyes became very watery, he drank water 
but he felt very tired and just lied down in my bed and touched my arm with his paw, so 
we decided to wait and observe him. In the afternoon he ate again and again he 
vomited a lot and some blood. I left a message to his Vet at 5.33PM, the receptionist 
guarantied me that the Dr. would call. So, we assumed that were not symptoms of the 
renal issue, by the opposite, it was the food. We suspended it completely and switched 
to Friskies that was perfectly tolerated by our cat and stopped vomiting and bleeding. 
The next morning I sent an e-mail to  and she called me. The lot # in the bag 
is: 10375 PT 313495

12 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐337349 9/28/2017 10:04 Foppers Gourmet Pet Treat 
Bakery

Within 48 hours of receiving the treats the dog developed a case of dietary distress and 
diarrhea. She was taken to the vet, and it was determined that it was most likely 
caused by something she ate. She was placed on dietary restrictions, and a few days 
later the problem resolved. She was given the treats again after she was feeling better, 
and again within 48 hours after receiving the treats developed a relapse of the 
diarrhea.

4 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 70 Pound

EON‐337298 9/27/2017 17:40 Blue Buffalo All three dogs in household began vomiting shortly after beginning a new bag of dog 
food. Two recovered with treatment and one died.

Mixed (Dog) Dog
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EON‐337290 9/27/2017 17:08 Blue Buffalo Dog began vomiting occasionally around . Also had a couple of incidence of 
diarrhea. Seemed okay between episodes.  dog acting depressed/dull. 
Vomited several times . Appeared normal  and then found dead an 
hour later. Two other dogs in the house also vomiting but recovering with treatment.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐337254 9/27/2017 9:44 Raw Meat My neighbor is distributing raw meat pet food from her driveway. She and a colleague 
obtain the "food" from a farmer in . The boxes of food have no labeling on 
them nor does she transport the food in a refrigerated vehicle. I have notified the local 
police, but, although they paid her a visit regarding this issue on August 11, 2017, she 
continues to distribute the food to other pet owners. I am concerned for the safety of 
the animals being fed this food.

I know that the boxes contain this raw meat pet food because earlier this year (maybe 
in April or May) she gave me a box to feed to my dogs. I returned the box to her stating 
that my dogs would not eat it without feeding them the food.

The first time I saw her distributing the "food" was on August 11, 2017. She was 
observed by other neighbors (not myself) distributing the "food" again on September 
22, 2017.

I have been hesitant to report her because of retaliation. She has already called 
County Animal Control on me citing failure to provide animal with sufficient 

food, water and/or proper shelter. A report was filed on September 14, 2017. I spoke 
with  regarding the violation and it was declared unfounded.

EON‐337228 9/27/2017 0:32 Plato Thinkers Pacific Salmon 
Dog Treats

My dog ended up with Immune Mediated Hemolytic Anemia and his immune system 
caused his death within 2 weeks. I read that Zinc toxicity can be a cause or factor in 
this disease. I also read that dogs should not have too much zinc and I believe that 
5mg. is the recommended daily dose. This dog treat that we were giving him has 
180mg. but it doesn't specify what the serving size is - I am assuming it is per unit of 
treat. He was also getting zinc in his supplements for joints and vitamins. This may be 
nothing, but I think that it should be checked out for the good of animals - that is quite a 
bit of zinc. His stools were orange, which also is a symptom of zinc toxicity. Please 
check into this if you can - the overdose of zinc in food products.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 115 Pound

EON‐337207 9/26/2017 18:04 Pride by Instinct Rockstar's 
Rabbit Recipe in Savory Gravy 
Flaked

Fed cat food he had always had; ordered from Chewy.com several new cases. Upon 
opening cases and putting kitty food in bowl, he refused it, then nibbled a bit. Started 
vomiting about 2 hours later and continued on and off for 7-8 days - in the meantime, 
eating a tiny bit of this food.

6 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 11.5 Pound

EON‐337194 9/26/2017 16:28 Meow Mix Seafood Medley, 
Purina

Everytime this brand of cat is fed to my cat she develops issues with vomiting. No 
matter where I buy the food it still happens. And, yes, I do attempt to introduce it slowly 
but it still happens. However, when I buy other brands this does not occur. Except for 
Purina brand cat food. Same problem with that brand.

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 5 Pound
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EON‐337097 9/26/2017 11:56 101 Marvel Pet Injection 100 
Mg/2000ccf, 202 Green Light Pet 
Supplement - 100 Milliliter 
OMG/LOL, 303 All Mighty Protein 
Shop LLC., 404 - Superior DC 
Pet Food., 505 - Tasty Maple 
Syrup

Test Description Entry.
Please ignore!!!
%^&*() <-+ #@!
}{\

Pet food diets labeled with therapeutic claims are specially formulated to address 
specific diseases (for example, urinary tract disease in cats). In the past, these diets 
were sold through and used under the direction of licensed veterinarians. However, 
FDA has observed an increase in marketing of these diets directly to pet owners over 
the internet and in retail stores. This shift toward direct marketing, without veterinary 
direction or involvement, concerns FDA because these diets are formulated for specific 
health needs and may not be suitable for all pets.

In the interest of animal safety, dog and cat food diets labeled with therapeutic claims 
(e.g., renal failure, diabetes) should be available only through licensed veterinarians or 
through retailers and internet sellers under the direction of a veterinarian. In addition, 
comprehensive labeling information and other manufacturer communications for these 
diets should be made available only through licensed veterinarians.

EON‐336813 9/25/2017 8:32 CSF Proteins Australian Ovine 
Meat and Bone Meal

PRODUCT IS NOT PURE OVINE MEAL
THIS OVINE MEAL CONTAINS BOVINE MATERIAL - UP TO 60%

Australian Ovine Meals 200mt approx
Manufacturer: CSF Proteins Melbourne Australia
Exporter: Craig Mostyn & Co Pty Ltd, Melbourne Australia
Importer: Badger Ingredients, Houston Texas
Shipped Hamburg Sud
Bill of Lading: SUDU7MEL006269
CONTAINERS:
GESU3844165 GVCU2285110 SUDU1483324 SUDU1930870 SUDU1934958 
SUDU7309080 SUDU7424099 SUDU7598275 SUDU7751893 TGHU1639420 

Other Exporters of this product are Arrow Commodities and Iloura Resources
Importers are Badger Ingredients, La Budde Group, Cagemax, International Quality 
Ingredients, Elmira Pet Food

Current investigation detected by Italian authorities and FDA is being white washed by 
interested parties in the Australian Renderers Association to protect their own 
companies reputations. 
Exports of 400 to 800mt per month have occurred since about 2008.
Product misdeclared as ovine meal, victorian ovine meal, australian ovine meal
Actual product is Bovine Ovine Meal.
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EON‐336812 9/25/2017 7:00 Wellness Complete Health Adult 
Deboned Chicken & Chicken 
Meal Recipe

We started feeding Wellness chicken grain free dry food to our dog. She had been 
eating science diet active dog before we switched, and I decided to switch after reading 
about grain being bad for dogs. A week or twi after completely transitioning to Wellness 
my dog experienced hair loss on her back left leg, itchy skin that she was biting at, an 
open sore on her tail, and her fur lost it's shine and softness. I've since been 
transitioning back to get old food and within 3-4 days of the transition her fur and skin is 
already improving. There is something in that dog food that my otherwise healthy dog 
had a bad reaction to.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound

EON‐336783 9/24/2017 17:28 'Ol Roy Meaty Loaf Savory 
Chicken Dinner

On the evening of 9/23/17, a can of Ol Roy Savory Chicken Dinner Dog Food exploded 
in the kitchen of my house. The fumes from the explosion smelled like sewage, and 
there was foul smelling dog food splattered all over the ceiling.

EON‐336756 9/24/2017 10:56 Purina ONE Tender Selects 
Blend with Real Salmon

Vomiting after eating 1 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 2 Pound

EON‐336755 9/24/2017 10:56 Hill's Science Diet Adult 
Sensitive Stomach & Skin, Royal 
Canin Urinary SO

Bought food at petco and has been eating this about her entire life with the exception 
of kidney stone food. Started her on the new ag and she was vomiting thought she was 
sick and took to Vets. He put her on I/d food for several days then back on regular food 
a mix of science diet for sensitive skin and kidney food. Again diarrhea and vomiting. 
Did this 4 times and 4 vet inquiries. Never has she done this before. Talk with Vet 
about possibility it was the new bag of food. So here I am concerned that it could be a 
bad bag of dog food. The Vet bill has been very expensive as I had to take her to an 
emergency Vet also. Wouldn't want any dog to go through this.

13 Years Pug Dog 19 Pound

EON‐336752 9/24/2017 10:20 Pedigree MarroBone Real Beef 
Flavor

There are plastic fibers in ou dogs treats. This could be harmful. I see that it was 
recalled one before for this and now it happening again. Pedigree marobones I the 
product. I'm very upset about this
It could harm my fur babies and if my husband wouldn't have seen the fibers sticking 
out we never would have know.

EON‐336744 9/24/2017 1:12 Merrick Limited Ingredient Diet 
Grain Free Real Salmon Recipe

On several occasions my husband and I found small pieces of what looked like blue 
rubber in cans of cat food. The material was similar to that of a latex balloon.

EON‐336726 9/23/2017 19:56 Blue Buffalo Healthy Gourmet 
Pate Ocean Fish & Tuna Entrée

I opened a can of Blue Healthy Gourmet wet food for cats and found dozens of bone 
fragments in the food.

EON‐336674 9/22/2017 23:56 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real Beef & 
Brown Rice Recipe

 vomited after eating Rachel Rays Real Beef and Brow Rice Recipe for 
approximately one week. One day after vomiting he would not eat, could not hold 
himself up, had to be carried outside to go to the bathroom. Took him to the vet and 
she suspected cancer from her physical exam. The vet had told us a few months ago 
she suspected he had cushings disease so we opted to not have the xray or blood test 
done and he was euthanized as he was in extreme distress. A few days later our other 
dog, a french bulldog, completely healthy, exhibited the same symptoms and died at 
the vet within four hours.

10 Years Beagle Dog 42 Pound
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EON‐336673 9/22/2017 23:56 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real Beef & 
Brown Rice Recipe

vomited after eating this food for approximately one week. Immediately he could 
not drink. He could barely hold himself up and if tried to move was unsteady on his 
feet. We took him to vet within three hours of onset and he was in extreme distress. 
Xrays and blood tests were conducted showing a large mass in his stomach. We would 
not have been so alarmed had our other pet, a Beagle, exhibited the same symptoms 
four days earlier and died also as a result.  did not live long enough to pursue 
additional treatment. Just 6 hours earlier he was fine.

10 Years Bulldog - French Dog 35 Pound

EON‐336544 9/21/2017 23:32 Earthborn Advantage Circling to the right, cannot focus. Disoriented. Constant horizontal flickering of both 
eyes.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐336533 9/21/2017 19:04 Simply Nourish Large Breed 
Adult Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe, Simply Nourish Senior 
Chicken & Brown Rice Recipe

My wife purchased a bag of dog food from pet smart on 9/20/17. When she opened the 
bag is had a maggot sitting on the top of the food. She quickly scooped it out and put in 
a zip lock bag. The brand we always buy for our dogs which is Simply Nourish large 
breed chicken and rice for our 4 yr old 145 lbs. English mastiff and Simply Nourish 
senior chicken and rice for our 14 yr old 85 lbs. bull mastiff/red nose pit bull mix) They 
haven't been eating there food like they normally do and their poop has been diarrhea 
for the last month. I contacted Pet smart and filed a claim. I am taking our dogs to the 
Vet on 9/23/17 to get a check up on their health.

4 Years Bullmastiff Dog 140 Pound

EON‐336505 9/21/2017 9:16 Diamond Puppy had a litter op puppies that suddenly became ill and died just after weaning began. The 
same week my husband and I also were sick with what we thought was just GI virus. 
However, are symptoms were the same as salmonella. Headache, fever, chills, muscle 
aches, abdominal cramps, diarrhea x5 days.

1 Month
s

Rottweiler Dog
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EON‐336480 9/20/2017 19:08 Ol' Roy Multi-Flavor Biscuits 
Large

A NEW BOX OF OL' ROY LARGE MULTI FLAVOR DOG BISCUITS WAS 
PURCHASED ON MONDAY  ON TUESDAY  MORNING AT 8:00AM 
THE BOX WAS OPENED AND EACH DOG WAS GIVEN ONE OF THE BISCUITS. MY 
GIRLFRIEND RETURNED HOME ON TUESDAY  AT 3:30PM TO ALL THREE 
DOGS WITH SEVERE DIARRHEA AND VOMITING. I ADMINISTERED THE 
CORRECT DOSE OF DRAMAMINE AND IMODIUM AD. ON WEDNESDAY  I 
HAD TO CALL OFF OF WORK TO MONITOR THE DOGS. THE TWO FEMALE DOGS 

) SEEMED TO BE GETTING BETTER. THE MALE DOG 
) SEEMED TO BE SLOWLY GETTING WORSE. ON THURSDAY  AT 

AROUND 3:00AM THE MALE DOG HAD TO BE RUSHED TO AN EMERGENCY VET 
HOSPITAL ) BECAUSE HE COULD NO LONGER WALK. HE WAS TREATED 
WITH FLUIDS, ANTIBIOTICS, BLOOD PRESSURE MEDICATION, PAIN KILLERS, 
OXYGEN, ETC. ON THURSDAY AFTERNOON AND  TOOK A 
TURN FOR THE WORSE AND ALSO HAD TO BE TAKEN TO . THEY WERE 
GIVEN FLUIDS, ANTIBIOTICS, AND ANTI-NAUSEA MEDICINE AND SENT HOME 
WITH ANTIBIOTICS AND ANTI-NAUSEA MEDICINE. ON THURSDAY NIGHT I 
CALLED  TO CHECK IN ON  AND THEY INFORMED ME THAT HIS 
BLOOD PRESSURE AND GLUCOSE LEVELS HAD CRASHED AND THAT THEY 
WERE HAVING TROUBLE GETTING THEM BACK UP. AT ABOUT 2:00AM ON 

 CALLED ME AND TOLD ME THAT THEY COULD NOT GET 
HIS LEVELS BACK UP AND THAT HE WAS NOT GOING TO MAKE IT AND THAT HE 
WAS IN PAIN DESPITE BEING GIVEN PAIN MEDICATION. I RUSHED TO  
AND HAD TO MAKE THE UNFORTUNATE DECISION TO PUT DOWN.  
AND  WERE VERY LETHARGIC FOR SEVERAL DAYS BUT SEEM TO 
BE GETTING BETTER.

8 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound

EON‐336469 9/20/2017 16:48 test 1 test 22 Hours Burmilla Cat 22 Kilogra
m

EON‐336468 9/20/2017 16:48 Rachael Ray™ Nutrish® Zero 
Grain Turkey & Potato Recipe

Rachael Ray Nutrish Zero Grain Natural Turkey & Potato Recipe Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food, 28-lb bag. 

I have been feeding Rachel Ray Nutrish Zero Grain to my Great Dane for a few months 
and I believe it has slowly made him seriously ill. Over the past few months these 
symptoms have progressively worsened: diarrhea, gas and the food seems to sour in 
his intestines and can't get through. Eats grass constantly, drinks enormous amounts 
of water- the vet seems to think the grass eating and water drinking are due to nausea. 
I am concerned that I will not be able to get the symptoms to go away. Here is a link to 
more people who have had complaints about it. 
https://disqus.com/home/discussion/dogfoodadvisor/rachael_ray_nutrish_dry/newest/. 
Also you can do an internet search for Rachel Ray Dog Food and diarrhea and many 
other complaints come up as well. Thanks very much!

6 Years Great Dane Dog 135 Pound
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EON‐336467 9/20/2017 16:48 Orijen Six Fish Dog 2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 72 PoundI have been feeding Orijen Six Fish for over a year and a half to all three of my dogs 
), male, neutered, golden retriever, 3years old,96 lbs. ( ) Female, spayed, 

golden retriever, 2 years old, 72lbs. ) male, intact, Shi-tzu, 12years old, 10lbs. 
all three were thriving and healthy on this food until 6 weeks ago. About one year ago 

Orijen changed manufacturing from Canada to the USA and at that time their food went 
through some changes and my dogs were all use to the new food and had no issue the 
first 6 months with the new food. Well roughly 6-7 weeks ago my dogs started having 
issues first it was my female  she would refuse to eat for so we brought her to 

the vet immediately they gave her fluids and ran tests nothing was wrong sent us home 
and said if she got worse to bring her back in. She finally starting eating a few days 
later and seemed okay. Now when this happened we had just bought a new bag of 

food but the other dogs were eating it so I didn't even think twice about the food. 
Shortly the after this about halfway through the bag of dog food my male  starting 
have explosive diarrhea every ten minutes. The next morning we got him into the vet 
brought in a stool sample of the diarrhea, again the vet looked him over ran tests and 
nothing was found. Placed him on antibiotics just in case and a prescription diet for a 
few days. He started getting better with the prescription food mixed with a bland diet. 

We thought at this point maybe it was a viral infection and it would pass. Our third dog 
 then followed with illness that's when I contacted Champion foods about our 

Orijen Six Fish. They asked for the lot numbers on my bag of food and checked their 
system for any know issues or complaints and found nothing stated they had no other 
consumer complaints. They did send me a free voucher for a free bag just in case. We 

stuck to a very bland diet of boiled rice and chicken everyone seemed to be getting 
better. I threw out the bag of food just in case. A couple days later i received me from 

voucher and went to  and and received another bag of Orijen Six Fish 
checked the lot numbers and they were different so we though all was good. We 

started out mixing only 1/4 cup of kibble with their bland diet to ease them back into this 
food after a few days we were up to one cup mixed with kibble and alll three of my 

dogs had explosive, water, slimy diarrhea. At this point I was so confused how could a 
food they ate for a very long time all the sudden make all three dogs sick? I 

i i l C i f l K f
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immediately contacted Champion pet foods and let the. Know the food must be bad. 
They reassured me up and down nothing was wrong with the foood they double and 
tripled tested food and everything o. Their end was good. They had me convinced 

something was wrong with my dogs and it had nothing to do with their food. We then 
went back to a bland diet I purchased another bag just in case the first two were bad. I 

again started really slow mixing 1/4 cup kibble with bland diet this with in a couple 
hours of eating all three had severe diarrhea again. I contacted Orijen immediately and 
explained the situation and that time they yet again guaranteed me no one was having 
issues but now stating my three dogs must have grew and intolerance all at the same 
time with this food. They also stated maybe try a different flavor so I went and bought 
another bag these bags are 100.00 and the same thing happened. I contacted them 

again and this time they said they would send me free samples to try different flavors. 
And reassured me nothing was wrong with the food and played the intolerance thing 
again. There is no way three daubs all grew an intolerance at the same time and we 
tried two different foods introducing very very slowly. I was pretty sure at this point it 
was the food but I told them I would do my own research and see if I could find out if 
others were having issues she gave me her email to send anything I found. Boy did I 

find the complaints hundreds and hundreds of pets going through the exact same thing 
as mine both Orijen and Acana both manufactured from Champion pet foods. All the 
same symptoms but some worse than others. A few comments with no issues some 
consumers contacted the company and never received a reply. Most comments on 

their Facebook page were deleted of consumer complaints!!! Who does that is 
champion trying to hide something. After talking with them today I know for a fact they 

are having massive issues and are ignoring the situation. I emailed screen shots of 
some of the complaints they state they never received the email. They also tried 

blaming the problem on the new manufacture which is a lie because we've all been 
using that kibble for 6-12 months with no issue. After lying on three phone 

conversations they had no complaints today they admitted they have some issues. But 
their doing nothing to fix it. And saying alll these dogs built up an intolerance all at the 
same time were talking hundreds thousands of dogs eating both Acana and Orijen! 

They keep deleting consumers comments off Facebook but there are a few they 
missed under other people posts on Orijen Facebook page. You can see alll

These complaints on Dogfoodadvisor.com search Orijen and scrolll alll the way down 
to the comments section and you will see page after page of complaints ranging from 
today to to many months ago and they are not in order per date. Then search Acana 
and do the same and there are even more complaints from concearned pet owners 

whose dogs are ill. Please help me get tthe word out because there are a few 
comments about healthy dogs just dying for no reason. Many complaints about the 
same issue I'm having with my three dogs some are worse and very few are good. 

They company is being negligent and trying to cover up the issue and as consumers 
paying 100.00 dollars for 25lbs of dog food that's making our pets sick and costing us 

even more with vet bills. Orijen ignoring the real issue at hand. I just want to save some 
pets from illness or death because I can't imagine. Dog with health issues eating this 

food could kill them.
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EON‐336454 9/20/2017 13:44 Nature's Domain Puppy Chicken 
& Pea

diarrhea in the puppies and their dam after opening a new bag of kibble. They had 
previously eaten three other bags of the same kibble - different lots - without any 
problems. All dogs had vet check within 6 days and were healthy. Normal formed 
stools were noted with other bags. Puppies already in forever homes are not having 
diarrhea. Dam also has been vomiting and has a very noisy stomach.

8 Week
s

Chinook Dog 11 Pound

EON‐336402 9/20/2017 9:32 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness, 
Blue Buffalo Blue Basics

Blue buffalo dog food has an ingredient that cause my dog to have 25 kidney stones 
which resulted in his prostate enlarging which resulted in his urinary track and prostate 
to fail causing him to have and emergency Cystotomy (removal of the stones) and 
neutering at the age of only 3. He has only ever eaten blue buffalo both wilderness and 
the basics by blue buffalo. This was the cause of his kidney, urinary track and prostate 
failure.

3 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 22 Pound

EON‐336339 9/19/2017 16:44 Look Who's Happy Tempt'n 
Tenders

Was watching a friends dog. Gave friends dog 'Look Who's Happy" dog treats over the 
course of the two days. Dogs stools were getting softer and friend reported that dog 
had diarrhea and vomiting. Didn't associate food with dogs problem til my dog had 
diarrhea after giving him a Look Who's Happy dog treat. My dog developed diarrhea 
within 2 hrs. after treat was given. Had no other food /treat for 12 hrs. prior to that

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 31 Pound

EON‐336337 9/19/2017 16:24 Look Who's Happy Tempt' n 
Tenders

is a 10 lb Havanese that was a guest for 2 days in my house. Stool was normal 
upon arrival. Was given Look Who's Happy dog treat while here, stools became loose. 
Owner reported a day later dog had diarrhea and vomiting. Thought nothing of it til 
today. Took my 31 lb mixed breed dog, Doogie outside. Had a normal solid bowel 
movement. Came inside, gave him a Look Who's Happy treat, had nothing else to eat. 
Within two hours, diarrhea, several times.

10 Month
s

Havanese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐336011 9/18/2017 18:40 Grillerz 3LB. Bag of Bones Approximately July 25, 2017 i purchased a large bag of dog bones from Tractor Supply 
Co. in Jackson, CA. They were the "Grillerz" brand manufactured by "Scott Pet 
Products". One of my dogs were chewing on one of the bones that evening when she 
started choking and gagging. I pulled the bone from her mouth and swept her tongue 
with my finger. In addition to finding small bits of bone, there was also a small metallic 
object. It appeared to be lead buckshot. I called the company to inform them the next 
day. I spoke to a woman who seemed, not to be surprised. I sent her photographs, at 
her request, showing the bone and lead, as well as the Lot # on the bag. She offered to 
replace the bag. I did not find that reasonable since I was cautionary about their 
product and requested a refund of $10.00. I waited about 30 days and never received 
any communication. I called again and the same woman now said I needed to provide 
a receipt or proof of sale. I was extremely upset that now this information is being 
requested. I was told again, that a check would be sent. To date, no communication 
has been received. I am also very alarmed about their lack of interest or concern. The 
statement "well, things like that happen" is not very assuring, that my pets are safe 
consuming their products.
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EON‐335943 9/18/2017 10:00 Nutro Max Grain Free Adult 
Recipe with Pasture-Fed Lamb

Hello,

I have a concern on a product we purchased for our dog.   is a small yorkie poo 
and has allergies to chicken and grain.  He has been sick for the past 3 to 4 weeks with 
severe scratching and losing hair in small clumps.  My daughter took him to the vet and 
paid $600 for medications and shampoo (and of course the tests and vet visit).   
had a staph infection.  He is still breaking out with blisters in his ears. Yesterday we 
realized the food she bought, which the ad stated it was made with Lamb and was 
grain free and chicken bi product free, was extremely misleading.  The first ingredient 
was Chicken meal and the 4th ingredient is Chicken fat!  Lamb isn't even in it until the 
6th ingredient!!  There is even a picture of a lamb on the front Poor  has been 
having a horrible reaction to the food which was definitely mislabeled!!! I have attached 
pictures of the food bag.  Is there anything we can do???  We are extremely upset. We 
feel totally mislead with false advertising.  and now have a sick puppy. The food is 
Nutro MAX Grain Free Adult Recipe with Lamb

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound

EON‐335916 9/17/2017 17:12 Wellness Complete Health Pate 
Chicken Entrée Smooth Loaf, 
Wellness Complete Health Pate 
Turkey Dinner Smooth Loaf

Vomiting, lethargic, excessive sleeping, loss of appetite 11 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9.55 Pound

EON‐335342 9/15/2017 7:04 Pedigree Small Dog Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken Rice 
& Vegetable Flavor

I have 2 dogs. My one dog  was diagnosed with kidney disease and after 
becoming ill, I made his dog food. My other dog  was being fed the small bites 
pedigree(after his diagnosis we switched her food (since they were eating a more 
expensive dry food together) and soon became Ill with diarrhea and vomting. I thought 
nothing of it that she got into something so I tried feeding her a bland diet of chicken 
and rice. I started feeding her pedigree shortly after and she got bloody diarrhea and 
then was just pooping blood and unable to pass stool. She became dehydrated and 
letheric so I took her in. She died the same day. They found no infection, nothing in her 
intestines except 4 tiny round hard balls the size of a pencil eraser. With the 
recommendation of the vet I'm contacting you. I'm certain that pedigree is the reason 
my dog fell I'll and died.

11 Years Beagle Dog 20 Pound

EON‐335334 9/15/2017 1:12 Farmers Market Roast Chicken 
with Carrots & Peas Recipe, 
Farmers Market Recipe with Beef 
& Sweet Potato

My dog had her shots today, so I bought a wet dog food as a treat to put on her food 
for being good. Bought 3 separate flavoured Farmers Market premium natural pet food 
5.3 oz pouches. Checked the ingredients first. Two of the flavoured picked include 
garlic powder which is a known poisonous substance to dogs! The flavoured pouches 
include- Roast Chicken with Carrots & Peas; & Recipe with Beef & Sweet Potatoes. I 
alerted the where I bought these. This can be a serious problem and cause 
serious problems if I or other consumers had fed it to my/their dog.

EON‐335192 9/14/2017 12:28 Taste of The Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

Began throwing up HUGE amounts of food night before. Next day lethargic and loose 
greasy stools. Called and made apt. for next morning with Vet. She became 
unresponsive and died that evening. Took her to bet for necropsy following morning. 
Liver had shut down completely.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 120 Pound
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EON‐335150 9/13/2017 19:40 Rachael Ray Nutrish Tuna 
Purrfection

Cat keeps getting diarrhea after eating Rachel Ray Nutrish Tuna Purrfection to the 
point of diarrhea, stopping eating and feeling lethargic on multiple occasions including 
most recently yesterday and today. We have bought the ocean lover's variety pack and 
the other 2 varieties seem to be okay, but this Tuna Purrfection seems to result in the 
symptoms. Our cat left the house today and we thought he wouldn't return, but he is 
currently back with us now.

9 Years British Blue Cat 15 Pound

EON‐335115 9/13/2017 15:36 Alpo Variety Snaps My dogs were throwing up. Their treat box contains black powdery substance on the 
outside and has mold on the inside of the box as well as on the treats. I just bought and 
opened the treats yesterday.

2 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 80 Pound

EON‐334942 9/12/2017 23:00 Blue Buffalo Healthy Growth 
Kitten Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

Cat was having diarrhea and vomit, also stopped eating. 5 Month
s

Domestic Shorthair Cat 5 Pound

EON‐334932 9/12/2017 20:24 Blue Buffalo Healthy Growth 
Kitten Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

Stopped eating, was very lethargic and was vomiting. Had to be hospitalized for 3 days 
on IV fluids and medication. had blood work done and kidney values were very high.

6 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐334919 9/12/2017 17:52 Taste of the Wild Wetlands 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Fowl

 had lost significant amount of weight in a short period of time. She lost a lot of 
hair and was lethargic.  is normally active, but her activity levels had a 
significant drop. She had diarrhea and had thrown up.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐334914 9/12/2017 17:28 Taste of the Wild Wetlands 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Fowl

Puppy had hair loss. She was excessively chewing and licking. She was very lethargic 
and spent a lot of time sleeping. She seemed to be almost depressed. Puppy had lost 
weight as well.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 5 Pound

EON‐334912 9/12/2017 17:16 Taste of the Wild Wetlands 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Fowl

Doc had significant hair loss and was very lethargic. He wasn't as active as he was 
before. He lost a lot of weight in a short period of time.

9 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Long-haired

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐334906 9/12/2017 16:52 Taste of the Wild 
Wetlands Canine Formula with 
Roasted Fowl

has significant hair loss, and is chewing and licking more than usual. He has 
become very lethargic and has lost weight.  has also had loose stools and at 
times diarrhea.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐334881 9/12/2017 15:20 Holistic Select Grain Free Feline 
Turkey Pate Recipe

When I went to open a 13 oz can of Holistic Select Feline Turkey pate, the can 
exploded on me. It exploded with such force that the top tab of the can sliced open my 
left middle finger. The can then fizzed and bubbled over for several minutes, and the 
contents of the can smelled terrible. I went to the doctor to treat my finger. My MD 
prescribed me antibiotics, treated the wound, and advised me about symptoms of 
botulism in the event that the food was contaminated by this bacteria. The use by date 
is 28JUL20 and the lot # is 12TKS1.

EON‐334828 9/12/2017 10:28 Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists 
Stuffed with Bacon Flavored 
Crunchy Middle

I have  a Hartz Oinkies Pink Skin Twist on 9/8 as a treat. As a direct result,  
began vomiting hours later nonstop. She was having bloody diarrhea and dehydrating 
fast. She couldn't even keep water down. I looked online and noticed a site 
"Hartzvictims.org" which stated many issues like this have arisen from pets eating 
these products. Animals has seized and died. I brought my dog to the ER and she had 
to stay overnight receiving fluids and IV antibiotics. She was previously 50 pounds and 
had lost weight and suffered as a result of this issue. She could have died. Please, 
please get all Hartz products off the shelves. They are killing animals.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐334644 9/10/2017 18:04 Exer-Hides Rawhide Twists with 
Chicken

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 1.5 Kilogra
m

Previous History:
is a 2-year-old spayed female mixed breed dog presented to  

Veterinary Medical Center on 8/29/17 for anorexia, vomiting, lethargy, and weight loss. 
 has a two week history of vomiting, anorexia, lethargy and weight loss. She has 

lost 0.3 kg in that time. 

was seen by her primary veterinarian on 8/21/17 for vomiting that began on a 
plane ride the past week and continued throughout the weekend. She had not eaten for 
the past 2 days, was lethargic, and drank small amounts of water. She was treated with 

Cerenia (injections every 3 days), probiotics (7 days), and her food was switched to 
canned Hill's I/D.

 was seen by her primary veterinarian on 8/25/17 because she still was not 
feeling well. At this time, a CBC and serum chemistry were performed. CBC showed a 

leukocytosis (17.96) with neutrophilia (12.62) (unknown bands). It is noted that 
lymphocytes were high normal at this time (4.19). Chemistry showed hypoglycemia 
(39) but was otherwise unremarkable. It is noted that BUN and Crt were normal (16, 

0.7).  was treated with Ceftiofur (Naxcel) and Dexamethasone injection and Nutri-
Cal.

 presented on emergency to her veterinarian on 8/27/17 for continued lethargy 
and vomiting after drinking water. She was hospitalized and treated with IV fluids, 
Dexamethasone, Cerenia, and Cefazolin IV. A CBC and serum chemistry were 

performed again on 8/28/17. CBC showed a more severe leukocytosis (19.59), more 
severe neutrophilia (16.08)(unknown bands). It is noted that lymphocytes were mid-

range (2.06). Chemistry showed continued hypoglycemia (57), elevated BUN (35) with 
normal creatinine (0.6), hyponatremia (137), hypokalemia (3.2), hypochloridemia (101). 

Abdominal radiographs were performed on 8/28. Survey radiographs showed mildly 
dilated stomach. Barium study showed barium remained in stomach for at least 6 hours 

before moving out into the small intestine. 
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 was seen for a suspect ear infection with a head tilt on 8/12/17 by a veterinarian 
in (her family was traveling there) that responded to topical therapy. 

had an umbilical hernia repair and deciduous tooth removal.  is spayed. 
She is up-to-date on vaccinations.

Hospitalization a  Veterinary Medical Center:
8/29/17 (day of presentation):  was lethargic on presentation with estimated 5% 
dehydration. After-hours CBC/chemistry showed mildly decreased white blood cells 

(5.4) with increased % of neutrophils. Elevated BUN (72) with normal Crt (1.1), 
hypoglycemia (46), hyponatremia (136). was treated with IV fluids + 5% 

dextrose to rehydrate with frequent blood glucose monitoring. 
8/30/17:  was trasferire from Emergency Service to Internal Medicine (care of  

. Baseline cortisol was elevated (7.78). Bile acids were normal (pre 1.4, post 
12.7).  had eaten a small amount of baby food overnight and glucose stayed 
average of 70. CBC and chemistry were repeated - mild normocytic, normochromic 

anemia (31.8%), normal WBC count, lymphocytes were decreased, mild hyponatremia 
(138), potassium low-end normal 3.9, hypochloremia (110), hypocalcemia 9.6, 

hypophosphatemia 3. Urinalysis showed USG 1.010, pH 6, trace protein, glycosuria 
(100), small ketones and 1 granular casts. Abdominal ultrasound was performed which 
was unremarkable  in's and outs fluids were matched overnight and glucose 

monitored.
8/31/17:  did well overnight with good appetite and energy level. Renal panel 

showed mild hyponatremia 140, hypokalemia 2.9, decreased HCO3 16, hypocalcemia 
9.4, hypophosphatemia 2.8, azotemia (BUN 20, Crt 1.9)  was started on 

potassium phosphate supplementation added to her fluids.  in and outs fluids 
were matched overnight and glucose monitored (avg 110) overnight.

9/1/17  did well overnight with good appetite and energy level. Urine output still 
polyuric (avg 20ml/h). Leptospirosis titers were all <100. CBC and serum chemistry 

h d ild l k i (5 44) ith ti h i i (23 2%)
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showed mild leukopenia (5.44) with normocytic, normochromic anemia (23.2%), 
neutropenia 2 with slight toxic granulation, hypokalemia 3.5, hypocalcemia 9.5, 
hypophosphatemia 2, azotemia (BUN 19, Crt 1.9), hypocholesterolemia 114. 

Enrofloxacin was added 15mg IV Q 24h in addition to unasyn. Continued therapy with 
glucose supplementation and potassium phosphate with matching ins and outs.

9/2/17: Repeat CBC and chemistry: normocytic, normochromic non-regnerative anemia 
(24.9%), normal leukocytes and neutrophils with rare dohle bodies and basophilia 

indicating toxic changes with bands 1.07, hypophosphatemia 2, mild azotemia 
(improved) (BUN 16, Crt 1.3), low cholesterol 109. Normo to hyperglycemia so 

discontinued glucose supplementation. Continued other therapies as previously 
described. continued to do well clinically with good appetite and energy level. 

Maintained weight 1.5kg.
9/3/17: Renal panel: hypocalcemia 9.5, hyponatremia 139, BUN 10, Crt 1.1 (improved), 

hypochloremia 108.  had low glucose again and so was started on 2.5% 
dextrose supplementation in addition to her other continued therapies.  

continued to do well clinically with good appetite and energy level. Maintained weight 
1.5kg.

9/4/17: CBC: WBC WNL with slight toxic changes to neutrophils, bands decreased 
0.345, lymph 1.97 with reactive lymphs. Renal panel: hypocalcemia 8.8, BUN 14, Crt 

1.3 (increased), hyponatremia 140, hypokalemia 3.8. Increased fluids overnight to 
15ml/h. Still matching ins and outs average of 15ml/h.  continued to do well 

clinically with good appetite and energy level. Gluose range 87-97 overnight. 
Maintained weight 1.5kg.

9/5/17: CBC: hypochromic, macrocytic regenerative anemia 26.3%. Normal WBC with 
no bands. Lymph 2.11. Chemistry: hypokalemia 3.7, hypocalcemia 8.8, azotemia (BUN 
21, Crt 1.9, increased from previous), hypocholesterolemia 113.  continued to do 

well clinically with good appetite and energy level. Gluose range 87-97 overnight. 
Maintained weight 1.55kg. Overnight urine production 16-22ml/h avg. Continued 

therapies as described.
9/6/17: Renal panel: hypokalemia 3.8, hypocalcemia 8.5, azotemia (BUN 19, Crt 1.6, 
improved) continued to do well clinically with good appetite and energy level
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EON‐334635 9/10/2017 15:12 Evanger's Nothing but Natural 
Jerky Treats Natural Venison 
with Fruits & Vegetables

Evanger's Dog & Cat Food Co. Dog Jerky Treat (Natural Venision) dated best used by 
3/5/2018 purchased off Amazon or directly through the manufacturer. The entire bag of 
treats had white & green mold on all the pieces. I emailed the manufacturer replied 
with: "Thank you for contacting Evangers regarding this issue and for being an 
Evanger. You are correct that the treats are not supposed to be white or moldy. The 
NBN jerky treats do have a high retained moisture and are shelf stable because we 
bind the moisture molecules. This is the more natural way of making a meat based 
dehydrated treat rather than an extruded treat which are loaded with carbs and not so 
much meat. The lot number you provided us is great. It would allow us to see when the 
treats were made, how they were processed, where they were shipped to, where the 
raw materials came from, we can pull retained samples and other records." NEVER 
REPLIED BACK CONCERNING OTHER DOGS SAFETY. HOW MANY OTHER BAGS 
WERE SOLD TO OWNERS WHO THINK WHITE ON TREATS IS NORMAL?

improved).  continued to do well clinically with good appetite and energy level. 
Gluose range 85-94 overnight. Maintained weight 1.5kg. Overnight urine production 

15ml/h avg. Continued therapies as described, still matching ins and outs fluid therapy.
9/7/17: Venous blood gas: pH 7.3, hypokalemia 3.6, iCa 1.1 (low). Renal panel: 

hypokalemia 3.6, BUN 14, Crt 1 (improved).  continued to do well clinically with 
good appetite and energy level. Gluose range 85-94 overnight. Maintained weight 

1.5kg. Overnight urine production 15ml/h avg. Continued therapies as described, still 
matching ins and outs fluid therapy.

9/8/17: PCV/TP: 32/5.6. Renal panel: hypokalemia 3.6, hypocalcemia 8.7, 
hyperphosphatemia 6.2, azotemia (BUN 11, Crt 2.4). continued to do well 

clinically with good appetite and energy level. Gluose range 95-105 overnight. 
Maintained weight 1.5kg. Overnight urine production 10ml/h avg. Continued therapies 

as described, still matching ins and outs fluid therapy.
9/9/17: Renal panel: hypokalemia 3.8, hypocalcemia 9.4, azotemia (BUN 25, Crt 1.9, 
improved).  continued to do well clinically with good appetite and energy level. 

Gluose range 95-100 overnight. Maintained weight 1.5kg. Overnight urine production 7-
10ml/h avg. Continued therapies as described, still matching ins and outs fluid therapy.
9/10/17: Renal panel: BUN 20, Crt 2.6, increased). Increased fluid rate to 18ml/h. Plan 
for CBC/Chem/UA on Monday. continued to do well clinically with good appetite 

and energy level. Gluose range 100-105 overnight. Maintained weight 1.54kg. 
Overnight urine production 15ml/h avg. Continued enrofloxacin, unasyn, potassium 

supplement, and dextrose 2.5% as previously described.
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EON‐334634 9/10/2017 15:12 Darwin's Natural Pet Products 
Natural Selections Turkey Meals 
for Cats, Chicken Meals for Cats, 
Duck Meals for Cats

This kitten was fed Darwin Natural Selections Chicken Meals for Cats, Darwin Natural 
Selections Turkey Meals for Cats, and Darwin Natural Selections Duck Meals for Cats. 
She died unexpectedly on . I then lost another kitten on  who was 
necropsied by  and tissue cultures showed a severe Salmonella infection. When I 
realized that the food was the source of the infection that killed my 2nd kitten I 
contacted Darwin Pets. I had none of the food left to determine the Lot number and 
Darwin Pet Products had no food left from that production run to test. All of my cats ate 
food from these three products for 2-3 months. Because the food from Natural 
Selections Duck Meals for Cats tested positive for Salmonella by  I believe that 
there is a good possibility that the other varieties were also contaminated. But I had 
none left to test. All I know is that the Turkey and Chicken were the bulk of what my two 
kittens ate who died. I just don't have the lot number for those two products. It was 
purchased at the same time as the Duck which I have already filed a report on.

3 Month
s

Japanese Bobtail Cat 3 Pound

EON‐334632 9/10/2017 15:08 Beneful Playful Life After consuming the dog food my dogs all started throwing up. This morning i woke up 
and my whole couch was covered in vomit and blood.

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐334528 9/8/2017 19:00 Wellness Core Grain Free Ocean 
Whitefish, Herring Meal & 
Salmon Meal Recipe

Got new bag of dog food from Chewy.com. Gave Dog #1  the new dog food this 
was at 6pm. At 9pm  went outside and started with Diarrhea, that continued 
ever 15 minutes, at 930 she went out for diarrhea and threw up. The diarrhea 
continued every 15 minutes for 2 hours, then it went to every 45 minutes all night long. 
She was going mostly clear with a blood, At 638am it was the last time out. We fell 
asleep until just before 9 when she needed to go out. She came back in bloody. I gave 
her two droppers of water, within 2 minutes she threw that up. out the door we went to 
the VET hospital 09/06/2017. She was at the vet hospital until 8pm that night. The 
could find nothing wrong with her despite xrays, numerous tests, blood tests, stool tests 
and xrays. I fed Dog #2  at 6pm on 09-06/2017, She had many trips outside with 
very soft poop, she eats less than . The next AM she had no poop left. I fed 

 at 6pm on the 7th by 9pm she had to go out and had diarrhea, this too 
continued every 15 minutes and at 930pm  threw up all the food in her belly and 
had diarrhea too. I had some dog immodium and gave it to her every hour and put 
droppers of water in her mouth SUPER often. She went out every hour or so with blood 
coming from her anus and nothing but blood and mucus. Today is 09/08/2017 at 
333pm.  has stopped going outside all the time for diarrhea. she has been 
laying around sleeping all day long.  is also just sleeping most of the time. They 
usually wag their tails a hundred miles an hour and will love on anyone that is near. 
They are both listless.

2.3 Years Shih Tzu Dog 9 Pound

EON‐334514 9/8/2017 17:20 Darwin's Natural Pet Products - 
Natural Selections - Duck Meals 
for Cats

Kitten  developed diarrhea and bloating beginning around . He died on 
 and his body was taken to  Diagnostics Lab in  for necropsy. 

The necropsy showed that he died of a severe bacterial infection that went systemic. 
Cultures were done on liver tissue samples and the pathogen identified was 
Salmonella, Type B, Typhimurium. I then sent sealed food samples of the only two 
foods that my kittens were eating, The Darwin food tested positive for Samonella of the 
same type as that which killed my kitten. I also lost a 2nd kitten named who was 

 months of age. She had no symptoms and died unexpectedly for no apparent 
reason. I did not have her necropsied.

2.5 Month
s

Japanese Bobtail Cat 3 Pound
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EON‐334457 9/8/2017 14:32 Greenies Dental Treats Regular 
25-50 lb

I purchased one - 18 pieces pkg. of Greenies Regular dental treats on 8/24/17 and 
opened it on 9/03/17 and noticed what appeared to be contaminations on the individual 
treats. Description: 1/4 to 1" wide by 1/4" deep depressions surrounded by circular and 
discolored rings and some fungal looking white "fuzz" growing from these areas. I 
returned to the pet food store and showed the item and receipt to them on 9/07/17 - the 
delay in returning was due to looking for the receipt and having the time to go to the 
store. I was told to notify the manufacturer and the clerk telephoned them and I spoke 
with them giving lot number and all required, by them, information. They agreed to 
issue a refund. I informed them that I was an M.D. and was going to notify the FDA 
about this problem in order to protect other pet dogs from this contamination. I also 
declined a coupon for the same product even from another batch as both were made in 
the Kansas plant and I was concerned that there might be a problem at the plant so I 
accepted the refund.

EON‐334278 9/8/2017 9:00 Orijen Regional Red Biologically 
Appropriate Dog Food

My dog began throwing up her kibble intact and undigested one hour or so after every 
feeding. She was losing weight and obviously low energy. She has been having issues 
throwing up after eating for several months prior to this becoming severe. I noticed 
when I stopped feeding her the kibble and moved to a cooked diet of chicken and rice 
she would do fine. When I went back to the kibble the issues resumed. I started doing 
some research and believe I know what the issue was. Orijen used to be 100% 
sourced in Canada. Recently they moved some of their operations to Kentucky in the 
USA. There was no way to know this change unless you read the bag front to back 
every time you purchased - which I did do initially. When the food was sourced in 
Canada we had no issues. Ever since the move it is obvious the USA plant is doing 
something different. There are MULTIPLE blogs by people posting on 
truthaboutpetfood.org that state ever since the change their dogs are having the 
EXACT same issues. This food is clearly either contaminated or using crap in their 
kibble, probably to save money. I notice the price hasn't gotten any cheaper. Of course, 
the last part is all sheer speculation on my part. What I know for sure is this dog food is 
no good and needs to be investigated.

2 Years Corgi - Welsh Pembroke Dog 23 Pound

EON‐333867 9/7/2017 3:40 Pedigree Choice Cuts in Gravy 
Grilled Chicken Flavor in Sauce

Pedigree ChoiceCuts in Gravy was divided between them and mixed with their solid 
dog food. This has been done before with no health issues. This time we ended up with 
3 sick dogs. 2 more than the other. Bloody diarrhea many times a day with awful 
decomposed smell and vomits. This has been a nightmare. Their stomachs 
movements can be heard and medication has been given. As I write this report their 
status is the same for the past two days.

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 10 Pound

EON‐333865 9/7/2017 3:20 Pedigree Choice Cuts in Gravy 
Grilled Chicken Flavor in Sauce

We red the dog some Pedigree Choice Cuts in Gravy, they have eaten them before as 
treats mixed with solid dog food. This time they have had horrible diarrhea for two 
days. Non stop stomach pains and their stomach can be heard. It has gotten to the 
point that the poop seems to contain blood and smells terribly decomposed. As I write 
this he is still in the same condition.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐333863 9/7/2017 1:28 Chomp'ems Angus Beef Bully 
Sticks

Gave  a Ruffin' It Angus Beef Bully Bite at 4pm on 9/4. Around 6pm, we noticed 
him gagging and coughing up foam for approximately 10 minutes. He then keep dry 
heaving and acting lethargic the rest of the evening. That following morning, he was not 
himself. He wouldn't eat or go outside. Upon trying to drink water, he would 
immediately regurgitate it. I called my vet, and he recommended we take him to the 
emergency animal vet. After several x-rays, the doctor let us know that a large piece of 
the bully stick was lodged in the base of his esophagus.

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 5.3 Pound

EON‐333862 9/7/2017 1:04 K9 Cookhouse 5" Duck Wrapped 
Bone, Pet 'n Shape Duck Hide 
Twists

HIST 3 weeks prior to 8/22/17 started urinating blood and had increased frequency of 
urination, went in and had a UTI. Put her on Clavamox and blood has improved and 
urination habits now normal. Was lethargic in the last week but now better and perhaps 
a bit PD when was pollakiuric. Stools are soft but formed. UAs have shown proteinuria 
and glucosuria that persisted even after treatment. Patient has an extremely picky 
appetite and often doesn't eat for 3-4 days at a time so owners do feed her a lot of 
treats, often jerky treats from China. Now, patient acting clinically normal. No longer 
drinking more than normal. Stools are a bit soft but that is normal for her.

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog Kilogra
m

EON‐333855 9/6/2017 22:44 Retriever Bites & Bones Had 2 dogs that did not have contact with each other. 1 inside the other outside 
hunting dog in a kennel. Both eating Retreiver from tractor supply. Sudden loss of 
appetite. Muscle wasting diarrhea and death within 24 hours. Both healthy and can't 
think of any other cause than the feed since are not housed together

Cattle Dog - Australian 
(blue heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland cattledog)

Dog

EON‐333853 9/6/2017 22:08 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula with 
Roasted Lamb

My dog began having frequent diarrhea, vomiting and lethargy August 21st, 2017. I had 
opened and began feeding him August 20th from a new bag of sierra mountain canine 
formula with roasted lamb that I had purchased approximately 1 week prior at my local 
Tractor Supply Company. I did not know what was causing his symptoms. My 
veterinarian ruled out parasites, so I began to mix the dog food with plain brown rice to 
allege his symptoms but nothing helped. A relative suggested I look into the idea of an 
issue with the food, such as a recall. When I researched online I was shocked to 
discover approximately 178 other people on consumer affairs.com with the same 
problem, with the same food. That was September 4th, I immediately stopped feeding it 
to him. It's one day later as I write this, and he has already improved dramatically. The 
production codes on the bag are as follows: 7172330 TDS0610B3S LCJ 07:59 with a 
best by date 6/21/2018

8 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 84 Pound

EON‐333851 9/6/2017 21:48 Kibbles 'n Bits Small Breed Mini 
Bits Savory Beef & Chicken 
Flavors

I purchased a 3 1/2 bag of Mini Bits by Kibbles & Bits and found hair in very many of 
the pieces of food.

EON‐333849 9/6/2017 21:40 Wellness Core Grain Free 
Original Deboned Turkey Turkey 
Meal & Chicken Meal Recipe

vomiting 8 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐333496 9/4/2017 14:40 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Puppy Formula with Roasted 
Bison & Roasted Venison

Started feeding my puppy Taste of the Wild High Prarie and she developed intermittent 
diarrhea and loose stools. We thought it was from the transitioning of new food but 
symptoms persisted. I then typed in the brand online and noted many people with 
similar complaints throughout the entire month of August (some leading to 
hospitalization) which is when I bought the food.

5 Month
s

Bulldog - French Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐333470 9/4/2017 6:32 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Puppy Formula with Roasted 
Bison & Roasted Venison

She started on taste of the wild high prairie puppy formula. After about three days she 
had loose stools. After two more days she threw up. After another 2 days she vomited 
morning and lunch food went into her pen and curled up in a ball. We knew then 
something must really be wrong. We rushed her to Tufts university where she died had 
to be euthanized 3 days later

14 Week
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 30 Pound

EON‐333437 9/3/2017 14:32 Wellness Simple Limited 
Ingredient Diet Salmon & Potato 
Formula

I bought a bag of Wellness Simple Limited Ingredient salmon and potato formula. It 
was only a 4lb bag and I opened it on Tuesday. After feeding it to my 2 dogs all week I 
got to the bottom of the bag and found a white fuzzy sac (possibly a bug sac) 
connected to a piece of food. I immediately took it out and took pictures of the foreign 
object as well as photos of the bag. I contacted wellness and petsmart and reported my 
findings. Neither dog is sick... yet, but I feel like it is very necessary to report this.

EON‐333379 9/2/2017 14:20 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken Rice 
& Vegetable Flavor

I purchased my pedigree dry dog food three days ago and opened it on the first to find 
mold and worms in the dog food. when i brought it home from walmart it was 
immediately taken to the garage where it was stored unopened until 9/1 when i opened 
it. ive taken pictures to include that are of the food the info about the bag and my 
purchase info

EON‐333344 9/1/2017 21:48 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets 
HA Hydrolyzed Chicken Flavor

Both dogs broke with diarhea- has been present for about 2 weeks. Diarrhea is not 
metronidazole responsive. 1 episode of vomiting

9 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Smooth-haired

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐333342 9/1/2017 21:32 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets 
HA Hydrolyzed Chicken Flavor

has had diarrhea for about 2 weeks that is minimally to non-responsive to 
metronidazole. The other dog in the household also has diarrhea 
This is approx. the third episode like this in the past 2 months. The stool would be 
almost back to normal, then become watery again.
1 episode of vomiting on 8/29/17

8 Years Great Dane Dog 105 Pound

EON‐333316 9/1/2017 15:28 Sheba Pate in Natural Juices 
Tender Beef Entrée

Opened a container of Sheba beef entree cat food, and discovered a greenish-blue 
foreign substance that was rubbery in texture throughout the cat food in the container.

EON‐333262 9/1/2017 13:56 Taste of the Wild Dog became lethargic, then had pain. Quick vet check up (sans blood work) did not 
reveal a cause. (she had not been wanting to eat her food and had had some vomiting 
and diarrhea which was unusual for her, but we did not realize at the time that the food 
was the cause, we thought she was not eating because she didn't feel good) 
Then she go sicker, the trip to the vet with blood work revealed she was in kidney 
failure. We and the vet were baffled. 
He said she must have eaten something toxic, but being as she is a house dog, and 
basically with us 24/7 we could not think of a thing she might have eaten that was toxic. 
The only explanation was toxic ingestion. The vet made a 48 hr treatment plan to help 
her but said with the level of kidney damage she would only live another 4 to 6 months. 
10 hours later we were called to come back to the vet, she was dying. We had her 
euthanized while we were with her. She was only 8 years old.

8 Years Siberian Husky Dog 40 Pound

EON‐333258 9/1/2017 13:28 Zupreem Real Rewards Orchard 
Mix Large Birds

In August, 2017, I purchased a package of large parrot fruit treats by Zupreem. The 
use by date was May 31, 2018. When I opened the package, it smelled stale. All the 
pistachios were covered with black fuzzy mold (Aflotoxin?). I returned it to Petsmart 
where I purchased it.
Product: # 12086 494011286.
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EON‐333127 8/31/2017 21:48 SmartyKat Organic Catnip I Opened a new bottle of catnip. Gave only  some. Did not give other 2 cats any. 
Found her downstairs a couple hours later dying. Looked like she had been poisoned. 
Took her straight to  Vet Hospital. Vet ran blood work and did Xray.  
was dying fast and started mouth breathing. Vet said  was suffering greatly.

5 Years Unknown Cat

EON‐333069 8/31/2017 17:44 Wellness Grain-Free Turkey 
Pate

Fed to 3 cats. One has vomiting issues and these increased. One only vomits when 
eats too fast--she wouldn't eat after two bites. One almost never vomits and ate all food-
-vomited after 30 minutes. Not due to too fast eating as it was partially digested. Two of 
them would not eat the food again. Wellness has new formula--but cats have eaten 
other new foods and refused to eat again, without ever vomiting.

8 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐332999 8/31/2017 14:08 Nature's Variety Instinct Grain-
Free Beef Formula

16 Years Shih Tzu Dog 17 PoundI hope you don't mind but easier to just copy and past my email message to the 
manufacturer which I submitted to them VIA their website. Upon their reply, I replied to 

them and forwarded my reply to the seller. 

While I describe it as a convulsion what happened was this... the dog yelped, acted 
disoriented and flopped over TOTALLY MOTIONLESS. I actually thought he had a 

heart attack or stroke. HE ALSO RELEASED HIS BOWELS in all the attacks I 
observed, mostly urine, but once he released fecal matter 

SPECIAL NOTE: I TRIED TO SUBMIT PHOTOS OF THE CAN BUT YOUR WEBSITE 
WOULD NOT ACCEPT ANY JPG PHOTOS FROM ME !!!! 

MESSAGE BELOW 

I am contacting you regarding Product Concern 
Product Instinct® Grain-Free Canned Dog Food - Beef - (Dogs) 

Size of Product 13.2 oz. 
Best if used by Mon, 01/20/2020 

Photo #1 img_2871.png 
Photo #2 img_2874.png 

First Name  
Last Name  

Email  
City  

State  
Zip Code  

Pet's Name  
Phone Number  

Store Online Retailer 
Store Information CHEWY.COM 

I f i
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EON‐332987 8/31/2017 13:44 Wellness Complete Health Pate 
Chicken Entrée Smooth Loaf

Had been feeding Wellness Chicken Pate Canned 12.5 oz. for about 5 months, 
including through their "formula change" where they claim to have just removed 
carrageenen and fruits and vegetables. Opened a can from a new tray dated Best By 
26 Mar 20 and this cat, along with the other two younger (8 yr. old neutered male and 5 
month old spayed female) all had severe smelly diarrhea and quit eating food 
altogether. The eldest cat, , is still having difficulty eating anything. She seems 
to have suffered the most. The other two are eating, but being very picky about even 
their regular dry food, which is Instinct.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

Information 
My Shih Tzu, , has gone into convulsions on eating this food. I did not associate 

his problem with the food until I had fed him several times. After the 2nd event, I 
stopped trying to feed him your food, not because I suspected it, but because I became 
worrisome and tried to make sure there was nothing I was doing to cause the problem. 

About 4 weeks later, AND NO FURTHER EPISODES, I TRIED TO REINTRODUCE 
him to the new food and within minutes of him consuming your food, he had another 

attack. That is when I concluded your food must somehow be causing the problem. No 
incidents before your food, no incident when I took the food to back away, but when I 

fed him your food again, another incident. This seems to coincidental not to be 
somehow connected to your food. I bought 2 cases and have only used 3 cans. I have 

attached photos of my order from CHEWY.COM 
The results of this submission may be viewed at: 

https://www.instinctpetfood.com/node  

THIS WAS THERE REPLY 

Hi  

I have spoken to my Research Team regarding the experience you are having and they 
have not heard of this issue occurring with our food. We would recommend conferring 

with your trusted veterinarian. 

We do have a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee that covers all of our foods. If you are not 
satisfied with your Nature's Variety purchase for any reason, please return it to your 

retailer for a full refund or replacement. 

Thank you, 

ANGELA | Consumer Engagement Specialist 

Nature's Variety, Inc. 
P 888.519.7387 

55 Westport Plaza Drive • Suite 200 • Saint Louis, MO 63146
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EON‐332980 8/31/2017 13:24 Hill's Prescription Diet 
Digestive/Weight Management 
w/d with Chicken

Familiar with this food for a couple years, recent case purchased on 8/21/17 some 
cans seemed spoiled. Cat vomited twice and recently did not want to eat his breakfast. 
He is now on a different food.

1.Consistency very mushy, there was clear liquid that would form in the bottom of the 
can after removing half for feeding (half can per feeding).
2. Food oily.
3. Color change. Some cans when opened food was pink others brown/oily. Pictures 
had been taken for reference.

EON‐332895 8/30/2017 21:44 Pedigree Small Dog Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken Rice 
& Vegetable Flavor

We have been feeding our dogs Pedigree Small dog dry food for a long period of time 
and in the past two weeks, all of them have been reacting to an itchy dry skin reaction 
and other symptoms in which the only thing they have in common is eating the 
Pedigree dog food. I just went on a website 
www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/pedigree.html and have read numerous entries that 
have been posted in the past month regarding Pedigree dry dog food and there have 
been similar symptoms to other dogs according to their owners.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON‐332735 8/30/2017 9:56 Super Cat Soft Chew Duck Snips Manufacturing area is unsanitary. Moldy rotten meat and product being used in 
manufacturing of pet food/treats. Manufacturing and processing equipment is not 
cleaned or sterilized employees are changing clothing and undressing in manufacturing 
area. Bathroom are disgusting.

EON‐332682 8/29/2017 19:36 Pedigree Choice Cuts in Gravy She had a reaction that began vomiting, so we took her to the vet. The vet said she 
had some kind of liver enzyme issue probably from ingestion. When we brought her 
home we changed foods to what vet office had with no issue. Two weeks later we ran 
out of the food that we purchased from the vet. Then, I returned to our normal food 
(Pedigree) and our pet started vomiting again. We feel that link between the first 
sickness and the second sickness maybe because of the Pedigree Food.

1 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐332664 8/29/2017 16:24 Primal Pet Foods Primal Patties 
for Dogs Turkey & Sardine 
Formula

I purchased multiple bags of Primal dog food frozen raw patties, for the first time ever 
(finally made the switch to raw). Went through the first bag, chicken, no issues. Got half 
way through the second bag of Turkey & Sardine when while feeding my pups, as i 
went to place a patty into one of their bowls, I noticed something slightly reflective in 
the light. Thinking something tiny fell on it, I went to pick it out, only to have a HUGE 
piece of a plastic bag pull out of the middle of the patty! It's maybe about a 1/3 of the 
size of the patties, which are NOT small. My pup definitely could have been injured by 
swallowing this. It's giant in relation to food that they swallow. 

Went on the Primal website and submitted an email via web form to them about the 
issue. Also posted on their Twitter and Facebook pages. So far their responses have 
not offered an apology nor will they commit to doing a recall which I would think would 
be essential.

While on their Facebook page, found 2 other people who also found plastic in the food 
as well. Have only been able to confirm with one of them that it was the same meat 
type, Turkey & Sardines, but his was the bag of Nuggets while mine was the bag of 
Patties.

So far the communication with the manufacturer has been unsatisfactory in my opinion 
for what's been found, by multiple people. They have yet to apologize and won't reply 
to my inquiry about them doing a recall. They don't seem very concerned and are 
acting like this is a normal thing for them. I'm sorry but I feel that finding something in 
food they are responsible for that could kill a pup should be treated more seriously, and 
since they don't seem to care, I'm hoping reporting this here will help. I also understand 
things do happen during manufacturing but at a minimum, they should be warning their 
customers.

Have also shared to all of the dog border collie and raw feeding facebook groups I'm in 
so folks can keep an eye out.

EON‐332520 8/29/2017 8:48 Nature's Variety Instinct Healthy 
Cravings Real Beef Recipe in 
Savory Gravy

She was fed Nature's variety Raw Real Chicken recipe in savory gravy and was 
normal, the next morning she received a packet of Nature's variety Instinct tender beef 
recipe. By 4pm she had diarrhea. She has had vomiting and diarrhea since then.

Ridgeback - Rhodesian Dog
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EON‐332419 8/28/2017 13:40 Husse Dear Sir, I have done dozen emails with FDA for over than 1 year.( sse the last one 
below) 

I am the Husse California Master, a pet food company and I have received for over 2 
years prohibited ingredients, several prohibited bags, 10,000 thousand samples with 
no US measurements ( measurements are only in kg and cup/kg) and illegible . and 

there is no information about the manufacturer on bags. Issues informations had been 
made to the Franchisor ( Trademark INT PTT AB, husse) from Sweden, for over 2 

years, FDA has the information since September 2016 ( 1 year). 
Issues are penally reprehensible . I have hundred of emails, pics of the bags, copies of 
entries, copies of errors stickers labels, on copies of documents , emails we informed 
the Franchisor who shipped the goods anyways" and does not care about US laws", 
US Franchise Masters mails and Franchisees mails who received the goods and did 

not destroy because the Franchisor" imposed to sell because they have 
commissions."... USA is not a jungle country and cannot accept a foreigner company to 
ship "anyways because the business. FDA and USA regulate the laws and I DO trust in 

it. I personally stop to import on January 2017, but other US Husse Masters are still 
importing, still selling the goods with issues to their franchisees, who are still selling the 

goods to the poor customers , who are not informed about anything!! 

Will my request, I am doing today ,be with no solution, no action from FDA or other 
USA department? 

Will my request get again and again a simple answer by email ( as I have got for one 
year), while the Swedish Franchisor is still shipping again and again their goods, 

knowing they do not respect the US Laws labelling or whatever? 
Might I have the correct person , who will take the responsibility to STOP this illegal 

process??!! 
Best regards,  

Dear  
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Thank you for your last email, 

That said, I am very surprised and would like you to answer me please to my questions 
below: 

- You wrote : "Our routine imports process is that products go through an initial 
screening, and during that screening if it's not flagged in the system then it is generally 

allowed to be imported" 
    So that means : If the person (s) who had made the initial screening , had made 

correctly his job  and had found out that the Menadione Sodium Bisulfite ( MSB) was 
prohibited ( and I sent you the picture of the bag which  is clearly on) , the good would 

have been removed before its first entry in the US, correct? 
   Same thing about the Hydrolyzed animal protein, ingredient not identified, 
   Same thing about the type of vitamin D ( it is not indicated if it is D2 or D3) 

   Same thing about the ingredients which must be listed in descending order of 
predominance by weight , which it is not the case on several Husse products 
   Same thing about the absence of the company name of manufacturer ( !) 

   Same thing about the net weight ( net quantity of content) 
   Same thing about lbs and kg, Us/ cup and kg/ cup 

   Same thing about the name of " Exclusive Urinary " which would have been reviewed 
BEFORE the importing/marketing the product. 

 So that means also , as somebody missed it BEFORE, and as FDA had been informed 
in September 2016 ( so 1 year ago from now (!)), and as other U.S masters did not get 
this information, the Swedish company could continue to ship to USA, and U.S citizen 

might been poisoned ? 

And most clearly, if FDA missed the first step, Companies from Europe could continue 
t hi hibit d d t ( d b ti ??!! ) ith i f l t 1
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to ship prohibited products ( and maybe narcotic??!! ) , with no worries for almost 1 
year, only because the first step had been missed , and if even people like me , 

informed , informed and informed again?? 
                                           THIS IS A NONSENSE 

 So,   YES OR NO? 
     If yes, US Masters and US Franchisees could continue to sell these products. 

     IF not, US masters and US Franchisees need to be officially informed, because the 
European Franchisor still continues to ship ignoring all the U.S laws. 

     But who will forbids ? Laws? Who will enforce US laws? and when? 1 year from 
September 2016 = now!! 

Someone missed the FDA screening process for sure, and consequences are dramatic 
because US Masters and US franchisees bought a franchise importing prohibited 

products for over 2 years. found out the issues later. and as they did not want to be 
against the laws, stopped to make the order of these products, lost money , lost 

customers and so lost their franchise investment ( several hundred thousand of dollars 
!!) 
  

"  If a violative product is allowed entry (e.g. it is in domestic commerce) and we 
discover that there is a violation we will follow up on the violation as our resources 

permit"   Yes it was very easy to discover the violations, only if the initial screening had 
been made correctly! 

"For example, a high priority risk item would be if there are deaths or illness of humans 
or animals due to an animal food"  That means  that you are waiting for a person or a 

pet to die to move, even if you have got these informations for 1 year?? 

"Items such as labeling violations, that may not cause an imminent health hazard, are 
often followed up with communication with the responsible company "
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often followed up with communication with the responsible company.  
Labeling are informations , specially about lbs and US cups. This communication IS 
VERY IMPORTANT . 1 kg = around 2 pounds !!  OUR US CITIZEN customers fed 
almost twice their pet BECAUSE this missing information and did check because 

unclear on the bags! 

Please note that FDA does not issue fines for violations, and for someone to go to jail 
they must have committed a criminal action (such as lying to a federal agent. 

YES , " someone " ( specially the Swedish company ) were lying to a federal agent for 
1 year, as the US Florida Master gave the informations about the prohibited ingredient, 
The Swedish Company did continue to export these prohibited ingredient and signed 
official documents (ATTACHED) Husse Trademark uses to complete this OFFICIAL 

Document " As far as the importing country authorizes the importation". please read it/ 

 We informed Husse trademark that , for example , MSD was prohibited, and they 
continue to complete this document with fake information and ship to the US Borders!! 
So the answer is YES they made committed a criminal action such as lying to a federal 
agent with this document signed by them( and several times with several containers) , 
and so YES the US condamnation is JAil..  and as far as they are not in the USA, who 
might go to the jail?   the first importer? The US Masters because the 
most of them continue to import prohibited ingredients? Franchisees because they are 

selling prohibited ingredients? 

Or maybe ,because nothing had been done and as the initial screening , "nothing had 
been flagged at the system" : 

   Husse Sweden can continue to ship from Europe to USA, 
   US masters can continue to buy these products and sell to their franchisees 

   Ans franchisees can continue as well to sell these products to their customers 

On june 28th 2017, 3 more products had been found out as inapproved by the FDD, 
and had beed imported during 2 years : VERMI ARTRO and DIGESTION
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and had beed imported during 2 years : VERMI, ARTRO and DIGESTION 
The franchisor wrote we had to give as samples and not destroy these products! 

Also, what 's about all the other samples, husse sales procedures is to give samples to 
prospects , and then we supposed to try to figure out if the pets like it? 

In this case, the customers make an order. The problem is that the samples have 
prohibited ingredients, 100% have no US measurement ( only in KG)? 

This sales system is still on live in several States as Arizona, Florida, New York, New 
Hamphire, New Jersey...!! 

"Alternatively, State Agencies may issue fines for items such as labeling violations.  " 
If FDA was not doing anything, might you give me please the address and phone 

number of the `State Agencies`, we will contact them/ 

In my opinion, FDA cannot answer with a simple mail , saying " it is not FDA fault" and 
let the serious pending issues with no solution . 

Us masters, Us franchisees and customers need to be officially informed / 

One more time. if it was not the FDA job. who suppose to relay the information, who 
must inform all masters, franchisees and hundreds of customers??? 

This franchise concept was based on the advices franchisees give to customers about 
nutrition! What can they do now? What can we do now?? 

Best regards 
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Nicolas Merlino 

Afficher le message d'origine 
Répondre Répondre à tous Transférer Plus 

CVM Import Requests Good morning, Thank you again for the detailed information. 
Unfortunately at this time I am not able to comment further on FDA's follow-up actions 
on this product, as we cannot share internal follow-up information with others that are 
not the responsible party for a business. I am passing along the information you have 

provided and are discussing with the appropriate people in FDA to determine follow-up. 
Thank you, Sonya Lambkin Supervisor, Post-Market Compliance Animal Food Team 

FDA / Center for Veterina 
Aujourd'hui à 6h04 

 
À 

CVM Import Requests 
Aujourd'hui à 6h32 

Ok. Might you give me the email if this person please? 
Thank you 

  

Sent from my iPhone 
Afficher le message d'origine 

Répondre Répondre à tous Transférer Plus 

Cliquez pour Répondre, Répondre à tous ou Transmettre 

Envoyer
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EON‐332327 8/27/2017 9:44 Retriever Hi Protein  was offered Retriever Brand high protein blend kibble. I noticed the kibble 
chunks looked smaller than normal upon pouring it in his dish. At first he refused to eat 
it, then slowly through the evening he ended up eating the entire bowl. That night in the 
middle of the night he started crying in his crate. (He NEVER does that) when I came 
out to check on him I noticed that he had vomited what looked to be even more than 
what I would expect his stomach to be able to hold. I took him out and cleaned up his 
mess. He ended up throwing up twice more outside and once more in his crate. After 
that he would only very reluctantly eat one bowl of the kibble a day, some days not 
even finishing an entire bowl. Usually he would eat 2 bowls (one morning and one 
evening) No other vomiting episodes for a while. When his kibble was getting low in his 
dog food keeper, I filled it with another bag of the same dog food. It looked a little 
better, not as small of chunks, but he still has been reluctant to eat it. This has been 
going on for about a month now. The kibble in his bin was getting low again yesterday, 
and I noticed I could see the small pieces of kibble again when I scooped his food. Last 
night in the middle of the night he started whining (NEVER whines at night in his crate) 
and when I woke up and came out to check on him he had explosive diarrhea all over 
the inside of his crate, the walls, and the carpet surrounding his crate. He had never 
had a bowel movement in the house before this... Not even as a puppy. I thought 
maybe the first vomiting episode after eating the smaller kibble might have been a 
coinsidence, but after last night I KNOW it had to have been that bag of kibble.

1 Years Pointer (unspecified) Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐332320 8/27/2017 0:08 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

9 Years Beagle Dog 41 PoundOn , I bought a bag of Purina Waggin Train Chicken Jerky Strips at 
Sams Club, located at . 

Within hours, both dogs, a beagle and a tree walker coonhound, had vomited the treats 
up. Later, they both ate dinner, which is always a lean meat mixed with a pouch of their 

Purina dog food. No problems. Next day, fed treats to both dogs again, Noticed 
vomiting later that day. Stopped treats. They both ate dinner. Noticed the beagle 
having problems with rear legs as though he was having balancing problems and 

heavy, fast breathing. Took the beagle to the vet the next day, . I told 
the vet of all symptoms he was having. The vet examined the dog briefly and stated 

that he believed that he was having problems with either arthritis or a bone spur in his 
hip/spine area. The vet injected Carprofen and gave me 75 mg tablets to give to my 

dog, a half tablet at a time, twice daily. The vet did not inform me of any side effects nor 
did he give me the Patient Package Insert. That night, my dog was in a lot of pain and 
cried all night long, which he had never done. I thought it was from the injection in the 
hip/spine area. I called the vet back the following morning and was told that I had to 
allow 4-5 days for the medicine to work. That week, my dog was still eating, not as 
much as normal, and was having a hard time walking. Because of his diminished 

appetite, I cooked him beef liver friday,  which he ate. He even barked once, 
which he had not done all week, so I thought that he was getting better. Saturday 

evening, his breathing seemed worse, but he was still alert, but laying around. Also, 
saturday, we noticed a bad odor coming from his breath. and I attributed it to the fact 
that it was the medicine, and I stopped the meds. Also that day was the last stool he 

had, and there was more mucous than stool. By Sunday evening, he was much worse. 
He had stopped urinating that afternoon, but still drank water. He could not get 

comfortable in any position. Monday morning, , the odor form his 
breathing was terrible. I was at the vets office at 6:45 AM. The vet examined my dog 

and said that he thought he may have a liver mass, and that he needed to get an IV in 
him, a catheter, do blood work, and get a chest xray. I called the vet at 11:30 am to 
check on him and was told that he was resting comfortably and that he was doing 

better. The vet called me at 1:30 and said that the xray showed what appeared to be a 
mss in his left lung. He instructed me to pick my dog up at 5:30 as they close at 7:00 
pm, and to bring him back at 7:00 am the following day. We arrived at 5:25 pm. When 
the tech brought my dog to us, he was in much worse shape. There was absolutely no 
reaction to us. In fact, it was though he were blind. He could not stand nor walk. We left 
and took him to the VCA hospital in  On the way there, we were stopped at 
the xit ramp for 5-6 minutes, and my dog died in my arms. We rushed to the hospital 

and got him inside where CPR was performed to no avail. A breathing tube was 
inserted and medicine was given to restart his heart, which did not work.
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EON‐332319 8/26/2017 23:20 Taste of the Wild High Prairie slowly began refusing to finish her food, then started to have diarrhea and wetting 
herself more often (she did have issues with this on occasion after she was neutered). I 
attributed this to stress from a recent move and continued feeding her the same food I 
always have - Taste of the Wild. In the last week I noticed a significant loss of weight 
and reluctance to eat, so I gave her canned food. She was drinking a lot of water and 
peeing very often as well. She started vomiting her food up a few days ago, and also 
became quite lethargic. When I came home from work on friday she stumbled to get up 
and had a difficult time opening her eyes. I rushed her to the emergency vet where I 
found out she was suffering from kidney failure. I had to put her to sleep that night. I 
watch her very closely and know that she had not gotten into anything that was toxic. I 
trusted this food and never thought to switch it. I was poisoning my dog and didn't know 
it.

7 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐332301 8/26/2017 19:00 Chef Toby Chicken Jerky, 
Golden Rewards Sweet Potato 
Wrapped with Chicken

Patient presented for annual exam. Owner stated that she had increased thirst and 
urination. Did bloodwork and a urinalysis. Found glucose in the urine without increased 
blood glucose. Repeated urinalysis and got same results. Also mildly increased ALP 
(liver enzyme) on bloodwork. Consulted with an internal medicine specialist and 
primary differentials included chicken jerky toxicity, Fanconi syndrome, and 
leptospirosis. Owner stated that dog receives a lot of chicken jerky products daily. 
Declined additional diagnostic tests.

1 Years Chihuahua Dog 3.5 Pound

EON‐332294 8/26/2017 17:20 Blackwood Puppy Food Growth 
Diet Chicken Meal & Brown Rice 
Recipe

My puppy was fed Blackwood Puppy Food. He vomited and had diarrhea. I thought it 
was because he was reacting to the new food; getting used to it. Then, I find shreds of 
plastic strips inside the Blackwood Puppy Food pebbles. It was as if a giant plastic bag 
was shredded and molded together to make the puppy food. 
I notified the company, Blackwood Puppy Food. They said to return the remaining food. 
I notified the store and the distributor of Blackwood Puppy Food. They said to return 
the remaining food. 
No one wants to talk about why there are strips of plastic in my puppy's food and no 
concern regarding the puppy's health. 
I request that Blackwood Puppy Food manufacturing process be investigated.

9 Month
s

Bulldog - French Dog 22 Pound

EON‐332143 8/25/2017 14:20 Beneful Baked Delights 
Snackers

We started giving  Beneful snackers two oe three times a day as a treat in 
. By , she was drinking a large amount of water and sleeping a lot, 

unable to comprehend as well and not as stable when walking. We assumed she was 
just gettng old. However, we decided to try and see if there might be another reason for 
her change in habits. After trying different things, we found that she was better after 
after no longer giving her the Beneful Snacker product. I then checked with our vet to 
see if he had heard of other dogs having this problem and he had. I feel that Purina's 
Beneful Snacker would have killed our precious little girl. She is now almost back to her 
old self... still alert and a little more active. Purina probably cut her life shorter than it 
would have been.

16 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐332075 8/25/2017 10:16 Authority Chicken Jerky Lethargic, bloody diarrhea, stiff body, in pain, vomiting, drinking excess water, 
dehydrated.

8 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 17.8 Pound

EON‐332069 8/25/2017 9:48 Authority Chicken Jerky Lethargic, bloody diarrhea, stiff body, in pain, vomiting non stop, drinking excess water, 
peeing everywhere, dehydrated.

5 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 24.2 Pound

EON‐332065 8/25/2017 8:32 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

vomited and lethargic 13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐332064 8/25/2017 8:24 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

within hours she couldnt go to bathroom, wanted to be left alone, when she finally went 
to bathroom it was black diarrhea and alot of vomiting

5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐332005 8/24/2017 18:24 Merrick Limited Ingredient Diet 
Grain Free + Potato Free Real 
Chicken Recipe

Brought home new bag of their regular food Friday August 18, byt Tuesday (08/22) 
 - girl kitty - was vomiting and not really wanting to eat but ate some Wednesday 

and was drinking water.  got sick Wednesday (08/23) and wouldn't eat at all. Took 
 to vet today 8/24 and was diagnosed with slight dehydration and gastritis.  

vomited three times today with a little blood and went in and got same diagnosis and 
treatment. ONLY change to their diet was bringing home a new bag of food.

5 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐331899 8/24/2017 13:20 Smokehouse Chicken Chips The Smokehouse chicken chips I received from Amazon are infested with moths both 
living and in cacoons. These insects are from China because the products is made 
there. This is serious. The distributor will not respond to my complaint.

EON‐331791 8/23/2017 21:00 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

I gave my dog a little chicken jerky treat & she seemed fine. I went to work & came 
home. I then took her outside to go for a walk & she wouldn't walk. I carried her for a 
small walk & put her by the dog water & she wouldn't drink. I picked her up & she was 
not right & started bleeding from the mouth. My mom took me & my dog to the vet & 
they gave her fluid, oxygen & a x-ray. She was full of blood from head to her butt. I had 
no choice but to put her down & it broke my heart. Vet said her symptoms where the 
cause of Rat Poison. I still have the bag & want it, to be tested. Don't want another dog 
to die. I want these people to be taken down & closed.

EON‐331782 8/23/2017 19:28 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

Vomiting, listless, lethargic, 4 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - White Dog 42 Pound

EON‐331753 8/23/2017 16:40 Friskies Party Mix Crunch Gravy-
licious Chicken & Gravy Flavors

Cat would vomit every time he ate Friskies Party Mix Chicken and Gravy treats with 
expiration date Oct 2018. Vomiting would occur from 3 to 6 hours after consuming 
them and occurred three times. He then looked sick (had low energy and wasn't very 
hungry) for about a day afterwards. He has never had this reaction with any other treat 
or food he consumes. Once I pinpointed problem to the Friskies treats, I stopped giving 
them to him. Within a day or two, he was fine again. He does not appear to have 
suffered any permanent injury, so did not take him to the vet. But I had to clean the 
vomit from my carpets in three different areas of the house. Finally called in 
professional carpet cleaner to finish the job.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐331557 8/23/2017 10:48 Milo's Kitchen Duck Jerky Recipe 2-3 weeks of vomiting, polyuria, and polydypsia.
Elevated liver values at rDVM and glucosuria

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 5.3 Kilogra
m

EON‐331477 8/22/2017 20:48 Forever Pals Cat Food with 
Chicken and Salmon in Gravy

Owner was feeing Forever Pals canned cat food with chicken and salmon in gravy, 
purchased at Dollar store, to feral cats outside. Her pet cat  got into it as well. 
Feral cats began to have symptoms like , who was seen 6/23 for weight loss, 
diarrhea, and ocular discharge. Responded to supportive care. Problem started two 
weeks earlier, when food used.
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EON‐331391 8/22/2017 15:24 Chewmasters Chicken Jerky Timeline
• Returned home around midnight 12am Sunday August 20th morning
• Gave the four dogs approximately one cubic inch as a treat for being good
• Four dogs are 3 dachshund rescues, 1 standard dapple (approximately 9 years old) 2 
miniature tans (approximately 10 years old) and 1 Rhodesian Ridgeback (10 weeks 
old)
• Dogs had not ate anything else since 5pm Saturday, their dinner which was their 
usual, Royal Canin for Dachshunds and Royal Canin for puppies. They had also been 
inside and had not gotten into anything else
• Around 3am the puppy threw his chicken jerky up, nothing else but the chicken jerky
• 3:30am, the smallest female mini tan dachshund threw up in her crate, only the jerky
• 4 am, the other mini tan had diarrhea in his crate
• The female mini tan would not stop throwing up for the next 4 hours, I called the vet 
and booked the earliest appointment for 11am.
• By 10am the female mini tan had already thrown up 8 times and was now pooing 
liquid poo and blood, mostly blood. She was also very lethargic and in pain.
• Rushed her to the vet by 10:30 am and they took her in and put her on intravenous.
• Male mini tan has pood blood today
• Picked up female mini tan today at 9:40am from the vets. She was on intravenous for 
nearly 48 hours and only started eating late last night

10 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 4.8 Kilogra
m

EON‐331365 8/22/2017 14:56 Ol' Roy Complete Nutrition On 8-21-2017 i purchased a 50lb bag of ol roy complete nutrion dog food from walmart. 
On 8-22-2017 i opened the bag and a horrible smell came from the bag. I looked inside 
the bag and there was mold as well as a large clump of what appears to be white nasty 
stuff on the dog food

EON‐331085 8/22/2017 9:16 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula with 
Roasted Lamb

After about 2 weeks of mixing in Taste of the Wild Lamb, she became sick with 
lethargy, diarrhea, wouldn't eat or walk. 8/5/17 vet diagnosed bacterial intestinal 
infection and thinks illness may have resulted from this food.

9 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 11 Pound

EON‐330920 8/21/2017 12:24 My Perfect Pet Low Phosphorus 
Lamb & Rice Blend

Product is pictures as being labeled with "ADULT MAINTENANCE" on the principal 
display panel; however, product does not meet AAFCO minimums for phosphorus, 
chloride, and linoleic acid per product website 
text and "nutritional guarantees" chart 
(http://www.myperfectpetfood.com/store/products/12/low-phosphorus-lamb-rice-blend). 

Website text: "Low Phosphorus Lamb & Rice Blend is formulated for adult dogs whose 
veterinarian has recommended a diet lower in phosphorus, linoleic acid, and chloride. 
Low Phosphorus Lamb & Rice Blend does NOT meet the AAFCO minimum 
requirements for Phosphorus, Linoleic Acid or Chloride and should be fed only under 
the recommendation of a veterinarian or health care professional."

EON‐330873 8/21/2017 9:20 Rachael Ray Nutrish When I opened the bag, immediately there was a foul odor. It smelled like feces.
EON‐330803 8/20/2017 0:20 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 

Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

Today  ate food from a new bag of Taste of the Wild. It was the Pacific Stream 5lb 
bag. The same day he started the new bag he vomited multiple times across the 
house. He has been on this food before and never had this reaction.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 63 Pound
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EON‐330790 8/19/2017 17:48 WholeHearted Grain Free 
Salmon & Pea Recipe

Both my Pests are
Eating the same food and are vomiting. My golden retriever also has diarrhea with pure 
bright red blood. I have reported to Mgr of Petco

Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound

EON‐330788 8/19/2017 16:52 Friskies Classic Pate Poultry 
Favorites

Cat vomited and showed signs of illness. Took her to the vet. X rays were needed and 
vet found what looked to be bone shards inside intestines. Enema given to begin 
passing. We are still watching for complications. Vet removed some of the material 
from her stool as a sample.

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐330748 8/18/2017 22:04 I and love and you Nice Jerky 
Bites Chicken + Duck Recipe

Gave my 4 year old golden retriever and 2 year old golden retriever the chicken and 
duck recipe dog treats from I and Love and You Pet Products and both got horrible 
watery mucous diarrhea and are lethargic.

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐330740 8/18/2017 20:24 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Fish and Brown Rice 
Recipe Adult

 began loosing weight, she has lost 20 lbs. in 4 weeks. We took her to the Vet and 
he told us  was in Renal failure due to the dog food she was on, it was also the 
cause of her weight loss. She has been on Blue Buffalo. 
She has been placed on a special prescription dog food for renal failure

14 Years Unknown Dog 40 Pound

EON‐330716 8/18/2017 16:32 Taste of the Wild 5 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 60 PoundWe adopted  from , a local animal rescue here in ; 
where they exclusively fed Taste of the Wild brand dog food. She was there from 

August 2015, until May 2016, when we adopted her on May 4th, 2016. We continued 
feeding her the exact diet, Taste of the Wild, with varying flavors up until a few weeks 

ago. I would always try to get her the salmon variety, but varied all the flavors. We 
would supplement her food with some fish oil and coconut oil along with a supplement 

for her fur/skin, sometimes a bit of cooked egg in the morning. 
She has slight allergies, as her breed is prone to, and wiping paws after being outside 

at night, coupled with fancy shampoo and baths, she was a vibrant, healthy, happy 
baby puppy. 

Every other day, with dinner food, we would always give her a bit of the canned taste of 
the wild food. She ordinarily gobbles this down. She also will gobble down anything 

with that on it, so we normally sneak in green beans and carrots, potatoes, rice, 
"healthy stuff", a bit of the canned wet TOTW dog food, and then dry kibble. She'll eat 
anything with it. Her heartguard pill, raw boring carrots, etc, is gonna be gobbled if it 

had the wet canned food on it. She eats this every other day, since we got her in May 
2016. 

In about July 2017, I noticed her eating less of her food, and her fur was getting flaky. 
Nothing in her diet had ever changed, no routine changed, nothing. She was just eating 
less and getting a little lethargic. I didn't understand it, I wondered if she had gotten into 

something outside, or what. We jog/run just about every morning, and she would 
actually stop and sit which NEVER happens...She's never varied in health of any kind 

ever before so I was immediately worried. I called the vet who asked what we were 
feeding her, what could've changed, etc. She told me to bring her in for a blood/stool 

test, and recommended a food change to see if that would help. She prescribed we do 
it gradually, from 1/3 of new stuff for a week, 2/3 old stuff, next week go half and half, 

and then the week next go full on all new stuff. I started this right away.  
immediately went for the new dog food, right away. Gobbled it. She would gingerly pick 
out the old TOTW kibble and leave it lay. Like, her bowl had probably what, I dunno, 50-

100 kibble pellets in it, and she would go piece by piece and not eat the Taste of the 
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EON‐330567 8/18/2017 13:44 Wellness Core Grain Free 95% 
Chicken with Broccoli

My husband fed a new can of food. It was the first can from the new carton we 
ordered on 7/21/17. Shortly after, he threw up 4 times and defecated on the floor. He is 
let outside regularly and has not had an accident since the first week I had him, 10 
years ago. His stomach had to have been in bad condition as, like I said, he is let out 
frequently, and he also knows how to signal to go out.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22 Pound

wild kibble. There'd be a little pile by her bowl. Then, on the wet food day, she 
completely ignored her food. Completely. It was bizarre, seeing how that was gobble 

day.... I was like, what the hell is going on. It didn't make sense, but then it clicked. She 
would eat the egg in the morning let the kibble lay, and I thought well, duh, it's way 

better than dry food, but I didn't connect that it could possibly be her food that's the bad 
thing. Lightbulb, and within two minutes of just googling Taste of the Wild, I was 

completely appalled and screeching like a lunatic. I started bawling like a nutbag, 
because, hello. I could've been killing her for weeks now. The Consumer Reports 

website speaks VOLUMES. Look at the submissions! Please! Something is WRONG 
with this goddamn dog food, and I cannot believe the company hasn't issued a recall 
nor any kind of anything. You trust them to feed your dog. Like, I couldn't believe it. I 

called them, wanted to send all my food I had back to them for testing, and they had a 
canned, robotic, liability type response for me. I spent $50 some bucks at  sending 

it all back to them. I doubt I'll ever hear anything. I don't even really care about the 
money, just. I can't believe if you think something is making your dog sick, that's how 
they respond. I understand customer service, I understand the general public being 
batshit crazy, but come on. Dogs are family members, and are legitimately DYING 
because of the product they're producing. If it were gerber baby food there'd be an 

immediate investigation. I don't mean to be the crazy lady screaming about her dogs, 
but goddamn it I will. TOTW's social media accounts keeps getting attacked, (and then 
deleted) and frankly I believe, rightly so. There's people on Facebook who are trying to 
spread the word, and little groups circulating on Nextdoor trying to spread awareness. 

Amazon has a little blip of complaints in the comments that I saw starting a big 
discussion. I think it's absolutely downright shameful that there has been no, ZERO 
response from TOTW nor pulling from shelves or anything. My local petstore isn't 

selling it anymore, and that was lovely to see. I urge you to please, please investigate 
this. I contacted my vet, the company that manufactures it, and the place we got her 

from. I don't know what one angry, heartbroken person can do, but, I can't just sit with 
gears turning while pets fall ill and possibly die. There's something wrong. Taste of the 
Wild isn't investigating it, or if they are, it's to cover their ass and not lose money/avoid 

a lawsuit. It's such a shame what matters to corporations and how food is produced 
nowadays and I just cannot believe I didn't see it sooner. All for the dollar bill at 

whatever cost or expense. We switched her to a local, small produced brand and are 
never looking back. It took about two weeks for her to recover, and I'm so so happy 

she's a big muscly beefcake of a dog. If she were elderly, or had a preexisting health 
condition, she would've gotten sicker. The reviews show it; smaller dog breeds are 

dying, less healthy doggies have died and are dying. She was ill, she was affected by 
this, but I'm just damn lucky I caught it before she was affected further. Please 

investigate this. PLEASE.
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EON‐330355 8/17/2017 20:20 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 67 PoundOn July 10th, during Amazon Prime Day, I saw a "lightening deal" for chicken jerky 
treats from Purina. I purchased the treats, and then looked at the website and saw they 

were "reformulated" and only had two ingredients. Guaranteed safe. I received the 
product July 12th. I read package directions and although it said my dog could have 3 

treats/day, I feed him a very healthy diet and expensive food (limit treats) and only 
gave him one every other day. I started that on July 13th. I noticed he was drinking 
more water than normal, but attributed it to the heat. On Aug 6th I fell asleep on the 

couch after prepping for my son's 1st birthday party to find my dog had made a bloody 
stool on the hardwood floor (he has NEVER had an indoor accident) and had thrown 
up over 25 times in his own bed, and all over the house. His entire body was blood 

read and he had blood in ears and anus. Vomit had blood. His entire body was flushed 
red and he was exhibiting strange neurological symptoms (rolling head on floor). He 

was having trouble getting up. Was not eating. I crated him because guests were 
coming over, gave him oral hydration, and made sure he was not stressed by party 

guests. He seemed tired but ok. When I came back to check him 30 minutes later he 
had thrown up bile multiple times in his crate and continued to gag and roll his head on 
the ground. I then took him immediately to an urgent care facility. I was worried he had 

been bitten by a spider or snake or been poisoned. His hair was falling out and was 
unable to stand for long periods. Blood work showed liver enzyme ALT was 467 

(normal 125 max) and he had blood on stool exam and was dehydrated. He had to be 
kept overnight and monitored due to dehydration and pain. Needed IV fluids, 2 bags. 

Potassium injection. Cerenia. Famotadine. Sucralate. Diphenhydramine. Metrodinazole 
inj. and was stablixed. He was released to me the next day on restriction. I couldn't 
determine ANY changes to diet or any poisons in our house or yard (we have small 
children and all chems are locked in cabinets). We do not use any poison baits or 

poisons in yard. He is an inside dog. 

The next few days I watched him recover and it was not until I opened the pantry and 
saw the Purina Waggin Tails treats I realized this was the only change in diet. I looked 

through consumer affairs and found HUNDREDS of reports. I contacted purina and 
they said they were sorry, sent me a check for the purchase price, and wanted the 

treats returned (no way). They said they "did not believe they were at fault." 

Took dog to vet today. Labs ran. Chem is back to normal. Dog has fully recovered. Vet 
agrees there is a direct cause and effect between these treats and the liver problems. 
A much smaller or older dog likely would have died. If I had given treats as directed on 

bag my dog would have died. At this point, total vet bills are over $900. 

This is a DIRECT concern for the safety of animals (or a child who may eat these 
things). I have saved them and suggest you test them.
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EON‐330345 8/17/2017 19:32 Reptilinks Company out of Blanchester, Ohio named Reptilinks sells a frozen raw meat product 
that is vacuum sealed in a plain plastic bag. The product has no labelling at all, (no 
logo, intent to use, ingredients, warning: not for human consumption, packaged on 
date, Warning raw food, or any other lettering on the packaging.) When asked to return 
this item, due to it not being vacuum sealed clearly packaged with the least regard, and 
no dry ice. I was offered a label to send it back. The package was sent back to what 
seems to be the owner's home address. The product was said to not be "resellable" 
when it returned despite following all packaging protocols, and receiving a picture of 
the items, with frost and packaging in the picture. The owner admitted to wanting to 
resell the product despite it being a frozen raw meat product that was shipped on two 
separate occasions and was admitted to be faulty. The product was returned because 
it was bad. I do not believe this company is following proper FDA protocols such as 
labelling, handling, false advertising, and misleading it's consumers. Animals 
consuming and humans handling this product could be subject to poisoning due to this 
negligence. Thank you.

EON‐329995 8/17/2017 10:56 Retriever Hi Protein 3 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 PoundSo here goes!!! The dreaded post that I have been trying to make for a few days. I just 
couldn't get my thoughts and feelings compiled until now. As most of you know, one of 

my rescue dogs , was rushed to  Emergency Vet Clinic this past 
Friday night very weak, dehydrated, lethargic, bloody stool, abnormal body temp etc. 

She was in bad shape, fighting for her life. Based on her labs, the diagnosis was 
leaning towards Addison's disease or Leptospirosis. She tested negative for Addison's 

disease over the weekend, but we had to wait until Monday for her Leptospirosis 
results. I racked my brain trying to think of what could have made her so sick, a 

mushroom, frog, etc. Over the weekend, I was cleaning out food bowls, water bowls, 
disinfecting etc just in case it was Leptospirosis. When I opened a brand new bag of 

dogfood, I found mold all in the dog food as well as on the top of it. My mind 
immediately thought about . I left the bag there and opened a new bag that was 

ok and free of mold. As I went into one of my fenced in areas, I found one of my 
precious babies, , laying beside the food bowl, dead!!! He was only 5 years old. I 

freaked! Looking back a few feedings ago, I fed them out of a bag that seemed 
perfectly fine until I got to the bottom of the bag, it was all molded!!! I immediately threw 

it away, praying that my dogs didn't ingest any molded pieces. On Monday morning, 
was transferred to my regular vet  Pet Hospital, where she tested 

negative for Leptospirosis. I immediately started putting the pieces together and 
realized that the only other diagnosis that she could have based on her labs and liver 
and kidney functioning was some type of toxin/poisoning.  was diagnosed with 

Aflatoxin, due to the high levels of toxins in the moldy dog food!!! Three weeks ago, my 
completely healthy 14 year old chihuahua  was found dead. At the time, we 

thought his heart gave out on him because of his age, but  ate that dog food too!!! 
My heart is absolutely shattered and this has been an absolute nightmare for me! My 
babies were innocent precious angels!  is still in hospitalization at the vet. She 

has shown some improvement, but still has a long ways to go. She had so much 
damage to her liver and kidneys, it is a slow and scary process. Her lab results today 
are still concerning even though she looks better clinically. Please pray that she can 

recover from this. I have contacted Tractor Supply to pull the dog food from their 
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EON‐329732 8/16/2017 21:32 Reptilinks Came across a company called Reptilinks. Purchased a "Starter pack" for my store to 
sell. The product is supposed to be frozen meat sausages meant for pet consumption. 
Product arrived half thawed and not vacuum sealed as advertised. I contacted them 
about it and they agreed to take it back for a refund. They made me go and purchase 
20lbs of dry ice, pack it per their instructions and sent it back. The address looks to be 
the owner's home. They refused to refund me as the product is not resellable. Frozen 
food that was shipped twice thawed out should not be "resellable." I feel as though I 
was ripped off. I also do not believe their practices to be healthy for human, and/or 
animals. Also do not believe the product to be made with proper food handling 
protocols.

EON‐329726 8/16/2017 19:40 Friskies Tender & Crunchy 
Combo

After buying this product for the first time- within twelve hours, I noticed my cats were 
throwing up, having abnormal bowels, didn't want or like the food. This is very 
abnormal for them to have abnormal eating problems. Shortly after, I noticed that 

 really wasn't acting right. He was in a dazed state, lethargic and was eventually 
brought to the emergency vetinarian at the  Animal Hospital. 

 was an extremely lovable cat who was filled with energy and he had none. He 
was admitted with little chance of survival. However, he was given a successful flood 
transfusion and survived! He was extremely dehydrated, iron deficient as well as very 
low red blood cells. He did not get into anything unusual. He is home now thankfully but 
I am worried about this happening to other pets!!!!!

1 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 8 Pound

EON‐329725 8/16/2017 19:40 Nutro Wild Frontier Adult Cold 
Water Recipe with Salmon

Purchased a 24 lbs bag via Petco auto delivery it was delivered on July 5th, 2017. I 
had dog begin to show signs of illness within 2 weeks and the others within 3 weeks 
and then I purchased a 4 lbs bag to supplement as the next auto-ship was not going to 
come in time. The dogs all had vomiting and bloody stool. 2 Had severe pancreatitis. 
When all 5 of my dogs became ill the Vet concluded that it would have to be the food 
causing the illness. By the time we picked up our fourth dog there was another dog at 
the Vet with the same symptoms who had been eating the same brand of food. 
NUTRO!

shelves and they are contacting the buyer to investigate. I wanted to share to warn 
others in case other dogs are symptomatic like  was. I also don't want others to 

have to go through what I've been through. PLEASE check your dog food before 
feeding. My heart is broken for  and , but  is still fighting to pull through 
this. I have no idea how long she will be hospitalized there. It depends on her little body 

and how quickly she can recover from the high levels of toxins in her body and the 
damage to her liver and kidneys. Vet reports can be obtained for further research. I 
also still have the contaminated bags of dog food as evidence, as well as pictures. I 
have spent over $1500 in vet bills since Friday  and  is still at the vet 

accumulating charges. All of this information is documented. I have lost 2 of my 
beloved rescue babies and I feel a tremendous amount of guilt. They were both fixed, 
heartworm negative and completely healthy with no prior health issues at all. I am sick 

over this!
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EON‐329721 8/16/2017 18:56 Nutro Wild Frontier Adult Cold 
Water Recipe with Salmon

Purchased a 24 lbs bag via Petco auto delivery it was delivered on July 5th, 2017. I 
had dog begin to show signs of illness within 2 weeks and the others within 3 weeks 
and then I purchased a 4 lbs bag to supplement as the next auto-ship was not going to 
come in time. The dogs all had vomiting and bloody stool. 2 Had severe pancreatitis. 
When all 5 of my dogs became ill the Vet concluded that it would have to be the food 
causing the illness. By the time we picked up our fouth dog there was another dog at 
the Vet with the same symptoms who had been eating the same brand of food. 
NUTRO!

EON‐329709 8/16/2017 17:20 Taste of the Wild Southwest 
Canyon Canine Formula with 
Wild Boar

The past few months I have been feeding Taste of the Wild Southwest Canyon Canine 
Formula to my dog. He would no longer finish his meals or even eat and earlier this 
month he stopped eating the food at all. He actually became quit ill and in the past 
week I ran up a $1000.00+ plus vet bill getting x-rays, an ultrasound and lab tests 
trying to figure out what was wrong. He had elevated liver enzymes and the vet 
diagnosed him with ulcerative g-i mucosal disease. I have been feeding him a 
homemade diet since the diagnosis and he is eating and feeling much better. Today I 
read about the problems others were having with this dog food and it mirrored my dog's 
issues. I am going to contact the manufacturer. I feel the dog food caused all the 
problems since they are resolving by just taking him off this food. He has not taken any 
meds because I did not want to stress his liver further. This food needs to be recalled 
so no other pets and owners have to go through this distress and expense.

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 48 Pound

EON‐329503 8/16/2017 10:44 Whiskas Temptations Chicken 
Flavor

I have a bag of pet treats which I think may be contaminated - due to the responses in 
my pet after eating these specific treats from this specific bag. She has been throwing 
up pretty frequently following the ingestion of these treats. After not giving them to her 
for a few days because of the vomiting, and me not suspecting at the time that there 
was something wrong with the treats, I gave them to her again and she started 
vomiting soon after ingesting the treats.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 5.5 Pound

EON‐329362 8/15/2017 22:08 Chicken Soup for the Soul 
Holistic for Health Weight Care, 
Chicken Soup for the Soul 
Holistic for Health Adult Small 
Bites

 was fed her dog food and ate it without any problems. I lay down for a nap and 
woke up and found multiple piles of vomit, dry heaving areas with spit up, and several 
areas of diarrhea to include blood. She got progressively worse so I took her to the 
emergency vet and they sent her home after treating her. She was treated with 
subcutaneous fluids, I shot for nausea, and a shot for reflux. She was sent home with 
Flagyl to take twice a day for one week. Instead of getting better if you hours she was 
getting worse so I took her to her regular vet. They took a sample of her stool and said 
they suspected salmonella. I advise my veterinarian that the only think she'd eaten 
prior to getting sick was her pet food she's eating for a couple of years. She became 
lethargic, wouldn't eat or drink not even water. And had multiple episodes of bloody 
diarrhea. When she left the vets office she was given another anabiotic, Amoxicillin to 
take twice a day and something for the diarrhea.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 21.5 Pound

EON‐329326 8/15/2017 20:16 Purina ONE Smartblend True 
Instinct Formula with Real 
Salmon & Tuna

Purchased bag of dry dog food, upon opening the bag could smell foul odor and 
observed insects inside the bag.

EON‐329320 8/15/2017 18:44 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula with 
Roasted Lamb

Vet diagnosed bacterial intestinal infection today. Dog very sick with diarrhea, wouldn't 
eat, wouldn't walk. Vet said she's had many patients that this brand made ill. Just 
started metronidazole and bland diet this afternoon.

9 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐329174 8/15/2017 13:40 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Puppy Formula with Roasted 
Bison & Roasted Venison, Taste 
of the Wild Wetlands Canine 
Formula with Roasted Fowl

We have been giving our older dog, , Taste of the Wild dog food for years without 
issue. Our cat also eats Taste of the Wild. We recently got a puppy,  and began 
giving her the Taste of the Wild puppy formula. A couple weeks ago, after purchasing 
new bags of dog and puppy food, we noticed that was lethargic and would turn 
her nose up to her food and  began to have bad stomach upset, including 
diarrhea. After 3 days of diarrhea, we took to the vet where they gave her an 
antibiotic and suggested we give her boiled chicken and white rice for a few days to 
see if she improves. We decided to give both dogs the chicken and rice for a couple 
days. After the vet visit, we came across very negative reviews of Taste of the Wild on 
a consumer complaint site, as well as on their Facebook page. Many people are 
complaining of lethargic dogs, dogs with stomach problems, even some with liver or 
kidney issues. They had been feeding their animals this food for years but only had 
noticed the issue lately. Many of the bad reviews have been happening since July. 
Taste of the Wild is consistent with their reply to customers that they have checked 
their food and it's fine but this is very suspicious. We moved to different food and both 
dogs have noticeably improved. We contacted Ace Hardware, where we purchased the 
food, and they gave us a full refund. We went to a high-end pet store for new food and 
they said they had been getting a lot of returns of Taste of the Wild food. We are glad 
the extent of our dogs issues were not more severe but some dogs are experiencing 
serious issues. We believe this should prompt a recall and full review of their products.

4 Month
s

Collie - Border Dog 27 Pound

EON‐328772 8/14/2017 15:20 Royal Canin Urinary SO Canine Some anal irritation 11 Years Pekingese Dog 21 Pound
EON‐328739 8/14/2017 13:20 Rachael Ray Nutrish Zero Grain 

Salmon & Sweet Potato Recipe
Kidney failure 6 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 18 Pound

EON‐328726 8/14/2017 12:24 Purina Dog Chow Natural Since  started to eat the purina naturals hes started acting not loke himself and one 
morning i woke to h8m not even wanting to move or eat. He will stumble and fall over 
and has never done that befpre he was perfectly healthy.

8 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 70 Pound

EON‐328674 8/14/2017 2:48 Cesar Classics Grilled Chicken 
Flavor in Meaty Juices

Today 08/13/2017 i opened three trays of cesars classic grilled chicken wet dog food.i 
purchased the 24 pack about a week ago in my local smart and final grocery store. 
Today while I grabbed the trays to feed my three dogs I noticed one packed seemed 
like it had air. I continued to open the first two packets,which seemed like the normal 
thing,as I opened the 3rd tray it bursted into myself leaving a horrifying smell that 
penetrated quickly. As I opened the packet with the strong odor of feces I noticed the 
food to be a dark green rotten color filled with white stuff inside. I inspected the label 
which indicated BB 060419 with 723bkkcj 0331

EON‐328670 8/13/2017 23:12 Pur Luv Mini Bones Bacon 
Flavor

My dog had a couple of episodes with vomiting and loose bowels in the house. He 
seemed very uncomfortable and stressed. Started hiding in the laundry room and 
closets and lost appetite. One morning he had a major seizure and then got very 
aggressive. We found something very strange in his stool. it was a red rubbery object 
which I suspect to be part of the Pur LLuv mini treat bacon flavor. The vet suspected it 
was something in the abdomen and preformed a bariatric procedure. It took a long time 
but eventually other objects came out. We also had to do an ultra sound which showed 
normal functioning organs after the bariatric. I have seen online law suits against this 
company and product for similar issues and even death in other dogs.

3 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐328579 8/12/2017 15:04 American Pet Food, 455 Marshal 
rd

Test Data. today approved Nucala (mepolizumab) for use with other asthma
medicines for the maintenance treatment of asthma in patients age 12 years and
older. Nucala is approved for patients who have a history of severe asthma attacks
(exacerbations) despite receiving their current asthma medicines.</String>

22 Minut
es

Other 
Amphibians

45 Kilogra
m

EON‐328557 8/12/2017 0:48 Fancy Feast I fed  and the rest of my cats with Fancy feast all their lives. Something 
happened within the year. I suspect the food ingredients got changed as 3 of my cats 
prematurely died and two surviving ones developed some health issues. After 
connecting the dots, I realized it was caused by Purina Fancy Feast, this is the only 
food I have been giving them all.
In February I suddenly lost  who was only 8 years old and died of renal 
failure. The kidney disease progressed surprisingly fast even my vet was shocked to 
hear about my cat's sudden death. My cat died within less than 2 months. He lost half 
of his body weight, got lethargic, vomited frequently: several times a day, had horrible 
loose stool, constant thirst and increased urination. His body temperature dropped 
abruptly, his blood went poisoned according to the emergency hospital vet, his kidney 
shut down and he went into coma. My other cat died last week. He suddenly 
developed lack of appetite, lethargy, was unable to hold his head, through the 
palpation the vet felt a large abdominal mass.  lasted less than a month since the 
problem started and died horrible death. He developed leg trembling, terrible pain while 
urinating, facial muscle twitch followed by seiizures and unconrolled urination. His last 
hour he was panting and couldn't breathe, had his mouth wide open. I had to give him 
an emergency pain killer shot to reduce his suffering prior to bringing him to the 
emergency room where he was euthanized. My younger newly adopted cat developed 
asthma within the last few months and another 7 year old cat developed constant 
vomiting. These two are doing better as I stopped giving them Fancy Feast. My ex 
husband is going to write to you too, as his cat who was only 8 has just died form large 
abdominal mass that cut blood circulation in his guts. He was feeding him exclusively 
Fancy Feast, just like I did. His cat became suddenly lethargic, couldn't hold his head, 
lost weight and lost appetite and had frequent vomiting

7 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐328546 8/11/2017 18:44 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real Beef & 
Brown Rice Recipe

Dog vomited several times after eating this food and showed a hesitancy to eating it. 
Problem also present in my other dog who has had an even stronger reaction.

2 Years Catahoula Leopard Dog Dog 65 Pound

EON‐328539 8/11/2017 17:48 Merrick Grain Free Real Chicken 
+ Sweet Potato Recipe

I had been feeding this food for two years. In April 2017 he got horrible diarrhea and 
nausea with some vomiting. I first went to the vet. We did the stool test and it was 
clear. He was put on metronidazole and a bland for the inflammation and irritation in his 
abdomen and intestines. The diarrhea cleared up and I mixed the dry food back in with 
the bland to get him back to the normal diet. The symptoms immediately returned. We 
went through another round of exactly the same, meds and bland diet, once back on 
the Merrick Chicken and Sweet Potato kibble, the symptoms immediately came back 
again. It was then that I realized it was the Merrick dry food that had been making him 
sick. I immediately switched to a different brand of food. I contacted the manufacturer 
and they opened an incident number. They also issued a Call Tag through UPS and 
picked up the mostly full bag of food that I still had. They took it upon themselves to 
diagnose my animal, sight unseen, with a food sensitivity, and mailed me a voucher for 
yet another bag of Merrick food!

3 Years Siberian Husky Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐328508 8/11/2017 14:24 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

Used same brand since weaning; received new package on7/25 and by 7/28 she 
needed emergency treatment at our vets office for severe diarrhea, dehydration. Vet 
treated, meds effective and fed prescription I/D with slow reintroduction of TOTW over 
8days. Within 36 hrs of being back on the TOTW alone she again became ill with 
previous symptoms. Now undergoing another round of treatment from vet. Between the 
food cost and vets trips I'm about $500 in the hole... frustrating!!

1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 43 Pound

EON‐328409 8/11/2017 9:36 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition

First 18 mos. we fed  , but due to his rapid growth we were advised to 
switch. We bought Pedigree complete nutrition in 55 lb bags. Within a weeks time he 
started having seizures. Our vet originally diagnosed him as epileptic. We have now 
spent over $10k in emergency hospital bills, tests, and medications which includes an 
MRI and a spinal tap. In May of 2017 the neurologist taking care of my dog suggested 
we switch dog foods, Purina Pro Plan bright minds #7 due to the MCTs ( medium chain 
triglycerides) The new bag was dumped in the dog food bin on top of the pedigree. A 
month passed without any seizures. Unknowingly when the Purina was gone and 

 was again consuming the Pedigree the seizures returned severely. Now I made 
the connection and started researching. 
http://www.ukrmb.co.uk/.../Pedigree sued by dog owner 
This link shows an international law suit that was filed due to animals getting sick and 
or dying as a result of Pedigree dog food due to arsenic in the product. 
ARSENIC POISONING 
Arsenic is used in the manufacture of pesticides. The gas from arsenic also has some 
industrial uses. Overexposure may cause headaches, drowsiness, confusion, seizures, 
and life-threatening complications. 

http://www.naturalnews.com/041694_Pedigree_dog_food_pet_deaths_customer_comp
laints.html 
This link is one of many of the numerous complaints pet owners have against Pedigree 
dog food. 

This link is showing my dog in full blown grand mal seizure as a result of pedigree dog 
food.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 116 Pound

EON‐328363 8/11/2017 7:28 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

Uncontrollable diarreah 21 Month
s

Bulldog Dog 40 Pound

EON‐328345 8/10/2017 20:52 Dentley's Rawhide Munchy 
Strips Peanut Butter Flavor

My families two dogs were given Dentley's Munchy Peanut Butter sticks as treats (on 
list of recall.) The smaller dog, , approx. 20 lbs became sickly first with 
vomiting, diarrhea, and loss of appetite. After 2 days, it was apparent that he wasn't 
getting better and took to vet. Vet ran lab tests, gave antibiotics, and rehydrated him. 
Improved over the next five days afterwards.  a 49 lb bassett/dauschand mix 
became ill about five days later after  After two days of the same symptoms 
that  had, I took him to the vet. Same thing, lab tests, antibiotics, and rehydration. 
He took about a week after treatment to fully recover. Vet bill combined amounted to 
about $700.00!

13 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 49 Pound
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EON‐328338 8/10/2017 19:32 Earth Animal No-Hide Salmon 
Stix

2.5 Years Bichon Frise Dog 13 PoundThe following morning after eating a No Hide salmon stick,  began vomiting. He 
vomited up his breakfast and an object we didn't identify at first. It had a rubbery 

texture and looked synthetic. It was approximately 1 inch by 1/2 inch, in a flat sheet-like 
shape with a very well defined sharp corner. Because  is on multiple 

medications, I contacted his neurologist, who advised to give additional doses, 
assuming he had lost his doses by vomiting. I did so.  vomited a second and a 

third time and appeared to feel very bad. By phone,  neurologist's office 
advised to take him to his regular vet for a radiograph to check for obstruction. I did so, 

and vomited a fourth time at the vet's office and began having seizures 
because he hadn't been able to keep his medication down. They had to administer two 

doses of emergency liquid valium, rectally, to  to stop his seizure. 

While in consult with the vet, I showed her the object he had vomited up and also a 
new No Hide salmon stick. The vet put the new No Hide in water to see if it would 
unravel or begin to break down. She later showed me that it had not broken down 

significantly, but she was able to determine that the No Hide salmon stick was indeed 
the same as the item that  had vomited up. In her clinic notes, the vet identified 

the object as rawhide and reported she could feel another object in his colon. 

The vet's radiograph machine had been knocked out by a power outage, so I left and 
transported  to the emergency vet clinic that shares the practice with his 

neurologist. continued to have seizures and was admitted to the hospital, 
where he remained for 5 days and 4 nights. At the hospital, an obstruction was 

detected on multiple radiograph and ultrasound tests, as well as by the specialists' 
feeling it during physical exams.  continued to have gastroenteritis, including 
pain, inflammation, and bloody diarrhea for 3-4 days. By the third day, his condition 
was so critical, we were afraid he wouldn't survive. Eventually it was assumed that 

 had passed the obstruction, although no one ever saw it come out. 

The GI issues eventually resolved before  was released to go home. However, 
i i i i i l f l i l i f 7 i
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EON‐328330 8/10/2017 18:16 Taste of the Wild Wetlands 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Fowl

is more lethargic, and dehydrated. She is urinating more than usual. She is 
doing excessive chewing and licking.

15 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐328329 8/10/2017 18:16 Purina ONE Urinary Tract Health 
Formula

We have three cats who eat from a single bowl. Usually, there is no food leftover. We 
noticed that food was being left in the bowl, and that one cat was acting 
uncomfortable/in pain. We thought he was not eating and that was why food was left. 
After a visit to the vet, we learned that his stomach was full of food and that he was 
constipated to the point he couldn't urinate. He was given an enema, and released to 
our care. When we kept him in a separate room to ensure he urinated, the other two 
cats did not touch the suspect food at all.

12 Days American Shorthair Cat 16 Pound

EON‐328320 8/10/2017 16:52 Nature's Recipe Grain Free 
Chicken & Turkey Stew

 had severe diarrhea and vomiting over the course of a week and a few 
days. I attempted to discern what was causing the problem, and eventually realized 
that I had started a new case of dog food at the same time as the sickness began. His 
vomiting was essentially regurgitating undigested food several hours after eating. He 
would have diarrhea at the same time. Additionally he would vomit liquid and have very 
liquid diarrhea several times throughout the day. I stopped the food on a Tuesday night 
and he has had no further symptoms. I believe that the case of food may have been 
contaminated.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 27 Pound

EON‐328313 8/10/2017 15:48 Taste of the Wild High Prairie Excessive diarrhea, sometimes 20 times per day. Stopped when taken off food to bland 
diet started as soon as weaned back on bag of food.

14 Week
s

Poodle (unspecified) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐328284 8/10/2017 13:04 Alpo Dental Chews 
Small/Medium

I bought Purina Alpo Dental Chews and read the entire package. I gave my canine 
companion less than the daily recommended amount and not everyday. Since starting 
her on this product she has had brown watery bowel movements, it just squirts out of 
her in a stream. I re-read the packaging thinking I may have missed something and no 
where on it does it warn of digestive issues. I haven't given her these chews anymore 
and finally after 2 weeks her bowel movements are coming back to normal.

1 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 12 Pound

this rawhide incident triggered a cluster of multiple seizures per day for 7 days, which 
far exceeds the number of seizures and the duration of the clusters compared to any 

 has ever suffered in the past. The neurologist had to administer additional anti-
seizure medications greatly beyond  previous medication regimen in an 
attempt to control the spiraling seizures. Moreover, the incident appears to have 

caused him permanent complications with his neurological disorder. He continues to 
require additional drugs and higher doses of previously given medications just to 
control his seizures. This is expected to be a permanent change and has greatly 

affected his quality of life. 

We are monitoring  24/7 at home and will follow up with his neurologist over the 
next several weeks and beyond. He will require additional blood tests to check the 

levels of the new medications he was given to control the seizures as a result of the No 
Hide incident. This incident with the No Hide salmon stick has been extremely 

traumatic for  and our family. It may shorten his life and certainly has changed 
ours. His hospitalization was more extensive than anything we have previously 

experienced and has cost approximately $5000 thus far.
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EON‐328277 8/10/2017 12:08 Beneful Prepared Meals Beef 
Stew with Peas Carrots Rice & 
Barley, Prepared Meals Roasted 
Chicken Recipe with Pasta 
Carrots & Spinach

I began mixing Beneful Prepared Meals into her dry food to make it a bit more 
appetizing. After a few days, she started showing signs of digestive distress. A day or 
two after that she began vomiting quite a bit and after the vomiting, she began to have 
uncontrollable bloody diarrhea. She became lethargic and confused. I ran her to the 
animal hospital when I could control the symptoms. The vet asked if she'd eaten 
aspirin, which she had not. The symptoms had signs of poisoning. She had fecal exam 
done which ruled out parasites. I contacted Petco, who never responded after the first 
contact letting them know the product had been recalled. I contacted Purina who 
acknowledged the recall but called it "voluntary." My dog is recovering and has stopped 
showing symptoms of poisoning after I stopped giving her the food.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 18.5 Pound

EON‐328232 8/10/2017 9:20 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

My mother in law dachshund passed last night due to internal bleeding. Our boxer is 
now vomiting and will take her to vet this morning. I've been reading other complaints 
online and all seem to have the same symptoms. Both dogs have been eating Taste of 
the Wild since they have been puppies.

7 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐328119 8/9/2017 12:40 Dentley's Peanut Butter Flavor 
Rawhide Chew Chips

Diarrhea and vomitting 5 Years Siberian Husky Dog 75 Pound

EON‐328007 8/8/2017 19:08 Purina ONE Tender Selects 
Blend with Real Salmon

My cat threw up 11-12 hours after eating Purina One Purposeful Nutrition Tender 
Selects Blend with Real Salmon. This happened for almost a week.

8 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 14 Pound

EON‐328005 8/8/2017 18:24 Sheba Perfect Portions Pate in 
Natural Juices Gourmet Chicken 
& Tuna Entree

I received my order of Sheba cat food. I noticed a terrible smell right away and upon 
opening the box the food comes in the smell became a stench. I then noted hundreds 
of "something" all over the packages which, after much research, I think are some kind 
of maggots - light brown with scored backs, all uniform size. These were on all the 
packets. I threw all but one away and decided to notify you (FDA). I noted at least one 
of the packets looked like it had split open on top or been punctured with a knife and 
inside that packet were hundreds more of these things. The box itself seemed to have 
a bulge in it. The packets were filthy and brown. I have concerns about the sanitation of 
the facility where these are stored.

EON‐327991 8/8/2017 17:20 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

Opened new bag of food and  did not want to eat...reluctantly ate later in evening. 
Hesitant to eat with each feeding and started with diarrhea. I thought he just had upset 
stomach...diarrhea got really bad but he was acting pretty normal. Diarrhea continued 
for several days and then he woke up one morning and was literally unable to move. I 
rushed him to the emergency animal hospital where he was admitted and given IV 
fluids and pain medicine and antibiotics. He was diagnosed with dehydration 
pancreatitis ,elevated liver enzyme's. He stayed in the hospital for three days and when 
I brought him home I fed him boiled chicken, egg whites, and pasta. Other then still 
having loose stool he felt much much better and was almost back to normal except for 
slight diarrhea ... my husband and I are separated but share custody of our greyhound. 
He came over the other day and when I fed him a few hours later he had diarrhea it 
was at that point that I made the connection to the food. I immediately stopped giving 
him the food and cooked for him but he did continue having diarrhea for two more 
days. Both dogs had been on this food for several years and never had a problem ... I 
am extremely confident in saying that I do believe that this problem was due to the 
taste of the wild dry dog food ... the hospital bill was $2,287!!

11 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 25 Pound
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EON‐327820 8/8/2017 13:32 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

 has been eating Taste of the Wild Salmon dog food since we got him. However, 
with our last bag that we purchased, he was not very interested. When he finally ate it 
because we offered him nothing else his stomach would grumble a lot. July 31, he 
started eating plants and then threw up 6-7 times that day. He refused to eat or drink 
anything, including his favorite treats. He had massive amounts of saliva/drool coming 
from his mouth (He doesn't normally drool). Aug. 1 he started to take some treats and 
drink water, but had water diarrhea all day and the next 2 days. He previously had 
unexplained skin lesions that the vet couldn't diagnose. We took him to the vet. They 
have done thousands of dollars in testing for parasites, Addison's disease and other 
tests and have come up with no diagnosis. I called the pet store where I bought the 
food and they said they've heard from many customers the exact same symptoms from 
the same dog food and that they recently saw a story on this dog food stating there 
may be a new problem.

12 Month
s

Portuguese Water Dog Dog 53 Pound

EON‐327656 8/7/2017 21:32 Purinia ONE True Instinct Grain-
Free Formula

I fed my 1 1/2 year old American Pit Bull Terrier Purina ONE True Instincts Grain Free 
dog food, First it dried his poop out so much he had problems pooping, within 3 days 
he was scratching non stop and I noticed he had bumps on him, on day 4 he woke up 
that morning and had oozing bumps under his arm pits, when I lifted him up he had raw 
open sores that had some liquid using out them , he continued to itch more and more 
as the day went on by the afternoon he had huge open sores under his neck, a bunch 
of bumps on his lower stomach, he wasn't eating or drinking at all. I started giving him 
Benadryl , Using triple antibiotic cream on him, Pure Aloe Vera Gel, anti itch cream . 
He's just laying around not wanting to move much because he hurts so bad from all the 
sores. 

This food is the only change he's had so I know it's caused by this horrible food! I don't 
believe it is grain free! Because my dog always eats grain free food from 2 other 
brands and has never had any problems. what so ever. My dog looks horrible and feels 
horrible. and I feel horrible because I thought this was a good food and it is not. When I 
went to post on their facebook page I saw a few posts where the food was filled with 
bugs and the company is not responding to them And I have pictures of my dog and 
the open sores we are dealing with.

1 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 54 Pound

EON‐327472 8/7/2017 14:20 Wellness Complete Health Pate 
Turkey & Salmon Entrée Smooth 
Loaf

I found a sharp piece of blue plastic in the can of wet food. This is a new formula and 
my cat had been puking and avoiding it so I started paying close attention. That's when 
I saw a blue shard of something poking out of the food as I was spooning it out. It is not 
soft plastic, it is quite sharp on the edges. I have photos and still have the physical 
object.
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EON‐327461 8/7/2017 13:44 Nutro Max Cat Indoor Adult 
Salmon Flavor

Early the week of 7/30/17, I noticed my two indoor-only 9 yo cats were not eating their 
entire bowls of food. This is very abnormal; they typically eat their entire bowls of food 
within a 24 hour period. I did not think too much of it the first two days, attributing their 
lack of appetite to my recent absence (my family had gone on vacation and I had a co-
worker come feed the cats while we were gone). However, the third day they did not 
eat their food, I noticed when I scooped cat food out of the food bag, some of the kibble 
was green-white. I immediately stopped giving them that cat food and cleaned all their 
bowls and trays. It has been approximately one week and they still are not eating their 
entire bowls of food (even though they I am giving them food from a different bag). I 
have found at least three separate vomits in the last week; I'm not sure if this is linked 
to the moldy cat food or it they are "just being cats".

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐327440 8/7/2017 11:52 Beneful Dog Food I bought a bag of Beneful Dry Dog Food from PetSmart at . It 
was the chicken flavor dog food and I found it had worms and flying insects in the food. 
I notified the PetSmart Store and returned the unused bag to the store.

EON‐327359 8/6/2017 20:16 Stella & Chewy's Duck Duck 
Goose Dinner Patties

MY DOG HAS BEEN ILL WITH AN INTESTINAL CONDITION FOR A COUPLE OF 
YEARS. SHE HAS BEEN TO VETS AND PUT ON MEDICATIONS TO NO AVAIL. I 
USE RHINEBECK ANIMAL HOSPITAL. THE ONLY OPTION AT THIS POINT WAS AN 
ENDOSCOPY WHICH I HESITATED TO DO BECAUSE OF THE DANGER OF 
ANESTHESIA.

RECENTLY I HAVE NOTICED MOLD ON THE FOOD AS IT DEFROSTS. AFTER A 
FEW TIMES I DECIDED TO DEFROST IT ONLY FOR A FEW HOURS IN THE FRIG. 
AND GIVE MY DOG HER FOOD 1/2 FROZEN. NOT ONLY IS SHE OFF HER 
MEDICATIONS (WHICH HAVE SIDE EFFECTS AND CAN CAUSE LONG TERM 
DAMAGE OF THE LIVER AND KIDNEYS) BUT HER BREATH IS FINE NOW AND NO 
MORE GASTRIC REFLUX DISEASE.

I AM BESIDES MYSELF WITH ANGER AT THE CONDITION OF THE FOOD AND 
THE APPARENT MOLD WHICH I ORIGINALLY THOUGHT TO BE PIECES OF THE 
ANIMAL BUT THIS SUMMER IT BECAME APPARENT THAT IT WAS INDEED MOLD. 
IT DOESN'T APPEAR AS LONG AS THE FOOD ISN'T DEFROSTED.

I DO NOT THINK IT'S HEALTHY OR NATURAL FOR A DOG TO EAT 1/2 FROZEN 
FOOD...THE NATURAL DIET IS WARM BLOODED TEMPS OR AT THE VERY LEAST 
REFRIGERATOR TEMP.

I WANT A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION INTO THIS MATTER.

I BUY THE FOOD AT 

MY REFRIGERATOR TEMP IS BELOW NORMAL AND I HAVE NO PROBLEMS WITH 
ANY OTHER FROZEN FOOD.

5 Years Samoyed Dog 52 Pound
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EON‐327358 8/6/2017 20:16 Wellness Complete Health Pate 
Beef & Chicken Dinner Smooth 
Loaf

wellness cat food pate - beef and chicken dinner best by 26 april20 when open the can 
on top of the food is white substance It looks like mold or something. 2nd can that had 
this. in past few weeks. other flavors seem ok.

EON‐327357 8/6/2017 20:08 Sheba Perfect Portions Pate in 
Natural Juices Gourmet Chicken 
& Tuna Entree

I received my order of Sheba cat food. I noticed a terrible smell right away and upon 
opening the box the food comes in the smell became a stench. I then noted hundreds 
of "something" all over the packages which, after much research, I think are some kind 
of maggots - light brown with scored backs, all uniform size. These were on all the 
packets. I threw all but one away and decided to notify you (FDA). I noted at least one 
of the packets looked like it had split open on top or been punctured with a knife and 
inside that packet were hundreds more of these things. The box itself seemed to have 
a bulge in it. The packets were filthy and brown. I have concerns about the sanitation of 
the facility where these are stored.

EON‐326932 8/3/2017 19:44 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

We've fed Taste of the Wild for years with no issues. On June 16  threw up over 
12 times and had very watery diarrhea. I worked with the vet to give her numerous 
antinausea meds but we ended up having to take her to an ER over the weekend. It 
was then that we found out that she has pancreatitis. Normally I would have chalked 
this up to her age, but she has held a very healthy weight for her whole life, and our 
other dog who is much younger than her was exhibiting the same vomiting and 
diarrhea. Once we stopped feeding Taste of the Wild, both dogs improved immediately.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 42 Pound

EON‐326931 8/3/2017 19:32 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

We have fed our dogs Taste of the Wild for years. One morning  woke me up at 4 
in the morning by vomiting in my bed. He proceeded to vomit several more times on 
the floor. It was very dark and muddy, with an excessively foul odor that smelled like 
feces. He also had several bouts of diarrhea. I immediately put both of my dogs on a 
bland diet and have since transitioned to a different brand of food as directed by my 
veterinarian.

5 Years Beagle Dog 42 Pound

EON‐326710 8/3/2017 11:20 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary Diets 
OM Overweight Management 
Canine Formula in Sauce

Vomiting bile, refusing to eat, refusing to drink, lethargic, stomach making noises. 8 Years Maltese Dog 15 Pound

EON‐326662 8/2/2017 23:44 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real Beef & 
Brown Rice Recipe

Our housebroken 1 year old dog has been constantly pooping since going on Racheal 
Ray Nutrish beef brand food. She is loosing fur, she eats more grass we noticed, and 
her ears and body in general itches all the time. We have noticed lots of odd alarming 
symptoms since being on this food for around 2 months or so. We went through a 
medium sized bag and are half way through our second bag when we finally decided 
that it is the food doing this. After reading other companints our dog matches most of 
the problems from other pet owners have complained with this brand.

EON‐326648 8/2/2017 21:12 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 
Shredded Blend Chicken & Rice 
Formula

I purchased my Purina Pro Plan Shredded Blend Chicken and Rice Formula from 
Petsmart in  on June 21, 2017. On July 31, 2017 I noticed a moth 
fly out of the container I keep the dog food in, but didn't think much of it. On August 1, 
2017 I noticed two mating moths fly out of it, I then shone a light in the bucket and 
could see more. On August 2 I took the container outside and dumped it on a tarp 
where I found multiple moths, cocoon type webs with insects in them, and multiple web 
like material throughout the pile. I did take video of the entire process, and took still 
pictures as well.
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EON‐326597 8/2/2017 17:04 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

Dog been given small bites of golden rewards duck jerky (we cut them up) 2 bags... 
after we finished the treats the dogs health declined over time. She was diagnosed with 
Kidney failure two days ago and we had to put her down. She lost well over 10lbs 
stopped eating...head tremors...

3 Years Bulldog Dog 72 Pound

EON‐326484 8/2/2017 14:36 Heartgard Plus A local store is selling Heartgard Plus to people without a prescription. My 
understanding is this drug can be dangerous to pets who may already be infected with 
heartworm and thus the reason it has to be prescribed by a vet. 

Sold online here http://fantasticpaw.com/product-category/heartgard/
and also at store location is

 

EON‐326437 8/2/2017 11:20 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

 was not eating and vomiting. We took him to the ER. They treated for gastritis and 
sent home. He was very lethargic in the the morning, so we took to our regular vet. He 
was diagnosed with pancreatitis and had to stay overnight on IV therapy. He was sent 
home with cerenia and a canned diet. We were not given a good reason for the cause. 

does not eat people food, does not get into trash or things he is not supposed to. 
He is an indoor dog, so could not have gotten into anything outside either. We had fed 
Taste of the Wild - Boar for many years. We had just opened a bag of Taste of the Wild 
Pacific Stream Salmon before this happened. The following week, our poodle mix,  
started vomiting. We immediately took her to the vet. She had x-rays and an 
ultrasound. She also had to have IV therapy. They diagnosed her with gallbladder 
issues. Again...no real cause. I ended up with $4,000 in vet bills in 2 weeks.

7 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 120 Pound

EON‐326363 8/1/2017 20:32 Natural Balance Ultra Premium 
Dog Food Chicken Formula with 
Carrots Brown Rice Fresh 
Potatoes

Foreign object found in the product. Upon opening the can, Plastic sheet measuring 
about 2" x 3" was found mixed in with dog food in can.

EON‐325957 7/31/2017 18:08 Meow Mix Classic Pate with Real 
Tuna

My cat ate the Meow Mix Classic Pate with tuna, only ate about a quarter of the cup. 
She was severely sick for the next 48 hours, couldn't stop throwing up. Our 6 year old 
rat terrier dog, also perfect health, ate the remaining food from the cat dish (not 
intentionally, we didn't pick up the dish before he got to it) and he as well had the same 
reaction as our cat did. Our dog then had severe diarrhea. These are two perfectly 
healthy animals, no allergies to any foods and not on any types of medicine for 
anything. They are brought to the vet regularly and always in perfect health.

3 Years Siamese Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐325952 7/31/2017 17:52 Hill's Prescription Diet z/d Vetrinarian recommended this product for itchy skin. I weaned him onto it as directed 
by Vet, fed him for up to 4-5 weeks and within the last 2 weeks his anals had filled up 
with fluid 3 seperate times. I could tell that the food was making his bowel movements 
more loose, but had no idea it would do this. Upon the 2nd visit to express his glands, I 
asked the Vet tech to give him antibiotics, she said they would not unless I came back. 
Well, the third and final time, his anal sac burst, now he had to have the antibiotic. I fed 
him 2 tablespoons of pumpkin a day and switched him back to his other food, and have 
not had any further problems. I have read research that suggests this is harmful to 
dogs anal regions. Why is it still being sold?

7 Years Ridgeback (unspecified) Dog 68 Pound

EON‐325940 7/31/2017 17:24 Osteo TruBenefits called into VRS to report and adverse event occurred that may have been 
related to VRS's Osteo TruBenefits , is 80lb greyhound, who had 
previously been diagnosed as an epileptic and has been prescribed Phenobarbital and 
potassium bromide for medical management. Scholar was purposefully underdosed, 
giving only 4 tablets in stead of 5 with his dinner upon the initial administration of the 
product. 1 hour 30 min after administration Scholar experienced a seizure. The 
seizures continued thereafter and required 2 days of hospitalization as they weren't 
responding to IV Phenobarbital.  reports last seizure before this had been 1 
year prior and had been considered otherwise well controlled. Scholar recovered and 
has been doing well, no seizures reported since. It was recommended by the referring 
veterinarian to discontinue use of Osteo TruBenefits. No follow up was needed.

Greyhound Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐325918 7/31/2017 16:44 Omega Benefits Canine 
Hypoallergenic Formula

 called VRS to report that an adverse event occurred in patient  a 
7 year old German Shepherd.  had been recommended Canine Omega Benefits 
hypoallergenic in January 2017 for osteoarthritis.  takes no other medications. 
On March 31st 2017 while seeing   owner reported seizure like 
behavior twice, 1 week apart, having occurred 1 week before the visit. They expressed 
to  that they suspected the seizures were related to the rosemary 
extract in the Omega Benefits.  was unaware of that ingredient in our 
Omegas, or any correlation to rosemary and seizures. He reports  physical 
exam at the time was nonremarkable and did not choose to run bloodwork.  was 
not recommended any medications or follow up diagnostics or appointments.  

 believes the pet owner will not be interested in continuing with the 
Omegas, and he gave them no advice either way since he was unsure of the 
correlation.

 believes the pet owner would accept contact from VRS to retrieve the 
lot number, as they are also interested in a refund which VRS assured him we would 
provide. I also offered for  to speak with one of our veterinarians for 
education regarding the rosemary extract used in our Omegas. 

 called  and discussed the low amount of rosemary 
extract in our product. In humans, the monoterpenes are a component in rosemary that 
in high amounts, can lower seizure threshold, but this epileptics, to my awareness, has 
never been officially documented in canines. To be safe it is recommended to 
discontinue the Canine Omega Benefits, but it is our opinion that the small amount of 
rosemary extract in the product is very unlikely to trigger a seizure in a pet, especially 
one that wasn't previously diagnosed with epilepsy.  does not think the 
product caused the seizure after doing his own research on rosemary, but agrees that 
discontinuing the product is recommended.  was very happy with the 
call.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐325839 7/31/2017 14:24 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Salmon Recipe Adult

9 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 26 PoundI had been using Blue Wilderness Wild Salmon, for a couple of years. I bought a new 
large bag (30#) of the product, Blue Wilderness Wild Salmon on 04/14/2017 from the 

Petsmart, store . Two days after starting on the new 
bag, both of my Shetland Sheepdogs developed bad dysentery. This continued for 

several days and I took them to my Veterinarian, Animal Clinic in  
 They gave me flagyl for both my dogs and Science diet ID. The dysentery cleared 

up in about 2 days. After a ten day period on the flagyl and Science Diet, I fed my dogs 
another serving of the Blue Wilderness Wild Salmon, the dysentery was back the next 

day. I immediately stopped feeding this to them and replaced it with Nutro Ultra, no 
more problems after that. I Still have the dig food and receipt, but not the bag. I 

reported this to Petsmart via email, and on April 14, 2017 they replied and said not their 
problem and contact to the Manufacturer and the FDA.

The product code on the receipt is 0084024310537.

The Bar Code is 5849 3035 101 03122017.

4/29/2017

PetSmart Customer Care customercare@petsmart.com via  

Apr 29

to me 
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EON‐325786 7/31/2017 11:20 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

 has been eating this food for about 10 months now. We recently purchased 2 
large bags and he started to get sick. First it was a lot of gas and other gastrointestinal 
issues (diarrhea, vomiting, etc.) and then he started develop lesions and scabs on his 
face around his mouth, eyes and inside his ear. We had him treated for an ear 
infection, and then for infections to the areas on his face. More scabs were discovered 
on his hips and back.

2 Years Siberian Husky Dog 63 Pound

EON‐325766 7/31/2017 8:44 Sweet Potato Not long after eating the Sweet Potato dog treat, she threw up a peach colored 
substance.

5 Years Pug Dog 18 Pound

EON‐325756 7/30/2017 23:04 Merrick Backcountry Raw 
Infused Hero's Banquet

Started feeding Merrick food because of the higher protein. Mixed with previous dog 
food. Unbeknownst to me, my Daughter was feeding same food (different flavor) and 
her dog started having kidney problems. Knew about the kidney problems but wasn't 
aware of the similarity yet. Original symptoms were frequent urination and excessive 
drinking of water. My dog began to show the same symptoms. She gets outside often 
enough we didn't really see the symptoms until we were gone for 5 hours one day and 
she about took my daughter out trying to get outside because she had to urinate so 
bad. That was unusual. She has never had a problem holding 'it'. We started noticing 
the excessive water drinking and the amount of urine when she would go out to potty. 
This was unusual. Per my daughters advice I immediately quit feeding her the Merrick 
food and within a week or so her symptoms subsided.

10 Years Great Dane Dog 90 Pound

Thank you for contacting PetSmart regarding Blue Wilderness Salmon Dog Food.

We apologize for any inconvenience. We recommend contacting the manufacturer 
directly, as they will be best able to assist you. They can be reached at 

https://bluebuffalo.com/contact/, or by phone at 1-800-919-2833. We are sorry that we 
were not able to directly resolve your concern.

If you have any other questions or need additional information, please let us know. 
Thank you for shopping with PetSmart for all your pet supply needs.

Sincerely, 

Randall

PetSmart Customer Care

1-888-839-9638
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EON‐325754 7/30/2017 22:08 Merrick Backcountry Raw 
Infused Great Plains Red Recipe

Bought the food in December 2016 off Amazon. Noticed she would pick out the Merrick 
kernels of food and eat the other dog food instead, which was unusual. She eventually 
went back and ate the Merrick kernels later. Noticed more frequent need to 
urinate/would have accidents in the house, noticed she was drinking more than normal 
amounts of water, and she was losing weight. It gradually got worse, and it was 
something I noticed but wasn't alarmed by because it was a seemingly slow 
progression. I believe it was gradual and not sudden because I mixed the Merrick food 
with another food for her usual diet. By the time I took her to the vet for her annual visit 
she was having to urinate about every hour or so (day - every hour, night - every 3 
hours). She had her yearly exam May 12th, 2017 and the vet ran the usual IDEXX tests 
and her kidney/liver tests (BUN, albumin, SDMA, total protein, amylase) were all off (all 
her levels were normal and healthy the year before). I was told it was signs of 
hypoalbuminemia, glomerulonephritis, or protein-losing nephropathy. Came back four 
days later (5/16/2017) for her to have a urinalysis done. She had protein in her urine 
and her creatinine level was stage 4. I was told to expect the worse. She was put on 
prescription K/d diet. Her urine was tested again this month (July) and her levels were 
all normalizing. Getting detailed test done in another month or so just to check on 
things. Told the vet my suspicions about the food, she shrugged it off. Brought my 
suspicions about the food up to the vet again when my mother's dog started showing 
the same symptoms after eating the same dog food. The vet seemed more interested 
this time and marked it in my dogs file. My mother wasn't aware of my suspicions, had 
bought the exact same type of dog food from Petco, and fed that to her dog as the only 
food in her diet. Her symptoms came on a lot quicker. I instantly noticed the same 
symptoms, looked at what food she was being fed, told my mom to stop giving her the 
food immediately. She quit giving her the food and her symptoms rapidly improved.

9 Years Greyhound - Italian Dog 14 Pound

EON‐325707 7/29/2017 21:36 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

The night prior to our dog becoming severely ill, I fed him his usual dinner, then took 
him on a walk. I brought a chicken strip which I broke up to use as treats on our walk. 
Usually we use a different type of treat but we were out. Also, this was a new bag of 
chicken strips. We have given these exact brand and type of treats on a regular basis 
in the past so it was not completely new to our dog.

7 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 Pound

EON‐325691 7/29/2017 17:44 Fancy Feast Trout Feast Flaked On 29 JULY 2017 at approximately 1700 hours I went to feed my cat and dog Fancy 
Feast Trout Feast (Flaked). When my cat was done eating I picked up her plate a 
noticed a piece of glass on the plate. I had taken the plate out of the cabinet and there 
was no glass present on the plate before I placed the food on it. I saved the piece of 
glass.
Fortunately the cat ate around the glass.

EON‐325629 7/29/2017 2:36 PureBites Freeze Dried Ocean 
Whitefish

Dog ate one treat from a brand new bag of PureBites Ocean Whitefish around 10pm on 
7/25/2017. Dog vomited around 2 hours later. Not realizing that the treats caused the 
vomiting, dog ate three more treats around 9pm on 7/26/2017. Dog vomitted around 
two hours later. Dog had consumed two bags of the exact same product over the 
previous eight months with no vomitting.

18 Month
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 67 Pound
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EON‐325588 7/28/2017 17:28 Earth Animal No-Hide Dog 
Chews Salmon Chicken and 
Beef. 4" 7" 11" and Stix.

I think it is likely that you have already been made aware of some controversy 
surrounding a product by Earth Animal called No Hide Chews. They are a dog chew 
that looks like rawhide, but states that it is made with absolutely no rawhide, as a 
result, being more easily digested by dogs and better for them. This product appeals to 
owners who will not give their dogs rawhide. Recently a dog choked on one of these 
chews, and as a result, the owner has claimed she had it tested by multiple experts 
and it was actually beef rawhide. 

The company has responded confirming their product is not rawhide and is made in 
facility with human grade products. This story is going viral online, with some reports 
saying the FDA has confirmed the tests as being rawhide. If this were the case I would 
expect to see a recall. Some dogs can't even eat beef, so it is also as issue if their two 
beef free flavors (salmon and chicken) are made of beef. Plus many of us would never 
feed our dogs rawhide. 

I have half a dozen of these chews in the 11 inch salmon variety at home and am 
wondering if they are safe to give my dog, or if they are incorrectly labeled as rawhide 
free, but contain rawhide. This has been a good company, and I don't want to wrongly 
assume the worse, but if there is deception, I want to make sure I never give these to 
my dog again. I'm guessing the dog who died was a result of an incorrect chew size, 
which is a hazard with any chew, but the question of whether it is rawhide remains. 
Being a consumer who currently has this product, I would like to hear that this is 
resolved. 

Here is a link with the story: http://truthaboutpetfood.com/is-no-hide-dog-treat-actually-
hide/

EON‐325401 7/27/2017 15:52 Newman's Own Snack Sticks 
Chicken & Rice Recipe, 
Newman's Own Snack Sticks 
Chicken & Sweet Potato Recipe, 
Newman's Own Snack Sticks 
Chicken & Vegetable Recipe

 has had these treats many times over the past several years and never became 
ill from the ones I purchased at Safeway. But I purchased several bags of these treats 
from www.chewy.com and after eating from several different packages, he threw up 
each time, right after eating the treat.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 15 Pound

EON‐325346 7/27/2017 11:40 Whiskas Temptations Tempting 
Tuna Flavor

After giving my cat Whiskas Tuna flavor temptations cat treats she started vomiting and 
had constant diarrhea for 2 days and heavy panting.

1 Days Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐325294 7/26/2017 18:36 Spot Farms Chicken Nugget, 
Spot Farms Chicken Strip with 
glucosamine and chondroitin, 
Fruitables Bacon & Apple

Patient tested positive for Fanconi Syndrome after consuming Jerky Dog treats 

(Accidentally reported as RFR EON-325256. FDA is resubmitting as PFR to allow 
further internal work-up.)

Unknown Dog

EON‐325288 7/26/2017 17:24 Wellness Core Grain-Free 
Reduced Fat Deboned Turkey 
Turkey Meal & Chicken Meal 
Recipe, Evanger's Grain-Free 
Rabbit

Seizure on 7-16. 7-23 labored breathing, cardiac arrest & death. 12 Years Beagle Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐325278 7/26/2017 16:36 Entero TruBenefits On May 23rd, 2017, , a VRS  spoke with . 
 was following up on a recent purchase of the Entero TruBenefits. At this time, 

 had stopped giving the Entero TruBenefits because  had a seizure 
after giving one dose. The event occurred on May 17th, 2017.  said that he 
has no idea how much of the powder was given because the container appeared to be 
missing the scoop, so he just poured some on the food and mixed it in.  does 
have a history of seizures and is on Phenobarbital for them.  was hospitalized for 
the seizure, but that his veterinarian,  does not believe the Entero TruBenefits 
is related to the seizure activity, due to  medical history. When asked for the lot 
# on the bottle,  said that he couldn't see it or find it.  was asked if 
he would like our staff veterinarian to follow up with him regarding the adverse event 
and  declined, saying that there was no need, as the Entero TruBenefits was 
not the cause of the seizure.

Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 132.7 Pound

EON‐325266 7/26/2017 15:40 Omega Benefits Cognitive with 
DHA+ For Puppies and Kittens

13 Week
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 24.8 Pound spoke with a VRS Health Coach on July 7th, 2017 and shared that's 
she had purchased a bottle of the Early Omega Benefits from her veterinarian,  

 of  Pet Care on June 26th, 2017. That afternoon  went 
to administer the Early Omega Benefits, when she noticed that the 1ml pump that was 

provided as the dispensing mechanism for the product, did not work.  
elected to administer 1 teaspoon (5ml's) of the Early Omega Benefits with  food. 

Per the labels directions for use and consideration of  weight,  should 
have received 3 pumps (3ml's), instead of the 5mls administered by .  

is generally feed three times daily,  explained that later that evening she 
offered  her third meal and  pushed it away with her nose.  then 

began vomiting and having liquid diarrhea.  took  to the emergency 
room immediately, where she was given fluids for dehydration, an antibiotic 

(metoclopramide) and an injection of Pepcid over a 24 hour period.  relayed 
that the veterinarian at the emergency facility felt it was likely caused by the fish oil. 

Since the visit,  has recovered fully and is doing great.  elected to go 
against the veterinarian's recommendation to continue the antibiotics and only have 

two doses. 
Additionally, during the conversation with the VRS Health Coach,  was 

asked to share the lot information she realized the bottle was set to expire in 6/2017, 
and then became concerned that the adverse event may not have been due to her 

overdosing  with the 5mls, but instead it was related to an expired and potentially 
rancid bottle of Early Omega Benefits. It was offered that our on-staff veterinarian,  

 could follow up with  regarding  case. 
Per the manufacture the day of expiration is the last day of the month when dating is 
presented as the month and year, meaning the bottle of Early Omega Benefits would 

not have expired until 6/30/2017, after the adverse event occurred. 
 followed up with  and requested to have the bottle of Early 

Omega Benefits in question returned to VRS for evaluation after  returned it 
to the practice, if possible. During the conversation,  mentioned she did not 

believe the Early Omega Benefits was the only differential in this puppy's case and 
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EON‐325251 7/26/2017 13:32 Natural Balance Ultra Premium 
Cat Food Kittens to Adults 
Ocean Fish Formula

DISCOVERED A FLOURESCENT PINK SLIVER OF METAL OR PLASTIC ABOUT 1/4-
INCH LONG IN CANNED CAT FOOD.

EON‐325160 7/25/2017 20:36 Platinum Performance Platinum 
Antioxidant

Platinum Performance has email, using a 'client list' information relating to some of its 
products. One of the products in particular appears to have made a Drug Claim:

Product: Platinum Antioxidant
Claim: For Advanced Tissue Protection and Healing

In general, this company appears to be going too far with its 'claims' for many of its 
products.

EON‐325090 7/25/2017 8:40 Simply Nourish Adult Healthy 
Weight Turkey & Brown Rice 
Recipe

The food bag was opened and we found it full of moth meal worms 4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 110 Pound

EON‐325052 7/24/2017 19:44 NRG Maxim Dehydrated Range 
Fed Beef with Market Fresh 
Fruits and Vegetables

Foreign Object found in the product. 
contaminated white hard plastic particle has very sharp edge. Size is abt. 1 inch long, 
1/4 inch to sharp pointy edge width, 
1/10 inch thick, found it just before fed to my dog. Product transferred straight from the 
original bag to the bowl, so must 
be contained it in the original bag. Size of this plastic particle is very dangerous if 
consumed by my dog, luck a thing found it before fed to my dog. reported this case to 
the Producer , but NO REPLY at ALL.

EON‐325044 7/24/2017 17:00 Spot Farms Chicken Strip with 
glucosamine and chondroitin

I am the veterinarian and the pet owner. Purchased Spot Farms all natural chicken 
strips at Pet Supplies Plus in  on July 6, 2017. Opened the package on July 
20, 2017. Notice a large clump of fluffy white mold in the center of the bag. Bag was 
intact and no openings. I am going to the pet store to return the bag and have talked to 
a store manager .

therefore there is no way to solely blame the oil for these GI signs. 
 notified the product manufacture of the adverse event. As a result, the 

manufacture performed a review of the master batch records and found no unusual 
events during manufacturing that would impact the quality or safety of the product. 

Additionally, a peroxide value of a retained sample from the same lot (1501100) was 
performed and resulted within the product specifications. Determining that the cause of 

the gastrointestinal signs were unlikely due to the Early Omega Benefits. A signed 
letter from the quality manager of the manufacture was provided. 

Lastly  followed up with  Pet Care and spoke with a receptionist, 
during the call he was informed that  was onsite for a follow up visit. He 

shared the information provided by the manufacture and asked that the receptionist 
share the information with both  and . He asked if either  

 or  had any additional questions to please reach out and we would 
be happy to speak with them. At this time, we no longer believed the pet owner or 

veterinarian would be sending the bottle in question to VRS for evaluation.
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EON‐324884 7/23/2017 20:00 Blue Buffalo Family Favorite 
Recipes Turkey Day Feast

A while after feeding my dog the canned food. I only give him a tablespoon or so and 
mix it with his dry food. He started pacing and acting anxious. He would not relax there 
was also some slight drooling. I had to place him in his crate because the pacing was 
horrible. After a few hours the pacing stopped. I stated thinking about it and 
remembered that the last time I gave it to him which was 2 days prior he seemed to be 
acting nervous but I did not put the 2 together.

11 Years Beagle Dog 28 Pound

EON‐324883 7/23/2017 19:52 Authority Chicken Jerky Purchased Authority Brand Chicken Jerky from PetSmart. Fed , my 7 year old, 
healthy, happy lab, 1 and 1/2 pieces of the jerky at about 5:00pm. At midnight he woke 
me crying. He was gagging and had vomited a puddle of pink mucous or bile. He 
vomited four more times before morning, with each time it seemed like there was more 
blood. , always a very enthusiastic eater, would not touch his breakfast. Very 
lethargic. No barking. No tail wagging. No morning bowel movement (usually you could 
set your 7:00am clock by this) Went to vet at 9:00am. Was given penicillin and a shot 
to calm his stomach. He slept until noon, went outside and had 3 bouts of explosive 
diarrhea consisting of bright crimson blood. Two days and $500 of emergency care 
later, he is eating and acting normal. Stool still running, but no bleeding.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 94 Pound

EON‐324866 7/23/2017 15:52 Acana Lamb & Apple Singles 
Formula

Brand New 13-lb bag of dog kibble is moldy. Acana Singles Lamb & Apple. The bag 
was opened on 7/23/2017 and I immediately called Chewys.com where the bag was 
ordered from on Jul 8 2017. They immediately sent a new bag that we are currently 
waiting for. Upon doing a Google search, there seems to be a number of social media 
comments on moldy dog kibble from Acana from the month of June 2017 onwards with 
unsatisfactory responses from the manufacturer shared.
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EON‐324841 7/23/2017 0:56 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with Red 
Meat Small Breed

My dog has been eating the Blue Buffalo Wilderness brand dog food for years with 
absolutely no issues at all, it has been great. He specifically eats the 'Rocky Mountain 
Recipe' flavor, in the 'Small Breed Bites' formula. Last week out of no where, my dog 
starting having uncontrollable and constant diarrhea. At first, we assumed maybe he 
just got sick to his stomach for some reason. Then, he started to vomit as well. At this 
point we were roughly 36 hours into him being violently sick to his stomach. I contacted 
my vet to discuss over the phone and they suggested I try to feed him some chicken 
and rice to calm his stomach. They said if for any reason he was uninterested in eating, 
started behaving odd or the diarrhea/vomit continued after the chicken/rice that I 
should bring him in immediately.  has never been that sick to his stomach so I 
was extremely concerned, but it was the fine line of me wondering whether or not it 
was vet worthy, or if it was just a stomach illness that would subside. I fed  boiled 
chicken and white rice for the next 3 days straight and sure enough the diarrhea and 
vomiting stopped. On the fourth day, in the morning, I fed  chicken/rice with a tiny 
bit of his regular Blue Buffalo dry food mixed in. He had somewhat 'loose stool' that day 
but it wasn't concerning. The same day, in the evening, I fed  his regular bowl of 
Blue Buffalo dry food. By bedtime, the diarrhea had started back up again in full force. 
He was sick for the next 24 hours. I, again, stopped the dry food and went back to the 
chicken and rice for the time being, while we figure out another dog food option. At this 
point, I realized it was his dog food that was causing the diarrhea and vomiting, so I 
started to research the food, thinking maybe I got a bad batch or something. I see that 
there was a recent recall on the Blue Buffalo Wilderness Rocky Mountain Recipe in the 
wet food version. The recall states the severe side effects being vomiting and diarrhea, 
etc. I don't think it is a coincidence that it's the exact same food in the dry version that 
is causing my dog to be ill & I wanted to report this so it can be recalled and not have 
this happen to anyone else's pet.

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐324829 7/22/2017 18:24 Royal Canin Sensitive Digestion Opened a brand new 15 lb bag of cat food about 4 days after receipt. At the opening 
there was white dried up gooey looking stuff and inside is a substantial ball of white 
stuff that looks like some kind of mold. I have pictures and can send them if you'd like. I 
sent them to Royal Canin with various information and they are researching. FYI - the 
product used to be named Royal Canin 33 (I think that was the number) for Sensitive 
stomachs. It is no longer named by a number but is still for sensitive stomachs. The 
appearance and texture of the product is also different.

EON‐324739 7/21/2017 14:56 Fromm Four Star Chicken A La 
Veg

Opened a new bag of pet food that I buy regularly, but cat refused to eat it over multiple 
days.
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EON‐324732 7/21/2017 14:20 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

 is a very social, cuddly, and extremely food-motivated dog. The only times we 
have experienced her avoid food is when she has had gastrointestinal issues. After a 
week of being fed from this particular bag of Taste of the Wild food (Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked Salmon; best by 27/May/2018; 7147320 TOP0515A3N 
TAR 09:18), her appetite and personality changed. While she never overtly became 
sick, she became reluctant about eating and secluded herself from the rest of the 
family (e.g., when we tried to cuddle her, she would leave the room; instead of sleeping 
on our bed, she slept in our bathroom - none of which is normal for her). After letting 
this go for another week, I purchased a different bag and flavor of Taste of the Wild 
food. Her appetite and personality reverted back to normal almost immediately. I am 
reluctant to chalk this up to a flavor issue because  has readily eaten the Pacific 
Stream Formula with Smoked Salmon for years prior to this event. I suspect this 
particular batch of food may be contaminated with something that upset her stomach.

5 Years Shepherd (unspecified) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐324705 7/21/2017 10:28 Canine Caviar I know everything thats not supposed to go on that goes on i used to be employed by 
canine caviar foods at . They package dry food by 
hand there is bugs in the ware house. They recaive product that is contaminated they 
will sprinkle off bugs out of treat bags an still use the treats. There has been multiple 
incidences were razor blades have been left in dog food bags due to human 
neglagence ....... One friday expired buffalo dog food showed up. We were told to 
stamp empty bags that we had no stock of. An then on monday all the buffalo was 
gone but all the bags we stamped were filled. Same bag count as the buffalo. There is 
more that goes on that this company needs to b looked into

EON‐324684 7/21/2017 0:20 Harvest Valley Farms Rib Bone 
Dog Treat

My dogs chewed the bones and all three got dirreah 9 Years Beagle Dog 60 Pound

EON‐324671 7/20/2017 20:00 Natural Balance L.I.D. Limited 
Ingredient Diets Sweet Potato & 
Fish Formula

Fed one meal from brand new bag of food evening of 7/17. Pet awoke at 5:00 am 7/18 
needing to go out and had liquid diarrhea several times. Did not give pet food in AM, 
and began bland boiled chicken and rice homemade diet evening of 7/18. Pet had no 
further symptoms until added small amount of dog food to chicken and rice homemade 
diet morning of 7/20. During day of 7/20, pet had several incidents of liquid diarrhea.

10 Years Greyhound Dog 76 Pound

EON‐324638 7/20/2017 14:44 Purina ONE Smartblend Chicken 
& Rice Formula

Bought purina one smart blend chicken and rice for my new puppy, while I continued 
my other dogs dog food the same. However every time my other dog would 
occasionally have some of the puppies food, she would have seizures, lasting 30 
seconds-3.5 minutes. My dog  was in perfect health before every trying purina. 
She's had 5 witnesses seizures, all of which occurred only after consuming purina. 
When I recognized the pattern I tossed purina in the trash and she has not had a 
seizure since.

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐324563 7/20/2017 11:24 Only Natural Pet Wild Feast Vomiting started 3am on 7/17/17
Went to  office on 7/17/17 
This morning (7/18/17) he was lethargic, he did not want to eat his cerenia, he peed on 
himself
He has vomited about 30 times since this started 
The Vomit is sometimes food and mostly bile
Owner has seen abdominal effort with the vomiting 
Has had one soft stool
No C/S
UTD on vaccinations
Hospitalized on IV fluids, cerenia, ondansetron 7/18/-7/20/17. Vomited three more 
times in hospital

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 25.4 Pound

EON‐324562 7/20/2017 10:56 Only Natural Pet Wild Feast -presented 7/19 to ER 2 times- first time for vomiting/diarrhea, second time for vomiting 
and coughing
-seemed ok when he left yesterday
-owner got home from work at 3:30am this morning (7/20) and  has been 
gagging non-stop since
-yesterday had diarrhea, this morning normal bowel movement

3 Years Bulldog - French Dog 27.5 Pound

EON‐324529 7/19/2017 13:20 Jerky Treats Tender Strips Dog 
Snacks Beef

My boyfriend purchased Jerky Treats American Beef Dog Snacks from Costco in 
. We woke up the next morning after giving her the treat and realized 

she had thrown up in our bedroom. After cleaning it up we both had to leave to go to 
work and I took a half day so that I could check on her. When I got home I saw that she 
had thrown up in six different areas in the house and immediately took her to her vet. 
She had not eaten all day or had any water so I was worried that she was dehydrated. 
The vet confirmed that she was dehydrated and gave her fluids under her skin 
(subcutaneous fluids) along with a Cerenia infection (anti nausea). I wanted to report 
this as soon as possible because I saw multiple complaints online that this exact 
product was causing dogs to vomit and become dehydrated, requiring medical 
attention like my dog did.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 7.5 Pound

EON‐324434 7/18/2017 23:12 Friskies fed 2 cats using clean utensils, aprox 10 minutes later both threw up. 1 throw up if he 
over eats the other never does. Opening back up the can of food and the top and 
where i had scooped out food had turned orange/red.

repeated calls to producer resulted in hang ups when describing issue. chat contact 
resulted in "thank you for bringing this to our attention. It is simply extra meat juice" told 
them that in human food this would indicate contamination/infection and they ended 
chat.

4 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 15 Pound

EON‐324345 7/18/2017 16:32 Wellness Core Simply Shreds 
Chicken Wild Salmon & 
Pumpkin, Wellness Core Simply 
Shreds Core Simply Shreds 
Tuna Beef & Carrots

Both times that my 2 yorkies were given the Wellness Core Simply Shreds Beef Tuna 
and Carrots and the Chicken Salmon and Pumpkin, each time a few hours after eating 
this food, they both vommited. I called the company on Sat July 15th and left a 
message with my name and number and issues and never heard back.

Terrier - Yorkshire Dog

EON‐324299 7/18/2017 13:52 Orijen Six Fish Dog I fed the dogs Orijen 6 fish and then orijen started manufacturing the food in Kentucky 
recently at the Diamond food plant. Once the source changed, my dogs became very ill 
and one died last week. I have a second dog that is showing symptoms that the one 
that died last week had a month ago.

14 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐324255 7/18/2017 8:48 Merrick Backcountry Raw 
Infused Big Game Recipe

Began eating Merrick Backcountry Raw infused BigGame Recipe dog food-July 2nd 
2017-July 14th vomiting and diarrhea. Rushed to vet, diagnosed with pancreatitis.
Progressively worsened over 4 day, passing away 07/17/17

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 15 Pound

EON‐324232 7/17/2017 21:16 Blue Buffalo BLUE Chicken & 
Brown Rice Weight Control Dog 
Food, Blue Buffalo Life 
Protection Formula Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe Healthy 
Weight Adult, Blue Buffalo Blue 
Basics Healthy Weight Turkey & 
Potato Recipe

 has been on and off of the food since he was a puppy. He has had bumps on 
his muzzle and general skin irritation.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 125 Pound

EON‐324171 7/17/2017 14:20 Nature's Domain Salmon Meal & 
Sweet Potato for Cats

In late May I added Kirkland Nature's Domain Salmon and Sweet Potato dry cat food to 
a mix of kibbles that my three cats had been eating. A friend gave me an opened bag 
saying her cats would not eat it. This new food was the only variable in their pampered 
indoor only life. Soon after all three had chronic diarrhea, requiring multiple visits to the 
vet, various medications, isolation of cats to collect stool samples, multiple testing of 
samples, sterilization of dishes and boxes, vitamin B-12 shots and daily diarrhea out of 
the box for the last 50 or so days. 
My vet has submitted the specifics and has the package.

best by 22 Feb 2018 7053 DL;N DC0205A1N ARM 07:47 barcode ITM/ART 570940' 
96619 57094

11 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat

EON‐323835 7/14/2017 12:12 Blue Buffalo Blue Basics Adult 
Turkey & Potato Recipe

2 of my pets got sick from eating blue basic dog food. 1 ended up hospitalized for 
several days. both dogs ate the same food and both dogs were sick within a day of 
each other with the same problems. vomiting and diarrhea. the third dog ate a different 
food was fine. i believe the food was contaminated and the company will not do 
anything about it.. my dogs are healthy animals until this happen .there should be a 
recall on this food. i heard several other people are having the same problem and the 
company wont do anything about it
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EON‐323764 7/13/2017 22:20 Earth Animal No-Hide Chicken 
Chew

5 Years Dogue de Bordeaux Dog 125 PoundThis seemed like the perfect product. Earth Animal Chicken Chew- The "Safe hide 
alternative", "hours of safe enjoyable chewing", "easily digestible", made from chicken, 

chicken gelatin, brown rice flour, organic eggs, olive oil, bananas and pineapple. 

- No warnings provided other than to supervise and she was never out of my sight. 
- She had chewed on the chicken chew off and on for an hour and 1/2. Had gone to the 

bathroom once. 
- I was watching her and when she got up from her bed and walked down the stairs to 
a patch of grass, I saw her sit instead of squat. Walked to the door to call for her and 

she came to me but seemed to be looking ahead and not at me. 
-She came into the den and began to gag. She was breathing fine but gagging. Then 
she produced an enormous amount of white froth and some dog food came up with it. 
She gagged again and I began to hear stridor (I am a respiratory therapist and sensed 
the change in sounds.) I screamed for my son, I looked to see if she had the chew or if 

it was foam making her gag. We had her in the car (she walked to it and hopped in) 
and at the ER in less than 5-7 minutes. I grabbed the door and told them that she was 

coming in and I thing that she has the chew in her airway. 

- That was the last time that she was conscious because they sedated her to relieve 
the obstruction. She died 12 hours later. Had seized when they pulled the sedation 

down a little. Then her temperature spiked. She died at midnigh  
- Object was retrieved and has swollen much larger than the original product. It 

became a thick, tough hide-like material. Object is in my freezer and I have numerous 
pictures of the size, thickness, etc. 

- Pet store owner was called. I begged her to pull. She contacted the Earth Animal 
company and the wife/owner as well as the VP of operations called me ensuring me 

that they will fully research. 
- I sent out a FB post on the 8th and it was shared thousands of times. 

- With that sharing came numerous stories of "near misses" from owners with this 
product. I have collected many of those in a document and I must fight so that no one 

l l l
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EON‐323597 7/12/2017 14:20 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken & Veggies Recipe

The dog has been fed this brand of dog food for probably more than 5 years, Rachel 
Ray Nutrish Chicken and veggies dry dog food. I purchased a new bag of food on June 
5th, shortly after he experienced uncontrollable diarrhea. I visited the vet after two days 
and they put him on an antibiotic for a stomach parasite. The vet and I concluded that it 
must have been something he got into during a trip to the beach on June 4th. He has 
been on a diet of wet dog food since then because he refused to eat the dry food after 
that.. A couple of days ago I decided to start mixing the Rachel Ray dry dog food in 
with his wet food because I didn't want this brand new bag to go to waist. Within two 
days he began having uncontrollable diarrhea again. There was no other outside sourc 
that could have been responsible, he has only been in my apartment and yard. After 
looking online for recalls of dog food, I discovered that his product has not been 
recalled, but found several recent accounts of the same problem attached to this dog 
food in pet food discussion forums. There is definitely something wrong with this batch 
or this brand, like I said he has been on this food for years and it has never been a 
problem until this new bag.

13 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 30 Pound

EON‐323595 7/12/2017 14:00 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with Red 
Meat Adult

He has been eating the same brand and flavor of this food for about 3 months now so 
he doesn't need weening off/on in between bags. He never throws up except when he 
has a random hairball a few times a year. The very morning I started the new bag of 
food he

6 Years Russian Cat 11 Pound

else loses a beloved pet. 
- The company had indicated that they were going to research it and we would get it to 
their safety lab...They have not done so but are just trying to counteract the exposure 
following the widespread sharing of concern over this "No-Hide" that became a thick 

hide like product. The called one of the organizations that shared the story and wanted 
to comment with their own comeback. 

- I am going to send out for analysis myself. 
- I continue to ask them to pull the product and they are no longer responding to emails 

- My mission is to speed up the removal of this product before another animal dies 
-Company called the pet store and told the owner that they are making a statement that 
she told me not to buy for my sized animal. NEVER was that said. Pet owner told them 

that they can't say that. Why should the pet store be responsible to warn and who 
warns those that buy on Amazon. If they make that statement, it is criminal. There is no 
guidance at all on size and unlike rawhide, I never would have considered size as an 

issue since it was made of these easily digestible foods. I was happy that I had found a 
healthy safe chew with the fewest calories possible. She had chewed the smaller 

product and it crunched with no problem. Again, the was NO HIDE. She had also eaten 
2 salmon products and they were easily chewed and eaten. Never did they develop the 

thick hide-like consistency that was pulled my girl's airway. 
- This company made a claim in the past of 100% digestibility and had to issue a 

statement saying that it is really on 56% digestible. The history of inaccurate claims 
began there. Labeling of animal treats MUST be regulated and education must be a 

priority. (I'm sorry about adding my comments in but if I don't fight this, I won't survive 
this grief.)
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EON‐323593 7/12/2017 13:24 Orijen Original  was doing fine, full of energy, eating all of his food until I brought home a new 
bag of Orijen dog food. He had been eating this food for a while and always loved it. 
Once I opened the new bag and started giving him that food I noticed a change. He ate 
it for a couple of days but then seemed less interested at every meal. He got to the 
point where he wouldn't even try to eat it. I mixed boiled chicken in with the food and he 
would take a bite and spit out every piece of the dog food and only eat the chicken. He 
then got to the point where he wouldn't eat anything touching that dog food. We got 
concerned as he seemed to not be feeling well and had runny stool. We took him to the 
vet and they put him on a pro-biotic. He did not improve. One night he was shaking 
really bad so we took him to MedVet ER and he was diagnosed with pancreatitis. We 
put him on a very bland diet and did not give him any more Orijen food. 
I started researching the Orijen food online and noticed a lot of people had dogs with 
the same issues (stopped eating the food, diarrhea, digestion issues, really sick). The 
common factor in all the cases I read about was their dogs was on Orijen food 
produced in Canada. But once they fed their dogs the same Orijen food from the new 
Kentucky plant, they started to get sick.  had had at least one full bag from the 
Kentucky plant and then started to get sick around the time we opened the most recent 
bag. 

 seemed to be improving but the pancreatitis ended up coming back and getting 
worse. We went back to MedVet ER and spent 4 days in the hospital. When we 
came home his appetite never returned. He got really weak, could barely stand up or 
walk. We said goodbye to our beloved  on 6/20/17.
After reading about all of the people who have lost their pets due to stomach issues 
and Orijen/Acana food produced in Kentucky, I'm convinced it had to have something 
to do with the food coming out of Kentucky. There has to be something different/wrong 
with the food being produced there that is making the dogs sick.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐323568 7/12/2017 11:52 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Puppy Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

Dog developed vomiting and severe diarrhea after eating Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Grain Free dry food. Since introducing this food into her diet (on May 2, 2017) 
she has been to the vet 4 times because of the uncontrollable diarrhea. She is still 
experiencing diarrhea.

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 12 Pound

EON‐323545 7/12/2017 9:24 Special Kitty Seafood 
Assortment

i bought a box of 12 cans of SPECIAL KITTY, seafood assortment from Wallmart in 

I am usually in a hurry in the mornings and feed my cats quickly, this am I had time to 
look more cafefully and I found little worms in the product. I opened 4 cans and all the 
same..worms
I hoe my cats don't get ill or die and want others to know and hopefully get this product 
pulled

EON‐323542 7/12/2017 9:16 Golden Rewards Sweet Potato 
Wrapped with Duck

Both dogs were given the Golden Rewards Duck and Sweet Potato Jerky. Both dogs 
reacted in less than 24 hours with vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy and lack of appetite.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐323519 7/11/2017 17:36 California Natural Grain Free 
Limited Ingredient Diet Venison 
& Green Lentils Recipe Adult, 
California Natural Grain Free 
Limited Ingredient Diet Kangaroo 
& Red Lentils Recipe Adult

7 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 9.6 Kilogra
m

EON‐323516 7/11/2017 17:28 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Wild Delights Minced Chicken & 
Trout in Tasty Gravy

Foul smell when can of wet food was opened. Cats refuse to eat. Blue Buffalo cat food -
Blue Wilderness Wild Delights Minced Chicken & Trout 5.5 oz cans
CASE UPC #840243110827
LOT #18225902
BEST BY 10-APR-20

Please note: Dr. Jennifer Jones was consulted prior to submission of this report. She 
would like to be involved in the case review 

 housemate,  (separate report submitted) was diagnosed with DCM and 
CHF  and was euthanized after aggressive treatment of CHF. At that time  

had 2 syncopal events closely related to each other. His appetite for dog food declined 
but he would eat it if tempted with treats mixed in. He was presented  for more 
syncopal events and was similarly diagnosed with severe DCM and CHF. He was able 
to be successfully treated however and is clinically doing well on CHF medications as 

of . 

A re-review of the myocardial histopathology for housemate ) was 
requested at this time because of the unusual diagnosis of DCM in a small breed dog 

living in the same house as another dog similarly diagnosed a few months ago. This re-
review by one of our pathologists showed myofiber vacuoles reminiscent of the 

changes seen in doxorubicin toxicity. Since the dog had not received doxorubicin, the 
pathologist recommended culturing the food for Streptomyces peucetius - the 

bacterium which produces doxorubicin. He also recommended testing for Fusarium 
spp. a fungus which produces Fumonisin B1, a toxin that produces heart failure in pigs. 

Like  (unrelated, younger miniature schnauzer), had been fed Caifornia 
Naturals Adult - both kangaroo with lentils and venison with lentils along with  
kitchen treats. We have samples of these foods from  but not the original bags 

from when he was presented . These samples were provided at the time  also 
presented with severe DCM and CHF. 

Like   had extensive infectious disease testing which was negative and 
nutritional amino acid deficiencies were ruled out. Because of this, their unrelated 

lineages (although the same breed, they were from different lines), different ages but 
similar time of presentation, we are considering common environmental factors which 

could precipitate DCM, including food contamination or toxin exposure. 

We have plasma, serum, urine and myocardial tissue samples (latter only for  
stored at -80 Celsius in addition to food and treat samples.
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EON‐323515 7/11/2017 17:16 California Natural Grain Free 
Limited Ingredient Diet Venison 
& Green Lentils Recipe Adult, 
California Natural Grain Free 
Limited Ingredient Diet Kangaroo 
& Red Lentils Recipe Adult

2.5 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 8.2 Kilogra
m

EON‐323441 7/11/2017 13:44 Purina Cat Chow Naturals Indoor We had given Purina Naturals Indoor formula and within an hour he started 
vomiting and excreting a mixture of bile and blood. He became lethargic and lost his 
appetite. We had to leave for business reasons the next day for ten days and left him 
with a responsible neighbor looking after him in our home while we were away. The day 
after we came home he was still vomiting with excessive bloody stool. He passed away 
shortly after. The only thing we can think of, in hindsight, is we had just fed him from a 
new bag of food. We simply do not want this happening to another animal. We do still 
have the food that is in question.

12 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 30 Pound

Please note: Dr. Jennifer Jones was consulted prior to submission of this report. She 
would like to be involved in the case review 

3 week history of cough treated unsuccessfully with doxycycline and prednisone. 3 day 
history of inappetence and vomiting prior to presentation to  emergency service 

for dyspnea. Radiographs showed severe pulmonary edema and echocardiogram 
showed severe Dilated Cardiomyopathy. There was an initial response to diuretic 

therapy however, he declined and was placed on the ventilator for respiratory support 
and continued CHF treatment. Attempts to wean off the ventilator were unsuccessful 

and aquaphoresis was performed. He continued to decline despite aggressive therapy 
and was euthanized. Infectious disease testing was negative and taurine and carnitine 

analysis showed adequate levels. Necropsy initially did not reveal a cause for DCM 
and supported alveolar injury (possibly ventilator related). A re-review of the myocardial 
histopathology by one of our pathologist showed myofiber vacuoles reminiscent of the 
changes seen in doxorubicin toxicity. Since the dog had not received doxorubicin, the 

pathologist recommended culturing the food for Streptomyces peucetius - the 
bacterium which produces doxorubicin. He also recommended testing for Fusarium 

spp. a fungus which produces Fumonisin B1, a toxin that produces heart failure in pigs. 

 had been fed Caifornia Naturals Adult - both kangaroo with lentils and venison 
with lentils along with Milo's kitchen treats. We have samples of these foods from 6/17 

but not the original bags from when he was presented 2/17. These samples were 
provided at the time his housemate,  (unrelated, older miniature schnauzer) also 

presented with severe DCM and CHF. I will enter this dog as a separate affected 
patient. 

Both dogs had extensive infectious disease testing which was negative and nutritional 
amino acid deficiencies were ruled out. Because of this, their unrelated lineages 

(although the same breed, they were from different lines), different ages but similar 
time of presentation  had clinical signs at the time  was treated, but didn't 
present with CHF for several months), we are considering common environmental 

factors which could precipitate DCM, including food contamination or toxin exposure.
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EON‐323183 7/10/2017 14:04 Kirkland Signature Dental Chews In for routine preventive care, bloodwork showed elevated ALT (401 normal 12-118 
IU/L) and ALKP (140 normal 5-131 IU/L). Not sure if related to eating something (noted 
above) or use of new dental chews from Costco. Owner ceased use of dental chews, 
repeat bloodwork showed improving ALT (still high at 157) and normal ALKP (98).

12 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog 54 Pound

EON‐323162 7/10/2017 13:20 Taste of The Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

Vomiting on Taste of the wild High Prarie Dry Formula,fed for 2 days then stopped and 
fed chicken and green beens for 2 days and she was fine on that until i tried her back 
on TOTW dog food again and she started vomiting again so i stopped it,She has been 
on this Formula for 4 yrs and no problems until now,there's a problem with the dog 
food.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound

EON‐323100 7/10/2017 7:56 Nutro Max Grain Free Adult 
Recipe with Pasture-Fed Lamb

Started feeding dog nutro max as suggested by pet smart after searching for a better 
food for my dog. We started feeding him in  and he started to become sick. 
He was omitting on and off. Not thinking it was the food because he passed the 
transition between the two foods good we tried other options. We tried Pepcid and a 
higher raised food bowl. Eating smaller meals throughout the day thinking he was 
eating too fast. Slowly he got Worse. His symptoms going back and forth from bad to 
ok. In  we came home and he wasn't eating at all. He was drinking a lot 
and peeing a lot but by this time he lost weight and wasn't keeping down the food. We 
switched him to rice and chicken and he was acting better for a about a week. When 
we came home from work  he was having trouble walking. We took him to the 
vet his blood levels were so elevated the Dr said he never saw the BuN and Creatine 
level so bad. We had to put our dog down. His kidneys weren't working he was 
dehydrated, lethargic and extremely sick. We went back and forth about what it could 
be and realized our healthy dog got sick only after we switched him to nutro max dog 
food. After reading other stories we had to share ours. This food should not be sold!

5 Years Retriever (unspecified) Dog
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EON‐323080 7/9/2017 21:20 Wellness Petite Entrees Mini-
Filets with Roasted Chicken 
Carrots & Red Peppers in Gravy, 
Wellness Petite Entrees Mini-
Filets with Roasted Beef Carrots 
& Red Peppers in Gravy

My dog has been eating Wellness products for many years, and for the last year he's 
been eating Petite Entrees for most of his meals. I recently ordered four flavors in bulk 
from Chewy.com in ; previously I had been buying them at the pet store. Usually 
he eats two entrees in the morning and at night, with dry food from Orijen available at 
all times. 

I bought flavors that my dog had eaten before and tolerated well. On  I 
started feeding him the entrees from this order, and the next day he started throwing up 
3-4 times a day. I switched to exclusively dry dog food for three days and the vomiting 
stopped, so I tried another Petite Entree and he started throwing up again a few hours 
later. The vomiting increased and continued even after switching back to the dry food, 
and he started having diarrhea on  

Throughout this time he still had an appetite, was drinking water, and acting normally. 
He stopped eating and drinking sometime on , and had not had anything by 
mouth or made any urine by  so I took him to the emergency vet. He was given 
an injection of Cerenia, but fluids were not given due to his history of heart failure. 
Between that night to today  he ate minimal amounts of Gerber's chicken 
flavored baby food and water, and became increasingly listless. During this time he 
was only able to take his normal medications on four occasions.

He was taken back to the vet on , given another injection of Cerenia and blood 
labs were taken. The labs came back today and showed renal failure, elevated white 
blood cell count, and elevated pancreatic enzymes, so the decision was made to 
euthanize him.

16 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 7.5 Pound

EON‐323034 7/9/2017 2:04 Natural Balance Original Ultra 
Whole Body Health Puppy 
Chicken Brown Rice Duck Meal 
Formula

Natutal Balance original ultra whole body "health" puppy chicken, brown rice, duck 
meal formula: my dog threw it up at least two different days in whole pieces.

Terrier (unspecified) Dog

EON‐322990 7/8/2017 3:52 Rachael Ray Nutrish Ocean 
Lover's Variety Pack

My boyfriend and I recently decided to change our cats food to a healthier alternative. 
We bought a pack of Rachel Rays wet food. She seemed to not like it at first, but she 
favored the fish packs over the chicken. So on the 7th of July, 2017, we went to stop 
and shop and got her a package of exclusively fish. She is kind of a picky eater, so she 
was hesitant at first to gobble it up. We give her half of the cup or can of food at a time 
so she doesn't pig out. At night, she was meowing and pacing around her food station, 
implying she was hungry, so I took the remaining half of the cup out of the fridge. When 
I looked into her bowl and moved the food around to rotate the remaining bits, I noticed 
a piece that was strange. I picked up the tiny dish and got a little worried. So I picked 
out the strange piece, and instantly pricked my finger, that worried me even more. I 
pinched it and squeezed it and it didn't crush in my fingers like a piece of grizzle or a 
fish meat. It was a bone. After taking a video of the piece, which was as long as a pinky 
nail and extremely pointy and sharp, I cleaned it off in the sink to get off the remaining 
food fragments and examined it for a minute or two, pinching it and trying to see how 
hard it was, it's rock solid. If she had swallowed it, I fear that it would have done 
significant damage. I preserved it in a plastic bag.
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EON‐322969 7/7/2017 18:52 Primal Pet Foods Nuggets for 
Dogs Lamb Formula

my dog became very ill, listless, throwing up, diarrhea for 2/3 days.
tested for chlorstridium and came back positive
irritated pancreas and stomach lining

i noticed when i opened this new bag of nuggets and heated it up as i have for 10 years 
that the color of the juice was not the same as normal, thought that they changed the 
formula, however i called them and they stated no. then he became very sick and 
nauseous, diarrhea all the time and then vomiting.

EON‐322892 7/7/2017 11:56 Wild Harvest Daily Blend 
Parakeet Canary & Finch Orange 
Essence

About 30 minutes after I feed my 2 birds they both starting to have seizures. One 
passed away about 45 mins after eating and the other about 30 minutes later. I had just 
opened a new bag of Wild Harvest Dailey Blend Parakeet, canary and finch food. This 
was the first time they had eaten any food from this bag. When I was putting the new 
food in the cage they were perfectly fine. They were both sitting on there perches 
singing to me. This was around 9 pm. There was nothing else in the house like stoves, 
candles, heaters, drafts etc. that could of had this effect on them. I have attempted to 
contact local vets to see if anyone can preform an necropsy but the only one that does 
is the college. I spoke to the DR at the college and he said that he doesn't do them in 
summer because school is out.

Parakeet

EON‐322849 7/7/2017 1:40 Evanger's Grain-Free Wild 
Salmon

I fed her about 3/4 a 12,8 oz can of Evanger's Wild salmon canned dog food On  
 She died . She wouldn't eat on   She seemed slow, But 

her gumes where pink and her nose was wet and cool.  I came home from 
work she didn't greet me at the door. When she did come in she drank a lot of water, 
She then went and laid down on her bed, The next thing I saw she was drooling badly. 
She went into my bed room, about 5 min latter she staggered out and fell down in front 
of me. I started calling Vet's (it was the  weekend) There where no vet within 
40 miles (and the answering service I got said the vet on call didn't want any new 
patients!! They the let me talk to a nurse. All she could say was "It sounded like she 
had been poisoned"! That I should try to get her to a vet. Then she pooped blood that 
smelled terrible then blood sprayed out of her nose and mouth, I held her an pet her 
told her it was ok to go. And she died in my arms.

5 Days Hound (unspecified) Dog 85 Pound
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EON‐322848 7/7/2017 1:04 IAMS Sensitive Naturals Ocean 
Fish & Rice Recipe Adult

On or about May 30, I purchased a bag of Iams Sensitive Naturals. Around June 16, 
my dog began to act lethargic. On Monday, June 19, he vomited multiple times, had 
diarrhea and could barely stand or walk. I took him to the vet and an x-ray showed a 
large obstruction in his small intestine. He was treated for three days with IVs, 
antibiotics and stool softeners. When he finally started to "clean" his system, the vet 
noticed a "sandy" material in his waste. A radiologist report also noted the appearance 
of "sand-like" material on his x-ray. My dog is an inside dog and is not exposed to 
sand. He doesn't dig holes and I have not taken him to the beach in over 12 months. 
After seeing pictures of the "sandy" stool, I began to think about what changed and I 
immediately thought of the food. On the evening of June 22, I inspected his food and 
noticed it has a sandy material on it. So, I decided to place about 1/4 of the dog food in 
room temperature water. 
Almost immediately, I noticed a sandy-looking substance fall to the bottom of the cup. 
About 16 hours later, I rechecked the food. The food morsels were spongy and inflated-
looking visually, but when I touched it, the morsels have a gritty, sand-like texture. I 
proceeded to lightly rub the food, and more sand-like particles were released. The 
bottom of the cup also had a sand-like material at the bottom. I am concerned about 
the food, and that it caused my dog to go through this serious health issue. I showed 
the vet the photos, and we discussed how strange this was (this was dog was in good 
health, and had never had any intestinal/stomach/digestion issues) and he commented 
that the food could have been what led to the obstruction. The vet also commented that 
the size of the obstruction, in his professional opinion, would be about two weeks worth 
of food he ingested. This coincides with the time I purchased this food product.

13 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Smooth-haired

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐322842 7/6/2017 21:48 Purina ONE Tender Selects 
Blend with Real Chicken

Cat # 1 phased in new food over 5-7 days. (Other cats on different food). Vomiting and 
Diarrhea, increasing to bloody diarrhea. Thought it was an illness until same food 
introduced to 2nd cat with result of diarrhea. 3rd cat had diarrhea after a small amount 
of food. Diarrhea resolved with cat 2 & cat 3 when food stopped but still continues with 
1st cat who ate more of it for a longer time (approx 7 - 10 days). Took 1st cat to vet, 
fecal lab test came back no unusual organisms. Was not convinced it was food until 
introduced food again to cat #2 & #3 with diarrhea returning and disappearing when 
food stopped.

9 Years American Shorthair Cat 16 Pound
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EON‐322822 7/6/2017 17:20 Dexter's Chicken Jerky I purchased three 8 ounce bags of homemade Dexter's Chicken Jerky on EBay. They 
also sell their product off their webpage which is www.dexterschickenjerky.com

When we opened the second bag and gave it to our dog, we noticed that the product 
had turned green from mold and emailed them for a replacement. They claim that in 
our packing material there was instructions that we were to keep their product in the 
freezer and they could not offer a replacement. There is nothing on their label, Ebay 
auction, or on their webpage with these instructions. 

We contacted EBay with our safety concerns (as well as the manufacturer). We told 
them we didn't care about the money but we do care about the safety of animals. We 
reported this on June 7, 2016 and nothing has changed on their website. In addition, 
their website claims their product is freeze dried. It is our understanding that freeze 
dried should not require special handling. I still have the moldy product if you would like 
to test. The bags we sealed in a airtight packet.

EON‐322647 7/5/2017 16:32 Special Kitty Select Grilled Tuna 
& Sardine Recipe

I purchased a can of Special Kitty cat food at a Walmart in  
and found a large, sharp bone it which could have injured or even killed my cat. The cat 
food is manufactured at U.S. Pet Nutrition, an American company.

EON‐322563 7/5/2017 11:04 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

We feed our dog Taste of the wild high prairie formula. She has been on that food her 
entire life. She never eats people food and except for the occasional dog treat, eats 
only taste of the wild. Recently we purchased a new bag, which she was reluctant to 
eat at first, but after some time she ate it as normal. A few weeks later and she started 
vomiting which progressed rapidly to vomiting blood and bloody diarrhea. She has now 
been hospitalized with acute pancreatitis. Looking online I see that many owners that 
feed taste of the wild are experiencing similar issues with their pets in the last month or 
so. Therefore I would like to alert the FDA so that they may take a look in case there's 
an issue.

2 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐322524 7/5/2017 2:04 Beneful Originals with real 
chicken

Purchased Beneful Original 7-3-17 and 7-3- and 7-4-17 made my pets regurgitate food

EON‐322509 7/4/2017 16:48 Hill's Science Diet Adult 
Advanced Fitness Chicken & 
Barley Recipe

I opened a new bag of dog food and fed both of my dogs with it, later the same day my 
dogs began salivating uncontrollably. Later in the evening they began throwing up 
repeatedly, to the point of bloody bile. They both also had diarrhea once the salivating 
started and continue to have diarrhea the following day. The cause may be something 
other than the food but it is the common denominator between what they both have 
eaten recently that I could track. I did not give them any more food from that bag and 
they are now eating and drinking normally while being able to hold their food down.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐322508 7/4/2017 16:40 Hill's Science Diet Adult 
Advanced Fitness Chicken & 
Barley Recipe

I opened a new bag of dog food and later the same day both of my dogs began 
salivating uncontrollably. Later in the evening they began throwing up repeatedly, to the 
point of bloody bile. They both also had diarrhea once the salivating started and 
continue to have diarrhea the following day. The cause may be something other than 
the food but it is the common denominator between what they both have eaten recently 
that I could track. I did not give them any more food from that bag and they are now 
eating and drinking normally while being able to hold their food down.

2 Years Great Dane Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐322504 7/4/2017 16:12 Golden Rewards Sweet Potato 
Wrapped with Chicken

We purchased "Golden Rewards" Sweet Potato with Chicken treats at Walmart. We 
gave our dog one of these treats every day for six days. Our dog became very ill. We 
took him to the vet and they said his blood test indicated he had pancreatitis. He was 
very ill for ab out a week and began recovering yesterday. Our dog has been 100% 
healthy and has a healthy, consistent healthy diet which includes a single treat once a 
day.

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15.5 Pound

EON‐322497 7/4/2017 14:36 Nature's Variety Instinct Grain-
Free Lamb Formula, Castor & 
Pollux Organix Grain Organic 
Turkey Recipe Pate

Gave both cats a new can of food we purchased at Petco. It was a 5.5 oz canned cat 
food by Nature's Variety Instinct 95% Lamb formula. Best by 'February 16, 2020' 
23LMM3 0503 11.

I fed both cats out of this can. Both cats started vomiting, and developed excessive 
diarrhea.  had it so bad, he went right on the floor of the Vets office as he 
couldn't hold it any longer.  developed lethargy too. He ate the bigger amount of 
this can. The vet ran blood work on both cats. They were healthy. They said the white 
blood count was slightly higher in . My total vet bill for two cats was over $900 to 
treat both cats with an anti-vomiting and anti-nausea medication: "Reglan" (3 days for 
each) and "Metronidazole" (10 days)  seems to be not his total self. Their stools 
look better.  has vomited since being off, mostly hairballs. The vet told me they 
both had 'Parasites' in their intestines. 

I also fed them Organix brand canned cat food also purchased at Petco on  
  and  developed diarrhea within hours of eating this 

food. Is it bad food in the cans or bad storage of food causing bacteria to grow in food? 
I have to contact Organix brand by Castor & Pollux to report this happening with their 
food as well. They have both recovered from this food without being taken to the vet 
but  still isn't eating as much as he used to eat of canned cat food. Name of this 
brand: Organix grain-free 'Organic Turkey Pate' Best by 21 Jul 18 16203 CLK 2 07940 
0827.

I have both cans still. I don't have any food to test however from either can. All was 
ingested by two cats.

Thanks for your time.

-

7 Years Siberian Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐322486 7/3/2017 22:28 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Adult, Blue 
Buffalo Blue Wilderness Chicken 
Recipe Adult Small Bite

Became lethargic vomiting bright blood. Having diarrhea that was bright blood. Not 
eating not drinking. I looked up what could be wrong. Decided to just quickly take to our 
vet. They ran several blood test. One was over 100$. It was according to all test that 

 had pancreatitis . She was dehydrated due to diarrhea and vomiting. At vets she 
received a 1,000 liter bag of normal saline. Antibiotics I.V. And was sent home with oral 
antibiotics bid for two weeks. It took a couple of days for her to start eating but she was 
drinking. Had taken pictures of dog food. Vet did ask me what dog food they were on 
and I showed the pictures. He said the Yorkie that was in waiting room had same 
diagnosis and was on the same food. When I went to pick up  they had informed 
two other small dogs had been brought in after me. On the exact food as  Vet also 
informed me the last two weeks they had had several who had come in with diagnosis 
and same dog food. That was just one vet!

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound

EON‐322384 7/2/2017 22:08 Tiki Cat Aloha Friend Tuna with 
Pumpkin

After serving Tiki wet food to my cat for two years I began to find hard, sharp fish bones 
with potential to pierce the alimentary canal walls or become stuck; I am using a 
toothpick to thoroughly screen the remaining packages as I feed them and will no 
longer buy Tiki when the packages run out.

EON‐322379 7/2/2017 20:16 Champion Breed Large Biscuits Mixed (Dog) DogI want to notify your company of a mishap that could potentially affect our dogs. First 
and foremost, our dogs are part of our family. We consider them like our children. We 
strive each and everyday to ensure that their health and well being is intact. Recently, 
as a result of someone's clear lack of care and inability to do their job properly I now 
risk the potential of all three of my dogs getting sick and potentially having medical 

complications. Last week I went to K Mart and purchased several bags and boxes of 
"Champion Breed large biscuits". I began to notice strange bugs all in my bedding set, 
couch, dog kennels etc. Basically anywhere that my dogs would eat the treats. I just 
discovered that these bugs were all inside of the large biscuits. There were several 
eggs laid inside of the box. My dogs have been consuming these biscuits with all of 

these bugs inside of them. My dogs have now been ingesting these bugs for almost a 
week. How can somebody still put these products on the shelf with the potential of it 

affecting somebody's dog? Again, that is irresponsibility of the store which in turn 
reflects poorly on your brand. I will never purchase another dog product from your 

company. I will not risk putting my loved ones at risk. I have no idea what these bugs 
are. I do not know if they can harm my dogs or my children. The liability falls on you 

guys. It is your responsibility to fix this. This is very stressful. I stayed up until 5 AM this 
morning disinfecting and cleaning everything that these bugs have come in contact 

with. I have pictures and videos to attest to everything I am saying. I expect to hear a 
prompt response with some form of resolution. If my dogs end up getting sick , I will 

seek legal options with my attorney. It is obvious that the product was not placed in a 
clean and sanitary location and was not stored in accordance with the consumer's 

wellbeing. 

I attempted to return the bags (3) and (2) of the big boxes of treats to kmart in the 
location  , I put the boxes and bags in garbage 

bags where they were sealed as though the bugs would not come out . They Rudely 
advised that they could not do a single thing for me since the store was closing and I 
had received a 30% discount in my purchases of the treats already. I asked if I could 

speak to corporate about this issue , 
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She stated she had no idea and she honestly could care less since she was not 
working for Kmart anymore . 

I am extremely disappointed & upset , not only did my dogs ingest these things but 
these bugs were ALL over my house where my three kids and three dogs are in , I was 

treated extremely bad by an associate and essentially lost all this money on treats & 
food . 

This speaks poorly on sears corporation and as a loyal customer for years I am 
saddened that this happened . 

I am expecting a prompt response in reference to this matter in attempting to 
Find a resolution for this .

Very respectfully,

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone
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EON‐322365 7/2/2017 16:04 Zignature Limited Ingredient 
Formula Duck Formula

My Show Westie from  had just finished having a litter of puppies. The vet 
recommended Zignature Duck limited ingredients. We started her on it back in 

. We then put my Yorkie on it. We had opened our 3rd bag of it when 
my Westie started displaying symptoms within a day or so she was throwing up and 
eventually the end of the week stopped eating and refused to eat or drink. The Vet 
initially thought it may be a urinary tract infection. We keep the food in air tight 
containers and my Yorkie ran out of hers a week after I opened the new bag and so I 
poured some of the new bag in hers. I also began feeding my show puppies the food to 
get them used to it at the same time but in very small amounts.  my show Westie 
wasn't getting better and then our little Yorkie started displaying the same symptoms a 
few days later after I started her on the new bag. It was when i took My yorkie in for 
examinatuon that our vet made the correlation, did extensive testing on our Westie and 
determined he believed it was the food. By this time our puppies began falling ill. The 
vet had to admit  the Mother Westie and put her on IVS for 4 days and start her 
on antibiotics. He had had to treat all the dogs with antibiotics and pepcid. We have 
allot of money wrapped up in these dogs so we have them into the vet frequently for 
check ups, I have kept them all quarantined prior to the getting sick to avoid any 
diseases with the puppies. We have 3 acres in our yard and we always take them out 
on a leash but they are kept in the house. We don't wear our shoes in the house 
because of sons allergies so we are certain there was no other exposures! Right now 
we have recently very sick dogs and are certain it was the food! I want the food tested 
by a neutral party not the company! These dogs are our family we have had the 2 for 6 
years and havery invested thousands in the breeding and raising of the two puppies. 
We are devastated to watch them slowly decline with no answers. The Vet did blood 
tests, xrays, xray barrium shallows and ultrasounds to rule out any other illness and 
has said he is confident it is the food!

Terrier - West Highland 
White

Dog

EON‐322361 7/2/2017 14:24 IAMS Proactive Health Adult 
Minichunks

After feeding our dog Saturday, she had severe lethargy. She only wanted to sleep and 
hide under the bushes. She also refused to come inside. By Sunday evening she 
refused to eat food or drink water, had a very dry nose. When presenting the Iams 
food, she immediately ran to hide. After a $305 vet visit, we changed foods and she 
started to recover. I purchased the food at Target this time, when I usually get it from 
Harris Teeter grocery store. The food was discolored and appeared oily so I 
immediately threw it away. I kept a sample just in case it needs to be tested.

Havanese Dog

EON‐322358 7/2/2017 12:48 Earth Animal No-Hide Salmon 
Stix

I gave her a chew yesterday and she vomited immediately .
Today I gave her a second chew and she vomited immediately . 

She was fine both times before and after. She had no other symptoms and ate and 
acted normal otherwise. Both times I took the chew away.

4 Years Crossbred Canine/dog Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐322355 7/2/2017 11:44 Betsy Farms Grillers Made with 
Real Chicken

The dog had been feeling fine, running, talking walks, eating. I bought a bag of Betsy 
Farms Grillers and gave each of my dogs 2. The pit bull got sick within 2 hours. First 
was lethargic, and within a hour couldn't walk correctly, fell over once, would be laying 
down and raised his head for a few seconds, then his head would just fall over and 
bang on the floor like he had no control over it. He was breathly heavily. He would 
change positions every few minutes due to discomfort. This went on for about 7 hours. 
The next 48 hours he stayed in the same spot, would not get up without us making him. 
He would drink and eat some if brought over to him. It is now 4 days later and he 
seems to be slowly getting better.

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 68 Pound

EON‐322336 7/1/2017 20:32 Purina ONE Hairball Formula On July 1, 2017, I purchased a 7 pound bag of Purina One Hairball Formula (purple 
label) cat food for my cat. When I cut open the top of the bag to transfer into a 
resealable container, I noticed 4 cocooned bugs stuck to the inside of the food bag. I 
went straight back to Petsmart and returned the bag and noticed another bag of the 
exact same food behind the counter that was returned as well with even more 
cocooned bug covering the inside of the bag. It was and is absolutely disgusting.

EON‐322328 7/1/2017 16:48 HempMy Pet Certified Organic 
Coconut Oil Infused with 
Organically Grown Colorado 
Hemp Extract, HempMy Pet 
Certified Organic Hemp Seed Oil 
Infused with Organically Grown 
Colorado Hemp Extract

I was made aware of a company marketing hemp treats for pets and I am concerned 
about the language on their website. They claim to be in compliance with CGMP 
guidelines for dietary supplements and make many statements about their products not 
being drugs (using legal terminology), but there are other statements that do indicate 
that the product s marketed to treat illnesses. Some of the literature from their website, 
https://www.hempmypet.com, is as follows:
"you may notice your pet feeling more calm and at ease, and older pets may be moving 
around more easily after use, this is most likely due to the other cannabinoids and 
terpenoids present in the products."
"Here are some of the ways our customers have been using our products as they have 
been so kind as to offer feedback regarding how they have been using HempMy Pet 
products: Anxiety relief, reduction in size of growths, reduction in occurrences of 
seizures, pain and inflammation relief, increase in energy and increase of mobility in 
older pets."

Links on their info page include the following language, in addition to marketing news 
reports from another company producing similar products:
"In diseased states, the activation of these receptors with phytocannabinoids could be 
helpful to treat the underlying problem. Cannabinoids, particularly cannabidiol (CBD), 
has the potential to treat various medical problems, in a non-toxic way."
"CBD can address a variety of issues for pets such as anxiety, separation anxiety, 
pain, and even cancer"

I feel that the language used is deceptive to pet owners, and that cannabidiol is a drug 
regardless of their language. I am concerned that pet owners are using a substance 
that has not been proven safe.
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EON‐322290 6/30/2017 19:36 Pure Balance Chicken & Brown 
Rice Recipe

We have been feeding the same make/brand of food for over a year. We bought a new 
bag, and the color looked darker, but I didn't think much of it. A few days after starting 
it, my dog started excessively drinking bowl after bowl water, to the point where he was 
unable to hold his urine for more than about 2 hours, and started having accidents if he 
wasn't let out every so often. We transitioned quickly to a different brand/make about 
10 days after starting the food.

8 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 84 Pound

EON‐322143 6/29/2017 21:16 Ultra Chewy Yogurt Flavored 
Bone Value Pack

Dog #1, a chihuahua x beagle, FS, presented with gastrointestinal distress evidenced 
by pudding-like, explosive diarrhea and dragging rear for 3 days after eating 
RushDirect Yogurt Flavored Bone. Dog #2, a 14 lb. FS terrier mix had gastric 
distension and vomiting for 24 hours, starting 2 hours after eating the product. Chunks 
of the bone were seen in the vomitus.

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 20 Pound

EON‐322140 6/29/2017 19:52 Mighty Dog With Lamb & Rice Went to feed my dog but noticed when I picked the can up that both the top and bottom 
are very bowed. When you shake the can you can hear the food moving around inside. 
I did not open the can or break the seal. Checked the other cans that were in the multi 
pack, all have the same use by date but this is the only one I'm concerned about.

EON‐322132 6/29/2017 17:20 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw 
Boost Mixers Cage-Free Chicken 
Recipe

Dear Sirs/Mam and To All It May Concern

Re: Nature's Variety INSTINCT Raw Boost Mixer 

On Thursday, June 22, 2017, we feed our furbabies Nature's Variety INSTINCT Raw 
Boost Mixer cage free Chicken Recipe Top Your Kibble with Raw. We soon noticed 
that they seem sick, refusing to continue to eat it, refusing meals, experiencing 
lethargic behavior, vomiting, diarrhea, blood in stools and diarrhea, etc. We dii an 
emergency visit to vet who prescribes antibiotics, probiotic, bland diet, ultrasounds, 
follow ups, and also advices to report problem asap. So we call our main pet store, 
Petco, and spoke to manager, , who referred us to Petco customer service. We 
call them immediately and spoke to  who filed an incident report, promised a 
call back within 24 to 48 hours. Please note we have not heard back from them as of 
yet. We also called the toll-free phone number on the back of the package only to get 
an announcement that their lines close at 5P.M.. We will try to continue to try to contact 
them. However, we are contacting your organization to request assistance, knowledge, 
communication, and help with the unknown and unexpected steps to get through this 
situation in reference to getting an investigation done on the product and 
manufacturing processes, a recall done on all versions of this products, and for help for 
our pets health and vet bills, etc... Please Help Us by sharing all possible data and 
information you have available as soon as possible. We thank you in advance for all 
your efforts, time, and assistance with this very urgent and serious problem. 

Sincerely, 
The 

Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐321905 6/28/2017 14:28 Dentley's Chicken Flavor 
Rawhide Chew Chips - Medium

Vomiting at 6 am, Sunday June 25. Vomitted 3 times and diarrhea 6 times with 
raspberry jam like blood that same day. Monday she did not poop. Tuesday, June 27, 
she had very soft poop with blood. Wednesday, June 28 her poop has a ton of mucus 
and blood is still apparent.

2 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 13 Pound
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EON‐321844 6/28/2017 10:44 Barkworthies Bully Stick Bites I purchased a bag of Barkworthies Bully Stick Bites. When giving one of the treats to 
my dog, I found a rusty nail stuck inside one of the bully bites.

EON‐321809 6/27/2017 21:52 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

He, a very well potty trained dog, whimpered often during the night, when I woke up his 
cage was filled with diarrhea, I have never seen this of my dog before. When I took him 
out in the morning to go to the bathroom his stool was extremely runny, akin to water. 
He then started to act very lethargic. My usually very playful and all over the place 
excited dog wouldn't even jump up or run towards me. When I fed him, he hardly ate. 
Usually he eats his food with wild abandon as soon as it is placed in his bowl. At this 
point I became very concerned and went over everything it could possibly be. I realized 
the only change, food or otherwise, were the treats we bought and started feeding him. 
We gave him one or two strips during the normal day and one before bed. After I came 
to this conclusion, I discontinued use of this treat and my dog started to act himself 
again. I had fed him the treat for four days total before I discontinued its use.

7 Month
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐321676 6/26/2017 16:04 Wysong Vegan Canine/Feline 
Formula

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 4 PoundOn  I purchased a single 5LB bag of Wysong Vegan Canine/Feline 
food for the felines in my household from among searchable and similar products via 

the Amazon, LLC website, Amazon.com. Wysong advertised this pet food product and 
touted this product as "healthy" and "nutritious" . At that time of purchase, I agreed with 

the printed nutrition label on the packaging after reading the table of ingredients 
branded upon the packing of the food. I received the food as a shipment from Amazon 

Prime on . I then began to distribute the Wysong food to my cats. 
There was a gradual change within both of my felines' behavior patterns within a few 

days of consuming this product. I was totally unaware of the looming circumstances in 
which would pursue and cause such devastation. First, my cats became quite "lazy" 
and just laid upon the furniture. I had attributed this to perhaps they were abundantly 
satisfied with consuming the food. I then noticed that one of my felines was beginning 

to lose his vision; he was walking in objects and walls constantly. He then began losing 
a dramatic amount of weight within a 2 week time span prior to his death. He was blind 
and had become extremely malnourished and became gravely emaciated. My cat died 
within  days of consuming the Wysong pet food. My 8-year old Son had awakened at 

1:30AM and noticed that our cat was not in the usual place in our home where he 
sleeps, which has always been in my Son's bedroom. My Son then began to venture 

into places within our home and noticed the cat upon the living room couch and 
proceeded to pick the cat up an return to his bedroom; then discovered that the cat 
was clinging to the last moments of his Life. My Son burst into my bedroom where I 

was sleeping and awakened me in such an alarmed state. My Son was frantic, 
endlessly crying and informed me that his cat was not moving nor responsive. I began 
to calm my child and went to inspect what exactly was going on with our cat. I, too, had 
discovered that our cat had appeared to be clenching to the last moments of his life. I 

proceeded to call a veterinarian hospital that treats pets on a 24-hour basis. We left our 
residence overnight in transit to the veterinarian hospital as the staff at the hospital 

were awaiting our arrival. Our cat passed away while we were in transit. Upon arrival at 
the veterinary hospital, our cat was examined by the veterinary doctor and our beloved 

cat was pronounced that he had passed away. All this occurred at now 2:30AM on 
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Our next cat, who also consumed the Wysong food in , experienced her health 
decline with a slower progression after the consumption of this 5LB bag of toxic food. I 

had the highest intentions of hopes that she was healthy post-consumption of the 
Wysong food; as I at the time had not directly attributed my previous cat's death 

towards the food until the frightening similarities of the decline of her perfect health 
became apparent. But for sure, I became aware once my female feline began to exhibit 

the same symptoms as my male cat. She too had become blind and experienced a 
dramatic amount of weight loss due to an apparent malnourishing element. Now that I 

had a prior experience in dealing with such similar symptoms and having to emotionally 
cope with such results, I presented my cat to a veterinarian for comprehensive 

examination. I was advised by the veterinarian that my cat's death was eminent and 
suggested that begin to prepare myself for this occurrence. My female cat passed 2 

days later after her doctor's visit. 
The shock and devastation that this has caused within my family and household is just 
simply unconscionable. We are totally stricken with grief. During my bereavement of 
now having the lives lost of two very healthy and precious cats, I began to set upon a 
mission of informing Wysong, LLC and Amazon, LLC of the occurrences which took 

place then resulted with the product in which is produced and promoted, respectively. 
As I surveyed the Wysong product, I discovered that exists is a class-action lawsuit 
within the state of California against Wysong which is being currently being litigated. 

The lawsuit filed against Wysong alleges that the ingredients and the contents in which 
the pet food product is comprised of contains harmful products that have not been 

evaluated by an official regulatory agency within the United States; in which the 
Wysong pet food advertises upon their brand packaging. I contacted the California law 
firm which represents the Plaintiff. Upon my delivery of statements and facts regarding 
an experience with Wysong which resulted poorly and the loss of life occurred, I was 
advised by representing counsel to acquire an attorney to examine and establish my 
rights as a consumer. In which is now my pursuit for justice and protection for others 
experiencing a similar deathly tragedy due to the negligence and perhaps unethical 

business practices of Wysong
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business practices of Wysong. 
After an amended and rather abrupt grieving period for the untimely death of my two 

cats, I contacted Amazon, LLC to bring further awareness to the consumer complaints 
that exist upon their website. At my time of purchase, I was unaware of the claims of 

death and harm to others' pets as customer responses and warnings upon the website. 
Never would I imagine to read a customer review of a product sold by a major retailer 

and discover that a review in such a delicate manner of explaining death as an effect of 
consumption and direct implication of the product in discussion. On Sunday morning, I 

called the customer service phone number listed for Amazon and spoke with an 
individual named Bob S. A rather rude and cantankerous individual per my 

assessment. As I spoke with Bob S., an Amazon consumer complaint representative, I 
made him aware of my circumstances regarding the Wysong product that I purchased 

for my household. Bob S. rudely advised me to contact Wysong and that Amazon holds 
no blame no liability nor involvement for the death of my cats; however, Amazon had 
been made aware many times previously that there are consumer complaints firmly 

describing negative and deathly experiences of this product. I immediately requested a 
refund for the purchase price of $12 for the amount in which was paid for the Wysong 

pet food. Bob stated that I would be issued a refund for the purchase price of the 
Wysong food and that a total amount of $30 including the purchase price of the 

Wysong Vegan Canine and Feline pet food should cover the cost of my "inconvenience 
" related to the death of my 2 year old and 4 year old cats. Bob S. further stated that I 

"have been more than compensated at least double for my loss and that no further 
funds will be given to be due to me related to this incident". I had never asked Bob S. 
for his compensation measures for the loss of my pets, as I had intentions of seeking 

other legal ease. The intention of my phone call to Amazon in which was poorly 
addressed by Bob S. was to directly speak to a representative of the company that the 
food in which I purchased had caused the deaths of my cats and to please investigate 
the contents of the Wysong product. Bob S. then assured me that he would request 

from Amazon's Quality Control Department that the Wysong product would be removed 
from the purchase queue. I then began to vigilantly notice that the Wysong Vegan 

Canine/Feline food had NOT been removed from the Amazon website for purchase
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Canine/Feline food had NOT been removed from the Amazon website for purchase, 
and in fact, the Wysong is still currently available for purchase. I was surveyed to write 
a "consumer product review" upon the Amazon website. And now Amazon has been 

made directly aware of the deaths of consumers' pets that have occurred and yet, 
Amazon still offers the product for purchase. 

I contacted Wysong, LLC via phone at their corporate establishment via phone 
communication. The placement of that call within morning business hours, I presented 
my consumer experience to a Wysong representative in a very detailed account to a 
Wysong representative and was told that my consumer experience details would be 

forwarded to an individual from their company whom of which would address this 
matter with me. Later the same afternoon, I received a phone call from a representative 

of Wysong introduced herself by the name of Vicki and said that she was calling of 
behalf of Wysong and had been made aware of my consumer complaint. My 

conversation with the Wysong representative resulted in me bringing into 
acknowledgement that my pets have been harmed and have deceased from the 

consumption of this product. The Wysong representative offered her condolences for 
the instance. She then began to state that this was the very first of occurrence of death 
of product consumption in which she was ever made aware of within the company and 

that she has never been aware of any such consumer complaints. I directed her 
immediate attention to the online retail outlet source, Amazon.com, in which myself 
along with other consumers had been first introduced to the Wysong pet food. Upon 

the Amazon customer review section, there exists an abundance of negative consumer 
experiences regarding the purchase and consumption of this Wysong product and also 

death by consumption. 
Amazon LLC is liable for the death of my 2 cats and the negligence of other 

consumers' pets as well and should and will be held accountable for distributing a 
product without listening, viewing NOR researching a product in which they sell and 

distribute to consumers from their company website: millions upon millions of 
consumers. The endangerment of their complete negligence caused and perhaps is 
continuing the ultimate of negligence: Death. Multiple deaths of animals whom have 

consumed a product from the company in which Amazon allows Wysong to be a seller;
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consumed a product from the company in which Amazon allows ysong to be a seller; 
and then these products are continuing to be made readily available to the consumer 
and then distributed. Now, these products from Wysong have been distributed and 

delivered into the comfort of people's beloved homes, in which are people's sanctuary: 
homes in which all that reside there are all beloved family members. I have never ever 

called my cats "pets". Simply, they are counted in my household size, which was 8, 
now it is 6. Perhaps Amazon is the "backdoor" for Wysong. Amazon needs to be put on 
notice for regulatory non-distribution of the entirety of Wysong product. Amazon should 

at the very least have an obligation, with or without enforcement, of a standard of 
protection of the consumers in which they reach daily; consistently and Globally. 

Product satisfaction should be and is completely secondary to Safety. 
I did not read the prior customer reviews upon the Amazon.com website prior to 

purchasing this Wysong product for my household. For that, I am at fault, and my guilt 
will be heartfully felt for,....well.......an Enfinitii. Apparently, Amazon.com did not read 
these reviews either. Amazon willfully solicits consumer reviews from consumers for 

the purpose in which they are intended to serve with knowledge and experience prior to 
the consumer reviews being made available for public discernment be made public. All 

of the mentions of "death by consumption of product" by consumers, yet Amazon 
continued to distribute the product, forearmed AND forewarned with consumer review, 

willfully disregarding intimate comments of death regarding products sought, 
purchased, and sold, upon their distribution website. Amazon is responsible for 

researching the companies AND the products in which they distribute as Amazon 
chooses to have their company recognized legally as a reputable business corporation 
within the Global business market. Their company profile composite exists, as a mass 

distributor to consumers all over the World. Amazon stands accused of plaquing 
consumer's lives and households in regards to these incidents which have occurred 
from a product in which the distribute, despite the consumer complaints and deaths. 

We are not merely are speaking of a rash or an allergic reaction due to consumption of 
a product: this is regarding death by consumption. Not only was a product in which I 
purchased from Amazon toxic, it performed at deadly measure. Multiple times within 

my household and within other consumers' households of this product as well. In most 
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instances, consumers would have absolutely no introduction of these companies or 
corporations and their products if not for the advertising of Amazon and Amazon's 

distribution itself including the products in which Amazon makes readily available for 
the trusting and simultaneously unsuspecting consumer. Amazon is aware of the 

reviews of which they post. Amazon solicits reviews from consumers of the products 
yet continue to distribute hazardous products even once a discrepancy in the validity of 

a product of formally complained. As far as Wysong, I don't even want to touch that; 
they are as disgusting and toxic as the products in which they produce. I discovered 
their deadly product due to the negligent advertising and availability of Amazon and 

their apparent lack of holding nor upholding an established "company standard" within 
the products they decipher among and choose to distribute. Amazon's primary ethic, 

duty and responsibility to protect the consumer according to the rights of every product 
consumer. Amazon accepts responsibility for the tragic matters and results of their 
careless distribution; unless they choose to be plaguers; in which the ultimate price 

paid bears absolutely no price tag whatsoever. The customer reviews and complaints 
are considered to be a factor and/or differential for their advisement and as they 

proceed to elect and grant permissions for companies to not serve as viable 
information for other consumers as well as for Amazon? The consummate 

unsuspecting consumer. Amazon is liable for ignorantly and improperly interpreting the 
factual-based reviews of the experiences of the consumer, the explicit and candid 

nature of the comments in which are produced through the experience of any product 
which is sold within their corporation should be considered factual, unless otherwise 
disproven via research or case review. What exactly is the purpose of the "review 

section" upon Amazon's website if not for reviewing the "satisfaction" of products for 
further purchase? Amazon bears and furthermore is culpable for these continued 

deaths occurring. 
Amazon should be put on notice primarily and most expediently: they are selling a 

product causing harm and Amazon is aware of these complaints. And by harm, I mean 
extreme emotional detriment, not just death by consumption. If Amazon is too 

incompetent "lazy" to research the viability and integrity, including the sustainability of a 
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EON‐321673 6/26/2017 15:48 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken Rice 
& Vegetable Flavor

I purchased pedigree 50lbs bag in the chicken and vegetables from target may 2,2017. 
We fed our pit/lab mix  3/4 of the then noticed the bottom of the bag is covered 
in mold. Bar Code2310010736 and no sell by date is stamped on bag which was 
purchased online through Target Stores.

6 Years Pit Bull Dog 80 Pound

company's product prior to acquiring the contract for agreement to distribute, then all 
damages belong to Amazon. Period. Amazon's lack of providing a proper protection of 
consumer standard, within a 2 days purchase and distribution timeframe, has caused 
detriment that I simply don't believe that I can reconcile for the tremendous pain that 

has been caused. I'm certain that others would agree. And this has happened to others 
prior to the grieving that is now occurring within my household.; a door in which was the 

only and final barrier to the harm that was introduced into my beloved home. Please 
Help Us. Please Help Them, the others whom now I share my grief, confusion, and 

unabashed tears. Wow, the pain is incredible. 

Sincerely, 
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EON‐321662 6/26/2017 14:40 Taste of the Wild Rocky 
Mountain Feline Formula with 
Roasted Venison & Smoke 
Salmon

5 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 PoundI would like to submit a complaint against Taste of the Wild cat and dog food. Last 
Monday night/Tuesday morning I started feeding my cats a new bag of Taste of the 

Wild Rocky Mountain Feline Formula with Roasted Venison and Smoked Salmon. Last 
Wednesday, June 14, I noticed one of my cats vomiting. I didn't think too much of it 

until I came home about two hours later and he was vomiting bile and foam. He then 
went and laid in my bathtub where he became practically unresponsive (only would 

twitch is tail). I took him to the emergency vet thinking he had been poisoned and was 
there for three hours. They did lab work but the results wouldn't be in until the following 
evening. They also gave him antibiotics, subcutaneous fluids for dehydration, and an 

anti nausea and vomiting medication. The next morning he was still extremely lethargic 
and began to have uncontrollable diarrhea. Within minutes my other cat, who had 

seemed fine, became lethargic and began vomiting and having uncontrollable diarrhea 
as well. I could only get one cat to my regular vet (the one that had been to the 

emergency vet) where they prescribed him another antibiotic and gave him a probiotic 
for diarrhea. Since we hadn't gotten the test results back from the previous night, there 
wasn't a whole lot that could be done. Later that day, my mom came to the conclusion 
that something was up with either the food or the litter. The cat that got sick first is an 
indoor/outdoor cat who is up to date on all vaccines and my other cat is an indoor only 
cat who is also up to date on all vaccines, so we figured the food or the litter had to be 
the culprits. My mom ended up calling the pet food store, a small, local store and told 

them our situation. They said that they had received multiple complaints about sick cats 
AND dogs, all that were eating Taste of the Wild food. All of them had the same 

symptoms, lethargy, vomiting, diarrhea, and even a report about a rash with pustules. 
My emergency vet called me right afterwards with the lab results, everything was fine. I 

explained to him everything that trailblazers told my mom and he agreed that it is a 
good possibility it was the food. He said it could be salmonella, E. coli, essentially food 
poisoning. I stopped feeding them the food immediately. Ironically, after one being sick 
for two days and the other cat being sick that whole day, they got better and seemed to 
be themselves the next day but still a little lethargic. That day which would have been 

last Friday, June 16th, I contacted my regular vet to give them an update of what 
il l i f li l i S
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trailblazers had said and they too agreed that the food was likely what caused it. So 
essentially my poor cats had food poisoning and I spent about $1000 just for the one 

cat. I contacted Taste Of The Wild that day and gave them all the details and answered 
all their questions. They said they would have their vet return my call. The vet, Dr. 

Heldman, I believe is her name, left me the following message at 11:36 a.m. On June 
16th: 

"So sorry to hear about your kitties and their illness. It sounds like they are getting 
straightened around now which is great. Thank you so much for providing the 

production code from the bag that identifies the 12,000 pound batch of food that yours 
came from. As of now we haven't had any other possible issues identified with your 

batch so kind of strange. I did see  note that trailblazer pet supply said that other 
people had issues so I'm going to give them a call now to see what I can find out and 

then also if you have any questions feel free to give me a call back 866-214-6945" 

I waited a little bit and called my pet store, Trailblazer Pet Supply, to confirm that she 
did follow up with them and they said that their manager talked to her for 10 minutes 

and gave her all the info that she needed. I tried calling Dr. Heldman back at the 
number she provided but was told that she didn't want to speak to me until she 

received info from Trailblazer but that she would call me once she did. I never received 
a phone call back. My fiancé's grandmother called on my behalf both this Wednesday 

and Thursday but got nothing and no phone calls back. I also emailed them this 
morning. I spoke to Trailblazer Pet Supply this morning and they said that Taste of Wild 
had stopped communicating and everyone that called was having a hard time getting 
through. Trailblazer is a locally owned food store in Chico, Ca that is very small. They 
told me that they have had 12 complaints of sick animals from this food in one week, 

which is lot for them, 8 of those complaints came in 4 days. They posted something on 
their Facebook warning their customers, not bashing the company, and the post went 
viral all over the world. They received comments from people in other states whose 

animals have gotten sick from the food as well. They were the ones that recommended 
that I reach out to you. They also said that last Friday when Dr. Heldman called, they 
gave her all of the requested information then, which means I was lied to when I was 

told that Dr. Heldman didn't want to speak to me until she got the information from 
Trailblazer. Taste of the Wild insists that there is nothing wrong with the food but if that 

were the case I wouldn't think that there would be so many complaints. As of this 
morning there were 63 complaints against the company on the consumer affairs 

website. If you need any information from Trailblazer Pet Supply do not hesitate to call 
them 530-892-1848

Or me at 
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EON‐321607 6/25/2017 20:04 DreamBone DreamSticks Made 
with Real Peanut Butter

After consuming the Dream Bone Peanut Butter stick the dog began to vomit (noodle 
like material similar to the treat) and had explosive diarrhea all day! She was taken to 
emergency vet office later in the day, where it was determined she had Acute 
Gastroenteritis likely from the treat which was the only new thing introduced into her 
diet. The diagnosis was based off lab work and fecal sample... she was given 
subcutaneous fluids, anti-nausea medicine and antibiotics. These treats are made in 
China and are not digestable as advertised, and are in fact toxic to dogs! Our poor dog 
is trying to recover at present... bland diet including rice and chicken.

1.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 10.4 Pound

EON‐321605 6/25/2017 19:52 Earthborn Holistic Meadow Feast I bought a new bag of Earthborn Holistic Meadow Feast on Monday, June 19th. By 
Wednesday, June 21st, one dog was vomiting so severely that it quickly progressed to 
vomiting blood, and another had diarrhea. We took the dog vomiting to the vet 
immediately, but he got worse before he got better. He developed diarrhea with 
blood...which was leaking out of his rear. He spent about 8 hours at the vet hooked up 
to IV fluids, pain medicine, and received two different antiemetic injections. Plus blood 
work and X-rays, you could imagine my vet bill. Today, I went to exchange the bag of 
dog food, and was told that they received several complaints and would recommend 
switching to a different brand, which after reading some of the other reviews and 
comments, I am glad I decided to switch. Earthborn Holistic is being negligent by not 
addressing the issues their food is causing.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐321592 6/25/2017 14:08 Rachael Ray Nutrish Rachel Ray's wet "Nutrish" dog food. My dog immediately got violently sick after eating 
it. I looked at the label and it was a product of Thailand!! Her pet foods are definitely 
NO NUTRISH. They should be taken off the market.

4 Minut
es

Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 58 Ounce

EON‐321583 6/25/2017 10:16 Merrick Backcountry Raw 
Infused Game Bird Recipe

Black bugs crawling on food, bag was brand new never been opened. This was a new 
product the store recomended because they were out of the good i buy. 

Merrick - Backcountry Raw Infused. Game Bird Recipe
Expiration 9/17
12lb bag
Manufactured in Amarillo,Tx
Best by 17 Sept 2017
16078DL2 37014 00:19 (maybe lot code)

EON‐321573 6/25/2017 4:40 Pedigree Chopped Ground 
Dinner Chicken & Rice Dinner, 
Pedigree Chopped Ground 
Dinner Beef Flavor

Dog had multiple episodes of throwing up after eating canned Chopped Ground 
Dinnerbeef flavor.  recovered and I resumed feeding a week, 2 cans a day, with no 
additional Issues. Bought additional 12 cans, and the illness occurred again with the 
Chicken and Rice Dinner flavor. But this time, it was severe diarrhea, lethargy, 
hunching at the withers, refusal of all food and liquids, dehydrattion, and aversion to 
cold. The dog spent most of her time the 2 day of the illness outside in 96 degree 
weather, although she typically does not tolerate heat. After 2 days, she began to drink 
water again and had tar colored stools with a bit of blood on the rectum discovered 
upon cleaning. After 3 days, she is feeling much better.

4 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐321568 6/24/2017 23:16 Evanger's Super Premium Duck 
& Sweet Potato Dinner for Dogs

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Anatolian

Dog 96 Pound

EON‐321558 6/24/2017 18:00 Savory Prime Chicken Breast 
Fillets Chicken Jerky

Foamy blood comping no from his behind 5 Years Maltese Dog 14 Pound

I fed my dog less than 1/2 a can of Evangers duck and sweet potato canned food, by 
the next morning she started exhibiting strange behavior and ate only some of her 
breakfast, (Acana dry) unheard of for her, she was not herself. I had to go out for 

several hours and left her a hollowed out bone that I had stuffed the other 1/2 can of 
same Evangers food in, as I give her that as a treat and felt bad she hadn't eaten 

breakfast. When I got home she had thrown up several times and had mucusy 
diarrhea, very lethargic. She had no food or water and I kept an eye on her and by the 
morning, she had thrown up more and had several more bouts of now bloody diarrhea. 

It was Sunday morning and I took her to an emergency vet clinic. She had a strange 
excitability about her while also looking terrified. More bloody diarrhea in the exam 
room. The vet ran a blood test and did an xray which showed nothing, vet called it 

severe gastroenteritis and prescribed antibiotic and anti nausea meds, Rx food. She 
continued to have diarrhea but stopped vomiting. The next morning she seemed worse. 

She looked unstable as she tried to walk and looked disoriented. She could not lie 
down for too long, she would stand up and pant heavily and looking terrified. I was able 
to slowly walk her to my jeep again basically had to lift her front legs and heave ho her 
back end up into my jeep and took her back to the vet. I needed someone to get her 
out of my jeep as she typically jumps out she was unable and scared to try to get out 

on her own. The vet did an ultrasound to be sure it wasn't something blocking or a 
tumor. That came back ok. I took her home and she was extremely lethargic and 
continued to have labored breathing, could not stay in one position and would just 

stand up and pant. It was so sad to not know what to do for her. Not interested in food. 
By the evening, she was not any better and honestly she looked so bad and was 

breathing more shallow, I thought I was going to lose her. During the night she could 
not make it outside and had more diarrhea, but by the morning, she seemed able to 

move a bit better and seemed less disoriented. Feeding her only the Rx dog food 
prescribed and small amounts of boiled chicken and rice she did improve over the next 

few days, but the diarrhea continued for another week or more. Her ability to move 
normally was back by the 4th day. She seemed to be back to herself but still had 

lingering diarrhea for more than 10 days. I would have never known about this recall 
unless I went back to Pet Supplies Plus on 6/22 to buy Acana, regular food. It's 
then I saw the recall notice for a recall that was from February!! Had this notice been 
on the shelf on 5/15 when I bought the Evangers dog food, I definitely would have not 

purchased it!!!! What my beautiful vibrant healthy dog had to go through and I truly 
believe she almost died, is beyond horrific and is inexcusable. I read on the recall 

information that pentobarbital was found in the flavors recalled and from a safety and 
preventative standpoint, and if they cared about dogs and consumers, they would have 

recalled and tested ALL flavors. All of symptoms were concurrent with the 
symptoms described as being affected by this EUTHANSIA drug. How could that drug 
find it's way into the food supply??? Are they misrepresenting the ingredient list and 
there is horse meat in there? I am so relieved and happy  recovered but feel so 

badly that there are some people who lost their dogs. This company needs to be 
stopped.
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EON‐321525 6/23/2017 19:24 Digest-eeze Natural Savory 
Beefhide Rolls

My dog became violently ill on the afternoon of Saturday, June 17, 2017 she was 
vomiting and then also got diarrhea. She was still sick on Sunday afternoon so I took 
her to the local Animal emergency room where they gave her fluids and gave her anti 
nausea and vomiting shots. She lost her appetite on Saturday and did not eat Saturday 
evening, all day Sunday or Monday morning. I took her to my regular vet on Monday 
morning where she continued to have diarrhea and they held her for tests and 
observation. She had to stay until Wednesday, June 21 once she was better but still 
not completely well.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound

EON‐321426 6/23/2017 7:52 Rachael Ray Nutrish I fed  a sample of Rachael Ray Nutrish that I received in the mail. He began 
throwing up within hours of eating this food. He threw up 5 times and refused to eat for 
a little over 36 hours. He drank water and I finally got him to eat some baby food 
chicken last night. When I woke up, he was dead.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐321419 6/23/2017 0:12 Purina Puppy Chow Complete 
Chicken Flavor

We have 6 puppies. All fed Purina Puppy chow complete ( chicken). All puppies had 
orange diarrhea constantly from this food. It stained their fur as well wherever it came 
in contact with them. The diarrhea cleared up immediately when I switched brands at 7 
weeks of age. One of our puppies while eating this food at 6 weeks old choked and 
died. I later found nickel and dime sized pieces of wood chips in the food. Likely cause 
of death was choking on one of these chips. We did not have an autopsy performed so 
I don't have a way to prove this but it's very concerning and people need to be warned 
that this is happening. I have seen other people post about nails and screws found in 
their Purina Puppy chow as well. Please make this known and do something about it if 
at all possible. I don't want anyone to go through what we went through 2 weeks ago.

6 Week
s

Siberian Husky Dog 6 Pound

EON‐321317 6/22/2017 14:56 AKC Liver Training Treats Gave treat around 12pm, dog began showing symptoms of vomiting and diarrhea 
around 9pm. Dog ate only 1-2 treats and vomited 4 times and dried blood appeared to 
be in vomit. (blood clots) Dog symptoms resolved about 24 hours later.

1 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound

EON‐321299 6/22/2017 12:36 Purina ONE Smartblend My dog normally eats another brand of dog food that I have had no issues with, she 
has also tried other brands with no adverse side effects, I bought her Purina One smart 
blend because I thought it was a reputable company and the store was out of what I 
normally buy. A week after she had been eating the food she started to get sick. She 
was vomiting 2-3 times a day and was acting strange. This occurred for the next three 
days... I took her off the food and put her on a different brand... she has since then had 
no issues. I still had some of the Purina food left so I dumped it out on the floor to 
examine it with a flashlight and there are, what appear to be, MOLD particles in her 
food, they are fuzzy and fungus like. I then researched and found that several other 
people had had the exact same thing happen with the exact adverse side effects. It is 
apparently a widespread issue, and there are reports of fly larvae and even nails in 
some of the bags of dog food. The food should be recalled at the very least, if 
production just not shut down at the Purina plant.

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 40 Pound

EON‐321282 6/22/2017 11:04 Orijen Six Fish Dog I suspect, thanks to reporting from the Clean Label Project, that harmful chemicals 
(likely heavy metal contamination) in Orijen Six Fish dog food are suspect for the 
acquired portosystemic shunts and subsequent liver failure that my dog was diagnosed 
with in 2/2016.

5 Years Corgi - Welsh Pembroke Dog 32.5 Pound
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EON‐321273 6/22/2017 10:08 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Adult Dog Chicken Rice 
& Vegetable Formula

All three dogs in household fed same food. First dog (3 yo FS doberman) became ill 
(vomiting, progressed to seizuring), presented to animal hospital and was deceased in 
spite of full hospitalization within 24 hours. Blood work revealed severe liver disease. 
Second dog (10 yo MN lab mix) presented next day for similar clinical signs, diagnosed 
with acute liver failure; deceased within 24-36 hours of hospitalization.
While second dog in hospital, third dog developed anorexia. Blood work shows 
elevated ALT and globulins; has since improved with appetite and blood work 
normalizing. 
Unsure if food is source of illness however owner cannot locate any other source i.e. 
xylitol product, toxin in yard, no history of escaping from property, etc. 
Necropsy of second dog (10yo MN lab mix) showed severe icterus. Biopsy samples 
submitted to  Veterinary Lab from multiple organs, liver showed extensive 
acute necrosis as likely cause of death but no cause of liver disease itself.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 90 Pound

EON‐321079 6/20/2017 16:16 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

 was given a Milo's Kitchen Jerky Treat on the 19th of May which she did eat. I 
offered her another one the next day which was the 20th she did not want to take it she 
buried it in her bed. On the 22nd of May she started to vomit & was very lethargic & 
had trouble walking. I noticed she had eaten the other Milo chicken treat that she had 
hidden in her bed. On the evening of the 22nd she started vomiting that night & for the 
next 2 days after & just layed & wouldn't move. Did not eat, drink, nothing at all. Had 
taken her to the veterinarian on that Wednesday approximately around 4:00 p.m. the 
1st thing the vet asked if  ate anything different in her diet. YES the Milo Chicken 
Jerky Treat. They had taken her blood work & her white blood cell count was very low. 
She was placed on an IV & at the veterinarians for 4 days. She just layed there her 
blood work was not improving  could not figure out why she had some sort of 
auto immune disease. In order to try to save her she was given a blood transfusion. 
After being at the veteriarians for 4 days they told me there was nothing more they 
could do for her & was given 4 different medications which she is still on. It is a day by 
day basis with her, she is not her healthy, playful, active self. She just lays by me on 
the couch or in her bed. We are giving her medication & just waiting.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐321056 6/20/2017 15:04 Nature's Domain Salmon Meal & 
Sweet Potato for Dogs

After feeding Leopold Kirkland Signature Salmon Meal and Sweet Potato Dog Food he 
got diarrhea for about 4 days then he also began vomiting up to 8 times per day and 
was very lethargic and would not eat or drink. He has eaten that brand of food for at 
least 2 years and did not have this problem previously. We had to take him to the 
emergency vet to stop the vomiting. They did a full exam, x-rays, and fecal test; all 
came back normal. They also gave Leopold and IV with fluids due to dehydration. 
Leopold was put on anti-vomit/nausea medication, anti-diarrhea medication, and 
Prescription Diet food as soon as he could eat again. Upon doing research I 
discovered Taste of the Wild dog food, produced by Diamond dog food brand, who also 
produces Kirkland dog food, has had reports of other dogs experiencing the same 
symptoms.

3.5 Years Bulldog - French Dog 28.5 Pound
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EON‐321051 6/20/2017 14:56 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

My daughter came to visit me with her dog  on . He was a 
healthy, active, playful dog never had any health issues. I had bought the Milo's 
Kitchen Chicken Jerky Treats that Wednesday the 17th. When he came he was excited 
& jumping & happy. I opened the bag of the the Chicken Jerky Treats & gave him one 
on the  which he ate immediately (my daughter does not give her dog treats). 
Saturday I gave another treat just 1 & we had noticed he was breathing a bit 
differently but we didn't think too much of it. On Sunday morning around 8:00 a.m. he 
was panting for air was having trouble breathing. I immediately called our vet & my 
daughter took him in at 9:30 a.m. on the . The vet could not distinguish 
what the problem was said it could be his heart, gave him medication. My daughter 
returned to my home at approximately 10:30 a.m. I put  in the dog bed to lay 
down. 15 minutes later when I looked at him he was l/2 off the bed & l/2 on the floor 
breathing so heavily & suffering. His tongue turned a grayish color, he had a white 
foam coming out of his nose & mouth. suffered for over 1/2 hour & then DIED. How in 
the world could this happen? My dog who is  sister  also suffered health 
problems & was taken to the vet & the 1st thing she asked me if  ate anything 
different in her diet. YES The Milo's Kitchen Jerky Treat. She was admitted for 4 days 
on an IV they could not figure out what caused this, she was given a blood transfusion. 
She is still not herself she is on 4 different medications now & has been taken back to 
the vet for blood work.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound

EON‐321024 6/20/2017 12:44 Digest-Eeze Denta-Pro Premium 
Oral Care Chews Medium

My dog became violently ill with vomiting (approx 20 times in 2 hours), diarrhea, 
internal bleeding and loss of appetite after eating this rawhide chew. He went to the vet 
for bloodwork after the initial vomiting and later to have a stool sample tested when his 
stool turned black. The stool was sent out for analysis and blood was confirmed to be 
present. His eyes were dull and he is only now getting better with treatment for the 
internal bleeding. There was nothing else given to him out of the normal food he eats. 
There is a recall for this company but when I called they were very rude to me and I'm 
not sure if they even took down my information as they indicated this batch was not 
part of the recall. His symptoms match the expected effects of eating a contaminated 
chew exactly as described on their website. The chews are under the name of "denta-
pro" Digest -eeze, Animal Health, . Lot AH16 025, Exp 
03, 2019. I think this company needs to consider whether this batch should be included 
in their recall. They made my dog very ill and he is only starting to recover a week later. 
He couldn't eat anything and this was a very scary event for all of us.

4 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐320950 6/20/2017 4:32 Weruva Cats in the Kitchen Kitty 
Gone Wild Wild Salmon Recipe 
Au Jus

I purchased Weruva canned cat food, fish. My cat refused to eat the food after his first 
serving. He developed severe gastrointestinal upset, vomiting and diarrhea. I looked at 
the food more closely, opening several cans leftover, and found large bones. They 
were fish bones. I consulted an expert in fish, and he identified the bones to be jaw 
bones, ribs, and vertebrae. Most concerning was the large, thick jaw bones which were 
not able to be cut with a knife, and were solid and thick. Next, the ribs were needle 
sharp, causing a prick to human skin. The vertebrae were still connected, like a chain 
link. I contacted Weruva's "owner" who was nice, but denied the claim, stating that 
minimum bone is in the product. I warned him of the serious choking hazard and 
potential injury to animals, and he still did not appear to address the problem. I have 
several cans left from the 24 pack case. The problem has also been reported to 
Amazon where the company sells it (company president admitted they sell off Amazon) 
and Amazon continues to sell it. PLEASE VIEW PHOTOS ON AMAZON by searching: 
"WERUVA KITTY GONE WILD CAT FOOD". It's a pink label can.

10 Years Turkish Van Cat 9 Pound

EON‐320949 6/20/2017 4:16 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Puppy Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

I have been using the same food for almost one year. Taste of the wild puppy stream, 
smoked salmon.I noticed that this particular bag smelled very pungent but didn't think 
much of it. After feeding it to my dog, he has had vomiting, diahreah and mucus stools. 
I have had to put additives in his food to get him to eat it. After learning online that 
there are many other dogs in my area that are getting sick off of this particular brand, I 
have discontinued feeding the food to him.

11 Month
s

Other Canine/dog Dog 49.7 Pound

EON‐320906 6/19/2017 15:32 Brothers Complete Turkey Meal 
& Egg Formula

Not sure if related to what I found in the bag of food but he had been vomiting a few 
days before finding this piece of metal in his bag of food. He also had mouth bleeding.
I was dishing out his food into his bowl and noticed something shiny in the food. Found 
a sharp piece of metal baked into the kibble.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 85 Pound

EON‐320866 6/19/2017 13:12 Friskies Classic Pate Chicken & 
Tuna Dinner

On two separate occasions, two months apart, I fed my cat Purina Friskies canned 
Chicken and Tuna Pate cat food. On both occasions, she developed diarrhea and 
vomiting within 3 hours of ingesting the food.

4 Years Domestic (unspecified) Cat 15 Pound

EON‐320865 6/19/2017 13:12 Exer-Hides Rawhide Rolls 
Variety Pack

Fed a 6" Exer-Hides Rawhide to my small dog. Ate it and an hour later puked up 
rawhide, lost control of all bodily functions. Couldnt even hold head up. Contacted 24 hr 
vet as this was now midnight and took her in. When I picked her up her legs were just 
hanging. She died upon arrival at the vet.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐320813 6/18/2017 23:56 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

Began vomiting. Took to vet. Labs showed had lost 75% kidney function. Continued to 
decline over next 4 days. Refused to eat anything, too weak to walk, labs continued to 
show kidney failure, we with the vet decided to put him to sleep.

3 Years Dalmatian Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐320454 6/16/2017 15:12 Alpo Prime Cuts Savory Beef 
Flavor

my dog(s) started having runny stools & were throwing up, I could not figure out the 
issue, their diet hadn't changed. 
then the morning of  I discovered the problem. There was a dead rat in 
the container of Alpo Prime Cuts and NOT dead like it entered the container once 
inside our home, dead like either packaged that way or alive when packaged & died 
while on the shelf. My dogs seemed to be getting better once the food was removed 
and replaced, however my  threw up again the morning of , 
I took her to after hours for help after getting home that evening b/c she couldn't walk & 
was laying in her own urine. The vet examined her that night & she was admitted w/a 
fever of 105, the vet administered cool IV fluids for overnight & advised they would be 
able to run blood tests first thing next morning. On  the vet called me at 07:45 
advising that  has pancreatitis & they were going to do all they could. On my 
way into work that morning I (thankfully) went by to see my baby girl and she wasn't 
doing good but the vet advised they would do what they could & monitor her throughout 
the day, but promised not to let her suffer, we spoke that evening and was 
holding her own, but the vet called at 07:31 on  to let me know that my 
beloved  had passed. I was and am devastated. It's been 2 weeks now, time to 
share has come.

12 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 25 Pound

EON‐320084 6/16/2017 11:04 Simply Nourish Source Adult 
Venison & Chicken Recipe

On 6/15/2017 I purchased a 24 pound bag of Simply Nourish Source Venison & 
Chicken Recipe dog food with an expiration date of JUL 08 17. When I opened the bag 
the top of the bag was covered with dusty webs and some of the dog food clumped 
together. I contacted Pet Smart, the manufacturer, at 1-888-839-9638 and spoke with a 
supervisor named . She suggest this might be a problem with only one 
store, I feel this is a supply problem and dangerous to animal and even people. I don't 
know what causes this mold or how dangerous it is.
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EON‐320065 6/16/2017 8:56 b.f.f. Purchased new batch of Weruva BFF food 22 April. my 2 cats have been fed this for 
about 2 years, evenings only. Within 4 or 5 days of afore mentioned purchase, both 
cats were increasingly leaving more and more of the food from new batch. Large 
smelly vomit.  deteriorated rapidly, at about 1 may totally refused any and all 
foods, barely able to move, in pain or discomfort or nausea, seemed her back legs or 
hind area in trouble, gait very wobbly, could sit up with great effort but not get her hind 
legs to stand, refused water, 2 may took to vet, 3 may returned to vet, asked VEt to 
check out her walk and gait and legs, put on IV fluids for approx 24 hours, started to 
recover 5 may, from 5 may home nursed her with syringes of water every half hour or 
so and numerous small amounts of foods....I am convinced there was something bad in 
the recently purchased batch of weruva BFF food. Day after I collected her from VET, 
on 6 may received SMS alert from retailer to STOP FEEDING weruva BFF and return 
cans for refund. Weruva has since posted several updates of testing however no 
evidence that my batches were tested despite many emails and questions no direct 
answer, very little qualitative evidence about testing, their updates are largely emotive 
rhetoric, hundreds of cat owners some dead cats have formed social media support 
group and there is an outcry to weruva , weruva management of crisis has given me 
about 4 different email changes since 6 May to communicate with, now asking me if I 
think thiamine deficient to fill in a questionnaire, even though i already told them 
everything at least once and now seem only focused on what appears to be a small 
batch that they claimed thiamine deficient ....also think only that batch was further 
tested for other issues and not the rest....also, my cat was almost dead in the 5 days 
before weruva released its "remove from shelves" instruction to retailers...so nobody 
would have even thought to test for thiamine deficiency yet now they focus on 
that...very upset also at lack of social responsibility...its more than enough that cats 
have died, mine almost died and I fear for subsequent health risks and costs....

9 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 4.5 Kilogra
m
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EON‐320030 6/15/2017 18:00 Nylabone Nutri Dent Complete I had a very unfortunate incident with Nylabone's NutriDent Complete, (parent co. 
Central Garden & Pet.) UPC code: 18214 82996 (Best by 10/24/19 - LT 23974) 

I gave my 24 lb. miniature labradoodle one of the bones, which he seemed to 
enjoy. He later struggled mightily to 'go', and I actually had to physically 
intercede to 'unstick' what was going on. I thought all was well, until I 
happened to have a grooming date for my dog the following day, to find that he 
was now totally plugged up, with the bone now apparently wedged horizontally 
in his rectum. When the groomer managed to remove it somehow, it was a very 
unpleasant, explosive moment of watery diarrhea. (Had I not happened to have that 
groomer appt. that day with her identification and solving of the problem, I think the 
consequences could have been dire.) 

I contacted the company, who offered a refund, if I could provide the original 
receipt, which seemed absolutely ridiculous. I asked them if anyone had 
jurisdiction over these products and they told me that VOHC does. They misinformed 
me - so I now am submitting this to you, as I think my dog could literally have died from 
this product, that is clearly NOT as advertised on the package: 
"digestible, clinically proven, natural, no artificial colors, flavor or preservatives" 
(contradicted by the bright green stain, where my dog threw up on the rug!)

EON‐319993 6/15/2017 17:12 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun  ate a dog hide chew from Healthy Hide. Within an hour,  threw up with 
projectile vomit. The vomit had stomach avid and chunks of the raw hide.  threw 
up all over my queen bed. I had to replace the entire mattress.

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 70 Pound

EON‐319736 6/15/2017 14:24 Blue Buffalo Sizzlers Bacon-
Style Dog Treats Original

Purchase Blue Buffalo Sizzlers dog food treats. Upon opening the sealed bag the food 
smelled rotten, on inspection of the product white mold was everywhere on the strips of 
bacon type treats. My son returned them to the local PetCO in  for a 
refund of the product , we took pictures of the product the experation date was june of 
2018.
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EON‐319709 6/15/2017 12:52 Dexter's Deli Sardines I purchased frozen fish marketed as sardines on 5/4/17 from  
. The fish are stored in an upright freezer with an external temperature monitor that 

reads -4C. The fish appeared to be mostly sardines, although there were parts of fish 
mixed into the bag that made it hard to determine which type of fish they were. The 
pouch of fish was clearly marked 'not for human consumption'. Although the bag of fish 
says the fish are a product of the USA, I learned from the distributor that they are 
actually from Japan. Fish from Japan are known vectors for Nanophyetus salmincola.

I began feeding my pup the fish from  on 5/9/17. On 5/14/17 my pup 
became ill with GI symptoms. His condition worsened over the next several days and 
by 5/17/17 he was extremely ill with GI symptoms (severe diarrhea), lethargy, refusal to 
eat and drink. I brought a fecal sample to my vet the morning of 5/18/17 and it tested 
positive for Nanophyetus salmincola eggs. My vet began immediate treatment to save 
his life the morning of 5/19/17. Because this parasite does not live in the waters of 

, my vet asked if my pup had eaten any raw fish. The only fish / fish 
product he consumed were the fish from . The rest of his diet was 
comprised of non-fish sources: dry dog food (source: beef, chicken and turkey), dry 
Honest Kitchen Smoochies treats ) and beef green tripe  
As a result, my vet said that the fish from  are the cause of the Salmon 
Poisoning Disease in my puppy. 

In addition- I do not eat fish, so he did not get in to the garbage in my single family 
home and get exposed to fish. My puppy had a negative fecal exam as part of his 
purchase exam on 4/13/17. He is my competition dog prospect, so is supervised or in a 
crate at all times, so did not get in to neighborhood trash and get exposed to fish. He 
has not been around any lakes or streams or traveled to Central // Northern CA where 
Nanophyetus salmincola exposure could have happened.

4 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 45 Pound

EON‐319653 6/14/2017 22:08 Digest-eeze Beefhide Bones Our puppy has had vomiting on and off for many months. We believe it has been 
caused by digestive-eeze rawhides. We have taken her to the vet on several occasions 
for this but no other reason was found. She also has extremely red eyes, unsure if this 
rawhide would be the cause.

Terrier - Boston Dog
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EON‐319479 6/13/2017 22:56 Animal Party Cocolicious 95% 
Poultry I'm Organic Turkey with 
Coconut Oil, Vitamins & Minerals

On Thursday morning, June 8th 2017, I opened a new can of CocoLicious Organic 
Turkey and measured out 1/4 cup to give to  which she ate. I put a dog food lid on 
the can and put it in the refrigerator. That evening around 5:00 when I opened back up 
the can to feed her again, I saw a large, round black object in the middle of the can 
embedded in the meat. I immediately showed it to my husband and he thought it was 
mold, but we both couldn't really tell. We unfortunately were not thinking as we threw 
the can away disgusted by what we saw and opened another fresh can of CocoLicious 
Organic Turkey and Chicken. ate some of her 1/4 feeding that evening, but only 
about half (which is unusual for her). The next morning at feeding, she wouldn't eat at 
all at her feeding. Around 4:00 that afternoon on Friday June 9th, she started vomiting 
and had consistent diarrhea, which started to turn to bloody diarrhea around 8:00. By 
12:00 that night we took her to an emergency vet clinic in  (as we were 
on vacation) and she was diagnosed with hemorrhagic gastroenteritis. They kept her 
until 8:00 Saturday morning on IV fluids and medication and we picked her up so we 
could travel back to  We proceeded to take her for a follow-up appointment 
with our own vet once we returned to 

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 5.4 Pound

EON‐319449 6/13/2017 17:24 Dave's 95% Premium Beef An owner reported to me that a particular batch of Daves 95% beef canned dog food 
had a white substance that appeared to be mold in the bottom of two cans that he had 
opened. He sent me pictures of the contents of the can and pictures of the lot and code 
from the bottom of the can. This is a very good client who has been with us for a long 
time and whom has never made a complaint. I opened one of our cans from inventory 
of the same lot and found the same substance inside. I immediately pulled and 
quarantined all of our matching product. I called Dave's and reported the problem on 
May 23rd. One week ago after many calls to Dave's, I received a call back from a 
person telling me that the manufacturer had finally responded to their inquiry and that 
the substance was probably just fat. Never before has this substance been observed in 
a can of Dave's by us or by anyone that we know of and never again in any other lot 
have we found the same. I explained to Dave's representative that I would need a 
better answer and that the substance should be tested. I have not received a call back. 
I assume nothing will be done and in the meanwhile, this product continues to be sold 
by other retailers. I am concerned for what this substance may be. It does appear to be 
white mold but I have no idea what it is. I am concerned and feel like Dave's pet food 
company and their manufacturer is not. Please help.
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EON‐319437 6/13/2017 16:44 Exer-Hides Munchy Dumbbells 
Rawhide with Chicken

On Wed. evening I gave her a new type of chew bone, Exer-Hides dumbell chewy 
bone, purchased at Walmart. At 4:30 in the morning she woke up and threw up the 
pieces of bone. She also exhibited wheezing in pain from her stomach area in distress. 
I had to take her into emergency and they found she had a fever, was becoming 
dehydrated, and her liver test scores were off the chart. I had to leave her there for 
more testing and to keep her on a drip to deliver the liquid and medicines she needed. I 
then had to pick her up in the morning to take her to her normal vet, she stayed all day 
again on drip. More tests, including an ultrasound. Her Dr. called me and told me that 
she didn't think she was going to make it because her liver tests had risen even higher. 
I brought her home with all the medical care instructions that could be done at home, I 
didn't want her last days to be spent in hospital. Little by little she is getting a bit better 
each day. She had a check up yesterday with the vet, and she was completely 
surprised that  was hanging in there and doing better than she would have though 
possible. She also suggested to me that I should fill out a formal complaint against the 
dog bone distributor, Walmart, due to the opinion she had that it was the bones that 
caused this whole situation. She also said she would stand behind me all the way, and 
to keep my receipts in case of a class action.

7 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Long-haired

Dog 8 Pound

EON‐319379 6/13/2017 12:16 Healthy Hide Good 'n' Fun Triple 
Flavor Chews

Vomiting, Severe Diarrhea without knowing the reason. June 11th, 2017 around 
midnight I received an email from Wal-Mart notifying me of a recall on this product and 
records indicated I had recently purchased one or more of the items. Later, in the 
morning, I received another, more detailed email from dogfoodadvisore.com of a more 
detailed summary of the problem. A CHEMICAL CONTAMINATION of Quaternary 
Ammonium Compound in the RAWHIDE of the Treats.
1 dog had a minor reaction. My other dog progressed to vomiting and diarrhea with 
blood, SEVERE lethargy, and not eating. This dog IS NOT recovered, SLOWLY at 
best, a LITTLE IMPROVED, on 3 medications. So actually, the next question is not 
totally accurate, but the best of what is listed.

3.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 36 Pound

EON‐319355 6/13/2017 7:36 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 
Shredded Blend Beef & Rice 
Formula

I purchased Purina Pro Plan Adult dog food yesterday and and I went the this morning 
to grab a scoop of food to feed my dogs. When I was getting a scoop of food I notice 
that there was some fly larvae in the food. The food container I put the dog's food in 
was completely empty so there was no chance it was contaminated by the container. 
When I saw this, I immediately threw away the food.

EON‐319311 6/12/2017 16:48 Whiskas Purrfectly Fish Sardine 
& Mackerel Entrée

Small hard round 'pellet like' pieces of possibly plastic found in whiskas cat
food
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EON‐319253 6/12/2017 14:00 Simply Nourish Adult Healthy 
Weight Turkey & Brown Rice 
Recipe

I am submitting this report again today because I was not aware I could add 
attachments/pictures the first time, so I'm adding this time. I purchased two bags of 
Simply Nourish Adult Healthy Weight PetSmart dry dog food (Turkey brown rice flavor) 
from the  PetSmart three weeks ago. I 
opened one bag and dumped into air tight plastic container and the other bag I left 
completely sealed. I was feeding my dogs the food each day from the food from the 
sealed container. When today I saw what seemed to be meal worms in the food! ( I 
took a picture of the worms and looked on google and they seem to be meal worms)! 
Then since the container lid was off, when I went back to close the lid, I saw worms 
crawling up my wall! There must have been worm eggs or something in the food and 
they just hatched or maybe the worms were really small and after three weeks grew 
large enough to see until today! How gross! This is horrible! So I took a picture of the 
other bag that has been sealed this whole time and it's full of worms too! I haven't 
contacted the store yet because I was busy killing worms and then had to go to work. I 
felt it was best to report to you first.

EON‐319251 6/12/2017 13:36 Simply Nourish Adult Healthy 
Weight Turkey & Brown Rice 
Recipe

I purchased two bags of Simply Nourish Adult Healthy Weight PetSmart dry dog food 
(Turkey brown rice flavor) from the  
PetSmart three weeks ago. I opened one bag and dumped into air tight plastic 
container and the other bag I left completely sealed. I was feeding my dogs the food 
each day from the food from the sealed container. Today I saw what seemed to be 
meal worms in the food! ( I took a picture of the worms and looked on google and they 
seem to be meal worms)! Then since the container lid was off, when I went back to 
close the lid, I saw worms crawling up my wall! There must have been worm eggs or 
something in the food and they just hatched, or maybe the worms were really small and 
after three weeks grew large enough to see until today! How gross! This is horrible! I 
haven't contacted the store yet because I was busy killing worms and then had to go to 
work. Plus I felt it was best to report to you first.

EON‐319207 6/12/2017 9:12 Pedigree Puppy Growth and 
Protection

 had eaten the contaminated food prior to my finding the metal piece embedded in 
the food (and becoming aware that it was contaminated with metal shavings). After 
eating this food at the earlier date, he began having stomach issues that caused 
vomiting and other problems. We were unaware of the potential connection between 
the food and the health issues until I happened to find a metal piece embedded in the 
food prior to giving it to at a later date. This finding of metal embedded in the food 
prompted this complaint.

10 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - Belgian 
Malinois

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐319172 6/11/2017 13:44 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

I gave  a Milo's Chicken Jerky treat.  ate a small piece of the treat and most of 
it uneaten. He immediately started to act strange. He vomited a short time after, and 
just wondered around in circles making strange noises and gagging. The vomit looked 
like green/yellowish foam. For the next 12 hrs or more he wouldn't eat, was lethargic, 
vomited a few more times. It appears he is slowly getting better, but not back to normal.

11 Years Coton de Tuléar Dog 9.5 Pound

EON‐319128 6/10/2017 12:04 Trader Joe's Smoked Chicken 
Tenders

Acute onset of vomiting > 3 times, with diarrhea including hematochezia. Owner started 
new bag of Trader Joe's chicken brand treat just day before. Owner had also started a 
new bag of food prior, but also new bag of treat. Identical symptoms to other patient 
who presented within 24 hours of this patient, both having ingested same treat from 
same  Trader Joe's store.

Retriever - Golden Dog
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EON‐319127 6/10/2017 12:04 Trader Joe's Smoked Chicken 
Tenders

Acute onset of vomiting 5 days ago with onset of diarrhea a few days later. Clear gel 
like substance in feces to also suggest colitis. Owner had just purchased bag of Trader 
Joe's smoked chicken tender treats just before onset of illness. Never had GI distress 
before.

Pug Dog

EON‐319123 6/10/2017 10:44 Alpo TBonz Porterhouse Flavor Went to the store to get my dog some treats so I decided to try the alpo tbonz steak 
treats. Gave my dog one treat and within less than a n hour she began to vomit and 
she has not stopped yet . This was around 2pm on 06/09/17 and it is still not stopped. 
My dog has never thrown up and she is beginning to get weak. This product is no 
good.

6 Years Pit Bull Dog

EON‐318888 6/8/2017 21:08 Beneful I had this dog for about 6 yrs and full of energy too much to be exact way to much . So 
one day the dog was not himself lying down guarding his stomach and not eating and 
having diareah vomiting eating grass ..after a few days the dogs condition got worse 
was still getting up to go outside but was not able to urinate , he attempted to but 
nothing was coming out . Two days later he past not knowing if someone posisoned 
him from my area.. now this was last fall and my other pitbull got sick was showed the 
same symptoms and I proceeded to give him a large bowl of milk and not knowing if 
this was a help he was better after a few days .. plus he was drinking plenty of water . 
Not sure if the dog who past was drinking any.. now my 3 rd dog is presently sick and 
showing the same symptoms and I have to hand give him water . I have him milk twice 
by cap full of a water bottle and he vomited twice .. currently he's still sick and not 
looking good . All 3 dogs have been eating the same food and not till now I put the 
puzzle together.. after doing research on the internet and consumer reports.. hopefully 
this dog which is a small 8 year old yorkie will be ok ..

7 Days Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10 Pound

EON‐318599 6/8/2017 0:16 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Roasted Chicken Rice 
& Vegetable Flavor

I took my pet to the veterinary because of unusual behavior, and signs of possible of 
allergies. However the Doctor was not able to give me a precise answer as to what it 
could have been. And the following day she only got worse. Since she's sick, I have 
been giving her soft pet food. And today as I tried to soften her food with some water I 
found many small hairs scattered in her food, and some even stuck inside her food. 
This disgusted me very much, and most importantly concerned me because of my pets 
health. I want to clarify that the hairs were not just in a couple of her food pieces, but I 
found many more in the rest of her food inside the bag. She has been eating Pedigree 
Adult Pet Food for years now, and we have never had a problem with it. I honestly think 
that she's has been eating that for various months, and her body is reacting to the 
amount consumed, reason why she is sick. I have spent more than $500.00 in 
exams,consultations, antibiotics, and injections. I certainly hope that justice is made. 
And I am sure that if other pet owners found what I did they would be greatly worried 
for their pets health. This is truly alarming.

4 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 13 Pound

EON‐318594 6/7/2017 20:08 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Chicken Flavor

Bought new bag of Purina Pedigree Dig Food... he seemed reluctant to eat. He finally 
ate but wasn't eating normal 4 cups a day, not even full 2 cups. Started having 
uncontrollable diarrhea , vomiting and lethargic gave him two teaspoons of pepto still 
running to bathroom. Acting hungry, gave fresh bowl of Pedigree turned away. I have 
him some other of his food that I had he ate every bite. Seems to be feeling better. 
Didn't know who to report this to but my dog has been really sick and distressed for 
about 3 days. He has been on Pedigree since a pup. But this bag he doesn't like and it 
made him sick!!!

7 Month
s

Shepherd Dog - German Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐318588 6/7/2017 18:52 Cesar Classics with Turkey in 
Meaty Juices

I found cardboard in my dogs food. They almost choked on it. I have pictures!

EON‐318539 6/7/2017 11:12 Friskies Savory Shreds with 
Ocean Whitefish & Tuna in 
Sauce 
Friskies Tasty Treasures with 
Cheese with Ocean Fish, Tuna & 
Cheese in Sauce

Purchase a box of Friskies Shreds from SAMs Club about two weeks ago. Cats started 
vomiting - sometimes with food, sometimes bile. Took us a while to figure out that it 
was two types - Ocean Whitefish & Tuna in Sauce, and Oceanfish, Tuna & Cheese in 
Sauce. Other varieties - beef and turkey - did not seem to cause problems. Have 
stopped giving the cats these fish varieties and vomiting has stopped. No other 
changes in diet or environment.

13 Years Siamese Cat 11 Pound

EON‐318525 6/7/2017 9:20 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Feline Renal Support E

Consumer ) could not enter this complaint via IE 11, so she sent the 
information to AskCVM. The information was forwarded to me and I am entering the 

information on her behalf. -- Jackie Queen

Product:
• Royal Canin brand Renal Support E Veterinary Diet for Felines, 5.8 ounce

• UPC 0 30111 44185 0
• Can code (inkjet on bottom of can): 

Best By 03222019 1747
712C2NSC1 17:47 RFRL

• Can is roughly a 306x109, two part can with a pull tab top.

Issue: Can is labeled with a wrap-around label. The can is seriously dented with some 
significant creasing although it does not have any sharp creases. The dents have 

misformed the lid sufficiently that it may have affected the seal at the lid or seam. It did 
bulge a bit, makes a flexing sound and overall the can behaves like a flipper. 

Product was purchased as a case of 24 cans on a cardboard tray with plastic shrink 
wrap. Most of the cans are dented but not as severely as this. The firm has a post-

process can handling issue that appears to happen before labeling (the label is totally 
intact with no tearing to indicate mishandling post label application).

Result: I am filing this complaint but will not feed it to my cat. So no 
repercussions/illness, etc. for her. I will hold onto the can for a period of time so if you 
want me to send it to you or a lab, let me know. I have not yet contacted the firm but 

will do so shortly.

Purchase location:  Veterinary Clinic, 

Complainant:
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EON‐318497 6/6/2017 21:52 Lotus Grain-Free Chicken & 
Asparagus Stew for Dogs

Opened can of dog food. It is a chicken stew. Also has chunks of chicken in it. I always 
check for chunks as my Yorkie is a hungry boy and just eats like there is no tomorrow. I 
cut or mash the chicken to make him eat slower as he does not chew the food. I tried to 
cut up this big piece of what I thought to be chicken and it would not cut. So I took it out 
of the stew and looked at it and still could not tell what it was. I ran it under water at the 
kitchen sink and it appeared to be a big piece of plastic. Well, I was so upset to think 
this was about to be eaten by my Yorkie I started to shake. Now know I am  years 
old so this upset me very much. I then checked the rest of the food I had in his dish 
and it seemed to be fine. So he then got to eat. I called the manufacturer and left a 
message, texted them and also sent an email with no response. I did this the first day 
then today I called again and left a message and still no call back. So decided to let 
you folks know what had happened. I still have cans from the first batch but have 
decided until I hear from someone on this matter, I will use the new batch I just got 
from Petflow.

If you have any questions, please call me at my office number listed below or e-mail. 
My personal e-mail is 

Pictures also provided (attached).
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EON‐318481 6/6/2017 18:08 BLUE BUFFALO CO. SIZZLERS 
BACON-STYLE DOG TREATS

I RECEIVED A 15 OUNCE PACKAGE OF BLUE BUFFALO SIZZLERS DOG TREATS, 
UPC#(8)4024311661(4), BEST IF USED BY DATE JUN 20 18, LOT NUMBER 43636 
636S A2 O208 FROM CHEWY.COM ON 6/2/17. I OPENED THEM THE SAME DAY 

AND HAVE BEEN STORING THEM IN THE ORIGINAL ZIPPER STYLE 
RECLOSABLE BAG. TODAY, 6/6/17 (JUST 4 DAYS LATER), I EMPTIED THE 

CONTENTS TO COUNT HOW MANY TREATS WERE IN THE BAG BECAUSE I 
WANTED TO KNOW HOW OFTEN TO HAVE THE PRODUCT AUTO SHIPPED. 

TOWARD THE MIDDLE OF THE BAG, I STARTED FINDING MOLDY TREATS (7 
TOTAL). I WAS CURIOUS AND CONCERNED, SO I SEARCHED ONLINE TO SEE IF 
THERE WAS A RECALL OR IF ANYONE ELSE HAD A SIMILAR EXPERIENCE. ONE 

OTHER REVIEWER ON CHEWY.COM ON 5/8/17 COMPLAINED THAT SHE HAD 
RECEIVED 2 BAGS OF MOLDY TREATS SINCE 3/17/17. SHE DID NOT INDICATE 

THE EXPIRATION DATE. I THEN WENT TO AMAZON.COM AND CHECKED THEIR 1 
STAR REVIEWS DATING BACK TO 3/24/17. THERE WERE 6 REVIEW 

COMPLAINTS OF MOLD IN THIS PRODUCT ON AMAZON.COM BETWEEN 3/17 
AND 6/5/17. NOT EVERYONE LISTED THE EXPIRATION DATE, BUT 3 OF THE 6 

REVIEWS I FOUND ON AMAZON INDICATED THAT THE EXPIRATION DATE WAS 
THE SAME AS THE PRODUCT THAT I PURCHASED FROM CHEWY.COM (6/20/18). 

I INITIALLY CALLED THE COMPANY AND LEFT A MESSAGE FOR A RETURN 
CALL. I ALSO CALLED CHEWY.COM AND AMAZON.COM TO LET THEM KNOW MY 
CONCERN. I DON'T KNOW IF ANY OTHER CUSTOMERS CALLED BLUE BUFFALO, 
BUT THEY ARE COMPLAINING ABOUT A MOLD PROBLEM ONLINE. SINCE I DID 

NOT RECEIVE A RETURN CALL FROM BLUE BUFFALO IN A FEW HOURS, I 
EMAILED THEM THROUGH THEIR WEBSITE AND HAVE SINCE SPOKEN TO A 

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE ON THE TELEPHONE. I HAVEN'T "RESEARCHED" 
ONLINE BEYOND THE CHEWY.COM AND AMAZON.COM REVIEWS, BUT I FEEL 

THERE IS A VERY GOOD CHANCE THAT THERE IS A PROBLEM WITH THIS 
PARTICULAR LOT OF THE TREATS. I AM STILL AWAITING A FINAL RESPONSE 

FROM BLUE BUFFALO, BUT PART OF THE INITIAL RESPONSE WAS "FOR MOLD 
TO FORM THE PRODUCT WOULD HAVE HAD TO HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO 

EXCESS MOISTURE. UNFORTUNATELY, BECAUSE THERE ARE A COUPLE OF 
TOUCH POINTS AFTER THE PRODUCT LEAVES THE MANUFACTURER, IT WILL 

BE DIFFICULT TO KNOW WHERE THIS MAY HAVE OCCURRED." I AM NOT 
PLEASED WITH THIS INITIAL RESPONSE, HOWEVER, SHE DID ASK FOR 

FURTHER INFORMATION FOR HER QA
DEPARTMENT AND I ASSUME THAT THEY WILL LOOK INTO THE MATTER? I AM 

CONCERNED ABOUT OTHER PEOPLE'S DOGS. BASED ON MY EXPERIENCE 
AND FROM SOME OF THE REVIEWS I READ, THE MOLD IS NOT DETECTED 

UNTIL YOU GET ABOUT MIDWAY THROUGH THE BAG. THIS MEANS THAT DOGS 
ARE CONSUMING NUMEROUS TREATS FROM A TAINTED BAG BEFORE THE 
MOLD IS NOTICED. I REQUEST THAT YOU FOLLOW UP WITH THE COMPANY. 

THANK YOU.
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EON‐318476 6/6/2017 16:52 Nutro Ultra Large Breed I’ve been feeding my german sheperd Nutro Ultra for 7.5 years. About 4 weeks ago I 
bought a new bag and she began having unimaginable diarrhea. I took her to the vet 
after 10 days and got her on meds. They briefly and barely helped the situation but as 
soon as they ran out it was back. She began having stomach bloating and was in 
visible pain. After 3 weeks I took her back to the vet and got her on more meds and 
they had me drop her food all together and take an can food easy on the stomach. 
Problem almost completely resolved in 2 days.

I've been around dogs my whole life and I'm aware of how changes in food can effect 
them. This is NOT the case. I began researching and finding similar stories everywhere 
on this occurring over the last 1-2 months. Please look into this.

I'm not out for anything other than I feel something should be looked into and make 
sure that there isn't a very major wrongdoing.

7.5 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 80 Pound

EON‐318370 6/5/2017 23:28 Pur Luv Mini Bones Bacon 
Flavor

I recently bought Pur Luv mini dog bones (bacon flavored) at Petco. The treats did not 
expire until 2019. I started giving 1 a day to my pet (not every day) on the days that I 
have given her the treats, she was vomiting red chunks/ cubes. I at first was unaware 
of what was making her sick and so I started looking at everything: her food, toys, and 
treats. When I compared her vomit to the Pur Luv Mini Bones manafactured by Sentry 
Pet Care I noticed they were identical. I then looked up through the Internet the treats 
and found many bad reviews and pet owners who claim the treats made their pets very 
sick and in some cases even die. The treats have a red filling in the inside that is 
indigestable for dogs to process. As soon as I found out that the treats were deadly/ 
dangerous I stopped giving them to my dog and watched her behavior carefully. After 
not eating them and drinking lots of water she was her regular happy self and therefore 
I did not take her to the vet. I am filling out this report because I do not feel that 
something so dangerous such as these treats should be on the market. I am fortunate 
to have realized shortly (about a week) after I purchased the treats that they were 
dangerous. If I was not aware of my dogs behaviors she may very well have gotten 
sicker. I have been in contact with the company to take the product off of the market. I 
will also be contacting Petco where I bought the treats to see about them discontinuing 
to do business with that company.

1 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog

EON‐318357 6/5/2017 19:28 Diamond Lamb and Rice Started feeding  (American Bulldog) Diamond brand dry dog food. Within two 
days he was vomiting and having excessive liquid consistency stools, weak, wouldn't 
get off his bed or get up.

4 Years Bulldog - American Dog 97 Pound

EON‐318342 6/5/2017 17:16 Farmland Traditions Chicken 
Jerky

This puppy ate one piece of chicken jerky and began vomiting which I could not control 
without veterinary attention. All my other Labradors (three of them) had the same 
reaction.

15 Week
s

Retriever - Labrador Dog 28 Pound
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EON‐318336 6/5/2017 16:40 SmartBones 3 Large Made with 
Real Sweet Potato

I purchased the SmartBones 3pack Large size Vegetable and Chicken Chews last 
week from Chewy.com.
I gave him one bone Thursday June 1 in the evening. On June 2nd, at 5:30 am 
Shadow woke me barking to go outside urgently. He had explosive diarrhea at that 
time. He continued to have liquid bowel movements for a solid 48 hours. I put him on 
chicken and rice for 3 days along with antidiarrheal medicine.  had to have 
access to the outside every few hours to eliminate the liquid stool as well as the gas it 
produced.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 168 Pound

EON‐318333 6/5/2017 16:32 Hound & Gatos Beef Complete 
Meal for Cats

One of my cats passed away on  by an unknown cause, so I sent in their food for 
analysis to make sure there was nothing suspicious/toxic. The report given back from 
the UI Analytical Sciences Laboratory showed that both the calcium and phosphorus 
levels did not meet the AAFCO minimums. In addition, the calorie content section does 
not mention method of determination (i.e., fed or calculated). Their conclusion was that 
the food did not cause his death, but that they would not recommend this food at all 
due to the illegal labeling and nutritional deficiency.

EON‐318322 6/5/2017 15:28 Freshpet Select Roasted Meals 
Tender Chicken Recipe

Developed diarrhea after eating product 2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8.15 Pound

EON‐318321 6/5/2017 15:28 Freshpet Select Roasted Meals 
Tender Chicken Recipe

Developed diarrhea after eating product 5 Years Siamese Cat 12 Pound

EON‐318319 6/5/2017 15:20 Freshpet Select Roasted Meals 
Tender Chicken Recipe

Developed diarrhea and vomiting after eating product. 5 Days Snowshoe Cat 18 Pound

EON‐318318 6/5/2017 15:20 Freshpet Select Roasted Meals 
Tender Chicken Recipe

He developed diarrhea, vomiting, lack of appetite, lethargy. 14 Years Siamese Cat 12.3 Pound

EON‐318197 6/5/2017 12:32 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Adult, Blue 
Buffalo Blue Wilderness Chicken 
Recipe Adult Indoor

My cat got bladder stones Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐318164 6/5/2017 11:40 Simply Nourish Senior Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe

 was experiencing stomach issues, extremely loose stool and frequency of 
defecation. We opened this specific bag of food, and she was eating it for roughly two 
weeks - which is the length of her symptoms. On May 23rd 2017 I scooped out the dog 
food to put in her bowl and found an insect crawling inside of it. I then saw webbing 
hanging inside the bag. 
Through research, we have determined that the insect is an Indian Moth Larvae. THIS 
IS NOT THE FIRST TIME WE HAVE HAD THIS EXPERIENCE WITH THIS FOOD. In 
September of 2014 our entire pantry was infested with these indian moths, and we 
were able to track it down to the dog food as the cause. We had to dispose of all of our 
food. After that incident we contacted the store, and were told that it was an "isolated 
incident" so we got fresh bags of food and continued to feed it to . We realized 
that the larger bags of food were not air tight sealed from the factory, so instead started 
buying the smaller bags (which do appear to be air tight). This has not solved the 
problem. There are numerous complaints of this issue found on forums, blogs, and 
social media - yet the manufacturer doesn't seem to be concerned. PLEASE HELP. We 
have switched  food, but don't want another dog getting sick!

12 Years Dachshund - Standard 
Smooth-haired

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐317892 6/4/2017 12:36 Castor & Pollux Organix Chicken 
& Brown Rice Recipe

Discovered about a two inch square piece of flexible plastic, like from a baggie, inside 
my dogs canned food.
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EON‐317889 6/4/2017 11:52 Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream 
Canine Formula with Smoked 
Salmon

Opened a new bag of her regular dog food and fed her 1 3/4 cups. Twelve hours later 
she displayed vomiting and diarrhea

4 Years Greyhound Dog 56 Pound

EON‐317814 6/2/2017 18:48 Chomp'ems Five Flavor Kabobs 
Chicken Duck & Liver Recipe, 
Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor Twists

increased thirst, urination, inappropriate urination 4 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐317813 6/2/2017 18:36 Chomp'ems Five Flavor Kabobs 
Chicken Duck & Liver Recipe, 
Good 'n' Fun Triple Flavor Twists

Severe increased thirst, increased urination, inappropriate urination with accidents 
throughout the household.

4 Years Dachshund - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐317705 6/2/2017 11:04 Greenies Grain Free Large My dog kept vomiting and eating grass in a desperate manner. I changed his food to a 
sensitive/simple ingredient formula and eliminated his other threats. The problem 
persisted until I stopped giving him the green treats. I figured it was his old age reacting 
to the product so I gave the treats to my spouse's younger dog  who lives in a 
different household. He began throwing up and eating grass a lot as well. My mother-in-
law also previously informed me I could not give any of those particular treats to her 
small dog  because they made her vomit. All three dogs are of different 
breeds, sizes, and ages and consume a different brand of primary food. Multiple bags 
of treats were consumed over a 6-7 month spand so it is not just one batch in question, 
but the product as a whole.

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 72 Pound

EON‐317683 6/2/2017 7:32 Rachael Ray Nutrish Zero Grain 
Salmon & Sweet Potato Recipe

Rachel Ray grain free salmon is her usual food, it eats it dry twice daily. I purchased a 
new bag and she's been very reluctant to eat the new food, I've had to coax her to eat 
it but she will only feed on less than half the bowl. She's sluggish and lethargic which is 
highly unusual. While laying beside me, I can actually hear her stomach churning and 
then she had repeated bouts of diarrhea. I'm discontinuing the food immediately, after 
only having it for 3 days. I place her dog food in an airtight container so I no longer 
have the dog food bag, don't know any of the lot information.

6 Years American Pit Bull Terrier Dog 61 Pound

EON‐317649 6/1/2017 16:16 Cesar Classics Filet Mignon 
Flavor in Meaty Juices

I bought Caesars Filet Mignon and fed it to my dog on Thursday  in the evening 
and early Friday morning the  she began with diarrhea. I took her to the vet on 
Wednesday the  and bloodwork was done. My vet called me the next day to tell me 
she was in renal failure, so I took her in and they gave her IV fluids and kept her 
overnight. came home on the  on two different meds to help diarrhea. I had 
to feed her by hand and finally she stopped eating and drinking, could hardly walk. I 
had to put her to sleep on  It all began with that dog food. I miss my little  
so very much. I wish I never gave her that food. By the way her adrenal levels were 
normal so I know it wasn't the cushings! My dog was suffering.  was my family 
and now I'm alone.

8 Years Maltese Dog 16 Pound

EON‐317517 6/1/2017 9:48 Cesar Sunrise Scrambled Egg & 
Sausage Flavor in Meaty Juices

Black ink in cesars classic dog food
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EON‐317492 5/31/2017 21:04 Pup-Peroni Lean Beef Flavor We bought Pup-peroni treats for our Pug dog  and she immediately vomited. 
Thought it was just a coincidence and she vomited two more times after eating treats. 
We immediately stopped.
Our daughter brought her Brittany Spaniel over and gave her one of the treats and she 
immediately vomited up the treats also. Within 30 seconds of ingestion.

1 Years Pug Dog 23 Pound

EON‐317380 5/31/2017 0:52 Merrick Backwoods Fish Diarrhea and then violently vomiting all food in system and then just vomiting To the 
point where he wouldn't even hold water down

3 Years Siberian Husky Dog 65 Pound

EON‐317366 5/30/2017 18:12 Purina Puppy Chow Complete My dog became anxious, panting heavily, extremely hyper, and did not like the taste 8 Month
s

Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound

EON‐317352 5/30/2017 17:12 Healthy Select Spray Millet We purchased a sealed pouch of Petco Healthy Select spray millet 6pc 4oz at the 
petco in  The use by date is 02/24/20. The barcode is 00443 14978 The 
SKU is 1450506. It was purchased on 5/28/17. Our bird was given a piece as a treat 
the same day. Surprisingly, he didn't seem to want it. So we left it in his cage thinking 
he'd pick on it later. It wasn't until the next day when some of the millet spray spilled out 
of the pouch that we noticed it has a very strong mold odor. We immediately removed 
the remaining piece from the cage. Hopefully, he did not digest enough to severely 
sicken him. We notified Petco today and were advised to return the product for a 
refund. We are concerned that more product is contaminated and will cause harm or 
death to other birds.

EON‐317131 5/30/2017 12:16 Member's Mark Exceed Sams Club  has had a pallet of dog food containment with mold. Several 
other people were in line when we returned the food. Not isolated to just one bag. 
Exceed was the brand, not sure if other brands were effected. The store had heavy rain 
a week ago and many leaks.

EON‐317027 5/30/2017 9:48 All pet food most of the human 
food

Handy corner gas station in  is selling extremely out of date pet food 
and human food, expire dates of 10 to 15 years ago. The packages when opened are 
full of maggots and larva and spiders etc. The owner will also charge you 10.00 to 
20.00 extra on every purchase refusing to give a reciept. In addition locals have seen 
them filling their underground fuel tanks with water hoses from the building. If you try 
and return the grose items they say you didn't purchase it there or say you should have 
looked at it before you purchased it. Please look into this gas station! People and pets 
are getting sick. I put 2009 as day issue started due to this is when I noticed it first. The 
county has been reported but I'm not sure what has happen due to its still the same.

EON‐316998 5/29/2017 20:48 Nutro Max Grain Free Adult 
Recipe with Pasture-Fed Lamb

I purchased a new dog food 4/24/17 I fed it to them that evening and the next morning. 
Later that night and the following morning she refused the food then proceed to have 
bloody diarrhea and vomit.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 16 Pound

EON‐316995 5/29/2017 18:00 Hill's Prescription Diet y/d Feline 
with Chicken

Sealed canned product was seen to be moldy when opened. Brand is Hills Prescription 
Diet, y/d thyroid prescription cat food. Labeling on the underside of the can says "Best 
Before 01 2019" / CS / T0430924B23947. Labeling on the plastic shrink wrap outside 
the case where the can came from is "01 2019 T053 1243 340".

EON‐316990 5/29/2017 16:24 Purina Pro Plan Focus Adult 
Indoor Care Salmon & Rice 
Formula

Bought in April but newly opened. Found bugs in food after it being open only a week 
or so. It was stored tightly rolled in a plastic container in original bag.
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EON‐316940 5/28/2017 17:16 Evanger's Nothing but Natural 
Jerky Treats Natural Venison 
with Fruits & Vegetables

I purchased a pouch of evangers venison jerky treats and opened the pouch before 
leaving the store. The pouch was full of white and yellow mold on the treats. I 
exchanged it for the same thing and opened that at the counter to check for mold. That 
pouch also contained white mold. There was only 1 pouch left and the store said they 
would check it. I purchased a different brand of treat at that point.

EON‐316897 5/27/2017 18:08 Stella & Chewy's Stella's Super 
Beef Meal Mixers, Wellness 
Small Breed Complete Health 
Healthy Weight Deboned Turkey 
& Brown Rice Recipe

5/11/17: Presented with diarrhea and vomiting, hyperactive - lab results - T4 elevated, 
at 5 ug/dL (normal range 0.8-3.5), 
patient's normal diet = #1) Stella & Chewy's Super Beef Meal Mixers 18 oz, Lot #365-
16. #2 Wellness Small Breed Complete Health, Healthy Weight (Deboned Turkey & 
Brown Rice) 
5/12/17: Instructed owner to stop feeding above and change to Science Diet 
Maintenance. 
5/27/17: Recheck T4, normal at 1.5 ug/dL
Suspect thyroid gland in food #1 as more recent addition to diet, ingredients include 
bovine organs.

30 Month
s

Maltese Dog 7.5 Pound

EON‐316892 5/27/2017 15:32 Cesar Classics Classics 
Porterhouse Steak Flavor in 
Meaty Juices

Found a hard piece of plastic in dog food. Large enough to have caused choking in my 
small dog! Called Company and filed report but they said need to "investigate" so will 
send packet for me to return plastic (etc) to them. In the meantime, am concerned that 
there may be more plastic in other containers, as this is not the first time this has 
happened (recall in October 2016 for same reason).

EON‐316836 5/26/2017 14:56 Friskies Tasty Treasures with 
Cheese with Ocean Fish Tuna & 
Cheese in Sauce

On May 5, 2017, I fed my 2 cats ( 6 year old and 8 month old) a can of "Friskies Tasty 
Treasures with Ocean Fish, Tuna & Cheese in Sauce Canned Cat Food, 5.5-oz". Later 
on in the day, they both got sick. They vomited the food they consumed. The kitten had 
diarrhea. The older cat vomited 3 times on Sunday. He also vomited once or twice on 
Monday and Tuesday (on each of those 2 days). Although we took him to the vet on 
Wednesday 5/17/17, he still refused to eat his food. We tried different varieties of 
canned food, but he still would not eat or drink. We were very concerned, so we took 
him to the vet again on 05/19/17. They gave him sub-q fluids and appetite stimulant 
and he started to feel a little better. 
The following information for the cat food in question:
UPC Code: 0 5000057797 2 (on the can)
Information stamped on the bottom of the can: Best By: MAR 2019 ; 7071161 L1EM5 
0011

6 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 11.5 Pound

EON‐316828 5/26/2017 13:52 Kirkland Signature Super 
Premium Maintenance Cat 
Chicken & Rice Formula

The cat started having very loose stools and diarrhea. After a few days we took her to 
the vet and they could not find anything wrong but a low blood cell count. They gave us 
some different foods, and some pro-biotics. She recovered. As soon as we started her 
back on her regular food she became ill again. We remembered that we had started on 
a new bag of food at the time she originally became sick. We took her off the food and 
her symptoms cleared up.

6 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat
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EON‐316801 5/26/2017 13:24 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Canine Gastrointestinal Low Fat

had loose stools with mucous present for 4 days. His canned food was very dry 
in consistency, odorless (I did not think anything was wrong at the time). I tried adding 
organic pumpkin and rice to his diet with out a change in stool consistency. I also 
omitted his fish oil and decreased his water (we add H2O to promote fluids d/t hx of 
stones) and increased his bran cereal (he gets bran cereal d/t hx of high cholesterol). 
On Sunday evening I opened a can from a new case of food. I noted the consistency 
was mushy, as it had been in the past before suffered from bouts of incontinent 
loose stools. Later that evening, his stool specimen was slightly formed. By Monday 
morning his stool was a little more formed and he went 8 hours without having a bowel 
movement (typical, but while he was sick he was going every 2-3 hours). On Monday, 
after breakfast, I brought him into the vet. He was diagnosed with colitis and given 
medications, antibiotics, probiotics. His stool was tested and the result was negative. 
He has slowly been improving since Sunday night.

8 Years Pug Dog 21 Pound

EON‐316761 5/26/2017 11:28 Canine Carry Outs Beef Flavor I gave my dog canin carry outs beef flavor and in a few days she had a severe allergic 
reaction. Open wounds on her head, neck and ears. With yellow pus and blood. Had to 
call a vet. Vet said if I did not call it would have spread over her whole body. She said it 
had to be something given to her that was new. And those treats were the only thing 
new I had given her. I have pics also.

5 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound

EON‐316684 5/25/2017 13:56 Friskies Classic Pate Turkey & 
Giblets Dinner

This is SECOND Report to both manufacturer and FDA--Slightly different lot number. 
Manufacturer denies the first report made the same morning as my 04.14.2017 First 
FDA Report ICSR 1065390. Regardless, these same two shelter cats have had this 
same product (different lots) successfully without incident since the 04.14.2017 FDA 
and Manufacturer Report. TODAY 05.25.2017 BOTH cats again refused to eat this 
same product (not even taste it) x 2 cans Different Lots this time (Best By 2019 
70031159 L64051736 AND 0031159 L64051735). Each can slightly different lot. 
Fifteen minutes after refusing these Turkey and Giblets Pate, they dove right in when 
given the Salmon Pate. This rules out any issues of illness with cats, etc. This is the 
very same scenario that happened April 14, 2017 for which I spent lots of time sharing 
with Manufacturer and provided my contact info; the manufacturer did NOT follow-up 
with me from the April 14, 2017 report as promised. TODAY, the manufacturer stated I 
did not need to save the cans as they did in April.

EON‐316509 5/24/2017 17:28 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Puppy Formula with Roasted 
Bison & Roasted Venison

Fed 6 dogs food. 4 puppies 2 adults. 3 of 4 puppies died. The puppies had these 
symptoms: diarrhea, vomiting, blue gums, locked jaws, unable to move. The adults had 
these symptoms: loss of appetite, depression, ear hair falling out. None of the dogs will 
eat ANY dry dog food anymore we have tried other brands.

8 Week
s

Maltese Dog 3.5 Pound

EON‐316475 5/24/2017 13:16 Nutro Max Large Breed Puppy 
Recipe with Farm-Raised 
Chicken

MY PUPPIES WERE BORN ON . I BROUGHT THEM HOME ON 
MAY 5, 2017. THAT DAY I STARTED WEANING THEM OFF THEIR "JOY" BRAND 
DOG FOOD WITH THE NUTRO MAX. BY MAY 8, 2017  DEVELOPED LOOSE 
STOOLS. BY MAY 13TH SHE DEVELOPED BLOOD IN HER STOOL, BLOATING, 
VOMITTING (YELLOW BILE), REFUSING FOOD AND WATER. ON MAY 22, 2017 
HER SISTER, , DEVELOPED LOOSE STOOL SEVERAL TIMES 
THROUGHOUT THE DAY. I DON'T FIND THIS TO BE A COINCIDENCE WITH ALL 
THREE OF MY DOBERMANS.

10 Week
s

Doberman Pinscher Dog 14.5 Pound
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EON‐316473 5/24/2017 13:08 Cadet Gourmet Duck Jerky Caused vomiting, diarrhea and grand mal seizures 3 Years Cattle Dog (unspecified) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐316470 5/24/2017 13:00 Nutro Max Large Breed Beef In 2016  started having a lot of gas. Her back had a constant arch. She 
developed severe vomitting(yellow bile), loose stools, couldn't lay down or barely walk. 
She refused food and water and started losing weight at a rapid rate.

10 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 68 Pound

EON‐316466 5/24/2017 12:40 Merrick Chicken and Sweet 
Potato

Had been feeding Merrick Chicken and Sweet Potato kibble since January 2015. 
Bought a new bag of food. Both dogs developed diarrhea after eating. Put them on 
chicken and rice with fortiflora. Stools returned to normal. Began feeding Merrick again; 
developed diarrhea again. Total of 3 bouts of diarrhea over a 7 week period after 
eating Merrick. Dogs have been changed to another brand of dog food with no 
problems.

Years Shih Tzu Dog

EON‐316403 5/23/2017 22:16 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

Animal had diarrhea for several days after consuming the product and was very 
lethargic

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound

EON‐316399 5/23/2017 20:44 Authority Grain Free Chicken the dogs did not want to eat the aurthority grain free regular bites, I thought it was 
because of the weather being hot but then after a few days they reused to eat it and 
the ones that did threw up.

EON‐316396 5/23/2017 19:48 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Canine Formula with 
Roasted Lamb

 was running around normal on Monday morning then pukes by fridge my wife 
turned around then back to look at her and she was having a siezure on floor and 
puking. All this started with pooping first I can home min later she couldn't stand and 
was lethargic I checked her gums and tongue they were pale so I raced her to the vet 
where they worked on her for an hour but she had gone into shock and they couldn't 
get her back.

14 Month
s

Pug Dog 17 Pound

EON‐316222 5/23/2017 13:24 Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders

We fed him with a chicken jerky treat and just after some 20 minutes he started 
complaining and his face ears and mouth got all swollen, we took him to the hospital 
and they put him a shot, he had a reaction to the treats

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐316090 5/22/2017 20:20 Friskies Classic Pate Ocean 
Whitefish & Tuna Dinner

 although classified as geriatric, was very much a kitten at heart and very 
playful, vocal and loved to cuddle. This changed immediately after feeding her Purina 
Friskies Whitefish & Tuna Dinner Pate. She started vomiting, which led to bloody 
diarrhea, panting, arching her back and crying/yowling. She hid from us, which is 
completely unlike her. She also had a fever, which I have never felt in an animal and I 
worked as a veterinary assistant while attending post secondary education. This 
frightened and upset our family and we took her to an emergency veterinary hospital. 

The vet showed us her x-rays and I enquired about shiny specks that could be seen in 
feces and her intestinal wall. He was unsure what it was, but also noticed it. 

$700 later, we took her home and were given antibiotics and pain killers. She is not the 
same cat. She is lethargic, groaning, not eating or drinking and hasn't had a bowel 
movement or urinated since the day before. We have been told to prepare for the worst 
if the medicine doesn't work. I believe there is a direct link to the food she ingested 
seconds before.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐315900 5/22/2017 11:20 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Lamb and Brown Rice 
Recipe Adult

patient became acutely ill, vomited, diarrhea, weak and unable to walk; upon diagnostic 
testing patient was found to have severe pancreatitis, mild azotemia and markedly 
elevated T4

14.8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐315851 5/22/2017 8:24 Solid Gold Green Cow Beef Tripe 18 Month
s

Terrier (unspecified) Dog 33 Pound

EON‐315843 5/22/2017 3:28 b.f.f. My cat (along with many others here in ) has been gravely ill due to eating 
Weruva BFF cat food. The food was recalled in April - two weeks after my cat had been 
in and out of ICU and $7k vet fees later trying to find the cause. Since then at least 20 
cats are deceased and 100s of others are critically ill and relapsing. These cases have 
been lodged with the  Veterinary association and have been seen across 

 media. Weruva are still not admitting liability and are ignoring many requests 
to understand what has caused acute illnesses and in many cases death following 
consumption of the Weruva BFF food (batch released in March/April 2017)

2 Years British Blue Cat

My dog had been eating SolidGold brand "Green Cow Tripe" canned food, mixed with 
Nature's Variety Instinct Ultimate Protein Grain Free Chicken dry food, for about 1 year. 
We purchase both items through Amazon.com, and thus have records of all purchases.

On April 02 of this year we received a shipment of 12 cans of "Green Cow Tripe", and 
began feeding it as we normally did to our dog. We did notice the food had a different 
consistency and odor than it had for the previous year. I did notice that the color of the 

label on the new shipment was different from the old label, but there was NO OBVIOUS 
INDICATION that anything was changed.

Within 1 day after feeding the new "Green Cow Tripe" she became ill, having diarrhea 
attacks several times each day. We followed the direction of our veterinarian for about 

2 weeks, but the problem persisted. 

At this point (I admit I was a little slow) I compared the label from the new can to the old 
one. The ingredients were the same, but the Guaranteed analysis label changed, 

doubling the fat content. I am not a chemist or food scientist, but in my mind, if you 
double the fat content (or any other line item) something else must change in the 

recipe.

We went to our local pet store and purchased several cans of a different product, 
"Barking At The Moon" Beef Recipe", made by the same manufacturer. We fed this to 
our dog that evening, and the following day her stools were normal. They continued to 

be normal to this day. (It has been about 2 weeks now).

I called the manufacture, who told me "nothing has changed", and that the problem my 
dog experienced was "too bad". They asked me for the date code and batch number, 

which I gave them. They never responded. I called back t inquire where the 
investigation was, and the response was "we gave it to our QA manager".

It seems to me they are not taking their responsibility seriously, and have made no 
effort to respond, and to m knowledge, no effort to invertigate the problem.
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EON‐315812 5/21/2017 18:45 Hill's Science Diet Savory Beef 
Entrée Adult 7+

I bought a case of her favorite cat wet food, Hills science diet savory beef entree. I 
bought it at Amazon.com and when I opened a can i noticed the food was runny like 
soup, smelled funny and it looked a weird gray colored. i tried to feed it to the cat, but 
she would not eat it. She later ate a bit of it, but later vomited in my bathroom floor. I 
thought the case I bought was damaged because the expiration date was good. I 
contacted Science Diet and Amazon.com, Science Diet told me to return it to Amazon 
for a replacement case. There were more people with my problem so I did not ask for a 
replacement case. I bought another case at a pet food store and it was the same 
problem.

9 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐315769 5/21/2017 10:24 Nutro Max Grain Free Adult 
Recipe with Pasture-Fed Lamb

I purchased a new dog food 4/24/17 I fed it to them that evening and the next morning. 
Later that night and the following morning he refused the food then proceed to have 
bloody diarrhea and vomit.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 95 Pound

EON‐315720 5/20/2017 21:28 Olewo Daily Carrots for Dogs A client mentioned feeding Olewo dehydrated carrots to his dog. Upon evaluating the 
product website (https://www.olewousa.com/products/olewo/dogs/olewo-daily-carrots-
for-dogs), a number of health claims appear to be drug claims that should not be on a 
food label. 

Examples:
Adding Olewo Carrots to your dogs' daily meals can benefit their bodies and health in 
so many amazing ways. It provide vitamins, minerals and other nutrients with healthy 
benefits from a whole food to promote overall health, and can help relieve and prevent 
a range of common ailments in dogs.

Quickly helps eliminate dog diarrhea*
Helps relieve constipation in dogs*
Provides digestive support while transitioning to new dog food*
Helps maintain healthy digestive function*
Promotes gut integrity and gut health*
Helps prevent and remedy anal glad issues*
Acts as a natural intestinal dog wormer*
Promotes healthy skin & coat *
Strengthens the immune system*
Promotes natural defenses against infections*
Promotes healthy thyroid function*

Olewo Carrots can help heal the gut lining, soothe the irritated digestive tract and calm 
it in order to allow healing to occur.
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EON‐315709 5/20/2017 13:40 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

I bought a bag of Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky treats at WalMart. This was a new 
treat for them. I never bought these before. Started giving them to him and his brother 
on . Gave them two a night for the next three days. They both immediately 
started getting sick with vomiting and diahrrea. I didn't realize until the third day that 
their unexpected illness might be from the treats. At this point neither dog was eating 
and drinking. I called our Veterinary emergency service on Sunday night, . 
They told me to bring them in in the morning. I took them to the Vet on  
and they were both given a shot of medication to slow their digestive system. (I can't 
find my original bill with the medication names but can obtain this from my Vet.) They 
were also given pill form of this medication and antibiotics to take at home. They 
continued to not eat or drink and the diahrrea and vomiting continued. They were both 
lethargic. On Thursday, , the were both taken to our Vet  

 Veterinary Services,  They were 
placed on IVs. Later that day they said  was rehydrated and could come home. 

 had to stay over night.  had not improved and was having kidney failure 
so he had to be euthanized on   came home but he still 
would not eat, drank very little and couldn't walk. I took him back to the Vet on 

 He was having kidney failure as well and I had to have him 
euthanized at that time.

10 Years Beagle Dog 60 Pound

EON‐315708 5/20/2017 13:32 Tucker's Raw Frozen Pork-Bison-
Pumpkin Formula

Cut into patty to chop into chunks and found a sharp gray piece of hard plastic in the 
pink patty. 
We do not know if our dogs have ingested any of this from previous patties as we only 
chop it into bite sizes.

EON‐315707 5/20/2017 13:32 Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky 
Recipe

I bought a bag of Golden Rewards Chicken Jerky treats at WalMart. This was a new 
treat for them. I never bought these before. Started giving them to him and his brother 
on . Gave them two a night for the next three days. They both immediately 
started getting sick with vomiting and diahrrea. I didn't realize until the third day that 
their unexpected illness might be from the treats. At this point neither dog was eating 
and drinking. I called our Veterinary emergency service on Sunday night, . 
They told me to bring them in in the morning. I took them to the Vet on  
and they were both given a shot of medication to slow their digestive system. (I can't 
find my original bill with the medication names but can obtain this from my Vet.) They 
were also given pill form of this medication and antibiotics to take at home. They 
continued to not eat or drink and the diahrrea and vomiting continued. They were both 
lethargic. On Thursday,  the were both taken to our Vet  

 Veterinary Services  They were 
placed on IVs. Later that day they said  was rehydrated and could come home. 

 had to stay over night.  had not improved and was having kidney failure 
so he had to be euthanized on .  came home but he still 
would not eat, drank very little and couldn't walk. I took him back to the Vet on 

. He was having kidney failure as well and I had to have him 
euthanized at that time.

10 Years Beagle Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐315671 5/19/2017 23:52 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe

My dog started throwing up and vomiting a week ago. After the second time I fasted 
him for 24 hrs and then started him on a bland diet of boiled chicken and rice. I went a 
bought a new bag of dog food in case the bag I had bought was bad (I dumped the old 
one into a garbage bag and inspected it and didnt see anything in it but threw it away 
none the less). I slowly introduced this new bag into his diet and he has been ok for 
about 4 day, I came home tonight again with vomit and diarrhea all over his kennel. I 
looked online and found some blogs dated from about 2 months ago stating that they 
were giving the chicken and rice formula and there dogs were getting sick and after 
switching brands they were fine. 

This issue needs to be addressed since there were multiple blogs and complaints 
about this food.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐315534 5/19/2017 9:56 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

Began feeding on 5/15/2017 from a bag of bison flavor taste of the wild purchased via 
Amazon. Immediately caused vomiting and diarrhea. Continued feeding as it was 
initially suspected that the cause was simply a sensitivity to a new type of food. 
Lethargy diarrhea continued. 5/19/2017 vomit became bloody, dog is being taken to 
the vet.

6 Years Corgi - Welsh Pembroke Dog 36 Pound
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EON‐315496 5/19/2017 0:48 Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Adult

4.5 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 16 PoundI purchased a bag of Blue Wilderness Adult Chicken Recipe in February. It was the 
same brand I'd been feeding for months. The bag was opened sometime around March 

1, 2017. Both of my cats reduced the amount of food they were eating once this bag 
was opened. I thought that it was due to warmer weather.  started to lose weight 

within a week and was more lethargic. He also began drinking a lot more water. His 
water is fresh daily in a pet waterer, and I have been adding apple cider vinegar to my 

pets water for several months.
Around March 10, 2017, he began straining to urinate and was passing bloody urine a 
few days later. It took me a few days to get him into the vet because he started hiding 

during the day in a very inaccessible spot. Around the 15th of March, 2017, was 
no longer able to urinate at all and spent 3 days at the vet with a catheter in place. He 
improved while there and while eating the food they provided. His PH level was high, 

but I don't remember the number I was told for this visit. He came home and had to go 
back in the next day because he was having trouble urinating again. The vet was able 

to get him stabilized and he spent 21 days on antibiotics. 
Within 2 weeks of finishing the antibiotics,  was again straining to urinate and 

was passing bloody urine. He stayed at the vet for 4 nights (May 11-15, 2017). The vet 
again got him stable, eating and drinking. I brought him home and had to take him back 
to the vet on May 16, 2017. I picked him up today, May 18, 2017. The high urine PH is 

an issue that is new with this bag of food. Normal urine PH is 6.0-6.4.
A urinalysis that was sent to IDEXX Laboratories on May 17, 2017 and results arrived 

on May 18, 2017. The results are as follows:
Color - Red

Clarity - Turbid
Speciic Gravity - 1.043

Glucose - Negative
Bilirubin - Negative
Ketones - Negative

Blood - 2+ High
PH - 7.5

P i 2 (200 300 / )
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Protein - 2+(200-300 mg/dL)
WBC - 10-15 High
RBC - 75-100 High

Bacteria - Moderate Cocci, 9-40/HPF
EPI Cell - 2+ (3-5) HPF

Mucus - None Seen
Casts - None Seen

Crystals - 3+ AMM MG Phos (21-50) HPF
Urobilinogen - Normal

Background on my cat. Healthy, indoor, fully vaccinated cat. Neutered at 2 years old. 
Ate Kirkland brand Super Premium Maintenance Cat Chicken & Rice Formula until 

approximately July 2016, then switched over a 4 week period to Blue Wilderness Adult 
Chicken Recipe. I will now be changing over to DIY Prey Model Raw as it facilitates a 

naturally lower PH level. 
After searching I have found that there are other cats with similar issues after eating 

Blue this year. While I'm not usually one to submit consumer complaints, I believe that 
there is a problem that could already be causing death and serious injury to pet cats.
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EON‐315487 5/18/2017 20:44 Greenbrier Kennel Club Rawhide 
Retriever Roll

4.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 98 PoundI am a Service Connected Disabled Veteran 100% , IU. I have a Service Dog. Hes 
a Purebred Cocholate lab. I have had Him since he has been 10 weeks old. On May 

14, 2017 my wife decided to go down to our local Dollar Tree to pick up a few Items. It 
Is very rare that I will enter a store at this time of day. I told my wife doesn't look like 

there is a lot of people so i will go in. She did her thing and I walked around. I got to the 
pet section. I pick up this RAWHIDE RETRIEVER Bone. I always buy my Service Dog 

Top of the line food. Once a week I always buy him a RAWHIDE Bone. But, always 
American made.

Just the Value Of my Dog IS set at $20,000. So, you know he's In the best possible 
health he can be.

Anyway my wife pays for our stuff we get home. Later that night I asked my Service 
Dog If he wanted a treat. Of course he wagged and said yes with a bark.. So, I gave 
him the RAWHIDE RETRIEVER Bone I bought at the Dollar Tree In  

Store .. MY Service Dog Chewed on It Two to Three Minutes tops Then he came 
Violently ILL. He Vomited for a day and a half just about every 20 minutes, had the 
shakes Nose was Hot he was lethargic. I stayed up with him for 48 hours too make 
sure he wasn't going to die.. When this all took place I immediately took that Poison 

That IS MADE IN CHINA away!!! I couldn't afford too take my Dog to the Vet Cause It 
was mothers Day And I didn't have the Cash on hand. So, I contacted a Friend who 

works for a Vet  hours from me and she told me what to do.
I have Never ever seen My Service Dog Sick like this... With all the Issues I have from 
Being a Disabled Veteran It made me worst then ever. I have Never seen anything like 

this I should have Did video with my phone during this ordeal.. 
This RAW HIDE Treat was Poisoned!!!! It even smells poisoned.... I had threw It away. 
with the wrapper but, I dug it out of the Garbage HAs sauce on it. But i have it and took 
Pictures of everything. From my Service Dog almost Dieing on the couch for two days, 

Bone, wrapper, etc....
I contacted Dollar Tree via email, and on Facebook.. I got a call to day from a service 

rep who left me a message..
My Service Dog IS worth too much Money and I have too Much Invested too be playing 

Games with Dollar tree. I'm bringing them too Federal court. I sent the COO and 
President of Dollar Tree a Demand letter explaining EVERYTHING!! PLUS, Asked Him 

to REMOVE all pet food/treats made in China from there Stores...
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EON‐315480 5/18/2017 17:12 Gentle Giants 90% Beef On May 8, when we got home from work, we fed our dog dinner from a can of Gentle 
Giants dog food (Beef). We had also fed him from the same can in the morning before 
when left for work, and covered the can and refrigerated it during the day. To our 
surprise, he was a little reluctant to eat, but eventually did eat some of it. A short time 
later, he began vomiting. He was very lethargic and in distress from the vomiting. When 
we checked the room he stayed in while we were at work, we found that he had 
vomited his breakfast as well. 

We tried to get him to relax and drink some water in an effort to relieve his discomfort. 
A couple of hours later, he went out to the yard to poo, and had a difficult time doing it. 
The discharge was an uncommon liquidy poo with blood. Looking around we found 
blood drops in a couple of locations outside where he had also tried to poo and could 
not.

Because of the blood in the stool, I took him to a 24 hour vet service for care. A 
physical exam found nothing wrong and a test of his blood, and Xrays also came back 
clear. (A fecal test done a couple of days later also came back clear.) He was given 
antibiotics to fight any bacteria from infecting his internal organs, which he took for a 
week, and was put on a special diet for a week.

When my wife was cleaning out his bowl of the unfinished food from Monday evening, 
she noticed that it contained a couple of pieces of small bits of blue plastic. We looked 
in the can and found more inside. The dog food had evidently created issues in both 
his throat (causing vomiting) and stomach (causing bloody diarrhea).

I called the manufacturer twice (May 9 and 10) and sent an email to them on May 11, 
but they have not responded.

5 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears (Phaléne))

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐315473 5/18/2017 16:08 Hill's Prescription Diet Hypo-
Treats

We regularly feed our small cocker spaniel Hills Prescription Diet Hypo-Treats. They 
are too large for her to eat whole so we break the treats up into smaller pieces before 
giving them to her. Two days ago, I was breaking up a treat and discovered a small (1 
or 2 cm long) thin piece of wire embedded in the treat. I called the customer service 
number on the package and spoke to a representative letting them know about the 
wire. She assured me they will be investigating.

EON‐315182 5/16/2017 18:36 I and love and you Whascally 
Wabbit Recipe

He obviously had stomach issues after eating a few bites of the food. He mostly 
refused food for the next day and then we slowly started him back on a different 
variety.

1 Years Himalayan Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐315044 5/16/2017 8:52 Pet Naturals of Vermont Calming 
Dog Chews

had her annual checkup on . All good with check up, then she received 
heartworm/Lyme test, then Bordetella and Lyme Vaccination and prescribed the 
Hycodan and Doxycycline for her slight cough which occurred about 6 to 8 times a day 
for the past month. By Friday the cough was gone after only several days into 
the meds. She was back to normal. Around 6 PM Friday she was trying to get a treat 
from me doing her dance which she always does when she wants one along with our 
other dog, after they were done dinner at 4:30 pm. I decide that she was ready to start 
a new item I purchased from Chewy.Com called PetNaturals Calming chews since she 
gets nervous at night and a storm moving in the weekend. I gave her the one chew and 
within several hours she started to pant heavy. Through the night my wife said she 
calmed her several times. On Saturday we noticed it was getting worst and would not 
eat so I contacted our Vet and was told to bring her over. I got there about 1:40 PM and 
she had no measurable temperature after several tries. They took her in to do X-rays 
and it show an enlarged Heart, Massive fluid in her Lungs and her stomach was full of 
air. They put her on Oxygen and the Vet made arrangements to take her directly to an 
emergency center. She stop breaking and they put an oxygen tube down into her but 
liquid started to come out, She died at 2:01PM. She had no signs of any issue's and 
had no problem lying down on her sides or stomach nor any issue's at her checkup 4 
days prior.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 31 Pound

EON‐315006 5/15/2017 22:04 Purina Pro Plan Savor Adult 
Shredded Blend Lamb & Rice 
Formula

Purchased a bag of purina pro plan dog food in February. In April, we found it was 
infested with tiny brown worms. Returned it to the store and was refunded. Thought we 
had possibly stored it improperly. Purchased another bag thinking it was a fluke. 
Contacted Purina and they responded that it was highly unusual. They sent me a few 
$1.00 off coupons. Less than a month later the same brown worms appeared. This 
time I knew it had been stored in airtight containers. Returned it to the store and bought 
another brand. Googled the problem and saw MANY MANY other instances of similar 
findings.
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EON‐314866 5/15/2017 14:52 Cat-Man-Doo Freeze-Dried Wild 
Alaskan Salmon

I am a pet owner concerned about companies making false claims. I have seen 
multiple cases of a company called Life Essentials (Cat Man Doo) claiming their 
products have FDA and USDA certifications which I know is not true. They should not 
be able to make such claims. Here is a link to their products where you can view the 
claims they make. I have copied some of the text below for your review: 

Link to product and false claims on amazon: 
https://www.amazon.com/CATMANDOO-Freeze-Dried-Wild-
Salmon/dp/B015NH3DQM/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1494872936&sr=8-
4&keywords=life+essentials+freeze+dried+salmon 

Taken from Amazon.com "Life Essentials Freeze Dried Wild Alaskan Salmon is a 
human grade, FDA approved product. This all-natural treat is another healthy way to 
reward your pet. This treat is completely free of grains and fillers and is derived from a 
single protein source so you can feel good about rewarding your pet anytime. These 
crunchy cubes will satisfy your cat's craving for fish and are a convenient training treat 
for dogs who enjoy a fishy treat. Life Essentials Freeze Dried Wild Alaskan Salmon can 
also be crumbled onto wet or dry food as an appetite enhancer. Order Size: (6) 5 oz 
resealable bag. "

EON‐314748 5/14/2017 15:04 Grreat Choice Turkey & Giblets 
Dinner Pate

Cat at 1/3 can of Grreat Choice turkey&giblets pate, lot GC-14-700. Within 2 hours, cat 
was vomiting forcefully and screaming (two days later, cat still cannot meow), with 
watery grey diarrhea, pain screams and vmiting while eliminating darrhea. Cat cntinued 
vomiting/diarrhea spasms (mucous only) for three hours, then slipped into coma from 
dehydration. Successfuly rehydrated cat, he has been slowly recovering ever since. 
NOTE: Two other cats had access to this food and refused to eat it, even though 
canned food is their daily treat.

I opened a second can in the same lot two days later to check it, it has an odd smell 
but no obvious dscoloration.

This brand has a dog food recall for 2017 but no mention of contaminated cat food.

Purchased food at Petsmart #  in 

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐314725 5/13/2017 16:12 Weruva Cats in the Kitchen Fowl 
Ball

Problems the last year - I have given this food routinely one year ago.  became 
sick. I stopped and once in a while gave her the remaining cans from a case that I 
bought. She has been sick on and off. On 4/23 her lab work was good. I gave her one 
can - 1/2 can on 4/28 & 4/29. On 4/30 she vomited, quit eating and labwork at vet on 
5/1 was terrible. Looking back I believe her previous problems may have stemmed 
from this same food.

5 Years Tonkinese Cat 6.4 Pound
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EON‐314722 5/13/2017 15:44 Primal Pet Foods Freeze-Dried 
Nuggets Canine Chicken 
Formula

My dogs diet consists of Primal FD Chicken, and FD treats. 2 weeks ago I fed him and 
it was a new bag freshly opened. HE started to act out of character and vomitted 
several times and had diarrhea. I brought him to Er vet who diagnosed him with 
gastroenteritis and was suggested to use bland diet and stop feeding raw. 1 week ago 
the symptoms were still there and he had several stool tests done that contained a very 
rare protozoa that thrives in all climates and mainly infects raw food or water. My pet is 
now on Metronizadole and probiotics as this protozoa have consumed most good 
bacteria in his gut... according to vet this is due to the raw food source and I 
immediately discontinued it. MY dog is still sick and I believe it was the FD Primal as 
well as my vet who did several lab tests. The lot number is 1D122017 UPC 
50334004324

3 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 10.2 Pound

EON‐314503 5/12/2017 10:12 Friskies Savory Shreds with 
Ocean Whitefish & Tuna in 
Sauce

We have been feeding our three cats each 1/3 of a 5.5 oz can of Friskies (variety of 
flavors and textures) each morning. These were purchased at various locations 
including Walmart and a local feed store that has rapid turnover of the product. We 
began noticing that upon occasion the cats who wait eagerly for this feeding all sniff 
their separate dishes or take a small taste then walk away, rejecting the food. We used 
to think that this was just a matter of all three not liking a particular flavor, but over time 
we have seen that this does not correspond with the flavors. Since it is always all three 
cats at the same time, we now assume that there is something about the quality of food 
that makes them reject it. As has happened before the one cat who ate a few bites of 
the food this morning immediately vomited following his replacement meal.

9 Years Unknown Cat

EON‐314493 5/12/2017 8:48 Nudges Grillers Made with Real 
Steak

Gave her Nudges Grillers Steak Treats. They didn't seem to agree with her. She 
started drinking a lot, had frequent urination, eventually quit eating and had loss of 
vision.

3 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11 Pound

EON‐314490 5/12/2017 8:20 Nudges Grillers Made with Real 
Steak

I started giving him Nudges Grillers Steak Treats. He got extremely thirsty, had 
frequent urination, lost his appetite and then went down with labored breathing. I took 
him to the ER Vet and had blood work and x-rays done. He had a high fever, diabetes 
and more. Had to put him down. This was after I had to put my other dog down for the 
same symptoms 3 weeks previously.

8 Years Newfoundland Dog 140 Pound
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EON‐314419 5/11/2017 20:16 PureVita Turkey & Sweet Potato 
Entrée Grain Free, Nutro 
Crunchy Treats with Real Mixed 
Berries

48 hours after I fed my two beagles both the NutriSource Pure Vita Turkey and Sweet 
Potato dry dog food and also Nutro Crunchy treats (blueberry),  my older 
beagle threw up and continued to throw up and refuse food throughout the night and 
into the next morning (Monday 5/1/2017). I was very alarmed and took her to my vet. 
They examined her and did a full blood panel. He gave her an injection of cerenia for 
nausea and also prescribed cerenia for the next 4 days and also prescribed Flagyl for 
several days and told me to feed her nothing but chicken and rice for the next 4 days. 
Several hours after the nausea shot,  felt well enough to eat some chicken and 
rice and kept it down. Later in the evening, when I gave  a little more chicken 
and rice and fed the Pure Vita to my other beagle, ,  stole some of 

 Pure Vita before I could stop her. Within the next half hour,  threw up 
the Pure Vita.  did not finish her Pure Vita meal, which is highly unusual for her 
(a greedy beagle). By the time bed time rolled around,  would not even accept a 
bite of chicken, which she normally grabs eagerly from my hands. By morning,  
was better and keeping down her chicken and rice.  threw up bile in the morning, 
so I took her to the vet that day, 5/2/2017. He examined her, did a full panel blood work 
and gave her the same medications that he did for . It took about 12 hours for 

 appetite to return. Both dogs slept alot for several days.  blood panel 
revealed she had a case of pancreatitus, but  bloodwork was negative for 
pacreatitus or anything else that could be determined by the lab. It took my beagles 
about 4 to 5 days to recover and they still seem to have less energy than normal. They 
are still eating chicken and rice. I am currently deciding which brand of food to use from 
here on out, but I will not be feeding the Pure Vita or the Nutro treats I purchased on 
April 28, 2017.

9 Years Beagle Dog 38 Pound

EON‐314199 5/10/2017 17:28 Purina Dog Chow Complete opened a brand new bag of Purina Dog chow and fed it to him , he was dead the next 
morning.

8 Years Rottweiler Dog 120 Pound

EON‐314167 5/10/2017 12:24 Member's Mark Exceed Lamb & 
Rice

 ate breakfast (which is 2 cups of food) at 6:30am I let him out to go potty and he 
stayed outside for about an hour. He came back in the house and laid down in his bed. 
At that time I left for work. Upon returning home  had had numerous bouts of 
diarrhea and thrown up all over my living room floor. I fed him dinner at 6:30pm and let 
him back outside as he seemed like he could not wait to go potty. Through the night he 
had more bouts of diarrhea and vomiting. I talked with the vet and she advised there 
was some type of toxin in the food. I bagged up the food and plan to return it to the 
store. I noticed the food had a chemical odor to it.

10 Years Weimaraner Dog 90 Pound

EON‐314147 5/10/2017 12:16 Purina One Smartblend Lamb & 
Rice Formula Adult, Purina One 
Smartblend Chicken & Rice 
Formula Adult

Discovered my dog had cancer at age 5 (almost 6), he was diagnosed with cancer at 
age 6, and learned that this type of cancer normally occurs in dogs 8 years and older. 
This week I found how contaminated his pet food is, I've used Purina One consistently 
since I bought him in 2010. Some of the contaminants cause cancer leading me to 
suspect his 2 surgeries to remove tumors were caused by his pet food (Purina One dry 
dog food).

7 Years Shar Pei Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐314142 5/10/2017 12:04 Cesar Classics with Chicken & 
Beef in Meaty Juices

On May 6th , 2017 I opened a container of dog food and when I started to break it up to 
feed him I found what looks to be complete animal body parts in it . Possibly an Ear or 
Snout etc. Product Description: Cesar Classics with Chicken & Beef IN MEATY 
JUICES canine cuisine 1330025 A1 5. Type of container: Plastic square container with 
Foil pull back lid. Product Unopened intended: stored at room temperature. Lot 
number/Best by, best before or expiration date: BB 013019 21 3 705CKKCG 0321. 
UPC code:0 23100 01409 8. Net weight: 100G (3.5 OZ) Purchase date: Month of Apri 
2017. Location where purchased: appx. 97% of the time I buy dog food at Target  

. Food was stored in kitchen cabinet , no preparing needed 
just opened and started to break up with edge of empty container it came in when I 
found animal parts. Description of the problem with the product : Foreign object found 
in the product (what looks to be a snout or an ear and other pieces). I did not feed it to 
my dog so my dog did not consume the food product.

EON‐314135 5/10/2017 11:08 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Canine Formula with Roasted 
Bison and Roasted Venison

Started new bag of food which is the same brand she has eaten since near birth. She 
started having bad diarrhea with blood that evening. Took her to the veterinarian the 
next morning. Vet recommended we switch her diet for a couple of days to boiled 
chicken and rice. She immediately started feeling better and the diarrhea stopped. After 
a few days we started to reintroduce her dog food back to her ( same bag). On the first 
evening she was back to just dog food the diarrhea started again with vomiting ( no 
blood this time in diarrhea). The diarrhea was more violent than the first time so we 
immediately took her off the dog food. She continued to vomit and experience diarrhea 
all night and continued in the morning. We brought her to the pet hospital that day 
where she is now stable. 
If she is able to hold down a controlled diet at the pet hospital, then she can come 
home today.

33 Month
s

Poodle - Standard Dog 68 Pound

EON‐314072 5/9/2017 16:32 Hartz Oinkies Pig Skin Twists 
Original

I purchased the Hartz Oinkies pig twist chew treats on Friday, 5/05/2017 and gave my 
dog 1 chew treat around 9:30PM that evening. Approximately 30 minutes later - Both of 
her eyes were swollen shut and her entire muzzle was swollen as well. She appeared 
to be in tremendous pain and used her feet to scratch her entire face non-stop. Both 
eye lids were bright pink and her lips were bright red. She had only consumed 
approximately half of the pig treat. I was instructed by the Vet to give her 50mg of 
Benadryl immediately, which I did at approximately 10:15PM. She was able to breath 
so, I stayed up with her all night and monitored her until I could take her to our Vet the 
following morning. On the morning of Saturday, 5/06/2017, She was still very swollen 
(Face/mouth) and she vomited on the ride to the Vet. The Vet gave an injection 
of 3mg Dexamethasone & 50mg of Benadryl at the time of our visit. I was instructed to 
give  1 tablet of Prednisone 10mg by mouth once daily for 3 days, starting on 
5/07/2017; then, give 1 tablet every other day until gone.  also instructed me to 
continue giving  50mg of Benadryl in addition to the Prednisone to prevent flare 
up. Please note, prior to this incident - I'd been giving my dog these treats since she 
was 6 months of age and on average, she would consume 3-4 of these pig twist treats 
each week as a reward. This is the very first time she's ever had an allergic reaction to 
ANYTHING she's eaten, EVER.

46 Month
s

Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-haired 
(Vizsla)

Dog 42 Pound
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EON‐314024 5/9/2017 11:20 Pedigree After consuming pedigree gravy on 6 may my pet felt lazy for entire day and didn't 
consume anything the whole day. When we gave him gravy once again on 7 may, he 
again got extremely lazy. He didn't perform any activity for two long days though he has 
always been an active dog. I suspect presence of something in the dog food that 
makes the dog inactive and dizzy.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog

EON‐313936 5/8/2017 16:04 Meow Mix Irresistibles Soft with 
Salmon

I am enclosing here a copy of the email I sent on April 6, 2017 to the manufacturer of 
Meow Mix cat treats, at jmsmucker.com. They responded with an email asking only 
that I call them. They did not provide me with any information that I requested.

To: Smuckers

My two kitties ate your product, Meow Mix Irresistibles soft salmon flavor treats, last 
Friday evening for the first time. The next morning one kitty (he ate 15 treats the night 
before) threw up his whole breakfast, and has been sick with vomiting ever since. He 
has gone poop only ONE time since then, on Tuesday, and he cries, drinks, and then 
vomits almost every meal.

Our second kitty ( ) is in much worse shape! He ate about 10 treats that night, 
refused his breakfast and did not drink or eat anything Saturday. By that night he was 
limp in our arms with a fever and we took him to the emergency vet clinic near us at 
7:30 am (Sunday). Although he was diagnosed with an upper respiratory infection, he 
continues to refuse ALL food and drink, and did not drink or eat for THREE DAYS (Sat, 
Sun, Mon). He has not gone poop even one time in SIX DAYS. His health continues to 
deteriorate since he is not eating, and drinking very little, despite anti-nausea and 
appetite stimulant medication.

Our (regular) vet suspects stomach inflammation from the treats, and we do, too!

We are very concerned to discover what exactly in these treats has harmed both of our 
cats. She tells me that your company is required to inform us of any suspected poisons 
or irritants that may have been discovered to be in this product, OR that other 
customers have reported for this product.

17 Years American Shorthair Cat 9.7 Pound
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EON‐313817 5/8/2017 4:04 Vital Essentials Frozen Duck 
Patties, Tucker's Raw Frozen 
Pork-Beef-Pumpkin Formula, 
Primal Pet Foods Freeze-Dried 
Nuggets Canine Lamb Formula

EON‐313809 5/8/2017 1:16 Castor & Pollux Organix Grain 
Free Butcher & Bushel

Upon peeling back the open tab on a can of organix butcher and bushel wet dog food 
the lid blew off the can. It sounded like a gun shot. Most of the food remained in the 
can and was bubbling as if it had been heated on a stove. This was a recent order and 
was not expired.

EON‐313755 5/6/2017 16:44 Felix As Good As It Looks mold growing in pack of cat food which i have pictures

I have had several purchases from Jefferson Feed in  that have had 
adverse affects on my dog's arthritis, thirst and ability to concentrate his urine. I've 

been cautious since then, and I've noticed a problem with the Primal Raw Freeze-Dried 
Nuggets (I stopped buying it - the nuggets always had moisture of some kind & 

affected my dog's allergies & symptoms mentioned above). Within days of purchases, 
they would grow mold. It was baffling because the first few batches he ate really 

improved his health - including his skin, coat and arthritis. Also, the appearance of the 
nuggets differ significantly from the samples I received in the store, the initial bags he 
first thrived on and the images on the website. The worst part was seeing that my dog 

could barely walk after a day of eating the nuggets I described.
I moved on to Raw Frozen products, and had success with my first bag of Tucker's. 

After that, on 4/28, I purchased a bag of "Vital Essentials Frozen Duck Patties". I drove 
straight home and put the bag in the freezer, then later that evening, I opened the bag 

to remove a patty to thaw for my dog's breakfast - the smell was AWFUL. I was 
surprised by that but then convinced myself that maybe it was just a different brand...

The next morning the stench was unbearable (now that the patty was completely 
thawed). I took photos of the patties, which looked misshapen & had ice on them, and 

came to the conclusion that they must have been thawed at some point. I returned 
them to the store and tried to cook for my dog for a while.

Today (5/7) I decided to give it another try with Tucker's and went back to Jefferson 
Feed. I bought a bag and noticed a strange line on all of the bags in their freezer - it 

looks like they may have been opened before.
When I came home, I took out a patty to thaw it and noticed a strange pattern on the 
patties, which also looked misshapen, and the bag smelled of meat. In addition, the 

plastic the meat is wrapped in does not appear as it did in the last batch or like it does 
on the website - the corner in which you should be able to peel it open was sealed shut 
and there was lot of ice - again, as if it had been defrosted and refrozen at some point. 

I couldn't risk feeding it to my dog - again.
Before this, there were issues with Fromm's canned food, Orijen Senior Dry Kibble and 
Taste of the Wild Kibble, as well. I don't want to go into it, but it seems as if someone is 
tampering with a large number of products - maybe it is happening at the distributor - I 
don't know... I just want to be able to buy dog food again without my dog getting sick. 

His scalers in his eyes gets swollen and red, he's bitten his paw until it is raw. I am at a 
total loss as to what is happening, but someone needs to do a serious inspection - and 
not just on the frozen raw food. Please. It's at all of their stores. I am going to put the 

date I purchased the Vital Essentials, because I honestly don't know when this began. 
My dog first got sick, had lab work and urinated in his bed over a year ago.
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EON‐313740 5/6/2017 11:44 Party Animal Cocolicious 95% 
Meat I'm Organic Beef with 
Coconut Oil, Vitamins & Minerals

 ate one can of Cocolicious Organic Beef canned food on  and became 
ill with vomiting and diarrhea within 12 hours. She was initially treated with food 
restriction having nothing to eat or drink  nor . We tried to coax her to take 
water and she refused. When the symptoms did not clear she was taken to the vet the 
morning of  put on IV fluids and tests performed to investigate cause. There 
was not a clear indication of cause and  was treated for possible pancreatitis. She 
began to have brain seizures the evening of , initially treated with Valium. When 
that failed to control the seizures she was placed on keppra. That also failed to control 
the seizures, i lost all brain function on  was euthanized the morning of . 
She fought hard.

3 Years Rottweiler Dog 94 Pound

EON‐313712 5/5/2017 21:12 Cadet Gourmet Duck Jerky Lethargic, excessive thirst, not eating 8 Years Boxer (German Boxer) Dog 65 Pound
EON‐313700 5/5/2017 19:20 Kirkland Signature Super 

Premium Adult Dog Chicken Rice 
& Vegetable Formula

The dog food was contaminated with a lot of bugs (Earwigs).  was limping as a 
result of the bug bites from the contaminated food.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - German Dog 60 Pound

EON‐313693 5/5/2017 17:20 Prairie Dog Smokehouse Jerky 
Grassland Lamb

Mold is visibly growing inside the Prairie Dog Pet Products Grassland Lamb 
Smokehouse Jerky 15oz pouch of jerky dog treats. Just from the front of the package 

window, I can see three approximately dime-sized white-gray-colored mold spots in this 
sealed, unopened, and newly-received package of said treats, with the expiration date 

of "03/10/19".

PROBLEM: Mold
PRODUCT: Prairie Dog Smokehouse Jerky Grassland Lamb Dog Treats 15 oz

EXP DATE: 03/10/19

On April 29, 2017, I ordered (Prairie Dog Smokehouse Jerky Grassland Lamb Dog 
Treats 15 oz

SKU: 2424886) jerky dog treats from Petco.com for $13.59, including tax, I paid Petco 
$14.55 for this product. I ordered one more item that arrived before May 4, 2017, in a 

separate shipment. 

On May 4, 2017, I received the Prairie Dog Smokehouse Jerky Grassland Lamb Dog 
Treats 15 oz in a package from Petco.com. The shipping box was an undamaged 
cardboard box, roughly with the dimensions of 12x12x6. The treat package was 

wrapped in several feet of brown shipping paper. I took out the package and soon 
noticed that there were three dime-sized white-gray mold spores growing on different 

slices of the jerky. 

At 6:37pm EST on May 4, 2017, I called Petco.com Customer Service and reported the 
mold problem to the customer service representative. I was issued a refund for $14.55, 

with the Refund Confirmation # (Petco Inquiry # ). Then the 
Petco.com representative explained that she would escalate the information to 

management to notify them of the "damage." ---I told her that I can send photographs 
to Petco, and she said that it was not necessary and she believed me (I wasn't asking 

to be believed, but wanted Petco to investigate since they might possibly need to 
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remove further items from their inventory to prevent pet injuries). 

At 10:13am EST on May 5, 2017, I sent an email alerting Prairie Dog Pet Products 
about their mold problem, with photographs of the mold visible through the packaging, 

and additional photographs of the product and expiration date to Prairie Dog Pet 
Products, and I CC'ed what turned out to be an invalid Petco.com customer service 

email address as well. 

The email that I sent to Prairie Dog Pet Products <sales@pd-pp.com>, 
<customerfeedback@pd-pp.com>, and <customerrelations@petco.com>:

SUBJECT LINE: "Urgent Alert: *Mold* in Grassfed Lamb Jerky. Exp. 03/10/19"

" Hi Prairie Dog:

I am writing to alert you about a *MOLD* problem in your Grassfed Lamb Smokehouse 
Jerky (photographs appended). Exp. 03/10/19

Grassfed Lamb Smokehouse Jerky
Expiration date: 03/10/19

I ordered your product on April 30, 2017 from Petco.com. The product arrived 
yesterday May 4, 2017 with visible mold. 

I did not open your product's packaging. I have a severe mold allergy, let alone mold is 
a toxin as-is. Understandably, there is no way that I am further exposing myself or my 

dog to this toxin by opening your packaging.

The product was well-packaged and buffered in the shipment box from Petco.com. It 
arrived absent of damage. There were no other products in the shipping box. Shortly 
after discovering that the product was moldy (see photographs) I called Customer
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after discovering that the product was moldy (see photographs), I called Customer 
Service at Petco.com and received a full refund.

I am writing to alert you of this quality problem so you can take immediate action to 
ensure no animals or people are harmed by your product.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

*Email includes 6 photographs of the product taken on May 4, 2017.

At 1:38pm EST, Stephanie Jackson <stephanie@pd-pp.com> from Prairie Dog Pet 
Products replied to my email

The email reply that I received from Prairie Dog Pet Products:

SUBJECT LINE: "RE: Urgent Alert: *Mold* in Grassfed Lamb Jerky. Exp. 03/10/19"

"Good Afternoon 

Thank you very much for your feedback and letting us know about the molded Lamb. I 
will be passing this information along to our production team, so that they can 

thoroughly investigate the mold issue. I am very sorry that your pet was not able to 
enjoy the Lamb jerky, and would like to know if there is any other Prairie Dog jerky that 
your pet may enjoy. If there are any specific ones please feel free to let me know and I 
would be more than happy to send some out to the address of your choice Thank you
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would be more than happy to send some out to the address of your choice. Thank you 
and have a great day!

Stephanie Jackson

Prairie Dog Pet Products

6558 Five Points Parkway

Abilene, TX 79603

P: 325-690-6365 ext. 200

C: 325-280-9839

ReceptionistAbilene@pd-pp.com

www.prairiedogpetproducts.com"

At 4:06pm EST on May 5, 2017, I sent Petco.com an email that included a copy of the 
email sent to Prairie Dog Pet Products. 

The email that I sent to Petco.com <websiteInquiry@petco.com>:

"Dear Petco.com:
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Mold is visibly growing on the inside of the sealed package of:

Prairie Dog Pet Products - Grassfed Lamb Smokehouse Jerky
Expiration date: 03/10/19

SKU 2424886
UPC 844232048290

https://www.petco.com/shop/en/petcostore/product/prairie-dog-smokehouse-jerky-
grassland-lamb-dog-treats

This email was originally CC'ed to you to an invalid return address. I just found what 
looks like it may be a better contact email address, so hopefully you get this email this 

time.

For more information, please see the photographs appended of the moldy product that 
arrived to me from Petco.com. A refund has already been issued. With this email, I 
wanted to alert you to a problem with one of the products that you carry, for it is a 

health danger for humans and pets.

Thank you,

Ps. Below you will find the email that I sent to Prairie Dog this morning. Thank you for 
your action in advance.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From

Date: Fri, May 5, 2017 at 10:13 AM
Subject: Urgent Alert: *Mold* in Grassfed Lamb Jerky. Exp. 03/10/19
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j g
To: sales@pd-pp.com, customerfeedback@pd-pp.com

Cc: customerrelations@petco.com

Hi Prairie Dog:

I am writing to alert you about a *MOLD* problem in your Grassfed Lamb Smokehouse 
Jerky (photographs appended). Exp. 03/10/19

Grassfed Lamb Smokehouse Jerky
Expiration date: 03/10/19

I ordered your product on April 30, 2017 from Petco.com. The product arrived 
yesterday May 4, 2017 with visible mold. 

I did not open your product's packaging. I have a severe mold allergy, let alone mold is 
a toxin as-is. Understandably, there is no way that I am further exposing myself or my 

dog to this toxin by opening your packaging.

The product was well-packaged and buffered in the shipment box from Petco.com. It 
arrived absent of damage. There were no other products in the shipping box. Shortly 
after discovering that the product was moldy (see photographs), I called Customer 

Service at Petco.com and received a full refund.

I am writing to alert you of this quality problem so you can take immediate action to 
ensure no animals or people are harmed by your product.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

*Email includes 6 photographs of the product taken on May 4, 2017.

----From here, who knows who else is receiving packages of molded treats? Who is 
currently feeding their dog these treats? And how are they moldy now when they don't 

expire for almost two years?

CORRECTION --- Please note: Throughout my email correspondence with Prairie Dog 
Pet Products and attempted email correspondence with Petco (the second email sent 

to them on May 5, 2017 also bounced back), I mistakenly referred to the treats as 
being "Grassfed Lamb." I was incorrect. The product is in fact, "Grassland Lamb." 

Thank you. 

Thank you!
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EON‐313688 5/5/2017 16:24 Canine Carry Outs was fed Canine Carry Outs Beef Flavor treats several times and he vomited 
them up repeatedly. We thought it was maybe a stomach bug at first and switched his 
treats out for others but when we again fed him some and it happened each time he 
ate them and that was the only thing in his vomit we realized what was happening and 
discontinued the product permanently.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐313579 5/4/2017 18:28 Milo's Kitchen Chicken Meatballs My dog just vomited up a chicken meatball from Milo's Kitchen brand, after this I read 
the ingredients list, turns out these treats contain BOTH Garlic AND Onion, both are 
TOXIC to dogs.

6 Month
s

Pointing Dog - German 
Short-haired

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐313512 5/4/2017 14:08 PCI Chicken Breast Tenders glucosuria 9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound
EON‐313511 5/4/2017 13:56 PCI Chicken Breast Tenders Glucosuria 2 Years Spaniel - Cocker 

American
Dog 23 Pound

EON‐313482 5/4/2017 12:32 Rachael Ray Nutrish Super 
Premium Food for cats

Owners came home and was hiding. When they found her she was not using 
her left rear leg. She eats Rachael Ray cat food and is indoor only, she has had 
another broken bone in her life (toe) but is otherwise healthy. Rads : proximal oblique 
left femur fracture. Suspect osteoporosis. Bone density on radiograph and history of 
previous fracture highly indicate nutritional deficiencies. Cat only eats Rachael Rays 
diet.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐313349 5/3/2017 14:32 Taste of the Wild High Prairie 
Puppy Formula with Roasted 
Bison & Roasted Venison

After two weeks our dog refused to eat the food. He started acting lethargic. Very 
quickly after he refused the food, his stomach started making very load sounds as if he 
was going to have terrible diarrhea, he ended up having a bowel movement with a very 
strong, strange oder, no diarrhea yet. Later that night he started convulsing like he was 
going to vomit but was gagging and hard swallowing instead. After a few hours he 
started vomiting up clear fluid and later bile. No diarrhea yet either. He wouldn't eat or 
drink. We took him to the ER four times that night. They kept thinking it was just a 
stomach ache. They gave him a shot of a very strong anti vomiting medication and sent 
us home. He continued to vomit, hard swallow and started shaking like he was 
freezing. He was making this slight winy sound and breathing as if he was in horrible 
pain. The ER admitted him. Xrays were normal, blood work was normal, other than 
high white blood cells. He would not stop vomiting, they did an ultrasound, they couldn't 
see an obstruction. He was in the hospital for 5 days, he turned his head when they put 
any food in front of him. He continued to hard swallow and gag, they had him on an IV 
or he would have died. On the firth day, they called a specialist. He started leaking 
green, very watery diarrhea that smelled very strong and odd. After a few days of 
leaking green diarrhea he finally ate a small piece of chicken. He is alive, thanks to the 
IV. I was looking to see if there were any recalls on the Taste of The Wild Food. I had 
just started him on a bag of the Bison puppy food about eight days prior to the 
symptoms. There are many other describing the same symptoms in their dogs from 
TOTW Bison and a fish flavor. The animals are dying. Some from total organ failure. 
The pet store didn't care since there is no recall yet. 

https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/taste-of-the-wild.html

http://petfoodtalk.com/dogfoodreviews/taste-of-the-wild/

3 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 26 Pound
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EON‐313205 5/2/2017 15:12 Friskies Prime Filets with 
Chicken in Gravy

was fed the same food as the 5 others. (A 7th cat eats a special food and was 
unaffected).  had been having a rhinitis flare up, for which I had gotten antibiotic 
drops on . During this same time period, she was fed the food in 
question. Her rhinitis started to improve some, but by  she was acting very 
strange: continuous meowing, pacing, not eating or drinking, not sleeping, wanting to 
go outside, sitting outside in the pouring rain, going to the neighbors house. All very 
uncharacteristic. All of this did not onset at one time, but became more pronounced 
over time. Since she was already on the antibiotic, I assumed that she would improve 
once it had time to work. By Wednesday, the , I took her to the vet, where she
received medication for what was thought to be an infection. She had a mouth full of
sores, which explained why she would not eat or drink. Her kidney values were
elevated. Following the meds given at the vet,  seemed to improve a bit. 
However, by the next evening , she had gotten worse. I took her to the 
emergency vet clinic in  where she was admitted. Her white cell count 
was very elevated, her sodium levels were off the charts, causing brain swelling (and 
the strange behavior), her kidney numbers had skyrocketed and she was on the way to 
renal failure. She remained at the emergency clinic overnight. After a conversation with 
both vets who worked on her, I had to make the decision to put her to sleep, as her 
prognosis was "very slim" according to one of the doctors. When I arrived at the 
hospital for the euthanization, the vet assured me that I was "doing the right thing". 

 took her last breaths at 1:15 pm on

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 5 Pound

EON‐313204 5/2/2017 15:12 Friskies Prime Filets With 
Chicken in Gravy

After eating Friskies canned food, became lethargic. A few days later, Friday, 
April 21, 2017 she was unable to walk more than 2 or 3 steps without falling over and 
was very listless. Her eyes were sunken, pulling on the scruff of her neck indicated 
dehydration. She was able to drink water when offered and ate a few treats. Went for 
vet exam next morning (4/22) and was treated for severe dehydration, fever of 103 
degrees and likely kidney infection. Was put on fluids, given antibiotics and sent home 
with antibiotics to begin the next day.

17 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 6 Pound

EON‐313203 5/2/2017 15:12 Chomp'ems Chicken Tenders Product was given to pet for about 1 year. Pet developed symptoms in Feb 2017 of 
Fanconi syndrome

4.5 Years Maltese Dog 10.6 Pound

EON‐313150 5/2/2017 9:40 Purina Cat Chow Indoor The cat ate this food and several hours later ( overnight) regurgitated it. I gave him wet 
food instead the next few days. When i switched back to the dry food, he regurgitated it 
again this morning. He had been eating it for a week or so total - he's not eating fast 
and he's otherwise acting normal/healthy.

3 Years American Shorthair Cat 14 Pound
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